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Preface

Over the past few years, the use of aircraft in what can be termed long range and/or long endurance operations has proved to be a
successful use of military resources. Operations such as tactical strikes mounted from bases thousands of miles away, to the use
of long endurance patrol aircraft over either the battlefield or the maritime environment demonstrate the ability now contained
in the NATO operational forces. The use of military airlift to position forces where they are most needed clearly is another
operation where the range and endurance of the aircraft are pivotal to the success of the operation.

Technologies which improve the range and endurance of aircraft have seen considerable advances over the past ten years.
Aircraft design for these features has matured considerably while the procedure of air-to-air refuelling has made global
deployment and 24+ hour operations a reality. While not generally perceived as long range aircraft, the possible range and
endurance of fighters (both subsonically and supersonically), V/STOL aircraft and even rotorcraft have improved considerably
over the last generation of vehicle design.

With the current requirements to fly farther and longer, this Symposium was conceived to summarize the latest technological
advances in the various fields which in a combined manner define the range and endurance of airborne vehicles. The
Symposium was divided into four specific elements:

"* airframe design technologies, including aerodynamics and structures,
"* propulsion technology,
"* the human factors problems associated with these types of missions and,
" air-to-air refuelling technologies and procedures.

The Symposium was opened by two Keynote Addresses, the first by M.Gen Breeschoten of the Royal Netherlands Airforce
which described a military perspective on long range and long endurance operations, and the second by Burt Rutan of Scaled
Composites Inc. which described the variety of technological and human challenges involved in the record breaking flight
around the world of the Voyager aircraft.

Preface

Au cours des derniires ann6es, le d6ploiement de l'aviation pour des missions dites ý longue distance et/ou de longue dur6e a 6tc
une r6ussite du point de vue de l'utilisation de ressources militaires. Des operations telles que les frappes tactiques lancees a
partir de bases 61oign6es de milliers de kilometres de la zone de l'objectif, ou le d6ploiement d'avions patrouilleurs a longue
distance soit au dessus du champ de bataille, soit en milieu maritime, montrent les capacit6s actuelles des forces op6rationnelles
de l'OTAN. L'emploi du pont a6rien militaire pour positionner les forces de fa~on optimale fourni un autre exemple d'une
op6ration o6 l'autonomie et ]'endurance de I'a6ronef sont cardinales pour la r6ussite de la mission.

Les technologies susceptibles d'apporter une am6lioration du rayon d'action et de 1'endurance ont progressd consid~rablement
au cours de la dernibre d6cennie. La conception des avions dans ce domaine a connu un diveloppement significatif, tandis que la
technique du ravitaillement en vol a permis le d6ploiement global vingt quatre heures sur vingt quatre. Bien que
traditionnellement, ils ne soient pas consid6r6s comme des avions a grand rayon d'action, la distance franchissable et
l'endurance des avions de combat (tant en subsonique qu'en supersonique), des avions V/STOL et mime des a6ronefs A voilure
tournante se sont am6lior6s au cours de la derni~re g6niration.

Pour tenir compte de ]a tendance actuelle d'aller plus loin, et plus longtemps, ce symposium a 6t6 organis6 pour faire le point des
derni•res avanc6es technologiques r6alis6es dans les diffirents domaines et qui, combinies, concourent A d6finir le rayon
d'action et l'endurance des vihicules aeriens. II compte quatre parties:

"* les technologies entrant dans la conception de la cellule, y compris I'airodynamique et les structures
"* les technologies de propulsion
"* les problimes associis au facteur humain dans ce type de mission
"* les technologies et les procedures du ravitaillement en vol.

Deux allocutions ont W prononcies en ouverture du symposium. La premiere, qui a &6 donn6e par M.Gen. Brecschoten du
Royal Netherlands Airforce, a portt sur lea perspectives d'avenir pour les op6rations A longue distance et de longue duree, et la
seconde, par Burt Rutan de Scaled Composites Inc. a fourni Ia description des diffirents difis, humains et technologiques,
pr6sentis par le vol record de circonscription du globe effectui par raironef Voyager.

iii
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

F. MARY
23, Rue de la Croix du Val

F-92190 MEUDON
FRANCE

1. SUMMARY 3. INTRODUCTION

This report reviews the lectures presented at the The 82nd Symposium of the AGARD Flight
82nd Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on Mechanics Panel was held in the Hague, the
"Recent Advances in Long Range and Long En- Netherlands, from the 24th to the 27th of May
durance Operation of Aircraft". The purpose is 1993. More than 100 participants were regis-
to analyse the various papers and try to make a tered, representing 12 of the 16 NATO Nations.
synthesis of the subject, setting it in the scope
of the present World aeronautical as well as po- The goal of this symposium was to review the
litical and economical environment Though the various means available to extend the range or
initial prospect was a military one, in the frame endurance of aircraft in all categories and to
of AGARD and for the benefit of the NATO induce progress by discussion between the
Forces, civil transport and scientific applications various parties involved.
have also been taken into consideration. An Insufficient range of various categories of Wes-
attempt is made to propose some recommen- tern military aircraft was evidenced in such con-
clnýy:,s for the f't-urc activitics of the P-.nel. flicts as Tchad, Falklands, etc. This prompted

the writing of the Pilot Paper n* 195, the validity
2. BACKGROUND of which was eagerly confirmed by the Gulf

War. Therefore the initial purpose of this Pilot
Technologies and techniques which contribute Paper was essentially military, but the subject
to improve the range and endurance of aircraft turned out to be of interest for the civil transport
have considerably progressed over the last ten anod soietijfi communities as well. which con-
years. However, very little was devoted to this siderably extended the scope of the papers
topic in the past of the Panel, even in such presented at the Symposium.
symposia as "Improvement of Combat As suggested by the Pilot Paper, the contribu-
Performance for Existing and Future Aircraft" tion of other Panels was requested; papers were
(April 1986) and "Progress in Military Airlift" presented by the Structures and Materials Panel
(May 1990). (SMP), the Fluid Dynamics Panel (FDP), the
But the changes in Eastern Europe and the Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) and the
evolution in the World political situation resul- Aerospace Me( .- Panel (AMP).
ted in a new challenge for the NATO Forces: in The symposium comprised 2 keynote addresses
place of a well identified threat to which a and 26 papers, broken down into four sessions:
strategy had been tailored for years, they have
now to get prepared for types of conflicts not SESSION ONE. AIRFRAME DESIGN FOR
well defined, neither in form nor in location. LONG RANGE AND ENDURANCE.
Happening at a moment when the World Eco-
nomy slowdown imposes drastic reductions in SESSION TWO. PROPULSION SYSTEM
military expenses, this means that the existing CONCERNS FOR LONG RANGE AND
(or even reduced) military frccr, must be used ENDURAA'CE OPERATIONS.
as efficiently as possible. An extended range is
among the ways to improve this efficiency. It SESSION THREE. THE HUMAN FACTORS
was the motivation of the Pilot Paper n* 195 (a SIDE OF THE PROBLEM.
summary of which is appended to this report),
proposed to the Panel and eventually imple- SESSION FOUR. AIR TO AIR REFUEL-
mented in this symposium. LING.

Technical Evaluation Report on Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance
Operation of Aircraft, May 1993.
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It is not attempted to make abstracts of the military side. His views on the changes in the
papers themselves, but the questions and dis- World political and economical situation, and
cussions related to the subjects are summarized, their consequences on the NATO strategy were

based on firsthand information. The main
4. HIGHLIGHTS feature of future likely conflicts is to have no

specific features, in terms of opponent, type of
From the evaluator's stand point and due to the threat and location. Under these conditions,
interest they raised at the Symposium, the defining, preparing and organizing forces is
following lectures are considered outstanding difficult. One thing is certain: the importance of
and recommanded to the time-limited reader: long distance intervention. As an example, in

the Gulf War, some operations were impaired
- Second keynote address from Burt Rutan (if by the limited number of tankers. In addition,
paper is available in the Proceedings) for the the Defense budgets in the NATO Countries
mix of professional experience and pioneering have lost their priorities and are shrinking. The
spirit shown in the "Voyager" project lecturer electcd to draw, from these conditions,

tentative general specifications for the future
- Paper 5 for the comprehensive review of the NATO aircraft of all types, pointing out, among
present status and perspectives in the airlift area, others, the particular aspects concerned with
including Eastern programmes. long range or long endurance.

- Paper 6 showing how to reduce dramatically With the second Speaker, this was a completely
the production costs of the weight-saving corn- different picture. The earnest military realities
posite structures, thus allowing to carry a higher were forgotten. A pioneering spirit, of the
fuel load. eighties vintage, allied to a first class scientific

and technological knowledge resulted in the
- Paper 7 showing how to reduce drag by natu- design and building of a wonderful and fragile
ral and artificial boundary layer control. aircraft that flew round the World non stop.

Humour was always present in the presentation
- Papers 11 and 13, showing, each in their of this story, which did not prevent Burt Rutan
domains, that in the very competitive civil emphasizing how -very technical choice was
transport area, every detail improvement is "long range minded"; and reading the paper
worth being considered to reduce drag or fuel shows that the technical conflicts were many,
consumption. including the human factor aspects of the pilots'

accomodation.
- The whole Session three (Papers 15 to 18) for A film presented the main phases of the aircraft
its outstanding presentation of the importance of building and of the flight tests. But the most
human factors in long dilration flights and of impressive part was the take off for the record
means to reduce their effects on the crews. flight, when tne tuel overloaded wing scraped

its tips on the runway for many hundred feet
- Papers 21, 23, and 24, for a review of the before leaving the ground and eventually lost
status and prospects in Air Refuelling. both winglets at the beginning of the flight. The

film showed that the risk of failure was not zero
5. TECHNICAL PROGRAMME but one understand that the safety margin asses-

sed was not that bad.
5.1 Keynote addresses As a conclusion, the Speaker indicated that what

could appear as a mere technical challenge and a
To introduce the symposium, two very different sport feat would have more positive fall out (the
lectures were provided, the first one considering Raptor project was mentioned). Of course,
the military aircraft in the present World political many of the technical solutions should be
perspective and the second one telling of a adapted or redesigned, for safety and reliability
"Round the World" record flight. The interest reasons, but the dedicated spirit of simplicity
that buoh Speakers raised in the floor set up the and invention will still be here.
spirit of the symposium.

5.2 Airframe Design for Long Range
With his long experience as a military and test and Endurance
pilot as well as due to his present position of
Head of Operations at the Royal Netherlands This first session comprises 10 papers, spread
Air Force Head-QuarterR, the first Speaker was over one and a half day. It is therefore divided
well qualified to introduce the subject on the into two subsessions which do not differ
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technically. It is a mix of analyses, overviews, sion, temperature control, etc) and of the spe-
technological developments and programme cific airworthiness requirements (sonic boom,
descriptions, which reflect the multiple facets of NOx, noise in the airport areas, etc) is illus-
the subject, depending on the areas concerned: trated with the "Alliance" project. One may only
civil transport, military aircraft, unman-ned air regret that this paper was not presented, in a
vehicle (UAV), research aircraft, etc. synthetic perspective, as a "struggle for range".

In Paper 1, the subject is not very different from Paper 4 deals again with another comer. surface
the second keynote's one, but it is treated in a effect. Preliminary aerodynamic studies, infor-
more conventional manner and for a UAV. It is mation from Russia and flight experience on
still a paper project whose parametric study is several aircraft converge: surface effect at high
cost oriented. A lot of various missions, civil speed reduces drag and smoothes ride.
and military, are planned for this vehicle, the From these findings, the Author devises a va-
size and shape of which results from the need to riety of large military vehicles capable of a wide
carry an ADI radar antenna. The choice of a range of spetd and altitude and even of being
four engine configuration could be explained by operated from the water. These vehicles could
the availability of relevant powerplants and the fly very long routes, partly at high altitude,
ability to operate at low weight on two engines, partly in the surface effect. Curiously enough,
Concern appeared in questions from the floor no mention is made of the powerplant that could
about the uncommon configuration of two operate efficiently in all this range. In the same
fuselages with no tail interconnections: is the way, little was said on civil applications, which
structure stiff enough ? what about the flying would probably raise problems of passenger
and handling qualities ? were the stability and transfer, weather comfort, traffic, etc.
manoeuvrability on the ground assessed ? one Questions focused on manoeuvrability, change
question tried to compare the structural weight in configuration, efficiency, rough sea, etc.
with Voyager's one, but this comparison is Apparently much research and study remains to
biased because of the different load factors, be done before any development coitld be
safety coefficients, etc. launched.

Paper 2 is a similar parametric study. It reviews Paper 5 was a last minute offer to replace a can-
all kinds of missions that a HALE-UMA (read: celled paper. It is an overview of a Symposium
High Altitude Long Endurance - UnManned held in Strasbourg, France, on "the Future of
Aircraft) can fulfill, in the civil and military Large Capacity Multipurpose Aircargo Fleets",
areas, in some cases as a complement of satellite with the participation of Eastern and Western
and aircraft surveys. Though a drawing of the Countries. It emphasizes the importance of long
vehicle is displayed, the study does not seem to haul in the civil cargo traffic (5,000 km on
have got into detailed design, as far as structure average). It is also the opportunity to recall the
and systems are concerned. A review of the impressive airlift operation of Desert Shield/
possible propulsion systems resulted in the Desert Storm, a precious indication on future
choice of 2 supercharged reciprocating engines, needs in airlift fleets.
allowing a symmetrical one engine operation at A large array of super-airlifters was displayed.
low weight. But comparing the powerplant with As a complement, two films were presented:
that of paper 1, one finds a much better weight one about two very long range Russian airlifters
coefficient, in spite of a more ambitious cruise and the other on the Airbus Super Transporter
altitude (82,000 ft in place of 65,000ft) which (AST), derived from a standard long range Air-
would probably require a more sophisticated bus A300-600 with an enlarged fuselage dia-
supercharger and heat-exchanger system. meter to carry oversized cargo.

Paper 3 is in the very opposite corner of the Paper 6 deals with design and manufacture.
picture: it speaks of supersonic transport and Indeed, with composite structures, design and
Concorde is used as a reference throughout the manufacture are tightly integrated as this paper
lecture. A traffic survey, primarily on maritime will show. Composite is a way to save struc-
airways requires a minimum range of 6,000 kIn tural weight dramatically (15 to 20%) for the
(approx. 3,250 nm), for which Concorde is benefit of fuel load, if production is not too
short-legged. The market survey for a super- expensive. It is not the case for large complex
sonic transport with enough range seems opti- parts, for which, until now, prepreg fiber tapes
mistic but could well depend upon the World had to be laid by hand. A new process has
economics situation. A complete review of the succeeded in laying tapes on complex parts,
main features (aeodynamics, structure, propul- automatically and along optimized orientations.
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Compared production rates are very spectacular. . air refuelling (yet to be flight tested).
0.3 kg/h by hand vs 9 kg/h with this process. For the time being, military customers are the
The interest raised was reflected in the number Royal Navy and the Canadian Navy. It is worth
of questions about the present limits of the mentioning that blades are foldable for carrier
process, which is still in development for underdeck storage.
improvement:
- does it apply to deformable parts or to vibra- Paper 10 is another aircraft description. Still a
ting parts ? the answer is yes; paper project, Eurofar is a tilt rotor aircraft. The
- now is delamination taken into account ? by formula adds to the helicopter capabilities the
empirical formulas, since the phenomenon is extended range and speed of an airplane. Unlike
still not well known; but, in other respects, helicopters, transition allows keeping the cabin
buckling was already implemented. floor level. A very vivid presentation followed
This contribution of the SMP was very much by a lot of questions:
appreciated. . rolling take-off ? yes, like helicopters ( 50 m),

why are the engines not tilted ? for better
Paper 7 is also an interesting contribution from ground margin, better IR cancellation in military
another panel (FDP). Turbulent flow generates operation and better turbine burst containment
more drag than laminar flow; thence the interest for civil airworthiness,
to shift the transition as far downstream as . autorotation ? less efficient than on an heli-
possible. On a given airfoil, a theoretical ana- copter, due to the high disk loading and to the
lysis (with many formulae!) allows one to wing screen,
assess to what extent the natural laminar flow . noise in the cabin ? better than in some turbo-
could be maintained. This is markedly confir- prop aircraft: the propellers are far enough from
med by windtunnel tests and flight tests. the fuselage and their cruise rpm is 20% less
However, for wing sweep angles higher than than at take off, thus avoiding any sonic effect
300, in order to extend the laminar flow as far at the blade tips.
downstream as possible, it is necessary to add a
suction device, which needs a negligible amount 5.3 Propulsion System Concern for
of bleed air from the engines. In addition, the Long Range and Long Endurance
leading edge must be kept very clean and a Operations
decontamination (liquid oozing) device must be
installed. A first estimate gives a 15% fuel sa- This session, prepared in cooperation with the
ving for a fully equipped airplane. To conclude PEP, has the same diversity as the previous
this very clear and methodic lecture, it was indi- one: two papers tell mainly of transport
cated that the prospect was promising enough to airplanes, the other two of HALE aircraft.
plan equipping a new corporate airplane.

Paper 11 deals with civil transport aircraft
Paper 8 is an interesting demonstration of an (though it applies to other categories as well). In
original use of airplane's flight characteristics. It this domain, harsh competition leads to various
could be summarized as endurance maxima- airplane types being very close to each other, as
lization through "relaxed" (saw-toothed) altitude far as performance and direct operating costs are
profile. The secret is to use the powerplant in its concerned. Therefore, any design solution or
better efficiency part of the flight envelope (low detail adjustment that may result in an even
speed) to gain altitude and then "sail" down at small improvement in drag or in better ride
idle with flaps extended in optimal position. comfort is valued, if the corresponding
This very clever flight profile raises but one development and production cost is affordable.
question: what for 7 It is hard to imagine civil In addition, the CFD (Computational Fluid
airplanes using such flight plans and still harder Dynamics) has reached such a quality in
to see combat aircraft missions adapted to this simulating airplane aerodynamics that it can
profile, except perhaps for recovery in case of now tackle the problem of airflow over large
fuel shortage, though it was not indicated whe- and complex parts (if not the whole) of a big
ther the range was also improved, airplane at the project level, allowing to adjust

and compare various solutions before detailed
Paper 9 is the mere description of a helicopter, design is launched and without time and cost
the 3 engined EH 101, where the Author put expenses in windtunnel tests. Even if these
emphasis on its long range capabilities: goals were not much emphasized in the lecture,

possible flight on 2 engines only, particularily for the purpose of range impro-
all-weather equipment, vement, this is the target of the three examples
ergonomy (low vibration level), which are very clearly presented in this paper.
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It is more convenient to follow up with Paper many engineers in the floor, it was the first
13, written in the same spirit, but from the opportunity to hear of new matters they would
engine manufacturer's point of view. The have to take into consideration in the future, in
Author has elected not to speak about the opti- the conception and design of manned aircraft.
mal thermodynamic cycles and other theoretical
ways to perform long range, but to tell of some Paper 15 reviews the various types of fatigue
aspects of the design know-how that allows and describes the main causes of fatigue for the
these performance to be constant and reliable, long range crew members, after a survey on
showing at the same time some of the key transport airplane pilots. In the characteristics of
points in the architecture of modern large the cockpit atmosphere, it is noteworthy that
turbofans and confirming that experience and relative humidity is very low, lower than in
common sense are still good arguments. many deserts. Heavy workload is a source of
He explained what seems to be a contradiction, fatigue, but lack of workload (during long haul
for these sophisticated engines, between a flights) may impair alertness. Night flight,
search for longer life cycles and shorter times ozone concentration, noise, mild hypoxia, etc
between inspection. For the combat aircraft, he were also examined, as well as jet lag, which
also pointed out how much the enginc hot part creates difficulties for the crews to get asleep
life was depending on the high power setting during layovers. Displayed charts raised some
time in a mission, rather than on range. surprise and concern: among the sleeping aids,
He ended up with some hints on the "special alcohol is by far the most used.
vehicles" (very high speed ones) for which In the conclusions, not only does the Author re-
cooling is a very challenging problem. commend the flight planning staffs to taie the

various causes of fatigue into consideration, but
We now come back to two HALE papers. Paper he also advises the individual pilots to plan their
12 is a comprehensive overview of all the rest times according to their own capabilities.
possible solutions to power such vehicles, for
which altitude and loiter time are selection key Paper 16 completes the preceeding one by a
parameters. For the time being, the turbochar- survey of the regulations of various airworthi-
ged reciprocating engine is the most efficient, ness Authorities on flight time limitation with
the performance of the turbocharger-heat ex- two pilots crews and augmented crews. In addi-
changer system becoming determinant as alti- tion, an investigation was conducted on true
tude increases. But the Author leaves the choice airline flights, aiming East or West, with qua-
open, depending on the mission. litative questionnaires to the pilots. The results
As for fuel cells, they are very promising, but are: fatigue is mainly influenced "by the dura-
are prone to stay promising still for some time. tion of wake time since the last sleep" so that the

flight time is not so determinapt as is a combi-
Paper 14 seems an application exercise of Paper nation of time "on duty" + night flight + jet lag
12. The powerplant described is intended for a + accumulation. Thence, conclusions are not
high altitude research airplane (up to 24,000 m / very different from those of the previous paper:.
79,000 ft) where turbocharging is a challen- prevent excessive duty time and provide for
ging problem. The chosen concept is truly origi- adequate rest periods and sleep patterns. It
nal, promising and probably not too expensive, points out the benefit of small naps.
The design is described with many details.
Indeed one would have traded off some of them Paper 17 derives its findings from another live
for hints on systems necessary on a manned experience: American airlift crews during the
aircraft hydraulics, electricity and above all the Gulf War. These crews wo-ked in very poor
air-conditioning system, with its probable ad- conditions with inadequate, if any, resting or
verse effects on the powerplant efficiency. sleeping facilities. Due to the heavy transport
In answer to a question about pump cavitation, needs, an experiment was conducted with
tests were conducted down to 30mb without several of them to see whether it was possible to
any cavitation problem. extend the monthly flight time from 125h to

150h. The results were not those expected. First
5.4 The Human Factors Side of the the investigators pointed out the very adverse

Problem conditions of comfort, both in the airplanes and
on the ground. They confirm the benefit of naps

This easion, fulily prepared by the AMP, is and, above all, they concluded that the way
very consistent. The four Authors seem to be pilots spent the recent days (duty, flight, rest,
accustonW to work together and produced pa- sleep,...) was more important than the cumu-
pm quite complementary to one another. For lative flight time of the past month.
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The paper suggests to use the DFDR (Digital 5.5 Air-to-Air Refuelling
Right Data Recorder) to try to establish a cor-
relation between pilot's log and abnormal This session is the one which best fits with the
behaviour (on an anonymous basis, of course). original Pilot Paper. It is military and consistent
A way to answer the remark from the Author to by nature. Of the eight papers, only one does
introduce his lecture: when an aircraft crashes not deal with AAR, though its matter still
for structural failure, many investigations and concerns additional fuel (it replaces a cancelled
researches are conducted; if it is for human paper on AAR).
failure, nothing is doac. Nothing new in the systems themselves, except

for some details, but emphasis was on operation
Last of the session, Paper 18 describes the with recent conflict experience. With the Gulf
study of two main causes of fatigue: jet lag and War, NATO Countries became aware of some
sleep deprivation, through the use of a test weaknesses in their refuelling capabilities (al-
battery which mesures psychomotric reactions. ready slightly apparent at the Lisbon Sym-
These tests have permitted to define a day posium in May 1990 "Progress in Military
pattern of better sleeping efficiency and Airlift") and of interoperability problems
confirmed the benefit of naps. But, still more between the different Air Forces.
important, it was used to assess the effects of
various means to combat fatigue, with emphasis Paper 19 deals with the development of a dedi-
on drugs, specially one which seems to have no cated external fuel tank (EFT) which extends
adverse side effects. However, its use is considerably the range of the combat aircraft
recommanded for urgent cases in exceptional concerned, compared to the existing standard
military operations only and, by no means, by EFT. The paper gives an idea of the important
civil aircrews. flight test programme necessary to qualify the

aircraft equipped with this new EFT, principally
This remarkable session was concluded by an in combination with other external stores which
interesting round-table with the four Authors can raise surprises, mainly in flight dynamics
discussing on the following subject: and flutter.

"Should the operations be adapted to crew ca-
pacities, or capacities adapted to operations ?" Paper 20 tells of the development of the flight

refuelling of a new combat aircraft for the
Whenever it is possible the first part of the French Air Force. It makes obvious the liffe-
alternative is recommended. The Authors were rences that can occur in operation be ind
unanimous to insist that use of drugs to adapt different tankers: behind a KC 135 equi ,)ed
the crew capacities to operations should be with BDA (Boom-Drogue Adapter), , sy
strictly limited to urgent military cases. Ethics approach, touchy fuelling position holdi g;
forbid using such means to make champions or behind a Navy combat / tanker aircraft: tric :y
robots. approach (basket whirling in the engine wak(.'.
Prom the floor, a question asked whether, in easy holding. However the outstanding,
war time, a specific medication could facilitate handling qualities of the aircraft facilitates the
the adaptation of combat pilots to the fighting manoeuver. With the quick engine response to
environment Apparently no study had been throttle movement, pilots prefer docking with
done on that subject and the Authors could give throttle than with airbrakes.
no answer. The lecture was completed by a very good film
For the civil aircrews at layovers, in addition to which showed clearly the various phases of the
jet-lag, they are confronted with difficulties to manoeuvers from different sight points (receiver
sleep during local activity hours. Moreover, and side aircraft).
mainly among young crew members layover
time may be a bit heavy loaded. In these cases, It is convenient to review both Papers 21 and 24
soft methods are recommanded: education, a together. They were presented by the same
hY•ienic way of life, some physical activity cooperating teams and deal with tightly connec-

if possible the days before flight, a ted subjects.
Pog esive adaptation to the local time to come. The first Paper draws from the Gulf War
Another question asked whether physical fitness experience to devise specifications for a future
would impiove the capacities in the cocpit ? tanker and indications on the operation of a
This problem is on the agenda of the working future tanker fleet (During "Desert Storm%,
gmrup, but it does not seem that the lack of more tankers would have been welcome!).
physical fitness impairs these capacities (neither Emphasis was put on timing and interopembility
does smokingl). which was seriously impaired in Desert Storm
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by the lack of compatibility between the 'Boom For every candidate airplane, an assessment is
and Receptacle System" on the one side and the conducted of the necessary enhancements, to be
'Probe and Drogue system" on the other side, injected in the life cycle cost process.
even if the BDA has slightly improved the situ- The paper ends with an interesting review of
ation. The development of multipoint tankers is technology requirements, where, for the first
recommanded to improve flexibility, inter- time in this symposium, one learns of a tentative
operability and rapidity of operations. enhanced automatization of air refuelling:
The second paper gets into more details of the - automatic rendez-vous,
refuelling operations to compare both systems - automatic hook-up,
and see how they could be best used in - higher transfer rates, etc.
coordination, assuming a multipoint tanker is
developed. As regards this matter a review is Paper 25 tells how the Royal Netherlands Air
made among the existing or future civil air- Force selected two DC-10 as tankers. Those
planes or military airlifters, derivatives of which aircraft would have a peace time duty- to reduce
could be the successors to the KC-135. noise around air bases in Netherlands, the
A question was raised about the compared fighter aircraft have to practice over the North
safety and reliability of both systems. The ans- Sea and therefore have to be air refuelled.
wer (given by a boom user) is that the boom Among the requirements, the candidates should
and receptacle system seems to have better be used aircraft, proven tankers and capable of
ratings. It is probably the result of a longer and being used as airlifters, the whole at least cost.
wider experience. The modification definition was that of existing
It is curious to notice that an assumption is KC-10, except for the rear operator's station,
made implicitly: a complete air superiority. It found too expensive because of the structural
was true in the Gulf War, but in case it were modifications; it would be replaced by a palle-
not, it would probabty need changing operation tized "Remote Air Refuelling Operator" station,
strategy ( scattering or concentrating ?) and in in front of the cabin, with video control. This
any case it would still more favor the fastest solution is claimed as being already used on a
refuelling solution. B-707, but one may wonder whether its deve-

lopment, for two DC-10 airplanes only, would
The Author of Paper 22, a member of the US not cost more than the standard version.
Navy, is on the hose-drogue side. The Navy Many questions were raised, among which:
has the only aucraft type capable of both means - accuracy of remote 3D viewing ? claimed as
of refuelling in the same flight (though not at the precise as direct view,
same time): the KC-10. The paper starts with a - night operation ? was already experienced
review of the various airplanes used for refuel- (elsewhere), so there is good confidence; if ne-
ling by the US Navy and Marine Corps and cessary, provision is made for IR lighting,
recalls the improvements brought to both sys- - are two KC-10 not too much an AR capacity
tems: BDA (Boom Drogue Adapter), wing for the RNLAF ? agreements were already taken
pods, lengthened hose, variable geometry dro- with other NATO Nations; moreover, so many
gue (to adjust drag to the refuelling speed, for other missions have already been planned that
instance for helicopter purpose). But the main the Author wonders whether time will be left for
subject of the paper deals with flight dynamics the refuelling missions !!!
related to the wing pods. The airflow behind the
wing pod, where the receiver is flying, is In the last Paper 26, the Author describes the
asymmetrical and conditions could be critical for rather different solution elected by the Royal
the latter. So, before launching a multipoint Canadian Air Force. Five C-130 H from the air-
tanker programme, a detailed flight investigation lift fleet are being converted for air refuelling
was decided, the results of which are displayed capability. They are fitted with two wing pods
in very dear diagrams in the paper. (hose drogue system). The cabin conversion
A good review of the state of the art. from tanker to airlifter configuration takes 4 h.

The main tanker task is to refuel two types of
Paper 23 presents a very methodic and logical combat aircraft, and this is the challenge,
process to define a future tanker fleet because of the compared flight envelopes.
- review of mission needs, Flight tests already conducted have defined the

amdae arpans refuelling flight envelopes, which are not very
f large, cially with one of the fighters. Once

-meaew of - Moagain, stability of the drogue basket is found
d-y missie n cae abliftes, a problem.

-flees sirsai s if w ye cost evaluation Further flight tests are being conducted.
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CONCLUSIONS Long Endurance) projects, with one or two non
conventional solutions.

Comparing the proposed list of topics, given in Finally this Symposium was somewhat more
the Pilot Paper, with the agenda of the Sym- interesting than the agenda could suggest. It is a
posium, one finds that a large part of the aims pity that attendance was somewhat low, but the
was reached and even that, with the con- same phenomenon appeared rather consistently
tribution of the civil transport and scientific in many other international meetings in that
communities, the scope was still extended. period, which seems to be a consequence of the
In the airframe and powerplant sessions, the present dull economic situation.
contribution of civil transport design reached its
target with matters which could be easily RECOMMENDATIONS
extended to military aircraft.
However one can regret that the "Influence of Among its large scope of interest, the Panel will
aircraft stores on range" was not dealt with. probably not devote another symposium to
Nor were, in the Propulsion session, the im- "Long Range and Long Endurance" for some
portant "Multiple design point" and the "Fuel time. Though it is a very important feature for
choice". all types of airplanes, the means to deal with it
In the other sessions, the subjects were very are rather different from one category of aircraft
much influenced by the present World situation to another. In addition, it is difficult to treat this
or by recent events, topic independently from other features like
The interesting and coherent session on "Hu- speed, altitude, etc. It would perhaps be more
man factors", drew a lot of experience from the advisable to include this matter in symposia
Gulf War. dedicated to specific categories of aircraft, like,
This event was also of great concern for all Air in the past, "Progress in Military Airlift" (May
Forces which were engaged in the conflict, be- 1990) or "Improvement of Combat Performance
cause of the need to extend the range of com- of Existing and Future Aircraft" (April 1986).
bat, airlift and tanker fleets which had not been As for new systems and techniques like
planned for that purpose. It was reflected in the automatic rendez-vous or automatic hooking,
subjects: all were mainly concerned with rein- they could well be dealt with in one of the
forcement of tanker fleets or definition of their frequent symposia on flight tests.
future requirements. But, frustratingly enough, From a wider point of view, it could happen
nothing was said about foreseen technical that the Panel organizes a symposium on the
improvements in refuelling, save for one or two impact of the changes in the World situation on
lines in a chart. the characteristics and operation of aircraft in the
The appearance of Unmanned Air Vehicles, for NATO Air Forces. This would be an oppor-
military and civil uses, explains why several tunity to assess the importance of long range for
papers were devoted to HALE (High Altitude both combat aircraft and airlifters.
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ANNEX TO THE T. E. R.

SUMMARY OF PILOT PAPER NW 195

A Pilot Paper is an Internal working document of the Flight Mechanics Panel, through which any
Member of the Panel may make a proposal for a future activity of the Panel (symposium, lectures
series, printed matter, etc). The paper is studied in committee, amen,&ed if necessary and, if
considered appropriate by the Panel at its Business Meeting, is accepted as part of its activity
programme. Due to its internal nature, it is not relevant to publish this Pilot Paper in full, but an
extract with the salient features is given below.

Over the past years, long range and long endu- - advances in technologies which directly
rance have proved to be very useful in ope- improve engine efficiency (ie materials
rations. In the same time, technologies which that withstand higher temperatures, etc),
improve these features have developed. - the tradeoff between pure performance

requirements and cruise efficiencies (the
For these reasons, it was found timely to multiple design point problem),
summarize the various aspects of these perfor- - considerations of problems caused by
mance areas, which are different, according to longer flight times (ie cooling, lubri-
the aircraft types. The contribution of other cation, etc),
Panels was highly recommended. - fuel choices to enhance range and

endurance and the associated tradeoffs.
The resulting suggested programme was as
follows: -Session 3.-The Human Factors Side of the

Problem.
- Session I.- Airframe Design for Long Range

and Endurance. - the aircrew performance implications of
- optimization of airframe configuration extended operation times,
for higher cruise efficiency, - airframe design features which limit the
- structural techniques to increase the aircrew performance degradation,
payload weight fraction of aircraft, - cockpit and cockpit systems design with
- the weight savings provided by non- aircrew fatigue in mind.
conventional (ie "not aluminum') air-
frame structures, - Session 4.- Air-to-Air Refuelling.
- techniques to improve the boundary
layer 'character on airframes in the cruise - design studies of aircraft for modifica-
configuration, tion to enable air-to-air refuelling,
- advances in the design and carriage of - the tradeoffs between air-to-air refuelling
aicraft stores. (controlled pod versus drogue and boom),

- the technique of receiver-tanker rendez-
- Session 2- Prptvlsion System Optimization. vous and tanker protection,

- design of airframes as tanker aircraft,
- tehniquaes to more efficiently integrate - other techniques to increase vehicle
pwpukion systems in the airframe, effective range (ie forward staging bases).
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS 1

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
by

Major-General W. Breeschoten
Director of Operations, RNLAF

135 Binckhorstlaan
2516 BA The Hague

The Netherlands

Ladies and Gentlemen, when I looked at Aircraft and helicopters were

the subject of this symposium: 'Recent designedconcentrated on manoeuvra-

advantages in long range and endurance bility, payload and survivability.

operation of aircraft", and noticed Those were enjoyable days for

the issues of the associated sessions: aircraft designers. Lucky enough we

"Air frame design, propulsion were never forced to execute the

concerns, human factors and air-to-air operational plans.

refuelling"', I considered it
appropriate to discuss with you the Today we face a totally different
source of all these subjects: the situation. The old and familiar

operational requirements. I therefore threat suddenly has disappeared and
decided to talk about the requirements its place has been taken by a bundle
I, as an operator, would have, if of unknowns. Unknown new threats and
somebody asked me what a future new scenarios asking for unknown new
fighter aircraft should look like, in strategies, doctrines, requirements,
view of the new roles we have to training methods and aircraft design.

fulfill in NATO. I will not restrict With the end of the cold war one
myself to those requirements directly thing immediately became clear: the
related to long range and endurance, chances that the next air war would
but I will also mention some have to be fought in and over the

requirements which may impact the familiar nato territory became unli-
foreseen solutions for the long range kely. Although the outbreak of a
and endurance problems. major conflict still has to be taken

The end of the cold war means for us into account, the focus of our
in Europe the end of the preparations political leaders is aimed at parti-
for a war of which a large number of cipation in multinational peace-

factors were assumed to be known, keeping and peace-enforcing
The threat and the allies were well- operations in support of resolutions

known and called for only one of the united nations.
scenario. The military strategy and
doctrine therefore hardly ever changed For the European NATO countries this
and hence plans and requirements were means out-of-area operations with a
more or less stable. And maybe the limited number of forces. Of course

most important of all, the military there will always be a requirement
budgets were secure and allowed for for a so called main defense force,
regular, qualitative improvements of but it is difficult to calculate the
aircraft and weaponry meaning a required quantity in forces when the

growing defense budget. Those really scenario's are unpredictable.
were enjoyable times for military Especially in our democratic systems,

planners in Western Europe. Their political issues that require
plans indicated that the airwar would reprioritisation of financial resour-
be fought over own, familiar terrain, ces in the short term are more impor-
which for most NATO-countries was tant than a long term insurance
close to own territory. Many diversion against worst case scenario's.

fields were available in case the home Giving a lower priority to defense
base could not be reached anymore. budgets in favor of other financial

requirements is in the current
Aircrew training was virtually situation fully understandable. If
unrestricted and could take place this is a wise decision can only be
right over the expected combat area. proven in the future when we are
Targets were well-known and hardly history.

ever changed.

Presented atan AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft, May 1993.
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According to current national plans Like in the Gulf it may take months
the number of fighter aircraft in the before hostilities break out. After

central region will for instance be arrival, flying operations will then
reduced with about 50%. consist of air policing operations

along and/or across the border. The
At the same time the political will to theater commander therefore will
support peace keeping and peace enfor- initially require mainly fighter
cing operations all over the world has aircraft to fulfil this role.
increased. The result of this shift in However, once hostilitics break out,
the use of military power at large more and more fighterbomber aircraft
distances from their home base and in will be required and the role of
difficult to predict scenario's, fighters will mainly consist of
requires an increased flexibility, escorting fighterbomber aircraft to
The Gulf conflict, cambodia, and the target area, or even better, will
Bosnia-Hercegovina are just some of be able to switch roles from
the places where the Royal Netherlands defensive to offensive operations.
Air Force participated in operations. In another scenario it mat just be
This indicates that the geographical the other way around.
area, in which our air force may have
to operate, has expanded quite drasti- Peace keeping and peace enforcing
cally since the cold war. This means operations are conducted right under
that also our Air Force has to prepare the eyes of the media (and therefore
itself for out-of-area operations. the public). This implies that colla-
Contingency plans have to deal with teral damage and losses to civilians
the performance of swift deployments have to be kept to a minimum. Chances
and have to have sufficient of fratricide have to be kept to a
flexibility for the necessary adjust- minimum as well. All participating
ments for the specific area of aircraft should be well protected
operations. against air defense systems.

In air combat a positive identifi-
As future conflict areas are unknown, cation will dictate the range at
future threats are also unknown, which air-to-air missiles can be
The strict division of western deployed. Visual identification may
aircraft and air defense systems on be required in all cases like in the
one side confronting eastern systems current situation over Bosnia-
on the other side no longer have to be Hercegovina. But BVR identification
true. It is more likely that future capabilities should be available and
opponents will possess a mix of improved. For air-to-ground opera-
western and eastern weapon systems. It tions we need the capability to
even is possible that during conflicts provide accurate target information.
operations have to be flown against an Fighterbomber aircraft will have to
adversary with the same weapon system. hit targets with sufficient accuracy.
It is therefore uncertain what level This will reduce the number of
of sophistication the weapon systems sorties required to destroy a
of the adversary will be. This level selected target and at the same time
can range from poor to highly will reduce collateral damage. Real-
sophisticated. time transfer of targetdata from

platforms like AWACS, ELINT, JSTARS
Operations with fighter aircraft are and space based systems to fighters
likely to be conducted from airbases and fighterbombers is possible right
located at a significant distance from now. Last month the USAF fired the
the operations area. These airbases first anti-radiation missile from a
may differ considerably from the home F-16, using target information
airbases with regard to runway length, gathered by a stand-off platform and
available arresting gear, danger of transferred in flight to the F-16.
fod. It is very likely, that (due to This means that the requirement to
the lack of airbases in the theater) have sophisticated on-board sensors
airbases "ill have to accommodate a in all aircraft that have to deliver
larger than usual number of aircraft. ordnance, in the future, can be
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reduced. perform well in one role and is capa-
Certain basic own capabilities will be ble of conducting other roles. No, an
required, but the more expensive sys- aircraft which is capable to achieve
tems, or systems that take a lot of well in the air-to-air, air-to-ground
space or cause large weight penalties and reconnaissance roles.
can be put in systems like AWACS or The discussion about the further
JSTARS or even space based systems. Of development of the YF-22, the AX and
course the problem then arises that in the future the MRF or just forget
one bpcomps dependend on the the YF-22 and the AX and concentrate
organisation that controls these off- on MRF for both USAF and NAVY also
board sensors. From a military point points in this direction.
of view that strengthens the
requirement to maintain NATO, because, A multirole aircraft should be
apart from the USAF, only within NATO relatively cheap, have enough
all these resources will be available endurance and inherent aerodynamic
and hopefully interoperable. capabilities to fulfil the air

defence role. This would mean an
Our F-16 will have a true multi-role internal fuel capacity to stay on
capability after the mid life update station for about 4 to 5 hours. Of
program has been completed. The dis- course, this would give also more
advantage of the current generation range for the offensive role. The
aircraft is their range and endurance radar cross section should be kept to
capability and their radar cross a minimum, which means internal
section. This is caused by their basic carriage of armament, internal ECM
design and the fact that ordnance, and external fuel tanks only to
fuel and, in some cases like our F-16, deploy over very long distances. Due
active ECM have to be carrried on to the increased accuracy with which
outboard stations. Another problem is conventional weapons can be delive-
the vulnerability for guns at red, a reduction of the number of
altitudes below 10000 feet. weapons that internally can be car-
This vulnerability is reduced conside- ried is acceptable. Although an
rably when operations at low altitude external carriage capability to
can be performed at night. Of course increase the number of weapons
there are weapon systems in the carried should be available in
current inventories that can do these certain scenario's where radar cross
things, but they are available in section is not a player anymore.
small numbers only and especially
designed to operate in a certain To prevent FOD when operating from
specified role. less than optimum airbases particular
An example is the F-117 of the USAF. constraints are placed on the
The range and endurance restrictions position of the engine intakes or we
of the current generation of airplanes have to install systems to prevent
is partly solved by the capability to FOD like the Russians do. To assure
refuel in the air. The problem, short stopping distances the instal-
however, is the required nr of tankers lation of a dragchute may be
when an operation of a somewhat larger required. Because airbases in the
scale has to be executed and the vul- operation theatre are probably
nerability of these assets. The congested with aircrart, maintenance
operations in the Gulf have shown that and repair facilities will be
the number of tankers required versus limited. Air-rilt systtn, should have
the number available very often rest- extensive self-test and system
ricted the operational planners. monitoring capabilities to limit the
Since the development of new aircraft Apart from airframe design, vectored
becomes more and more expensive, while thrust will play an important part
the number of aircraft required acquiring these capabilities.
decreases, it makes more sense to
concentrate in the future on the Experiences in the F-22 program show
development of a true multi-role air- very positive effects of two
craft. Not just an aircraft which can dimensional thrust vectoring.
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Modern means of communication and data smaller air forces this most probably
gathering wil increase the amount of will be acceptable.
antennas on the airframe. Antennas for Also an air force that needs large
various datalinks, global positioning quantities, like the USAF, may go for

system, active missile warning the single engine version. The US
receivers and interogators will be Navy most probably will require the
added to the already existing two engine version. All this requires
antennas. Some systems will require a modular approach and a lot of
multiple antennas to achieve a good common sense of all participating
coverage. This inevitably will cause parties.
drag penalties. The development of
antennas that can be blended in with I must admit that these requirements
the aircraft skin are therefore also for a tbeoretical fighter aircraft
important. ale a very siwple approach to a very

complex problem since i left out
The question single versus two men variables like interests of national
crew is the next question to be industries maintaining enough
answered. With the developments in flexibility in the industrial base
avionics and advanced computer the risks involved in too many eggs
programs that will help the pilot in in one basket etc. But maybe the
his decision process tremendously, a economic realities will drive us into
single seat will be capable to perform the direction of more commonality
the majority of tasks and therefore, within nato and force us to use
according to me, will be acceptable economies of scale more and more.
and more affordable for those coun- Until we have an airplane with enough
tries that will have to replace their inherent range and endurance, the
F-16's in the future. However, for requirement for air refueling capabi-
more complex tasks (like for instance lity will continue to exist.
laser designation at night) the I think there will always be a
possibility should exist to accomplish requirement for airrefueling, only
these tasks from two seat aircraft. An the number of tankers required may be
important factor here is that extra reduced due to future developments.
room needed for the second seat should The capacity in Europe, however, is
have no impact on fuel quantity and limited. The RNLAF has bought two DC-
hence range, but should be found by 10 airplanes that will be converted
other means (by for instance a to tankers with a boom system next
reduction of the amount of internal year. They will be the only two
carried weapons). tankers in Europe that can refuel for

instance F-16 aircraft of which there
The choice between a single and a two will be more than 600 in the European
engine version is another subject for inventories the coming decades.
debate. Ideally speaking it should be
possible to develop a multi role During this symposium I understand
fighcer in a single engine and a two you will discuss the technologies
engine version. In that case each that will make improvements in the
country could select the type which future possible.
would fit its requirements. I immedia-
tely admit, that this is easier said Ladies and Gentlemen. I just covered
than done. The amount of engines some of the operational requireinents
required is a major factor in aircraft for a theoretical new multirole air-
design and the question can be raised craft. I realize that my contribution
how much commonality in the design to this symposium did not solve any
would be achieved and, if therefore, a of the range and endurance problems,
multi version design appraoch would on the contrary, I just added a few.
prove to be beneficial.

I wish you a fruitful and pleasant
The single engine version will be symposium and I hope you will have a
cheaper but will have a slightly chance to enjoy your visit to the
higher peace time attrition. For the Netherlands.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS 2

VOYAGER MILESTONE: NON-REFUELED FLIGHT AROUND THE WORLD
THE DESIGN APPROACH

by

Burt Rutan
President

Scaled Composites
Hangar 78 - Airport

Mojave
California 93501

United States

The Voyager aircraft, which now hangs in the National Air 0 The structure would have to be extremely light and still be
and Space Museum, was designed to accomplish a feat that buildable by our small team.
many aerospace people thought was out of reach. This brief * Risks would be taken. For example, there would be no
article outlines the design philosophy showing how that feat protection from a possible lightning strike which could
was accomplished. destroy the structure.

With the singular goal in mind of global non-refueled flight, I The Breguet range equation which defines the maximum
initially planned to design the Voyager for a range well in range of any airplane is a simple caiculation using several
excess of that required. This may seem to have been an assumed constants regarding the efficiency of the engine and
impossibility, since the world distance record, held for over propeller, the efficiency of the aerodynamic configuration of
20 years by the B-52H bomber was only one-half the earth's the airplane, and the portion of the takeoff weight that is fuel.
circumference. I ruled out trying to modify any existing design Specifically:

or to use any existing aircraft components. More than anyth-
ing I had done before, this would be a very special aircraft,
with a specific design point-optimizing range with no other [P.E. L (TOW)1
generic compromises. Range = K S × x Ln

The basic parameters I used for the design task were the fol-
lowing: Where:

"* Ability to just barely takeoff frcm the world's longest air- Range - statute miles
,the 3-mile runway at nearby Edwards Air Force P.E. is propeller efficiency - thrust horsepower per engine

Base, California. horsepower
SFC is engine efficiency, specific fuel consumption - I b/

"* Two crew (Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager) to allow crew to HP o hr
sleep and share duties. A total weight of 350 pounds h is airplane aerodynamic efficiency: lift-to-drag ratio
would include their food and water for the entire trip. TOW is takeoff weight - landing weight + fuel weight

"* Absolutely minimum cabin size to maximise the range of LW is landing weight

the aircraft. Crew comfort was not considered to be a

major issue. They would only have to do the flight once! Let's now dissect this equation to discover how I was able to

achieve over twice the range of any previous record aircraft."T Two engines, to allow staging of power during the flight. First, by my ground rule of using existing reliable aircraftThe cruise power during the last stages of the fnight with engines and propellers, i planned no significant improve-
nearly all the fuel gone would be less than 15% of that ments on the first term.
needed for the heavy weight takeoff. Engines are not effi-
cient at these low power settings, so by shutting off the For the airplane efficiency, I would use a slender wing with
larger of two engines several days into the flight, the extremely long span to distribute the weight lightly and evenly
important last day would have the remaining engine run- to achieve minimum aerodynamic drag due to lift. The wing
ning with at least 35% rated power for an acceptable and fuselage would be carefully shaped to optimize their con-
efficiency. tours to minimize aerodynamic drag due to skin friction and

" The engines and propellers would be "off-the-sheir, local air pressures. The result would be an airplane efficiency

standard units with a long history of reliability so there (LID) of between 32 and 40, depending on how precise the
would be no new developments which might add risk and wing shape could be maintained, to achieve laminar flow.
cost. Extensive laminar flow over wings is rare, since even slight

imperfections or insect strikes cluttering the leading edges
"* Only the bare minimum of equipment was to be installed, will trip the flow to the turbulent condition, greatly increasing

Any non-essential weight would shorten range. drag.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and L.ong Endurance Operation of Aircraft' May 1993.
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The L/D of normal light planes ranges between 9 and about When the airplane initially flew, it was not equipped with the
17, with the slickest airliners around 20 to 24. However, I was specific engines required for world flight, nor with any of the

to set no records here, since high performance sailplanes expensive navigational gear which would be required for

(devoid of engine installations and other drag-producing pro- world flight. It was initially flown "bare bones- in order to

tuberances) are able to achieve L/D values over 50. " carefully measure its capability so that I could, based on
last term of the B range equation is where the actual flight test data, specify the world flight powerplant con-

[hce was toe Breguet bette than as airVoy- figuration. Before the aircraft flew, I had thought the takeoff
ager was to* be significantly better than any airplane gross weight would be more than 11,000 pounds and the
previously built. My initial goal was to achieve a fuel weight of engine sizes would be 180 horsepower on the front and 125
80% of the takeoff weight, a very ambitious goal, especially horsepower on the rear. This would provide good margins on
for an airplane with long slender wings. Long wings mean high the range performance required for world flight. However,

bending loads requiring heavy wing spars for adequate during flight tests it was determined that the structural flexib-
strength and stiffness. The 80% fuel fraction would guarantee ility of the airplane was a more serious problem than had been
adequate range even if laminar flow were not achieved, anticipated. As we flew the aircraft with more and more fuel,

My initial design attempts were to lay out a slender fuel-filled serious problems were seen with the turbulence response and"t'•h tc stabil-,• characteristics of the airplane. Above 9,000
flying wing to distribute all the fuel weight along the span. This sta

did not work because the proper size wing did not have pounds gross weight appeared to be extremely risky. This was

enough volume to hold the fuel. Clearly, most of the fuel a serious problem which threatened the success of the pro-

would have to be external to the wing. Placing the fuel in an gram.

enlarged fuselage would significantly increase the wing struc- The solution lay not in stiffening the structure nor in changing
tural weight. The slender, long wing was too weak and flexible the airframe, but in breaking an original ground rule of using
to support the large mass concentrated at the center. only fully developed engines. Teledyne Continental Motors

The solution was obvious. I would have to distribute the was developing a new water-cooled aircraft engine which
"ýexternal" fuel spanwise along the wing. A slender wing is very would have as much as 7% better specific fuel consumption

weak and flexible in bending and extremely flexible for twist- than standard aircraft engines could achieve While 7% does
ing loads. It was clear that, to support large fuel masses along not seem like a large margin, it was clear that if that margin

the span, the slender wing would have to have some help. The could be achieved, the airplane could be flown around the

breakthrough was my unusual configuration of the Voyager. world with considerebly less fuel, thus eliminating the need to
Two wings, the canard in front and the long wing at the back, takeoff at more than about 9,500 pounds.
support the fuel-laden "booms" with their relative bending
stiffness. The fuel was adequately supported without depend- The new 9,500 pound takeoff weight goal allowed nie to use a

ing alone on the torsional stiffness of a single slender wing. 140 horsepower engine in the nose and the efficient water-
cooled 110 horsepower engine in the tail. Thus reconfigured.

The key to the remarkable range of the Voyager lies in the flight test data and calculations of the efficiency of the new
ability to build the structure extremely light, and to not engines showed that world flight capability still existed with
burden the airplane with unnecessary weight. The structure the lower weight confia.1ration.
would weigh only 9% of the takeoff weight of the airplane.
One pound of weight saved on the structure would allow the As the program entered its second phase and was turned over
airplane to carry an additional pound of fuel without com- to Dick and Jeana for world flight capability development, it
promising its takeoff performance. That pound of fuel would was clear that the challenges to develop new aircraft systems
carry the Voyager as much as eight miles. On the other hand, were considerably more significant than under the original
one pound of fuel added to the takeoff weight would carry the ground rules. The first-ever flight of the new water-cooled

airplane only two miles and would reduce the takeoff per- engines occurred on the experimental Voyager aircraft.
formance. Uncertificated propellers were also selected and resulted in

some hazardous tests because they failed during evaluation.
To achieve an extremely light structure, the Voyager was fabri- Re-equipped with a more standard propeller configuration.
cated with graphite e-- y materials. The wing spars were but with new propeller blade contours designed by John
laminated in hand-made steel molds and cured under pres- Ronez, my consultant who also designed the airfoils for the
sure at the Hercules autoclave in Salt Lake City. The rest of Voyager wings, the aircraft was ready for the world flight in
the airplane was built right in our small shop by hand laminat- December 1986.
ing the pre-impregnated graphite fibers in a sandwich form
(two thin, hard skins separated by a lightweight Nomex hon- The graph below summarizes the measured overall efficiency
eycomb material). After lamination, this sandwich material of the Voyager aircraft. These flight test data overcome the
was compressed with a vacuum bag and cured at 250"F using deficiencies of the Breguet equation, in that the "constants"
a home-made oven. This resulted in an extremely stiff, light which in reality are variables, are all measured together for a
structural configuration. Nearly all the Voyager components true range prediction. For example, engine and propeller effi-
(wing skins, ribs, fuselage skins, bulkheads) were fabricated in ciency vary with altitude and speed. Also, the best speed for
this way. optimum L/D is not always flown due to winds. The area

under this curve is range, in miles. At world flight takeoff, at a
During 1983 and 1984, when the Voyager was built at my gross weight of 9,700 pounds, the Voyager carried 73% of its
small shop, the program was a secret. It was not supported by weight in fuel, well down from my original goal of 80%.
volunteers as it was during its flight preparation. The majority
of the fabrication of the airplane was done by three people, A nine day flight, fraught with every conceivable contingency
Bruce Evans (who had built an all-composite homebuilt air- of weather, turbulence, tail winds and head winds tends to be
craft) and the crew, Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager. a great averager. The performance ot the Voyager actually
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turned out to be within one percent of its prediction. The aircraft landed a, Edwards Air Force Base.
additional aerodynamic drag, which was experienced because

the wing tips were damaged scraping on the runway during In 1981, when we were planning the prograin, we had no idea

takeoff and the loss of approximately 100 pounds of fuel of the extent of its difficulty and risks. An interesting question

through a leaky fuel cap, reduced the range to a point where to ask is: "If we had come up short, would we have had the
only 1.5% of the takeoff fuel remained (18 gallons) when the courage to try again?"
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HIGH ALTITUDE LONG ENDURANCE AIRCRAFT DESIGN STUDIES

by

V.B. Venkayya and V.A. Tischler
Wright Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
OH 45433-7552

United States

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of structural optimization studies made on a High Altitude Long
Endurance (HALE) aircraft at Wright Research and Development Center (now Wright Laboratory) during
the late eighties. The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of developing a ultralightweight
airframe that can operate at high altitudes for extended periods of time in order to provide continuous
reconnaissance, surveillance, communications and targeting functions. A variety of structural concepts
and material studies were made prior to settling on a twin boom very high aspect ratio wing airframe.
The wing and fuselage structures are made of truss substructures covered with skins, both made of high
strength, high modulus, lightweight composite materials. Extensive structural optimization studies were
conducted in order to obtain a lightweight structure. The large size of the aircraft drove the design to a
stiffness critical structure.

INTRODUCTION:

During the late eighties and early nineties a number of government agencies and industries made
preliminary design studies on unmanned aircraft for operation at very high altitudes for an extended period
of time as an inexpensive means for continuous reconnaissance, communications and targeting functions.
The Wright Laboratory (WL), then called the Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC).
conducted a preliminary design study on a version of HALE (High Altitude Long Endurance Aircraft)
during 1988 and 1989. The WRDC team was made up of engineers from aerodynamics. structures.
materials, controls, landing gear and propulsion.

At present satellites and manned aircraft are the primary means for high altitude reconnaissance and
surveillance. However. these systems can only provide continuous coverage for a few hours at a time.
In contrast unmanned high altitude long endurance aircraft can provide continuous coverage for long
periods (several days) of time. Recent advances in sensor resolution, propulsion systems, advanced
structural concepts, materials, controls technology and modern avionics can provide a high degree of
reliability for the autonomous flight oi die unmauned aircraft. Some of the key requirements of a HALE
aircraft are high aerodynamic efficiency, minimum weight (both structural and nonstructural components).
minimum power for maximum endurance, robust controls and a variety of advanced subsystems. An
adequate wing surface and an efficient airfoil configuration are essential for low subsonic flight at high
altitudes. The low air density and slow speed may not provide adequate lift or control power to stabilize
the aircraft. In addition, the airspeed must be sufficient to overcome high altitude winds. Lightweight
structures are necessary in order to maximize the mission payload. A variety of high stiffness/high
strength and lightweight composite materials are available for HALE applications. However. they need
to be tested for environmental stability at high altitudes. The severity of the ozone environment at high
altitudes may be detrimental to organic composites. In addition, the application of modem optimization
methods in structural design can significantly enhance structural, aerodynamic and control efficiencies
while minimizing the weight. They in turn can reduce the power requirements. A variety of propulsion
systems such as turbocharged engines, chemical fuels (hydrogen), solar power, beamed microwave energy
and nuclear isotope power must be considered in order to obtain a high degree of propulsion efficiency.

Prevented at an 4(;A RD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Airmraft. 1 May N93.
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Environmental conditions such as wind, hail and icing play an important role in the safe operation of
HALE aircraft. The total payload must include the needed redundancy for weather related extension )f
the mission.

The primary mission of the HALE aircraft is reconnaissance and surveillance. The mililary mnissio,
is for the detection and tracking of low observable targets including aircraft surveillance for the protection
of air and ground forces and the Navy fleet. The civilian mission may include search and rescue, drug
interdiction, ocean mission fisheries patrol, mapping, atmospheric sampling, etc. The payload and mission
profile of the aircraft were derived from the Air Defense Initiative (ADI). Two ADI radar antenna sizes
were considered for the HALE application. The smaller antenna is 50 ft long and 7 ft high, while the
larger one is 70 ft long and 16 ft high. Total budgeted weight of the two antennas are 4125 lbs and 144W0
lbs respectively. The mission profile for the HALE aircraft is shown in Fig. I (Ref. 1). The HALE
structural design optimization, which is the main focus of this paper, is based on high strength. high
modulus composite materials. Details of the structural design study were documented in references 1-3.

LOITER. IF NEESSARY.ý 1? HOURS PATROL _ 4 DAYS
OTER US THEI .5% F OUELRESERVES NOMINAL GROUND SPEED ý 145 KNOTSIRE USI THE 5% FUEL RESERVESAIRSPEED GROUND SPEED + 55 KNOTSI .- .-.... . . ..- ,o Iu.e sK r

V 1' 150 KNOTST

5$.OOOFT

1000 NM

Fig. 1 HALE ADI nominal mission profile

HALE AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

A twin fuselage configuration was selected for this study, and it is shown in Fig. 2. A number of
performance and economic advantages were cited for the twin fuselage vehicle over the conventional
single fuselage concept: (1) sharply reduced aircraft/payload interference, (2) reduction in wing weight
due to the load (bending moment) alleviation between the fuselage segments, (3) reduction in overall
landing gear weight etc. The rotating propellers, in particular, reflect signals to the antenna and cause
interference. The antennas on the outboard side of the two fuselages could significantly reduce the
interference problem due to reflection from the propellers as well as from the wing.
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TOGW H-8a 18000 lbs. H-8B 25000 lbs

Fig. 2 HALE H-8B point design

However, one of the major drawbacks of a twin fuselage plane with a connection only at the wing (no
connection at the tail) is that the demand on the flight control system would be severe in order to maintain
the fuselages alignment with control twist only. The wing twist control is important to maintain the
"optimum" lift distribution along the wing span. However, it is much easier to control the wing-angle-of
attack variation along the span in a twin-fuselage configuration. Fig. 3 shows the bending moment
variation along the wing span for a twin fselage and a single fuselage configuration. By appropriate
selection of the spacing of the two fuselage- the severity of the wing bending can be reduced by as much
as 50%. The reduction in wing bending moment allows for a lighter wing structure. However, any
increase in fuselage weight will be more than offset by a reduction in wing and landing gear weights.
Another advantage of the twin-fuselage configuration is the increased volume available for payload which
mainly consists of radar antennas and fuel. The fuel in this case is likely a hydrogen fuel.

Basically two aircraft configurations were considered in this study. Both were twin fuselage aircraft
as shown in Fig. 2. The two fuselages were connected only along the wing. The power plant consisted
of four engines in push propeller configuration mounted on the center wing. The two configurations,
called H-8A and H-8B, differ only in the total takeoff weight and the number of days of endurance. The
H-8A is the lighter of the two (18000 lbs versus 25000 lbs takeoff weight). Correspondingly the H-8B
is intended for a six day mission compared to a four day mission for the H-8A. The fuel requirements
are about 50% for the H-8A compared to the H-8B. There is little difference in the structural arrangement
of these two configurations. A patrol altitude of 65000 ft and a true airspeed of 200 knots were
considered to be an optimum combination for mission utility, endurance and radar performance.
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Fig 3. HALE ultimate wing bending moment comparison

The physical dimensions of the two HALE aircraft are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The Physical Dimensions of the Two HALE Aircraft

Aircraft H-8A H-8B

Payload 18000 lbs 25000 lbs

Endurance 4 days 6 d s

Wing Span 270 ft 270 ft

Wing Aspect Ratio 30 30

Air Patrol Altitude 65000 ft 65000 ft

True Airspeed 200 knots 200 knots

Fuel Wt 3500 lbs 7400 lbs

Fuel Hydrogen or JP4 Hydrogen or JP4

Material T50 (T40) T50 (T40
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WING AND FUSELAGE INTERNAL STRUCTURE

Lightweight and adequate stiffness are the two important considerations in the design of a HALE
aircraft structure. The wing design is primarily governed by wing deflection, twist and aeroelastic
stability. Antenna performance is very sensitive to fuselage deflections. In essence both the wing and
the fuselage designs are stiffness and weight driven. It is obvious that lightweight graphite composite
materials offer the best opportunity for high performance at reasonable cost. New composite materials
exhibit high strength, high modulus and the fatigue resistance necessary in HALE applications. A bonded
graphite epoxy structure is the prime candidate in this HALE design. However, thermoplastics are
seriously considered, even though they are more expensive. Nevertheless, they may offer a better
advantage when all the cost drivers such as manufactureability, repairability and toughness considerations
are considered. Material properties used in this study for T50 (baseline) and T40 graphite epoxy systems
are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Materials Properties

T-50 T-40
Longitudinal Tension

Strength (10**3 psi) 105.5 235.0
Modulus (10**6 psi) 35.0 25.0
Poisson's Ratio .28 .33

Longitudinal Compression

Strength (10**3 psi) 70.0 125.0
Modulus (10**6 psi) 35.0 25.0

Transverse Tension and Compression

Strength (10**3 psi) 2.6 5.0
Modulus (10**6 psi) 1.06 1.50

Inplane Shear

Strength (10**3 psi) 4.6 7.0
Initial Modulus (10**6 psi) .84 1.0

Notes: -- Strengths are 50% of dry, room temperature values for graphite/epoxy.

-- T-50 and T-40 are fiber designations.

Properties based on Union Carbide ERL-1962 resin and 62% fiber by volume.
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The preferred structural concept for this HALE study is a graphite composite truss substructure
covered with a layered composite skin of the same material. The wing structural concept is shown in Fig.
4. It is a multispar and multirib structure made of graphite composite tubes, with wing skins made of a
0O, 90*, +45* (quasi-Isotropic to start) layup. The spar caps and rib caps are acting as both the truss
members and the wing skin panel boundaries. The entire wing box was constructed of bonded graphite
epoxy (or peak/thermoplastic) components. The rib and spar caps were 1.0" channels (inside dimension).
The vertical diagonal members were 1" square tubes (outside dimension). The tubes would be inserted
into the channels and bonded to the inside of the channel walls at the joints. The baseline leading and
trailing edges utilize prepeg Kevlar cloth and graphite epoxy skins and a Nomex honeycomb core. The
leading -Jge uses sandwich skin, and the trailing edge uses a full depth honeycomb.

The stiff substructure breaks the wing skin into a number of panels semirigidly supported at all four
sides. The spacing of the spar and rib trusses is governed by the wing skin thickness failure in a panel
buckling mode. If the trusses are spaced too far apart, the skin needs a honeycomb core support in order
to stabilize the panels.

STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
TRUSS STRUCTURE - SKIN COVER - WING

Fig. 4 Wing internal structure

In addition, the pressure load on the wing skin can deform it sufficiently to alter the airfoil shape
and the airflow over the wing. The choice of the wing skin layup as well as the spacing of the trusses
are airfoil and configuration dependent. The wing twist control and panel stabilization considerations may
dictate a larger percentage of +4 5". A rib spacing of 2.0 ft was selected in order to prevent the spar caps
from buckling as columns.
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A thin (0.002 in) Tedlar coating of the composite structure is recommended as a protection against
ozone, ultraviolet radiation and moisture. Minimum gage thickness for the wing skin is specified at
0.021", the honeycomb face sheet at 0.0105 in and 0.1 sq.in. for the tube and channel cross-sectional
areas.

The fuselage structure is also a graphite composite structure covered with the same skin as the
wing. The cross-section of the fuselage, Fig. 5, shows the truss skin arrangement. The fuselage is very
lightly loaded during all phases of the mission, and it was established that a minimum gage structure is
adequate. In order to establish the adequacy of the construction, extensive testing at the coupon,
component and full scale level is necessary. In addition a local buckling analysis of the panels and
columns is necessary. Buckling considerations may add additional material at selected locations.

* STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT

i -n
IliUMIfN 01A - 67.5"

F H E g Hfs cAN - 1.2Ss

I Fig. 5 HALE H-811 fuselage cross-section
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An estimated weight summary of the H-8B aircraft ls given in Table 3.

Table 3. H-8B Weight Summary

weight wing station
lb. in.

Structure 5900 707

Wing 3400 720
H-tail 180 731
V-tail 90 731
Fuselage 1830 722
Landing Gear 200 720
Nacelles 200 318

Propulsion 6055 646

Motors 144 319
Gear Boxes 197 319
Propellers 461 319
Fuel Tanks 1204 720
Compressors 121 720
Scrubbers 312 720
Accessories 607 720
Stacks 1238 720
Inverters 253 319
Radiators 911 695
Heat Exchangers 607 720

Equipment 1375 528

Avionics fwd 250 720
- aft 100 720

Electrical - wing 719 353
- fuse 156 720

Actuators - fwd 50 720
- aft 100 720

Fuel 7400 720

Payload 4270 761

Radar 2700 762
IFF 70 762
Communications 100 762
IRST 400 750
Antenna Support 1000 762

TOGW 25000 695
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High lift and low drag coefficients are critical for high altitude, low subsonic and long endurance
flight. The LCI I IA airfoil was considered the most appropriate candidate to satisfy the requirements.
It is a thick airfoil which can easily accommodate the high bay composite lightweight structure. Compre-
hensive aerodynamic and wind tunnel test results are also available for the LCIlIA airfoil. See Fig. 6.

Fig 6. Airfoil section

HALE AIRCRAFT LOADS

The aircraft is designed for effective static loads, and the loads analysis was performed on the wing
and fuselage separately. The loading conditions are summarized in Table 4. (Ref. 2).

Table 4. Loading Conditions Summary

LOADING
CONDITION DESCRIPTION

I Ultimate Positive Lift - full fuel
2 Ultimate Positive Lift - half fuel
3 Ultimate Positive Lift - empty fuel
4 Ultimate Negative Lift - full fuel
5 Load 1 + Differential Tail Loads (+ve on one tail and -ve on the other)
6 Load 4 + Differential Tail Loads, but opposite to Load 5
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The ultimate load factors were calculated as follows:

Ci**. = W / ((q...) x (S))

LLF = (uaf) x (ClI., / CI•,,.)

ULF = (n) x (LLF)

where

CIMM =nominal lift coefficient (evel flight)

Cl --- maximum lift coefficient (stall condition)

W = aircraft weight

n = factor of safety (1.25 for up and away flight)

q,= maximum dynamic pressure

uaf = unsteady aerodynamics factor (1.25)

S = wing planform area

LLF = limit load factor

ULF = ultimate load factor

An unsteady aerodynamics factor was used to account for the instantaneous higher-than-stall lift.
An elliptical spanwise pressure distribution was assumed. The chordwise lift distribution was interpolated
from wind tunnel pressure data from the L1003M airfoil at the stall angle-of-attack (140). Actual test data
matched the theoretically predicted distribution at -10". A theoretical distribution and an actual test data
showing a stalled condition were available at -15'. Some typical pressure distributions are shown in Fig.
7.

The inertia loads for the flight condition were calculated using the mass distribution shown in Table
3. The fuselage bending moment diagram is shown in Fig. 8.

A number of auxiliary computer programs were written to transfer the aerodynamic and inertia
loads data to the structural grid points. One of these integrates the wing pressure data and assigns the load
to structural grid points. The other program transforms the shear-moment-torque diagrams to equivalent
gridpoint loads. The third program is for the computation of equivalent El and GJ properties (beam
properties) of the composite wing and fuselage components for use in the control system sizing. It first
computes the line of the elastic axis (connecting shear centers) with a complete finite element analysis of
the wing box with a plate-rod elements model, and then determines the El and GJ properties. This
program needs further testing and validation.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION

The primary analysis and optimization program used in this study is called OPTSTAT (Ref. 4).
It is an in-house structural optimization program based on an optimality criterion. It is intended only for
the design of structures subjected to static loads. The structural element resizing algorithm in OPTSTAT
is based on (Ref. 4).

u+l u p 1) 1/2
A =A [I C e

j=l j ii

where

A" - Design variable vector in the (io + 1) cycle.

A' - Design variable vector in the previous cycle.

Cj - Weighting parameters approximated from the Lagrangian multipliers.

ei, - Strain energy density function in the ih element corresponding to the j• design condition.

1 - The summation is on the number of design conditions.

The design variables are the sizes of the structural elements.

The same resizing formula (with some modification) is used to determine both the overall thickness
of the element, and the percentage of fibers corresponding to each direction in the elements. the
advantage of this simple but approximate resizing formula is that it allows OPTSTAT to complete the
design very rapidly, even in the presence of thousands of variables. In most cases it does not take more
than five or six cycles. The program supports only triangular and quadrilateral membrane elements (for
wing skins), the shear panel for spars and ribs, and rods for the spar caps, rib caps and posts.

RESULTS OF THE HALE STUDY

Numerous wing optimization studies were conducted in connection with this HALE design study.
They included many trade studies with different composite materials. The results of the most promising
study is included in this paper. The structural weight summary and the wing tip displacements
corresponding to the first four loading conditions are given in Table 5.
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Table 5. HALE Study Results

H-7 - H-8 WING COMPARISON [0,90,+45Is
min. size = .021

T-50 (50 % ALLOWABLE STRENGTHS) ply thickness = .002625

WEIGHT

ITERATION TOTAL WEIGHT SKIN WEIGHT ROD WEIGHT

1 3266. 2489. 2628. 1999. 638. 490.

2 964. 886. 504. 433. 460. 453.

3 603. 538. 343. 279. 260. 259.

4 639. 728. 336. 364. 303. 364.

5 679. 643. 349. 334. 330. 309.

6 678. 599. 353. 287. 325. 312.

"ZT• T•'•' A -'1- 7, xl % ",'•Z - DIS AAPLACEMI-A T*

NODE LC#1 LC#2 LC#3 LC#4

1 165.2 95.2 176.3 96.5 182.0 94.0 -43.0 -60.9

3 165.2 95.3 176.9 96.6 183.2 94.1 -43.3 -60.7

5 165.2 95.4 177.3 96.7 184.0 94.2 -43.5 -60.6

7 165.2 95.5 177.6 96.7 184.7 94.2 -43.7 -60.5

9 165.2 95.6 178.2 96.8 186.0 94.3 -43.9 -60.4

11 165.2 95.8 179.2 97.0 188.3 94.5 -44.5 -60.1

FULL TANKS HALF TANKS EMPTY TANKS FULL TANKS

ENA
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The baseline structural concept was a six spar configuration with the spars at 10, 21, 28.5, 35, 47.5
and 70% locations, and they are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Liebeck laminar rooftop

The six spar configuration was selected to assure against panel buckling and to maintain the airfoil shape
under pressure load in thae primarlof honeycomb core support for the wing skins. Nevertheless, some
of the strength optimized skin panels were buckling critical. An increase in the number of T+45 layers
solved the skin buckling problem. Table 6 contains the results of a number of design optimization studies
(Ref. 2). This design study indicated h the HALE structure is governed by minimum sizes
indicating that the structure stiffness is critical and not the strength. Table 6 also rontains trade studies
involving 3 and 6 spar wings, T40 versus T50 materials etc.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This HALE study establishes the feasibility of designing ultralightweight structures for long
endurance. The designs are primarily stiffness critical as opposed to strength. The vehicles are very
lightly loaded and tend to be dominated by minimum gages for the structural elements. The advantage
of structural optimization is that the final designs are relatively insensitive to changes in structural
concepts. This is particularly true where the structure is governed predominantly by minimum sizes.

This HALE delineated the basic elements of the aircraft preliminary design process in a modem
Lomputer aided design environment. The modern structural optimization tools promote effective
communication between the engineers on various subsystems. They enhance trade studies involving new
materials and structural concepts. They can significantly reduce the cost and product development time
while expanding the performance bounds.
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Table 6. HALE Wing Trade Study Results

maximum vertical
weight tip deflection maximum twist angle
(lb) (in) (degrees)

H-8A 758 +116/-115 -0.6
6.1 (T-50)

H-8B 839 +86/-54 -1.5

T-40 767 +248/-157 -1.3
6.2 (H-8B)

T-50 839 +86/-54 -1.5

Single 981 +279/-184 -2.1
6.3 (T-40)

Twin 767 +248/-157 -1.3

Single 1340 +135/-89 -1.4
6.4 (T-50)

Twin 839 +86/-54 -1.5

1.0 839
6.5 2.0 (T-50) 1282

.54 670

6-spar 839 +86/-54 -1.5
6.6 (T-50)

3-spar 583 (+128) +112/-64 -3.2

[0,90, +45] 583 (+266) +112/-64 -3.2
6.7 (3-spar)

L+45] 944 +100/-58 +.4

Note: Maximum deflection and twist are due to ultimate load.
Maximum twist angle is recorded for symmetric load cases
only and is measured relative to aircraft centerline.
Positive deflection is up and positive twist is pitch up.
All trades performed on twin fuselage, 6-spar concept with
[+45, 0, -45, 90]s skins unless otherwise noted.
All weights shown are semi-span wingbox optimum weights.
Weights do not include honeycomb, adhesive, coating, leading
edge, trailing edge, or additional structure required for
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attaching fuselages, propulsion system, etc., except the
weights in 0 in 6.6 and 6.7 which are included for comparison
purposes.
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES OF HIGH ALTITUDE LONG ENDURANCE UNMANNED
CONFIGURATIONS

R. Bargetto, R. Spezzalerro

Preliminary -)esign Department
Alenia Aeronautica
Corso Marche 41
10146 Torino, Italy

1. Summary 3. Possible HALE-ITMA requirements
This paper presents the conceptual work performed At the beginning of 1990 ALENIA decided to explore
in Alenia during the recent years for defining some this new area, trying to identify the basic requirements
possible configurations for military and civil HALE for such new types of aircraft, looking at all possible
(High Altitude Long Endurance) aircraft capable of application. for both civil and military roles.

carrying very different kinds of payloads and with Before describing in some detail the conceptual
mission durations ranging from one to two days. studies performed it is better to have a brief survey

Also in relation to the aircrew fatigue implied by such of the tasks they have to cope with, and the suitability

a long flight time, they all have been conceived as of HALE-UMA to perform them with high

UMA (UnManned Aircraft), achieving in that way a effectiveness in comparison with more conventional

significant reduction of mass and complexity, aircraft and in a cooperative scenario with satellite

withstanding the maturity of automatic control based system.

system. 3.1 Civil tasks
The aeromechanical aspect of the configurations (i.e Civil versions can have a wide spectrum of
aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, systems, weights applications ranging from earth monitoring, support
and performances) will be discussed in detail to emergencies and many others by assuring a service
considering that HALE-UMA type of aircraft have to that can be cxploitcd only at mud. greater costs wi:h
face some technical challenges in many fields satellites or that cannot be effectively accomplished
generated by the rather demanding requirements in at all with any other existing means.
terms of payload and endurance.

3.1.1 Earth monitoring
2. Introduction In this role HALE-UMA aircraft can be considered
In recent years the interest for some quite innovative first of all as a valid alternative to satellites that have
civil roles has considerably .own all over the world, been used for this kind of applications for many years
This fact is due to the increased concern that is spread since they can cover some specific needs in a more
all around the industrialized world for earth efficient way.
resources, high atmosphere sampling and In fact, beside the better resolution achievable with
environmental problems monitoring that is promoted aircraft in comparison with satellites due to the much
in particular by some organizations in ordcr not to lower flight altitude it is also important to stress that
destroy biological equilibrium o•f the world, an airplane can be vectored in whatever zone is
On the other hand fom the mili. ry njint of view needed to survey in short time and it can perform the

the necessity has emerged of efficihntly performing monitoring continuously for a period of one or two

peacetime long range surveillaneL and intelligence days if this is required.

gathering in risk areas. During this time a continuous data link with control

These missions up to now have been only performed station on ground :s maintained or acquired

by special versions of already existing large and informations are stored on board for eventual

expensive military aircraft that are not particularly processing.

suited to these new tasks. On the other hand sate:llites are bound to

As it will be evident from the following paragraphs predetermined position in space or can perform only

both these role categories can be efficiently periodical passages over the zone to monitor with a
performed byaircraft capleg ofie ry lon g b ficent forced time lag between two cdnsecutive observations.
performed by aircraft capable of very long duration In any case these kinds of aircraft and the already
missions at outstandingly high altituies. existing satellites can also be used together to enhance
In those conditions the presence of the crew on board the effectiveness of the whole system.
implies heavy penalties to the configuration in terms The sensors already used in satellites, their spatial
of weight and basic system complexity. resolution and the time lag between two successive
Moreover it must be also highlighted that for manned observation are summarized in table 3.1.1-1, while a
HALE aircraft the long mission duration determines possible use of a HALE-UMA aircraft teaming with
heavy consequences on aircrew fatigue thus requiring satellites for this kind of applications is sketched in
frequent crew turnaround with the associated costs. figure 3.1.1-1.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of AircraJt. May 1993.IJ
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SENSOR SATELLITE TIME INTERVAL SPATIAL

RESOLUTION

Imaging radiometer Meteosat GOES GMS 30 mins 1 - 7 Km

AVHRR NOAA 10 - 12 12 h 1- 7 Km

MSS Landsat 5 - 6 16 days 60 - 80 m

TM Landsat 5 - 6 16 days 30 m

HRV SPOT 12 h, 3 days 10 - 30 m

SAR ERS-1 JERS-1 3 days, 35 days 30 m

Table 3.1.1-1

DISASTERS INTERESTED AREA SPATIAL TEMPORAL
[Km 2] RESOLUTION RESOLUTION

[m_] [min]

Floods 103( -15 <10 15

Avalanches 102 - 103 10- 100 60

Earthquakes 102-104 <10 1-10

Seaquake 104 10 1 - 10

Volcano belch 103- 104  <10 30

Woody fires 102- 103 10 15

Sea/lake pollution 103- 106 10- 100 30- 60

Air pollution 1_103 100 15

Table 3.1.2-1

3.1.2 Support to emergencies 3.1.3 Other tasks

In this role HALE-UMA aircraft may first of all be An HALE-UMA can find applications in response to
used to monitor areas hit by natural disasters. other needs nowadays being increasingly felt by the

In fact in case of such disasters it is vital for the social communities all over the world.

people tasked of the assistance organization to have The widespread attention to the levels of atmosphere

the most detailed situation awareness in the least time pollution and to the ozone depletion has been
enhanced by the awareness of the damages due to the

and to know precisely how the situation does evolve, today air transportation system and, in perspective, to
in order to take the most suited action, be expected from the future supersonic transport

The usual natural calamities, the extension of areas presently under study.
involved and the required resolution in terms of space Shifting to another problem area the devastations
and time are summarized in table 3.1.2-1. caused by drug diffusion have stimulated the
In this case we have to note that the time in which perception of the need for a tighter control of such

the situation evolves is in any case longer than 24 cultures and traffic.
hour, thus imposing an heavy requirement in terms The peculiar features of an HALE-UMA in terms of

of patrol time. outstanding values of patrol time and altitude and the

In the case of performing this task with piloted high resolution achievable using a SAR (Synthetic

aircraft huge cost implications for their acqu;sition Aperture Radar) make this aircraft perfectly suited
ninto account. for some scientific applications like high atmosphere

and operation are to be taken into ant, sampling and ozone measurement.
It is important to stress that such task clearly cannot Furthermore, its difficult detectability from the
be performed by satellites considering their peculiar ground and all weather capability enable it to

characteristics and in particular their inherent stealthily monitor forbidden trades or some other
limitations in terms of time lag between observations illegal activities.

that have been already described above. The latter of these roles is already being exploited by
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some models of existing aircraft but the high sensor can be detected by HALE-UMA aircraft equipped
resolution, long patrol time and payload weight with infrared sensor enabling the activation of suitable
capability of especially designed HALE-UMA aircraft countermeasures for their interception.
can significantly enhance the efficiency of patrolling. Particularly suited for this application are high loiter
On the other hand the former ones are up to now altitude and long endurance while payload is relatively
performed by balloons equipped by up to 1600 Kg of small, as it is in the order of no more than 300 Kg.
scientific apparatus but this sort of flying machines
suffer from the fact that their track is almost 3.2.4 Intelligence gathering
completely driven by the atmospheric winds without At present this task is only performed by special
any means of guidance. versions of allready existing large airplanes like

U2/TR1, C130, C135 or by satellites with obviously
3.2 Military roles heavy costs implications both in terms of acquisition,
Military versions of HALE-UMA aircraft may be operations and maintenance.
dedicated primarily to long range aerial surveillance, Long endurance characteristic and adequate
ballistic missiles launch detection and intelligence availability of quite high payload weight and volume
gathering, make HALE-UMA type of aircraft extremely suitable
A typical scenario in which such airplanes may for this application, also considering that pilot actions
operate is depicted in figure 3.2-1. are really unnecessary during the mission, while fast
For almost all these military roles the extremely high deployability makes these airplanes also more suitable
patrol altitude, and the use of sensors with long range than satellites for this application.
detection capability allow this type of aircraft to fly
over friendly territory thus reducing in that way the 4. Technological challenges
probability of being exposed to hostile fire and In order to start the preliminary sizing of the
consequently enhancing the effectiveness of the configuration it has been necessary to define the
system; in any case the peculiar characteristic of being technological level required to be adopted for the
unmanned eliminates human hazard during real war aircraft.
operations. The necessity to keep costs at a minimum imposed

to reduce as much as possible weights and dimensions
3.2.1 Long range surveillance of the aircraft thus forcing the designers to adopt the
HALE-UMA aircraft for long range aerial most advanced technical solutions.
surveillance can be considered as a really low cost On the other hand these solutions have to be all
version of AWACS aircraft since they can carry a achievable at present without a big investment in
sophisticated high performance radar and have an research and development that would increase cost
extremely high loiter time in the order of one to two itself, so that in many cases they appear to be quite
days at an altitude of about 20 Km. conventional.
Their characteristic of being unmanned also avoids
the problems, weights and costs associated with the 4.1 Aerodynamics
many crew members necessary to AWACS operations From the aerodynamic point of view the configuration
provided that the presence on board of an adequate of any HALE-UMA is heavily conditioned by
ground data link be ensured, requirements of high aerodynamic efficiency.

As well known, the most relevant aerodynamic
3.2.2 Surface target acquisition endurance parameter for propeller driven aircraft is
In this role the HALE-UMA with the use of a E*CLI/ 2 ; from this the necessity arise of flying at
FTI/MTI (Fixed Target Indicator / Moving Target quite high values of lift coefficients even higher than
Indicator) radar can control ground movement of those of maximum efficiency.
troops and support the attack operations performed At such high lift coefficient values the wing sections
by hostile aircraft. have to maintain laminar flow over substantial wing
Also in this case the high patrol time in the order of chord fractions at low values of Reynolds number.
one day and altitude of about 20 Km do enhance the In order to cope with this need a conceptual trade-off
effectiveness of this kind of airplane configurations in had been done between wing sections ranging from
comparison with today recce systems. 12 to 19 % that demonstrated the overall superiority

of the thinner one, also considering the relatively high
3.2.3 Ballistic missile launch detection values of local Mach numbers in the design condition.
Ballistic missiles interception can be more effectively A brief survey of this trade-off results is represented
performed in the case of their early detection, in figure 4.1-1 in which it is evident that the achievable
When considering the presently used systems it must efficiency with the 12 % thick wing section is about
be emphasized that the detection capability range of double with only a roughly 12 % increase of wing
ground radars is limited by terrain morphology and weight and 20 % decrease of maximum lift coefficient.
AWACS or satellites are really expensive solutions. In order to keep also lift-induced drag at a minimum
On the other hand in a much less expensively way the it is mandatory to use the highest possible value of
enemy ballistic missiles at the moment of their launch aspect ratio compatible with present tecnological
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limits, illustrated in figure 4.1-2. in the order of 250 Kg instead of a reciprocating
A value of 40 has been chosen thus imposing also turbocharged engine of about 100 HP with a total
very demanding structural requirements to ensure an weight of about 210 Kg comprising all the accessories.
adequate wing stiffness to prevent flutter and aileron What is more important is the worse specific fuel
reversal phenomena. consumption of turbojet and turboprop in comparison
The maximum efficiency and the drag breakdown to reciprocating engines that produces a fuel flow
relevant to typical military and civil aircraft in from 1.4 to 2.5 times greater as illustrated in figure
comparison to HALE-UMA configuration are 4.2-2.
represented in figure 4.1-3 and 4.1-4. In conclusion the total propulsion weight obtained
These diagrams evidence the really superior considering engine plus the fuel required for a 24
aerodynamic performance of this kind of aircraft that hours endurance time may be evaluated in about 600
are more comparable to sailplanes from this point of Kg, 1000 and 1300 Kg for reci'rocating, turboprop
view being their aerodynamic efficiency from 1.5 to 3 and turbojet engines respectively like illustrated in
times that of civil and military aircraft respectively, figure 4.2-3.
also taking in account the extremely low value of In any case it is important to stress that the
design Reynolds numbers that promote usually a drag turbocharged reciprocating engines considered are
increase. required to be flat rated up to the loiter altitude of
Furthermore, being the radiators drag a significant about 20 or 25 kilometres: this fact imposes a
fraction of the whole parasitic drag owing to their noteworthy challenge to the propulsion system
dimensions caused by the extremely low air density, manufacturer, the pressure ratio of the turbocharger
the feasibility of surface heath exchangers will also be unit being roughly above 20 to 1 or 40 to 1
investigated, respectively as it is possible to see in figure 4.2-4.
In fact preliminary calculations have shown that this This last requirement is satisfied by using two or three
improvement to the baseline configuration can stages of turbocharging with intercoolers between
decrease its zero lift drag by about 5 %. each stage and before feeding the engine.
These radiators could be positioned over not heavily The propeller also must be designed to achieve an
stressed surfaces like fin torsion box panels in order efficiency in the order of 90 % by using sections and
to avoid piping failures and liquid leakage due to wing blade shapes especially suited to the range of
flexing. Reynolds and tip Mach number attainable in flight.

The propellers considered have fixed pitch and are
4.2 Propulsion driven by a variable gear reduction unit because this
At the very beginning of the conceptual phase a trade solution has been considered preferable to the most
off has been performed with the aim of defining the usual variable pitch propeller taking in account the
most suitable propulsion system for this kind of single, extremely well defined design condition of the
airplanes flying at extremely high altitudes and configuration.
relatively low speeds. In fact for this kind of airplane it is mandatory to
This study only considered engine types that arc at feature an extremely high propulsion efficiency in the
present technologically feasible without any important loiter condition and just an adequate thrust in the
development work. take off and climb condition.
Thus we excluded from the start all the really exotic Therefore the necessity is avoided of having high
propulsion system like nuclear, solar/battery, liquid propulsion efficiency in many points of the flight
oxygen and others that are from one standpoints very envelope that is peculiar to and achievable by a
appealing but that would have certainly required variable pitch propeller, obtaining in that way a
heavy investments in terms of time and money for reduction of the weight, complexity and cost of the
their development, whole propulsion system.
With these assumptions this study considered only
reciprocating, turboprop and turbojet engines. 4.3 Structure
It resulted that without any doubt the old fashioned From the structural point of view the main challenge
turbocharged reciprocating engine is the most is to build the wing structure stiff enough to avoid
efficient solution from the point of view of the total flutter and aileron reversal conditions in all the flight
propulsion weight (engine plus fuel) in the range of envelope with the least weight considering the
speeds and altitudes required for that sort of aircraft. extremely high value of aspect ratio chosen to
One of the decisive factors for this choice is the thrust improve aerodynamic efficiency.
lapse ratio of turbojet and turboprop in comparison On the other hand the design flight conditions,
to flat rated reciprocating engines that is illustrated namely low Mach and Reynolds numbers, promote
in figure 4.2-1. the adoption of rather thick wing sections alleviating
From this figure it is evident that in order to obtain in that way the structural problems.
the rtquired thrust of only 50-60 Kg in the loiter In order to choose the material for the primary
condition at 25 Km it is necessary to intall for example structures a conceptual study has been performed
a turbojet engine capable of a static, sea level thrust whose results in terms of strength and stiffness
of 20 times greater i.e. about 1100 Kg, with a weight referred to the weight are briefly summarized in
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figure 4.3-1. reprogramming.
This study considered aluminium alloys, fiberglass and Taking into account the large distances implied, the
graphite epoxy reinforced fiber and demonstrated that data-link system needs to be operated through
by far the latter is the most suitable structural satellite channels.
material when strength and stiffness are required with For what concerns the other systems they don't pose
the least weight, being their characteristics almost particular challenges; it is just worth to say that, as
more than 2.5 times greater than those of the other the dynamic pressure is quite low and the speed of
materials. actuation is not particularly demanding, flight controls
Moreover it is mandatory to prevent wrinkling of wing can be of all electric type.
surfaces that would destroy the laminar flow over the In this case total power generation has to be provided
wing, and then the adoption of graphite composite by starter generators driven by the engines that must
material becomes mandatory. also be capable of providing enough power also in
Considering the present state of the art and the low case of engine/generator failure.
values of load factor and dynamic pressure imposed In order to cope with the event of total power
to that sort of aircraft, a specific weight of about 10 generation loss a reserve battery has to be installed
Kg/m 2 referred to the planform surface is considered in order to perform a safe return to home base.
feasible for a wing structure using high strength
graphite epoxy fibre. 5. Preliminary sizing
This represents a weight target that is from 4 to 5 Assuming the above illustrated technological levels, a
times less with respect to modern civil and military trade off study of a typical HALE-UMA configuration
aircraft wings as it is illustrated in figure 4.3-2. has been performed allowing the definition of the
Total predicted structural weight savings versus total take-off weight, empty weight and fuel weight
composite material usage is depicted in figure 4.3-3 for different values of payload weight and loiter
as it resulted from previous statistical studies. duration.

Loiter durations of 1, 2 and 3 days with payload

4.4 Systems weight ranging from 300 to 1700 kg have been
The main challenges concerning systems are considered.
generated by the peculiar characteristic of this sort of These values have been defined to cover the possible
configuration of being unmanned, aircraft requirements to perform all the tasks
In particular the avionic and communication system illustrated in the preceding paragraph.
must be capable of performing the following tasks: The mission profile used for this study, typical for an

HALE-UMA aircraft, is composed of the following
- navigation phases:
- control of flight
- ground and satellite communications Take off
- data exchange between all the on board devices Climb to loiter altitude

Cruise of I(XWO Km to loiter area
During each mission the flight will be autonomously Loiter at a speed not lower than 180 KTAS
controlled by the airplane itself in all the phases but Return cruise
the take off and landing that on the contrary can be Descent
remotely controlled by a human pilot located in a Landing with 5 % reserve fuel
ground station.
This does not imply that future UMA cannot be Mission fuel and other weights have been calculated
autonomously landed by MLS (Microwawe Landing with the classical and well known methods of
System) connected with an autolanding system, preliminary sizing using aerodynamic, propulsive and
whose know-how can be derived by the experience structural parameters consistent with the assumed
gathered from manned aircraft. technology levels that have been previously described
Autonomous flight phases may be programmed and some statistical relationships derived from the
before the take off or reprogrammed during the flight limited amount of data pertinent to this class of
from the ground in order to overcome particular aircraft.
events or emergencies not foreseen before. In figure 5.-4 the results of this analysis are illustrated
The on board computer must be able to perform the in terms of take-off weight versus loiter duration and
continuous monitoring of all the flight parameters payload weight, while a sensitivity study of the loiter
(incidence, heading, speed, altitude ecc.) and to duration relevant to a typical HALE-UMA
generate input signals for flight controls, configuration is presented in figure 5.-2.
In addition it is necessary to install on board a This plot had been obtained by varying the main
data-link system highly integrated with the other aerodynamic and propulsive parameters in order to
navigation, communication, control and payload assess the influence on the most relevant aircraft
systems and capable to transmit to the ground the performance of each technology level variation with
flight parameters and to receive input signals for the respect to the assessed value .
direct control of flight and for the mission This preliminary sizing proved the feasibility of an
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HALE-UMA aircraft with a reasonable level of by only one integrated fuse containing th, two
complexity, costs and dimensions consistent with engines, the payload and the systems.
already existing technological capability; it led the way Moreover total wetted area of the configuration has
to the subsequent configuration definition and been reduced allowing a further decrease of drag and
detailed dimensioning already in progress. weight of the configuration.

Drag is also reduced by having the two propellers
6. Selected configuration aligned on the same axis and thus only one stream
On the basis of the preliminary sizing and trade off tube, instead of two, spoiling wing laminar flow.
studies illustrated in the previous paragraph a rather After this brief description of the reasons that have
detailed configuration layout definition of four led to this configuration shape we can describe its
different version of HALE-UMA aircraft has been peculiar characteristics.
performed. The structural layout of the wing is based on a twin
All these four configurations have different payload spar torsion box arrangement with sandwich upper
weights, dimensions and loiter durations and are panel and solid laminate lower panel, all made from
conceived to perform some of the tasks defined high strength graphite epoxy reinforced fibre and that
before, both military and civil, also forms the fuel tank in his central zone between
Interest is now focused on the last one and the the booms.
description of its requirement and general Roll control is obtained by means of ailerons located
characteristics is presented in the following along trailing edge from the booms to approximately
pharagraphs. 60 % of wing span; this rather unusual arrangement

is due to the need of reducing bending loads and of
6.1 Requirements enhancing aileron reversal speed.
The main characteristic of this configuration is its The ailerons are divided in sections, each about one
extremely enhanced payload modularity. meter long, connected to the others through a joint
Thus it has been designed in order to have the in order to avoid hinges jam when the wing deflects
payload housed in a pallet of about 3 m3 of volume under flight loads.
that is completely separated from the remaining At approximately 17 % of semispan two tubular,
airframe. tapered booms are attached to the wing torsion box;
Therefore the aircraft can be easily reconfigured for they carry at their rear ends the empennages that are
different roles, both military and civil, in a very short joined in order to exploit the mutual favourable
period of time simply by changing the pallet, so that aerodynamic interference.
it can be considered a real all purpose configuration. The central fuselage is connected to the wing with
This version is capable of loiter time in the order of four fittings and it carries the payload pallet, the
one day with a pallet of 600 Kg at an altitude of 20 engines with their turbochaigers, the landing gear and
Km or at 25 Km if the payload is reduced to 100 Kg. the systems.
In such a way both ground surveillance and scientific The landing gear is a bicycle type with auxiliary
mission can be performed with a noteworthy outriggers located on the wing for ground stability
capability. during taxiing that are jettisoned after the take-off

phase.
6.2 General description This fact is basically due to the presence of a rather
As stated in the previous paragraph the main feature long payload bay that is located near the center of
of this configuration is its capability of carrying a gravity on a small width fuselage compared to wing
pallet which can accommodate many kinds of payload span that prevents the use of a more conventional
for different roles and, what is most important from tricycle type with the main legs housed in fuselage
the configuration point of view, featuring different side pods.
weights and dimensions. The reciprocating turbochargcd engines are flat-ratcd
Therefore, it is mandatory to position the payload at 110 HP each up to the loiter altitude of 25
with its centre of gravity coincident with that of the kilometres and drive two 4 m diameter fixed pitch
complete aircraft in order to avoid balance problems propellers by means of a variable gear reduction unit.
with payload change. The avionics and systems bay, located in the front
Moreover a twin engine solution has been chosen for fuselage forward of the pallet area, is closed by means
safety reasons; in order to improve the compactness of a large non structural panel with easily removable
of the configuration the engines have been placed one latches for better mainiainability and serviceability
in front of and the other behind the payload bay in When speaking about ýystems it is worth to briefly
a push pull arrangement. deal with the avionic system, the flight control system
This solution has been preferred to a more and the electric system.
conventional one with two tractor engine nacelles over The latter provides the total power generation by
the wing and a separate fuselage for some reasons. means of two 6 KW starter generators, each driven
In fact, total airplane frontal area has been reduced, by one engine, and a reserve battery in case of total
eliminating two extremely draggy items like isolated power generation loss.
engine nacelles over the wing that have been replaced This solution has been preferred to the AC power
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generation with TRU (Transformer Rectifier Unit) in 7. Ground support

order to minimize total system weight and complexity. The HALE-UMA system will be interfaced with two

The conceptual layout of this system is presented in ground based control stations, dedicated to the

figure 6.2-1. payload and to the aircraft respectively and each onefigue 6.-1.with differeni functions:

OG t1.11w ,., hand the. aý;onic system is comp ,.sed by

the navigation and control, data link, satellite - to perform the processing of the data coming from

communications and air data subsystems. sensors and to control the operations of the sensor
As far as navigation and control subsystem is itself

concerned, it has to cope with the conditions of - to monitor the mission also interfacing with air

autonomous and remotely controlled flight and is traffic controllers, reprogramming the mission
itself when necessary and to pilot the aircraftcomposed by an inertial navigation unit, a GPS drn h aeofadlnigpae

(Global Positioning System) and a NAFCC

(Navigation And Flight Control Computer). For all the applications the ground station dedicated

Considering the outstandingly flight time and the to payload monitoring will be interfaced with the

absence of crew, the navigation and control system appropriate central control station, both military or

requirements are really demanding in terms of civil depending on the application that will be the end

reliability and integration with the other systems, both user of the data collected by the airplane during the
mission.

on board and on the ground. Owing to the peculiar characteristics of certain of the
The data link subsystem have to receive the input roles envisaged it will also be extremely useful to

from ground station for the remote flight control and locate these ground stations in containers installed on

to transmit back all the flight parameters and the trucks to provide system mobility and fast

payload data; thus also in this case a great integration deployment.

with the other systems is required. 8. Conclusions
The sketch of the avionic conceptual layout is The preliminary design studies here described have

depicted in figure 6.2-2. verified the feasibility of HALE-UMA aircraft
For what concerns the flight control system, as capable of flying at altitudes up to 25 kilomctres with

anticipated in para 4.4 it has been conceived all payload weight up to 10M kilograms and loiter

electric in order to save total system weight and duration from I to 2 days at a distance of almost 1000

complexity, taking into account its not particularly kilometres from the main base.
It has also been demonstrated that such an aircraft

demanding requiiements in terms of power required can be realized using technologies already affordable,

and speed of actuation. although exploited at their highest level, without a
Weights and dimensions of this configuration and its huge investment in new researches that would

three view are collected in table 6.2-3 and figure 6.2-4. increase costs and time schedule.
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Figure 3.1.1-1
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Figure 3.2-1
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WING SECTIONS COMPARISON WING ASPECT RATIO COMPARISON

Reference Reynolds number = 150 0•710

250

O' 0

2.00

So

0 C0

CLK.- Cd0 E... WEIGHTwg HTLl ART CIVIL SAILPLANES HALE-UMA

Fiqure 4.1-1 Figure 4.1-2

AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
COMPARISON DRAG BREAKDOWN

0 o Maximum efficiency condition
100

50

200

10 
20

CIVIL MILITARY HALE - UMA CIVIL MILITARY HALE - UMA

Figure 4.1-3 Figure 4.1-4

CANDIDATE ENGINES ENGINES CHARACIERISTICS
THRUST LAPSE RATIO COMPARISON

1.2 300

0£

0

Figure 4.2-1 Figure 4.2-2
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TOTAL PROPULSION WEIGHT 1RE~QUIRED COMPRESSOR PRESSURE
COMPARISON RATIO

140baseu on 24 hours total endurance -0-0

.2W0 801- __
0

1000 5, ___

4s00 20 _ _ _

200

00 20 40 00 00 100

RE-CPROCATU'6G TURBY TURBOJET ALTITUOE IF1110001

Figure 4.2-3 Figure 4.2-4

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
COMPARISON WING WEIGHT COMPARISON

40 40

SPEC ST 0NTH SfEC STIFFNESS CIVIL MILiTARY MALE.- U#AA

Figure 4.3-1 Figure 4.3-2

COMPOSITES WEIGHT SAVINGS 14

1 2

2S C7 10

10

00 4

0 00

Figure 4.3-3 Figure 5-1
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__ _____COMPLETE AIRPLANE

Wing span 37.4 [n

__Cc, Length 11.5 [n

Re 4~hHeight 4.5 [n

____Engine 2xTELEDYNE
oeePower 110 HP

EIPropeller diameter 4 [in]

I C WING

Span 37.4 [11n1
-1c C _ __

~crc rnee /ro Arca 35 l~

Aspect rz~tio 4"

Figure 5-2Medium thickness 17 I [%

ýaper ratio -. 325

HORIZONTAL TAIL

Span 5.8 [fill

Medium thickness 15 ['1]

--------- I------ --- ------ VERTICAL TAIL

Spn.4 [in]

Are x 2.76 1in 2
]

ENGIE Asect atio2.1

Medium thickness 15 117,

aper ratio .53

fAC COMPONENT WýEIGHT

____ ____ ____ ____[Kg]

MA&CN.DY IKAEStructure o0)7
ACUTR tPro pu Isicn 401

CSEquipment 127

TRSODROperating Mass Empty 1222

Payload o0t)

Fuel90

IPLIKTake off 2722

Figure 6.2-1 Table 6.2-3
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Avion de Transpnr. Supersonique Futur
un DAH Technologique pour le Vol Long Courrier

Future Supersonic Commercial Transport Aircraft
A Technological Challenge for Long Haul Traffic

J-L. Galvani
Aerospatiale. Aircraft Division

316 route de Bayonne. 31060 Toulouse Cedex 03. France

Abstract Toutefois. un effort important de recherche et de
diEveloppement est ndcessaire afin de preparer

Long haul traffic is a key sector that is les technologies approprides pour un tel projet.

constantly increasing. Since Concorde entry
into service in 1976, it has tripled and will Dans cette conference. les perspectives d'un
again double hv the end of the century. There is transport supersonique de seconde gin~ration

no doubt that this long haul traffic development sont passes en revue. Cela inclut notamment le
will create an increasing interest in high speed. march6 potentiel, les principales contraintes de

The entry into service of a HSCT will enable d~finition et les Etudes en cours ý lAerospatiale.
flight time to be divided at least by 2 on these On rappellera les efforts de coopEration en cours
long routes, and could capture 20% to 40% of the entre les principaux constructeurs aironautiques
long range market. mondiaux, en insistant sur la ndcessitd d'une
To face up this future air transport landscape coopiration internationale pour le succ~s d'un
Aerospatiale, who jointly with British tel projet.
Aerospace has accumulated an unique experience
in high speed transport with the Concorde 2. L'acquis Concorde
programme , is studying a potential successor :
the Alliance project cruising at Mach 2. Concorde reste le seul avion commercial

supersonique en service aujourd'hui.

Due to the significant progress in technology Conjointement conqus et produit par British
already achieved or foreseen in the near future. Aerospace et Aerospatiale pour la pattie cellule.
the entry into service of a second generation Rolls Royce et Snecma pour les moteurs, i] a

supersonic transport can be envisaged as early dsormais d~montrd la faisabilitE technique et la
as 2005. The success of this project is strongly capaciti opdrationnelle du vol commercial
linked to the capability of the aircraft and the supersonique.
engine manufacturers to provide the appropriate
technology level to make the airplane La flotte Concorde. en service rdgulier sur 15
environmently acceptable and economically ans a accumul6 plus de 160000 heures de vol en
attractive, operation sur plus de 200 a~roports. Ceci d'une
A significant effort in R & D is necessary to maniire totalement sure et compatible avec le
make available the challenging technologies trafic subsonique et les contraintes
new materials, aerodynamics. propulsion... a6roportuaires (Fig. 1).

Considering the level of investment required and
the complexity of the problems to be solved, a ¢O,,oM NAO STATIrSMCSIASOF MAY IMM

close collaboration involving indutrial partners r - - -ý= ,

is necessa.y on a world wide basis. F ," 'A Un, ,"
This collaboration has already started. AP FiA 1,.,,9" ,m ,,=

Following a long experience of bilateral a,, ,,. ,,4
cooperation. Acrospatiale and British Aerospace FBI ,," W.M " "

joined again in 1990 to study together a second W F Jr." 1&.Ne "4 u's

generation supersonic aircraft around their gas.AL WO, 7 ,27i
respective concepts (AST and Alliance). Both 42=,= 1,, '
partners are also cooperating with DASA. aim)" M.," 'a" =

Boeing. Mc Donnell Douas. the Japanesea
Industries. Alenia and Tupolev within an saw U5 P,3 ,me u,

International Study Group. is_,.o,_______"_,,______ =

List of symbols _r_____-_,___M,___ _ _
L MWITAL FLULT iml

CD drag coefficient figure I

MTOW maximum take-off weight
Cs Specific fuel consumption En plus de l'unique experience pratique acquise

par les deux sociit~s. Concorde a permis de
1. Introduction raliser des avancies technologiques

importantes dont ont pu bindficie les
Concorde. en service r~gulier de plus de programmes Airbus. Ainsi parmi les retombdes,
quinze ans a disormais ddmontrd Fa faisabili1E on peut recenser :
technique du transport commercial civil et ceci les commandes de vol 6lectriques,
en toute sicuritd; ouvrant ainsi la voie i la . le contr6le du centrage par transfert de

rochaine giniration d'avion supersonique. carburant.
es progri~s technologiques importants . les lois complexes de pilotage,

rkalisablet et Ia croissance du trafic long - les freins carbone...
courrier au dibut du 21 Eme sibcle, nous laisse
envisager Ia possibilitt de lancer un nouvel D'autres produits comme les avions subsoniques.
avion supersonique avec une entrEe en service en devraient tirer les bhndfices du saut
2005. technologique realisable grice au d6veloppemerit

d'un nouvel avion supersonique.

Presented at an A(ARI) Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endumnce Operation ,,'Aircrqftr NMay IQ, 3.
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3. Le trafic long-countier et le march6 potential Sur ces routes, l'avion supersonique offfira une
riduction massive du temps de vol (50%) si IVon

Cc tragic a cru pius rapidement que 1'ensembl' d'i compare aux avions subson~ques. Ce gain en

trafic adrien au cours des 20 derni~res annikeb. ct temps nditant que :ajiblement affecti par le

tout conduit a penser que Ie besoin en dchanlre nombre de M.ch de qol considdri (Fig. 5).

internationaux de biens ct de persor, jes ass irera ______________

Ia poursuite de cette Ivolution (Fig.2N

EVOLUTION OF LONG RANcjF -RAFFIC nus OPRSNOFBCYTM

AVAILABLE SEAT-KM (BILLIONS'

Osss h e. s re
LONG ~fiur 2AG 10

Pourles oute dot un parie s-ffctu au

Le lrvsonStai~smnrn uvcue dsu e ers ncni~eqeI uvld

crossace e 5 Ictraiclon corrir dvrat cs one ensuprsoiqu Distanerakl intZUedit

itre multiplier par 2 entre 1990 et 2005 ct par Malgr6 tout. sur ces routes les paliers

5,5 entre 1990 at 2025, pour atteindre environ subsoniques ou les ditours supersoniques
400 millions de passagers par annde (Fig.3). necessaires en operation n'affecteront que Peu le

______________________________________- gain en temps de vol comme l'illustre la figure
6.

MILLON LONG HAUL PASSENGERS GROWTH______________________
450 ALLIANCE Vs SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
400

350 12is M et wn

300 0

250
200

150
100

1975 1990 2005 2025
PAMU. LOS ANGELES PAM - TOKYO LOS AN to '- TOKYO

fig ure 3 3UBM AUR"SUAC N aA~c mWwi

La croissance dev.ait itre part icul i~remen t forte spwsf tdoln 9 vrtnlte rs

pour les pays asiatiques A fort potentiel de figure 6

ddveloppement. Dont une consiquence est quc
pris de 70% des vols long-courriers continueront La part du marchei que pourra atteindre cet avion
itr e (fectu,6s sur des trajets essentiellement dipend du niveau 6conomnique r~falisable en

ocdaniques. Ces routes diant fort bien adapties op~ration at du Prix du billet. De nombreuses
pour le vol supersonique (Fig.4). Etudes sont en cours dans le monde pour

_____________________________________ comprendre 1'6lasticitI6 du marchi en fonction

1des diftdrentes catigories de passagers et de la
LONG HAUL TRAFFIC IN 2025 surcharge tarifaire appliqude.

- ~ -> ~En considirant les caractiristiques d'un ivion de
250 - 300 passagers volart A Mach 2. ] marchi

En complimcrnt de cette rapide analyse du
marchit. on peut envisager Lin effet "stimulus" du

a I riduction du temps de vol identique It cilui
observe lors Ia misc en service de train i grande

j vitesse. Cat cffet pourrait accroitre ]a part du
A marchE de Iav ion supersonique.

a gure 4j
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pour lesquels les temps de dispersion sont
relativement longs (Fig.8).

SUPERSONIC MARKET - 2025
HUMMR OF-K="ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERISTICS

4000
3500 -.. UE £..*SON sitrIPA

3000 - '-
2500 Is 1.1,.

2000 ~ . . .. ~

5000~

figure 7 O0NAtIM

4. Le supersonlque et 1'environneunent figure 8

Tout en recherchant le succ~s commercial pourý ce
programme. on doit porter une attention 4.3 Le bnit avlon/moteur
p articuliire aux contraintes iiecs Ia
Venvironnement. Ce qui signifie le respect de Le futur avion supersonique devra itre un bon
toutes les rdglernentations en vigueur ou 'a vexlir voisin autour des airoports.
concernant le bang sonique. les 6missions Si lVon regarde Ia dicroissance continuelle avec
moteur et le bruit autour des airoports. le t..mps des niveaux de bruit avion. un saut

technologique important est 'a rdaliser pour
En projetant les progris technologiques dessiner un avion qui ne fera pas plus de bruit
rialisables d~ici I a fi n du siicle, il semble que les subsoniques de Ia mime giniration. Il
possible de divelopper un avion qui n'aura pas opdrcra Ia partir des adroports et des pistes
d'impact significatif sur lenvironnement. existants et ne deVra pas excdder les niveaux de

bruit riglementaires imposis par Ia FAR 36
4.1 Le bang sonlqmn Stage 3 (Fig.9).

En croisi~re SuperSonique. un avion produit une
onde de choc. qui peut se propager au aol, et crde Nos COD
une surpreasion qui peut sembler forte et ganante NOS OCRD

pour I oreille humaine.0k NOD8
Lexp drience Concorde a dimontri que lea 98PRJC

populations n'acceptent pas cette nuisance 9 IIJC

sonore, ct de fait le survol supersonique des EPNdb WPRJCterres eat interdit dans Ia plupart des pays. I FAR_.3__________lit___
Le fait de dessiner un avion 6conomiquement
exploitable pour des niveaux de bang acceptable
n'est pas rdalisable avec lea standards
technologiqucs d'aujourd'hui. On considtre donc
pour l'ensemble des dtudes en cours aucun survol 1960 17 160 lot* 2000 20,06
supersonique des terres.

4 .2 Les Emissions inoteir DFCREASING TREND 1N AIRCRAFT NOISE LEVELS

Les quantiitd de gaz Emises par les avions son[
faible s par rapport aux reeshumains _______I_____________________ 9_
naturels. mais elles sont localisdes en altitude et
concentrdes prts des zones adroportuaires. Aujourd'hui de fortes pressiona existent en
Les rdsultats acientifiques montre que les Europe pour abaisser encore plus ces limites de.
compos~s d'oxydes d'azote (NO. N02 aussi bruit. Dana cc cas. des marges sont Ia prendre en
appelis NOx) joue un r6Ic important dans Ia compte pour Ia conception de I'avion et du type
chimie atmosphdrique. Mais I'impact des NOx de maccur. de manidre I privenir une hventuelle
dmis pair une flotte d'avions supersofliques sur I& modification de ces rbglements.
couche d'ozone eat incertain et eat Ic sujet Des technologies moccur trds poussdes. comme
d'importantes recherches scientifiques Ia travers l'utilisation de nouveaux concepts (moteur Ia
Ie monde. cycle variable) et des diapositifa d'djecteurs sur
Cependant. il sera indispensable d'obtenir un lea tuytrea permettront de rdduire I& contribution
consensus international sur l'impact d'une flotte principale du bruit moteur qui risulte de I&
supersonique avant de prendre Is dicision do vitesse d'djection tr~hs Elevie caractiristiques des
lancer le prugramme. moteurs supersoniques.
L'Avolution technologique des moteura montrent Cependant. du c6tAE du construcceur lea actions
que I'on pout eapirer une riduction importante du entreprises pour amdliorer lefficacite de Ia
nhveaux de NOx emis par les moteurs. qui peut cellule (ad-rodynamique. masses) ou des

attendre70%.modifications des procidures opdrationelles pour
La s~lection de l'installation motrice associi Ia lea phases de vol 'a faible vitesse. montrent de
un choix approprid de I iltitude do croisi~re (17 -bons eapoirs pour contribuer i Ia riduction
19 kin). -t dui nombre de Mach, montre que l'av ion globale du bruit du couple avion / moteur.
vole ka des niveaux infdrieurs 'a ceux ou I'on

trouve I& plus forte concentration d'ozone et
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S. La conflguratlon Alliance

Les rdsultats des 6tudes do marchEd. los premiers EVOLUTION OF THECONFIGURATION
contacts avec los compagnics adriennes ct les
diffirentes contraintes nous ant conduit I retenir 005CO06 ATW f A1 T M

une sirie d'hypothises quant i Ia difinition de Is ~U2 SN2 St

configuration de base :Alliance.

S. 1 Los objectlfs d' Alliance

Les objectifs d'Alliance sont r~sumis sur Is
figure 10.
L'avion est privu pour transporter 250 passagers
sur une distance de 10000 kmn. mime si Ia
mission comprend. au d~but etik Ia fin,
d'importants segments subsoniques.

Ainsi. le rayon d'action spdcifiquo unitaire
(RASU) visE on subsonique. I Mach = 0,95. sera Ifigure I1I1
voisin do celui obtonu en croisi~re suporsanique,
do faqon quo cetto pantic du vol n'introduise pas 5.2.1 LAtioynamiti2 uplaneur
de pinaliti sur Ia consommation en carburant.

La configuration gin~rale est fortement
Noan ue do bnns eforances en influencee par une e xigence do finesse dlevo-e

subsonique tendent E6galemont k riduiro le niveau dans tautos les phases do vol.
do bruit do l'avion i faiblo vitesso et Ia quantit6
du carburant nicessaire pour les riserves. D'un c6ti, uno finesse Jklevie est ndcessaire pour

do bonnes performances op~rationnelles au
L'aminagement en trais classes doit offrir un dA-callage et I I'atterrissago, en respectant los
confort pour Ic passager Equivalent aux avions limitations imposies par los narmes do bruit; et
subsoniques dont les durde do vol soft voisinos. une utilisation dconomique lars des paliers
Los raisons du choix dui nombre do Mach = 2.05 subsoniques. Ccci pouvant Eire obtenu grice i
sont los suivantes :obtenir une productivitd do l'utilisatian do dispositifs do bard d'attaque.
I'ayion suffisante sans accraitre do maniire trop

significative Ia complexitd tochnologique. los D'un autre c6ti. une finesse dlev~e en croisi~re
coOts associis I un nambro do Mach plus ieIvE. ost un param~trc fondamental pour los

et l'impact des Emissions sur Ia couche~ d'ozone. performances glabales do 1'avian.
_____________________________________ Ces diffdrentes raisons nous ant conduit It

chaisir uno grando surface vailure et une grande

BASELINE MISSION REQUIREMENTS env org ure (Fig. 12).

PASM0Mm -II5P-mms.u ALLIANCE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
800M000 no SWUONKNK Kamm oWN 0.IAUISo "NoQ

1011141s Lamm$01 I'MX SAM

hur. sm .OEM MAC 11505 LE

MAE ALAN UTEIMINI1 W2? C

XM *-iNwE 1 I~ ~..m.winS ~ o
P.6MR. @l t*NWSI

inAML bII~~Sa.~

AIMs. L saOWMA A BC NOW9WWlf

f i aur e 101 MO=i

Pour cc qui concerne IC rayon d'action, il parait
prudent do no pas fixer un abjectif trap Ifikgure 121
ambiuieux pour 1'entrie en service, notamment
pour l'estimation des marges nicessaires pour Is Un certain nombre d'amiliorations
certification des niveaux do bruit. Au fur et k adrodynamiques ant AtE apporties au planeur
mesure do diveloppements techniques ultniriurs. (Fig. 13)
cc rayon d'action pourra itre augmenter
progressivement par une augmentation de Ias un affinement do Ia Pointe avant du fuselage;
masse maximale au dicallage.

-un changement do Ia forme en plan do

5.2 Les caractdirstiq=n techrlqms d"AllIance 1Vextrdmiti vailuro:

La figure I11 montre l'Evolution do la -une riduction du maitre couple du fuselage;
configuration d'Alliance depuis Ic dibut du
projet en 1983. On notera aussi l'amdlioration -une optimisation do Is cambnure et du
do I& finesse on croisibre qui passe do 8 k 10.,5; vnillage afin d'amiliorer la marge statique.
avec notammont Is modification do linstallation
motnice par I& s~paration dos fuseaux moteur, cc
qui rdduit considdrablement I& trainde.
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VWINGBODY AERODYNAMIC IMPROVEMENTS La forme finale intigrera par contre toutes les
concraintes de conception, relies que les

FATSF 41chargements a6rodynamiques. Is r~partition des
rdservoirs C t des masses. l'ichauffement
cin~tique. l'installation des systimes ...

De bonnes performances cc qualitis de vol 1
travers lensemble du domaine de vol (normal et

Ipiriphdrique)doivent Eire obtcnus, nocamnment

MPDOSINAMmarges nicessaires pour le conrr6le de Iavioc

RIM"!F"W"MCROUlors des passages en transsonique.

MOFTMED.6CASE G- Sur Alliance, Ia forme initiale de Ia voilure
souNWOwwo TvATSF1 r~sultant d'une importance Etude chiorique

et d'une sirje de corrilations thdorie / essais.
Las effets favorables d'augmentation

figure 13, d'envergure. pridits thioriquement et mesuris en
soufflerie ont conduit I Ia forme voilure de

Afflnement de la pointe avant IATSF3 (Fig. 15).

Par modification de laminagement du cockpit Cependant, at bien que Ia finesse avion dans
initial (celui de Concorde), grice i l'expirience toutes les phases de vol ate 6te amilior~e, il a
acquise sur l'Airbus A320, il est possible 6t6 d6cidii de r~duire l'allongemenE de la voilure
d'affiner Ia forme excerne de Ia parcie avant Allianc e par une diminution d'envergure; dans le
d'Alljance. but d'abaisser le poids structural de Ia

configuration actuelle - ATSF4.
La disposition des instruments cc l'acc~s au
poste sont amdliori~s sur Alliance. bien que Ia
largeur du cockpit soit riduite de 150 mm et IleOUINOFUESNCCUIEEFCEC
plafond abaissE de 50 mm (Fig. 14).EVLTOOFSPRNICUSEFIINY

La rdpartition des aires de section droites est CONCORDE ASF I ATIF 2 ATSF TS

l~garement meilleure. qui se traduir par une
diminution de Is train~e d'onde. mais c'est
surtour Ia discontinuiti qui am~ne un gain, plus

important que privu de 100 A Cx = 0.0097.
Equivalent sur une mission de 10000 km a un 4
gain de plus de 500 kg sur Ia masse scruccurale ou
sur Ia charge marchande.

rdUie autenionimum possible Ieva itrae paraste suru~ o. i

l'Erat de surface de I& poince avant. de maniire

associie aux imperfections de surface (bande
para-foudre. joints. sondes andmomitriques et
ginidrateurs de tourbillons). t'izure 15,

Des petits gains suppl6mentaires ont 6t46 obtenus
en arrondissant las extrdmitis de Ia voilure, et

COCKPIT LAYOUJTIMPROVEMENTS en optimisant Ia cambrure et le vrillage pour Ia
croisiire.
Alliance posside un onglec de voilure

I \~~u~rrelacivement 6pais. cc qui en plus de donner du
volume pour les riservoirs, riduit Ia trainie
donde de lavion of permet de ritracter Ie train

r, NO R A rincipal d'accerrissage conscitui de crois parties
'9 vers lavant. I lVintirieur du profil at du

4. On hvite do cc fait ]a pdnalitt de trainde ot de
masse quaencrainerai Ia prdsence d'un cardnage de

MIRK"train. L'absence de cardna ge ayant un autre
_______ ____avancage. en dliminant. 1c ffet de masque par
COCRCrapport I lichauffement cindtique. of en

r 6duisant le niveau des contraintes thormiques
dans cecro zone.

figure. 4 En effet [allure de I& ripartition de sections
droites contribue I minimiser Ia trainie d'onde

Dessim de la vollure do lavion (Fig. 16).
La loi des aires optimale pour l'avion est

La voilure d'un tel avion doit atre mince rialisie en sculptant l'dpaisseur voilure.
(Epaisseur relative voiuine do 2%). Idgire. pormoccant ainsi de conserver une section
rdsisrante aux charges statiques oc dynamniques co urante du fuselage constante.
(rafales. manoeuvres. airoilasticitd. U no int~gration optimale des quatre moteurs
flotcement... ). La souplesse probable do Ia s"par~s cc de lour entries d'air respectives
voilure cc lea ddformations on vol doivent acre devrait contribuer i minimiser I& trainie

p rises en compte pour permectre d'assurer une d'installation et riduire I& trainde corale do
form. dont Ia trainde sera minimale en croisitre l'avion.
pour un centrage correct do l'ayion.
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technologiques disponibles au lancement du
LANDING GEAR DESIGN EFFECT ON DRAG programme et incorporda sur l'avion.

£iANIMUaALE.11 Des ddveloppemtents spicifiques seront
nicessaires. en particulier pour le systame de

'2-. contr6le des entrdes d'air. pour les problbmesW02 lids aux tempdratures ambiantes dlevdes etI
/ cause de Ia n~ccssiti de diminuer Fencombrement

M0ODIFIE des djffirents El6ments :servocommandes.
MalN conditionnement d'air. systilmes de g~ndration

MCIMAAA99LIM 0 de puissance dlectrique et hydraulique.
A Le carburant utilisE sera le maine kdrosine que

A p our Ics avions subsoniques. La tempdrature du
C- '~-lm J carburant s'6ievant au contact de Is structure

chaude Ct en raison des durde de vol ilev~e (5-
13 1ý6h). il faut pr~voir d~s le ddbut de Ia conception

00"goune gestion du bilan thermique de Isv ion.
01 1 n ntin Una caractdristique articuli~re de cet avion

fi zutre 16 vi--nt du: fait que Ta Masse importante de
carburant stockde tans Ia voilure sert aussi de

Des gains suppidmentaires ndcessiterait pints de chaleur efficace pour absorber
lutilisation d'un a voilure laminaire avec P'dchauffement cindtique de I& structure.
contr6lc de Ia couche limite, mais I'application La tempirature maximale du carburant admissible
possible d'une telle technologie i lasvion I I'entrde des moteurs en fonctionnement normal
supersonique nWest pas envisagde i moyen termne. est voisine de 150*C. Et Si lVon considtre

'I volution en cours de mission de Ia tempirature
5.2.2 st.-turs t matdriasz du carburant i l'intAdricur d'un r~servo0ir situt prts

du bord d'attaque de Ia voilure. une comparaison
Le prochain avion supersonique sera caractdrisd avec Concorde montre qu'l condition de bien
par l'application de nouveaux matiriaux at gdrer l'utilisation des riservoirs. ce point est
concepts structuraux. car toute rdduction de momns critique que sur Concorde (i.1)
Masse structural* eat importante pour
l'amdlioration des performances globales de FUEL. TEMPERATURES IN A TYPICAL WING TANK
l'avion. Ainsi des gains de l'ordre de 20% sont ALLIANCE Vs CONCORDE
attendus par rapport aux technologies actuelles.
De manitre It riduire les masses. les alliages de 4

titane sont envisagdes pour le caisson central de *

is voilure. ainsi que des alliages Idgers '
d'aluminium (fuselIage ). Par contre. Ia proportion (

de matdriaux composites utilisis sera .

relativement plus importante que sur les avions
actuels. Ainsi de nombreuses pitces ou ensemble VC1a CONC~Q ORE

structuraux seront rdalisds enti~rement en
composites comme le rad6me, Ia pointe arritre I I
du fuselage.l'aile externe, Ia ddrive. les surfacesEAS
mobiles. les trappes de train ... (Fig. 17)
Mais It cause des tempdratures Elevdes
rencontrdes en vol. supdrieure 1 1000 C sur Iasa
pcau de l'avion. et de Ia durde de vie envisagde
pour Is cellule; une Evaluation prdliminaire des N oun$

caractdristiques ct des essais de qualification figure 18
(viejllissement thermique. fluage... ) Sur
diffdrentes families de composites sont en cours. 5.2.4 La Propulsion

La viabilitd de cc programme ddpend fortement
ALLIANCE - BAIC STRUCTURAL LAYOUT de I& disponibilitid en temps voulu d'un moteUr

dev ant rdpondre It plusieurs crit~res

LAAý n~ft- une faible consommation spdcifique en
TWAýý wMon rsubsonique at sup ersoniquc pour des raisons

U@Wm~ ALE"ýCWW conomiques d'explIoitation;
PUM TAWdes niveaux de bruit et d'4missions

respectant les rdglementations actuelles ou I
venir;

00WOMI A un ddveloppement en temps voulu des
WMTA technologies ndcessaires pour cc concept.

Le moteur Turbojet Olympus de Concorde, bien
que donnant des performances en Vol

filr 7J n subsoniqueat des vitesbcs dd~jction bien
- trop Elevdes pour une exploitation dconomique

5.2.3 Los Srgsj. at les limitations de bruit actuelles.

Los syshtmues do cat oviofl bndnficicront
pleinoment do V'dvolution actuelle pour los
avions subsoniquos. Los commandos do vol at les
systames pour I* cockpit seront issus
directement des dernibras avancdes



L.Pq mnteurs eandLdUQLWBPS RTOFNEGNEISALTO

Pour ripondre I ces objectifs. le concept de OBPSRTOAEGNISALTO
moteur I cycle variable ost apparu chez les
motoristes. qui ont suivi deux directions HA PR NTECAGR

diffirentes (Fig. 19).

CANDIDATE ENGINE CONFIGURATIONSJ
ACCESSORIES NOZZLE

ROLLS ROYCE O4.YWMtI TMUROJE LOW GYPASS RATIO 1TUROVANi MUE AEL

SRcUA tURSOFAN YAtM AUXILIARY FAN ROLLS ROYCE 1ANKI FANI
figure 20

-. F- M 5.2.5 Les Performances en mission

PRATT A WWEVYBYPS TMREJ GEMERAL ELECTRICTUIN3OAN L'objoctif de performances gdndral est de
transp'orter au momns deux fois plus do passagers

figure 19 que Concorde sur une distance deux tois plus
grande. cc qui se traduit par une consommation

Ainsi. en Europe, pour riduire le bruit SNECMA par passager et par km de 4 5 g/passager/km I
et ROLLS ROYCE dtudie Ia possibiliti d'ajouter comparer avecc 100 g/passager/kmn pour
au ddcollage une partie importance du flux Concorde.
secondairo au flux primairo d'un turbofan k faible Les cofits directs d'exploitation par passager et
taux do A1ilution. Dans cc cas los viteSses par dtape sont au moins 50 %. supirieur i ceux
d'6jection sont faibles. d'un avion subsonique. On pout remarquer que I&

vitesse eat un facteur favorable sur Ia part
Aux Etats-Unis. PRATT & WHITNEY propose un relative des postes de maintenance, dquipage
monoflux ayant un syst~me do by-pass autour des (momns d'heures do Vol), des charges
chambres do combustion et do Is turbine. et un adroportuaires.
systieme d'djecteur en aval do Ia turbine entraine Mais. laccroissemont important du poste
un dibit important. GENERAL ELECTRIC carburant pour lavion supersonique. montre Ia
propose un moteur double flux i cycle variable, tris grando sensibilitO6 des coi~ts directs
muni d'un systime qui inverse les 6coulements d'exploitation I co paramitre (Fig. 21).
chaud ot froid I I& sortie._________________________

Pour cos deux motours sans leur dispositif SUPERSONIC Ve SUBSONIC DOC COMPARISON
d6jcc t ion. I a vitosse maximale d'ijection DOC SUB. .REFERENCE DOC SUPER. -1.5* DOC SUB.
(difinie par le rapport poussde / d~bit moteur) TAMO

ost deux fois plus deovde quo cello des moteurs k m
souffi ante socondaire. TAXIE

L'installation sur Alliance do ces quatre typos do TI

moteurs oat en cours d'itudo.

L'IntOEyratlpfl motrice

Dana co domaine, los interactions entro Ie
constructour et le motoriste sont cruciales. do
maniire I rialiser l'installation du moteur et Ile_
dessin do l'entrde d'air pormettant un bon
fonctionnement du moteur dana l'ensemblo du
domaine do vol et pour diff6rentes conditions. ALIANCI

L'installatiofl typique d'un moteur double-flux fit ure 21
roquiert do nombreux ,efforts pour obtenir une
faible trainie d'instala tion. Le moteur ex terne Posslbliltis pour I nIsilorai~toI des performances en mnission
est g~ndralement le plus difficile It installer en
raison do Is. faiblo 6paisseur de I& voilure a cot En 6tudiant queiques caractdristiques do iavion
ondroit. et du fait de I& localisation des sur Is. mission nominale. on obtient les taux
accessoiros et syst~mes au-dessus du corps du dd#changes suivant
moteur pour iEvitor toute pdrnaliti de trainde (Fig.
20). -AMTOW =-1% --- > ACarburant bloc = 2

Le Principe retenu pour le dessin do loentrde d'air - AFinesSe = 1-% --- > ACarburant bloc = -1%
Est d'utiliser deux entrdes dasir type Concorde
disposhes k I& verticale et dos k dos. Ce qui - 4Cs moteur - -1%. --- > ACarburant bloc = -1%
permet do rdduire I& longueur do loensemble
propulsif et d'amd ,iorer Ia trainte (voir Fig. I5). o it MTOW :Masse maximal. au dicollage

Cs moteur - Consommation spicifique
du motour on croisi~re.
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Ces valeurs montrent clairomont quo si des
efforts sont mends dans diffdrents domaines tels 7. Conclusion
que lts masses, l'adrodynamique, I&
consommation des moteurs. uls auront un impact 11 apparait probable i I& lucur de cot exposd quo

s ignificatif Sur lts performances et dans Is premiire dAdcennie du 21ame siicle. It
Ilexploitation A-conomique do Vavion. successeur de Concorde sera un avion de

transport supersonique de seconde gdndration
6. La Coopiration Internationale volant i Mach 2.

Le respect des contraintes et riglementations
Le succts du ddveloppement d'un programme Iiiees i lVenvironnement sera un point clh pour le
davion supersonique sera basd sur une large succes du programmie.
coophration intornationale pour los raisons Les itudes sur la faisabilitd technique conduites
suivantes jusqu'ici sont encourageantes, et les

am~liorations ndcessaires sont envisageables
- los coilts do diveloppemnent et los risques dans lea quinzo annies It venir, notamnment au

Elevds par rapport aux projots subsoniques; nive au do l'adrodynamique. des matiriaux, des
moteurs...

- Ia n~cessitE do pdndtrer le marchi mondial et En raison des cofits et des risques dlev~s do
do collaborer avec los autoritds officielles sur d6veloppement technologiques pour assurer une
los questions do rdglementations. exploitation dconomique do lavion et rd-ussir I

pindtrer le march6 au niveau mondial, une
Aerospatiale consciento do cette ndcessiti eat coopdration internationale Etendue sera
impliquie suivant deux axes do coop~ration indispensable.
privildgiis.

6. 1 La Coopiration avec British Aerospace 8. Ref~rences

Grice I Ia longue expdrience do coopdration I -Concorde successor.: Mach 2 or
bilatdrale qui a dibutd dis 1962. Aerospatiale et Mach 5?"
British Aerospace so sont retrouvds en 1990. P. Picq
pour etudier ensemble le futur avion do transport International symposium on lapan's
aupersonique ensemble. En so basant sur des National Project for a Super/Hypersonic
hypothises do d~finition identiques Ios deux Transport Propulsion System
socihtds ont diveloppi indipendamment deux Tokyo. Oct. 1992
configurations diffd-rentes :AST pour British
Aerospace (Fig. 22) et Alliance pour 2 -Etude d'un avion de transport
Aerospatiale. sup ersonique cro isant d Mach 2"
L'activitE technique commune vise D. Collard
principalement I identifier pour chaque Symposium Europ~en Sur 1'Avenir du
configuration Ios points techniques critiques et Transport Airien i Grande Vitesse
entreprendre los travail et los ichanges Strasbourg. Nov. 1989
ndcessaires pour converger rapidement vers une
configuration unique. 3 "Second generation supersonic

transport studies at Aerospatiale"
D. Collard

SWIM SAEROSPACE SUPERSONIC PROJECT RAe - Birmingham, Sept. 1992

Advncd upesoicTrnsprtStdy4 "Hypotheses de dffinition de la
Advncd Spesonc ranpot Sud4~confi*guration Alliance"

Datum Aircraft J-L. 'Galvani
Aerospatiale. Mar. 1993

fiture 22

6 .2 Le Group. International Wituda pour It
transport commercial su parsonique

Depuis mi-1990. British Aerospace, Boeing.
Deutsche Airbus. Mc Donnell Douglas, and
Aerospatiale ont commoncd k coopdrer sur It
projet d'avion supersonique. Ce group. Eaudie
plus particulibrement Ies possibilitds et los
intdrits do manor un tel programme en
coopEr at ion.
En 1991. Alonia. Iindustrie Japonaisa - JADC -
at Tupolev so joint I cc group. d'6tude. Et Ios
principaisi aspects itudids par cc group. elargi
sont Its Etudes do marchd, les questions lides &
lenivironnoenton (bruit, bang sonique.
Emissions) at i Is certification.
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THE CASE FOR SURFACE EFFECT RESEARCH, PLATFORM
APPLICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

J. M. L. Reeves, C.Eng., MRAeS
Naval Air Warfare Center, (Aircraft Division)

Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974-0591
USA

1.0 SUMMARY I = projected chord length = c * cos[alphaJ
In 1962, while walking to the Blackburn Aircraft Cafeteria at X = x/(coslalpha])
Holme-on-Spalding Moor, one sunny evening, the author became
aware of the grass flattening ahead of him. Moments later, a Blackburn This equation emphasizes, through the growth of the boundary layer,
Buccaneer prototype flew overhead at over 500 knots. This was the the importance of chord in generating ram lift in surface effect. When
author's first exposure to high speed surface ("ground") effect, the trailing edge is at an infinitesimal distance from the surface, the

velocity in the boundary layer must be equal to the freestream velocity.
This paper commences by defining the conventional understanding of This suggests a change in the nature of the boundary layer. This
Surface Effect phenomenon and compares theories which show small equation also suggests, that, should the flow transition from laminar to
reductions in drag occur above one span height above the surface. A turbulent, there will be a change in lift because of the difference in the
discussion on reports of pilots who have flown their aircraft in surface thickness growth between the laminar and turbulent boundary layers.
effect ensues. From this, a broader understanding of surface effect is
developed supported by low speed wind tunnel tests and Russian Theliftcoefficientonthebottom surfaceshouldapproachunity and the
published technical documentation. maximum lift coefficient on the top surface could approach 0.6.

The author divides surface effect platforms or, perhaps, betterdescribed CLtotal = CLu + CLr
as Enhanced Performance Low Flying Platforms (EPLFP'b) ito three
distinct categories. Potential applications of surface effect platforms where:
are discussed based on the changing world, the evolving airline CLu = Lift of the Upper Surface
industry and airport constraints. Missions and specific mission
examples are given. Reasons for the pursuit of rather large platforms This suggests a maximum lift coefficient of about 1.6. Whether this can
ar., "d as are some of the major technical hurdles which will have be increased with leading edge devices and trailing edge devices with
to be overcome for them to succeed. Technology opportunities are boundary layer control (BLC) is uncertain.
discussed. A summary concludes the paper.

The maximum obtainable lift coefficient is clearly a major issue.
2.0 SURFACE EFFECT Current commercial airliners are able to achieve a CLmax of about 2.4 -
This section discusses surface effect as generally understood, pilot 3.6 and have take-off speeds of between 125 - 165 knots depending on
reports of flying aircraft in surface effect, and an expanded thetypeandweightoftheairlinerinquestion. The take-offof speed for
understanding of surface effect based on both flight reports, wind a surface effect platform having maximum lift coefficient of 1.6 with
tunnel results and Russian documentation. the same wing loading as a Boeing 747-400 without a thrust augmented

ram, would be of the order of 200 knots. To obtain a take-off speed of
2.1 Conventional Understanding of Surface Effect Phenomenon the same order as current commercial transport aircraft requires a wing
When an aircraft nears a surface, a change occurs in the three loadingoflessthan tllbs/ft**2. The reductionoftake-offandlanding
dimensional flow pattern because the local airflow has an almost speeds of platforms in surface effect represent a major technical
insignificant vertical component at the surface. Thus the surface challenge and major opportunity for a research effort.
becomes a n-triction to the flow and alters the wing upwash,
downwash and wing tip vortices reducing the induced drag and To estimate the drag associated with lift in surface effect, one of two
increasinglift. A smaller angle of attack is required near the surface to theories are generally used for quick approximations along with an
produce a given amount of lift versus that required in freestream empirical formula developed by NASA (National Aeronautics and
conditions at altitudeorroughly one span height above the surface. For Space Administration). The latter are for wings without cndplates.
the sameangleofattacktheinduceddragisreduced, reducing the thrust Figure I shows a comparison of the two theories. Wieselsberger and
required foragivenlift and reducing the stallmargin. When an aircraft finite element (Brock and Houghton) in terms of percentage induced
gets close enough to a surface, the flow in the confined region beneath drag reduction as a function of height to span ratio. The NASA
the wing and wake approach two-dimensional channel flow with empirical formula (Reference 3) is not shown since it is only valid
known boundaries and known mass addition, coming from the flow between h/b = 0.033 to h/b= 0.25. Note as with induced drag which is
tangency boundary condition on the lower surface. (The lift coefficient primarily a function of span:
of the wing, with the upper surface neglected, is only a function of CDi = K*CL*CL = K*CL*CL*S
planform and shape of the wing lower surface, [Reference II). Based
on Reference 2, the equation below gives the lift on the bottom surface, Pi*AR Pi*b*b
assuming two dimensional channel flow, as:

where:
1.0 ( hte) - deltare } 2.0 ) K = l/e - Oswald Efficiency Factor

( I ) S = Wing Area
cos[alphal I ) AR = Aspect Ratio

CLr=-I (1.0- { 1 ) d(x/I) CL = Lift Coefficient
( I h0t -. Jdta(,) + (c - X) * sinlalphal b ) b = Span

I - ) Pi = 3.14159
0 ( ( cos(alpha) } )

where: the reduction in induced drag in surface effect as predicted by theory, is
x = distance downstream of leading edge a function of span and height of the trailing edge above the surface only.
c = wing chord An almost imperceptible induced drag reduction occurs at 5 span

CLr = ram lift coefficient heights above the ground. As a span height above the ground is
delta (te) = boundary layer thickness @ trailing edge reached, the reduction in induced drag is 2.4% and 6.9% for the finite
delta (x) = boundary layer thickness @ "x" element theory and Wieselsberger theory, respectively. This could

I = integral equate to a 1.2 to 3.5% reduction in total aircraft drag. At a trailing edge
h (te) = trailing edge height above the surface height to span ratio of 0.025 there is a significant discrepancy between
alpha = anale of attack both theories and also the NASA empirical equation for reduction in

Presented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Opernition ofA innift, May I'N.
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drag in surface effect. The use of endplates can either increase or Flight In Surface Effect
decrease the induced drag reduction. These theories underscore the

importance of keeping the wing of a surface effect platform as close to Conventional Aircraft
the surface as possible. They also show that the real benefit of surface
efftect occurs when height to span ratios are less than 0.3. This has been
confirmed by numerous wind tunnel tests and is of significance for Country & Service Speed
wvatcrbome platforms in particular. F-105D U.S. Air Force M-1.28

SB-58 .S. Air Force M-1.05+Induced Drag Comparison F16 .. ArFreM09F-106A U.S. Air Force M-0.92

Reduction In Surface Effect B-IB U.S. Air Force M-0.95+
A-4 U.S. Navy M-0.7+

Reduction in Induced Drag (%/0oo) A-3 U.S. Navy M-O,7+

I I I Vulcan B.Mk.2 U.K. Air Force M-0.5+

WSOO Hougtc-on JWi-4e-b-,o,. Buccaneer S.Mk.I & 2 U.K. Navy/Air Force M-0.85+
0.8 &og Tornado U.K. Air Force M-0.85+

0 Entendard IVM Argentine M-0.7+

0.6 -
',. •Table 1

0.4 - 1. Flight in Surface Effect, Conventional Aircraft

0.2- \ "-2.21 Thunderchief, F-105D
The Thunderchief (Figure 3) was identified as having flown
supersonically in surface/ground effect on video on the Discovery

0.01 0.1 1 10 Channel in November of 1992. A follow-up conversation with the pilot
Trailing Edge Height to Span Ratio (h/b) confirmed that this was achieved on a relatively turbulent day with the

use of afterburner from a dive from 15,000ft. A speed of 849 knots IAS
I. Percentage Reduction in Induced Drag as a Function of Height (Mach= 1.285) was attained over the range at Eglin Air Force Base in

above the Ground. Florida. The pilot claimed that he flew below 50ft above the ground at
Assuming an amphibious or non-amphibious waterborne platform, if the latter speed and that the aircraft was rock steady. Apparently, only
we use the Hovercraft/Hydrofoil rule of thumb that the maximum sea two feet of the vertical tail was visible, the rest of the aircraft was
state is governed by the significant wave height and that the distance immersed in shock waves. The maximum level flight speed of the
between the surface and the hard structure is equal to the significant Thunderchiefis 810kts CAS or Mach= 1.23 at sea level. Thepilotstated
wave hei h- .o have the limitations shown in Figure 2 as a function of that flying in surface effect desensitized the aircraft to thermal and wind
wind speed. For laig. platforms, an operating sea state of 6 may be turbulence.
required. This would give a keel to hard structure height of 15ft. For a
3,500,0001b platform a wing span of about 375 feet might be
appropriate which gives a trailing edge height to span ratio of 0.05 for a
clearance of 3.75 ft. A land based surface effect platform might have a
height to span ratio of about 0.0375. This would give a reduction in
induced drag of between 63% to 70% depending on the theory used.
Thus, if a reasonable open ocean capability is to be obtained for a
waterborne platform, flying in surface effect, the platform must be
necessarily large.
Sea State, Wind Speeds and Wave Heights

Fully Arisen Sea
Wtn• •e~d (K~ot$| S-9, W..e Height (F-1l) ;'':,

100: - 20

0°r -7o0

30 4rS
30 -40 The Thunderchief has, perhaps, the highest allowable indicated

20- 30 airspeed at sea level of any aircraft that has reached production. This1o. m 20 particular aircraft exceeded the speed and Mach numberofa World Air-
,I0 speed record held by a Navy F-4A Phantom, of Mach= 1.2, 783.9kts at

o 3 ,, t 7 328ft above the ground. According to the pilot, the F-105 Thunderchief
2 3 4 5 B 8 9 10 e r and F-104 StarfightWr gave the smoothest rides at high speeds.Beaufort Wind Force

Vol, o, c.nI.1 of O-,O*,,t R.ng. The Thunderchief was powered by an afterbuming and water injected

2. Significant Wave Height and Wind Speed versus Sea State Pratt and Whitney J-75 engine. As with all turbojet and low bypass
ratio turbofans the thrust initially decreases and then increases through

2.2 Pilot Reports the high subsonic and supersonic flight regimes at sea level. Similarly
In 1989, Stephan F Hooker, President of Aerocon Inc., presented a specific fuel consumption has the same characteristic and with
paper(Reference4)inwhichhereportedtherewasconsistentevidence afterburner engaged will be in excess of 2.0 for sea level static
of surface ("ground") effect above one wing span and improved conditions and subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight conditions. A
handling qualities for aircraft with low aspect ratio wings including the rough estimate of thrust at the 849kts is between 30,000 and 34,00OIbs
F- 104 Starfighterand XB-70 Valkyrie. Pilot reports of aircraft flying In and drag of the order of 35,000lbs in the clean configuration. For the
surface effect are quite numerous. For all the aircraft shown. Table I, flight in question in surface effect, no friction or form drag reduction
pilots have reported an improved ride quality at heights at or below 500 would be expected because the wing would need to be less than 6ft off
feet above the surface which equate to more than five (5) span heights the ground. Additional analysis would be necessary to fully understand
above the ground. Generally, the delta winged aircraft were singled out this particular event but it does seem there was a possible reduction in
aq having the greatest improvement in ride quality. Six aircraft are of drag.
note in low level flight excursions.

- . m nImm m im ml m
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The Thunderchiefused conventional ailerons for low speed control and Hustler was flying supersonic at sea level waL the /vach meter. The
five sections of hydraulically operated spoilers ahead of the flaps for aircraft was capable of Mach 1.05+ at full military power without
roll control at medium and high speeds. All control surfaces were afterburner. Its structural weight was a record low of 14% ofthe aircraft
actuated by fully powered tandem jacks. It had an all-moving tailplane maximum take-off gross weight. This achievement was made possible
and the hydraulic system was a 3,0001b/in 2 in system. by the extensive use of honeycomb sandwich panels.

2.22 General Dynamics/Convair Delta Dart, F-106 2.24 B-1B
On March 1, 1960, a Convair Delta Dart (Figure 4) flew a distance of The smooth ride in a B-l B at 400ft above the ground and between 540
260 nautical miles at an average speed of 610 knots (Mach--0.92} at to 580 knots is noted in Reference 6. This occurs when the wings are at
between 50ft and 300ft above the Southern California desert in maximum sweep where, of course, the lift curve slope is reduced,
turbulent air. Although a special automatic control damper system to significantly. However, the aircraft has anextremely high wing loading
improve ride quality was fitted specially for the flight, the pilot did not of about 2451bslft**2 which is likely to have more influence than the
find a need to use it. It also carried empty external fuel tanks to increase lift-curve slope.
its drag. 2.25 Blackburn Buccaneer S.Mk.2

The Buccaneer (Figure 6) was designed as a true low level strike
aircraft. Its operational requirement was influenced by the WWII
experience of DeHaviland Mosquito aircraft which flew at extremely
low levels on some missions. The Buccaneer's good ride quality at 580
knots at 100ft above the sea is mentioned in Reference 7. At this
altitude pilots also execute maximum rate turns, so precise are the
flying qualities of the aircraft.

4. Convair Delta Dart, F-106

2.23 Ceneral Dyrpmicsorýrair Hustler, B-58
On September 18, 1959, a General Dynamics/Convair B-58 Hustler
(Figure 5) flew from Carswell Air Force Base, Texas, to Edwards Air
Force Base. California, a distance of 1217 n.m. in precisely two hours at
Mach 0.92 at heights below 500ft and as low as 200ft. According to
Reference 5, the aircraft exceeded its performance predictions. At this
speed the aircraft could not be heard until it was approximately at right -

angles to an observer and at two miles away from its flight path, its 6. Blackburn Buccaneer, S.Mk.2
sound was barely discernable. The aircraft gave a smooth ride even in
turbulent conditions. The pilot c0aimed that the flight was extremely 2.26 Avro Vulcan B.Mk.2
comfortable with no problems regarding tunnel vision, mental or The Vulcan (Figure 7) was designed to fly at high altitude at high
physical stress. The return trip was flown at 37,000ft for a total distance subsonic speeds. At altitude, it could cruise at up to Mach 0.94. In
of 1052 n.m. in 2 hours and 3 minutes. The average speed was 610 order to achieve this, it was necessary to use a kow wing loading of
knotsontheoutbound leg to Edwards AirForce Base and SI0knotson 56,51bs/ft**2. The aspect ratio of the wing was 3.1. The aircraft
the return to Carswell Air Force Base. At the same Mach number, the achieved a rather remarkable lift/drag ratio of 17.5 at high subsonic
aircraft flies about 80 knots faster at sea level, speed. The bomber grossed about 224,000lbs and had a rather high

empty weight/maximum take-off weight ratio of 60%. The aircraft set
up a number of high subsonic speed records. Although the aircraft was
supposed to have rather poor ride quality at low level, when it
descended to extremely low level, the ride quality improved
substantially. Except for the XB-70 Valkyrie and Concorde, it had the
longest wing mean chord of any aircraft flying.

5. General Dynamics/Convair Hustler, B-58A

The B-58 was powered by four General Electric J79-GE-5B turbojets
delivering a total of 62,OO•)11a of thrust with full afterburner for all four
engines. The aircraft was 96 feet long, 31 feet high and had a wing span
of 56 feet. The B-58 had a three man crew and had a maximum take-off
weight of 163,001bs and a maximum flight weight of 177,000lbs. At
sea level the aircraft could go supersonic at maximum cruise thrust 7. Avro Vulcan, B.Mk.2
without afterburner. According to the pilots, the only indication that the
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2.27 Pilot Report Summary straight wing aircraft at normal subsonic speeds. However, at very high
From the foregoing it has emerged that flyingclosertoasurface appears subsonic M=0.92+, transonically and supersonically, they tend to be
to improve ride quality for all the aircraft mentioned. Perhaps, the most better or perhaps as competitive and significantly more maneuverable
surprising improvement was that of the Vulcan bomber which seemed at low altitude. The French claim that in an assessment of
to be highly regarded in this respect together with the Buccaneer. The maneuverability, the delta winged aircraft proved far superior
Buccaneer had over twice the wing loading of the Vulcan. Simple (Reference 9). The Thunderchief F-105D and Starfighter F-104 were
theory, which can only be used as a rough guide, expresses incremental both reported as having extremely good ride quality at low level. Both
normal force for a gust to be: had high wing loadings of 140 lbs/ft**2 and 143 lbs/ft**2, respectively

versus the 68.1 lbs/ft**2 of the delta winged F-106. Aspect ratios
Delta N = Rho * Kat * Ug * Vinf* dClJdAlpha ranged from a low of 2.31 for the F- 106 to a high of 3.17 for the F- 105.

The Valkyrie with a wing loading of 81./8 ibs/ft**2 and wing aspect
2 * W/S ratio of 1.75 had poor ride quality owing to its overly long nose ahead of

the center of gravity. The nose essentially acted as a pendulum and
where: control of the aircraft because of cockpit movement during turbulent

dCL/dAlpha = PI*AR/(l + (((AR/2*cos(Lamda))**2)+l)**0.5) landing conditions was said to be mildly challenging.
Rho = Density of Air (slugs/ft**3)
AR = Aspect Ratio Aircraft Periormance M=0.8
Ug = Vertical Gust Velocity (ft/sec)

Vinf = Flight Velocity (ft/sec) Estimated
W/S = Wing Loading (ft/sec)

Kat = Attenuation Factor 14. -Aerodynamic Efficiency (lD)

Lamda = Leading Edge Sweep (degrees)
12ý

This leads to two interesting observations. The first is that the faster the
aircraft is flying, the greater the gust load factor and, therefore, the 10

rougher the ride. The second is that the higher the wing loading the
smoother the ride. However, the Vulcan did not follow this trend.

Although aircraft of various types have flown at extremely low level,
there is no data on these particular aircraft that confirms the ride quality 4 r
trend. tn surface effect, there is an increase in lift curve slope close to a 2 U
surface, the theoretical maximum of2Pi radians can be exceeded. Thisshould suggest that the ride would become rougher rather than
smoother in surface effect. F-14 F-14A F-aJ F-105D RA-5C F-106 XB-70

Aircraft Type
Again for these particular aircraft, there is little data to support the 8. Aircraft Performance M=0.8
hypothesis that there is a drag reduction at subsonic, transonic and
supersonic speeds when flying close to a surface. The main reason for Aircraft Performance M = 1.2
this appears to be that either the pilots are too busy flying the aircraft or Estimated
that it had not occurred to the pilots, flight test engineers and
aerodynamicists ,dlike, that a drag reduction occurs which could be Aerodynamic Effic,ency (L/D)

shown through observing the fuel flow. In addition, it is doubtful, if any 5
wind tunnel data exists on aircraft at subsonic, transonic and supersonic
speeds showing changes in force and moment characteristics as a 4
function ofheight above the surface. However, as discussed later in this
paper, Russian data does exist which shows a reduction in profile drag
and that drag due to lift reductions do occur throughout the high 3'
subsonic Mach number range.

2

1 faircraft can fly low enough at transonic speeds, we can postulate that a
drag reduction might occur on the basis of an analogy with the
supercritical wing. At supercritical Mach numbers, a broad region of
locally supersonic flow extends vertically. The region of locally
supersonic flow usually terminates in a shock wave which results in 0 F-104 F-14A F-4J F-1O0O RA-sC F-106 X-70

much increased drag. The much flattershape of the upper surface ofthe Aircraft Type
supercritical section causes the shock wave to occur further
downstream and therefnre, reduces its strength. Thus the pressure rise 9. Aircraft Performance M= 1.2
across the shock wave is reduced with a corresponding reduction in
drag. However, thereducedcamber/flatterprofileoftheuppersurface To obtain a low landing speed, delta winged airplanes require a
results in a reduced lift coefficient which must be compensated by significant wing angle of auack which usually makes visibility during
increased lift from the region of the airfoil aft of the shock wave. This take-off and landing unacceptable. The Concorde and Fairey Delta 2
requires a positive camber or the equivalent of positive flap deflection solved this problem by using a drooping nose. Nevertheless, the
at the wing trailing edge. In surface effect we can obtain additional lift reduced aerodynamic center travel, in and out of ground effect, and
or redistribute the contributions to total lift of the upper and lower enhanced lift characteristics in surface effect suggests that the delta
surfaces of an airfoil by flying closer to a surface. As we fly closer to a planform may be attractive for surface effect application, especially as
surface, the lift distribution on the airfoil changes. the lower surface the ram lift compensates for the high incidence normally required for
providing more and more lift as height above the ground is decreased. take-off and landing.
By off-loading the wing upper surface, the local velocities on the upper
surfaceoftheairfoilaredecreasedandthedragofthe wingisdecremaed. 2.4 Surface Effect. , Refter IUnderstanding.

As has been mentioned above, one additional benefit of surface effect is
Finally, it is very clear that no special control system is needed for low increased ride quality which occurs at subsonic, transonic and
level flight, and that there appear to be no unusual physical and mental supersonic speeds. Flying close to a surface clearly must have other
problems associated with low level flight, effects. Because there is a pressure increase under a wing flying in

surface effect, it seems clear that there are effects on the boundary layer.
2.3 Aircraft Perfbnrmance Comparison at Low Level It also seems possible that there could be a reduction in form and
Figures 8 and 9 show the calculated L/D's for a number of aircraft at a perhaps in friction drag when flying close to the ground. Some of the
Mach Number of 0.8 and 1.2, respectively, based on drag curves aforesaid is supported by wind tunnel tests conducted on a ram wing in
presented in Reference 8. These curves arc not corrected for flying in the U.K. in the mid 1960's. Although the tests were conducted in a low
surface effect. The purpose of them is to show, that, as perhaps speed (150ft/sec speed) 4ft by 4ft tunnel with transition fixed on the
expected. small delta wing aircraft arc not as efficient as swept or model, some interesting trends have emerged. Figure I0 shows the
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pitching moment, lift and drag coefficients versus height for a wind likely to be low at high subsonic Mach Numbers, this is yet another
tunnel model of a low aspect ratio AR=0.5, 6&ft span, EPLFP in its beneficial effect of flying close to a surface or surfaces. The latter
take-off configuration. Of interest is the pitching moment curve which references suggest that surface effect, that is the height at which it is
has a valley in it, the significant increase in lift coefficient once an entered, is also a function of Mach Number. How aircraft shock waves
hVb=O. 15 is reached and the essentially constant drag coefficient even impinging on a surface affect the performance and control of an aircraft
when the lift coefficient is increasing substantially. This shows that the is unknown.
Breguet range equation is not appropriate for this type of vehicle if we
are cruising at CL's below 0.5. CDo Variation W ith h/c

Type 250 5 Reduction in COo
Force & Moment Coefficient versus h/b

Force or Moment Coefficient 20e

1.2 -

0.8 - Pitch, Lift , Drag

0.86 
,

o 6L 1• 1o1

0.4

0.2,
0"2 01

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

-0.2 -- Non-Dimensional Chord Height h/c
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 .4 0 .5 0.6 07

Trailing Edge Height/Span Pefra-ce 1o

Take-Off Configuration 12. Reduction in Profile Drag versus Non-Dimensional Height abovethe Ground
10. BL-250 CM, CL and CD versus Height above the Ground

Returning to the delta wing theme. Reference 13 suggests that theFigure 11 showstheactualdragcoefficientinthewindtunnelcorrected aerodynamic efficiency can be significantly increased by the use of
to full scale size versus predictions. As can be seen theory seems to vortex flaps and/orvortexplates. ThisallowsOswaldefficienciesofup
predict the drag coefficient reasonably well only to a non-dimensional to 0.986 with 100% leading edge suction or induced drag factors down
height of (h/b) = 0.1666 or 1Oft above the ground for this 60ft span to 1.014 with 100% leading edge suction. In testing slender wings in
platform. The Wieselsberger and Brock and Houghton theories and ground effect, Reference 14 states that ground effect increases suction
NASA empirical equation results are shown. It is extremely difficult to on e Reference 14dstaestaron effe inreases Tin
offer an explanation. It could be a combination of form drag reduction, on the upper surfaee and pressure on the lower surface. This
friction drag reduction and induced drag reduction. Reference 10, phenomena is unique to slender wings. In two dimensional flov, on
fidetifiedrag Hooketion andfinduced 4,drhowsthatg t a reduction. R e 0 high aspect ratio wings for example, the suction is reduced owing toidentified by Hooker in Reference 4, shows that there is a reduction in surface effects (Reference 15).
profile drag as a wing approaches the surface. This particular wing had
a fixed angle of attack of 4.9 degrees. This was the only angle of attack In summary, we can better define Surface Effect. Surface Effect deals
analyzed. Althoughundersurfacelaminarflowwasofferedasapartial with the aerodynamic. aeroelastic and aeroacoustic impact,, on
explanation, the authors were unable to establish how this mechanism platforms flying within surface effect. The bouudary of surface effect is
works. Clearly, though, both friction and form drag reductions a function of height above the surface. This height, itself, is also a
occurred. The profile drag reduction is plotted in Figure 12. function of Mach number.

Type 250 3.0 SURFACE EFFECT PLATFORMS
CD versus Trailing Edge Height/Span Figure 13 defines three distinct categories of Enhanced Performance

Low Hying Platforms.
Orag Coefficient
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II. BL-250, CD vs Height above the Ground Rein Ram
Po"er Power

A further report mentioned by Hooker in Reference 4 is Reference II. Augmented am Augmented Rom
Thrust Thrust

This shows that therc i; a reduction in drag due to lift as the surface is Augmented Ram Augmented Ram
approached even at high subsonic Mach numbers. Wavedragdueto lift EPLFP - Enhanced Performance Low Flying Platform
appeared to be absent at these Mach Numbers. The report also shows
that the lift coefficient increases with Mach Number and likewise so 13. EPLFP Family Benefitting From Surface Effect
does the pitching moment coefficient, indicating that the aerodynamic Those land-based aircraft which have flown or do fly in surface effect
center moves aft as Mach is increased and height above the surface rely upon relatively old technologies. With today's advances in
decreased. Similar trends, but not quite as significant, ate shown for a computer electronics and sensor technology, flight of future aircraft
wing and tail in Reference 12, also identified by Hooker in Reference 4. close to the surface should pose few risks. Perhaps, flight at extremely
Here the effects of increased Mach and decreased height above the low altitudes, where practical, should be encouraged because of the
ground are not quite as significant. Although, the lift coefficient is more comfortable ride, the less likelihood of being detected (flight
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below the optical horizon) and the lower acoustical signature and 3.11 The Changing World
reduced fuel flows and therefore increased range and endurance. To be As we look towards the future, we see an evolving new world which
balanced against such a recommendation is the possible increase in will undoubtedly result in territorial squabbles, disputes over raw
crew work load, more likelihood of propulsion and airframe coiosion materials and energy, and continued religious strife. Decreased defense
and perhaps decreased airframe fatigue life. budgets resulting from the political environment and economic

environment, inevitably means fewer aircraft, ships, soldiers, less
Ground Effect Vehicles are the total breadth of Russian efforts which equipment, fewer foreign bases and a lack, perhaps, ofoverflight rights.
are broadly categorized into amphibious and non-amphibious This suggests less flexibility to engage in small conflicts and suggests
Ekranoplans and Dynamic Hovercraft. Although a number of articles the need for either presence and/,.r the ability to achieve a quick
have been published in the Western press, little is known of the Russian presence with adequate fire power from the sea to avoid bureaucratic
efforts. The press articles appear to be contradictory. However, various delays associated with obtaining overflight and landing rights.
pictures and references to Russian Wing-in-Ground Effect platform Throughout the world there are only a limited number of airfields from
development have appeared on Russian television news which is which heavily laden bombers and transports can operate. Likewise, for
broadcast regularly on the cable networks around the U.S.A. Given the ships there are a limited number of ports from which container and other
better understanding of Surface Effect, it is not surprising that large shipscan operate. The accompanying chart, Chart 1. summarizes
development efforts are still underway even under the current Russian the world scene, emerging airline and airport trends, and ship pon
fiscal climate. requiremcnts/constraints.
Hybrid aircraft are what could be classed as seaplane derivatives. The
basic premise is that this is a platform with the capability to operate in 3.12 Evolution in the Airline Industry
surface f•rect and at high altitude whI.-, tre ac.1 arises. This type of In terms of the airlines, there will likely be fewer carriers most of which
platform would have the capability of essentially being a ship or an may be multi-national. Communications and computer technology
aircraft. Because of the employment of surface effect technology it may decrease business travel significantly. Some airlines may only
would be able to cruise efficiently at close to take-off speed, ataspeed market, process people and freight and provide ground support
forbest rangeofbetween350-450knotssandto"dash"cruise atspeeds equipment operators and maintenance. These carriers may wet lease
above Mach=0.85. In addition, it would be able to fly at high altitude, aircraft which may enable leasing companies to buy more and larger
perhaps up to 55,000ft at Mach numbers between 0.8 - 0.94+. aircraft of a single configuration thus reducing training demands and

ultimately lowering life cycle costs. Quick redistribution of assets will
3.1 Potential Surface Effect Platform Applications assist in maximizing utilization. Thus, these companies may be able to
The following paragraphs discuss emerging constraints that may match capacity to the market more easily, Finally, the scenario outlined
inhibit the us.. of large land planes. These constraints may be overcome will pose a major challenge to long term ivIii ia y Airlift and how CRAF
by the developmentofplatforms which operate from the sea. Although can be maintained in the future.
conventional land-based military aircraft clearly do operate in surface
effect and can be designed to operate in surface effect, the major 3.13 More Constraints on Airports
emphasis of the discussion ison the seaplane derivativesplatforms that In the past, platform design has driven the design of terminal facilities.
operate from the sea. But, today, the issues of noise, emissions, land and channel

World Scene THE CHANGING WORLD The Airlines
"* Changing World Order:

- Major Economic Powers * Fewer major carriers - most multi-national
-- Communities - Communications and computer technology may reduce
-- Isolated Nations business travel, significantly

- Regional Economic Powers

"* Reasons for Conflict: - Travel demands tied to economic cycles

- Territory - Airlines may only market, process people and freight.
- Politics and provide ground support equipment operators and
- Resources maintenance.

-- Raw Materials
-- Materiel * International leasing companies provide wet leased
-- Energy aircraft.

- Religion - Larger aircraft buys to a single configuration
- Lower life cycle costs"* Overflying Rights - Less training

"* Shorter Conflicts - Quick redistribution of assets to maximize utilization
- Optimal capacity/market matching

"* Quick Response to Threats

Airport Restrictions Ship Port Requirements/Constraints
- American President Lines Panamax container ships require"* Stronger runways for hub operations (ULCA) crane booms with 140ft reach. Few ports have capability.

"* Limited ramp and taxlway space for larger aircraft * Ports have had to be rebuilt and/or relocated:
"• Airport access (road A rail) - New York's container handling terminals now in New Jersey

- London Port Authority cargo handled at Felixatowe

"* Major Issue of environmental Impacts: 60 miles from London
- Noise
- EmissiOns , No standardization of facilities:
- Land Reclamation - Keel clearance In ports

- Local Ecology - Deck boom clearances

"* Local opposition to airport improvements: * Ton Identical vessels are rare
- Dallas/Fort Worth Major Legal Battle to Add 2 * Large container ships require 40.foot deep channels

More Main Runways - 3 Years So Fart
Cost of Improvement - $3,600 Million * Environmental concerns:

- Dredging
- Exhaust emissions Chart 1

ULCA • Ultra Large Capacdty Akrrlft

The Changing World
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reclamation, and local ecology will restrict expansion and development altitude for cruise. However, at these altitudes, wind velocities tend to
of existing and future airports. Likewise, more constraints are likely to be less than at normal commercial aircraft altitudes (Figure 15), which
be imposed on military facilities, can, on occasion, compensate for the more severe headwinds at lower

altitudes. The figure shows the wind strength which will not be
Airport access may be restricted and there will likely limited ramp and exceeded for 1.0% of the winter when they are the highest. The average
taxiway space for large aircraft. This may force the Ultra High Capacity wind strengths are ofcourse much lower and the strengths are a function
Aircraft of the future to be less efficient than current aircraft and may of the time of the year as well as location. For example, Reference 17.
further add pressure to develop a High Speed Commercial Transport. discusses wind strengths at various locations throughout the world. For
For the heavier weight transports, fewer runways and less flexibility of New York, the average wind strength at 35,000ft is about 80 knots in
dispersal will likely be the case. Events here and abroad show that winter reducing to about 35 knots in summer. In Tokyo, the average
political battles will stall improvements to existing facilities and wind strength is 130 knots in winter versus about 35 knots in summer.
perhaps prevent construction of new ones. For example, at Dallas/Fort Sea Level winds are about 20 knots in winter versus about 5 knots in
Worth a major legal battle has raged foi three years to prevent the summer for both locations.
addition of two more main runways which when completed will cost a
minimum of $3,500 Million. Synthetic W ind Speed Profile

3.14 From The Sea Exceeded 1% of Winter
Given the constraints mentioned in the paragraphs above, it seems Altitude (Thousands of Feet)
inevitable that airborne power must come FROM THE SEA in the 100 ......

future. Today we look upon wars as being short and the time required to go,
respond to threats as being equally short. This suggests that we need a 80
means to be able to move large forces and their equipment around the 70
world in a matter of days rather than weeks. In addition, it suggests that 60
we should be able to position an overwhelming response on a 50
threatmongers doorstep within hours and yet not be constrained by
diplomatic bureaucracy for the use of foreign airspace for overflights 40'
and intermediate airfields for supporting tankers. The platfc.*n tha 30
would have the capability to station, perhaps, 500,001bs of offensive 20
payload offthe shore of the coast ofa threatmonger, would be a seaplane 10
derivative. If Russian claims are correct about the reduction of profile 0
drag in surface effect, and if this can be successfully integrated with the 0 20 40 60 80 100 Q0 140 i6o 180
well known reduction in induced drag, a new extremely efficient Speed (Krots)
platform could be developed which would have both future military and MIL-STO-210A, N E US
commercial value. A range of 10.000 nautical miles at 350 knots in
surface effect may be a suitable goal. 15. Synthetic Wind Speed Profile

Figure 14 is a performance comparison (developed by McDonnell Cruise in surface effect offers one further advantage over high altitude
Douglas for Cathay Pacific Airlines) for two existing airliners and one flight. For a given design Mach number at altitude, for the same speed
projected airliner from Reference 16. As can be seen, for a range of atsea level the Mach Number is lower(Figure I 6). This can result in the
about 8,000 nautical miles, a payload-to-weight ratio of less than 10% aircraft flying, perhaps, out of its drag rise region. At low CL's, typical
is to be expected. It is unlikely that much greater performance of sea level flight, the drag rise tends to be less than at high altitude
efficiencies can be achieved without significant technology
breakthroughs. Speed versus Mach Number

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ISA +0
MD-12, B747-400, A340-200 Speed (Knots)

Weight (lO001bs) Range (N M.) .. Level 36 090 eet
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215,b. p., P..... a., ,.dno 16.g, 16. Speed Versus Mach Number

14. Performance Comparison, MD-12, B747-4(XI. A3AO-200
To achieve the performance stated in the previous paragraphs. there are

3.15 The Seaplane Derivative some significant issues for the larger type seaplane derivative. They
L/D's of between 35 and 45 will be required of seaplane derivatives at a are:
speed of350 knots in order to attain a range of 10,000 nautical miles. At o What is the maximum achievable LID in surface effect
500 knots, which would be more than competitive with the new at the speeds discussed? Can an I.D in surface effect
generation of subsonic jets, an L/D of about 25 would be required. To be twice that of the LID out of surface effect? If not,

attain these levels of aerodynamic efficiency, laminar flow, either surface effect platforms, if they have a future, would be

natural laminar flow or augmented laminar flow control, will be slow speed platforms (Figure 17).
required. Because the wetted area drag is a higher percentage for the o Arc the achievable L/D's sufficient to present an overall
large seaplane derivative, than with an aircraft flying at altitude, the platform gain in range and endurance in spite of possible
potential benefits are greater. The use of laminar flow control and other higher structural weight fractions for the sea level
drag reducing techniques should enable the wing loading to range operation and higher engine specific fuel consumption
between 50 to 75lbs/ft**2 thus maintaining acceptable take-off and than at high altitude?
landing speeds. I.ven with an abpect ,af of 2.5 wing, criiise altitudes o Are cortiuie and stiuctural fatigue problems so severe as
of the order of 50,000 to 55,0001f with speeds approaching Mach 0.9 to drive upthe structural weight fraction to an unacceptable
should be po,=sible, although this might not be the most efficient level?
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o Are the operations and suppot costs unacceptabe because 3.17 Seaplane Derivative Mission Examples

of the primary mode of operation will be at sea level? The large seaplane derivative as mc.aio•tcd earlier would be the long

o The role of the platform, that is whether it should be range platform. It could carry uop to 2.000 troops *ý i,0U0 troops and

basically a sea sitter and occasional flyer or vice-a-versa some of their equip'nent ove ' 0,000 nautical miles in surface effect

and whether it should operate only from sheltered waters, without refuelling. it refelled, it would be able to carry substantially
will also have a major impact on the structural weight of larger payloads, of t, - rder At I,y.50,0l0lbs over 3,0(00+ nautical

the platform. miles. ,e 3 shows a list .1 pu,.ual payloads from which the

o What is the minimum size of platform which is more payload complement of the platform can be made up to equal the

cost effective than either land based asset and/or seaplane platforms payload and volume capacity for a specific set of tissions.
asset? For example, for this size of platform, it would be possible for it to fl;'

from Camp Pendleton. Califoerui, at say 35.00Oft to New York, refuel

Relative Aerodynamic Efficiency az New York and transit in surface effect, round Cape Horn and refuel
Type 2000, Wing Loading 701bs/ft**2 from a submarine off the East Coast of Africa before proceeding in

surface effect to the MiddV l st (Figure 18). In the Middle East it uses

L/DOSE)/L/D(OSE) RPV's to acquire mis' e sio targets and their radars, fires cri-re
4 missiles to eliminate the offending sites, use •RPV's to con,' ct battle

3.5 damage assessment. disembarks 500 troops and equipment to ,emolish
3 67 the remaining missile site infrastructure, recove, the troops and returns

by the sea to New York all in the space of about 100 hours.

25 Alternative" it could accompany a carrier battle group. assist in
suppressin :tack from a small fleet of warships and then conduct a

mining missiý,,, several thousands miles from the carrier and return to

5 7 accompany the carrier within 24 hours, It would then ferry 1/3 of theS. . . . . . . carners crew back to the U.S. to execute a crew change wijle

A, 0-, noo, replacement crew is already boarding the carrier from another seaplane
05S Ind-ca ".-I na J derivative.

02 04 06 0a 1 14 Rapid Repositioning/Deployment
Mach Number

17 Relative Aerodynamic Efficiency

Given that the above issues can be resolved aiid/or there is significant .. /
mititary value for platforms designed to fly in surface effect because .

they possess unique capabilities, a matrix of mission applications for 4 /
varin;us types of platforms can be postulated.

3.16 !,.ission Matrix
Table 2 shows a mission matrix along with platforms which could be

designed to operate in surface effect. Conventional aircraft would - /
retain their high altitude capability. How. or. they would have an 0 o

added extremely low level flight capability. They could be designed for I -,

low flight over arpropriate terrain andexpanses of water, perhapsdown . " -

to one span height or less for improved ride quality, flight below the
optical horizon, and increased range. Thiy might suggest aircraft
designs with mid to low wing fuselage locations. Sukhoi has proposed 18 ,'..'id Repositioning/Dcplovntettt
a next generation multi-role fighter, designated SU-37 which would

have an estimated top speed of 813 knots and "good maneuverability EPLFP otential Payloads
near the grox ' and low rada, visibility". The aircraft is designed to Potenial Pa l d
operate from unpaved runways and the wing and cross section are
optimized for low level flight (Reference 18).

M1 A-,., I- sl.l Sr.7.t-r v,-to.L Destrugtive Non-Destructive Orher

A-rorf (AmphNt-r,) (No Missiles. Sensors: V/STOL

ALCM' - Radar's Hovercraft
SLCM' - IRST - Static

- ASAT's - Acoustic - Dynamrc

Ant, S,4,1ýrp w.,f, - SSM'e Laser Light Tanks

Oni,-Sor5.,r -hip wmrora - SAM's APC s

Srv 058h.niflO W.rfm- ECM Mobe Guns

( 2 5 .nd, (U-A unr..n-,~l Bombs Troorps

ii - w.H.- Smart ESM UAV's

-P-1 W~rmr, Dumb Fuel
eoi=.t Armor Protection Spares

tol,..h |Torpedoes Boats

Mn4 W.rf, Guns CTOL Aircraft

Stik W.d, Mines

Ant, Ar w.rr.ro Table 3

KA 3 EPLFP Potential Payloads
,Rro¢•merJrdtf,rMl|,snm Arr Table?2.

n..At,,t ft Miito A-. Thc V/STOL aircraft suggested in Table 2 would be a vertical take-off

and landing aircraft which uses a thrust augmented ram to allow it to

2. Mission Possibilities for Low Flvinn atforms hover a few inches off a surface with much less thrust than required for

vertical flight. In this way. the airc ;.. - apable of catrying a

The amphibious seaplane derivative would be turboprop powered and significantly greater payload and/or having much greater range or

would use either a thrust augmented ram or power augmented ram to endurance.
give It the amphibious capability. Because of the structural and drag

penalties ass.•ieitd with this type of platform. it would generally be 3.18 Other Applications
pere•,"-d as a short to medium range platform. Table 4 presents a list offother applications forsurface effect platforms
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The large seaplane derivative would be a Navy's large missile both fixed ground board and moving belts in wind tunnels. In tow
carrier/launchcr, mine layer and MCM platform, ASW platform and tanks, the speeds arm inadequate to simulate full scale air dynamic
maritime replenishment platform. pressure. Also, existing experimental facilities may not be able to

simulate fill scale Froude and cavitation numbers at the same time. To
Service Applications obtain more accurate data may require the design of development of a
Coast Guard - Navy in Some Countries captured flight rig that might also solve the problems of testing over a

wavy surface.•Navy:

- Large Missile Carrier/Launcher
- Tactical Strike Reconnaisance (V/STOL) opponity Low Fyig seaplane sexplwa vsTOt.
- Mine Layer/MCM Platform Conventional Irivasv D. nv-, TAR
- ASW Platform AiIrfU (Ampluiam) (Non-

- Maritime Replenishment Amrhl.)

i AIR FORCE - Logistics Support (C-5B/AN-124) Aeovdl'ayrw
Lif Augmentation (T.O. & Landing + + + +

"* ARMY - Tank Buster (UAV or Manned) TesgFalties + + + +
Configurmtion Imegration + + +

"* COAST GUARD - Law Enforcement/Rescue TintsuPower Augmenteil,
I'MraUm - + +

"* MARINE CORPS - Amphibious Landing Craft Flo. r o + + +

Hydrodynamics

Includes NAR and TAR EPLFP's Table 4 ThJs/Power Augmeted Ram
itegration +

4. Service Applications Spray Efft. +
Hydrodcyanic Losd Allneiation + +

The V/STOL tactical strike reconnaissance aircraft might be based on
small carriers or amphibious assault ships. Using these ships as their r,,,l~im

main orverting base, they might be selectively deployed to other fleet Environm +

assets to make their presence less obvious. The other primary Bypass Ratio/EngincCyde

advantage of this type of VTOL aircraft is its ability to be operated from ortiimaor,

ship to shore to concealed dispersal points and operated at will against
enemy lines without the need of tanker assets once a fuel supply has Atit +o+r+
been established. AF,,pdol + +Fly-By--Wire +

For an Air Force the same seaplane derivative would support planes speia 00,,i0 + + +

such as the C-5's, and An-124's. The army might use relatively small sU.i_.r,
vehicles which use the TAR to give them amphibious capability. Also, Environment + + +
UAV's might be used flying only a few feet off the ground where terrain +
permits but not benefitting significantly from surface effect. A Coast Smri Jomi + +
Guard could use either amphibious or non-amphibious platforms for Hih Strngth to Weight Matenals + +
surveillance at altitude. Once a transgressor has been spotted, the suppoability + + + +
platform would rapidly descend and give chase, land, board and
apprehend the criminal/s. These platforms could also be used for search Senor
and rescue. For the coast guard role these platforms may need to be sea Sufc contous+
sitters, flying only occasionally. Coisison Avoidance

For a Marine Corps, a medium range amphibious platform Ke
accompanying the battle group would perhaps be appropriate. With a + Developicnt/Erthaneent opportmtty Table 5.

cruise speed of 300 knots it would provide troop, equipment delivery - roubC+ or No opponrtny
and resupply. For special operations, a small version, which would also
be amphibious, could be housed within the confines of ships with 5. Technology Opportunity Research Areas
landing docks.

Three hydrodynamic areas are identified. The thrust augmented ram is
4.0 TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES the primary challenge to minimize hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
Technology development and enhancement opportunities applicable to drag during take-off. New or highly modified hulls need to be
all surface effect platforms are shown in Table S. These could be treated developed to reduce spray drag. Spray scrubbing may also create
as multi-national efforts. Most of the items are self explanatory. erosion depending on the construction of the fuselage. Hydrodynamic
However, some major opportunities am discussed hereafter. load alleviation may be achieved through the use of wedges on the

fuselage and perhaps hydroskis. New hull designs could eliminate this
Asmentioned in the early part of the paper, the maximum obtainable lift problem.
coefficient in surface effect is clearly a major issue. 7The reduction of
take-off and landing speeds in surface effect depends on increasing the New sensors will probably have to be developed and tied to the
maximum lift coefficient, significantly, and, therefore, represents a autopilot to successfully fly the platforms over both terrain and waves.
major technical challenge and major opportunity for a research effort. Triplicated redundant flight controls and computers will be necessary

to assure safety. Along with the flight control system, a collision
The major driver in achieving long range performance, because of the avoidance system for sea and air traffic objects will need to be installed.
"costs" of flying at low level in terms of adverse structural weight and
adverse propulsion efficiency impacts is aerodynamic efficiency. To 5.0 SUMMARY
achieve the L/D's which accommodate these penalties and still allow Surface Effect or "ground effect" as it is more usually referred to was
long range capability will require new aerodynamic research in the always considered as a low speed phenomena associated with the
areas of analysis and testing perhaps extending to aerodynamic change in flow close to a surface. Academically "ground effect" was
prototype platforms such as those for the Vulcan bomber. Areas of said to alter the wing upwash, downwash and wing tip vortices reducing
investigation would include wing planform, wing sections, endplate induced drag and increasing lift. While this is true, it is now clear that
sections and placement, and interference drag investigations. These there are other positive effects and these effects occur both at low and
investigations should be done through subsonic, transonic and high Mach numbers.
supersonic Mach numbers.

Surface Effect might be better defined. Surface Effect deals with the the
In terms of testing facilities there are concems about the adequacy of aerodynamic, aeroelastic and aeroacoustic impacts on platforms flyingI_ _ __ _ _
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within surface effect. The boundary of surface effect is a function of Pennsylvania for their review and comments on the Draft Paper.
height above the surface. This height, itself, is a function of Mach
number. 7.0 NOTE:

The views expressed in the paper are the personal opinions of the author
Russian documents suggest that there are other drag reductions and do not necessarily reflect those of the Department of the Defense,
attributable to surface effect, namely profile drag and wave drag due to me Department of the Navy including the Naval Air Warfare Center. or
lift. However, the mechanism for these reductions is not clear. For the any other Military Department thereof.
profile drag reduction, the possibility of laminar flow at least on the
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SUMMARY

Both commercial and military aspects of Cargo Its size, configuration, operational characteristics
Transport Aviation were discussed at the International and performance must be discussed, and a compromize
Symposium organized by the French Aerospace agreed to cope with the main military and humaritarian
Academy (ANAE), held in March 1993 in Strasbourg missions; hut such "supercargo" airplane would be
[Ref. 1]. certainly much larger than the present ones, with two to

four times their payload, and a transcontinental range
In the framework of this AGARD Flight Mechanics capability; for their development, advantage would be

Panel Symposium on "Long Range and Long Endurance taken of the best technologies that would become
Operation of Aircraft", this paper sununarizes some of available in the next decade, and of the availability of
the contributions and discussions dealing with the design capability in the world's aircraft industry
future role of the Air Cargo Transportation in relation to resulting from the present crisis. A flying wing
a global international policy of military and huma- configuration is suggested •.s a basis for a preliminary
nitarian intervention, including their technical and project (Fig. 7, 8 and 9).
operational aspects.

Finally, there is certainly a commercial spin-off of
In a first part, the status of the World's Air Cargo such massive supercargo production, if used to compete

activity is reviewed in terms of the main operational successfully with the surface transportation systems
cargo airplanes, their capacity and their range, used (sea, road, rail) of large intermodal containers already
both for commercial (Fig. 1) and military (Fig. 3) used on major international markets.
purposes; it includes the family of large cargos (Fig. 2)
developed by Antonov in Ukraine and preliminary
designs of huge cargo projects by the Russian laboratory
TsAGI for 250 to 500 tons payload, and by NASA with
spanloader or conventional schemes for intermodal
containers transport (Fig. 6). I.'AVENI R I)'AVIONS CARGOS MUI.TI-ROI.ES

In a second part, the present U.S. Military Airlift A I.ARGE CAPACITE
ET GRAND RAYON D'ACTIONforces are analysed (Fig. 4), with some comments on

their recent global airlift deployment during the Gulf
War (Fig. 5).

l) INTRODUCTION
It is concluded that, as regards long term global

policy, such existing task forces are totally inadequate to Au cours d'un Symposium International organise
either stop immediately some local conflicts around the en mars 1993 b Strasbourg par l'Acad•mie Nationale de
world, or to save population, in case of major natural or FAir et de l'Espace (ANAE), le double aspect commercial
man-made (nuclear hazard?) disasters, et militaire a •t• analys• [1]. Son int•r•t •tait :

That is why a much larger airlift system should be - de r•unir tous lea acteurs de cette activit•
developed on an intergovernmental basis, the main a•ronautique en croissance, avec ses aspects
objective would be its "strategic efficiency" instead of a •conomiques, r•glementaires et de gestion a•ro-
"profit earning capacity", as used in commercial portuaire,
aviation.

-d'entendre les points de rue des utilisateurs, des
For that purpose, a "supercargo" can be defined, chargeursetdescompagniesa6riennes,

developed and produced in the framework of an
international consensus between the major aeronautical - et enfin de prendre connaissance des propositions

powers, de constructeurs.

Pre.•ented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Recent Advance.• in Long Range and Long l- ndl4rance ( )lemtio•i (•f Air•'r•', May 1•3.

,,mm mm mmmmm mmm mm mm m mm mlmmlm mmm • l m mm
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L'ensexnble des 35 communications, des interven- -'Aes soutes des avions de transport r~gulier pour
tions et des conclusions de la table ronde, en cours passagers;
d'ddition dans des Actes de l'ANAE, constitueront un - des avions "tout-cargo" directement conqus pour
document de grande valeur. Dans le cadre du prdsent cet usage, ou adaptds ult~rieurement A partir de
Symposium AGARD/FMP sur les aspects op~rationnels versions "passagers", et qui representent un millier
des avions A grand rayon d'ai,,un et longue endurunce, il d'avions dans le monde occidental.
a sembld inthressant d'en prdsenter une courte synth~se
et d'en tirer quelques conclusions personnelles relatives Ces deux flottes distinctes se partagent respec-
A l'avenir de gros avions cargo multi-missions tivement 60 % et 40 %, du traf ic total du fret a~rien
militaires/civiles dans un contexte d'op~rations inter- mondial qui, en 1990, repr~sentait 25 millions de tonnes,
nationales. soit 66 milliards de tonnes x kilom~tres transportas.

Cela represente 1 % seulement du trafic en tonnage,
mais 10 % en valeur du fret total mondial - mer, fer,
route et air confondus -. Enfin, le fret reprdsente

11) ETAT ACTUEL DUi TRAFIC D)E FRET AERIEN seulement 12 % des recettes mondiales du transport
COMMERCIAL DANS LE MONDE aerien.

La figure 1 resume lea donn~es essentielles de Par ailleurs, il est reconnu que tout progres rdalise
l'activitd fret aerien commercial actuel. 11 est dans l'activitd du fret a~rien passe par une amelioration
manifestement lie A 1'6tat de l'6conomie mondiale, (tout obligatoire du traitement du fret au sol, sur l'adroport
comme le trafic passagers) et l'on pr~voit pour les puis vers le destinataire final. Enfin, une plus grande
10 prochaines annees une croissance de l'ordre de 7 % autonomie eat souhaitee entre le trafic passagers et
par an [2,3,4]. l'activit6 "tout-cargo fret-express".

Cependant, l'activit6 aerienne subit actuellement En ce qui concerne les vehicules, la figure 2 resume
de plein fouet les consequences de la recession mondiale, lea caracteristiques chttrge utile/masse au decollage de
et dans ces conditions, lea utilisateurs aussi bien que les l'ensemble des avions cargo opirationnels dans le monde
compagnies aeriennes estiment qu'A court terme, ainsi qu'une projection de futurs projets de "super-
I'objectif primordial est d'augmenter Ia rentabilite de cargos" sur lesquels nous reviendrons plus loin.
l'activitd de fret en utilisant au mieux le materiel
ezistant ou en commande dana lea anndes 80/90 [2, 3, 4],
c'est-b-dire:

Fig. 1I [1VER~IL .1R. l ~ A c IN F~sa /

WORLD AIR FREIGHT TRAFFIC +AIR FREIGHT TRAFFIC IN 1990

BILLION TONSxKm- 25 MILLION TONq (i.e.]. 1% MARITIMEU'

66.2 ---- - - -- 'DRY FREIGHI'5

40% BY
"ALL CARGO" A/C -66 BILLION TONSxKIIOMETERS FLOWN

(36 Billion tons x nautical Miles)

31. 8 60% BY -THIS FREIGHT TRAFFIC ACCOUNTS FOR
"PASSENGERS" A/C ABOUT 28% OT THlE TOTAL AIR TRAF-

14,4FIC;72% IS DEVOTED TO PASSFENGER'S

r- RANSPORT, WI T I'll BILLI,1ON TONSxKM

1970 1980 1990 YE'AR (1PAX - 90 Kg)

SINcF. 1970,TIIR. AIR FREIGHT TRAFFIC HAS THOE AIR FREIGHT MARKET REI'RFSFNTs

IJ(UBIED EVERY DIECAD)E. ONLY 12% OFP THlE WORL.D AIl? TRAFF IC

A 7% FREIGHT TRAFFIC CROW is EXPtECTED TURNOVER C INCIUIINC 1% FOR THE

FOR THlE NEXT DECADE (to be compared with AIR MAIL)

a 13-6% grow for the passenger's traffic) -90IFTlERIGIRAIQI LN

- C0%OMPANIES FROIGH EUROPE~ ISFLOW

- THE WESTERN CARGO JET FLEET INCLU- USA COMP)ANIESASIA/PACIFIC (34%).

lIED 982 AIRPLANES (END 1992);:S 2% N SAPCFC(8)

60% OF THEM WERE CONVERTED FROM - T1l9 INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC REI'RF-
FORMER PASSENGER'S A/Ci 107 NEWS SENTS MORE THAN 70% OF THIE TOTAL..
CARGO A/C WERE ORDERED. WITH 50001(m MEAN RANGE
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Fig. 2 SUSPENDED OUTSIZED CARGO LOADS (TsAGI Projects)
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Fig. 3 C Fig. 4
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15 800 missions ant 4A,6 accomplies par I'ensemble des
flottes actives et de reserve de l'US Air Force, complietee
par Is flotte Civile de Re6serve (CRAF) : 544 000 tonnes
de cargo et 501 000 passagers./troupes transporte6s, avec I V) LE BESO IN DE CA RGOS G EA NTS
une moyenne de 125 missions par jour, sur rayon
d'action moyen de 7 500 miles nautiques, s'6tendant sur Un autre aspect A prendre en consideration est
plusieurs mois. Iutilisation obligatoire du transport aerien pour les

chargements exception nelIlemient volumineux, done
Cependant, les flottes d'avions cargos sp~cialises impossibles A transporter par voje terrestre. Cest grace

disponibles ou en projet hi court terme dans les grands au Super Guppy, avion quadri-propulseur rcconstruit
pays seront certainement insuffisantes pour assurer AL autour d'un volumineux fuselage, qu'Airbus Industrie a
long terme une force d'intervention globale et rapide, Pu transporter depuis 1971 les elements des Airbus
placee sous une responsabilit46 intergouvernementale et successifs fabriqu~s en Angleterre et en Allemagne vers
capable, soit de6touffer dans Poeuf un germe de conflit Toulouse pour leur montage final et leur reception en vol
avant qu'il ne degednere, soit de porter rapidement [9] de m~me, les navettes spatiales americaines et
secours; A un pays subissant une catastrophe majeure, ou russes sont transporthes respectivement sur le dos d'un
encore de repondre aux demandes humanitaires. 11 y a Boeing 747 et d'un Antonov 225, tandis que le Super
tout lieu de penser que ces actions politiques inter- Guppy a d'abord servi a transporter les etages des
nationales seront de plus en plus essentielles pour le grands lanceurs spatiaux americains. A court termne
maintien de Ia paix mondiale. (1995). Airbus Industrie prepare un successeur, le

birdacteur S.A.T. (Super Airbus Transporter). construit
hi partir d'un bire~acteur A300-600 [91 beaucoup plus

Dans ce domaine, on ne peut plus raisonner en performant, repondant dejbi A un besoin de transport de
termes de rentabilitk commerciale mais plutht en ternies charges vulumineuses A plus grande vitesse. Uetape
d'efficacitU strat~gique, une notion vitale pour ]a suivante, 6tudi~eepar le laboratoire TsAGl en Russie [l10
communaut6 internationale dans les prochaines est beaucoup plus ambitieuse et prevoit le transport de
d~cennies. Les objectifs 6tant diffdrents, il faut alors conteneurs detachables suspendus (Fig. 2):
reprenser Ia conception technique et l'utilisation
opirationnelle d'une flotte adaptde, 1lýtudier, Ia - soit sous un hedlicoptere geant de 500 tonnes milni

d~velopper puis Ia gerer Ai un niveau inter- d'un rotor de 100 metres de diam~tre, propulse par
gouvernemen talI 5 turbo-fans en bout de pales, capable du transport

ponctuel de charges de l'ordre de 250 tonnes;
-salt sous un avion bifuselage de 1 300 tonnes -

voilure d'envergure 140 mn, 8 turbo-fans - capable de
transporter une charge de 500 tonnes sur 3 000 km.



Bien que ces projets demandent des inves- projet d'hydravion geant, Hydro-2000, presente par
tissements considerables en recherche et en P'amiral Goupil [13] :ce concept interessant permiet de
developpemnent, ils peuvent rdpondre A une demande s'affranchir des limitations de pistes etde benieficier d'un
future de quelques unites dans chaque pays. A lechelle tres grand nombre de plans d'eau autour du monde, ainsi
mondiale, cela justifierait une production importante qlue des installations portuaires pour la manotention de
mais il va de soi qu'une telle activit6 devrait (ýtre ses conteneurs (CU = 400 tonnes sur 6 500 km. masse
conduite dans le cadre d'une coopdration internationale. au decollage MD =1 000 tonnes); sa propulsion ferait

appel a 6 turbo-fans de la classe 90 000 livres
Un dernier aspect du transport massif de fret (6 x 41 tonnes) deja en cours de developpement (par

autour du monde est son caractbre actuellement de plus exemple le GE-90 de General Electric / SNECMA).
en plus "intermnodal', car il utilise des "conteneurs de
20 pieds" standardis~s (cube de 2,4 x 2,4 x 6 in

3) dont ]a
manutention est automatisde entre navire, camnion et
train (Fig. 6). Pour que lavion puisse entrer Le concept bifuselage dtudi6 par Lockheed [14]
efficacemnent dans cette boucle du commerce mnondial, il (CU = 300 tonnes, MD = 900 tonnes) est interessant
faut augmenter consid~rablement sa capacitA6 d'emport, non seulement en raison de sa large surface
et aussi concevoir des systmes de chargement et de d'atterrisseurs mais aussi en raison do rendement
doechargement rapides. structural de sa voilure (Fig. 8), qui permet un grand

allongenient et donc un bon rendement aerodynamnique.

Fig 6 Enfin, une etude recente de NASA-Langley [151
00 dkri upreteprt-conteneur geant - capacite

~ ~84 conteneurs, par rang~es de 7 dlans uin fuselage
PREENTCARO ~~ 77 F Itcirculaire de 10 mn de diam~tre ; c'est oine configuration

PRSETCAGOAC 874 F:13cotinr classique a 10 turbopropulseurs A helices rapides
AIR permettant une faible consommation (consommation

MENWEOnO! Wkmc, STANAD sp~cifique = 0,43, mais conduisant. a uine vitesse de
INRMOAL croisiere modeste (Mach 0,65, dou l'utilisation possible

- T d'une simple voilure sans fl~che, de grand allongement.
RAILEA CAGO RAI ROAD - ~ mais dotke d'un contr~le de lamninarite pour reduire sa

60OPA cARontainers TRUCK 2 containers trainde (finesse de 25 A comparer aL 18 environ pour les
\ CONTAINER /avions actuels). Avec une masse au decollage de

8o x x20feet 1 113 tonnes, il pourrait transporter 450 tonnes en
SEA- conteneurs sur 9 000 kim.

On a egalement porte sur la figure 2 un projet
CONTAINER SHIP, 4000 containers d'aile volante geante pour 1 000 passagers propose par le

TsAGI [16], qui pourrait prefigurer ui. cargo geant dont
la charge utile serait repartie dlans Ia partie centrale

De tels avions g~ants "porte-conteneurs" devraient tres epaisse de I'aile ; cette aile volante (FW-900) est
connaitre un marche important Clans le futur, car uls er~ditke d'une finesse a~rodyna-mique remarquable de 26
pr~sentent des avantages indiscutables par rapport au A un Mach de croisii~re de 0,8 dl'apres les resultats de
transport maritime (gain de temnps, acheminement soufflerie extrapole6s au vol; la figure 7 niontre que cette
s'exprimant en heures et non plus en jours, livraison au finesse est de 25 % superieure A Celle dun avion
voisinage du destinataire en n'importe quel point du classiqlue de m~me capacite et m~mes performances
monde), et aussi par rapport aux transports terrestres (WB-900), due A une surface mooillee, donc A one
qui souvent sont insuffisants ou dej& satures, ce qui est trainee de frottement, inferieure de 56 % Ai celle des gros
le cas des autoroutes entre m~gapoles I1I11. porteurs classiques actuels, malgre leur allongement

supdrieur de 30 %. De telles performances avajent deja
Pour apprecier Ia charge utile souhaitable pour de Wt estimees par Ia NASA qoi avait lance, dlans les

futurs "supercargos"~, il faut examiner celle dejbi possible ann~es 70, des 6tudes d'avant-projets avec les
avec les plus gros avions existants, et celle visee Clans constructeurs americaines 114, 15, 17, 18] afin de
plusieurs avants-projets. La figure 2 riisume ces deux rechercher les configurations les mieux adaptees ao
aspects en presentant Ia charge utile en fonction de ]a transport massif de fret ; l'une d'elles 6tait one aile
masse au d~collage pour des avions cargos militaires et volante geante dont le fret, constitue de conteneurs
civils op~rationnels ou en developpement I1111I: u s se intermodaux, etait reparti le long del1'envergure de l'aile
placent approximativement sur une droite corres- suivant le concept "span loader"~. La figure 8 1181 inontre
pondant & une charge utile representant 30 % de la qlue cc concept permet de reduire la nmasse structurale de
masse ao d~collage, soit 120 tonnes de charge utile pour 20 % par rapport AL celle d'one configuration classique ;
une masse au d~collage de 400 tonnes environ Clans Ic on note aussi quc la solution "bifuselage"~ est
cas des plus gros; cargos amdricains (civil : B1-747 F et intdressante.
militaires: C-5B). Lea cargos Antonov (Ukraine) An-124
et An-225 [191 se situent plus haut, au voisinage de Ia Malheureusementlas NASA avait raison trop ct~tet
droite correspondant A CU = 0,4 MD. Notons que ces projets furent abandonn~s faute de marche, cc qui
Phezaturbofan Antonov 225, construit en 2 exemplaires, n'est probablement plus le cas aujourd'hui.
reste le plus gras avion du monde (MD: 600 tonnes),
capable soit de transporter 250 tonnes sur courte
distance, soit de parcourir 15 400 km.

En extrapolant cette droite, on d~couvre les
diffdrents avant-projets prdsentds aui Symposium de
Strasbourg: au centre de ces supercargos se trouve un
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A Wing Aspect Ratio (LID) max. AERODYNAM¶IC EFFICIENCY OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

-o -J Research

? 7 ~ t I ~ -3I FW-lo3,experimen

(A-7.3

14 -90

S ~r wete/ ref -6-3

22

-10 01 D wet,1tcd

N.B.) WB-900 :conventional wing/body A/C LO LI L.2 1. .4 1.5 LE V. L.8 1.9
w ith the same capacity than FW-900. I

IJl_ýtRA HIG-H C:!PACIT"( TrRANS-VC3Rr

FLIN JTNG-"'-C3NCEPT~ 13Y TrzAGL0

CRUISE Mach Nr. -0.8;RANGE: 10000 KmV) ESQUISSE IYUN PROJ El D)E CARGO S'IRA-

Fig. 7 'rEGIQUE GLOBAL

A partir de ces projections de dil'ferents concepts de
Tk.h~ff Im~ 560 supercargos, on peut donc essayer d'esquisser ce que

&Mae ~t 440 Tpourrait Wte un projet. de cargo "strategique global"
susceptible d'interesser non seulement les gao-
vernements lies frais initiaux de recherche pourraient

<7 tre finances au niveau international), mais aussi des
utilisateurs commerciaux potentiels d'une flotte d'avions

------- porte-conteneurs". Cette flotte serait d'ailleurs comn-
plementaire et non pas rivale de celle des avions cargos
actuels, car son tnarch6 serait A conquerir sur les
transports de surface, en particulier sur les axes
commerciaux futurs: Transpacifique, Transatlantique

- ~et Transiberien. Un accroissernent du marche total
mondial du fret de I % necessiterait Line bonne centaine
d'avions porte-conteneurs A l'oree do XXle siiecle et cette

MMI 1i" owdemande nouvelle viendrait s'ajoot~er au besoin de
transport massif 'dintervention intergouverne-
mentale".

WING STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS

(reltiv spawis bedingmomnt) ig.8 Gest probablement ]a meilleure chance, poor Ics
C'J L '"' .f.. bureaux d'6tudes et les centres de recherche de par le

0.01$w*Xmonde, d'entrer d~s maintenant en competition poor
I faire valoir leurs meilleures idees et realiser tin "saut

technologique" qui sera profitable a tous. Tres
0$ j..j goistement, je pense au r6le eminent que l'Europe

____pourraitjouer dans Line telle competition...
0. I*

Sur la figure 9, j'ai caricature un tel projet, dans
n~e lovLYNGWIG lunique intention de souligner les avances

SI.WFACAiGo~A0ouf technologiques souhaitables, qui interessent & la fois
.0*' ai~rodynamique, le systkme propulsif, la conception

structurale nouvelle - utilisant en priorite des mate-
0'. .'sriaux composites -, ainsi que les systkmes automatiques

SAIN.W11eos de contr6le et de gestion du vol.
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Fig. 9 TWI~N.BODY/FLYING WING d'un consensus quant ýt la capacite d'emport de

SUPECARO LAOUT conteneurs et quant aux performances de basse vitesse
-7:ESUPECARO LAOUT minimale afin de pouvoir utiliser dlans les deux cas des

AmkDISTRIBUTED LOADIN pistes mediocres. Bien entendlu, ces supercargos seraient
'. ~ NTERAED URO-FN ROPLSON FINSIETHITCKWING complementaires des flottes militaires et commerciales

,,* + C Thtustvectoring and reversing) c,,t- "classiques" dont les rbles, et donc les specifications,
- resteront fort difl'erents.

En ce qui concerne la vitesse de croisie~re optimale,
on n'est pas astreint, comme pour Lin avion de transport
de passagers, hA minimiser le temps du voyage, en
particulier dlans le cas des longues etapes, et l'economie

COMPOSITE MATERIALS AIRFRAME ACTIVE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY opdrationnel le conduira probablement. a des nombres de
(Main and setonda]Yj structures) (Aerodyna,,ic , tucua and Mach de 1'ordre de 0,70 a 0,75 en croisiere. qui sont bien

flight nnanagernent systems,) - adaptes aux gros turbo-fans a grand taux de dilution.
Ces derniers sont plus fiables qlue de gros turbo-

Le concept figur6 ici est fonidd sur uine confi- propulseurs A h~hces rapides, et surtout ius offrent la
guration d'.aile volante., combinant les avantages possibilitd d'envisager uine intkgration intelligente de la
structuraux du double fuselage et ceux d'une voilure en propulsion A la cellule, grAce A laquelle on pourra
flkche 6paisse et de corde constante, pouvant contenir d~velopper uin flux hypersustentateur, particulierement
une par .c de la charge utile repartie en envergure souhaitable pour ce type d'avion "multi-missions".
(Fig. 8). Le systeme propulsif, int~igrei A l'aile centrale,
comporte uin certain nombre de turbo-fans & grand taux Tous ces facteurs peuvent coucourir A uine forte
de dilution, de faible consomniation et de bruit modere, diminution du cofit de la tonne-kilomietrique. qui
utilis~s aux basses vitesses pour participer aL l'hyper- toutefois restera toujours superieur A celui des
sustentation - effet Jet flap - et au freinage ae'o- transports de surface t115 1. Mais la reduction des temps
dynanique lors de l'atterrissage. Les systemes de de transport adrien est inestimable et it est clair que
contrble automatique permettent en particulier de voter nous en avons d~finitivement besoin.
"instable en longitudinal et en route", d'oii reduction des
surfaces d'empennages, et done de Ia trainee. La En conclusion, il faut peut-ftre rappeler que nous
viabilitk d'un ete contr6le sur uine aile volante est dejA savons voter depuis 90 ans, qlue nous noos sommes servis
ddmontr~e avec le bombardier ainericain Northrop B-2; de la troisieme dimension pour le meilleur et pour le
notons que des plans "canard" pourraient s'ave .rer pire, et je souhaite dire que le moment est venu de se
niecessaires pour equilibrer une forte hypersustentation. fixer des objectifs a long terme pour utiliser au mieux
Enfin, la base des 2 fuselages est occupee, soit par des nos capacitks cr~atrices au benefice de tous, en ces temps
atterriss,ýurs multiroues, soit par des coussins d'air d'apr~s-guerre froide et de paix chaude. Le lancement
dclipsables assurant une bonne repartition de la charge d'un projet de supercargo ne pourrait-il pas Wte oin bon
au sot et permettant d'utiliser des terrains theme de consensus international ?
sommairement preparies. En effet, pour une pleine ________________________
efficacitd operationnelle dle supercargo "'Vintervention
globale" [121 evoque plus haut, on ne pourra REFERENCES
certainernent pas se cuntenter de missions entre grands
aeroports ou bases militaires, it faudra donc pouvoir
utiliser aussi des terrains sominairement prepares, ce (11 Actes du SymposLum International sur l'avenir de
qui implique uin concept STOL/deicollage-atterrissage l'avation de transport de fret, Strasbourg. 25-
court. 27 mars 1993. ANAE, 1, Av. Cami lle- Flammarion,

31500 Toulouse (A paraitre en septembre 1993).
Par ailleurs, un tel avion doit pouvoir intervenir en [21 Bernard Pellissier IDGAC), La conjoncture econo-

n'importe quel point du globe en partant de quelques mique du transport aerien de marchandises,
bases principales, ce qui implique un rayon d'actiun a Nouvelle Revue d Aeronautique et d'Astronauitque.
pleine charge de l'ordre de 6 000 kin, et environ le double no 1, 1993.
en mission "convoyage", pour laquelle on pourrait [31 Serge Germon IDGAC), Le fret aerien et l'economie
remplacer ]a charge utile par du carburant sup- mondiale, Aciesdu Symposium, ANAE, voirlll1.
plementaire rapidement stockE5 A hord de conteneurs [4] J.-F. Vivier (Aerospatiale), Le marche do fret
sp-ciaux ; a Ia limite, uine fonction de ravitaillement en ae~rien, l id. IL.
vol pourrait memeetre envisagee. [51 Milton J. Minneman (Pentagone). The United

L'aplictio de outs cs tehnoogis, nuvelesStates Dpt. of Defense Air Mobility fleet, an active
L'aplictio de outs cs tehnoogis, nuvelesand reserve military and civil partnership, [id. 11.

mais dejA "valideies" pour la plupart, devraient conduire 16) Colonel Champagne (COTAM), Le Transport
A uine configuration nettement plus performante que aerien militaire franqais et son action dlans le
celle des avions classiques actuels, tant en ce qui domaine de l'aide humanitaire, l id. I].
concerne le rendement structural - le rapport entre Ia [71 R.K. Sable et G.G. Field (McDonnell -Douglas.
masse A vide optrationnelle et Ia masse au decollage - EasUi)Clporradtts[d 1

seaitd6imidcoposdtes 20e gre A lemplta~oi gnramiqe de 181 D.K. Empson (Euroflag, UK), Status of the FLA, a
materiaxcmoie;l edmn ~oyaiu European military transport project, [ id. I1.

afinesse - serait augmentk de 18 A 24 environ, soit uin [1D nse(ih Idsre.Artasoto
gain de plus de 30%, et Ia charge utile transportahle outD.sized cAirgo, lId. sri) Aitasp.to

passerait de 30 % A 40 % de Ia masse au d6collage 1101 ze cargDnio, [t ad I].I.Rsse,
(Fig. 2). Cette masse au d~collage pourrait se situer [0 .. Dnsve '(sGRsi) i

entre 800 et 1 200 tonnes suivant les besoins exprimiss transportation system for shipping outsized

par les futurs utilisateurs militaires (missions 111cargoes, [lid. I].
strtdgque glbals) t cvil (prteconeners 111J.P. Roeder tAirbus Industrie), Civil freightarrs and

snterat dagux)es glbls) tcis pre-oteer military transports, their origins and
antemodax). es s~ciications pourraient faire l'objetdeeomn,
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OPTIMISATION OF COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
BY DIRECT MANUFACTURING APPROACHES

G.Berchtold

J. Klenner
Deutsche Aerospace AG

Military Aircraft
P.O. Box 801160, 8000 Mtinchen 80

Germany

SUMMARY Second, the lack of mechanized and automated techniques for
complex structures, the missing predictahiliti of the fiber path in

The present high performance aircraft designs are increasingly the case of compound contours and the still dominating serial de-
using high strength composite structures, mainly made of unidi- sign, stressing and manufacturing of the pans are some of these
rectional carbonfiber tapes. weaknesses. They result in long product ead time,. high costs and
But the composite technology is still afflicted with several weak unsatisfying seight reduction.
points, e.g. the lack of adequate mechanized tape application This paper describes a new approach for the inctgrated design and
techniques for complex compound structures, unsatisfying de- manufacturing of complex composite aircraft structures that may
signs and design methods and missing continuous CAD/CAM- help to overcome existing obstacles. The driving element is a new-
linkage. ly developed manufacturing technique based on a controlled de-
In the following paper we will describe an "Integrated Tape viation from the geodesic course or "natural path" of unidirectional
Laying System" (ITLS) which uses a new tape steering techno- tape during tapelaying.
logy for automated manufacturing of complex parts. This system This principle, meanwhile successfully proven with an advanced
integrates the steering technology's potentials and restrictions tapelaying machine, not just enables the manufacturer in future to
completely in the design process to avoid time consuming itera- produce non-developable composite structures at the same quality
tion loops and to optimise the structure. level as single curvature components but also gives engineering
To be able to understand the detailed process a short overview the ability to predict and take into account the resulting fiber orien-
about two different geometry models demonstrated on a typical tation throughout the part while designing and stressing.
example %ill be given. From this the optimal detailed process As a result, three dimensionally contoured parts that make up a
will be denved, with an important influence from the specific high percentage of aircraft components can be realized in a light-
manufactunng technology, weight composite design, and even developable parts can be made
Finally some remarks on economic potentials are outlined with lighter by applying tape steering technology.
there impact on typical composite aircraft parts related to diffe- In order to gain maximum benefits it is inevitable to establish this
rent automated manufacturing techniques. new approach as an integrated process right from the beginning. It

is neither helpful to use advanced design techniques without

I. INTRODUCTION taking the manufacturability into account, nor does it make any
sense to generate NC-programs for a sophisticated tape application
apparatus on the basis of a conventional part design.

One major basic target for long range and long endurance opera- Thus Engineerng and Manufacturing at Deutsche Aerospace Mili-
tion of aircraft is minimum structural weight. taro Aircraft strived for a fully integrated process that takes ad-
For reaching this target the use of composite structures will have "antage of the potential of tape steering dunng 3D-design, links

the biggest potential. The unidirectional properties of carbonfi- the stress analysis and optimisation and geneate,, at the design
ber e.g. are about 6 times higher in the specific tensile strength level a part program that can directly be post-proessed into NC

and about 3 times higher in the specific stiffness compared to data for the tape application machine.
aluminium alloy. However. these values are related to one single
material orientation which is not applicable in most practical de- 2. 'FAPE STEERING TECHNOLOGY
signs. But half of the above values should be achieved in future.
Although meanwhile well established and used in aircraft indus-
try. the composite technology still suffers several weak points.
Fi:st. most realized aircraft parts are no real composite designs. Composite parts feature an increased benefit from the inherent ski
due to their history, material replacement philosophy plays a penor performance of unid;tectional (t'D) tape oer non-tUD ma-
major role. Aý a result, the weight reduction achievements did terial forms. The more the fibers are continuous, straight and fol-
not fullfill the expectations. low the load path the larger the benefit. In the case of flat or single

l tr sei nt'd att a (ilA l !) R '[ 'tinig o pi 'R e cent Ad va nc' e s, in I.on g R a in,'e (iu td l n g I I- ndt ura l ( , ( )pn'rsatti 11 , I lr( i lit[ 1 %o1 ,(I Jk
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curvature, i.e. developable components, this -:an be achieved
by manual tapelaying as well as with various mechanized
tape application devices. The introduction of a second curva-
ture results in a non-developability and causes a problem be-
cause so far no method that can reproduce the same quality
level as known from single curvature parts is available.
The double curvature concerned may result from a global
non-developability (e.g. due to aerodynamic or radar signatu-
re requirements) or from local spherical areas (e.g. offset- ....... ,
zones or local ply buld-ups). Non-developable parts become
a major concern the more composites are used throughout the
aircraft structure, large integrated part designs are preferred i ,
for weight and cost saving purposes and contour compro- .. ".) .
mises are minimized for the sake of aerodynamic and radar "
signature performance.
The single piece center fuselage CFRP skin as shown in Fig. I Fig. 2 Different methods of covering non-developable
is a typical e'-ample for this situation, surfaces

Fig. 1 Single piece CFRP center fuselage skin
(5m length)

2.1 BASIC PROBLEM AND PRINCIPLE Fig. 3 Tape steering with and without fiber shifting

SOLUTIONS
At DASA/MBB Military Aircraft Division a different technique

When laying UD-tape of a given constant width onto a non- has been developed and patented in the recent years (see

developable surface without forcing the tape to deviate from Ref. 4). This method allows a controlled tape steering by using

its natural path, converging or diverging of adjacent tape a proprietary fiber shifting process that results in a curved tape
course without fiber disorientations and/or wrinkles. Ascry dill repend ing on theoncavle oronver d ga. sketched in Fig. 3 the key feature of this technique is the relati-

try will occur, resulting in unacceptable overlaps and gaps.

Adjusting the tape width by contouring is a way to avoid ve movement of adjacent fibers within a tape, that is made

overlaps and gaps. But this method, that is used in existing possible due to the visco-plastic behaviour of the uncured

tapelaying machines, results in the cutting of load-carrying fi- thermoset resin system and results in coinciding lengths of

bers and thus weakens the composite p. individual fibers and their related lay-up tracks.

The controlled deviation from the natural tape path as indi-
cated in Fig. 2 is a better solution because it maintains con- 2.2 TECHNICAL REALIZATION AND
tinuous fibers whilst also avoiding gaps, overlaps and POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
cuttings.
This "tape steering" technology is difficult to realize, because
the simple "curving" of the tape results in fiber disorientations The developed and successfully demonstrated DASAI/MBB
and wrinkles on the compression side of the tape due to the tape steering/fiber shifting technology (Fig. 4 shows 75 mm
fact, that the fiber lengths do not coincide with the lengths of UD-tapes laid with an experimental tapelaying head along a 8m
the lay-up track of the individual fibers across the tape width radius) is based on the principle, that the excessive length of the
(see Fig. 3) The reduction of the tape width down to the size fibers is compensated by a comrtsponding difference in course
of a tow like proposed and successfully demonstrated for sin- length between the supply reel a.id the compaction roller of a
gle and multiple tow placement (see Ref. 1 and 2) minimizes tapelaying head. This can be achieved by various linear or rota-
this effect but does not prevent it completely. The remaining tional movements of the supply reel relative to the compaction
micro-wrinkels could be acceptable from a stress point of roller.
view and - after maturing - the related technique could beco-
me a viable method for the production of several composite A more efficient concept for the introduction of the required fi-
panis. ber shifting is shown in Fig. 5. A shifting device between sup
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Fig. 4 Steering of 75 mm wide UD-tapes along a 5 m radius

Supply reel

Shifting device

"Compaction roller

Fig.5 Fiber shirling device for tape steering
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ply reel and compaction roller takes care of the excessive fi- department to evaluate the general process from design to ma-
her length and generates the required shifting angle that i, a nufacturing based on the geometry of the aircraft. This base
function of the radius and the length of the tape course to be was chosen because the geometry is the major information
laid. The linear shifting can be extended to non-linear fiber which has an origin already in the conceptual design and %hich
shifting by using a more complex shifting device in order to ends with the manufacturing of the aircraft itself.
cover also double courved surfaces within the tape width, e.g. More details about this global process are explained in Ref. 5
in the case of ramp areas. It is important that the velocity vec- and Ref. 6. However the 3D-geometry of sheet metal parts or
tors of the shifting device are parallel to the related vectors of milled parts is relatively easy to handle because only the outsi-
the dispensed fibers and that the speed can vary across the de geometry information is needed for manufacturing in a CIM-
tape width. Otherwise fiber distortion and lateral movement process. The amount of data is controllable and there is still the
of the tape will occur (see rel. patent Ref. 4 and Fig. 6). the possibility to do some minor changes on the shop floor level

if the manufacturability constraints of the NC-machine are not
properly matched.

This is different for composite parts made out of the raw mate-

rial tape.
'f'" '*'" ,"''" "' The geometry data for each individual tape path and its cuttings

have to be generated for the manufacturing. For instance, the
skin structure of the centre fuselage in Fig. I is made out of alb-
out 9000 single tapes with start- and endcuts and some of them
with complex side cuts. Within the ITLS-system this is done

using splines to minimize the dat? :o be tansferred.
One can easily recognize that with this complex and large
amount of data it is not posible to change, adapt or correct in-

.,teractively any data after completion of the design phase like it
is done with milled parts Nc data where only the "outside' geo-

-' F , the part is needed for manufacturing.
To fulfil all the ra-.utacturing constraints (e g. steering radii,
cut angles, minimum tape width for side cuts...) the orny possi-

ble method is to simulate the manufacturing process within the
Fig. 6 Effects of different shifting des ice designs design proces.

On the basis of the above mentioned tape steering/fiber shif- This is done by startng with the major periphery definition for
ting concept a tapelaying head has been built and ,ested by each ply family. The corresponding implicit peripheries are au-
the Ingersoll Milling Machine Company, USA, which is able tomatically generated by the software (see Fig. 7).
to steer tape and perform all other functions including com- The next activity is to set up the so-called laminate matrix. This
plex cutting and scrap removal The head allows the apphca- matrix defines the logical buildup of the laminate, that means
uon of up to 150 mm wide CD-tape onto compound non- how to position the individual plies of the different ply families
developable surfaces, thus enabling the mechani- within the thickness of the laminate.
zed/automated manufac-ture of composite parts like the fuse- To accelerate this interactive process a ruled based software
lage skin displayed in Fig I. But also in the case of a develo- module is planned in future.
pable component tape steering can be applied for higher After preparations the automatic simulation process is started
structural efficiency (see chapter 4). ply by ply (Fig. 7). If an error occurs due to a manufacturing

constraint the designer instantly has to solve the probelm by

As the fiber shifting task adds even more axis and thus more shifting the tapes or changing the starting point.

complexity to the anyhow complex multi-axis control of an
advanced tapelaying head, the generatoin of the required After completing this design the whole geometry is sent by a

NC-data can only be performed upstream by a powerful soft push of a button to the front end computer of the tape laying

ware Consequently component design, stress analysis and the machine ready to star the manufacturing process"i•ddituonal information is described in Ref 7 hi has to be men-generation of manufacturable geometry, data must he integra Adionlnfraons enb nRf7Ithsohem -
ted nino a combined uoftware package tdoned that the designer has to decide what type of tape laying

head he wants to use before he starts the part design. This me-

ihodology, though, returns the know ledge of manufactunng
technologý to the designer. which is not easy to accomplish in
large companies due to separation of prctess phases b% orgam

3. THE INTEGRATED TAPE ILAYING sational fences
SYSTEM PROCESS

This chapter will be us"d to explain the influence of the spe-
cific manufacturing technology, such as the prior described
tape steering method, on the upstream part of the aircraft de
sign process
In 1989 a project was started by the MBR dircraft engineering
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4. THE UTILIZATION OF TAPE STEERING this case for minimizing the structural weight which was the
FOR STRUCTURAL OPTIMISATION objective function.

It can easily be seen that the ply no.1 was used to support the
upper load path for tension and the lower load path for com-

4.1 ADAPTION OF STRUCTURAL OPTIMI- pression. Ply no. 2 was automatically used to support the shear
SATION FOR TAPE STEERING BASED stress between the two pathes. Elements out of the load paths
ON FINITE ELEMENT GEOMETRY had been set to zero thickness.

This and many other test examples proved the quality of the
Lagrange code in respect to the handling of fiber orientation op-In respect to composite structure optimisation it is already ti.ms n .

standard to optimise the thickness distribution of each indivi- It has to be mentioned that the system at this stage does not
dual layer with its given constant fibre orientation across the know anything about manufacturing-constraints coming e.g.
structure. from minimum steering radii. Therefore the manufacturability
For a couple of years one knows that there exists a high po- still has to be proved in an separate simulation process.
tential in weight reduction if the fiber orientation is changed
along its path (Ref. 8). But at that time no manufacturing me- One of the first real aircraft structures which was used to apply
thod to be able to achieve this in production was known, fiber orientation optimisation was an fin structure design withThe tape steering method was originally developed to be able carbon fiber skins supported by an aluminium honeycomb core-
to manufacture non-developable structure. As soon as this The related finite element model is shown in Fig.9.
method was proven in the manufacturing department the opti-
misation software MBB-Lagrange was adapted to be able to
handle as additional design variables the individual fibert -
orientation within every finite element. To validate the func- 3
tionality of the modified Lagrange test examples have been 3 ' ,
carned out. - , f
One of these is illustrated in Fig. 8. fiber orientations .# i /

of the skin

S- -- ,.• • rudder

analysis ply I

connection pointt to the fuselage

Fig. 9 Analysis model of tbe fin

I The model has five static load cases, 119 stress Limitations for
the isotropic elements. 252 limitations for the fail= criteria of

"7 the composite elements, an aeroelastic efficiency constraint for
the rudder and one for the fin and finally a flutter speed con-
straint.
So the optimiser had to handle a total of 1862 constraints with
186 design variables.

analysis ply 2 The results of the optimised structure are shown in Fig. 10.
It is important to repeat that these are the results of the optimi-

Fig. 8 Tegl example cantilever beam sation without the important manufactunng constraints like
minimum steering radii.
Nevertheless, a skin weight of 25.3 kg was achieved by using
tape steering as an addiuonal engineenng degree of freedom.In this example a cantilever beam which is supported on the The skin weight with constant fiber orientation across the struc-

lower and upper left ena, is loaded with a vertical force on ture for each ply is 34.6 kg as a comparison.
the right end. A failure criteria for each composite element At the time when this paper was prepared the iteration loop
and a displacement restriction at the force loaded node are the with the manufacturing simulation was not finished. So the re-
optimisation constraints, suit outlines the maximum potential for this case,
Design variables are the thicknesses of each element repre- A close look at the result of ply no. 2 shows an S-shape fiber
sented by the density of the lines and the fiber orientation also orientation across the fin By rearching for those constraints
within each element represented by the orientation of the Ii-
ties.
The opfmuser had two different analysis plies to handle in
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Thlckne,.esl and fiber orientation, of ply 1 (AC.A84) Thlcknegs•, and fiber orientation, of p1'! 2 (ACAS4)

Thicknesses and fiber orientation, of ply 3 (ACAS4) Thiekntenee end fiber orientations of ply 4 (ACA84)

Fig. 10 Optimisation results of the fan

which were active for the final optimisation iteration it was 4.2 THE DETAILED ITLS PROCESS
recognized chat the aeroelastic efficiences had been domi-
nant.
So this S-shape can be interpreted as the optimal stiffness di- Fig. I l shows the present state of the ITLS process including

stribution to gain the aeroelastic efficiencies with minimum structural optimisation.weight. This process begins with material studies and stress estimaton

This and some ocher examples showed thai the potential to for evaluation of structural pninciples. It is a small but impor-

obtain additional high weight reductions by using the fibexr tant process.
orientation optimisation within each plies are highest for The actual part design starts in most cases of aircraft structures

structures with complex constraints coming from different with the definition of the structuwal surface out of the loft sur-

physical effects like aerodynamically loaded structures, face. This geometry and the geometry from parallel processes

A simple statically loaded structure with straight load paths are directly transferred to the CAE- side" to generate the

will not gain much advantages by using tape ,teenng. 3-dimensional finite element mesh

More informati.zn about the theory specifically in the optimi- After adding the loads and completing the input including defi-

sation code was persented recently in different papers nition of design variables and constraints a structural optimisa-

(Ref.9/101. lion is camned out.
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FIG. I I Detailed ITLS design process
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Results are the thickness distribution and fiber orientation dis- higher acceptance of the optimisation results in practice

tribution for each defined ply across the whole structure multidisciplinary optimisation with different analysis

(Fig. 10). The area limitations from the thickness-distribution models can be carried out

represent the major ply peripheries and are transferred by analysis models can be changed in the optimisation pro-

curves on surfaces data to the 3D-CAD-system. In addition, a cess, e.g. mesh adaption for shape optimisauon or mesh

curve which represents the average fibre orientation within refinement in order to achieve sufficient analysis accu-

each major ply periphery is also transferred. racy

On the CAD-"side" a composite designer has to build up a The disadvantage of constructive models is the higher code pro-
laying matrix, which represents the information of the logical gramming effort necessary for practical realization. In shape
stacking sequence for each individual layer within the thick- optimisation these models are already usual.
ness of the structure. With the incoming major ply peripheries The constructive description of the monoLitic skin is made in
the system automatically creates all implicit ply peripheries such a way that all single plies which have the same fiber orien-
and with the information of the fiber orientation line it auto- tation are combined in one ply group. Since not all plies of this
maticallv simulates the tape laying process using tape steering group cover the total suwface a so called "ply group mountain"

for avoiding cutting as much as possible (Fig. 7). is obtained (Fig. 12). Herewith, the drop-off angles can be mo-
This process takes into account all machine restrictions like delled and restricted to certain values to match manufacturing
steering radii and cutting limitations, rules for the load transfer from one individual ply to the next
As the optimisation programme has not implemented these Ply.
machine restrictions yet it is evident that there are still some The "ply group mountains" were mathematically .rmulated
iterations necessary to obtain the optimal manufacturable using Bezier surfaces. The control points of these Bezier surfa-

structure. ces are the design variables.
For an accurate finite element analysis the ITLS-system reads The equivalent optimisation results of the cantilever beam (see
in the FE-mesh, projects it onto the structure and automatical- Fig. 8) are shown in Figure 13. The course directions of the two
ly calculates the properties for each element, analysis plies are similar but smother in curvature due to the
The data created by this system are directly usable for the now integrated tape steering constraints. The weight reduction
shop floor NC-computer at the tape laying machine without of course is then low er.
any human interactions. At present, the fin from Fig. 9 is under test with the new con-
It must be mentioned that the effort for the first design loop is structive model. First results show very similar fiber orienta-
compared to the old design process, relatisely high because tions but with real manufacturing constraints incorporated (Ref.
the accurate stacking sequence of the layers is taken into ac- 12).
count from the beginning. In addition, there are only one to two iteration loops to the
The overall efficienc3 esults by minimizing the local itera- ITLS-simulation necessary to match all the other manufacturing
tions from design to stress and by avoiding iteration loops co- constraints. like cutting restrictions and so on.
ming up from the manufacturing department. It has not been planned to integrate this remaining manufactu-
This principle of avoiding process iterations by taking care of ring c -straints into the optimisation code in the future because
restrictions from downstream right in time is one of the basic their influcence on the global design is low and because of their
philosophies behind the ideas of "simultaneous engineering", high number. This increasing number of constraints would in-
Only with the performance of modern computer systems crease the optimisation iterations unnecessarily due to the far

these simulations can been achieved, more complex "design space". The risk of getting convergence
Typical production examples showed a reduction of the time problems is therefore increasing.
from design to manufacturing up to 80 percent.

4.3 ADAPTION OF STRUCTURAL OPTIMI-
SATION FOR TAPE STEERING BASED
ON A CONSTRUCTIVE DESIGN MODEL

After first use in production of the prior optimisation code in-

cluding the ITLS it was recognized that the missing manufac-
turing constraints, like tape steering constraints and ply drop
of angles, caused unnecessary iteration loops with the ITLS-
simulation. So it was decided to switch from the finite ele-
ment based geometry, which also created a large amount of

design variables and constraints to the constructive design
model (Ref. 10).

Constructive design models have the following advantages:

optimisation results can be directly utilized
no errors in the results by transforming finite element
properties into a constructive layout
manufacturing and constructive constraints can be for-
mulated mathematically and directly considered in the
optimisation
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Fig. 12: a) "Mountain" of plies with the same fiber orientation b) Envelopping surface of the "ply group mountain"

c) Real built-up to prevent delamination

Fig. 13a Thickness distribution for straight tape courses Fig. 13b Thickness distribution for curved tape courses
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Conclusion In addition, the integrated process showed up a remarkable re-

d,:c:ion of the time from design to part production. This was

With the availability of the tape steering technology it is pos- obtained by using the newest tools from the field of information

sible to introduce the high strength to weight composite mate- technology to be able to handle the complexity and size of the

rial to nearly all structural airframe elements (see Fig. 14). related data.
This was achieved with the break-through idea that it is possi- The highly integrated process also returns engineering tasks.

ble to steer a tape without getting a loss of structural quality, which in the last years required own departments, back to ,he

The economic aspects are secured by using tape material in- designer. The necessity of taking care of the ,anufacturabihi.N

stead of single tows to optain high productivity of the machi- will positively influence the c.zative work of future composite
ne. designers.
It was recognized that the possibility of steering a tape
opened a new engineering degree of freedom with a very high Finally, it should be mentioned that the success of the manufac-
potential of weight savings for aircraft structures with physi- turing technology related process integration could only be
cally different constraints. However, this only can be attained achieved by a very strong teamwork between the engineering

by the use of mathematical driven optimisation codes. To and manufacturing departments.
osercome certain problems with the formulation of some Such a teamwork is also necessary to completely introduce the

manufacturing constraints it was important to introduce a new process within the organisation which has to be adapted to
constructive design model. it to get the maximum efficiency for the company.

I 'n

K1h1-1..1..,k. Complexit

or Parts

Simt Manufa•turing Techniques, riur ('ontiious libr Material

.f l'ortPr

Fig _. 1I r h., n a p

Fig. 14 Manufacturing techniques and aircraft parts for fiber material
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ETUDES D'!COULEMENTS LAMINAIRES CHEZ DASSAULT AVIATION.
CALCULS ET ESSAIS EN VOL

J.C. Courty
Dassault Aviation,Oivision des Etudes Avancdes
78 qual Marcel Dassault,92214, Saint-Cloud,France

C. Bulgubure
Dassault AviatiOD,DTX,N6rignac,France

D. Arrial
ONERA-CERT, DERAT,Toulouse,France

RESUME Des industries adronautiques francaises
(Adrospatiale et Dassault Aviation) furent

Lea outila. de calcul utjljsds A Dassault impliqudes dans ce programme ainsi que des
Aviation concernant las couches limites centres de recherches, spdcialement
laminsires, les crit~res de transtition et 1-ONERA-CERT/DERAT.
las analyses de stabilitd lindaire sont
passds en revue et discut~s an terme de Clest dans ce cadre qu~ont eu lieu las
pr~cision masi aussi d'efficacito lorsque essais en vol man;ýs par Dassault Aviation
cas outils doivent etre utilises dans on avec le FALCON 50 comma demonstrateur.
processus; d'optimisation d'une aile Ces dtudes ont ete conduites de 1985 A 1990
a' avion. en etroite collaboration avec las centres

de recharches en particulier 1lONERA-CERT
Ces outils de calcul ont dt utilis~s pour et ont permis d'scqudrir un grand nombre de
ls conception d'une derive laminaira tasteýe donndes concernant ls laminarite naturelle
an vol sur FALCON 50 (1985-1987), et pour at ls laminarite hybrida, donnees qui
ls conception d'une ailea& laminarit6 dtaient alors inexistantas en France.
hybride testdeean vol sur FALCON 50 au
cours d'une seconde phase (1987-1990). Dana le cadre des technologies de

laminarite passive ou active, de qros
LIST! DES SYMBOLES efforts ont donc ete consentis A la fois

sur le plan theorique at sur le plan
M nombre de mach expdrimental (essais en souffleria at
U module de la vitessa assaisi en Vol).
e masse volumique
p prassion statigue Sur le plan theorique ces efforts ont ete

coefficient de preasion diriges vers la prediction de la transition
dcart type d'una grandeur des couches limite laminairas

X abscissa masurde normalement au tridimansionallas comprassiblas avec
bord d'attaque de voilure transfart de chalaur at aspiration

XT abscissa de transition parietaux. Ceci implique le developpement
C corde de is voilure normalament de methodas de calcul de couche limita tres

- au bord d'sttaque precises puisgue servant de support aux
R=WtI/# nombre de Reynolds utilisd pour calculs de stabilite lineaira, sinai qua le

la contamination de bord meillaur choix de strategie dlintegration
d'attaque des amplifications pour lea calculs do

w vitesse parsilele au bord stabilitd. Cas m~thodes de calcul ont 6ee
d'attaque valid~es par 11ONERA-CERT pa'- comparsiSon 6
dpaisseur csractdristique de de nombreux tests en souffletie.
cc' che limits surunbr
d 'attaque q=V//d

du/dx gradient de ls composante de Sur le plan experimental nous abordons ici
vitesse normale au bord d'attague assentiellement las assais an vol dont le

phi anqle de fl~che but dtait d'obtenir des dornndes pour:
Tp tempdrature paridtale - valider at amdliorer las outils
Tf tempdrature athermane numelriques par comparaison aux resuV'its de

prambtre de ,radient de press ion Vol
deHartree - d~montrer la faisabilitd du concept dae

laminaritd an conditions de vol.

1. INTRODUCTION 9. PHENONENES DR TRAJISITION

En 1984 l'Etat Francais a initid et en In rappella bribvement leas diffarents types
partie tinancd un programme do recherches de transition auxquals on doit faire face
sur Ia laminaritA intituld loraque Pon ddsire optimiser la laminarite
"Doveloppement Technique Probetoire do sur una voilura. on paut las classar en
Laminaritd". daux catdgories salon qua is transition

rdsulte de l'amplification de perturbations

I're-ventedat an AfAR!) Meeting on'Revent ,4dwince.v in L~ong Range and l Ion I Pidurnnce 0penawinaI ')Amn41i 'Man I'WI
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ue tres petite amplitude ou de numerique directe lorsqu'elle en sera au
l'amplification de perturbations stade de l'industrialisation. En attendant,
d'amplitudo finie. los seuls outils industriels existants sont

les crite~res semi einpiriques comlne ceux de
Ces differents mode do transition sont Van Driest et Blummer (ref 2) et Pfenninger
illustrds sur la figure 1. et Poll (ref 3,4).

3. ETAT DE L'ART DES CODES DE COUCHE LIMITE
ET DE STABILITE LINEAIRE CHEZ DASSAULT
AVIATION

IS~tai~itd3.1 Codes do couche limite

b jpIsa"t r4vrao Los methodes integrales sont tres
j populaires et tres efficaces pour des

* / calculs do couche limite lorsqu'on/ s'interesse A des quantitds integrales
0 commo le coefficient do frottemont parietal

10t*lto141uiae ou los epaisseurs caracteristiques ,et sont
9It~j5 0 1  largement utilisees dans l'industrie A

cause de leur faible coait ,ce dernier pointI,, au ~ tant tres interessant lors des nombreuses
00I~~ duax uotd boucles d'optimisat ion d'un avion.

En revanche, les calculs de stabilite
linesire necessitent une connaissance tres
precise des profils de vitesse et de

instabilit~odo air*dt temperature de couche limite. Pour cette
do ?y~ar.Gori. ~raison, il est necessaire de resoudre les

equations completes de couche limite et
pour les etudes de transition ,nous
utilisons le code de couche limite en

Fig. I Diff6rentes types d'instabilit6s volumes finis de 1'ONERA-CERT dont ls
rencontr6es sur une ails description ast faite dans la reference 5.

3.2 Code de stabilite lincaire
2.1. Amplification do perturbations do
faible amplitude 3.2.1 Calculs "exacts" de stabilitei

- Transition induite par instabilites Les perturbations de vitessa et de pression
longitudinalas (ondes de sont supposees de la forme:
Tollmien-Schlichting),assontiellement
lursquo l'ecoulament est A forte dominante q'~q(y)*exp(i(e~x±py-t)) ou q(y) ast une
bidimensionalle fonction amplitude complexe.

.Transition induite par instabilitds En theorie spatiale:
transversales,lorsque l'ecoulemont a una w est reel et %( -1A sont complexes
forte dominante tridimensionelle la nombre d'onde 1(4,.

~t le vecteur amplification est
-Transition induite par instabilites doe(C.~

Taylor-Gortler, lorsque l'ecoulement evolue
sur paroi concave En theorie temporella:

w est complexe et aC et sont reels
2.2 Amplification do perturbations le nombre d'onde1(o,
d'amplitude finie et le taux d'amplification temporelle est

wi

- Transition induita par rugositd isolde
tridimensionelle Ces codes de stabilite calculant les ondes

los plus instables, on peut ddfinir pour
- Transition induite par contamination de chacunos d'elles le taux d'amplification

bjord d'attaque global A/A':

A/A*= exp ,,(Z-dx en theorie spatiale
La proiri~re classe de ph~nom4nes (2.1) *out -oi~est remplacd par wi/Vg en theorie
otro traitde avoc succ~s A Ilaido do temporelle ou Vg=)s4./ý, est la vitesse de
calculs de couche limito suivis par une groupe (ref 6)
analyse de stabilit6 lindaire (ref 1).

En suivant l'idde de Van Ingon( ref 7)
La soconde classe do phdnom~nes (2.2) no 6tablie pour los dcoulements
peut etre traitde par une analyse do bidimonsionnels, on suppose quo la
stabilit6 lin6airo puisque les transition so produit lorsque 1e rapport
perturbations initiales sont trop A/A* de l'onde la plus inistable atteint uno
importantos, pour qu'un processus do valour limite e"~, avec N gdndralement
lin~arisation puisso etro appliqud. L'outil compris ontro 7 et 10.
numtrique ad6quat sera Ia simulation L'oxtonsion do la m~thode du o'w aux
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ecoulaments tridimensionnels n'est pas si E11IACT K

aisdee t un des problemes est d'adopter une 00 rRs SAM REV
strategie cohdrente de maximisation des
taux d'amplification ( Arnal et al ref 1,
Laburthe ref 8).

Ces types de calculs consomment du temps 0
humain et du temps calcul. Par exemple,un
calcul de stabilite lir'3aire (pour une
analyse de 10 frdquences) pour 30 profils
de couche limite le long d'une ligne de
courant sur una voilure, consomme 3 heures ,

CPU sur un CRAY XMP. *

De plus, les procedures d'initialisation ne\

sont pas completement automatiques et R
demandent une habitude et un savoir faire -N

de la part de l'utilisateur. 10

3.2.*2 Base do donndes do stabilit6 0iS E.0 -

Une voje prometteuse pour l'utilisation de
calculs de stabilite A moindre cO~t est
l'elaboration de base de donndes perinettant Fig. 3 Amplification locale fonction du
un gain de temps d'un facteur 1000.Cette Reynolds . Comparaison calcul stabilite
base de donnees repose sur la xndthode des lincaire exact at interpolation dans la
paraboles, & l'origine ddveloppde par base de dconndes.
D. Arnal pour des conditions de paroi
adiabatique et dtendue aux cas non
adiabatiques par l'ONERA-CERT et Dassault
Aviation durant le projat europeen ELFIN Las cas de calculs constituant la base de
(European Laminar Flow INvestigation) dans donndes sont las suivants:
le cadre BRITE/EURAM.
Cet outil permat alors de calcular tre!s Mach :0.0 0.6 0.9 1.1 1.3
rapidament la stabilite de couches limites Tp/Tf: 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
bidimensionelles comprassibles ( 0<M<l.3 ) : 0.2 0.1 0.05 0. -0.05 -0.1
avcc transfert de chalaur ( .8<Tp/Tf<l.l ) -0.15 -0.185
pour des gradients de pression P
longitudinaux qualconquas. Pour cas 160 calculs de stabilito lineaire

"exacts" nous avzms stocke t'-us les
L'idde de la methode est que la courbe du parametres necessaires a la description des
taux d'amplification d'une onde de courbes d'amplification.
frequenca donnee en fonct ion du nombre d~e
Reynolds , peut dtre approximde par deux Pour une couche limite quelconque soumise
dami-paraboles ( figure 2 ). un Mach extdrieur donne, a un transfert de
Sur la figure 3 on peut voir que pour des chaleur donne Tp/Tf at A un gradient
ecoulements deceleres ( 0=-0.121) at de longitudinal, on interpolle dans la base et
basses frequences la forme de la courbe on accede au diagramme de stabilite tre~s
nWest plus une demi-parabole A cause dea rapidemant.
l'apparition d'un mode inflexionnel. ..a
methoda a donc ete amelioree afin de Sur les figures 3 et 4 ( respectivement
modeliser ces modes inflexionnels. amplification locale at amplification

totale fonct ions du nombre de Reynolds basd
sur l'epaisseur de deplacement) on prdesnte
las courbes de stabilite calculees pour
Mach=0.4 Tp/Tf=0.95 0 =-0.121

par la methoda base de donnees interpollee
Set par le calcul exact.

L'accord est satisfaisant at lea courbas
d anveloppas (figure 4) utilisdes pour

predire la transition par la methode du a
donnant des rdsultats tr~s semblablas.

Signalons enfin qua dans le cadre de la
seconde phase du projet europeen ELFIN,

d Dassault Aviation va collaborar A
l'4tablissement d'una base de donnees

I- semblable mais Otendue aux ecoulamants
R ft tridimensionnels.

P09M .OI YP/1l. 1.0 UibOa." PSI- SA 3.3 Pridiction do la transition

Comma nous 1'avons ddjA mentionnd,au cours
d'une boucle d'optimisation d'una aila

Fig, 2 Amplification locale fonction du ,nous avons besoin d'outils afficacas at
Reynolds pour plumiours friquences r6duites rapidas pour la pr~diction de la

transition.
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Reynolds at do la frdquence. Comparaison
calcul de stabilit6 lindaire exact at
interpolation dans la base de donnees.

C.PE.p. d. BOLTZ ,' .1 T

0 00 sCmM&TT v FA

Comme nous l'avons dit au paragraphe 0 P OLLTT,02

prdcddant,l'extension de la methode du eV

aux 6coulements tridi-nensionnels conduit A
des probl~ines fondamentaux toujours A 200

l'etude.a 

f wt'L

C'est pour ces raisons que dans un contexte
industriel nous continuons d'utiliser des7.0o
crit~res de transition analytiques. C

00,CMCAPour la transition induite par instabilites zo 0 .02S/longitudinales nous utilisons le crit~re
classique de Granville ou la methode des *~

paraboles.HI

Pour la transition induite par instabilites 2.3 14 2A Z, I?

transversales nous utilisons deux criteres
Cl et C2 developpes par l'ONERA-CERT (refFi.6CtrerasralC
9). i.6Ci~etaseslC

-critere Cl :clest une correlation efltre
Rh2 (nombre de Reynolds basd sur
l'6paisseur de deplacenent transverse) et Reynolds T calcule sur la ligne de
le param~tre de forme longittvdinal H12 glisseinent d'une aile en fleche A l'aide ae
(figure 5) .L'hypoth~se sous-jacents est que la vitesse le long de cette ligne et du
la direction d'instabilitd maximale est la gradient de vitesse normnalement au bord
direction transverse (psi=90*) d'attaque.La valeur limite de 7 au dessus

de laquelle il y a contamination est
-critbre C2 :ce crit~re es fondd sur le voisine de 250.
fait que la direction psi de plus grands
instabilitd W'est pas 90' oais psimi
(autour de 85'). C'est une corrdlation 3.4 validation des criteres de transition
entre R61psimin (pour psi=C Clpsi= Si, en soufflerie
pour psi=90* SCpsi=S2), H12 et le taux de
turbulence a l'infini amont Tu (figure 6). Sur les figures 7b et 7c on inontre des
Cette correlation ost based sur des calculs positions de transition calculedes et
de stabilite lindaire mends pour tin grand mesurees experimentalement stir une ails en
nombre de profils do couche limits projetds fl~che pour differents nombre de
solon plusisurs directions psi solon Reynolds,dans la soufflerie F2 au Fauga.Ces
1'hypoth~se do Stuart (ref 8,10). resultats ont ete obtenus par Arnal et
Ce crit~re est plus rdaliste gus ls crit~re Juillen (ref. 1). La rdpartitiofl de vitesse
Cl puisqu'il prend en compte is taux do est montrde sur la figure 7a.
turbulence extdrieure ot surtout la
direction d'amplification maximum des ondes Stir la figure 7b on constato quo los
lea plus instables. crit~res Cl oti C2 sont bien adaptds pour

lea plus grands nombros de Reynolds,pour
Pour la contamination de bord d'attaquo lesquels los instabilitds lonqitudinales et
noun utilisons l. critbre de Poll (ref 4) tranaversalos sont bien distinct.. et ooQ il
basd sur tins valour limits d'un nombro do est ldgitime do calculer s6pardment
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l'amplification totale des deux types
d' instabilites.
Mais lorsque les deux types d'instabilitds
coexistent et interagissent l'applicatiofl
de crit~res distincts conduit a des
desaccords avec l'experience. Dans ce
cas,les calculs de stabilite lindaire
peuvent aider A comprendre les raisons de
ces desaccords et des resultats obtenus par
la mdthode du e N en integrant le taux
d'amplification locale dans la direction de
plus grande instabilite, montrent un tres
bon accord avec la soufflerie (figure 7c).

Fig. 8 FALCON 50

20 
4. OBJECTIPS DES ESSAIS EN VOL

0 01 A 06Les experimentations ont ete menees sur le

FALCON 50 qui fut choisi coinme avion de
demonstration (figure 8) ;elles se sont

Fig. 7a Distribution de vitesse sur Ie deroulees en 2 phases principales d'essais
profil (cas (49,-2)) en vol suivies d'une phase de validation de

la soufflerie recreant les conditions de
vol. Ces experimentations ont ete choisies
de manie~re a couvrir les conditions de vol

LosiaNr calcuIlaions (Mach,Reynolds,angles de fleche),et i
a zpwinmen acquerir les donnees necessaires a la

__________________ conception d'un future aile laminaire pour

XTIC Sp-tionavion d'affaires (figure 9).

-La phase 1 (1985-1987) avait comme
as. objectifs, de montrer qu'il etait possible

de faire fonctionner en vol une section de

_ýý JCRSSFDMWvoilure en LAMINARITE NATURELLE ,et
--- d'acqudrir des donnees en vue de determiner

les limites de ce concept. Les essais ont
__________________ e1 te mands sur un profil d'aile optimisa en

0 2 3O~ vue de supporter une zone d'ecoulement
o 40 so00-.

4
*J laminaire etendue , et da mettra en jeu

principalernent les instai,41itds
longitudinales pour une fleche de 25 degres

Fig. 7b Position do Is tiansition et Jes instabilites transvarsalas pour une
(criteres Ci .t C2) fleche de 35 degres.

o Experimnts

XT/C 0 Mack'sethod

0 SYSglTM~ 43 DIII 3113/VX1T30&Q

0 3 3 ~ 10) Rc ETT D'&BXIS AULIOU
C Sysymi Do anc00Y)1111?ION

13183 I LNII31DIY M UYSLL3 (ISSS-3,9471
Fig. 7c Position do ia transition FLCU D3 3030D'ig O *IAU I/35 Eeqr6I

(nitbode du a

rig. 9 Objeotifs des phases I at 11
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_ La phase 11 (1987-1990) fut beaucoup S.2 Instrumentation
plus ainbitieuse puisque sea objectifs
dtaient de d6montrer la faisabilitd du L'instrumentation (figure 11) a ete d~f.inie
concept de LAMINARITE HYDRIDE avec wia de inaniere a obtenir des mesures des
syst~ine de nettoyage et de d6givrage de diffdrents param&tres de l'6coulement gui
bard d'attaque d'une ails dont is rayon et sont respectiveinent:
l'angls de flbche du bard d'attaque
n~cessitaient Is d6veloppsment d'un systbine (a) la position et 1'stendue de la
anti contamination et d'un syst~ine transition mesurde en temps rdel A l1aide
d'aspiration.de

- 22 films chauds compensds en
teinpdrature et situds A l'extrados

S. PHASE 1; DEM4ONSTRATION DE Lh L1.MINPRITE et A l'intrados; ces films apr-h
NATUELLEcalibration permettent d'autrepart

d'obtenir les coefficients de
5.1 installations et Rayons 4'.ssais frottement.

L'4616ment de voilure testd, de 1.80 mn
d'envergure, 1 mn de cords d'einplanture et
0.70 in de cords d'extrdinitd , a dte montd - 2 cameras infra-rouge installdes
sur la partie supdrieure de la ddrive dans des pods & chaque extremite de
tronquds de l'avion (figure 10), une plague l'empennage horizontal.
de garde norizontale sdparant les deux
ecoulements.

L'angle de fl~che noininale dtait de 25
degrds avec possibilitd de passer & 35
degres par adjonction d'une cale. Le nodele
tests etait composd d'une structure
in~talligue recouverte d'une couche de
resine de 3 mm d'dpaisseur. La variation de
portance de 1'616ment de voilure etait
obtenue p,,, variation du derapage de PA~mw

l1avion.

Ce montage iriginal, bien gus plus ddlicat
& realiser, a ete prdfdrd A la solution du
manchon utilisd dans d'autres programmes,
afin de minimiser les interactions avec le
champ adrodynaminiue de l'avion mais aussi
pour recrder un ecoulement amont aussi
proche gue possible de l'ecoulement &aD
l'inf-ii amont ( ?rincipalement en termesBT
de fluctuations de pression et de vitesse).

Las conditions de vol ont dtd choisies de
mani~re & couvrir une gamme de nombre de
Mach de 0.5 & 0.85 et de nombre de Reynolds
de 3.7 E+06 & 7.0 E+06 pour des
coefficients de portance CL variant de
-0.10 A +0.50.

Fig. 11 Instrumentation ds la phase I

(b) la turbulence et ls bruit a l'aide de

-un capteur (STU) inesurant le niveau
de fluctuations de vitesse de
116coulement ainont
un capteur de pression
instationnaire (SFP) mesurant les
fluctuations de pression

Ces capteurs sont situes de part et
d'autre de la plaque de garde.

(c) la trainde du profil de voilure par
mesure du sillage A l'aide d'un peigne
de sillage comportant 44 prises de
pression totals et une prise de
press ion stat ique.

(d) I& temp~ral-ure de paroi A l'aide de 2
Fig. 10 Deuonutrateur pour 6tudes do thermocouples situ~s au d.oss..s de la
laninarit& naturelle (Phase 1) plaque de garde.
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(e) la distribution de Cp et !a .
determination de la portance generee 190WJ

par le derapage de l'avion ,A l'aide
d'une rangee de 26 prises de pression
statique situee aux 2/3 de i'envergure.

5.3 Essais 06n vol (1 2PU 36000

Les essais en vol effectues pour les 2(1,2P 0

angles de fl~che (25 et 35 degres) et pour M,une transition naturelle et imposee ont
permis : ________________

(a) de verifier le bon fonctionnement de Vol 484080-
l'instrumentation *Vol 489

(b) de montrer qu'il etait possible
d'obtenir une zone laminaire 0,02

dtendue.La figure 12 montre un exemple Z (t 3
-- 3

de visualisation obtenue par camera
infra-rouge mettant en evidence:

I ~39000
- une zone laminaire s'etendant sur 1I w

environ 70% de corde (Pu), a/.

- une transition induite par (P U),]
l'installation de films chauds

- une transition en extrdmitd de D
voilure, due & la forte 0.01
tridimensionnalite de l'ecoulement 0,70 d.75 0,80 O.8;

(c) et bien sur d'acguerir tous les
parametres necessaires & Fig. 13 Mesures des fluctuations de
l'exploitation des resultats. pression et de vitesse

Ces rdsultats sont a corparer a ceux
obtenus dans des souffleries de tre~s bonne
qualite montrant des niveaux de turbulence
de 0.1% et des niveaux dz- fluctuaLions ae
pression de 0.3%. on observe que bien que
les niveaux de fluctuations de vitesse de
vol sojent 6 a 7 fois plus faibles que ceux
obtenus en soufflerie, les niveaux de
fluctuations de pression sont semblables.

5.4.2 Comparaison calcul/vol de la
position de la transition

Un des premiers objectifs de ces essais en
vol dtait d'obtenir des resultats
experimetitaux destines A verifier la
validitd des criteres.

Fig. 12 Image obtenue par camera Etant donne que l'analyse des films chauds
infra-rouge permet de deceler la position de la

transition (plus exactement le milieu de la
zone transitionnelle), il 6tait interessant

5.4 Principaux resultats de comparer ces resultats A ceux obtenus
par calcul utilisant les criteres

5.4.1 Mesures de bruit et de turbulence semi-empiriques Cl et C2 prdsentds au
paragraphe 3.3.

L'analyse des signaux des sondes STU et SFP
aypermis d'acquorir 1esquantitds Sur la figure 14 on compare les positions
-P /(0.5eU) et (f7U)'/ 71).La figure 13 experimentales de transition obtenues pour

relative aux vols 484 et 489 montre: diffdrents nombre de Reynolds & celles
obtenues par application des critebres Cl et

- qu' il n'y a pas d'influence C2 pour les diffdrents niveaux de
significative de l'altitude ou du turbulence mesures. On constate que:
nombre de Mach sur les rdsultats

(a) Cl est en bon accord avec le vol si
- que loa niveaux de turbulence varient l'on consid~re onie le critý-- A---- le

entre 0.01* Pt n).021 alors que lea debut de la zone de transition et non
tilveaux de fluctuations de i..rcmsion pas son milieu cc-mme l'indiquent les
varient de 0.20t & 0.45t. films chauds
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(b) C2 ,mdme avec le plus fort niveau de 6. PHASE 11: DEMONSTRATION DE LA LAMINARITE
turbulence de vol, prddit une HYBRIDE

tranitio tro tarive.6.1 Installation at moyans d'essais
on a alors recherche le niveau de
turbulence qu'il faudrait prendre en compte En 1987 , les rdsultats de la phase I ant
dans le critbre C2 pour retrouver les montrd qu'il etait possible de calculer et
positions de transition de vol. Les de faire voler une section de voilure en
resultats ant alors montre qu' en vol le dcoulement laininaire naturellement, puisque
parametre essentiel gouvernant les criteres de transition ant dte bien
l'instabilitd ne serait pas les correles et que les essais ant permis
fluctuations de vitesse mais len d'acqudrir la connaissance necessaire
fluctuations de pression. leur amelioration.

Le but de la phase II etait de ddmontrer la
jVOL possibilite d'obtenir un ecoulement

laminaire sur une aile de forte fleche (35*
DECOLLEI4ENT LAMINAIRE de fl~che de bard d'attaque) pour des

ICCRITEP.E C1 Reynolds de vol allant de 12 E+06 &
XT/C 20 E+06 , en controlant l'instabilitd

1 CRTER C2 u7002%transverse par aspiration de couche limite4 A travers une paroi poreuse sur 10% de
I corde & l'extrados. Le but dtait de

maintenir l'ecoulement laminaire sur
environ 30% de corde. Cette dtude a dtd

dPidx >03 rdalinee sur la partie interne de l'aile du
FALCON 50 (figure 15).

0.5 F
dP,'x < 0

0
2 46

Fig. 14 Correlation do ia position do la
transition

5.5 Conclusions do la phase I

Ces essais en vol ant perinis d'acqudrir une
certaine quantitd de donndes non
disponibles en France & l'6poque,
concernant le phdnombne de transition en
vol et les differents param~tres qui 1a
gouvernent, plus particulibrement les Fig. 15 Installation pour la demonstration
niveaux de turbulence anont et de do laminaritd hybrid.
fluctuations de pression.

Ils ant aussi permis de valider le critbre
Cl concernant Ia position de la transition. Clest une zone out les forts of fets

triaimensionneis a 1'emplanture . la
L'utilisation du critbre C2 et le niveau de fl~che, et lea Reynolds de vol ant demandd
turbulence A appliquer pour corrdler la successivenent:
position de la transition ant mis en
lumi~re l'importance croissante du niveau - l'optimisation d'une nouvelle voilure
de fluctuation de pression lorsque le d'emplanture en nodifiant lea profils
niveau do turbulence ddcroit. jusqu'& environ 65% do cords,

- 1s d6veloppement d'un syst~me
d'aspiration incorporant l. syst~me do
ddgivraqe et do nott~oyaga do bord
d'aLtaque,

- 1e d~voloppexent. d'un systime capable
d'iviter la contamination de bord
d'attaque.
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6.1.1 Conception du bord d'attaque et du
syst~me d'aspiration z 4'' 'f-'''

Le bord d'attaque laminaire ( figure 16)
optimise a ete rajoutd sur le profil 20. -
initial, le raccord se faisant & l'aide deA
rdsine. L'extrados du bard d'attaque P
consistait en une plaque TKS perforee auF[
laser. L'aspiration se faisait A travers 6
canaux relids & tine trompe d'aspiration.
Deux panneaux TKS de ddgivrage situes sur C
la ligne de glissement permettaientE
d'appliquer un liquide MPG (Monopropyl~ne P2- - E
Glycol) sur le bard d'attaque.E

PLAQUE TKS

PERPOREE RSl PftSSR TAS

BORDD'ATTQUEPig. 17a Maquette pour les essais en
BOrD 'TAU soufflerie A T2

PAI)1EU KB---------------------------La figure 17b montre les rdsultatsP)M~iEAUTKSobtenus,reprdsentant le niveau deANTI-GIVRAGE - turbulence derriere le bump (film chaud
ET NTTOAGEFC2) en fonction du Reynolds~ On peut

constater que:

Fig. 16 Conception du bord d'attaque - sans bump, on retrouve la valeur
critiq-2e cidssique de R9=250,

- les bumps numdro 1 et 2 apportent un
gain substantiel en repoussant la
limite vers R=300

6.1.2 Definition et optimisation du $'bump" La configuration numero 3 ( bump numero 1
de bard d'attaque. Essais en soufflerie un peu plus eloigne de la paroi) ameliore

encore les rdsultats puisque son
Avant de realiser un ecoulement laminaire fonctionnement reste correct jusqu'au
hybride capable de minimiser l'instabilite Reynolds R maxi teste, c'est a dire 7=320.
transversale sur une aile en fleche, il est
imperatif de verifier que la turbulence Le bump numdro 1 fut donc fabriqud et
gdndree par les couches limites de fuselage installd sur l'avion ( figure 18).
et convectee le long de la ligne de
glisseinent, est suffisamment amortie pour
eviter la contamination de tout le bard
d'attaque. Pour un ecoulement
incompressible la prediction de la
contamination est basee sur la valeur du
nombre de Reynolds 7 decrit au paragraphe 14___
3.3. RMS (Mv)

12 SANS BUMP - __

Les calculs mends sur le nouveau profil BM *
d'aile optimisd avaient montrd que la 10 BUMP N*1 TRANSLATE-
contamination se produirait sur toute la BUMP N*2
partie interne de l'aile pour des Reynolds * -__ ____

unitaires superitu"-..t 4 E+06 ,c'est & dire
pour tous les points de vol eanvicag&z.

Af in do combattre ce phdnombne ,I
l'optimisation thdorique d'un syst~me 4 - __ ____

appeld "bump" a dt rdalisde par des .I
calculs tridimensionnels. Des essais sur I
une maquette simplifide ont 6td mends dans 2--
la soufflerie T2 de l'ONERA-CER1 POULL -- T = ,FC2
piusieurs configurations de manubre &
valider les performances prddites. 160 200 220 240 260 260 300 320

La figure 17a montre la maquette soufflerie
equippde de 4 films chauds our le bard
d'attaque af in do qualifier la nature de Fig. 17b Risultats d'essais do acufflerie
1'6coulement sur la licjne do glissrnment. du bump
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- 3 rangees de 12 films chauds pour
detecter la position de la transition
et installes derriere la zone aspiree
dans la partie en rdsine

- une serie de 14 films chauds A
l'extrados et de 14 autres films
chauds & 1'intrados de part et
d'autre de la ligne de glissement,
installes sur des feuilles de "Kapton"
collees sur le bord d'attaque. Cette
instrumentation qui cachait en partie
la zone d'aspiration n'dtait montee que
pour les essais de contamination de
bord d'attaque et etait enlevee pour
les essais en vol avec controle de
couche limite par aspiration.

- un pod pouvant abriter soit une camera
infra-rouge pour visualiser les
transitions, soit une camera video pour

Fig. 18 BUMP installd sur avioxa controler l'efficacitd des systemes de
degivrage et de nettoyage de bord
d attaque

- 2 capteurs de mesure de turbulence
6.2 Instrumentation amont installds sur le pod en position

haute et basse, et 1 capteur de mesure
L'instrumentation utilisee ( figure 19) de fluctuation de pression amont
durant cetto phase II consistait en:

- ', veiocim~tres "Testovent" pour
-3 rangees de capteurs de pression nesurer le taux d'aspiration dans
staticjue pour mesurer la distribution chaque canal, ainsi que des capteurs de
de Cp pres du bord d'attaque pression statique tout le long du

systeme d'aspiration

6.3 Essais en vol

Les essais en vol de cette phase se sont
FEUILE E KATONderoules en 2 etapes bien distinctes:

FILMSOAUDS(a) sans bump

Une premiere serie de vols a ete effectuee
________________________de fac~on A:

- valider le systeme TKS de nettoyage et
de deqivrage de bord d'attaque. De plus
ces tests ont permis do confirmer la

~CAPTEURS DE PRESSION position de la ligne de glissement
solon l'incidenco afin de positionnor
corroctemont les films chauds pour les

FIM CAD tests do contamination

- mottre en 6videnco la contamination de
bord d'attaque pour differentes
conditions de vol

- mettre aii evidence les of Lets du taux
d'aspiration dans ces conditions

(b) avea bump

Ces vols ont dtd effectuds af in do
d~termininr los diffdrents param~tres
influongant 1'6tendue do la zone laminaire:

- effet. du bump sur la dicontamination

- of fet do l1angle do f1~cho du bord
d'attaque ( par variation de l1anglo do
ddrapage do l1avion)

Fiq. 19 Instrumentation do Is phase rx - of fet du taux d'aspiration et do as
distribution dana lea canaux I & 6
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6.4 Principaux risultats do la phase II (c) Effet du taux d'aspiration et de
l'angle do fleche

Ca) ettoagedu brd 'attqueLes effets du taux d'aspiration( clest a

Les vols effectues & basse altitude ont dire de sa distribution et de son
demontre l'efficacite du systeme TKS et du intensitd), et les effets de l'anglo de
liquile utilise, puisque gulapr~s vol on fleche ( 5' de derapage pour passer de 35*
comptait 600 insectes/m2 sur le bard de fleche A 10') furent etudies en detail
d'attaque gauche non traitd alors qu'on ne pour differents Reynolds de "-I.
notait aucun probldme de pollution sur le
bard d'attaque drait. - sans aspiration, avec ou sans derapage,

tous los films chauds delivrdrent un signal
(b) contamination de bard d'attaque: turbulent ( figure 21a)

effe du ump- pour un taux d'aspiratian raisonnable
Apr~s analyse des enregistremonts des films (c'est & dire insignifiant dans le bilan
chauds de bard d'attaque et d'extrados, les energetique) et sans derapage ,la zone
vols effectues sans bump ant montrd quo laminaire s'etendait jusqu'a 25% de corde
toute l'aile etait contaminee. Les vals (figure 21b ) .Elle sletendait jusqu'A
of fectues pour differents angle de fl~che presque 30% de corde (figure -.lc ) lorsque
(differents derapages) et differents nombre la fleche do bord d'attaque fut reduite a
do Reynolds ant permis de quantifier 30*.
l'etendue et la variation do la zone
contaminee et do correler los calculs. Dans
le cas 1e plus favorable , une petite zone
intermittente fut observee en extrdmite do 6.5 Conclusions de la phase II
manchon (figure 20a )

Ces series d'essais en vol ant permis:
Ces essais furent alors repetes avec 10
m~me taux d'aspiration, mais avec un bump - do developper un certain nombre do
situe A 150 mm puis 300 mm do l'emplanture technologies, spdcialement le systeýme
(figures 20b et 20c). Un net progres fut d'aspiration qui pout &tre directement
constate par rapport aux essais precedants, installe sur avion, et 1e procede
puisque tous los films chauds ddlivraient conqu pour eviter la contamination
un signal intermittent jusqu'& 25% do cordo turbulente sur le bord d'attaquo
avec 1e bump & 150 mm. La configuration dWailes on fleche. Ils ant aussi
avec bump A 300 mm permit do faire permis do determiner los diffdrents
apparaitre une zone laminaire. parametros pouvant affecter los

performances do ces systmems.

AVEC ASPIRATION ET ANGLE DE FLECHEE 351

F1LA14INAIRE D INTERMITTENT TURBULENT

a) SANS BUMP b) AVEC BUMP c) AVEc BUMP

& 150mm DE L'ZMPLANTURB & 300mm do L'EMPLANTURB

Fig. 20 3! fet du bump sur l'itendu. do la
zone laminaire



DUMP A 300MM DR L'EXPLP.NTURE

F-]LAKIAIRE ElINTERMITTENT TURBULENT

a)BANS ASPIRATION b) AVEC ASPIRATION c) AVEC ASPIRATION
ANGLE DE PLECHE= 35* ANGLE DE FLECHE= 35* ANGLE DE FLECHE= 30*

Fig. 21 Ettot do l'aspiration et de
1'angle do fleche

-de montror quo le debit d'aspiration En outre los simulations numeriques
necessaire & une laminaritd hybride diroctes ( ref. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) ont
sur une portion d'aile de FALCON 50 fait de tels progres au cours des dix
etait relativomont faible et de poids dornieres annees qu'on peut les utiliser
ndgligeable dans le bilan dnergdtique. pour comprendre les traits saillants du

processus non lindaire et pour identifier
lea parametres qui gouvernent son
occurence. Ils sont d.evenus do tres

7. PERSPECTIVES precioux outils do comprehensiLn du
phdnom~no do transition.

7.1 Concornant la pr6diction do la
transition

Grhce au processus do croissanco lineniro 7.2 Concornant los ossais on vol
qui generalomont domino sur une distance
rolativomont importanto avant 1e debut do A la fin 1990, los resultats obtenus
transition, l'application do la m~thode du pendant los phases I et II do ce programme
eoen conjonction avec des calculs do ont pormis do montror quo 1e concept do

couches limites tridimensionnellos donne laminarite dtait viable pour les avions
des estimations do transition qui sont d'affaires, puisqu'un certain nombre do
d'uno grande importance pour dos technologies requises etaient
applications pratiquos. maitrisdes,l'denrgie n~cessaire etant

ndgligeable dovant los gains attendus.
?4ais lorsque lorsque 1e processus
d'instabilitd Weost plus lent ot est C'est la raison pour laquelle Dassault
ossontielloinont non lindaire, 11 faut Aviation slest engagde dans cotte voie et a
continuer do rechercher expdrimentalemont initid d~s cotto annde un nouveau programme
et thdoriquement los chemins vors la qui lui permottra d'approfondir 505
turbulence .connaissances pour pr6paror l'implantatio~n

do la laminaritd hybride & un niveau
Commo 1e soulignent Morkovin et Reshotko industriel:
(ref. 16), A cause do la complexitd des
phdnombnens do transition et du nombre do - on Otendant los actions do phase II
param~tros varids agissant sur oux, les aux deux ailes intornes du FALCON 900
tests do validation devront avoir des af in do tester la robustesse des
domaines do recouvrement au niveau des syst~mos requis A un niveau
parambtres aussi bien qu'une redondanco au opdrationnel
niveau des mesures do transition.
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IMPROVEMENT OF ENDURANCE PERFORMANCE
BY PERIODIC OPTIMAL CONTROL OF VARIABLE CAMBER

by
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Germany

ABSTRACT 2 INTRODUCTION
Other than in classical theory, endurance cruise is Optimizing endurance cruise is a basic problem of
considered as an optimal periodic control problem aircraft performance where the time which can be
where the state and control variables change in a spent in the air for a given amount of fuel is maxi-
periodic manner. Variable camber is introduced as a mized while the distance covered is not of interest.
further control in addition to angle of attack and According to classical theory, endurance cruise is a
thrust setting. By periodically varying camber in a steady-state flight at constant speed or altitude or
coordinated process with the two other controls, it is both. Maximizing endurance is achieved by an appro-
possible to fully exploit its potential of improving the priate altitude/speed combination such that fuel flow
lift/drag ratio for increasing the endurance of aircraft. rate is minimized. The controls (throttle and elevator)

It is quantitatively shown which gain in endurance are constant or show small gradual variations because
performance can be achieved. Results are presented mass will be changing rather slowly as fuel is consu-
for an idealized engine model showing no control rate med. Techniques for optimization classical endurance
limitations as well as for a realistic model with cons- cruise are well known (e.g., Refs. 1-4).
traints on control rates imposed. The numerical va- Recent research in aircraft performance has shown
lues for the constraints are chosen such that only slow that there may be a non-steady type of cruise which
thrust changes are admitted. yields a superior endurance performance (Refs. 5-7).

This type of cruise is characterized by a periodic
1 NOMENCLATURE trajectory. Each period of the trajectory consists of

two phases one of which is a high-thrust climbing
CD drag coefficient flight while the other is a descent at low thrust.
CL lift coefficient With the use of wings which can adjust their profile,
D drag the performance requirements of different types of ma-
g acceleration due to gravity neuvers can be better met. This technique is based on
h altitude an aerodynamic concept termed "Variable Camber"h perforae cwhich provides an efficient means for improving the
J performance criterion lift/drag characteristics of aircraft (Refs. 8-11).
L lift
M Mach number The performance potential of periodic optimal control
m masn of endurance cruise can be further enhanced when
S reference area the improved aerodynamic capability of variable cam-
3 switching function ber can be additionally utilized (Refs. 4, 12). This is
T thrust because periodic optimal control can provide a par-
t time ticular advantage of variab!e camber by continually
V speed adjusting the wing profile during the unsteady phases
a angle of attack of a period.
7 flight path angle It is the purpose of this paper to provide a further
&r throttle setting insight into the endurance performance improvement
6vci variable camber setting, i 1,...j possible by periodic aircraft cruise in combination with
A Lagrange multiplier control of variable camber. It will be shown which en-
9 athmospheric density durance increase can be achieved by optimal periodic
a fuel consumption factor control when compared with the best steady-state

cruise. A further topic on which emphasis is put is of
a more practical nature. It concerns a limitation of

* Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gottfried Sachs, Director, Institute throttle control rate in order to avoid abrupt thrust
of Flight Mechanics and Flight Control. changes.

** Dipl.-Ing. Rainer Mehlhorn, RPmearch Assistant.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Ain'raft '.Mav I93.
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3 STEADY-STATE CRUISE AND VARIABLE control which is continually changed. Thus, it is pos-
CAMBER CONSIDERATIONS sible to exploit the potential of variable camber for

For reference purposes, some basic properties of steady- further improving aircraft performance.

state cruise and variable camber aerodynamics are
considered first. 4 PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR PERIO-

Maximizing endurance in steady-state cruise requires DIC OPTIMAL CRUISE

to minimize fuel flow. This means to determine the The ur. ;eady phases of a periodic trajectory require
minimum of the expression to adequately model the dynamics of the aircraft as

well as aerodynamics and powerplant characteristics.

rhf = oT (1) The equations of motion may be written as

dV T D
With the use of T = D = CD(a/2)V2 S and mg = - - - - gsin7
L = CL(#/2)V

2S, Eq. (1) may be rewritten as

CD (dy L g coo Y,•= u--mg (2) d - -goi
C.-L dt mV V

When treating thrust specific fuel consumption a as a (4)

constant which is a reasonable assumption for jet pro- dh = V sin 7
pelled aircraft considered here, maximum endurance dt
is achieved by a flight condition at minimum drag/lift
ratio (CV/CDL),i.- In case of a parabolic drag polar dmr _

CD = CDr0 + KCL, the following relation for the opti- dt - f(V, h, 6T)
mal lift coefficient in regard to (GD/CL)min holds

The characteristics of lift and drag may be modelled

CL = CV10 /K (3) as L = CL(Q/2)V 2S and D = CD(?/2)V'S where

This relation may be considered as a reference. For CL = CL(a, bvci, M), i = 1, ...j
a more realistic modelling, the dependency of speci- CD = CD(a, 6 V~i, M), i = I, (5)
fic fuel consumption on Mach number, altitude and
throttle setting and the effect of Mach number on For changing variable camber setting, a multiple set
drag as well as non-parabolic characteristics of the of individual control devices 6cvi may be applied. The
drag polar must be accounted for. An explicit solu- actual number denoted by j is due to the specifics of a
tion may not be possible and numerical or graphical technical design such as leading and trailing edge flaps
methods are required to determine the minimum of or a segmentation of a wing (Ref. 9). In this paper,
rihf as described by Eq. (1), Refs. 1-4. a combination of leading and trailing edge flaps is

Steady-state endurance performance can be improved considered (implying that j = 2), Fig. 2. From the

with a variable camber wing. From Eq. (2) it follows results pre "nted it follows that the lift/drag ratio

that it is necessary to find the best drag/lift ratio for can be effectively improved by appropriate setting

the lift coefficient at v Lich endurance cruise is conduc- of variable camber as indicated by the envelope. .s

ted. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. This Figure shows may be seen, a rather complex functional relationship

individual drag polars as generated by appropriate exists between drag coefficient and the other -uantities

camber settings for some flight conditions like cruise, involved.

maneuver, loiter etc. The difference between the best The thrust model accounts for the effect of speed,
drag/lift ratios of the individual polars show that a si- altitude and thrust setting. It may be expressed as
gnificant aerodynamics advantage may be possible by
appropriately controlling camber. The envelope of all T(V, h, 6T) = h Tm.(V, h) (6)
drag polars possible is a measure for the aerodynamics Fuel consumption characteristics ae described by V"
performance of a variable camber wing. follonsumption

As may also be seen in Fig. 1, loitering corresponds
to a flight at a larger lift coefficient than range cruise. ¢nf = rho (h) + &r a(V) Tm.x(V, h) (7)
It may also be of interest to note that loitering is
conducted at a relatively small Mach number avoiding During a period tcy, of %. trajectory, a certain amount
drag increase due to compressibility. of fuel is consumed. This amount can be conetiered

small when compared with the total mass of the air-The maneuver. indicated in Fig. 1 basically represent craft

steady-state flight conditions. Accordingly, variable micy,) - mq(0) < m (8)
camber is usually considered as a steady-state con-
trol which is held constant during a maneuver. In this As a consequence, the mass of the aircraft can be
paper, variable camber is introduced as a non-steady considered constant for the duration of one period.
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Periodicity of the flight path implies the following An optimal period of maximum endurance cruise is
boundary conditions presented in Figs. 3-5. There is a significant increase

in endurance of 25.4 % when compared with the best
V(tY0 = V(0) steady-state cruise.

g•tcyc) = 7(0) (9a) This increase is achieved by an unsteady maneuver

h(tcyc) = h(O) which combines a high-thrust climb phase followed
by a descent phase at idling (Fig. 3). As may be

The initial condition for the fuel mass can be written seen in Fig. 4, a ccnsiderable use is made of variable
as camber which is changed in a wide range. In the high-

rn(0) = 0 (9b) thrust climb phase (Fig. 5), camber is set at low values
Control variables are angle of attack a, variable cam- indicating a decambering of the wing. A large camber

ber setting 6vci and throttle setting &r which are setting is applied for the descent phase at idling.
subject to the following inequality constraints Fig. 6 shows further details of optimal control of va-

riable camber. For the range of high lift coefficients, a
amin _ a < ( max large camber setting is applied and the Mach numbers

(OvcC in _• bvc _< (WCvi)ma, i = 1, ....j (10) attained are rather small. The opposite holds for the
range of small lift coefficients. The correlation exi-0•< 6T_< 1 sting between these quantities indicates a favorable

The atmospheric model which is used for describing usage of the variable camber potential for applica-
air density, speed of sound and thrust dependencies on .,on to periodic control of endurance. This is because
altitude agrees with the ICAO Standard Atmosphere the f frectiveness of variable camber in improving the
(Ref. 13). lift/drag ratio is rather high at small Mach numbers

(Fig. 2). This particularly holds for the upper rangeThe optimization problem is to determine a periodic of lift coefficients. By contrast, the effectiveness is
trajectory which yields the maximum of flight time considerably reduced at high subsonic MJach uumbeib
per fuel consumed. For this purpose, the performance (Fig. 2).
criterion J- _ cyc (1

"m*(tcyc) 6 THRUST MODEL WITH CONSTRAINED

is introduced. CONTROL RATE

The optimization problem may now be formulated The contiol of thrust in the previously conbidered re-
as to find the control histories a, bvci and 6

T, the ference case shows a bang-hb'g type behavior which
initial states (V(0), 7(0), h(0)) and the optimal cycle means a swit-thing bet•c": its maximunr and mini-
length fyc which maximize the perfomance criterion mum values a,' an infinite contrcl rate. Such t beha-
subject to the dynamic system described by Eq. (4), vior is not realistic because of limitations existing for
the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (9a,b) and the the control rate of thrust. Furthermore, even a high
inequality constraints for the control variables, E control rate may be not feasible because there are
(10). detrimental effects on engine life time when thrust is

very rapidly changed from idling to maximum and
For solving this problem, an optimization procedure vice versa. In order to reduce such effects and to rea-
based on the minimum principle and the method of listically simulate thrust control characteristics, an
multiple shooting was applied. Details are described expanded model is introduced. This model shows a li-
in the Appendix. mitation in thrust control rate where a time of 10 sec

was chosen for changing thrust from idle to maximum
5 BASIC PROPERTIES OF PERIODIC (dry) and vice versa.

OP¶. •MAL CRUISE ~y
The effect of constraining thrust control rate on pe-

The results presented in this section are intended to riodic optimal endurance cruise is shown in Figs 7-9.
show basic properties of periodic optimal endurance There is only a small effect on the endurance impro-
cruise. They may be considered as a reference in as vement achievable with periodic optimal control due
much as there are no restrictions of control rates which to delayed thrust buildup caused by the rate cons-
may be limited from a practical point of view. All traint. The optimal trajectory is quite similar to the
other characteristics of the aircrau, are realistically previously considered reference case.
modelled. Ths particularly concerns aerodynamics,
the main characteristic of which is the drag/lift relati- It may be of intertat to note how fuel is consumed
onship and its dependency on variable camber setting during maximum thrust and idling phases. This is
and Mach number. This rather complex dependency illustrated in Fig. 10. As may be seen, a significant
is modelled according to the example shown in Fig. 2 portion of fuel is consumed during the idling phase.
for three Mach numbers. The aircraft considered may Despite the fact that this portion is wasted, periodic
be regarded as representative for vehicles capable of optimal control provides an improvement in the overall
supersonic speed. perfý,rmance.
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Though the optimal period length is more than 10 8 APPENDIX (OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS'
min, a further increase may contribute to an ease m For solving the periodic control problem described,
control and also to a further reduction of problems as optimization methods are required with the use of
regards engine life time considerations. This is because which a solution can be constructed. The technique
an increased period length would mean a reduction of applied in this paper is an indire." nethod which ma-
the number of engine cycles necessary for a given to- kes use of establishing optimality conditions including
tal endurance time. Figs. 11-13 show characteristics additional differential equations. Furthermore, an ef-
of a trajectory when the period length is doubled as ficient numerical method is required which is capable
compared with the optimal value. As may b2 seen, of solving the problem at hand The technique app-
endurance performance is slightly reduced. The tra- lied in this paper is based on the method of multiple
jectory shows some changes when compared witL. the shooting (Ref. 14).
optimal case. Basically, the altitude ra'rge is extended
for enabling a longer period so tsat the maximum Necessary conditions for optimality ca be aetermined

thrust as well as the idling phases are --rcreased. Con- by applying the minimum principle. For this purpose,

trol of variable camber is quite similar to the optimal the Hamiltonian is defined as
period case. H =AvD(T D i g cOS

Another consi'ieration of practical interest concerns m m MV V
the loads occuring during periodic cruise. This is il- +AhV sin 7 + ) (hf0 + oT)
lustrated in Fig. 14 which shows the history of the (Al)
load factor for periodic optimal cruise (as depicted
in Figs. 7-9). From the results presenttd in Fig. 14 where the Lagrange multipliers A = (Av, A,, Ah, Af)T

it follows that there are some load factor variations have been adjoined to the system of Eq. (4). The

during pull up and push down phases when the trajec- Lagrange multipliers are determined by *

tory is changed from a climb to a descent and a vice dA v Dv - Tv L - VLv - mg cos-)
versa. However, the main porti,•n of the trajectory AV-- m +7 mV 2

shows a practically constant load factor equivalent to - Ah sin 7 - Ar(uvT + oTv)
a s: zady-state flight condition.

Cd- ' Avg cos -Y - A, 1 sin - - Ah V cos 7 (A2)
7 CONCLUSIONS dt
For periodic optimal endurance cruiqe, variable cam- d A Dh -.. ThALh (o.+Orf°

ber is considered as a control in addition to thrust d--t m mV hk
and angle of attack whi-h are the controls usually dAf
applied. It is shown that a significant increase of en- - = 0
durance performance can be achieved when compared at
with the L st steady-state cruise. By p-riodically va- with the following boundary conditions
rying camber in a coordinated process with the two
other controls, it is possible " 'r-lly exploit i,- poten- Av(0) = Av(tcy!)
tial of improving the lift/drag ratio for increasing the Ah(O) = Ah(tcyc)

endurance of aircraft. A•(0) - A,(tcyr) (A3)

The results presented include a realistic modelling of Af(tcyc) =-cyc/mq(tcyc)
engine characteristics which account for a control rate
limitation. The constraints chosen for control rates The optimal cycle time tyc can be obtained with the
are such that thrust is changed rather slowly in order use of two further differential equations
to reduce problems concerning engine life time. Such dtcyc 0
problems may result because the engine is iperated dt
alternately at a high and a low thrust setting. A fur- dAT H (M)
ther means ior reducing engine life time problems is - -
wo increase the period length so that a smaller number
of thrust control cycles is required for a given total subject to the boundary conditions
endurance time. It is shown that endurance perfor-
mance improvement stays at a significant level even if At (0) = 0
the period length is doubled when compared with the ) (A5)
optimal value. At(fcyc) = "(icyc-

A further consideration of practical interest concerns The optimal controls a, 6 vci and &r are such that R
the load factor attained during period optimal endu- is mi:imized. For this reason, a is determined either
rance cruise. It is shown which changes exist. They
mainly concern the pull up and push down phases of * Partial derivatives of D, L, T are denoted by sub-
the trajectory. scripts, e.g., Dv = OD/WV.
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Fi.2 Effect of variable camber on drag characteris- Fig. 6 Correlation of lift/drag coefficients, Mach num-
tics (high performance aircraft), from Ref. 8 ber and variable camber control
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EH101 - A New Helicopter Capable of Long Range Missions

C J Battisson and H.B.Tatton-Brown CEng MI~echE

Westland Helicopters Ltd, U.K.
Yeovil

Somerset BA20 2YB
England

I INTRODUCTION can be reached by EHIOl aircraft in 12
hours operating from those 4 bases.

The EH101 is a new medium helicopter
being produced by EH Industries, a Figure 3 shows the increased coverage
company jointly owned by Agusta of achieved using Air-to-Air refuelling.
Italy and Westland of the UK.

The key assumptions used are that the
The aim of this presentation is to self deployment reduces the SAR
explore the roles in which the EH101 equipment slightly to allow take-off
will be called upon to cover long with full internal fuel, while the
ranges and examine its suitability for Air-to-Air refuelling case has full
these roles. SAR kit and slightly reduced Fuel

load.
The roles which will be examined fall
into the following categories;- Figure 4 shows an actual emergency

which occurred in a very remote
# Search and Rescue location in the North. Rescue
* Self-Ferry helicopters needed to be air-freighted
* Special Operations to Thule in Greenland, unloaded,

reassembled and flown to the
The successful completion of such emergency.
missions will demand particular
capabilities of the crew and the The EH101 could have reached the
machine. The following aspects of location in less than 17 hours using
aircraft design will be looked at with in-flight refuelling. On internal
respect to the EHI01:- fuel it would have taken less than 21

hours, Figure5.
* In-Flight Refuelling
# All-Weather Capability 2.2 Self Ferry
* Maintenance Requirements Most military aircraft these days need
0 Crew Environment to be able to deploy to almost any

part of the world in a short space of
Because of the wide ranging nature of time.
the subject and the limited time
available for this presentation I This is becoming more important as the
intend to examine only the key points NATO countries are focussing more on
required for these roles and the requirement for a rapid reaction
capabilities, capability over a wider area of

operation after the end of the Cold
2 AIRCRAFT ROLES War. The options available are limited

to either transporting the helicopters
2.1 Search and Rescue in fixed wing aircraft, flying the
The SAR mission over long ranges is aircraft themselves or transporting
one which EHI have spent some them by sea to the area.
considerable time investigating with
particular regard to the use of the The former may be very effective as
aircraft in Canada. long as the aircraft is small enough

to fit into a transport plane and
We are producing an aircraft, the New assuming that sufficient transport
Search and Rescue Helicopter (NSH), aircraft exist.
Figure 1, for the Canadian Forces who
need to cover very large areas with a The self ferry case is likely for most
relatively small number of aircraft. situations but over long distances the
This clearly demands both long range deployment time may be particularly
and high speed. lengthy for helicopters with the added

problem of obtaining clearance to fly
Figure 2 shows coverage of the over possible uncooperative countries.
Canadian land mass from just 4 bases.
It can be seen that 80% of the country

Presentedat an AG(ARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft Aay 1993.

I
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Where a truly rapid response is 3 AIRCRAFT DESIGN ASPECTS
required the helicopter needs to
either have special ferry fuel tank 3.1 In Flight Refuelling (IFR)
provisions and/or the capability to As can be seen from helicopter roles
refuel in flight, described above, the ability to refuel

in flight enhances the effectiveness
The option of transportation by sea is of helicopters in Self-Ferry, SAR and
slower than self ferry but has none of Special Force Operations.
the diplomatic problems and can allow
predisposition during a time of "build The EH101 is being offered with the
up of tension", ability to carry out IFR from a tanker

aircraft or in the hover.
The EH101 has the advantage that it is
designed to operate at sea and can A design of removable IFR boom is
have power blade and tail folding, being proposed which extends
Figure 6, to enable more efficient approximately 2.5 m ahead of the
stowage in limited space. It is also aircraft nose.
"ruggedised" for conditions at sea,
the extra landing loads operating from In the case of ship-borne aircraft
a moving deck and can withstand the this would be a retractable,
corrosive conditions. telescopic probe or an easily

removable extension.
2.3 Special Operations
The need to carry out covert missions The air-to-air probe will normally be
into hostile territory has been a of the 'Flight Refuelling' type which
reality since the earliest days of mates with a drogue deployed from the
military aviation, tanker which would typically be a

C130.
The prime requirement is to be able to
cover long distances in order that the The system will be capable of
launch site can remain secret. It is accepting 150 igpm at 50 psig hose end
essential to also ensure that the pressure.
mission launch itself is secret.

We do not see the ability to perform
A suitably large aircraft is required refuelling from a C130 tanker to be a
in order to accommodate the fuel and difficult task as long as the
the troops. A typical scenario may be helicopter is stationed behind the
the carriage of 6 commando troops to a tankers wing.
drop off point 300nm away from launch
with the aircraft returning empty. There could be some turbulence

experienced from behind the fuselage
The last portion of the outward leg is due to the shedding of propeller tip
likely to be flown nap-of-the-earth in vortices.
the case of helicopter missions to
avoid detection. 3.2 All-Weather Capability

Whilst the theoretical ability to
A representative sortie, with the cover long distances is obviously
limitations indicated, is shown in required, it will be of limited
Figure 7 produced from our simulation practical use if the weather is such
using data that has been verified that the aircraft can not operate.
during the 2000 hours of development
flying that has been accumulated. Whatever the mission, the ability to

cover a distance quickly is heavily
The use of in-flight refuelling dependent upon the helicopter being
considerably increases the range and capable of being flown through a
payload possibilities but clearly mixture of weather.
makes the logistics that much more
complicated. The EHI01 has been designed for single

pilot IFR capability in the military
Other characteristics which boost environment. This capability can be
effectiveness in this role are low further enhanced by the addition of a
external noise signature, high speed full ice protection system which will
and all-weather capability, more about permit operation in severe icing
this later. conditions by the use of heater mats

on the main and tail rotor blades.
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3.3 Navigation System 4 CREW ENVIRONMENT
The Navigation system is fully
integrated with a variety of sensors. Having discussed the theoretical

possibilities of long ranges and the
In the purely civilian role, Figure 8, type of technology applications
the emphasis is on ground based necessary to achieve these it would be
navigation aids such as VOR, DME and a a mistake to forget the role of the
selection of Decca, Loran or Omega pilots. Of course the fatigue of the
with GPS as an option when accepted by crew is a very serious matter.
the Authorities.

To fly for periods of around 12 hours
The military system, Figure 9, is non stop and then possibly turn-round
fully autonomous using a ring laser the aircraft quickly for a further
gyro inertial system with doppler and long range leg is potentially
GPS aiding for over water operation dangerous due to excessive fatigue.
(it can also be fitted with VOR/DME).

It is most important that the major
3.4 Radar factors which improve the crew
The Military aircraft is fitted with a environment and working conditions
Sea search radar which has the i.e.
capability of locating survivors in
the water. The civil version of the * Autopilot
aircraft is fitted with a Bendix RDR # Automated Cockpit
1400 Weather Radar which enhances the * Ergonomic Controls
all-weather abilities as well as # Low vibration
aiding the search role

are part of the design. Each of these
3.5 Maintenance Requirements factors are dealt with effectively in
The long range use of helicopters may the EHi01 cockpit.
also be restricted by the need to
carry out maintenance tasks after a 4.1 Autopilot
certain number of flying hours. The aircraft is fitted full auto-pilot

facility which requires no Pilot
The EH101 is capable of operating for intervention as a result of the first
up to 12 hours without inspections, failure although a caution is given.
This limit will be one of the factors
constraining long endurance missions It has two Flight Control Computers
involving in-flight refuelling. (FCC) with two channels in each with

different processors in each channel.
This endurance has been achieved by
careful design and emphasis on A full range of Autopilot functions
reliability, are available including steering

commands, height (Radalt & Baralt),
There is no magic in achieving this heading and speed hold and in the
just careful attention to details and Military version automatic transitions
rigorous testing of components and to and from the Hover with a Hover
equipments. point approach.

The limiting maintenance requirement The Autopilot includes an
is the replenishment of fluids such as autostabilisation function (ASE) but
hydraulics, gearbox lubricants and the aircraft can be handled over the
engine oils. full flight envelope with ASE

disengaged.
There is an on board Health and Usage
Monitoring (HUM) system to aid the 4.2 Automated Cockpit
maintenance assessment of the aircraft The instruments are fully electronic
and to increase the ability to make and use cathode ray tube displays to
use of 'on condition' replacement and display all flight and system data to
overhaul. This is also a limit on the the pilots as they require it, Figure
continuous flying as the accumulated 10.
data has to be down loaded for later
analysis. The system is based on a

"need-to-know" basis. The result is a
The HUM records allow a more accurate crew whose workload is significantly
assessment of the aircraft condition reduced. All cautionary and warning
and allows the aircraft to be cleared data is available immediately to the
for extended operations away from a crew as and when they need it.
maintenance base.
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However, it may be a point for system, which is the most effective
limitless discussion as co whether on way yet found to control the ever
long range missions it is preferable present problem of helicopter
for the pilots to have a reasonably vibration.
heavy workload in order to remain
safely attentivel The system uses active control

technology to minimise vibration
4.3 Ergonomic Cockpit around the airframe measuring the
It goes almost without saying that the vibrations using 12 accelerometers on
aircraft is capable of accommodating the structure and feeding the
5th to 95th percentile pilots and that information into the ACSR controller.
great care has been taken in laying
out the controls such that crew This then drives hydraulic actuators
fatigue is minimised. in the main gearbox supports, Figure

11, that produces anti-phase movements
Experience shows in Civil helicopter to reduce the vibration generated by
operation that crew comfort can be the dynamic components.
very poor unless considerable
attention is paid to it in the basic The system has had a considerable
aircraft design. affect on the vibration levels, Figure

12, but the aircraft is still cleared
In the military environment crew to the full flight envelope with the
comfort can be further jeopardised by ACSR switched off.
such factors as seat crashworthiness
or the need to wear NBC protection. 5 CONCLUSION

It would be misleading of me to say The EH10 has been designed as a
that the EH101 is much better than multi-role helicopter and has the
other contemporary aircraft when it capability to perform Long Range tasks
comes to military seat comfort. in the Military field which can be

improved by the use of in-flight
Suffice it to say that a full range of refuelling.
crew sizes can be accommodated such
that the crew members can reach These capabilities can also be used in
controls easily whilst being seated in the SAR role to enable rescues to be
a good ergonomic position. achieved quicker and at longer range.

4.4 Low Vibration
The aircraft is equipped with Active
Control of Structural Response (ACSR),
a Westland designed and developed
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-HEH101 SEARCH AND RESCUE

IERREVISED DOOR/WNDOW WIRE CUERS

NAVIGATIONURTIO

REAR CG COMPATIBLE
FUSELAGE SCABIN LGHTING

INTERNAL U G EE O
STORESCIG

r NSH RADAR

UNDECARRAGESAR
TWIN WEEEL COMMUNICATIONS

S~IMPROVED
SAR VISIBILITY

NAVIGATION
MISSION SYSTEMS

FIVE TANK CONTROL & DISPLAY
FUEL SYSTEM 6300LB HOOK

FIGURE -1

COVERAGE USING INTERNAL FUEL ONLY

COMOl • )GANDER

GREENWOOD

FIGURE 2
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COVERAGE USING AIR-TO-AIR REFUELING,sea"

i•GIREENWOOD

Ff6URE 3

DEPLOYMENT TO ALERT USING AIR-TO-AIR REFUELING
ALERT

lbtal time less than lhrs
Average speed 150kts

GANDER

FIGURE 4
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DEPLOYMENT TO ALERT USING INTERNAL FUEL ONLY
ALE~r umo-

Total time less tha2bx
Average Ppeed l2Okts KUJA

FIGURE 5

E/-/OI MAIN and TA IL FOL DED

-- -- - ---- - -

51 ft 8 ins 15. 7 m

F-IGURE 5
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EA41-12

EHI01 2 v 3 ENGINE RADIUS OF ACTION
ISA + 0 IC AMBIENT CONDITIONS 14,290KG MAX TAKE-OFF WEIGHT

ALLOWANCES: I MIN HOVER FOR EACH SORTIE TAKE-OFF FROM SEA-LEVEL WEIGHT: NSH BASIC VEHICLE WEIGHT
TAKE-OFF & LANDING CLIMB TO 5}00Ff NO ECS PACK
4085KG MAX USEA812 FUEL CRUISE OUT AT BEST RANGE SPEED 4 CRW

RESERVES: 15 MIN LOI'ER RE3ERVIS CRUISE RACK AT BEST RANGE SPEED 30 SEATS IN CABIN
DESCEND TO SEA LEVEL 5-TANK FUEL SYSTEM

OPE G WEIGH'.. Y,94ffl LAND NO FLOTATION EQUIPMENT
ZERO HEADWIND 3-ENGINE BEST RANGE SPEED NO RADOME
ZERO FUEL FLOW PENALTY OUT/RETURN 130/135K" NO FUR

2-ENGINE BEST RANGE SPEED STOWED HOIST

OUT/RETURN 120/25KT NO WIRECUTERS
5000" NO BUBBLE WINDOWS

0
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FIGURE 7
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MILTAR SYTEMARCHITECTU/7E
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FIG1URE -9
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OVERHEAD CONSOLE

FIGURE 10
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ACSR ACTUATOR INSTALLATION - P1
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LE CONVERTIBLE TYPE EUROFAR:
VUE D'ENSEMBLE DES AVANCEMENTS TECHNIQUES ET MISSIONS FUTURES

par

Generall (CR) A. Martini
J. Renaud

Eurocopter France
Etablissemnent de Marignane

13725 Marignane
France

Si jusqu'6 ces demlodres annbes le convertible na Les actions humanitoires et de mointien de la pobx
pas d~poss le stade des essals probotoires c' 3st qui se multiplient n~cessitent des moyens de
que, d'une part lo technologle disponible ne transport pour amener vivres et mat~rels de faqon
permettait pas d'en r6soudre correctement significative au plus pros des besoins. Mais
1'6quation co~it/efficacit6, et que d'outre port ie paralI~k..ment les budgets consacr~s 6~ la defense
bosoin Wen 6tait pas v~uitablement exprim-. Les et les effectifs en r6duction rendent indispensable
choses ont auJourd'hui chong~tes. Les n~cessit~s la recherche du meilleur co~it/efficacit6 des
strot6giques et tes progr~s techniques se moyens disponibles.
conjuguent pour donner corps oux Etots U~nis mois
6galement en Europe 6~ ce vieux Wae des Dons ce' contexte, l'a~romobilit sous toutes sos
ing~nieurs. formes se trouve valons~e et tout particuli~rement

la fonction mouvement. Certes l'h~licopt~re pur
1 LES NECESSITES STRATEGIQUES reste un moyen pdvilogi6 pour assurer de faqon

6conomiquement viable le vol vertical et lo
LU6volution gbostraftigque, requlert d'avantage transport surcourtes distances. 11 est clair 6gakement
de mobilit6 et do vitosse sur des distances que l'avion est irr possible 6, concun'encer Iorsque
moyennes et rend 1e convertible techniquemont los trajets d~passent ..j millier de kilom~tres 6
n6cessaire. conditions toutefois; do disposer de terrains m~me

sommairement am~nag6s et d'accepter des
En effet. des risquos; multitormes so substituont 6 la ruptureL de charges. Entre ces doux moyens
mna*nce un.ique de, kl guo.-re froide et los; forces traditionnels ily a place et bosomns d'un opporeil
dolvent disposer do capacit6s do projection r~unissont los avantages do i'un ot de I'outre, au
strat~gque mais oussi tactique pour perraetfro prix bien ontendu de compromis sur les
des r~octions oadpt~es dons le temps et dons performances en stotlonnake et sur lo vitesse.
1'espace. Chaque fols quo le besoin apparaftra do, conjuguer

la coapcitb d'emport, le vol vertical et la vitesse
Comme los botailles lin~oires laissent la place 6 1e, convertible opportera dosormnois une r~ponse.
des poles daftfrontements s~par6s par do grands; Les om6rlcolns l'ont caiarement pr6vu 6 trlavers le
espaces, los bosoins en mobilit6 s'en trouvont programme OSPREY et 105 Europ~ens avec: le
accius. projet EL)ROFAR.

Pre'¶ented at an A(;ARI) Meeting on 'Recent Adv'ances in Long R''izgt and ILorki E,,diirance Operationi ol.A ,rra ft. .Afav NV3
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2 LE PROGRAMME EUROFAR
- 30 passagers + 3 membres d'6quipage

Le programme EUROFAR (EUROPEAN FU11JRE - Vitesse :300 Kts mini
ADVANCED ROTORCRAFT) a 6tb lanc6 fin 1987 - Distance franchissable: 600 Nm
par d6cision du Conseil des Ministres EUROPEENS - Altude de croisi~re :7500 m
dons le cadre du programme EUREKA. - Satisfaction des exIgences de la cat~gowie A

(Principalement panne d'un moteur au
La phase I du Programme (1988 - 1992) 6tait d~collage).
destin6e 6 6valuer lo faIsabilit6 d'un syst~me de
transport civil bas6 sur rutilisation d'un convertible Le convertible est capable de sotisfaire 6 de telles
6 rotors basculants. specifications du fait :

Les trovoux ont comport~s: - de so charge en disque mod6r~e (69 kg/m2
pour EUROFAR) Iui assuront des performances

-L'oavnt projet d'un appareil (le "BASELINE honorables au d~coIlage, en stationnoire, et en
AIRCRAFT") avant projet destin6 6 6voluer les mode h~licopt~re (nacelles verticole).
problý&mes techniques sp~cificques au convertible, - de soan syst~me de commande cyclique sur les
6 determiner les technologies dont I'in'Troduction rotors iui ossurant des qualit6s de vol et de
sera n~cessoire pour r~soudre ces probl~mes et pilotabilit6 identiques 6 celle de I'h6Iicopt~re, y
enfin 6 effectuer une prem.;6re d6finition d'un compnis lors de la transition.
appareil correspondont aux demandes - de so train~e (interm6diaire entre celle de
escompt~es du march6. l'avion et du meilleur h6licopt~re) Iui procurant

une haute vitesse de croisi~re, compte~tenu de
-Des 6tudes de mach civil bas~es sur i'utilisation la puissance instail6e (335 kts pour EUROFAR 6
d'un moddle trds sophistiqu6 (Ia -DYNAMIQUE 7500 in).

DES SYSTEMES") permettent de decrire les
march6sao~ronautiques;comme le r~sultat d'une L'avant projet a conduit 6 la definition d'un
situation 6conorrique, dons une zone homog~ne, appareil de 13,6 T, 20A in de long, cyant des rotors
d~crite par une modelisation macro- de 11,2 mde diomdtre.L'architecture correspond
6conomique. 6 un appareil 6 cite, haute et di~dre avant

empennage en T.
Ces travoux ant permis d'effectuer une
segmentation g~ogaophique, par taille d'appareils
et par type de missions pour le march6 mondial.

Des 6tudes ce sensibilit6 ont 6t6 effectu~es qui
ont inontr6 I'infiuence du Direct Operating Cost
(DOC) pour l'op~rotion du prb du billet en fonction
du temps gagn6 par le voyageur enfin des
infrastructures au niveau de r~seau de transport.

- Enfin. des travaux relattfs oux infrastructures au
syst~me de contr6le a6rlen, et 6 la
r~glemnentation op~rationnelle ou l116e 6 la
certification de I'apparell ont permis d'6valuer
les composants du syst~me de transport dont
I'6tabI'issement sera n~cessaire pour utiliser le
convertible (et les autres appareils 6 d6collage La technologie Europ6enne la plus avanc~e a
vertical) de ta'gon optimls6e. Line utilisation Wt6 Introdulte sur cet appa'ell avec:
ratlonnelie de, ces diff6rents appareils (y comrnpis
l'h6licopt~re) sows des conditions de rentablIlt6 - un fuselage composite carbone-6poxV pressjs6
d'environnemewnt et de 36cult6 acceptables. - des oommandes de vol optiques quochuplex
n~cessItera une r6form-e du syst~me de contr~le - un moyeu en balancier avec tronsmnl~sson du
o~rien actuel adapt6 6 l'utiulsation IFR des couple par une place en composite.
avions MalS pas des h6llcopt~res. - des pales en composite munles de, profitls 6

haute perform-ance.
Les sp~cifications de, mission assign6es au Baseline - un cockpit avanc6 avec mlnImanches et
Akcraft cowrespondalt 6: pr63entation des Informations par 6cran.
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Carbon Fibre Wing Composite Pressurized Fuselage Composite T-tall Higly Integrated Secondary
Power System

Automatic EnginesOptimized
Conversion Control For Ilithotor Operation

Excellent External Vision

Advanced Flight Dock with Digital Fly- by-Wire/light All Composite Advanced Aerodynamic
Digital Avionics and Control System Four - Biaded Rotor Blade Design

Flight Management System

Cette d~flnition a M6 confort6e par d'importantes - 1' essal au Sol d'un trongon 6chelle 1 de fuselage
campagnes exp~lmentoles qul ont comport6: composite CAjust~e).
- des essois abrod'ynamiques en souffiene Sur une - Des campagnes de simulations pilot~es stj- le

maquette modulaire au 1/10 Cajust~e). simulateur Epop~e de I'AMrospatiale Toulouse
- 1'essai obrodynamique dynamkque et acoustique qul ant permis de conforter les lois de pilotage

d'un rotor Isol6 (6chelle 1/Z7) au banc en et d'6valuer les capacit~s de I'apporell (pilotes
statlonnaire (Marignane) et en conversion et civi et militaire).
croisi~t-e (souffieile Si Modane de I'ONERA).

- Des essais a~rostatiques en souffiele, Sur un Enfin, ces 6tudes de caract~re cMivi nt 6t6
ensemble alle + nacelle + rotor (WESTLAND) compl~t~es par la d~finition d'une famille de

dd~rv~s militaire boses Sur l'apparell CMI.

TRUWRIIRNPRT AMLIY V ERSION U ENANA WARFAR

I___T
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3 LES APPLICATIONS MIUITAIRES D'EUROFAR Les am6nagements int~rieius pei'mettent le
transport de 30 commandos 6qulp6s ou d'un

Comme cela a Wt6 soulign6 le projet EUROFAR est v6hlcule a6romoblle charg6 par la rampe czr~e
sous-tendu par une utilisation cMive. Mals 11 est ou l'6vacuation de 12 bless6s couch~s et
opporu tr~s rapidement au responsoble du m~dicalement assist~s.
programme que la refiexion et I'6tude devalent A QW S
Otre 6largis aux besoins militaires pour des raisons DPA1ENDChIES

6vldentes touchant 6 r'6tendue des morch6s.
En I'absence d'expresslon des besoins de la part A RORDCE MM UR
des arm-Aes etu'op6ennes, les experts militokes ont<
tent6 dress& le catalogue des capacit6 d'un 000
convertible militaire d~dv6 d'ELROFAR poux le
soumnetire aux Etats Majors ofin que, ceux ci y
recherchent des solutions aux probl~mes que AML 6SE AD ERRM

lrutilisation g6ostrat6gique leur pose. Dons 1'espilt + *MMO

de tous, Industriels et Etats Majors, II ne s'agissait VERSION ARMEE
pas de proposer un prodult remplagant
r'h6l~copt~re etravion maisde stimulerles r6flexions
des ulilisateurs avec un mayen disposant de
capaclt~s nouvelles.
Les pincipales caract~mistiques de la version niltaire --

d'ELUROFAR, d~lv~e de la version civile sont les
sulvantes:-
- Masse maximale :15000 kg
- Longueur :20 m AMENAGAMENT INERIEUR:
- Envergure :147 m TRANSPORT DE TROUPE
- Diam~tre rotor :11,21 m
- Vitesse de croislre 335 kts
- Charge utile maximale 4500 kg
- Charge utile 6 distance

maximale franchissable
(30 mnde r6serve) :3300 kg pour

1360 km solt 30
militaires 6quip~s.

- Consommafton
sp6cifique dle fue AMENAGAMENT INTERIEUR:
(6 300 kts et 6000 m) :0,85 kg/km. CARGO

ADD MWJARY AVION)C

VERSION MILIAIRE BASIQUE Tr

La millttrlsation de so version terrestre a 6t6 prise
en compte en particulier grdce 6 des sidges
bllnd6s pour 1r6qulpage. des sieges; troupes anti-
crash des contres mesures; actives et passives ainsi AMENAGAMENT INTERIEUR:
qu'ur, %:wrtement 20 mm en tourele. INSTALLAT7ON SANIAIRE
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Line version navalle pourralt Otre dot~e d'un
repliage automatique. IOPRFL

RAM~

3=E m

NOE]

NEURALIATICIN

PAYL~OAD

2600

VFW ;,4 rwýP
1410

12 TROOPS

VERSION MAINE: PEPLIAGE AUTOMATIQUE
0 RZU

Dons ces conditions les missions types skivantes4Wn
peuvent 6tre r~olis~es : OPERA71ONS SPECIALES
- transport d'un v~hicule et 4 hommes 6i 2000 km

avec decollage vorticae Par exemple la mission combat SAP permet une
- transport de 24 hommes 6qulp~s 6~ 2000 km p~n~tratlon de plus de 310 km 6 basse altitude.

avec: doccflage rouI6 et 10 mm de vol statique 2h20 d'endurance sur zone et le retour apr~s
6 1'raiv~e. sauvetage de 5 personnes en ulilisant un 6qulpoge

de 3 (2 phlotos et un assistant rn~dical).

kQZp - 76W2 Mt 10 AOADIUS

ZP- 100 n

" " FESA SWEA-1[JW AX tSPEEO ARESCU

PAW-.AO 00) FRIENDLY ENNEMt'
TERRITORY TEROrCGY

TIME ON STATION

3275--------------
2.01PI,2 h 20'

LTV *4 RIOOPS ___ _

low 1960 2IV 25M RANGE
COMBAT SAP

MISSION TRANSPORT D'outres missions sont relatives 6i la guerro

P~n6tration do 12 commandos sur plus do 400 km 6leociqu et oux op6rations navales.
6i baksso altitude et retour. Les Etats Majors Europ~ens ont morqu6 do li~nt~r~t

pour los capaclt6s nouvelles apport6os par loDes missions utilisant 1'endij'anco d'EUROFAR ont convertible m~mo si los contralntes budgbtalros
6galement 6tb eoamln6es. no pemttn po de le ocrtsr
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CONCLUSION

Cette pr6bentation des capaclt6s du convertible EUROFAR. 6talt focalls6e st~r les missions m~lltaires
11 eat admis que lea besoins futus d6pasaent ce seul cadre. L'encombrement do I'eapace, a6rien,
r'offshore lointa&', Imposent do nouvelles missions que le convertible paui TO assuer 6 condition do metire
en oeuvre des proc6dures garantlssant 6, la fols la s6cu,1t6 des blens et des personnes etlla protection
do l'environnement.

A condition Agalement d'affiner r'approche 6conomlque et do consolider la rentablhlt6 du convertible.
Une part Imp'wtanta d6 ku phase 2 dJ'kWLRCFAR esi d6volue 6 cette d6rnonstratioa.
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RESUMLE
Dans le cadre des programmes AIRBUS, le service Ces dtapes sont relides par un processus itdratif d~crit sur la
Afrodynamnique de Conception d'AEROSPATIA LE- fig.2.
AVIONS a pour responsabilitds la definition de )a forme
a~rodynamique du mat-rdacteur, la ddfinition de 1'entrde d'air Dans un premier temps, nous passerons en revue les
(ou l'dvaluation technique de celle fournie par le motoriste) et diff~rents outils dont dispose le service pour mener a bien sa
l'optimisation adrodynamique de linstallation motrice dans mission, A savoir le syst~me de C.A.O. spdcialement
son ensemble, c'est-A-dire la minimisation des effets (perte de d~velopp6 pour la conception a~rodynamique (MICA2). le
portance ;surcroit de trainde) dus A ]'interaction mailleur ICEM-DDN et son environnement, et les principaux
voilure/mat/nacelle. Cet article passe en revue les diff~rents codes de calcul 3D pouvant traiter des configurations
outils dont dispose le service pour mener A bien sa mission, ii gdomitriques complexes comme un ensemble
savoir le syst~me de C.A.O. sp~cialement ddvelopp6 pour la voilure/mat/nacelle :FP3D (singularit~s), EFTAS (potentiel
conception a6rodynamique, le mailleur et son environniement, complet), SESAME (Euler) puis nous nous intc'iesserons a
et les principaux codes de calcul 3D pouvant traiter des trois applications r~centes de ces m~thodes dans le cadre du
configurations gdom~triques complexes. Trois applications ddveloppement des avions AIRBUS A330/A340 et de leurs
ricentes de ces m~thodes dans le cadre du developpemnent des ddrives:
avions AIRBUS A330/A340 et de lours ddriv~s sont
exposdes: Ecoulement dans Ia zone de l'intersection mat/voilure.

-Effet de taille du moteur par rapport A une voilure donn~e et
-Ecoulement dans la zone de l'intersection mat/voilure. moddlisation de l'effet de jet.
-Effet de taille du moteur par rapport A une voilure donnde et -Orientation du vecteur poussde du moteur par rapport a

modelisation de l'effet de jet. l'avion.
*Orientation du vecteur pousse& du moteur par rapport ýk

lavion. Ces trois types d'application perrnettront des comparaisons
des m~thodes aux essais en soufflerie et parfois mrn"r- aux
essais en vol (pour l'A340).

NOTAIONS
a incienceI. METHODES DE CONCEPTION

Sangle du vecteur pouss&e 1. 1. Le systrme de geoetnrie N'ICA2

Cp combefin de Machio Pour assurer une parfaite coherence entre lenvironnement
Min nombre de Mach maiu uoi no~fosC.'A.0. et les contraintes g~omdtriqucs Ii~es au caract~rc
Mmo nombre de Mach maximum piutod nodaot adrodynamique des formes A rdaliser (continuitý ii l'ordre I ct

Vc vitesse calibr (calibrated airspeed ;CAS) parfois 2, maitrise des courbures. contr6le des oscillations). le
x/c position sur une section de voilure (en % de corde c) groupe conception du service A~rodynamnique de Conception
y position d'une section de voilure en envergure d'Acrospatiale Toulouse a conqu son produit, le syst~me de

gdomritrie MICA2 (Moyens Informatiques pour Ia Conceptione angle de Ia section r~sul tat sur le capot fan Adrodynamique). Cot outil permet la g~n~ration des formes
g~om~triques complexes, lour manipulation, lHvaluation de
leuts caract~ristiques et performances adrodynarniques, Ie

INTRODUCTION traitement graphique. Ecrit en Fortran. cc syst~me tr-s
modulaire est basd sur un mode de repre6sentation des formes

Dans to cadre des programmes AIRBUS. le service giornttriques. par des fonctions polyn~miales biparamdtrc~es.
Adrodynamique de Conception d'AEROSPATIALE-AVIONS Ces diffdrentes opdrations sont rdalisdes via l'utilisation de
a pour responsabilitis : sous-programmes que I'on peut classer en trois grands

l a d~finition de Ia forme atrodynamique du mat-rdactcur groupes : (fig. 3)
l a difinition de Ventrdc d'air (ou Idvaluation technique de : les sous-programmes de base permettant d'acc~der A des
celle foumnie par Ie miotoriste) informations, de se positionner dans un fichi.r de formes

-loptimisation adrodynamique de l'installation moctrice dans gdomdtriques, de rdaliser des interpolations, des intersections
son ensemble, c'est-b-dire Ia minimisation des effets, (perte entre tout type d'entitds, de disposer d'utilitaires effectuant des
de portance, sureroit de train~e) dus A l'interaction calculs de longueurs, d'aires, de distances. de courbures etc...

voilre/mt/naelle(fig 1).- les sous-programmes de conception de formes, courbes 2D3,
La conception adrodynamniquc comprend plusicurs itapes: 3D3, surfaces, pr-enant en compte les contraintes de tangence et

de courbure
-conception des formes dans un syst~me de C.A.O.
*maillage surfacique et volumnique de ces formes - les sois-programnmes d'aide au maillage sur-facigue (calcul
- nalyse par codes CFD 3D de ces for-mes par idthode des sin gularitts)
- ssais en soufflerie

-essais en vol

jPresented at an AG;ARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and l~onK Endurance Operation of Airi-raft 11a), IQQ3.
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Les formes gioomitriques et les maillages r~alisds A l'aide de En phase de conception, il est courant de devoir effectuer des
MICA2 sont stockds dans des bases de donndes dans calculs sur un grand nombre de geometries voisines. Afin de
lesquelles sont puisds les cas d'essai de la prdsente etude (cf. rdduire le temps de generation des maillages correspondants,
organigramme general du syst~me MICA2, ci-dessous). on utilise ia d~marche suivante : outes les operations

n~cessaires A la fabrication du maillage de la premi~re

Mi ONM MWCA2 configuration sont enregistrr~s dans un fichier de
commandes ;pour Ics configurations suivantes, ces
operations sont rejoudes automnatiquement A partir des

SM nouvelles formes CAO. Cette technique permet d'effectuer le
Y IUTIQEEOSPORM~ cycle complet maillage calcul en 2 ou 3 jours.

T C RM M-IRESAfin de simplifier lutilisation des codes de calcul, les fichiers
M A de wotie des outils de maillage contivýnnent non seulement les

E2 coordonn~es des points, mais aussi une description complkte
IYAMFl de la topologie utilis~e, ainsi que des conditions aux limites

CO~FYON AU MALLArE appliquer sur les diffdrentes sous faces. Des interfaces
permettent alors de g~n~rer automatiquement les donn~es
sp~cifiques aux diffdrents solveurs.

1.3. Les codes de calcul 3D pour I'installation
MAZUXURSmotrice

SPwCIAUSEI I
1.3.1. Mgthode desin gudaritgs surfaciques (FP3D)

La m~thode de singularit~s surfaciques FP3D (6coulements
F- tridimensionnels de fluide parfait subcritique) est
NGCA2Maiq.intensivement utilisde dans le departement Adrodynamique

depuis sa misc en service en Janvier 1987.

Dans cette m~thode, le fluide est suppose non visqueux.
irrotationnel et faiblement compressible (6coulement
subcritique). On ne s'int~resse qu'A Fewa stationnaire. Les

RH'RESENTA11ON R~l CODES DECAI.CUL surfaces des corps sont mailldes en panneaux quadrilat~raux
OL4PWQUE d..11 AERODYAM1QUE ou triangulaires. Chacun de ces panneaux peut prendre une

forme 'pentafacette' non plane. donnant une plus grande
precision mais co~teuse en temps de calcul, ou bien une fonme

Organigramme gitniral du systbmc de g&domdtric MICA2 " monofacette" plane plus dconomique.

Les configurations traitdes sont tr~s varides :du tronqon de
voilure A lavion complet avec installation motrice.

1.2. La gkn~ration de maillage de configurations hypers;ustentateUrs, trains d'atterrissage (fig. 5).
complexes

PourIa ~n~atin de mallaes oluique reuisparles Le temps de calcul vanie de quelqucs minutes A plusicursPour]a eneatio de mallaes vluriqus reuisparles heures CPU suivant la richesse du maillage et les options desolveurs avances (potentiel complet ou Euler), Aerospatiale calcul. Typiquement, un calcul avion standard (maillage de
Avions dispose d'un environnement de maillage modeme base 5000 panneaux sur une demi-gdom~trie) n~cessite une demi-
sur Ia technique multibloc structure, d~velopp6 en cooperation heure.
avec Control Data Corporation et fonictionnant en interactif sur
station de travail Il11. L'utilisation de FP3D) s'6tend des calculs d'analyse et de

Le millge uneg~o~rre dbuteparIa efiitin dune conception pr~liminaires (installation motrice, voilures, avant-Le millge 'un g~r-..tri d~uteparla dfintizn dune projets, ...) A la prediction des donnides adrodynamiques detopologie :decomposition du domaine de calcul en blocs leffet de sol, en passant par certains calculs de charges, pour
6J6mentaires connectes; les uns au autres. decoupage de chaque des gdomn~tries de complexitd varide.
face de bloc en sous faces delimit~es par un ensemble
d'arttes. La decomposition en sous faces permet une plus Coupidc avec d'autres m~thodes, FP3D permet dgalement les
grande souplesse dans la definition des raccords entre blocs et calculs de givrage, de simulation visqueuse par couplage fort
la particularisation de certaines parties de ]a geometric (par de couche limite, d'optimisation de formes par minimisation

exemle ourIa efiitin de coditonsauxlimtes,ce qui sous contraintes (en cours), et de conception en mode inverse.
conduit A une reduction significative du nombre ttal de
domaines. En ddpit de la pauvretd de la moddlisation physique de

Une fois la topologie du maillage definie, les arttes sont l'&oulement (pas de choc transsonique en particulier). cc type
discrdtisdes en choisissant le type de distribution (lin~aire, de m~thode conservera loujours un int~ret fondamental dans
exponentiel ... ) et Ie nombre de points. L'architecture un contexte industriel. Cci int&r~t reside dans Ia simplicitd et Ia
multidomaine structur~e permet de ne fixer le nombre de rapiditd de mise en oeuvre des calculs sur maillages
nceuds que sur certaines ar~tcs, cc nombre itant calculd surfaciques, qui aulonise les balayages et la pr~dslection de
automatiquement pour les autres. Les sous faces puis formes complexes inhdrents A toute etude de conception
l'intericur des domaines sont enfin mailles par interpolation prdliminaire.
transfinie. L~e respect des formes g~on-itfiques est assure par
l'association A chaque sous face situte sur Ia peau de la Meme les progrts r~cents des mdthodes transsoniques plus
c-nfiguration, d'un ensemble de surfaces CAO sur lesquels complexes, qui exigent en particulier de gdndrer des maillages
les points de maillage de cette derni~re sont projetds (fig.4). volumniques. ne remetlent pas en cause cc consiat mais

renforcent Ia ndcessitd pour un tel code de singulafitds d'Etre
Des mdtriques conlr~lantlIa qualit6 des maillages sont ensuite souple. adaptable A tous types de probl~mes nouveaux, et
systdmatiquement calcultes et visualisdes. Cette analyse peut surtout facile d'utilisation et fiable.
alors conduire au remaillage d'un ou plusicurs blocs, ou, dans
les cas les plus sdvtres, A une optimisation locale du maillage
121.
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1.3.2. El~ments Finis Transsonique AS (EFTAS) 2. TROIS EXEMPLES DAPPLICATION

Pour le calcul d'dcoulements transsoniques, Aerospatiale Introduction : Prbkmes gdndraux lids A linstallation
Avions utilise depuis 1985 le solveur EIFTAS, enti~rement mtiesu olr
divelopp-6 en interne [3), [4). 11 risout N'&uation du potenticimtic os olr
complet par une m~thode de type 6l6ments finis, en maillages L'installation d'un mit et d'une nacelle sous une voilu e
non structurds. Un couplage faible avec un code de couche poou ifrnstpsd etiain eIdolmnlimite, introduit plus r~cemnment, permet de simuler les effets provoque de aviff rent Cetypes d e pe cbtos derturbaoionsment
visqueux du premier ordre. d'ordre global sur l'adrodynamnique de lavion complet,

d'autres sont au depart des effets locaux propres A la zone de
EIFTAS utilise une approximation trilin~aire isoparam~trique linstallation momrce mais peuvent en se d~gradant entrainer
pour le potentiel, et constante par 616ment pour la densiti. des consequences W~astes sur les performances globales de
Pour les 46coulements portatnt, U..ie condition de Kutta- lavion [7].
Joukowski est appliqude afin de prdvenir tout contoumnement
de bord de fuite : un saut de potentiel est impos6 sur les Les effets majeurs sont les suivants:
sillages, de faqon A assurer H'galitd des pressions intrados et
extrados. Pour propager plus rapidement dans H'coulement *Effet global sur la portance
les effets des sauts de potentiel, et ainsi assurer une L'adjonction du mit et de la nacelle a la voilure modifie
convergence plus rapide de la portance, on les inti-grc A [a radicalement [a forme des profils situds dans cette zone: il en
solution globale en les couplant avec des solutions rdsulte une forte degradation de la portance locale autour du
tourbillonnaires 616mentaires. mit doii une diminution du Cz global A iso-incidence (fig. 6).

Pour r~cupdrer la valeur de Cz qui est ndcessaire A l'avion,
Pour palier aux difficult~s numdriques li~es A l'apparition cette perte de Cz devra etre compens~e par one augmentation
d'une poche supersonique dans l'&oulement, un terme de d'incidence qui aura deux cons~quences majeures:
viscositt artificielle via un decentrage du flux de masse est
ajout6. Cette viscosit6 artificielle s'est parfois avdrde . ne trainee de compressibiliti en hausse du fait de
insuffisante pour garantir la convergence du schema. dans le laugmentation des charges sur certaines parties de la
cas d'dcoulements "difficiles" en maillage fin. Un terme de voilure (fig. 7),
d~centrage amont suppk~mentaire est alors; introduit dans les .une trainde induite d~grad~e du fait de la nouvelle
zones supersoniques. Ce terme stabilisateur, isso de repartition de charge en envergure qui s'61oigne de la
l'interpr~tation "pseudo-instationnaire" de l'algorithme de rdpartition ellipttque optimale.
rdsolution itdratif, disparait A convergence.

Il s'agit donc de concevoir un ensemble de formes (mit,
La plus grande robustesse qu'il procure au schdma permet nacelle, voilure) minimisant cette perte de Cz.
6galement de diminuer la quantitd de viscosit6 artificielle
n~cessaire A Ia convergence du calcul, et ainsi d'obtenir des *Effet global de l'orientation de la poussie du
rdsultats de meilleure qualit. moteur

La pouss~e du mioteur en vol peut se d~composer en 2 parties:
La rdsolution du syst~me non lindaire ainsi obtenu est rdaliste
A l'aide d'une m~thode itdrative de point fixe, en figeant la -une composante s-opposant A la trainde
densitd A l'dtape prdc~dente. Lorsque le terme stabilisateur -une composante s'ajoutant A Ia portance (fig. 8)
suppl~mentaire nest pas utilisd, Ia matrice A inverser A chaque
itdration est symdtrique et on utilise l'algorithme classique du S'y ajoutent les effets a~rodynamiques induits par la prdsence
gradient conjugui, pr6-conditionni par d~composition do jet qui peuvent eux-m~mes varier avec la direction de celui-
incomplete de Cholesky. Par contre, la prdsence du terme de ci.
d~centrage introduit une dissymdtrie dans Ie systtme, qui est On comprend alors pourquoi il est primordial de bien evaluer
alors r~solu par la mdthode GMRES. l'angle de cc vecteur poussde si on ddsire obtenir une bonne

estimation des performances adrodynamiques de lavion.
1.3.3. MWihode Euler (SESAME)

* Effet local du jet moteur sous la voilure
Pour compldter sa gamme doutils de calcul d'dcoulements La taille des moteurs augmentant sans cesse par rapport aux
transsoniques, Aerospatiale Avions dispose dgalement de dimensions de la voilure sans pour autant que ]a garde au sol
solveurs Euler, comme lc code SESAME, ddveloppd A de l'avion complet ne puisse etre sacrifide, il en rdsulte que la
l'ONERA. nacelle (et de cc fait Ie jet d'air chaud sortant de la tuy~re) est

de plus en plus proche de lintrados voilure (fig.9) : les
Basd sur Ia technique des volumes finis en maillages ripartitions de pression sur Ie tronqon de voilure autour du
multidomaines structurds, SESAME resout les dquations mat sont altdr~es.
d'Euler instationnaires A laide d'un sch~ma explicite de type
Rungc Kutta A quatre pas. 11 existe en version 'cell vertex' [51 Effet local du con lournement de l'intersection
et, depuis peu, en version 'cell center' [61, version mat/voilure
actuellement utilisde par Aerospatiale Avions. Le contournement par IHcoulement du cbtd interne du mit

externe A lintrados d'un avion quadrimoteur est un problme
ILe schema centri est stabilisd par l'ajout d'un terme de difficile car fortement tridimensionnel (fig. 10) du fait de
viscositd artificielle de type Turkel-Jameson. Cette viscosit6, plusicurs facteurs:
composde de termes du second et du quatri~me ordre, est
appliqude sdiectivemrent A Ilaide de senseurs; de discontinuitd. a) courbure 6levde du bord d'attaque intrados du profil

voilure situt contre le mit.
La convergence du schdma est acceldrde par l'emploi d'un pas b) courbure dlevde du bord d'attaque du mit
de temps local et lintroduction d'une phase de "lissage c) effet de coin du mit avec Ie di~dre de Ia voilure
implicite des rdsidus" qui permet d'augmenter le coefficient d) situation au milieu de l'aile externe d'ob
CFL jusqu'l des valeurs de l'ordre de dix. -profil voilure transsonique de faible dpaisseur

-fonictionnement i Cz local tlevd
Des conditions aux limites varides, basdfes sur Ia mdthode des
caractdristiques, permettent de traiter les configurations Ies 1I peut risulter de cc qui prdcede des survitesses trts
plus diverses, et notamnment les configurations motorisdes ou
il faut simuler tin d6bit entrant au niveau du plan fan, et des importantes A Ia. jonction du mit ct de lintrados vrilure en
conditions gdnfrtriices paniculi~res dans les tuy~res. croisitre et i fortiori & grand Mach et h faible Cz-
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Nous allons maintenant examiner trois exemples ou 2. 1.1 -b Essais en vol
l'utilisation des methodes de calcul d&-rites precedemment a
permiis une bonne estimation du comportement de l'installation Des visualisations par fil de lamne lors des essais en vol de
motrice dans la rdaliti. Tout d'abord, nous verrons comment l'avion n*1 mettent en dvidence la poche de d6collement 1
les calculs FP3D et EFTAS sur avion complet A340 ont l'intrados; de la voilure. Des mesures de pression rialisdes lors
permis de predire et de corriger les probitmes de du mime vol montrent:
contowrnemient de mAt externe par des modfifications locales de
l'intrados voilure appele~es plastrons. Puis, nous 6tudierons a) des survitesses 6levees i l'intrados voilure cotd interne du
l'influence d& la taille d'un moteur A grand taux de dilution et mat externe (Piz. 15 ),
son effet de jet sur la voilure A34U A travers les calculs b) le pic: de survitesse present A M=Mmo au Cz de croisirer
SESAME simulant lc jet en sortie de tuyare. Enfin, nous nous s'effondre A faible Cz. Cette chute des pressions traduit
intdresserons au calcul de l'orientation du vecteur pouss6e l'apparition du decollement dans la section voisiflC du mit
d'un moteur I grand taux de dilution par le code SESAME (fig. 16)
compard aux essais du motoriste.

2.1.1-c Calculs
2.1. Ecoulement dans la zone de I'intersection

mat/voilure Ces survitesses au point de croisi~re sont mises en dvidence
par un calcul avec la m~thode Elkments Finis Transsoniques

Dans le cadre de la misc au point de l'avion A340, un Adrospatiale (EFTAS) tenant compte de leffet de viscositd
d~collement A fort Mach et A faible Cz, localis6 A l'intrados (hors decollement). La fig. 11I montre que les survitesses max
voilure, cbt16 interne du mit externe, a provoqud sur l'avion A lintrados se situent c6td interne du mdt extemne. L'examen
des vibrations d'origine aeroel1astique. de trac~s Cp=f'(XIC) de 3 coupes dans la voilure voisines du

mit (y= 16. ; 16.15 ; 16.32 m) r~vile (fig. 17):
Nous prdsentons ici la synthese des etudes men~es a
Airospatiale pour remddier A cc probltme. Ces 6tudes ont a) une survitesse importante dans la section contre le mAt
abouti A la conception de formes tridimensionnelles modifiant (y=16.32m),
l'intrados voilure et se raccordant sur la paroi interne du mit b) une attdnuation tres rapide en envergure de cette survitesse
externe. De part leurs caractdristiques, ces formes ont 6dt : elle disparait en 30 cm A lHchelle avion.
appeldes 'plastrons de voilure". Le phenomene s'accentue A plus faible Cz : un calcul EFTAS

2. 1.1. Mise en 4vidence du phbromne aerodynamique au point oii les problmes apparaissent en vol montre dans la
section Ia plus critique (y=16. 32 m) une survitesse importante

Des essais en soufflerie et des caiculs de simulation de (pl. 18).
IHcoulement ont montrd des survitesses importantes A
l'intersection entre Ic c6td interne du mAt cxtreme et l'intrados 2.1.2. Conception duplastron de voilure "Al"
voilure (fig. 11) A grand Mach et A faible Cz en fronti~e de (comparoaison calculs / soufflerie / vol)
domaine de vol.

Les pnincipales causes de cc phenomilne sont lides A la 212- ,oiti
prdsence de l'installation motrice sur I' aile externe optimisde Pour remddier au probleme prdcddent, l'Adrospatiale a
en aile lisse qui a Ia particularitd d'avoir un profil cambrd de proposd un cardnage de voilure appeld "plastron". If s'agit
faible rayon de bord d'attaque intrados favorisant ]a survitesse d'une surface rdglee suivant l'axe y joignant la paroi cfttd
A faible Cz. interne du mit A l'intrados de la voilure. Ce plastron, ddfini et

testd en soufflerie par Adrospatiale est appeld plastron AL. La
2.1.1-a Essais en soufflerie forme en plan est donnde fig. 19 , 3 coupes en y (15.60 ; 16 :

16.32 m) de l'ensemble plastron/voilure sont donindes fig. 20
Divers essais sur Ia configuration de base (avion n* I) se sont et 3 coupes en x (10.8 ; 11 .4; 12.4 m) fig. 21. On note
deroulds ces dernitres anodes dans la soufflerie SI de
l'ONERA A Modane avec uric demi-maquette A340 a) le bord d'attaque du plastron Al consiste en une rampe
d'Acrospatiale et une maquette compl~te A340 de Deutsche faisant un angle de 5 A 6 degrds avec Ie profil de base cc
Airbus Aerospace, ainsi que dans la soufflerie transsoniquc qui a pour effet de rdduire la courbure locale du profil et
TWT (9 ft x 8 ft) de YA.R.A. A Bedford avec uric demi- donc de diminuer les survitesses dues au contoumnement
maquette A340 de British Aerospace. (fig. 20),

b) le plastron commence tres t6t (x/c= 5 %) dans la section
L'examen des rdpartitions de pression Cp=f(x/c) dans Ia voisine du oi.At (y= 16.32 mn) de faqon A ce que la reduction
section d'cssai la plus proche du cWt interne du mdt pour une de courbure qu'il induit se produise au niveau de la
des maquettes confirme que l'installation motrice externe survitesse max sur le profil A y=16. 32 mn (fig. 19),
induit une forte survitesse A l'intrados A faible Cz (fig. 12 ).c) Ie plastron s'dtend dans Ia direction y (1 m A ldchelle

avion) avec des pentes faibles de faqon A rdduire leffet de
Lorsque le Cz diminue encore, on constate que Ia survitesse coin enitre le mit et Ie di~dre de la voilure (fig. 19 et 2 1).
augmente puis s'effondre. ce qui traduit lapparition du d) Ie plastron s'dtend jusqu'A Ia limite des volets dans la
ddcollemcnt. direction x (3 m A Idechelle avion ) afin d'avoir des pentes

de rdtreint suffisamment faibles et d'dviter de ce fait un
On met en dvidence sur Ia configuration de base ces ddcollement local sur Ia partic arri~re (fig. 19 et 20).
ddcollements avec des visualisations Ai liuile :

2.1.2-b Calculs
-Mach =Mr., et faible Cz : ddcol lement nai ssant A l'intrados

voilure. c6t6 interne du mit externe ( x/c=5% ) se La configuration avec plastron a dte calculde avec le code
propageant sur l'intrados voilure (fig. 13) EFTAS au point M=Mmo A un Czcroisi~rc ( fig. 22) et A un

*Cz de croisilre : l'coulcment reste attachd (fig. 14) point de faible Cz (fig.23). Les repartitions de pression sur 3
coupes voisines du cbt6 interne du mfit montrent que Ic

Lorsquc 1cmn augmente le Cz de la maquette cn dynamiquc par plastron AlI tend A rdduire la survitesse au bord d'attaquc
variation contAnue de l'incidence, on constate la brutaliti avec intrados. Leffet est plus important au Cz de croisi~re qu'A
laquelle lideoulement recolle au passage d'un Cz critique. faible Cz (fig.22 et 23).

Les essais montrent igalement qu'l Mach=Md et faible Cz Ie
ddcollemnent est gdn&raii6 sur l'intrados entre le mat et Ie Flap
Track Fairing,
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2.1.2-c Essais en soufflerie La plastron B possode les caractdristiques suivantes:

La configuration "avec: plastron Al' a dtd testdc A SIMa par a) la trace sur la voilure est plus avancde que celle du
AS et i I'A.R.A. par BAe au cours des essais ddcrits au plastron AlI (fig. 27) A 2.5 % de la corde A y= 16.32 mn la
paragraphe 2-1 -I-a. Dans les 2 cas on constate la disparition courbure est rdduite beaucoup plus t6t sur les sections de
du d~collement prdsent sur la configuration de base. Ce voilure (fig. 28),
phidnom~ne a 6ti illustr6 a I'A.R.A. par des visualisations A b) dimension r~iuite en y (fig. 27),
Yhuile de couleur (fig. 24 et 25) qui montrent pour les cas A c) g~n~ration r~gl6e sclon y.
grand Mach et faible Cz que le plastron Al a pour effet de
recoller l'6coulemrent i la jonction voilurefmit. Un calcul EFTAS au point critique montre que la survitesse

induite par le plastron B est fortement rdduite dans les sections
Les pes~es globales effectudes sur les configurations avec et pohsd ~,ntmetAy1.2mprrpota
sans plastron A l'A.R.A. sont en bon accord avec celles plsrohe du mI t n(f amen 29).. mpa apot
rdalisdes par AMrospatiale A Modane. Le plastron a pour effet pltrnA(fg2)
de rdluire la zone dicoll~e cc qui se traduit par rapport A Ia 2.1.3-b Plastron C
configuration de base par un gain ACx d'autant plus fort que
le Cz est faibile. Le plastron B donne jusqu'A pr~sent les meilleurs resultats
L'effet du plastron AlI sur la portance reste faible. mais a un encombrement &luivalent au AlI. On a cherchi ii

r~duire la taille du B tout en conservant son effet positif sur la
2.1.2 -d Essais en vol survitesse. Le plastron C prdsente les caract~ristiques

suivantes:
Suite aux rdsultats des essais prdc~dents, ii a 6tt ddcidE de
tester le plastron en vol sur lavion n01. La formne a EtE rnaisde a) mrkme trace sur le mfit que le B,
sous forme de gabarits en bois dans les 2 sens x et y, collds A b) forme en plan identique au B enrne le mfit et y=16. m au
l'intrados de la voilure et remplis de mousse. La section Ia bord d'attaque et au bord de fuite (fig. 30),
plus critique (y=16.3 2 mn) contre le m-At a itt renforcte par une c) dimension r~duite en y par troncature de la forme en plan
plaque de mdtal se terminant en biseau (fig.26). On remarque du B A y=15.9 m (fig. 30),
que le plastron AlI commrence A la limite de la fente du bec n*4 d) gdn~ration r~glde selon y :le profil ý y=16.32 mn reste
(fig.26 haut). proche du B ;les autres sont fortement modifi~s (fig. 3 1).

Las essais en vol ont confirm6 leffet positif pr~lit par les La calcul EFTAS A faible Cz montre que:
essais en souffleries : on constate en prdsence du plastron AlI
une suppression des vibrations adroellastiques A faible Cz ce a) la survitesse naugmente pas dans la section Ia plus
qui confirme que le d~collenient intermittent A ]a jonction critique (y= 16.32 m) malgrE ]a forte r&]uction de taille du
voilurelmlit a disparu. plastron (fig.32)

b) la situation se ddgrade A y=16. mn (fig. 32) cc qui est
Des prises de pression situ~es dans ]a section critique logique lorsque Ion constate qu'avec le plastron C, le
(y=16.32m) montrent que le pic de sut-vitesse qui s'effondre profil A y=16. m est tr~s peu modifi6 (fig. 31).
sur la configuration de base se maintient en pr~sence du
plastron pour des Mach bien plus dlevds et des Cz plus Le plastron C semble donc prometteur car il offre des
faibiles. performances supdrieures au plastron Al avec un

encombrement r~duit de moiti6.
A ]a suite de ces essais, l'avion n'1 a ouvert la totalit6 du
domaine de vol et notamnment le point le plus critique (M--0.93 2.. M eu trsgadaxdedlio
/ Vc=365 kts). 22 oerAt6gadtu edlto

La plastron AlI a Wt adoptE comme solution de sdrie sur les 2.2. 1. Effet de taille par rapport al un moreur classique
avios A40-20 e -30.LUtude et ]a r~aisation des avions bi-moteurs gros porteurs

2.1.3. Amdlorations potentielles du plastron A]l les demande Ie ddveloppement de moteurs de plus en plus
plastrons B et C (calculs) puissants. De plus, le d~sir de r~duire la consommation

sp~cifique des moteurs pousse les motoristes A augmenter Ie
Si le plastron AlI rdsout en pantic les probltmes de vibrations taux de dilution. Ces deux param~tres conduisent i
en supprimant le dicollement, on constate en examinant les l'augmentation de Ia taille des moteurs et notamnment celle des
prises de pression en vol qu'il ne rdduit que faiblement fans. Ceux-ci atteignent ddsormais 100 pouces pour Ics avioics
l'intensitt de Ia survitesse, cc qu'indiquait Ie calcul EFIAS A volant actuellement et plus de 120 pouces pour les avions en
faible Cz (fig. 23). Une nouivelle famnille de plastrons a donc Etude.
itt envisag~e dans Ie but d'obtenir : Las moteurs de ces appareils sont gdniralement fix~s sous les
a) un plastron robuste au dicollement A faible Cz cc qui se ailes. La place disponible sous voilure est limit~e. Par

traduit par une r~duction de la survitesse au bord d'attaque cons~quent, l'augmentation de Ia taille des moteurs rend de
intrados, deplus en plus critique leur int~gration. Celle-ci fait lobjet d'une

b) un plastron detaille r~duite au maximum pour lib~rer 6tude pouss~e comprenant une partie expi~rimentale et une
l'accts de certaines trappcs de visite de Ia voilure et limiter pantie th~orique men~es de front.
les probltmes d'industrialisation.

L'objectif de cette partic de lHtude est de comparer l'impact
2.1.3 -a Plastron B sur l'avion de deux moteurs diffdrents : l'un de la gin~ration

actuelle d'un diambtre fan approchant les 100 pouces, l'autre
Las calculs EFTAS et Ics. pressions mesurdes en vol montrent de Ia prochaine g~ndration atteignant les 115 pouces de
une survitesse max situ~e entre 2 et 3 % de la corde A y= 6 .32  diamn~tre. Cette Etude a &t6 mende pour plusieurs positions
mn alors que Ie plastron AlI ne commence qu'k x/c=5 %. La diff~rentes sous la voilure du moteur de grande taille.
modification de courburc induite par AlI est donc trop tardive, L'impact sur l'intdgration motrice a 6tE estimf en termes de
cc qui peut expliquer Ia faible r~duction de Ia survitesse trainde d'installation et de modification de r~partition de
intrados. pression k Ia surface de Ia voilure.

Un des problbmes dominant de cc genre d'installation est Ia
garde au sol restante sous lc moteur. Pour ccla, Ic param~tre
hauteur relative axe nacelle / repore voilure est particuli~ereent
intdressant.
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La figure 33 montre les diffdrentes positions en Z du moteur A La technique habituellement utilisde, dite de jet figd, consiste A
fort taux de dilution vis A vis du moteur actuci. La localisation reprdsenter ce dernier par une surface solide sur laquelle on
la plus basse correspond i l'alignement des deux nacelles sur dcrit une condition de glissement (fig. 37). Cette technique
le m~mc axe et constitue la position de base. simple. bien adaptde au code EFTAS, conduit dans la plupart

des cas A de bons rdsultats. Pour plus de rdalisme, il est
La figure 34 illustre les dcarts de traline d'installation ndcessaire de passer au mod~le Euler. Celui ci pcrrnet de
observds d'une configuration 4 Fautre. Ces effets sont reprdsenter la gdomdtrie exacte des tuy~res et d'y imposer des
relativement faible en amplitude. Les perturbations (et par conditions gdndratrices reprdsentatives du fonctionnement du
suite ]a trainde d'installation) augmentent avec la taille du moteur. Le jet se forme alors naturellement, ii est captur6.
moteur, l'optimisation de la position en z ne parvient pas i
compenser cc surcroit de trainde par rapport A un moteur de Ces deux techniques ont dtd compardes ik laide du code
taille moyenne. SESAME sur la configuration bimoteur A fort taux de dilution,

dont on a 6tudid les essais en soufflerie au paragraphe
Les figures 35 et 36 reprdsentent les distributions de Kp prdcddent. Les maillages utilisds pour cette comparaison
autour de la voilure pour les diffdrentes configurations de (fig. 38 et 39), relarivement grossiers mais homog~nes,
ldtude :aile lisse, moteur classique installd, moteur fort taux comportent respectivement 260000 et 270000 points sur le
de dilution position de base, moteur fort taux de dilution demi-avion. Le point de calcul choisi, Mach--G.82 a=1. 65',
position rapprochde et moteur fort taux de dilution position pour un rdgime TPS de 38000 tours/mn, correspond
tr~s rapprochde. Les sections instrumentdes montirdes rigoureusement ii Fun des point soufflerie.
encadrent le m-At moteur. L~e nombre de prise de pression varie
d'une configuration A l'autre en fonction des incidents d'essai. Les figure 40 et 41 montre Id6volution du Cp sur quatre
Ceci peut modifier l'allure des tracds de faqon importanse sans sections voilure situdes de part et d'autre du mit,
pour autant correspondre i une rdalit6 physique. Seuls les respectivemens pour les essais et pour les deux calculs
symboles pointds indiquent les prises; opdrantes. D'autre part, prdc~dents.
ces rdpartitions de Kp sont interprdtdes en l'absence d'effet de On constate que le mod~le jet capturd conduit A de bien
jet :les nacelles utilisdes durant les essais sont des nacelles meilleur rdsulsats:
permdables. Enfin, Ie point d'essai indiqu6 correspond A un
cas de vol en croisi~re. a) Sur le c~td interne du mdt, A lintrados. la technique jet

figd produit un syst~me de double accdldration
A 1'extrados de la voilure, I'augmentation de taille du moteur recompression, trts marqud pr~s du mist (y/b=-0.23 1) mais
amplifie les phdnom~nes lids A une installation classique. s'dtendant dgalement assez loin vers lemplanture
Ainsi, la ddcroissance de la zone de grandes vitesses du bord (ylb=O.l34). Ce comportement. qui nest pas du tout mis
d'attaquc est amplifide alors que le plateau de pression faisans en 6vidence par les essais, disparait en mod~le jet capturd
suite est Idg~rement rehaussd. Ccci est d'autant plus vrai que pour lequel on obtient un meilleur recoupemnent.
le mnoteur est proche de Ia voilure. b) A l'intrados c6td externe du mat, le figeage du jet se

traduit par une surdvaluation de la pression qui sd6tend sur
A l'intrados les phdnomdnes sont plus complexes une zone allant du bord d'attaque jusqu'A environ 30% de
l'installation d'un moteur de taille normale fait accdldrer plus corde (y/b=0.27 I). LA encore la capture du jet permet
rapidement ld6coulement apr~s le bord d'attaque du c6t6 d'obtenir des rdsultats plus corrects.
interne du mit pour ensuite recomprimer lentement jusqu'au c) Les niveaux de survitesse calculds sur l'extrados de Ia
niveau de pression de Ia voilure lisse. La misc en place d'un voilure sont enfin assez nettenient plus proches des essais
moteur de grande taille en position basse permet A lorsque le jet est capturd.
l'dcoulement d'accdldrer plus lentement au bord d'attaque. La
recompression qui suit est plus brutale mais le niveau final esS Au vu de ces rdsultats, il apparait que le choix d'une
identique. moddlisation par jet figd nest pas adaptd pour cette

configuration obi Iinterfdrence jet voilure est importante. La
L~e rapprochement moteur / voilure ne modifie pas I'allure de forme arbitraire que I'on donne au jet nest pas suffisamment
Ia recompression. Par contre, l'accdldration faisant suite au rdaliste et conduit A une degradation des rdsultats. comme on a
bord d'attaque est de plus en plus brutale du c6td interne du pu le constater non seulement sur lintrados mais aussi sur
mit. Du c6ti externe du mfit, les phdnom~nes sont plus l'extrados de Ia voilure. Pour cc type de configuration. Ia
moddrds. Leur impact va dans Ic sens logique : plus Ie moteur capture du jet est prdfdrahle m~me si cela doit se traduire par
est petit ou 6loignd, plus Ia rdpartition de Kp est proche de une plus grande complexist6 dans la g~ndration des maillages.
celle de la voilure lisse.

Les rdsultats de calcul montrds prdcddemment font encore
2.2.2. Influenc,. sur la voilure et effet de jet (comparaison apparaitre certaines diffdrences par rapport aux essais. Si

calculs / soufflerie) certaines d'entres edles peuvent 8tre attribudes A l'absence de
moddlisation des effets visqueux (voisinage du bord de fuite).

La simulation numdrique fournit un compldment intdressant d'autres semblent dues A ]a grossi~etd des maillages utilisds
aux essais en souffleric, pour I'itude adrodynamnique de (chocs lissds, niveau des plateaux de survitesse extrados trop
nouveaux concepts tels que l'intigration de moteurs A fort taux faible). Pour Ie vdrifier, un calcul en maillage fin a 0t6 effectud
de dilution. En effet, les rdsultats expdrimentaux sont limitds sur Ia configuration motorisde compldce, pour les mi~mes
de par la relative pauvretd de ldquipemcnt des maquettes. Par conditions de vol. Le nouveau mnaillage est constitu6 de 51
le calcul, on accede aux grandeurs ahrodynamniques en tout domaines pour un total de 1400(U)( points. La figure 42 en
point de Ia surface dc l'avion, mais igalement en tout point de visualise Ia trace surfacique et donne une idde. par
l'espace. Par des visualisations approprides, Ia comprdhension comparaison avec Ia figure 39. de ldcendue du raffinement qui
de l'Ecoulement peut alors etrc grandement facilitte. Mais, a did opdrd
avant d'en arriver Ib, il importe de bien valider Ie code
d'analyse adrodynamniquc utilisd, cc quc I'on se propose de L~e champ de pression obtenu est illustrd par les figure 43 et
faire dans cc paragraphe & laide de comparaisons calculs 44. On note ]a formec particulire de Ia poche de survitesse sur
essais. l'extrados voilure au droit de lintersection avec Ie mAt. Le jet

issu du riacteur est reprdsenti par des lignes iso pression
Les contraintcs d'encombrement introduites par ces nouveaux totale dans un plan de coupe horizontal. La planche 44 montre
moteurs conduisent & les placer plus pr~s de Ia voilure. Cette Ie champ de Mach sur Ic moteur ct sur le m~t. La trace du jet
proximitd se traduit par une interaction adrodynamniquc plus secondaire sur le mfit, dont la frontire est matdrialisde par une
forte, en particulier entre Ic jet issu du rdacteur et la voilure. 11 discontinuitd de vitesse, met en dvidence un syst~mc complexe
est done essentiel de soigner la modilisation du jet, si I'on de ddienies et de recompressions successives. que Ion
veut ivaluer l'interactiowi de faqon correcte. retrouve aussi sur Ic capot moteur. Le jet primaire. momns

inergdtique conduit A des Mach locaux plus faibles,
insuffisants pour amorcer Ia tuy~rc.
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Pour quantifier le gain apportd par le raffinement du maillage, - La deuxitme d.tape sera 1'6tude de Ia nacelle installde. Nous
on prdsente maintenant les repartitions de pression sur les nous int~resserons A l'impact sur Ia circulation autour de Ia
quatre sections voilure dejA exploitdes prdc~demment (fig. 45 voilure au voisinage de Ia nacelle et leffet de l'installation
et 46): sur l'coulement interne et le jet en sortie de tuy~re. Cette

6tude fera l'objet de developpements dans des articles
a) Pour ce qui est de Ia capture des chocs sur l'extrados de Ia ultenieurs.

voilure, on obtient bien leffet de raidissement escomptd. 2.3.2. Pr~diction de I orientation du vecteur pouss~e
b) L~e niveau de Ia survitesse extrados, s'il est encore un peu (oprio acl oflre

faible par rapport aux essais, est ndanmoins grandement (oprio ausIstflre
amndliord en maillage fin. En particulier le pic tr~s local qui 'retiode)puseduntyepu EedvleA
apparalt entre 0% et 10% de corde sur la. section Loriettio 'n rsl de a ussimulaine tuy~rie ped e HcvaluemeA
y/b=O.231 n'dtait qu'esquissd en maillage grossier. 11 est parir lecdun SESulAM E.smlto udiu el~olm
maintenant lbeaucoup miceux c aec e odeSESME

Ces amdliorazions ne se r~luisent bien dvidemnment pas i Ia Par definition, Ia poussde conventionnelle d'une tuy~re
seule voilure. Pour s'en convaincre, on a tracd l'dolution du debouchant dans une atmosph~re de pression statique
coefficient de pression sur trois sections du capot moteur sur ambiante Pa est:
lesquelles des r~sultats d'essais etaient dgalement disponibles
(fig. 47). F= (PPa~dg+p(V-dhV
Les courbes obtenues en maillage fin sont beaucoup plus
contrastes :

a) iLe compartement en douhle detente recompression rdvdld Elle comporte Fint~gral, sur une surface S. de Ia quantitd de
par a curb exprimnt 1c 0330 GIWestpasvisble mouvement a laquelle on enl~ve le terme I PadS I pour prendre
par a curb ex~rienl'Ic0=300 ii estpasvisble en compte leffet de Ia pression ambiante sur les parois

sur Ia courbe O= 180* en raison d'un trop faible nombre de extemnes du moteur.
prises de pression), est bien reproduit en maillage fin,
avec n~anmoins un petit decalage par rapport aux essais, Pour avoir un bilan global de toutes les forces agissant sur les
alors qu'il avail W complktement liss6 en maillage parois internes de Ia tuy~re, cette integration est effectu&e a Ia
grossier. section de sortie, pour chacune des trois composantes de Ia

b) La leg~re inflexion qui apparait dans Ia premiere detente pouss~e. En syst~me de coordonndes cart~siennes, on obtient
pour 0=1 80' nest de m~me obtenue qu'en maillage fin.

c) Pour 0=300, Ia comparaison est momns bonne, mais
F'ailure g~n~rale de Ia courbe reste satisfaisante. Fx= PI(P-Pa)dS,+p(udS ,+vdS Y+wd S,)U]

Ces calculs montrent l'int~r~t du modtle Euler pour Ia Ssortie
simulation d'doulements autour de configurations motoris~es
en forte interaction. Pour cc type de configurations, Ia F-= F(p-pdS +p(udS +vdS +wdSz''
technique par jet fig6 habituellement utilisde en potentiel Y ja Y Y
complet montre en effet ses limites. S sortie

Ce modele permet en outre, par une representation rdaliste des
tuy~res et des jets qui en sont issus, d'acc~der A des gr-andeur~s F z= flI(P-Pa)dS,+ p(udSx+vdS y,+wd S.)w]
caract~ristiques comme Ia poussde, ce qui ouvre Ia porte A des Ssortie
6tudes d'int~gration motrice fines comme on va le voir au
paragraphe suivant. Ces calculs sont effectuds par un outil de post-Iraitement des

rdsultats du code Sesame. II determine d'abord les points
d'intersection entre le maillage et un plan de coupe.

2.3. Vecteur pouss~e no~amment le plan de sortie de Ia tuy~re. Les variables.
definies aux naeuds du maillage, sont transfdrdes par

2.3. 1. Intrert de 1'etude interpolation aux points du plan dintersection, et ensuite aux
centres des cellules de cc plan. 11 suffit alors de calculer )a

Des mesures sur banc au sol ont montrd que certains moteurs surface de chaque cellule pour dvaluer les intdgrales
ddlivraient une poussde dont le vecteur s'dloignait de l'axe ckfinissant les composantes de Ia poussde de Ia tuytre.
nacelle de quelques degrds. Cette constatation a amenOd les
gens A s'interroger sur leffet de cette ddviation sur l'avion Par convention, Ia pouss& est Ia force qui s'exerce sur Ia
(fig. 48) : est-ce penalisant, et, si oui, de conibien en terme de tuy~re, et l'angle du vecteur pouss&e esi donnde par rapport A
consommation sp~cifique. l'axe du moteur. Si !'on considere que celui-ci correspond

Ces questions font appel A des analyses a~rodynamiques et A Egalenent p are: ageduvcerpus s lr
des pmbl~mes de performance moleur.

Notre dtude a pour but de ddlerminer les tendances pouvant a =*ta

mener I une optimisation de l'angle du vecteur poussde pour avp = ta"F,
des considerations uniquement adrodynamiques.
Pour cela, deux dtapes ont dt6 difinies :

-La premitre ccmsiste & 6tudier Ia nacelle isolte par analogic La figure ci-dessous illustre ces definitions.
avec lUtude au banc d'altitude des motonistes. L'objectif de
cette pantic est de calculer Icoulement interne des tuytres
(ripartition le Mach/pression, calcul des dibits) et de
diterminer par Ie calcul l'angle du vecteur pouss~e de Ia a < 0
tuy~re. Cette Etape est comnpl~dte par une caxnpagne dessai VP
d'dtalonnage de diffirentes tuy~res motorisdes afin de Y
pouvoir valider Ia pr~diction par Ie calcul de l'angle du
vecteur poussde des tuytres. Cette dtude fait l'objet d'un > 0
dd-veloppemient dans eel article.



Les icoulements autour de quatre diffdrentes g~omdtries de 151 V.Couaillier :"Multigrid method for solving Euler and
tuy~re, 6galement testdes en soufflerie, ont 6td calculds avec le Navier Stokes equations in two and three dimensions".
code Sesame. A partir de ces rdsultats, l'angle du vecteur- 8th GAMM conference on numerical methods in fluid
pouss~e a, de chaque tuy~re a pu &re 6valud et compard aux dynamics, Delft September 27-29, 1989

r~sltasotense sofferi.161 A.M. Vuillot. V.Couaillter, N.Liamis :"3D)

Les comparaisons pour ces quatre diffdrentes gdorni~ries, sont turbomachinery Euder and Navier Stokes calculations with
donndes dans le tableau suivant: a multi-domain cell centered approach'. 29th

AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE joint propulsion conference,

a~om~trie avp calcul avp sou ft/erie AIAA 93-2576
tuy~re 1 -0.5660 -070 [71 J.L. Godard, O.P. Jacquotte et D. Gisquet :"Detailed
tuy~re 2 +3.2720 +3.50 analysis of wing-nacelle interaction (or civil transport
tuybre 3 +4.3480 +4.4' aircraft". Symposium AGARD/FDO Fort Worth, TX

tuybre 4 -6.0610 * 6.150 (USA), October 7- 10th, 199 1.

La figure 49 reprdsem'e, respectivernent pour les tuy~res 3 et
4, le champ de nombre de Mach sur uuue coupe verticale de la
tuy~re (un plan yo~constante), passant par le mfit interne. On
observe que le jet de la tuy~re 3 est orient6 vers le has. alors
que celui de la tuy~re 4 va dans le sens oppos6.

On constate que le calcul A partir d'un r~sultat num~rique et la
mesure en soufflerie donnent des valeurs tr~s proches pour
l'angle du vecteur-poussde a.1, de ehacune des tuy~res.

CONCLUS ION

L'utilisation des mdrhodes de calcul ddveloppdes ces derni~res
annvAes a permis au service Airodynamique de Conception
d'A EROSPATIALE-AV IONS de mener a bien les taches de
conception qui lui sont d~volues au sein du programme
AIRBUS A330/A340. notamnment:

-L'optimisation de H'coulement dans la zone d'intersection
mat/voilure grace au logiciel de C.A.O. MICA2 qu& a
permis de moddliser les formes de raccord dites "plastrons"
et au code de calcul EFTAS qui a rtussi A bien pr~dire le
comportement des survitesses dans cette zone difficile,
comme les essais en vol l'ont confirmi6 par la suite.

-L'effet de taille du moteur par rapport A la voilure et la
modelisation de leffet de jet p.,r Ie programme SESAME.

-L'dvaluation de l'orientation du vecteur poussde du moteur
par rapport ý l'zvion pour une nacelle seule (SESAME).

La prochaine 6tape sera de calculer ce vecteur en presence non
seulement de Ia nacelle, mais aussi du mat et de la voilure. ce
qui permettra d'dvaluer plus prdcisdment l'impact sur les
perfo-rmances avion de l'orientation du vecteur pou,;s~e.
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PROPULSION SYSTEM SELECTION FOR A HIGH ALTITUDE
LONG ENDURANCE AIRCRAFT

by

John D. Cyrus
Joseph Franz

Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
Code 6052

P.O. Box 5152, Warminster, PA 18974-0591
United States

SU R The mission location and the user may dictate the

fuel. Atmospheric investigation missions such as the
This paper addresses the major propulsion system polar ozone depletion investigation missions or
options for High Altitude Long Endurance aircraft: oceanic/atmospheric interaction missions being
internal combustion engines, turbine engines and fuel considered by NASA may not have access to high quality
cells. The paper identifies the technology drivers aviation fuels required by IC engines. Military users
for the vehicle and assesses the secondary equipment may favor or require heavy fuels such as JP or diesel.
requirements for the various system options. Critical
lechnologies and development requirements are A long endurance mission will also require a highly
addressed in terms of mission capability for both reliable propulsion system. In general, with
near-term and advanced systems. This AGARDograph was additional a laxity, vehicle reliability decreases.
sponsored by the Flight Mechanics Panel. If the vehicle stays aloft for a long time there is

simply more chance for the system to fail than if the
LIST or SmMOLS Am AhO•uys mission duration were shorter. There are also several

fairly strong implicit requirements for reliability
BSFC Brake Specific Fuel Consumption arising from the HALE mission; (1) for mission
HALE High Altitude Long Endurance durations of over twelve hours (the non-stop round-
HP High Pressure the-world Voyager flight notwithstanding) the vehicle
HX Heat Exchanger will in all probability be unmanned--consequently, any
IC Internal Combustion component failure is more likely to result in the loss
LHV Lower Heating Value of the vehicle because no one is on board to take
LP Low Pressure immediate corrective action; (2) the vehicle is likely
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration to be extremely valuable--it has unique capabilities
PFM Proton Exchange Membrane which provide it with excellent observational
SI Spark Ignition potential, it is complex and costly, and it is rather
UAV Unmanned Air Vehicle likely to be produced in limited numbers.
VDC Volts Direct Current

The rarefied atmosphere at high altitudes creates a
1.0 D&SX(I DR.VILS number of problems for the designer. The low density

atmosphere can cause losses in compressor or
The need for a fuel efficient propulsion system in a turbocharger efficiency due to Reynolds riumber effects
high altitude long endurance (HALE) aircraft is and a falloff in energy outrit for a non supercharged
obvious. ý7 fact, the importýu.. .: ,ow tu. -,Lt-..-. p *'ion, wast. 1ýeat ronmoval :rom the
eonaunption and low System weight increases with an propulsion system and vehicle avionics is a
increase in mission loiter time. Good off-design significant problem in the rarefied atmosphere.
engine performance is essential, because vehicle
weight reductions as fuel is consumed during a mission 2.0 CAlIDT, I PROULSIZON SYSTES
cause a substantial reduction in thrust required to
maintain a fixed loiter condition. For a mission with Numerous air breathing propulsion systems are
100 hours endurance the turndown ratio (power at the candidates to power a HALE vehicle. These include:
start of loiter/power at the end of loiter) may
approach three (See Figure I). A highly fuel efficient Gas Turbine Engines
propulsion system implies a complex, high techmology Turbofans
system with high cycle pressure ratios and Turboshaft Engines
temperatures. This implies that the propulsion system Internal Combustion Engines
for a long endurance mission will probably require a Rotary Engines
lengthy development program. Spark Ignition Engines

Diesel Engines
Fuel Cells1 -- ---- - -

In comparing the performance of the various propulsion
as systems, the aircraft designer and propulsion system

01 - -designer will use two different figures of merit. The

aircraft designer will quantify fuel consumption with
Brake Specific Horsepower (BSFC) which provides a
direct measure of the fuel being used. Because tee
ergines in the above list use a variety of fuels, the

o- propulsion system designer will use thermal efficiency
l which eliminates the variation arising from
differences in the lower heating value of the various

0.2 fuels) as a figure of merit to assess how well his
.system converts energy. Equation 1 shows thermal
efficiency is a constant divided by BSFC and fuel

0 lower heating value.
a 10 so 30 40 so so 70o 9 0 100 110

MISSIONI D4JATION IR ] Th•e'-i Efiaienmay - 2s46/M(BS•C * LNV) (Zq 1)

Fxs 1. Turndown Ratio for HALE Mission Figure 2 shows the thermal efficiency of fuel cells

and of turboshaft and internal combustion engin~es. In

Prewnted at an A GA RD Meeting on 'Recent Addvances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Air'raft: Mayv 1Q3
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this figure the lower boundary represents the state- appreciable.
of-the-art for existing engines of 100 to 600 HP, the
hash marks the performance of near-term bare engines As an example, the climb fuel use for varying BSFCs
and the upper boundary marks the levels that are were calculated for a vehicle with a takeoff gross
obtainable with engine development and the weight (TOGW) of 16,000 lbs (7250 KG] with a lift/drag
incorporation of turbocharging and turbocompounding. L/D ratio of 25:1 and multiple engines producing 800
It can be seen that all of these engines offer the HP. The vehicle was assumed to operate at a constant
potential of achieving somewhat better than 40% 0.25 Mach number during its climb to a loiter altitude
thermal efficiency. It can also be seen that the up- of 60,000 ft. [18,300 M]. It is readily apparent from
side efficiency of fuel cells is significantly better Figure 3 that a well designed HALE vehicle will
than that of IC engines or gas turbine engines, require a high fuel fraction and an engine with low

fuel consumption. A vehicle with a BSFC of 0.600
0.7 (which represents very good performance for a small

turboshaft engine) will consume almost 50% of its fuel

i . climbing to loiter--even with a 50% fuel fraction.

0.4

.. ... .... 10

0.3 - *'I.' _.. I 
FEL. FRACTION4 - 0.5

0.4
0.1 3

TSHAFT SI DIESEL ROTARF-UEL CELL 4

Figure 2. Thermal Efficiencies for Various Power Sources 2

Numerous authors have indicated that the merit of an 0
engine can be established using the Breguet equation 0 01 O 0. 0.8 1

and its BSFC to establish endurance. This methodology BRAKEISPECIFICFUELCONSUMPTION
would be precise if the HALE vehicle took off from a Figure3. Fuel UseonHALE Mission
very tall mountain and did not have to climb to its
loiter altitude. But since such takeoff sites do not
exist, the prudent designer should consider the climb
segment in his analysis.

A representative HALE vehicle will have a large wing,
a high fuel fraction and multiple engines. To In generic terms, complexity varies directly with
minimize the adverse effects of turndown ratio Ipart thermal efficiency as shown in Table I.
power operation) on the loiter segment the engine
will be designed to provide a minimal rate of climb at
the top of the climb/beginning of loiter segment.
Since turbocharged IC engine systems and fuel cell
systems produce essentially constant thrust throughout
the flight envelope, the vehicle will also have
minimal climb performance. Consequently, the climb
duration and climb fuel consumption will be

Table 1. PROPULSION SYSTEM CANDIDATE TRADES

Gas Turbine IC Rotary IC Spark IC Diesel Fuel Cell

Ignition

Fuel High Medium Low Low Very Lw

Consumption

System Weight Low Medium Medium Medium f11g!

Fuel JF Mu l t i Av Gas Diesel Hydroo-,-n

Technology Current 1)l Near Dvl Near Pvl Near Nv! C•• I

Reliability High High Medium Medium High

Waste Heat Very Low Medium Medium Medium-H Medium

Complpxi~y Engine Engine Engine Engine Inn

2 Stg TC 2 Stg TC 2 Stg TC 3 S ,"

Cool Cool Cool Cool

Recup Recu p Recup Roc u

ControlsGBIProp ControlnGB&Prop ControlsGB&Prop Contios3GB6Prop

Buinet

Inv-rt~rs Elec Wr

Advanced Systems
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3. 0 GAS TURBER11 IGIN111 theoretically possible to get to altitudes approaching
100,000 ft [31,000 M]. Because the air conditions

The simplest propulsion system for HALE operations is supplied to the IC engine are essentially constant,
a more-or-less stock turbofan engine or a turboshaft the maximum performance of the IC engine system will
engine and propulsor. Perhaps as a consequence of this be essentially constant throughout the operating
simplicity, one of the first HALE demonstrations was envelope. As a consequence, the propulsion system
of a turbofan engine in Boeing's "Compass Cope" will be designed to produce a minimum level of climb
aircraft research program. performance at the end of climb; at the initiation of

loiter the power will be cut back to a level
The engine size and lapse rate with altitude will sufficient to maintain level flight.
establish its precise altitude; the thrust at the top
of climb must be approximately 110% of the thrust In addition to turbochargers the IC propulsion system
required for the beginning of loiter. For a moderate will include an air induction system, one or two
bypass ratio turbofan, an altitude capability of intercoolers and an aftercooler to provide good
45,000 ft (14,000 M] is achievable; at this condition efficiency, an air bypass control, throttle control
its thrust is approximately 1/10 of its thrust at sea and waste gate control to provide a match between
level static (SLS) conditions and the engine has not engine demand and air supplied by the turbochargers, a
experienced significant performance deteriorations due power transmission subsystem consisting of a multi-
to operation at altitude. The substitution of a speed gear box and a propulsor, and an exhaust system.
larger (oversized) engine will provide additional A two stage turbocharged exhaust system is depicted
altitude capability. However, with increasing schematically in Figure 5. Because of the high degree
altitude, the fan or compressor of an existing engine of supercharging for a HALE system, the pressure ratio
will need to be redesigned to avoid a significant between the exhaust gases and ambient is extremely
fall-off in airflow and efficiency due to Reynolds high. Consequently, a recouperator may be added to
number effects. Increasing altitude may also require the exhaust system to provide additional horsepower
redesign of the combustor to avoid blow-out problems derived from the exhaust gases.
and to maintain efficiency.

The turbofan engine has good takeoff and climb
performance. Consequently, it can get to its
operating location quickly and efficiently; a turbofan .C
powered vehicle can be expected to get to a 45,000 ft EXHAUST"WASTEGATE
(14,000 M] loiter condition in one-third the time and
with one-third the fuel as a vehicle powered by a CHARGEARBYPASS
turbocharged internal combustion engine propulsion
system. For a vehicle with a moderately high bypass Ga RPTURBOCHARGER
ratio turbofan engine (and, therefore, a SFC of 0.60
to 0.70) and a fuel fraction of 0.40 to 0.50, loiter THROTTLECONTROL
durations of eight to sixteen hours are achievable. INTERCOOR

For loiter durations longer than eight hours the
designer should consider the incorporation of a
regenerators and/or intercoolers. Allison, Boeing LP1URBOCHARGER
and Sundstrand have investigated turbo devices for use AMBIENTAR7-
on long duration missins for altitudes up to 65,000 Ina
ft [20,000 MI. Allison investigated the potential of
modifying an existing turboshgft engine ad 4 adding a
recuperator, while Sundstrandl and Boeing ' have Figure . Two-StageTurbochurged IC Engine
investigated the use of new turboshaft engines
incorporating intercoolers and intercoolers and The choice of which type of internal combustion engine
recuperators respectively. Their studies showed that to use--rotary, spark ignition (SI) or diesel--has
these devices can improve specific fuel consumption by until now depended largely upon pragmatic decisions
as much as 30%, but at a weight penalty of 10 to 60% resulting from the sponsor's funding and the
of the basic engine weight. availability of an engine in a size class which could

be used in the propulsion system with minimum
4.0 SYSTD4S FOR IN'zuyjx, C11UST1o= MGaeon development and/or modifications. Since there are

limited numbers of extant aviation diesel and rotary
Internal combustion (IC) engine systems for HALE engines, most applkcations have used spark ignition
operations can be typically categorized as efficient engines. Teledyne has demonstrated the viability of
but complex. These systems use multiple stages of gasoline powered spark ignition engines for HALE
supercharging and associated hardware to provide air vehicles with their Voyager 300 liquid cooled spark
to the IC engine at essentially sea level conditions, ignition engine on the Boeing Condor and on the Rutan
As shown in Figure 4 the supercharging ratio (SR) Voyager "Non-stop, non-refueled round-the-world
which is the inverse of the fall-off in atmospheric flight.
pressure increases markedly with pressure. With
typical centrifugal compressor ratios of 5:1 to 6.0:1, In an ideal world both rotary and diesel engines would
two stages of supercharging are required to get to also warrant consideration. System studies of
altitudes above 40,000 fT (12,500 M] and three stages turbocharged two-stroke Diesel engines by Ricardo

6
'

7

may be required to get to altitudes above 65,000 ft of turbogharged four-stroke Diesel engines by
(20,000 M]. With three stages of supercharging, it is Teledyne , and of turbocharged rotary engines by John

He le~.s M e aA -Deere have also shown that a development program
" TOMA1,• PIg could produce viable candidates. Diesel engines have
AT inherently better brake specific fuel consumption

rates than SI engines. Rotary engines have markedlyS* fewer parts and run smoother than spark ignition
engines and should therefore have inherently better
reliability than SI engines. Both the diesel and
rotary engines also have a heavy-fuel capacity
(specifically the diesel can use diesel fuel and the
rotary can use JP fuels) which means that they should
be more supportable by military in the field. While

a 9 a a 10 in the brake specific horsepower of rotary engines hasAL/-%=e [IMP been poorer than SI engines, development efforts at
F4gM 4. Fue U@ on KALE Mission
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and sponsored by NASA Lewis have significantly turbocharger speed to compensate for the reduced
improved their fuel consumption. In addition to performance.
pragmatic considerations and ility trades, the
selection of engine type should also consider vehicle 4.5 Cbarge Cooling
integration trades. The off-design match between the
engine and turbocharger will vary between the three Compression of air by a compressor is accompanied by a
engine types. temperature rise. This temperature rise will depend on

the pressure ratio and the efficiency of the
4.1 Two-Cycle Vs Four-Cycle &Wgines compressor. A reduction of engine inlet manifold air

temperature will increase the density of the air and
The four-cycle engine is self-aspirating whereas the consequently increase the mass of air in the
two-cycle engine has no complete suction stroke. The cylinders. Reducing the manifold air temperature will
two-cycle engine is not self-aspirating and requires enable more fuel to be burned and the power output to
some form of compressor to force fresh charge into the increase. The compressor outlet temperature can be
cylinder. The four-cycle engine also has a distinct effectively reduced by an air-to-air or air-to-liquid
exhaust cycle which drives the exhaust gases out of heat exchanger. The performance of a charge cooler is
the combustion chamber. The two-cycle engine has no measured by its effectiveness, which is the
such positive exhaust expulsion. Because the two-cycle temperature drop of the compressor outlet air through
engine is not self-exhausting the fresh inlet charge the heat exchanger divided by the maximum possible
driven in by the compressor is used to help force out temperature drop (inlet temperature of air minus inlet
residual exhaust gases. This process (called temperature of coolant). Typical performance of charge
scavenging) is the key to successful operation of an coolers will depend on effectiveness and the mass flow
efficient two-cycle engine. Two-cycle engines are very rate and pressure drop of compressor air and coolant.
sensitive to the design of their exhaust system, since The flow of air through the complex passages of a
any residual pressure may impair the vital scavenging typical cooler will result in some air pressure loss,
process. Care must be taken when turbocharging a two- however the losses are usually small. Turbocharger
cycle engine, since the exhaust turbine inherently heat exchangers lose effectiveness at high altitude
increases pressure in the exhaust manifold. The system conditions where the air density reduces the thermal
must be designed so that the boost pressure exceeds conductivity and heat transfer rates. In order to
the exhaust pressure (by a suitable margin) during the compensate for the reduced performance, heat
scavenging process for the engine to operate well. exchangers must increase in size and weight. A typical
Two-cycle engines typically exhibit low exhaust heat exchanger system designed for high altitude will
temperatures which will hinder effective turbocharging be larger in volume than the engine and turbochargers
and may require an auxiliary combustor or other combined.
exhaust energy augmentation.

4.6 Propellers

4.2 Turbooarging The propulsive thrust for vehicles designed for high
altitude operation generally is derived from a large

Turbocharging introduces air (or air/fuel mixture) propeller operating at low forward speed and low
into an engine combustion chamber at a density greater rotational speed. Figure 6 shows three different
than ambient. The increase in air mass allows a designs developed for varying speed ratios. It is
proportional increase in the fuel that can be burned desirable to operate the tip speeo of the blades at
and thus increases the potential power output. The high subsonic conditions in order to maintain maximum
principal objective is to increase power output, not efficiency. If the propeller were to operate in a
to improve efficiency, however the efficiency may limited speed range, the Curve A would be used for
benefit. maximum efficiency. However, in order to maximize

efficiency, propeller integration requires a low blade
lift coefficient for take-off and climb and a high

4.3 Turbochazzr Turbines lift coefficient for high altitude cruise. A
compromise usually results in a blade design which

The requirements for an efficient turbine for the provides acceptable climb performance with good
first stage of a high altitude turbocharger system performance during the long loiter cruise segment o,
necessitate the accommodation of a wide range of mass the mission such as that depicted in Curve B or C.
flows, high gas temperatures and high rotational
speeds.

4.4 Turbocharger Comprlessors

The high pressure ratio requirements of a high OC- A

altitude turbocharger compressor may lead to internal
duct velocities that exceed the speed of sound wi th a I
resultant shock field that reduces efficiency. Highaltitude turbocharger compressors are invariability 5
radial designs which provide the opportunity for high
pressure ratio operation at the cost of limited mass
flow capabilities. Centrifugal compressor performance
is limited to a region of the map bounded on the left O•eARAAS•-M -
by flow surge conditions and on the right by choked al &J &3 CIA OA
conditions at either the inducer inlet or the diffuser GRED RATIO
outlet. Surge occurs when local flow reversal occurs F~ure Theaelprelle efre*Desgm
in the blade boundary layer and a decreased flow rate
relieves the adverse pressure gradient which then 4.7 Gear Box
permits a flow rate increase and the process repeats
the cycle at a fixed frequency. Uncooled turbine Climb performance can also be improved by utilizinil a
temperatures as high as 1000 K for diesel engine two stage gear drive or a continuously variable gear
applications and 1200 K for gasoline fueled engines drive which will match engine and propeller to the
require the utilization of high temperature alloys, most efficient operating conditions. The loiter
Compressor performance losses will occur at high segment of a typical mission can last 100 hours and
altitude due to Reynolds number effects. The low result in a considerable decrease in vehicle weight
density atmospheric conditions at high altitude will through depletion of fuel, therefore the thrust power
decrease the effective efficiency, air flow and required during loiter will decrease dramatically.
pressure ratio and will require an increase in Propeller efficiency can be maximized during loiter
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through reductions in blade speed and blade pitch Flight Sciences"
1  

and International Fuel Ceils12 hve
angle to match the changing power requirements. shown that the BSFC of phosphoric acid cells is up tý
Propellers which operate at high altitude will 30% greater than PEM cells. Consequently the PEM
experience thrust losses due to the low Reynolds cell is the near term fuel cell of choice.
number environment and will require corrections of
blade speed and pitch angle. 5.1 PM CZLS

Aurorf Flight Sciences
11 

and International Fuel
4.8 Controlm Cells 2 have conducted system studies of the FEM cell

in a HALE vehicle. These studies showed that a
Integrating the performance of engine, gear drive, hydrogen powered PEM cell could provide power for
propeller, turbochargers and system heat exchangers of flights of 100 hr. duration, producing power at a
a :high altitude long endurance system requires a very thermal efficiency exceeding 45% at rated power. And,
complex control system. The controls required for a unlike other candidate systems, their part power
multi-stage turbocharger system includes an exhaust efficiency actually improves as shown in I as load
gas waste gate valve, an air bypass valve and possibly decreases.
an air throttle valve. The air bypass valve regulates
flow through the multi-stage compressor and multi- -

stage intercooler/aftercooler to provide an acceptable
combination of air pressure, temperature, and mass
flow to the engine inlet manifold. The bypassed air is
typically delivered to the engine exhaust manifold
where it mixes with the exhaust gas stream. The air os

manifold pressure must be maintained higher than the I
exhaust pressure to avoid recirculation of exhaust 1!0.7
products. The waste gate valve operates in consort
with the bypass to divert exhaust gas energy from the
turbine inlet stream to an overboard dump and thus 18F
match the turbine work and speed to that of the _

compressors. Various operating conditions within the o 40 No ,
compressors and turbines must be maintained in order AupMSNMFT
to avoid surge, choking or overspeed in the
compressors and limit the temperatures in the FIgure 7. FuelCellPer PowerPerlormance
turbines. The turbocharger heat exchangers are
typically separate from the engine heat exchangers. These systems use multiple stages of supercharging anrd
The separate systems are required as a result of large associated hardware, similar to the hardware descrit-i
difference in coolant operating temperatures between above for IC engines, to provide air to the fuel .e.
the engine and turbocharger system. The two separate Because of the weight and complexity of the fuel c-11
coolant systems are linked together with control system, air is likely at greater pressure than sea
valves which regulate the low temperature of the level conditions to improve the power output cf the
turbocharger coolant loop within acceptable limits by cell. In addition to turbochargerF and intercoolers,
mixing high temperature engine coolant flow. the fuel cell system will require inverters to convert

the fuel cells electrical output into 270 VEC power
and electric motors which drive propulsors for the
vehicle. (See Figure 8.) In addition the generic
hardware requirements the Proton Exchange Membrane

4.9 Recauperatora (PEM) fuel cell requires humidified air which is
supplied by saturators. Because the waste energy of

Significant potential energy resides in the exhaust of the fuel cell is not sufficient to power the
all of the various types of proposed core engine turbochargers, a supplemental burner is required to
systems. The exhaust pressure from a high altitude supply energy to the turbocharger.
propulsion system can be forty to fifty times greater
than the ambient pressure at the operating altitude. A
substantial portion of the pressure potential could be "010"
recovered as power by increasing the exhaust "uE.CU
temperature in a burner and utilizing a separate
recovery turbine. The recovery turbine could be
compounded to the engine or it could be utilized to PAnJATON UR-ER
produce electrical energy and therefore increase the
overall efficiency of the propulsion system. A-TEAkM

S.0 rV= C= . SYSMDU
""RaWUn~CE TWOOCNARGER

There are five major groups of fuel cells:

1 C •.L tBI 2 7 I •
Alkaline Fuel Cells 250 C H
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells 250 C H FIgut& POW CoPgPnuWm eSyswem

Proton Exchange Membrane 250 C H
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells 600 C HC
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 600 C HC

Of these groups, the Molten Carbonate and Solid Oxide
Fuel Cells are in the early stages of development. 5.2 1.01 Call Tan•l•ae
Alkaline fuel cells require pure hydrogen and oxygen;
they react with CO2 in the fuel or oxidant. Since The PEM cell uses cryogenic hydrogen and ?ýr to
equipment to eliminate CO2 from the atmosphere and generate power. International Fuel Cells have
fuel would be heavy and complex, the alkaline fuel examined the tankage requirements and found that
cell is not a viable option for a HALE vehicle. tankage weights, based on air vehicle technology,
Phosphoric acid fuel cells and proton exchange varied between 1.0 lb. [.45 KGJ of tank per pound of
membrane (PEn) fuel cell are potential yar term H2 at current technology levels to 0.25 lb. [.11 KG)
options for an air vehicle. But, Bentz Aurora of tank per pound of H2 with advanced technology.
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differences between LC engines; the heat exchanger
5.3 A•vanced rel Cells loads for spark ignition engines will be significantly

less than for rotary or Diesel engine systems.
High temperature fuel cells offer the potential of Because the heat must be rejected to low de.sity
high thermal efficiencies and the use of hydrocarbon ambient air, HALE heat 7xchangers will be large and
fuels; however, they are in the early stages of heavy. Patel and tents showed an optimized system
development and may not be viable options for use for a !tALE vehicle would weigh approximate.. 2.7% ýf
before the turn of the century. Allied Signal reports tpkeoff gro.3 weight.
that EPRI/GRI Workshop on Fuel Cell Technology R&D
indicated that the performance potential of Solid
Oxide Fuel Cells could reach 55 to 59%. 14 1..sA . ..

6.0~~~~~~ ~~~ i('KDIJCiCPtIZ It ~•M 2 .... ...................

6.0 YRXmm-mLZCmIC PflO1ULIZ0U sYST36
to

A hybrid-electric system, shown in Figure 9, has been m.....
considered as a potential step in developing a fuel *AVIOMCS
cell powered vehicle. This system uses a turboshaft
engine or a set of turbochargers and an IC engine to
drive a generator which supplies 270 VDC electrical
power to an inverter and electric motors which drive a a
fan/propulsor. The propulsion system efficiency is

lower than that of turboshaft or IC engine system due RIure0.HaLoad forMALE VoElle
to the electrical losses in the generator, 'nverter
and electric motor. These losses will vary as shown in Patel and Lents 14 

have examined a number of :coling
Table 2: options have been examined for 2ýndling the heat load.

meoeui.soA These include conventional systems wi;ch te'ezt all
(4• PL)their waste heat to ambient air through ram s.r z.

GEARBOX ,wing mounted heat exchangers. Figure 11 shows a
single loop thermal management system. in thif 5s/sem

K R heat from both the low temperature loads (the avionics
UOTOR: • and turbomachineiy) and the engine heat are . .jectc-

in one loop. Dual cooling loop systems reje,-t neat
VNER1011from the low temperature loads in one loop and engine

heat is reje:ted in a second.

02 P14

Figure 9. Hybrid - Electric Propulsion System XCO

Table 2. -e15tzical. Coment Lcaa iox a
Electric system-_ 

I

Motor PUMP E•GIE

Gonhalekar, et al.
1 3

' have studied a variable .peed -J

electric drive in combination with a propeller for
HALE operations. Their analyses has shown that the

variable speed capability of the electric drive allows Mgure11, Slngle.LoopThemuIlManagementSystem
the propeller to be operated in a narrow high
efficiency reqioi. throughout the loiter segment. The
power transmission efficiency with a propeller and a
variable speed electric drive was 26% higher than the
efficiency with i propeller and a single speed gearbox
and 20% higher than the efficiency with a propeller
and a two speed gearbox. They cited a weight penllt%,
of 1,8% of vehicle weight for the electric equipment.

In addition, the electric drive system uncouples the
propulsor from the engine allowing the use of multiple
small propulsors and providing significa:.tly enhanced
control authority during engine Out operations. In
the event of an engine failure, power from the
remaining generator can be routed to all the
prop',!-nrs.

7.0 TNHfbL I kMOM I SYST?

The heat exchanger system for a HALE vehicle must
provide cooling for the engine or fuel cell, avionics
and for the turbocharger heat load (consisting of the
l-t._rcooler and aftercooler heat) if applicable. As
shown in Figure 10, the heat exchanger load for a as
turbine is markedly less than the heat exchanger load
for a IC engine. There are also significant
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A coL. sptual alternative to the conventional syctem is efficiency. Waste heat •eccvery syste.,-
the addition of a v _e heat recovery (WHR) system to bottoming cycles offer up to seven pe.c-n, i
the conventional syatem shown schematically in FiqG . endurance over convuntion thermal
12. In this system part of the waste heat is Variable speed electric motors --an -1
converted by a Rankine bottoming cycle into operat, in a narrow high efficieny -' i .
electricity which can be used to power the avionics, significantly increasing overall p

efficiency. And, advanced f,iel c
potentia' of exceeding ft,
officienc_ Although - "
technologies is in no way ass!red, I
them to fruition remalns -r)sider,•
cannot be ignored.
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INTRODUCTION The above factors all contribute to the
design of propulsion units for air

The NATO requirement for increased range vehicles operated by the NATO armed
and endurance of aircraft is also forces. This paper will discuss the
associated with the necessity to reduce prioritisation of technologies required
the initial and life cycle costs of these for the range of air vehicles and
aircraft. Consideration of these examine how increases in endurance and
conflicting requirements leads to the range affect the balance of technology
prioritisation of engine technologies for within each propulsion unit type. It is
different vehicle types and presented convenient to group the vehicles in the
here are views of engine manufacturers following way:
addressing these challenges over the

. range of aircraft. - Transport, Tanker, AWACS
- Maritime Patrol,

Traditional views of engine optimisation - Combat, and
are being challenged by the growing - Special purpose
acknowledgement of limited budgets and
questions of affordability. No longer Each grouping has the challenges of
can the engine producer rely on thrust range or duration subject to its class,
and specific fuel consumption being the although clearly in absolute terms the
main design drivers in the engine. It range of transport vehicles is
is necessary to balance those significantly different from that of a
traditional technology comparators with combat aircraft. It is primarily these
at least equal consideration being given differences in the groupings that give
to reliability, maintainability and rise to the differences in technology
operability. Initiatives such as R&M prioritisation.
2000 and ENSIP have created a change of
culture in the engine design houses TRANSPORT, TANKER AND AWACS
throughout the western world with
maintenance and overhaul easements being This grouping of air vehicles is
made at the design and development stage. characterised by their size and flight
Complimentary programs such as Integrated pattern. Under most circumstances even
High Performance Turbine Engine during times of conflict, the majority
Technologies (IHPTET) are progressing the of their flight can be achieved at
basic improvements on component altitudes and mach numbers best suited
efficiencies, cycle improvements and to the achievement of greatest range or
efficient and effective design methods endurance of the aircraft.
utilising advanced high specific strength
or high temperature materials. By the Transport aircraft are ideally required
nature of Technology Demonstration to operate out of semi-prepared runways,
Programs (TDP's), a high degree of with adequate size and volume and
testing, design verification and lifing minimal journey time. Being a
methodology of integrated comnonents in workhorse of the forces only minimal
real engine environments is established, logistics support is wanted for these
This leads to a more secure and realistic vehicles, their purpose is to maximise
database for the components when the delivery of goods and men for
committed to a production engine design. combat, and any significant support
Such understanding leads to a more rapid systems such as fuel, oil, parts orma.turity of the propulsion unit, which mechanics required by these aircraft
has significant benefits on the reduction detract from their prime purpose. As

in unscheduled removals and in-flight concepts such as Rapid Deployment Forces
shut downs, with the resultant advantages are adopted so improvements in carrying
for the operator of early reliability, capacity are required.
This has an additional advantage zince These can be achieved in two ways:
such reliability of product minimises theSfinancial outlay required in the early - Same fleet size and container
days of introduction to service, at a volume with reduced flight times
time when finances are best focused to
the procurement of the required fleet - Increased container volume or fleet
n umbers. size

i Pre'nted at aft A(;A RI .1h'etmin otn "R t) ,, tont' i In ttg RattnK' att I t I tttramt Ot )ptit it4 .. it -nij . hit IW
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As deployment range increases due to the RELIABILITY
nature of perceived future conflicts so
flight speed becomes more dominant in The operator sees reliability in two
the balance of time to deploy the clearways (Figure 1). First in-flight
required equipment. This is driving shut down rates indicate annoying but
the transport vehicle away from the mechanic fixable problems without having
propeller driven 250kts vehicles towards to change the engine. Such problems
the high bypass ratio 500kts vehicles, are usually associated with external

dressings, electrical harnesses and
Such increases in flight speed bring sensors. With adequate and responsive
benefits to the whole operation, not just timely changes made to the
by reduced time to deploy but also by productionised engine the classic
minimising crew and personnel fat-gue, 'learner curve' should be invisible to
and reducing the probability of d)uble the operator. There is clear evidence
crews with associated infra-structure from civil operations that this has not
costs. necessarily been the case. However,

with twin engine large aircraft becoming
Operation of in-flight refuelling more widely used, the airframer and
tankers and Airborne Warning and Command engine manufacturers are forced to work
Systems aircraft is very similar in even more closely together such that the
style. Aircraft are deployed from safe aircraft can quickly be certified for
runways with no limitations on runway extended time and range operations.
length, position in convenient and safe
airspace, maintain station for required Transport/Tanker/ AWACS
time then return to base in safe Reliability

airspace. This requirement is to deploy
from base to station in minimal time, to Mn 1Ight shldo•wn ReMoval rale

be able to reposition in minimal time, .
but then hold station for maximum
duration. Such requirements are 0.
ideally met by the high bypass ratio 011
engines of today's civil aircraft.

The key requirements of such high bypass
ration engines are 0

- meet the thrust requirements ... ..... . .
- high reliability ....
- high performance retention
- long life AIOF MO
- adequate fuel burn

Figure 1.
with these to be achieved at the right
unit and certification costs. This gives such substantial commercial

advantages to th- operators who then can
utilise EROPS in their flight schedules.
The commercial pressure to achieve this
is causing reliability to play a key

MEETING THE THRUST role in the design of the engine,
control system and aircraft interfaces.

Aircraft configurations for the Such understandings are available for
Transport/Tanker/AWACS group tend to rapid application of these types of
utilise 'podded' engines similar to engines to Military usage in the
civil airliners. This allows greater Transport/Tanker/AWACS aircraft.
degree of freedom in design changes
than a combat aircraft where the Reliability is contained in the engine
engine(s) are buried in the fuselage, design in many facets. These can be
with structural frames in very close considered in the three stages of the
proximity. In general, the thrust productionised process. Firstly, there
requirements can be readily achieved, is reliability by concept. This is
Engine sizing tends to be at the hot and achieved by basic system architecture.
high take off/climb out condition with For turbomachinery components, the use
most other engine ratings causing less of wide chord blading has significantly
distress to the engine. The choice ofwd rdlading ha sinifInbeteentw an for ngies ls teds improved reliability by concept. In
between two and four engines also tends like manner engine control units, nowto conflict in engine designs. Twin essentially Full Authority Digital
engined aircraft are required to Engine Controls (FADECS) need built intocontinue take off and climb out withe them the logic of spurious signalengine not functioning, and likewise suppression from sensors and electro
four engined aircraft have to be able to supp r faom sens rsiand rycontinue take off and climb out with magnetic interfaces, reversionary
one engine inoperative. Such margins control and the essential computer toof thrust reserve lead to the four computer, sensor to sensor and actuatorof trus resrvelea to he ourto actuator signal comparisons.
engines aircraft utilising higher
throttle settings at their cruise Reliability by application brings into
condition and consequently consuming question the way in which engines are
more turbine life than an equivalent designed to achieve their conceptual
twin engined solution! performance.
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This involves such things Associated with this must be
as knowledge of the margin between peak sub systems that arc tolerarnL t •h
stresses and temperatures and those axial and radial excursions that the
sustainable by the material. In recent rotating spools make during throttle
times, advanced aerodynamics and movement and flight induced loads.
structural computational models have In particular, increases in blade and
made great advances to the inherent vane clearances are the normal major
reliability by application with greater performance loss mechanisms once an
inside and understanding being gained in engine has been configured. Special
early phases of the design process. effort is made in the design and
It must however, be acknowledged that development phase to compensate for
engineering judgement must still be made those movements. Two types of tip
despite the complexities of computer clearance control are in common usage
codes. Such capabilities are but one today and they are passive thermal
spanner in the propulsion engineers tool matching or active control. In passive
box and should not be seen as the unique thermal matching the growth rate of the
and perfect answer. With the static members is thermally matched to
introduction of greater process control the thermal growth rate of the rotating
and measurement during the manufacturing member. However, spool speed
process, along with process modelling variations are faster than their
improvements in consistency in parts thermal movements and this does not
have been realised. This reduces the permit the absolute minimum clearances to
randomness of failures and has be set. Such systems do however have
contributed greatly to this facet of the advantage that they consume no
reliability, additional high energy air and require no

control system and valves to be
Reliability by development builds on the effective. The alternative system is
two prior forms of reliability, those of the active clearance control. This
concept or application. In this stage system uses air tapped off the relevant
realistic testing is required to stage of HP compressor and by a series of
identify weak points in designs either valves and circumferential pipes pumping
by concept or application, and ensure air onto the outer skin of static members
realism to the way in which the product in clearance areas.
will be used in service.

It has the advantage of being able to
The quality of this reliability close clearances to their minimum during
improvement is realised by the maturity steady state conditions, but must be
of the product when actually used by the able to respond in adequate time to
operator. Engine companies are tending throttle and flight inducted variances
to adopt Technology Demonstraeor in clearance. Recent developments in
Programs to give early and realistic this field are using sensors to measure
indications of the reliability challenge the running clearances and adjust the
associated with upgraded or new engines, air flow rate, hence modify the cooling

and shrinkage of the static member.
Over a limited radial height this also

Transport/ Tanker/ AWACS serves to reduce performance loss,
Performance retention although system reliability, which

should not be made flight critical, is
degraded with this type of clearance
control.
Inside of the gas path, the secondary

air system is reliant on the
distribution of small quantities of air

Good,• to strategic areas of the engine, the
F -retention of oil/air mist in small

volumes and the balancing of bearing
loads by pressure loads. Such systems/" ..... rely on the maintenance of good seal

performance between the overhaul lives
of the engines. It is not feasible to
consider active clearance control for
these features and compliant systems
such as brush seals are being
rigorously pursued. The other major

Figure 2. feature which causes rapid performance
deterioration is the ingress of water

Performance Retention and hail from atmospheric conditions.
These have the effect of significantly

In order to consistently fulfil the changing the thermal matching of the
roles required of this group, rotors and statics with a subsequent
performance retention, particularly with after rainstorm increased clearance, due
respect to specific fuel consumption is either to blade length reduction or wear
of high priority. ',sign features that of abradable coating. Design detail of
limit the ingress of debris into the the front of the engine which aid the
core engine offer significant advantages removal of dirt from the core is also
(Figure 2) by minimising erosion of the helpful in removal of water and ice.
aerofoils.
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some airborne dust is of such size (3-10 Under normal circumstances, the

micr~on) that it does not act compression system will last the life of

ballistically but follows the path of the engine. Localised damage from

the air. Such dust is prevalent in ingested hard foreign objects can

certain areas of the world, and the time usually be dressed out uf the damaged

of year, type of dust, and anticipated blade, which is usually limited to the

dispersal paths are reasonably well front three rows of the compression

known. gy choice, these areas would be system. The fan rotor blade, being the

avoided but in the military operation, first aerofoil and having the highest

they may well have to be encountered. velocity is subject to the maximum
probability of damage. Recent designs

Since the dust remains airborne and is have allowed for 'in field' replacement

silica by composition, it has two main of seriously damaged blades and in-situ

effects. Firstly, that which goes balancing procedures have been made

through the main gas path can then be viable thus eliminating the strong

adequately heated to glasify and form a out-of-balance forces that would

coating typically on the HP turbine potentially damage both the engin and its

nozzle and rotor leading edge. mounting system.

Secondly, some will enter the HP turbine
cooling air feed system. This dust may Fuel Burn

then glasify, and accrete onto the
internal surface of the blade. This can The competitive field of the civil

result in very short life blades since operated high bypass ratio turbo fan

they are attempting to operate with ensures that each engine manufacturer is

reduced cooling flow but worst heat capable of similar fuel burn,

transfer coefficients. Usually particularly when considering the fuel

transport engines are of sufficient size consumption after a few thousand flight

to be able to minimise such effects, but hours. By comparison to the previous

the internal accretion is feature discussions on reliability and life then

dependent and the design needs to the equitable situation of fuel burn

acknowledge the requirements to operate brings this technology low down the list.

in this hostile condition. There have been engine demonstration
programs of significantly reduced fuel

Long Life burn configuration, with implicitly range
and endurance enhancements, such as the

There are really two facets of life to variable pitch fan (ducted) by

the engine. Firstly, the most obvious Rolls-Royce, the UDF (unducted fan) by

is the total design life of the General Electric and the Advanced Ducted
component and secondly the inspection Propulsor by Pratt & Whitney. Each of

period required to ensure that life. these have fuel burn merits but failed

As may be anticipated the key areas for to gain acceptance by the airframe

life limiting parts as the HP turbine community. They must thcrefore be

blade, disc and the combustor. These considered as immature solutions against

components suffer the highest a requirement that is dominated by

temperatures, pressures and densities in reliability and cost.
the engine and are subject to cyclic MARITIME PATROL AIRCRAFT
usage. Each part will have a declared
life, which is normally on a statistical These aircraft are characterised by the

basis and is built up progressively via requirement to operate in all weathers
safe inspection periods. Critical from prepared unrestricted runways,
parts, such as HP turbine discs are journey out to position on minimum time,

usually assumed to generate a surface or then maximum time on station at very low

sub-surface defect during tre first engine power setting and low altitude

flight cycle after each inspection, and return at optimum speed. Dependant

The period of time between inspections on the flight distance to station so the

is then based on flight or throttle idealised choice of propulsion unit

cycles, disk design style and the changes from propeller driven for

material properties of the disc at relatively close range, to the higher

operating condition. This has given bypass ratio turbo fan for the greater

rise to lifing methods based on crack radius of operation. Since the loiter

propagation and in some regions of the thrust is such a small proportion of the

disc of crack propagation with dwell required take off, and normal in flight

imposed in the cycling of the disc. thrust requirements, so the currently
adopted practice of selectively shutting

Such measurements of material properties down one or more of the engines in a

are expensive to make and difficult to multi-engined aircraft would appear very

simulate. Significant differences can effective. The adoption of such a

be found by changes in rate of loading, practice to minimise thrust and fuel

dwell time verses relax time and flow could not be matched by enhanced

duration of cycle. To the operator the cycle and component efficiencies.
most important aspect is more likely to The real challenge to the engine designer

be how often he needs to strip the is not so much in performance, but in

engine for inspection and not the protection systems against the

necessarily on absolute life component. corrosive attack by salt water. The

Turbine blades and vanes and combustors presence of salts in the turbine region

are more easily inspected without can dramatically alter the declared life

necessitating engine removal. This is of the component, since temperatures are

achieved by use of boroscope ports at achieved that permit infiltration and

various locations through the engine. chemical change within the blade and
disc alloys.



Some re-alloying and/or Increases in loiter time, where loiter
surface protection coating development is achieved at close to optimum altitude
is usually necessary to accommodate this and flight mach number are primarily
hostile environment, achieved by increased fuel tankage in

the aircraft, although as this condition
Regardless of the idealised propulsion becomes a greater proportion of fuel
unit characteristics, it must be burn so the optimum cycle pressure
recognised that the maritime patrol ratio, the bypass ratio, and the
aircraft, in common with the AWACS component efficiency requirements all
carries equipment and sensors that are start to rise. This must be weighed
far more expensive than the typically against the performance of the whole
military aircraft. The purpose of the machine in the combat phase of its
aircraft is purely as a platform from mission. In general the combat phase
which such equipment can work, and dominates the loiter in terms of
although both airframers and propulsion priorities since it is ultimately the
engineers can clearly see improvements most important phase of the flight.
that can be made to their parts of this
system, it is usual that a pragmatic
economic solution is found which is not
driven by the technically elegant Combat aircraft
solution. Relative Specific Air Range

500• P~= T.D

COMBAT AIRCRAFT -

one of the major differences between
combat aircraft and those discussed in /
the preceding scheme is the wide range 0

of operations - altitude, flight mach
number - and the fact that for ,a.0,
operational reasons they are forced to
operate in areas of their flight envelope .
where neither the aerodynamics of the 0M2 00 00 00 ,0 ,2', ' 0 20
airframe, nor the characteristics of the ,
propulsion unit are best for maximising
the range or endurance. Each vehicle Figure 3.
needs clarity in the design phase of
primary and secondary roles and their Concepts of propulsion with various
relative weightings. Combat vehiclepropulsion however can be ordered in the degrees of variability either by cycle
roulsiowing hwa or component match via adaptive engine

following way: controls are under current developments.
Their target is to be able to optimise- adequate reheat and dry thrusttheniepromceoathe engine performance to a

Sfuel burn balanced over mission significantly better level than could be
tuel bachieved with "fixed" engine with the
type same combat capabilities. A range or

- high reliability endurance improvement will then result.
Such propulsion characteristics are more

- long time between inspections dominant in the design phase of a new
platform where considerable size and

- stability and performance retention weight savings can be made than where an
aircraft is already configured and only

Differently from the Transport/Tanker/ propulsion unit changes are made.

AWACS and maritime patrols, the combat Figure 4 shows how, with a new aircraft,
engine tends to be more highly integrated new engine combination the overall
engine thendsrme, mreducing the grated weight hence unit size and cost for
with the airframe, eedinsthelat onomics future more capable combat aircraft can
of alternative engine installations be contained to acceptable levels by the
within the same airframe. advances in propulsion technologies

In Figure 3 a typified supersonic combat that are actively being pursued within

vehicle with w'ng loading selected as a the NATO countries.

compromise between high and low altitude Combat aircraft
operations and subsonic turn Influence of engine technology
capabilities is shown. For maximum
range and endurance the majority of
flight should occur at 0.9 mach number
and 27,000ft altitude. Operationally °° -
such an aircraft is likely to be flown .,

in conditions such as supercruise (i.e. .. r .........
1.4 Mach No. Trop & dry engine) or 0.9 1
Mach Number, 200ft, dry and reheated. [7
Such operational requirements are "

reducing the range of the aircraft by .,
between 40 to 60% relative to what could
be achieved by the same aircraft, engine o

and weapons fit when flown at optimum ... .
condition. ..... .. 0 Figure 4.
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This same aircraft configuration has then
Life Consumption 'flown' a (European) long range

interception mission and the same
Within the scope of the combat vehicle temperature/time histories are show in
there are the two major facets of combat Figure6. The combination of compressor
capability and range capability. As discharge, ie blade cooling flow supply
combat capability increases so the temperature, and turbine temperature can
aircraft thrust:weight ratio tends to then be used to assess the level and
rise, and hence the loiter thrust duration of likely thermal damage to the
requirement is proportionally smaller. HP turbine rotor blade. The resulting
Without advances in propulsion system potential damage time history in Figure
efficiencies the range of these more 7 shows clearly the differences between
agile vehicles would be significantly the missions. Air superiority has two
reduced, which is contrary to damage times, one at take off and the
requirement. Two types of range other at combat. Although the elapsed
enhancements are currently considered, mission time is the order of 22 hrs,
they are the increased use of subsonic damage time is limited to approximately
near optimum cruising, and the use of 3 minutes. Conversely, the long range
supercruise. This diversity leads to interceptor with supercruise to target
different challenges within the engine, mission has a duration of I hr, and a
particularly in the utilisation of life damage exposure of over half that time.
in the hot section of the engine.
These different modes of operations can Combat aircraft
radically change the inspection period HP turbine rotor 'Thermal damage'
and the projected life of these parts.

Combat aircraft
Mt, super't-:1 misslon

g. •' i

.2 " L Figure 7.

Figure 5. Life variations with missions have
always been noted but what is new here

In order to illustrate differences a is the extended use of high power

model of an advanced combat aircraft has settings required for the supercruise

been used to synthesise two mission requirement, which is similar to the
profiles; that of a long range life consuming operation of the I.D.S.

interceptor and that of air superiority. Tornado fleet. These differences in
Figure 5 shows the compressor discharge usage lead to the necessity to re-alloy
and the high pressure turbine the turbine blade material such that the
temperatures for an air superiority balance of creep resistance, oxidation
mission. resistance and thermal/direct stress

damage are satisfactory for the type of
missions required to be flown, and the

Combat aircraft blade life and inspection periods are
Combgt agitrceat consistent with the requirements ofLongraninterceptmission operational readiness and life cycleS• .. ....... • -, ...... c os t ing.

SPECIAL VEHICLES

In this group of vehicles the dominant
I "feature is capability. Cost, although

.i a consideration comes a poor second.
i -L Special vehicles exist to give strategic

"�"'1 or tacticsl advantage t: enable an
ultimate win situation. At this time

__ _.001such vehicles tend to be either very
high speed or very controlled on all
forms of signature. For the propulsion
engineer the high speed vehicles give
the greatest challenges.

Figure 6.



Firstly, just as in the combat Combat aircraft with increases in raage
supercruise vehicles use is made of high or endurance will, without adoption of
throttle settings at high inlet advanced propulsion systems, become
temperatures. This is a life consuming larger, heavier and significantly more
situation and some degree of bleed flow expensive to own and operate. The
network compromising is usually required currently favoured supercruise consumes
to restore life at the expense of turbine and hot section lives
optimum performance. considerably faster than cruise at

optimum aircraft altitude and speed.
When flying at the high mach numbers
skin heating can be controlled by using Special vehicles with sustained high
the fuel in the tanks, pumped to the hot flight mach number are challenging the
areas then on to the engine. On capabilities of fuels and oils, both
occasions the engine fuel flow is not from a thermal capacity and system
high enough to consume all of the fuel operating viewpoint.
so pumped, with the unused fuel returned
to tank. Over an extended period of
time the tank temperature will have
elevated to a point where inadequate
skin cooling can be affected. Studies
are in hand on Endothermic fuels which
will store more heat energy than previous
fuels. With hot fuel the next section
of the propulsion unit liable to
difficulties is the fuel system
components. Development work on higher
temperature seals and improved lifing at
elevated temperatures for these
components are necessary activities.

Oil and lubrication systems of the high
speed vehicles are always areas of
concern. In an engine for lower speed
flight oil is often cooled in the bypass
stream air. This prevents the
progressive build up of temperature in
the lubrication system which can
eventually lead to premature coking in
oilways and the potential of air/oil
mist flash fires. As flight mach number
is increased, and endurance at that mach
number so the sink to which the oil can
loose its temperature becomes more
limited. These considerations have
given rise to the search for the higher
temperature oils. Currently oil is
capable of long lives up to 200 to 250*
for conventional oils, and up to 4500 for
unconventional. Unfortunately this
high temperature oil is a solid at room
temperatures which brings very limiting
operating procedures should such oil be
necessary. Ideally a 50 to 1000
increase in oil temperature capabilities
with normal operational procedures would
be of significant benefit to such
vehicles.

CONCLUSIONS

A review of the propulsion system
technologies for long range and
endurance aircraft has indicated some of
the priorities that should e addressed
when developing these units. There is
a difference in the order of
technologies between different
operational requirements. Transport
type vehicles would best be powered by
minor derivatives of civil airlines,
bringing with them the benefits of
longevity, reliability and a worldwide
technician infrastructure. As range is
increased and deployment time reduced so
the need to increase flight speed
becomes inevitable.
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The STRATO 2C Propulsion System
A Low Cost Approach for a High Altitude Long Endurance Aircraft

H. Tonskotter

Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH
Einsteinstralle 20
8012 Ottobrunn

Germany

SUMMARY The STRATO 2C has a takeoff weight of about
12 000 kg and a wing span of 56 m. The pressurized

For the STRATO 2C - a High Altitude Long En- cabin is designed for 2/3 scientists and provides ma-
durance Research Aircraft - a low cost propulsion sy- ximum flexibility with respect to the installation of
stem was designed and is now under development, measuring equipment and to the performance of re-

search work during high altitude long endurance
The approach to achieve the aim of low development, missions. The aircraft is powered by two 300 kW
procurement and in-service costs is a compound pro- compound engines installed in nacelles above the
pulsion system based on a highly supercharged hi- wing driving two 5 bladed propellers in a pusher con-
quid cooled piston engine with charge air inter-coo- figuration (Fig. 1).
ling and the extensive usage of available compo-
nents. The aircraft is designed for a cruise of 8 hours at

24 km and at Mach 0.5 with a range of 7000 km
The concept of the propulsion system and the main without refuelling or 48 hours at 18 km altitude
components are described. Aspects of controlling the (Fig. 2).
three-stage turbocharger system are discussed. The
way how to realize the power plant in three years is
presented and the test program is addressed.

ADsgMde 24 krn (8 18

1. - INTRODUCTION Mission

The STRATO 2C is a High Altitude Long Endurance Range 7000 kr

Aircraft which is developed by GROB* on behalf of
the German Ministry of Research and Technology. Max. Atitude 18km/ 4, hfs

The aircraft will be operated by the DLR** and is Endurance /__
part of a stratosphere research program. Mission

Range 18000 km

Fig. 2: Mission Profiles

2. STRATO 2C PROPULSION SYSTEM

During the concept phase various propulsion systems
have been evaluated. The result was, that the coin-
pound engine as described below is the most suitable
one (Ref. 1).

The term "compound engine" is used f'ir this propul-
sion system as the 300 kW piston engine is c-nmbined
with the gas generator of a 2000 kW turboprop en-
gine which serves as a turbocharger and provides an
additional jet thrust of about 12 % of the propeller
thrust.

Fig. 1: STRATO 2C

BURKHART GROB Luft- und Raumfahrt * Deutsche Forschungsanstalt ffir Luft- und

GmbH & Co KG, 8939 Mattsies Raumfahrt e.V., Kb1n

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long lndurance Operation of/,,ircnnft', Mafr IQ'3
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2.1 Propulsion System Concept the engine operates at 3100 rpm to provide 300 kW
shaft power. The engine has the potential of 340 kW

Initial studies showed that the requirement of low at 3400 rpm.
cost, low risk and short development time can only be
met by the extensive usage of available mature corn- Teledyne was selected as they are the only company
ponents. Therefore, a liquid cooled Teledyne Conti- offering certified liquid cooled piston engines for
nental piston engine and a Pratt & Whitney Canada aircraft. Furthermore, they offer high altitude expe-
PW127 gas generator were choosen as the main rience gained during the Condor program (Ref. 2).
propulsion system components.

In a pretest TCM demonstrated the performance of
The propulsion system consists of two major propul- the engine and defined the necessary modifications
sion groups. for the high altitude application. The heat of the en-

gine is rejected by a water cooler (Ethylen
The first group consists of the piston engine with a Glycol/water) and by an oil cooler.
standard turbocharger, the reduction gearbox and
the propeller. This system is controlled by three le- The turbocharger is a standard Garrett unit with in-
vers (propeller speed, manifold pressure and fuel/air creased compressor and turbine capacity compared to
mixture) which are operated by the pilot. A standard the basic engine. The required manifold pressure is
hydraulically driven exhaust wastegate controls the controlled by a standard hydraulic system with an
turbocharger. Hence, during takeoff and landing and exhaust wastegate at turbine inlet.
up to about 7 km flight altitude the propulsion sy-
stem works like a conventional piston engine with The capacity of the oil sump is increased for the long
propeller. endurance mission and the crankcase is pressurized

to avoid oil pump cavitation and unacceptable flow
For higher altitudes the second propulsion group - degradation. The engine is started with an air tur-
the LP charger - is switched on. The LP charger pro- bine starter mounted on the engine. A flywheel and
vides charged air at a pressure that allows the piston elastomer couplings are integrated in the drive sy-
engine to maintain 300 kW shaft power up to about stem to reduce torsional vibration.
24 km. This propulsion group is controlled by a new
digital control unit and provides an additional thrust Gearbox
of about 12 % at design altitude. The LP charger has
its own oil system and integrated charge air coolers The Gearbox is a new design and is developed by ZF
and is installed at the front of the nacelle. The inlet (Zahnrndfabrik Friedrichshafen). It is a two-stage
can be closed to avoid FOD and icing problems. gearbox with an integral oil system and drive pads

for the oil cooled variable speed DC generator and
Fig. 3 shows the propulsion system and the arran- the propeller governor. Magnesium casting for the
gement of the components, gearbox case and a titanium propeller shaft are used

to reduce weight.
2.2 Propulsion System Components Turbine oil according to MIL-L-23699C Amend. I is

used to improve starting at low temperatres and to
Piston Engine cover maintenance aspects (same oil for gearbox and

LP charger). A separate gearbox instead of an inte-
The piston enigne is a certified Teledyne Continental gral version based on the geared GTSIO-520 engine
Motors (TCM) TSIOL-550-A direct drive liquid cooled was choosen as the separate gearbox allows an indi-
opposed cylinder engine with a displacement volume vidual mounting of the gearbox and of che piston en-
of 9 litres and a compression ratio of 7.5:1. This en- gine according to the different stiffness and fre-
gine provides 260 kW at 2700 rpm. For STRATO 2C quency requirements.

Coo*V F.w bo

LP Cý Fig 3C TR T 2 H CP WP r wp ion Coo y

..-/.~O C..* I'

Chop 3 STATO 2CPrpusin yse
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Propeller metal diffuser case and the composite collecting case
the new diffuser tubes are partially made of a silico-

Due to the low air density at 24 km the propeller has ne based rubber material already used in aircraft
a diameter of 6 m and five light weight composite applications.
blades. For the demonstrator aircraft a low risk desi-
gn featuring a wooden spar and a composite shell To minimize the front area and hence the diameter of
was choosen by the manufacturer MT-Propeller, the engine nacelle the LP coolers are top and bottom
Straubing. The propeller design will be verified in a mounted and the IP coolers are side mounted
wind tunnel test under simulated pusher conditions. (Fig. 5).

Control of the propeller is accomplished by a hydrau- LP Turbac argsr System

lic governor which is driven by the propeller gearbox LP C4.W

and integrated into the oil system of the gearbox. N
Due to the very low propeller speed (640 rpm) a con- CH -CO, D__

ventional feathering system with counter weights is a LP C- W --

not very effective. Therefore, an all hydraulic system M-W
with a separate emergency feathering pump supplied -- E•.--

with oil out of a separate volume in the gearbox oil )

sump is considered. TOw

An o•iginally specified all electrical propeller control F, --
system was rejected due to cost reasons. Sph.&W B

C.oWq Ak \ ý' 12) HO G.a Supp

LP Turbocharger 
\ .J Tb. Bb

Within the given cost and time frame the develop-
ment of a new turbocharger was not possible. There-
fore, is was necessary to find an available system, Fig. 5: LP Turbocharger System
which could be adapted to the STRATO 2C applica-
tion. As the performance of radial compressors is less The former combustion chamber is divided into two
sensitive to low Reynolds Numbers a two-stage ra- cavities. The air from the intermediate compressor
dial ampression system was preferred. The biggest passes the outer cavity and is directed through 14
and most suitable available system was the gas ge- holes in the gas generator case to the IP coolers
nerator of the Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) (Fig. 4).
PW127 turboprop engine. It is a two-spool gas gene-
rator with a radial compressor and a single axial The exhaust gas coming from the turbine of the HP
turbine stage on each spool. turbocharger is distributed in a manifold outside of

the LP charger and enters the inner cavity through
Due to the two-spool arrangement and the externally 12 tubes integrated into the turbine support case. To
mounted LPC diffuser tubes only limited =odifica- allow different thermal growth the tubes are equiped
tions for the integration of the intercooler (LP cooler) with bellows. All hot parts and modifications in the
were necessary (Fig. 4). turbine section are made of Inconel 718 and 625.

The original bow diffusers are replaced by straight Compared with the turboprop application the PW127
diffusers connected to a carbon fibre collecting case. gas generator operates at lower air (inter-cooling)
To compensate for different thermal behaviour of the and lower gas temeratures. Therefore, oil flow to the

bearings and turbine cooling flow could be reduced.

Modification of PW1 27 Gas Generator To rematch the compressors P&WC has increased

LP abthe IP turbine capacity by about 4.5 % and reduced
V AM _,the LPT capacity by 12 %.

Due to the low pressure in the bearing chambers at
,, C.W, •high altitude the blow down oil scavenge system is

HP Turw replaced by individual oil scavenge pumps for each
bearing chamber. The oil pressure and scavenge
pumps are part of a separate oil unit, which also in-
corporates the oil tank, the oil filter and the air/oil

Er" separator. The design of the oil pumps was verified
,Oam at IABG in an altitude test facility.
SU• Heat Exchangers

A total heat rejection of about 300 kW at an altitude
of about 24 km requires very large heat exchangers

Fig. 4: Modification of PW127 Gas Generator with a total front area of 3.5 mi. Inter-cooling of the
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charge air is accomplished by air-to-air heat exchan- engine The hydraulic propeller governor at the
gers. The piston engine is cooled by liquid-to-air heat gearbox adjusts the propeller blade angle such that
exchangers (Table 1). the required propeller speed is constant.

(Design feed 2&5 Is,/ M 0.46)

• LI L Above the flight altitude of 7 km the LP charger is
Chaige C"CN" omrpe 01 r switched on (Fig. 6).

r 2 2 1 1 -& While the turbine sections of both chargers are con-
I •C.om I 151 I

trolled by the exhaust wastegate (Option "B") of the
Too Hest FlolftW M 4 53 43 go to HP charger matching of the LP charger compressors

Fmntlea of oneColoe m2 1.26.20 1.12x34 1.21 xt0 1.12x.72 x.50 .50x.2 is achieved by LP and IP bleed (Fig. 6).

Eflicerwy % 74 72 90 o as LP charger and oil unit switching on and off, bleed
valve positioning and overspeed control is carried out

Fwer - -. - by a new digital control unit. The valves are operated
by stepper motors.

Table 1: Heat Exchangers Instead of the exhaust wastegate an HP bleed valve
(Option "A") can be used to control the turbocharger

The aluminium coolers are manufactured by Behr, system. The advantage is that the spool speeds of the
Stuttgart. The heat exchangers were optimized ta- LP charger at low altitudes are much higher
king into account the weight, the front area (nacelle (Table 2). If the LP charger operates at too low
drag) and the pressure losses (drag and exhaust speeds sealing of the bearing chambers may become
thrust of the LP charger). As the nacelle flow is hea- a problem.
ted when passing the heat exchangers the internal
drag of the nacelle is very low. D smaeon ei. obs CIen.; Owiel-r

2.3 Control System A ,iuNe/MachNurro kv- 235/10,48 9/016 0/0iS

Equivalent Shaft Powe, kW 334 326 340
(oosalt manifold pressmure)

To reduce risk and cost the standard control system uiva•e•tSpe Fuel W.h 214 236 231

of the piston engine is used. com""r"" R 0.90 1.10 0•4
(Q.1 er 051 o/ltnder in)

The piston engine is controlled by the pilot versus TPo.dr.sorPrsswe ans 39 43 4.1

three levers (propeller speed, manifold pressure and Z " ,Pc'I
fuel/air mixture). A standard exhaust wastegate at LP Con•resnr Pres•r R9• 59 16 12

turbine inlet which is operated by engine oil controls LPC Cwo•,ed spod M-, 29M M 9070
LP Bleed ")% 0 0 11

the manifold pressure in the air inlet of the piston 1P Be 0 2. 22

HP Bleed') % 0 25

Exla out Ehaut Bleed (wsallgaoo) *) % 0 12
Fuel Comm Uo3 

114 1

HP cooler Vau DWokN6L~P d-p inisit.

Table 2: Comparison of STRATO 2C
Propulsion Control Options

A~rInlet HPT, T, On the other hand a power increase e.g. for takeoff
Ho - - board and for climb/manoeuvering at high altitudes by ope-

- u , :rating the piston engine with a rich fuel/air mixture
"----------.. E,,u,, is not possible as afterburning of the unburned fuel

HHu 7 km downstream of the HP bleed air injection into the

exhaust system cannot be excluded.

Although the nozzle pressure ratio of Option "B" is
Aw tnle - TInW4 lower at low altitudes, the equivalent shaft power

- - (shaft power plus the equivalent power of the ex-haust thrust) is higher and fuel consumption is re-
duced compared with Option "A". This is because Op-

STtion "B" provides less throttling to the piston engine
at the exhaust side resulting in higher shaft power at

LP- constant manifold pressure. Furthermore, the total
amount of bleed flow (air & exhaust) is lower.

The operating lines in a typical HP compressor map
at given LP and IP operating lines are shown in

Fig. 6: Turbocharging System and Control Fig. 7.
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STRATO 2C A Autoe I I
HP Compressor D's •,•P* cuslan,

_Max.Cruise__.,"/..

(Exhaust ° /GO i
GROB

E -.W M-, DASAA(TST)

Eagd* I.tfl~onDC 0-W-
./i///'C44e0.-.,..b L ,n-

S- Option "Teledyne

Fonl)Cho- &BdgrUbddT/ " 
IIAB

Heat El Pen.. P £ Control It art

Out~pflW ead dniopaWa LP TaOdwgP Mod F~iXEy (ATF)| SaelwyTa " V•I•m•In
_______ _______ ~hL= ATF VO.Wnb. TM~~"E g n kr Sappod I P1gt Traf

Corrected Flow P&Wc I /MTPro-pell
l.P.T~b~ot.gOXP0 901*

mdnr Lo - CLP onr Te

'ig. 7: HP Compressor Operating Lines kT&.H.,-

2.4 Engine Rating Wolf I i
H•Wo•f ith Scue Etgieelring 0Sclady

As the propeller is designed for optimum cruise at M" I ,,, ,.pry'

24 km the efficiency of the propeller decreases rapid-
ly at low altitudes and low flight velocities. There- Fig. 8: Organization of STRATO 2C Propulsion
fore, a two speed gearbox allowing the propeller to System Development
run at reduced speed at low altitudes would be desi-
rable. The engine nacelle, the frame for mounting the pro-

pulsion components and the hardware that is not
To avoid the complexity of a two speed gearbox the supplied by subcontractors are manufactured by
potential of the piston engine to provide for a short GROB. Furthermore, GROB assembles the propul-
time the same shaft power at lower speed by increa- sion systems and carries out the propulsion installa-
sing the manifold pressure and by rich fuellair mix- tion into the aircraft.
ture is used for STRATO 2C.

As shown in Fig. 9 the development started in May
Table 3 shows the engine ratings. 1992.

OM P rWWh &VaSeed Fb A ,shr. The first batch of contracts covers the development
kW qr bar and supply of hardware for ATF testing. After the

verification of the design by the ATF tests a second
a (ouda 300 2n 7 1200 , 5 r, c batch of contracts will be issue-l covering the hard-

T (h day) 2100 1,36 d• ware supply for the demonstrator aircraft (POC).
MIx. C0"iuas 320 3100 1.22 flct

Mx c*. 300 3100 120 Following the design verification by POC flight
testing final improvement of the propulsion system
as capacity increase of first LP charger compressor

Table 3: Engine Ratings by about 8 % and reduction of fuel consumption of
the piston engine which are not necessary for the

3. PROPULSION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT demonstrator will be carried out and integrated in
the ATF and flight versions of the propulsion system.

The GROB Luft- und Raumfahrt GmbH is the main
contractor for the development and the production of 4. VERIFICATION TESTING
the STRATO 2C aircraft (Fig. 8).

Due to the high altitude application the main design
IABG is contracted by GROB to design thb STRATO verification can only be accomplished by ATF testing.
2C propulsion system, to carry out the performance This is done in the Altitude Test Facility at the Uni-
calculation, to define the control schedules and the versity of Stuttgart.
control system, to integrate the propulsion compo.
nents, to prepare and carry out the verification ATF testing of the complete LP charger system incl.
testing in the altitude test facility (ATF) and to coor. heat exchanger and oil unit has started in May 1993.
dinate the development and the hardware supply of Fig. 10 shows the test arrangement. The LP charger
the subcontractors, is driven by hot gas generated with a 600 kW natural
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Fig. 9: Schedule of STRATO 2C Propulsion System Development

gas burner. The capability of the test facility is ex- CONCLUSIONS
tended to 25 kmi altitude by the introduction of an
ejector. The propulsion system of the 24 kmn I ng endurance

aircraft STRATO 2C is the next milestone after the
The first run was carried out at an altitude of 15 km. Condor 21 km - engine on the way to a 30 km power
On the following day 22 km were reached without plant. For 24 km a three-stage turbocharging system
problems except an external oil leak. In June testing was necessary with larger heat exchangers -
will be continued up to 24 km. compared to 21 km - and increased control effort.

The STRATO 2C compound engine is a compact de-
sign which can be realized with relatively low cost
and in a short time by the extensive usage of avail-
able hardware.

V." eM, At low altitudes the engine operates similar to a con-
Ho Cý :ventional turbocharged piston engine with propeller.

At higher altitudes a self-contained LP charger sy-
stem is switched on. Individual air-to-air coolers are

-- .- > ------ - integrated to avoid the additional weight of a liquid
- . Eheat transfer system for the charge air cooling.

/ \with Lp &IP Cocefm

Tom CON , &*PwATF testing of the LP charger system with integral
,.. heat exchangers and the new oil supply & scavenge

unit has started in May 1993 and the first runs up to

Fig. 10: ATF Testing of the LP Charger System 22 km have been successfully completed.
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SUMMARY

Long distance operations are characterized by rapid multiple time-zone changes and long
ii,egular work schedules. Performance and alertness of aircrew engaged in these operations might be
affected by circadian disruptions, sleep loss, workload, and cockpit-environmental factors, such as lower
pressure, low relative humidity, and constant oackground noise. Recent literature on the various factors,
which contribute to fatigue and reduced alertness of pilots, is reviewed.

i. INTRODUCTION

Technological developments and operational requirements result in an ever increase of
distances flown non-stop and an inci,,ase of duration of missions. In emergency situations Air Fcrce
pilots must perform extremely fatiguing missions over a considerable period of time. Although Air Force
flying schedules are not commonly flown by commercial airline pilots, the airline industry is also
concerned about the effects of long-haul operations on pr-formance and wellbeing of pilots. Long-haul
operations are characterized by rapid multiple time -,one changes, sleep disturbances, circadian
disruptions, and long irregular work schedules. Thesa factors ccn result in pilot fatigue, wich might have
adverse effect. on safety and operational effectiveness. Long-haul wide-body flight operations have
almost a three times higher :os'n ratio compared to short- and medium-range flights (1). Many pilots will
describe inecdotally the overwhelhing fatigue and sleepiness associated with trans-atlantic all-night
flying and Aviation Safety Reporting Systems receive reports of long-haul crev - on the role of fatigue,
sleep loss, and sleepiness in relevant operational error';. The reported errors int, ude altitude deviations,
improper fuel calculations, track deviations, la.ding without clearance, and landing on an incorrect
runway (2). The cockpit environment with lower pressure, low relative humidity, constant background
noise, dim lighting, and a low workload during cruise-flight can contribute to the difficulty of remaining
vigilant and awake (3). On long-haul operations a pilot has to remain vigilant for long periods of time in
a relatively monotonous environment. Piloting modern aircraft requires complex psychomotor coordinati-
on, high rates of information processing, and high bpeed of decision making. These c?-acities are
particularly affected by fatigue and sleep loss (4).

After discussion of the concept of fatigue, the relevant factors which affect parfnrmance of
aircrew on long-haul and long-duration operations will be described. In this context the following
categories of factors will be dealt with: circadian disru'ption, cockpit environment, and workload.

2. THE CONCEPT OF FATIGUE

Most literature on the effects of long distance and long endurance operation of aircraft
considers fatigue as a major cause of impairment of pilot performance. However, the definition of fatique
Is subject to much disagreement. The inability to develop an adequate definition of fatirlue has alwi ;s
plagued research on rest-activity schedules. Fatigue can be Jefined in terms of performance dvcremei ,
of subjective feelings of fatigue, and in terms of physiological changes. At present, subjective feelings of
fatigue are made the primary emphasis of the definition. Subjective fatigue is that subjective sense of
weariness resulting from the duties of piloting an aircraft which is considered to be excess of the
expected normal fatigue. Perelli (4) states that the concept of fatigue is best defined as a subjective
feeling; and, provided that the intensity of the fatigue stressor is severe enough, the subjective report of
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fatigue should& be expected to be corrý,ated with a wide range of performance decrements. In most real-
world situations, the direct relation between subjective feelings of fatigue and performance decrement is
difficult to demonstrate. In laboratory research, results on a wide range of performance tests show
various levels of correlation with subjective data on fatigue. In most cases, these tests lack face-validity
in the context of pilot performance. Results on tests of pilot performance in a flight-simulator often fail to
demonstrate a direct relation between subjective fatigue scores and pilot performance, because in this
kind of tests a variety of factors, which influence results, is involved (proficiency on the simulator,
motivation, difficulty of the simulated flight). A shortcoming of all pilot-performance evaluation systems is
that the flight profiles flown are oten extremely simple and highly repetitive due to the nature of the
scoring system.

For practical purposes fatigue can be subdevided in three categories (5):

1 . acute fatigue, which normally occurs between a pair of sleep periods. Acute fatigue would
cause performance decrement only on tasks requiring the highest degree of performance
capability.

2. cumulative ;. igue, which accumulates over a period of days or weeks owing to the
inadequate recovery from successive periods of acute fatigue. During cumulative fatigue, the
most operationally significant performance decrement would occur.

3. chronic fatigue, which is a psychoneurotic syndrome characterized by difficulty in committing
oneself to an agressive course of action, and by generalized withdrawal or retreat from
confl' which is intolerable for situational or personality reasons. Chronic fatigue is rarely
seer. ,n pilots.

In the context of performance decrement during long-haul and long endurance operations
cumulative fatigue plays a major role. In these operations cumulative fatigue is caused by circadian
disruption (sleep loss), long irregular work schedules, and accumulation of acute fatigue (caused by
long daily missions, cockpit environmental conditions, workload).

3. CIRCADIAN DISRUPTION

Human circadian rhythms (i.e. about 24 hour) are internally controlled by a biological clock in
the brain. It has been demonstrated that many biological functions, such as sleep, wakefulness, body
temperature, activity, hormone secretion, etc. fluctuate over a 24-hr period. As most long-haul
operations involve rapid crossing of multiple time-zones, the human circadian clock has to adjust quickly
to a new environmental time. However, the internal biological clock can only adjust to a new external
time at a slow rate. The result is a mismatch between biological rhythms and environmental synchroni-
zers ("zeitgebers" such as daylight, meals), leading to a disorganization of internal physiological and
psychological rhythms ("jet lag") The more time-zones crossed, the greater the adjustment required by
the circadiar. clock. It is known that there are wide individual differences in the ability to adjust to new
time-zones. It is also known that, generally, adjustment will be slower and more difficult when flying
eastward as compared to westward flights.

3.1. Sleep loss
An important consequence of circadian disruptions by rapid time-zone changes is that the

sleep-wakefulness rhythm is desynchronized with the new environmental time The result is usually sleep
loss caused by a short duration of sleep. Several studies have provided objective evidence for the
occurrence of disturbances of the physiologiial sleeping pattern in cockpitcrew after a transmeridian
flight (6, 7). In 1988 the Netherlands Aerospace Medical Centre conducted an inquiry into the occurren-
ce of sleep disturbances among cockpitcrew of two Dutch airlines (8). Anonymized questionnaires.
comprising 24 items concerning sleep and the use of sleeping aids/methods, were mailed to 1191
cockpih-crewmembers. The Groningen Sleep Quality Scale (GSQS, 9) was used to evaluate sleep
quality. On all items the home situation was compared to the layover situation. The response was 60%,
and a positive correlation between operating on transmeridian flights and complaints about sleep
duration and the quality of sleep was demonstrated Sleep quality during layovers was sigi icantly

(0
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worse than at home (p<.0001). 47% Of the transmeridian flying crewmembers with sleep disturbances

judged their disturbed sleep to affect their performance in the cockpit. Sleeping aids used during
layovers included alcohol and hypnotics. An example of disrupted sleep during layover is presented in
figures 1 and 2. These figures represent results of a study by Simons and Valk (10) in which quantity
and quality of sleep at home, onboard, and during layovers have been studied in 20 crewmembers
performing their normal operational tasks on trips from Amsterdam to Singapore (AMS-SIN-AMS, flight
time: approx. 12 hr; time difference: 7 hr) and to Bangkok (AMS-BKK-AMS, flight time: approx. 11 hr;
time difference: 6 hr). In a within subjects design aircrew was studied on each of both trips (40 cases).
Time in bed was assessed subjectively (daily logs) and objectively (wrist worn actigraph), while sleep
quality was measured by the GSQS. As is shown in figure 1, sleep was significantly shorter on the 2nd
and 3rd layover night, while sleep quality was poor on the 2nd layover night.

Time Spent in Bed Sleep Quality (GSQS)

650 -,--.--. 8; *• i , • SIN

r -.- BKK

600 t-- -

6550 --- - - - - - - -

5002 -

lay over lay over
h5omeii ,: home; home; ,home

450 a ir ~ oI ý
12 3456 78 12 3456 78

nights nights

Figure 1: Time spent in bed at home and during Figure 2: Sleep quality at home and during layovers.
layovers Highest score represents poorest quality.

Over time disrupted and shortened sleep results in a cumulative sleep loss and sleep debt. The
potential results of sleep loss are performance lapses, slowed mental processing and decision-making,
and reduced memory function (11).

3.2. Irregular shift work
Scientific research has shown that the biological c' .. not only organizes nocturnal sleep, but

also regulates the daily level of sleepiness and alertness. In a 24-hr period there are two distinct periods
of maximal sleepiness (minimal alertness) for a normal, healthy, non-sleep deprived individual during
early morning hours (about 4-5 a.m.) and during mid-to-late afternoon hours (about 3-5 p.m.) (12) While
various strategies are used to combat these periods of biological sleepiness, it is clearly a window of
increased vulnerability to reduced performance and alertness. It is known that sleep loss exacerbates
this situation by increasing the level of sleepiness at all times of day. In irregular shift-work, a night flight
might coincide with a window of maximal sleepiness which creates an increased vulnerability to
impaired performance and reduced alertness.
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The quality of performance is, in part, a function of the time of day. Generally, performance has been
found to improve steadily from morning to early evening, then plateau, and next decline, reaching its
lowest level around 04.00 a.m. (13).

Perelli (4) and many others showed that time awake prior to flight is a major determinant of
alrcrew performance. Therefore, it is recommended that flight scheduling personnel as much as possible
take this factor into consideration, when planning missions. Moreover, aircrew involved in long-haul
operations should be advised on rest schedules prior to a flight and during layovers.

4. COCKPIT ENVIRONMENT

Extended flight times also implicate prolonged exposure to physical cockpit-conditions which
might affect the physical and psychological condition of aircrew. These physical cockpit-conditions
include lower cabinpressure, low relative humidity, ozone, and noise (3).

4.1. Cabinpressure
In practice, during a long-haul commercial or military transport flight, the pressure in the cabin is

maintained at a cabin altitude equivalent to an altitude of about 6000-8000 ft., which corresponds with
an atmospheric pressure between 81.2 and 75.2 kPa (pressure at sea level: 101.3 kPa). The lower
ambient pressure leads to expansion of the gases entrapped in the cavities of the body. For a healthy
individual operating at 8000 ft this may result in only minor symptoms (mild abdominal discomfort,
flatulence, belching).

Table 1: Atmospheric pressure, partial oxygen pressure, arterial
oxygen pressure, and oxygen saturation of haemoglobin (SaO2) of
resting subjects acutely exposed to various altitude (14)

Altitude Pressure P.Part.O, PO,-art. SaO,
ft kPa kPa kPa (mmHg) %

0 101.3 21.2 12.7 (95) 98

6000 81.2 17.0 no data 93

8000 75.2 15.7 7.5 (56) 90

15000 57.2 11.9 4.9 (37) 77

As is shown in table 1, at 8000 ft the partial pressure of oxygen (P.Part. 02) is 15.7 kPa and
the pressure of oxygen in arterial blood comes to 7.5 kPa (56 mmHg) in a healthy individual. The
oxygen saturation of haemoglobin (SaO,) at this altitude will be 90-93 % indicating a mild degree of
hypobaric hypoxia. It should be emphasized that SaO 2 values in healthy subjects under hypobaric
hypoxic conditions show marked inter-individual differences and values below 90% are not
uncommon at 8000 ft. The Aviation Safety Institute stated that "low cabin oxygen levels may be more
of a threat to safety than previously believed" (15). This statement was based on results of measu-
rements which showed SaO, values to come below 90 % in passengers and crewmembers at cabin
altitudes of 7000 ft. The effects of hypobaric hypoxia occurring at a cabin altitude of 8000 ft include
subjective complaints, physiological effects, neuro-sensory effects, and psychological effects.
Subjective complaints include mild headache, lightheadedness, and fatigue. The complaints become
more frequent as duration of exposure increases. Respiratory as well as cardiovascular reactions to
increasing hypoxia can be observed already at 6600 ft (16), and include increase of respiratory
minute volume, increase of heart rate, increase of systolic blood pressure, and increase of cardiac
output.

Neuro-sensory effects of mild hypoxia, observed at altitudes of 5000-8000 ft include impair-
ment of postural stability (17), impairment of brightness discrimination (18), impairment of night
vision (19), impairment of colour detection (20), and decrement in the cortical processing of the
auditory stimulus (21, 22).
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The minimum altitude at which perceptual-motor decrements due to hypoxia can be detected
is a controversial issue having implications for flight safety. Ernsting (23, 24) recommended that
cabin altitudes should be maintained at or below 8000 ft in the interests of safety. This suggestion
was based primarily on a study by Denison et al. (25), who reported increased response times at
8000 ft using a spatial transformation task (the Manikin test). Based on his study Denison stated that
".mild hypoxia affected performance while the task was being learned, but not after practice", which
means that mild hypoxia affects novel tasks. In the same study Denison found that even at 5000 ft a
significant increase in response time could be demonstrated while the task was being learned.
Supporting evidence for the results of Denison is provided by an experiment of Crow and Kelman
(26). Ledwith (27) reported significant impairment of total reaction time at altitudes as low as 5000 ft
using a variety of novel tasks with simple and complex spatial and code relationships between
stimulus and response.
Concerning the relationship between the duration of exposure to mild hypoxia and impaired
performance, no firm data exist. At present, no study has been attempted in which performance has
been assessed over time during an 10-14 hour stay at 8000 ft, which condition represents the
working condition of aircrew on long-haul flights.

4.2. Relative humidity
Relative humidity (RH) is the ratio of the amount of water vapour in the air at a given

temperature to the capacity of the air at that temperature. The term is used to mean the percentage
of moisture present, relative to the amount the air can hold (at a given temperature and pressure). In
most aircraft, fresh air is brought in from outside through the engines, cooled, and delivered directly
to the cabin with no humidification. Available water from this source remains at approximately 0.15
g/kg, and at 20-22 0C the relative humidity of the fresh air is less than 1 percent. Moisture from the
passengers and crew will cause relative humidity to increase, depending on the outside-air ventilation
rate and the load factor, and it will decrease as rate of outside ventilation increases. Measurements
of Simons and Valk (10) in the cockpit and crew rest area of a B 747-400 show RH values ranging
from 3-12% throughout long-haul flights. RH in the aircraft cabin can get very low, as is shown in
table 2. These values are well below the lower limit standard set by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (28). For heated rooms, a RH of 40-45 % is considered
to be comfortable.

Table 2: Lowest Relative Humidity measured in aircraft

cabins.

Study Aircraft lowest RH %

Hawkins (31) OC 10 3.0

Lufthansa (32) B 747 8.5
Applegate (33) B 747 6.0

DC 10 5.0
NAMC (10) B 747-400 3.0

Documented direct effects of low relative humidity on crewmembers are few. Complaints
caused by a low RH include dry eyes and redness, dry throat, and dry nose. Corneal ulcerations
have been reported in wearers of contact lenses after long flights. A study by the Netherlands
Aerospace Medical Centre, in which subjects stayed for 8 hours at 8000 ft simulated altitude, and RH
= <20 % in a low pressure chamber, demonstrated the development of punctate keratitis in wearers
of contact lenses (29). Evidence on the common belief that low relative humidity increases the risk of
respiratory infection is conflicting (30).

Hawkins (31) emphasizes that a low cabin RH might cause systemic dehydration in aircrew.
He emphasizes that it is necessary to learn how much to drink and then take fluids whether thirsty or
not. He further emphasizes that the sensation of thirst is not a good indicator of the 3mount of fluid
needed as replacement to avoid dehydration. In a study at the Netherlands Aerospace Medical
Centre, in which 6 healthy subjects were exposed during 8 hours to a simulated altitude of 8000 ft
and a RH < 10%, systemic dehydration was evidenced by an increase of the mean plasma osmolality
(289 mosml/kg to 295 mosml/ kg), mean urine osmolality (410 mosml/kg to 807 mosml/kg), and
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urine specific gravity (1012 to 1022). In the control condition (8 h. at sea level and RH: 30-40%) a
slight fall in these parameters was observed during the session. Dehydration might cause fatigue and
impairment of performance, as has been shown by the results of a study by Gopinathan (34).

4.3 Ozone
Measurements of inflight ozone concentrations have produced variable results. This might be

caused by the fact that the amount of ozone in the cabin varies with the type of aircraft, flight level,
season, weather condition, latitude, and the stretch on which the measurements were performed.
Results of measurements are represented in table 3.

Table 3: Inflight ozone concentrations (ppm).

Study Aircraft Ozone conc.

Benett (35) B 707 0.05-0.12
Daubs (36) B 747-100 0.30-0.50*
van Heusden (37) D 10-30 0.20-0.40
GASP (38) B 747SP 0.05-0.65

B 747-100 0.04-0.40
Preston (31) unknown 0.57**

* cumulative exposition densities (ppm/hour)
"peaks measured on the polar route (ppmv)

The FAA established a standard for cabin ozone concentration (39). These regulations state:
"The airplane cabin ozone concentration during flight must be shown not to exceed 0.25 ppm (parts
per million), sea level equivalent, at any time above flight level 320 (32.000 ft at standard atmosphe-
re); or 0.10 ppmv (ppm volume) during any 3-hour interval above flight level 270 (27.000 ft at
standard atmosphere)". In fact, in 1978-1979 FAA monitored ozone on flights (mostly at 30.000-
40.000 ft) and found that 11 % were in violation of FAA's ozone concentration limits (40).
The generally accepted Threshold Limit Value of ozone in industry is 0.1 ppm (max. average
concentration to which workers may be exposed for an eight hours working day without harmful
effects on health).

Symptoms of ozone intoxication include cough, upper airway irritation, chest discomfort,
retrosternal pain, pain in taking a deep breath, dyspnea, wheezing, headache, fatigue, nasal
congestion, and eye irritation.
Controlled human studies, using ozone concentrations of 0.14 up to 0.50 ppm, have reported
respiratory symptoms and significant decrements in pulmonary function (41). Nowadays, many
airlines use catalysts or adsorbers to control cabin ozone concentrations.
The effects of ozone exposure on flying performance have not been studied as yet. The develop-
ments in long-range aviation necessitate the assessment of effects of prolonged exposure to low
o' .ie concentrations (0.10-0.25 ppm) on pilot performance, using vigilance and monitoring tasks.

4.4. Noise
For practical purposes, noise may be taken to mean continuous broad-band sound with a

sound pressure level (SPL) over 80 dB. In the long term, continuous noise may damage the
mechanism of hearing, at first reversibly but later permanently. It is difficult to establish an "accepta-
ble" or "safe" noise level whether by retrospective or prospective means, because such a survey
depends on a population which has been exposed to a reasonably constant source of noise for a
long time. It is generally agreed that exposures to noises of less than 80 dBA (A scale-weighted SPL)
produce no increase in deafness in a population. In industry a SPL of 85 dBA is generally considered
to be the upper limit of acceptable ambient noise. Final conclusions, about what is to be considered
as a safe noise level, can only emerge from the study of regular audiograms of flight crew and
controls over a long period.

The results of measurements of noise levels in the cockpit depend on the type of aircraft,
position In the cockpit where the measurement was taken, airspeed, airconditioning, and phase of
flight. In a study performed by the Netherlands Aerospace Medical Centre (42) noise was measured
in the mid-position between captain and first officer, without radio-telephony (RT) sound, In aircraft
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during cruise-flight. Weighted sound pressure levels (dBA) found in this study were 75 dBA in a DC
10, 76 dBA in A 310, and 78 dBA in B 747-200/300. These noise levels are below the generally
accepted limit of 85 dB. However this limit value represents the total noise, whereas in this study, RT-
noise was excluded. Flight crew operating noisy aircraft state that the noise causes fatigue, makes
them Irritated, and effectively increases their workload. Studies on the effects of continuous noise on
vigilance and cognitive task performance have yielded inconclusive results.
As long-haul aircrew spends 10 hours or more in an environment with sound pressure levels of 75-80
dBA, this sound pressure might contribute to fatigue.

5. WORKLOAD

There has been considerable difficulty in defining the nature of the term *workload". Many
definitions of workload have been proposed by various investigators, differing primarily in the
presumed source of stress on the indivicial. However, the concept of workload has no independent
existence. It is a summary term for several factors which cause an individual's performance to be
task limited (43). Task requirements, mental operations, and subjective feelings all combine with a
multitude of state variables such as training, fatigue level, motivation, and physical condition to
produce a final performance capability in the individual. The workload of a mission cannot be
thought of independent of the fission, the system, or the individuals engaged in the operation.
Unfortunately no widely accepted standards for workload measurement presently exist. Physical or
mental workload that is too high might cause physical or mental fatigue, wich consequently might
affect performance. However, research on direct relations between workload and performance have
yielded inconclusive results and often performance decrement cannot be demonstrated even though
performance requirements or workload are increased. This problem can be explained by the concept
of reserve capacity (44). The concept proposes that man rarely works at his maximum output level,
and can thus momentarily absorb additional cognitive or physical workload and maintain his baseline
performance, providing his reserve capacity is not exceeded. For practical use, the increase of
fatigue can best be viewed as reducing man's reserve capacity, and the concepts of workload and
fatigue should be considered highly interrelated. Performance decrement observed due to fatigue is
considered to be a function of both the time at task and the ,otal amount of work performed in a
given unit of time (4). Overload of mental or physical load factors can cause performance decre-
ment.

In long-haul transport operations, it is not so much the difficulty of the tasks or the amount of
work, that results in fatigue. Fatigue in this kind of operations is primarily caused by long, irregular,
working hours. In long-haul operations, pilots often experience workload being too low during cruise-
flight. A long cruise-flight is monotonous and, combined with advanced cockpit automation, results in
low arousal levels in flight-deck crew. In this situation, alertness might be reduced. This is especially
true for long night-flights, where reports of pilots fighting sleepiness are legion. To increase alertness
during monotonous cruise-flights, feasibility on aircrew alerting systems is studied.

In military operations, where pilots must perform extremely fatiguing missions over a
considerable time period, acute fatigue will be caused by long time periods on difficult and stressful
tasks. In these situations fatigue will rapidly accumulate when time to recover between missions is
too short, and rest facilities are of low quality.

6. CONCLUSION

In long-haul transport operations safety and operational effectiveness may be compromised
due to reduced pilot performance and alertness. This is caused by:
- cumulative sleep loss due to desynchronization of the pilot's sleep rhythm with the new environ-

mental time.
- all-night flights with consequent conflicts of operational demands with normal sleep-wakefulness,

and performance rhythms.
- cockpit automation and monotony during cruise-flight resulting in reduced alertness.
- cockpit environmental factors, such as lowered pressure, low relative humidity, ozone, and constant

background noise, which -trlbute to fatigue and reduced performance.

I
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In military missions extended over several days, cumulative fatigue plays a major role. In this
situation, cumulative fatigue is caused by inadequate sleep between missions (due to mission
demands and, in many cases, circadian disruption) and very stressful missions.

It is recommended that these factors are taken into account when planning long-haul
operations. Moreover, aircrew should be aware of these factors and plan their own strategies to cope
with these difficulties, i.e. take adequate rest and naps. In the course of some missions, like the
South Atlantic Campaign (1982)(45), the use of hypnotics to guarantee adequate sleep of aircrew is
recommendable.
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SUMMARY evidenced by the consistently higher accident rates for
The introduction of long-haul aircraft which can be long-haul versus short-haul commercial flights. While
operated by a 2-crew flight deck over expanded duty hours, short- and medium-range aircraft performed 3.34 times
raises serious concerns about flight safety. It is a matter of more take-offs and landings worldwide than long-range
intense discussions between authorities, operator and pilot aircraft during
associations in the USA, in Japan and in Europe whether the years 1979 to 1985, their loss ratio was only 1.38
the legal standards of flight duty limitations presently in times that of the long-haul fleet. The operational total loss
force are still adequate or must be modified for minimum ratio of
crew operations under the changing conditions. the latter (based on sectors flown) was 2.83 times that of
In cooperation with various air carriers, different the combined short- and medium range fleet (Ref 2).
approaches have recently been undertaken by international Similar statistical records are reported for the prior 20
scientific laboratories to investigate physiological and years.
psychological responses of the human element to the new During recent years, flight operations on long-haul routes
technology in the cockpit during long-haul operations: (1) (extended range operations, EROPS) have drastically
In the conventional 3-man cockpit, pre-planned controlled changed. Three factors are responsible for this change.
rest on the flight deck has been investigated. (2) In First, with the introduction of new aircrafts (B747-400,
augmented crews, comparison have been made between the A340, MD-11), automation of the aircraft systems is
3-man flight deck and the newly introduced 2-crew cockpit. accompanied by a reduction of the crew on the flight deck,
(3) The efficiency of onboard rest facilities has been as was the case in short-haul operations 25 years ago.
investigated during long-haul augmented 2-crew Second, increased reliability in the technical systems has
operations. (4) Workload, alertness and fatigue are under led to an alteiation of provisions for the operation of two-
investigation in single 2-crew operations with non-stop engine aircrafts (B757, B767-300, A330), which are now
flights of up to 14 hours flight duty time. permitted to be flown over extended oversea sections
Because not all of these investigations are completed, (ETOPS). Third, the opening of the European market
scientific contributions for discussions about flight time permits deregulation and will lead to more competition
limitations and rest requirements must still be limited, among air carriers; thus, the growing economic pressure
However, in certain countries, scientific results have and an increasing demand for more frequent flights will
already led to recommendations for amendments in the only serve to enhance the potential for producing
actual legislation. operational inadequacy and decreased flight safety.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. REGULATORY ACTIONS
Worldwide, air operations have significantly incr -- :d Aviation authorities in variuos countries are reacting to the
during recent years. In relation to the number of sectors substantial changes in air traffic. In addition, because of
flown, flight safety has improved substantially. However, the unification of the European market, the fundamental
when excluding yearly fluctuations of aircraft accidents, rules for business have to be established by European
absolute numbers of total hull losses did not change during authorities. Therefore, national authorities have formed a
several years. A primary factor of all accidents with known group called Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) in order to
causes are attributed to the flight crew, i.e., human errors harmonize national regulations with the goal to create a
are found to be the main factor of hull loss accidents (Ref supranational regulatory system. In the case of flight time
1). Neither the average yearly rate (12.1 losses per year) limitations and rest requirements for aircrew, the JAA
nor the primary factor (ca. 75%) of total losses have Flight Time Limitation Study Group (JAA-FTLSG) has held
changed during the last thirty years. Although a detailed a number of meetings since 1990 to elaborate regulations
analysis of the reasons why the human operator failes is which meet the requirements of flight safety, economic
not available, it can be concluded from other demands and national and cultural pecular;ties as well. They
investigations that aircrew fatigue and impaired called for advice from several organizations as they are
performance contribute to accidents. When comparing represented by operator and pilot associations. However,
long- and short-haul operations, several conditions are an agreement among the lobbying organisations could not
typical for both: Operations can require long duty days. be achieved. For example, the wide divergence of opinions
early reporting times, late arrivals and night flights. Under between aircrew and operator representatives can be
these conditions, aircrew fatigue must be viewed primarily illustrated by the discussions on flight time limits in 2-
as a function of flight duty time and workload intensity, crew operations. Pilot organisations insisted that such
However, in most long-haul flight operations a second flights should be limited to a maximum of nine hours flight
dimension is added to the problem of aircrew fatigue, time, whereas some operator organisations required 13 h as
because they frequently require transmeridian crossings and the limit. This kind of dispute raised the willingness to
thereby impose the additional burden of circadian consult research institutions which are able to provide
desynchronisation and sleep disruptions. The operational medical advice for the formulation of the new provisions.
significance of these factors has not completely been As for 2-crew operations, the JAA-FTLSG is currently
identified. However, the likely impact on performance is proposing II h flight time, but it was explicitly stated
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that this figure may be modified pending the results from highly automated cockpits can be expected to heighten
medical research. concerns about crew fatigue and the need to plan for
The supranational regulations will be elaborated further in sleepiness on the flight deck.
different committees before they will be presented to the
EC council of Ministers. After the consultation procedure, 3.1 Investigations of Onboard Rest
it is foreseen to adapt them as a regulation applicable to all Several approaches have been undertaken by the scientific
12 EC member states in 1995 or 1996. The main issues of community to identify these problems and to contribute to
the currently proposed JAA-scheme (Document 19) are possible solutions.
presented in table I (Ref 3, Ref 4). In the USA, NASA-Ames Research Center established a
In Japan, the current standards regarding flight time Fatigue/Jet Lag Program in order to collect systematic,
limitations for flight crews engaged in international flight scientific information on fatigue, sleep, circadian rhythms
operations differentiate between the required minim'im and performance in flight operations (Ref 14). These
flight crew of two pilots and that of two pilots and one efforts have recently been pursued by launching the Fatigue
flight engineer. These interim standards came into effect Countermeasures Program. One of the actions was to
with the introduction of B747-400 aircrafts on pacific conduct a joint NASA/FAA study of controlled cockpit rest
routes. For a minimum flight deck crew of 2 pilots, the in the non-augmented three-person long-haul flight crew
scheduled flight time is not allowed to exceed 8 h; for a (Ref 15, Ref 16). The primary goal in this study was to
flight crew augmented by one pilot, flight time up to 12 h determine the effectiveness of a pre-planned cockpit sleep
is permitted; for a crew augmented by more than one pilot, for improvement of performance and alertness. The
flight times of more than 12 h are allowed. For the 3- participating pilots were randomly assigned to either a rest
person cockpit, flight time should be 12 h or below; if the group or a non-rest group condition. The rest period was
flight crew is augmented by at least one pilot and one flight planned well in advance and lasted 40 min, alternating
engineer, more than 12 h flight time are permitted. between pilots, during the low workload, cruise portion of
In the USA, in Japan and in Europe, recommendations by flight. Focussing on brainwave and eyemovement activity
scientific organisations have recently been made as a result reflecting changes in physiological alertness and
of in-flight investigations. However, further sleepiness, the results from the last 90 min of flight have
investigations are necessary to establish prenormative shown that the rest group had signifcantly less
standards worldwide and especially in Europe. microevents of reduced alertness than the non-rest group

(Ref 16). This result as well as findings from other
3. SCIENTIFIC ACTIONS measurements of this study support the conclusion that
Since a couple of years, world-wide collaboration between even short sleep periods obtained on the flight deck can
scientific institutions have led to a significant increase of help to improve physiological alertness and therefore
knowledge on hum~an behavior in the cockpit. A first increase flight safety during subsequent hours of tlight. It
cooperative effort was the "International Aircrew has to be emphasized that the recommendations to
Sleep/Wakefulness Study" (Ref 5). which led to implement rules for pre-planned short rest periods in the
considerable insights concerning sleep and circadian cockpit are only considering the conventional 3-person
rhythms in aircrews on transmeridian routes. The ongoing flight deck.
research in this field has led to the formation of the Currently, another activity of NASA-Ames is to study
"International Research Group on Aircrew Alertness onboard crew rest facilities on long-haul aircrafts. Several
(IRGAA)" in which several institutions from around the hundred surveys with pilot assessments of onbord facilities
world are working together to identify the human factor have been received already.
related problems of the modem cockpit and to investigate Additional and complementary investigations on bunk
means which can support the human operator in sleep are currently carried out by British and Dutch research
maintaining or regaining sufficient capabilities to perform institutions (Ref 17).
his task optimally over extended duty hours. The results
derived from the differen, investigations are leading to 3.2 Investigations on Augmented Crews
conclusions and recommendations that have contributed A further approach to deal with problems of changes in
and will contribute to regulatory actions and to alertness and performance on the flight deck is based on the
amendments of present regulations when becoming comparison between the conventional 3-man cockpit and
necessary. the newly introduced 2-crew cockpit on long-haul
Present scientific efforts are mainly focussed on extended operations. In 1992, Japanese researchers studied several
range operations (EROPS) in the 3- and 2-crew flight deck. vigilance and stress related physiological functions (but
The main purpose in the 1980"s was to investigate sleep not brainwave and eyemovement activity) in augmented 3-
and circadian rhythms in the 3-person cockpit crew when pets( . cockpits (double crew) and augmented 2-crew flight
single or multiple time-zone transi.;ons were operated (Ref decks (double crew) on transpacific routes (Ref 18). Inflight
5 - Ref 12). These field investigations have shown that on- findings have shown that the comparison of the
the-job fatigue is caused by sleep loss. sleep disruptions physiological and psychological results do not reveal
and disturbances of the circadian system (Ref 5 - Ref 7). significant differences between the two crew
Thus, alertness and vigilance in the cockpit are affected by configurations. Furthermore, the degree of fatigue of the
restraints of the human biological system (Ref 13). Longer pilots engaged in cig-haul flights on B747-400 and
rotation patterns tend to magnify these effects (Ref 8 - Ref conventional B747 aircrafts did not show significant
12). The implications for the flight deck during EROPS are differences between those two aircraft types under the
that manufactures and carriers must assume that at least one conditions these investigations were conducted. Therefore,
crewmember is very likely to be in a low state of alertness Japanese organisations have concluded that the flight time
during a substantial portion of the flight. The increased limit within consecutive 24 h for modem 2-man airoiift
range of long-haul aircraft with reduced crew sizes and operations on long-range international routes shoulk be
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the same as for the 3-man aircraft. They recommended to between those of the ATL-rotation and the U.S. westcoast
amend the legislation currently in force by the following rotations. However, the rest period between the two flight
statement: For flight operations requiring only 2 pilots as legs is very short, coming close to the required minimum of
the minimum crew, the scheduled flight time may be 12 h (Ref 19, Ref 21), as, due to delays, the actual flight
increased to 12 h within consecutive 24 h for the minimum duty period often exceeds 11 h during the outgoing flight
crew (1 captain and I pilot), and can be further increased FRA-SEZ, causing also delayed arrival times in SEZ.
beyond 12 h for an augmented crew (1 captain and 2 pilots). (German rules require that minimum rest duration is 10 h
Because these conclusions are derived from investigations (Ref 19), and must be extended to 12 h when the FDP goes
on augmented crews only, but recommendations are also beyond II h.)
made for minimum crew flight operations, some criticism
may be permitted. First, results from augmented crew 3.3.1 Methods
operations may not be transferable to single crew Physiological alertness was assessed by means of
operations without restrictions. In particular, minimum 2- electroencephalogaphy (EEG) and electrooculography
crew operations require sustained presence at the controls (EOG). EEG and EOG signals were continuously recorded
for the two crew members, and this, in turn. induces during flight on analoguously registrating tapes (Ref 22).
physical inactivity and monotony that may lead to Simultanously, electrocardiogranume (EKG) was recorded
problems during EROPS which cannot be assessed in for evaluating physical and mental load. Because data
augmented crews. Second, the investigations were analysis is not yet completed, data and results of these
conducted on a route with only one sector flown during the measurements will be published elsewhere.
flight duty period. Deviating results can be expected when In addition to electrophysiological recordings, also
more sectors must be operated. Third, layover times at the subjective estimates were considered for identifying overall
destination were considerably longer than the minimum operational loads. For assessing load levels and
required by current legislation, i.e.. layover lasted more psychological factors, three different types of
than 2 days including two local nights. questionnaires were administerred to the pilots. The first

one was a checklist, reflecting momentary subjective
3.3 Investigation of Single Crew Operations feeling of fatigue (Ref 23 - Ref 25). and two analog scales
Within a broader program to evaluate physiological and regarding tenseness and alertness (Ref 26). This
psychological factors in aircrew on long-haul routes, the questionnaire had to be filled in before each flight, at I-h
DLR-Institute for Aerospace Medicine was asked by the intervals during flight, and after landing. The checklist for
JAA and the German Ministry of Transport to investigate assessing fatigue results in scores ranging from 20 (very
inflight alertness, vigilance and fatigue as well as related alert) to 0 (exhausted). These scores are related to
factors, as such as circadian rhythms and sleep, during categories of operational significance (Ref 23). Four
minimum 2-crew EROPS. The main purpose of these ranges of fatigue are identified: As long as the fatigue
investigations is to establish standards of flight time scores remain beyond a limit of 12, it is assumed that
limitations and rest requirements for the single 2-crew pilots arc sufficiently alert and performance decrement does
flight deck. In 1991, DLR started inflight measurements on not occur. Ratings between 8 and 11 imply mild fitigue,
the route Dilsseldorf (DUS) - Atlanta (ATL), because this and performance impairment is possible, but not
rotation was considered to be normal and save during significant. When the scores are rated between 4 and 7.
EROPS with respect to flight duty times in Germany (Ref moderate to severe fatigue must be assumed, and some
19). Data being collected during this schedule (table 2) will performance decrements possibly do occur; flying duty is
serve as control for the subsequent research onroutes going still permissible, but not recommended. Below a scoring of
beyond normal flight duty time of 10 h. Because it is 4. severe fatigue must be expected, performance is
permitted in Germany. to expand the normal flight duty definitely impaired, and flight duty cannot be
period of 10 h to 14 h (within certain restrictions) for L recommended. This system was derived from investigations
single crew (Ref 19). investigations have been extended to on military aircrews in field and simulation experiments
the routes Hamburg (HAM) - Los Angeles (LAX) and (Ref 23). It was also utilized in studies on civil air carrier
Frankfurt (FRA) - LAX/San Francisco (SFO) in 1992. The operations (Ref 20, Ref 24).
duration of the outgoing (westbound) flight is more than Except for administration before a flight, the two other
11:45 h. i.e., the corresponding flight duty periods (FDP) types of questionnaires were given during flight jointly
are exceeding 13 hours (FDP is currently calculated by with the fatigue checklist: the Bedford workload rating
blocktime plus 1:15 h for pre- and postflight activities), scale (Ref 27), covering 10 workload levels, and the NASA-
and the flights take place during day time. The homegoing, Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), a six-scale rating list
eastbound flights are 0:45 h shorter, however, they have to regarding "mental demand", "physical demand". "temporal
be operated during night hours (table 2). During these demand", "performance", "effort", and "frustration level"
transatlantic rotations, layover times are longer than 2 (Ref 28). Once during the rotation, pilots had to rate the six
days. Thus. sufficient time is available for recuperation, scales with respect to personal importance. For evaluation,
although the adverse effects of time-zone transitions on the six different scales are weighted by the personal ranks
circadian rhythms and sleep for the subseqtent flight duty and added to a sum. The range of the taskload index is
have to be taken into consideration (Ref 6, Ref 13, Ref 20). between 0 and 300 points (the higher the points, the
It can be expected that human factors affecting the safe higher the load).
operation of aircrafts may became even more important, Disturbances of sleep can be expected when htying long-
when the time schedule is shortened. Therefore, DLR is haul missions, operating on transmeridian routes and
currently conducting investigations on the route FRA - conducting night flights. They can be anticipated to affect
Mahe (SEZ), since this rotation involves two consecutive alertness and vigilance during subsequent flight duty
night flights separated by a scheduled layover period of periods. For the assessment of disturbances, expressed by
only 13:20 h (table 2). The scheduled flight duty times are changes of sleep quantity and sleep quality, a daily log was
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used (Ref 11, Ref 20). The crew had to fill in different sleep rotation, most pilots stayed awake until evening, but
parameters beginning the recordings three days before the advanced their sleep onset by several hours. In the HAM-
start and finishing three days after the end of L e rotation. LAX group, however, several pilots went to bed after
Not only "normal" sleep had to be reported, but also naps arrival at home and tried to overcome sleep deficit by
whenever they took place. The data of the first two days napping in the late local morning (figure 2. day 12). They
(when pilots should be at home base) were used as baseline were the earliest of the three groups to arrive in Germany
days, and the different sleep parameters derived from and they had the lo, gest wake period before returning,
subsequent days, were investigated for changes from these because they did not nap before the last duty period. During
baseline data. subsequent days, sleep normalized to baseline values.
3.3.2. Results Figures 4 to 6 illustrate the sleep balance; i.e., the sum of
In this report, results are presented from the investigations deviations in sleep duration from the average of the two
of the rotations DUS-ATL and HAM-LAX (table 2). baseline days. Thus, the curves reflect sleep deficit or
Figures 1 to 3 present the mean sleep duration of cockpit surplus accumulated each consecutive day over the entire
crew members during these rotations. Flight times and reported period. In general, all groups exhibited similar
local nights (assuming to be between 2300 and 0700 local patterns. Westward flying did not result in significant sleep
time LT) are also illustrated for comparison. During the duration changes. However, a sleep deficit between 7 h and
DUS-ATL schedule overseas layover periods lasted 2.5 days 8 h was observed upon returning to Germany. The reason
and the same cockpit crew (N=12) performed both, the for this sleep loss must be seen in the fact that the
outgoing and homegoing flight duties (one crew (N=2) had eastbound flight took place during night hours. On
to stay 1 d longer in ATL because of technical problems average, only 1.6 h of sleep could be gained by napping
with the aircraft, and therefore was not considered in figure before the return flight ATL-DUS (figure 4), whereas no
1). However, when operating the flights on the HAM-LAX naps were taken before the MIA-MUC return flight, and
route, crew members were studied only during one flight leg only two naps before the LAX-HAM leg. After the MIA-
of that route, but performed additional flights within MUC flight (figure 5), some improvements of the sleep
America, either after the flight HAM-LAX (figure 2) or balance curve occurred through napping in the late
before the flight LAX-HAM (figure 3). These schedules morning.
lasted 8 and 5 d. respectively. In each of the two LAX- The results of the fatigue questionnaires are presented in
rotations, 10 pilots ,olunteered for the investigation, and figures 7 to 10. They reflect subjective ratings of fatigue
9 of them participate,. in both parts. during the operation of the flights DUS-ATL (figure 7).
Results from the self-reported sleeps (daily log) indicate ATL-DUS (figure 8), HAM-LAX (figure 9) and LAX-HAM
that already during baseline days sleep duration differed (figure 10) when inflight investigations were performed.
among pilots and days, but not between different rotations. During the outgoing flight DUS-ATL, pilots showed a low
Sleep duration decreased in the second night before level of fatigue during the entire flight. The scores
departure when compared with the third night before, and remained in an uncritical region with respect to operational
increased in the last night before departure. In the ATL- implications, although a trend to higher fatigue with
group, the average sleep duration was 8.6 h (figure 1. day 1) ongoing duty can be observed, but no individual rated
and decreased in the second night to 6.8 h. The sleep during fatigue scores less than 9. Before the return flight ATL-DUS
the night preceding the outgoing flight lasted 7.4 h. Before and for 3 h after departure, pilots rated their fatigue again
the flight HAM-LAX, pilots went to bed for 8.0 h in the quite well. However, as can be seen from the standard
first night of reporting and slept only for 5.8 h in the deviation (figure 8), some pilots felt so fatigued during the
second night (figure 2). Before going on trip, sleep second portion of the flight that their ratings dropped
duration increased to an average of 8.2 h. Finally, the LAX- below the critical limit of 8. indicating possible
HAM group also slept longer in the first (8.0 h) than in the performance impairments. Individual values show that one
second night (5.2 h). Sleep during the night before the pilot rated lower than 8 after 3 h of flight already.
first trip (FRA-MIA) lasted 6.6 h (figure 3). On average, Afterwards, the scores of at least two pilots went below the
after the outgoing westbound flight to the U.S. east coast critical limit. Although subjective fatigue scores on
(ATL and MIA), the subjects went to bed 4 h later compared average indicate a course for the first 10 h of the flight
to home base, but 7 h later after the flight to the west coast HAM-LAX very similar as during the outgoing flight of the
(HAM-LAX). In all three rotations, sleep duration ATL-rotation, ratings decreased after 10 h (figure 9). Two
significantly increased to an average between 9.0 h and 9.6 pilots were so fatigued after II h of flight that their scores
h. During the following days overseas, sleep adapted to dropped below 8, and possible performance impairment can
normal length. Depending on the flight pattern, subjects be assumed. This effect was much more pronounced during
tried to nap before the homegoing flight. In the ATL- the second LAX-rotation when the LAX-HAM leg was
rotation, pilots got up at normal time in the morning and investigated (figure 10). Already after 6 h of flight, some
tried to nap in the afternoon and early evening, before the pilots rated their fatigue being in the critical region. The
return flight commenced about midnight LT in ATL. lowest fatigue scores (i.e.. a maximum in fatigue) were
However, only 6 pilots were able to sleep during this nap observed after 9 h of flight when ratings of four pilots went
period (figure 1. day 6). Before the return trip of the HAM- below 8. Towards the end of the flight, some recovery from
LAX rotation, pilots shifted their sleep to later hours, thus fatigue was reported, but after landing in HAM, fatigue
getting up later in the morning and trying to shorten the increased again.
wake period until the departure of the flight MIA-MUC
which was scheduled for 1640 LT (figure 2, day 11). 3.3.3. Discussion
Because departure was at 1800 LT LAX, both kinds of sleep The results presented in this report reflect a subsami of
strategy were undertaken in the LAX-HAM group when the measurements being obtained during the DLR-
pilots either delayed their sleep or napped in the early investigations concerning the 2-man cockpit. Conclusions
afternoon (figure 3, day 7). After the last flight of each drawn from this limited part of data are preliminary and



must be confirmed by the complete set of measurements, in influences of circadian changes affected fatigue mainly in
particular by the findings from the physiological data. the second part of the LAX-HAM flight.
The results from the daily log, i.e., sleep quantity and sleep Results from subjective fatigue ratings may be considered
distribution over the 24-h cycle, reflect subjective as evidence not sufficient for discussing flight time
assessments. Previous studies with similar pilot limitations and rest requirements in view of flight safety.
populations (Ref 5, 10) showed that evaluation of sleep by Therefore, findings from objective measurements are
subjective ratings and by polysomnographic recordings led necessary to arrive at final conclusions. However, because
to nearly congruent results. Thus, the presented findings in several aviation related investigations about fatigue (Ref
should reflect real and actual sleep conditions associated 23 - Ref 25), the impact of changes in subjective alertness
with flight schedules on transmeridian routes. and vigilance on performance was established, the results
Our sleep data indicate that the westward flights are of this study cannot be neglected when discussing
associated with an increase of sleep duration during the regulations on flight and rest times.
following local night. The reason for this extension is the Additional information about subjective and physiological
delay of sleep onset due to the shifted environmental time crew fatigue under further operational conditions can be
which supports staying awake for longer times, and thus a expected from currently conducted investigations (see table
certain state of sleep deprivation by several hours. The 2).
second layover night sleep was on average not shorter than
normal indicating that the adverse effects by disturbances 4. CONCLUSIONS
of the circadian rhythmicity did not severely influence The proposed European regulations concerning flight duty
sleep as have been observed in 3-man cockpit studies (Ref limitations and rest requirements as well as the currently
5, Ref 6, Ref. 20). discussed amendments of Japanese regulations regarding
The most striking result concerning sleep quantity is the maximum flight time on the 2-crew flight deck should be
sleep loss after the return flight to Germany. It examined under consideration of all results available and
demonstrates that eastward transmeridian flying over obtainable from scientific research.
several time zones is associated with night duty even when The main principles for determing flight duty and rest time
departure time is in the early hours of the local time. The limits should be: (1) Prevent excessive hours of duty and
sleep loss of 7 h to 8 h as shown in these studies is in inadequate rest periods both of which can lead to short term
agreement with several studies performed in recent years and cumulative crew fatigue. (2) Preserve adequate sleep
(Ref 5, Ref 9, Ref 20). The resulting sleep loss could only patterns taking into account irregular hours of work and
partly be compensated during subsequent days. Some pilots time zone changes.
napped after returning to home base and sleep duration Considering these principles, the proposed provisions
during the following night was extended by several hours, need to be modified. A normal ilight duty of a single crew
In the present study, sleep length normalized during the of two should not exceed 10 h. Extensions from this
second night and was not shortened as was observed in normal duty length should be an exception taking into
similar investigations on pilots in the 3-man flight deck account the amount of additional duty hours, time of day of
(Ref 20). A reason might be that not so many naps were landing and number of occurances per week. In particular,
taken as in the earlier study. duty periods including night work enhance the probability
Changes in fatigue as observed in our study depend on of reduced vigilance and performance as consequence of
several factors characteristic not only for the aviation sleep deficits and circadian influences. They may lead to
environment. The main influence on fatigue is the duration impairments of performance which may become especially
of wake time since the last sleep. When the DUS-ATL flight relevant for 2-crew long-haul operations.
was conducted, pilots were awake for only 2 h before
departure and the fatigue level remained in the
operationally uncritical region for the entire flight which.
in addition, was performed during normal day time. During
some portions of the other flight operations investigated
in our study, subjects were sleep deprived to a certain
extend. Before departing from HAM to LAX, pilots were
awake for 7.8 h on average, because the flight commenced
during local afternoon. The first occurance of fatigue scores
being below the critical region was observed after II h of
flight. i.e. after 19 h of being awake.When commencing
the flight LAX-HAM, pilots were awake for 10 h on
average. Some pilots began to feel very fatigued (scores
below 8) after 7 h of flight, i.e., 17 h after getting up in the
morning. Similar results were found for the eastward flight
between ATL and DUS. At the beginning of flight duty,
those pilots who could not sleep during the afternoon
before departure (local midnight), were awake for 16 h.
Fatigue started to increase already after 3 h of flight, when
time since last sleep was 19 h. A second factor influencing
fatigue is responsible for the change in fatigue scores
during the two night flights. The normal course of circadian
functions decreases during early hours of night, promoting
higher levels of fatigue. and increases during morning
hours, with beneficial effects on fatigue. The two different
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Table 1: Provisions of proposed JAA-regulations (Document 19)

Provision Limitation
S.............................................................................................................................................
Maximum Flying Hours 100 h/calender month or 100 h/consecutive 28 days

900 h/calender year
--- ---- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- ---- ---- -------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. ..

Maximum Duty Hours 60 h/7 consecutive days
100 h/14 consecutive days

1800 h/calendar year
S.............................................................................................................................................
Maximum Flight Duty Hours

Single Pilot 10 h/day
Two or more Pilots 14 h/day
Extension by max. 2 h (3 h with augmented crew)
commander's discretion

S.............................................................................................................................................
Minimum Rest As long as preceeding duty or 11 h minimum, whichever is the greater

If more than 4 time zones crossed, minimum rest is in h the factor 4
times number of time zones crossed, when time away from home base
was shorter than 60 h, or is in h the factor 8 times number of time
zones crossed, when time away from home base was longer than 60 h.

Night Duty Limits duties in a time interval between 0100 and 0659 local time. If 3
or more duties within this time interval were performed ,vithin 7 days,
36 h rest must be increased by 12 h within 7 days.

Split Duty 3 to 10:59 h split can extend duty by half of the split
-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------. . ----------------------------------------------------

Days Off 36 h rest within any 7 consecutive days or 60 h within 10 consecutive
days
7 calendar days within any calendar month and 24 calender days within
any calendar quarter year with at least 50% being taken at home base

---------------.. . . --------------. ---------------------------------------------. --. . ----------------------- ---------- ----------------. . . . .

Table 2: Overview of schedules under DLR-investigation (times in GMT and local time LT)

Route Flight Leg Departure Arrival Blocktime

Date GMT LT Date GMT LT

DUS-ATL DUS-ATL Mo 06:15 08:15 Mo 16:05 12:05 09:50 Dayflight
ATL-DUS Th 04:05 00:05 Th 12:55 14:55 08:50 Nightflight

HAM-LAX HAM-LAX Fr 11:30 13:30 Fr 23:15 16:15 11:45 Dayflight
LAX-HAM Sa/Fr 01:00 18:00 Sa 12:00 14:00 11:00 Nightflight

FRA-LAX FRA-LAX Th 07:10 09:10 Th 19:00 12:00 11:50 Dayflight
SFO-FRA Mo 20:50 13:50 Tb 07:55 09:55 11:05 Nightflight

FRA-SEZ FRA-SEZ Sa 20:45 21:45 Su 06:10 09:10 09:25 Nightflight
SEZ-FRA Su 19:30 22:30 Mo 06:00 07:00 10:30 Nightflight

------. . ------. . -------- ------------- --. . ------- --------------------------. . -------------------------------------. . ------.. ------ -- ----------------
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Figure 4 to Figure 6: Sleep Balance: accumulated deviations of subjectively
rated sleep periods from baseline values.

Figure 4 (Top): DUS-ATL rotation (N=12)
Figure 5 (Centre): HAM-LAX rotation (N=10)
Figure 6 (Bottom): LAX-HAM rotation (N=10)
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Figure 7 to Figure 10: Mean fatigue scores (±SD) during flight duty periods.

51 and 52 indicate pre-flight ratings. A indicates postflight ratings.

Black bar Illustrates critical limit.
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SUMMARY

As aircraft flight endurance capabilities posed that accounts for these factors.
increase, the importance of attenuating This equation is based on a stepwise
fatigue during long duration missions multiple regression procedure which
increases. Profile of Mood States (POMS) revealed that vigor and fatigue were best
data were used to document cumulative predicted by cumulative 24-hour sleep
fatigue and to explore the relationships and 48-hour flight time. In addition to
between mission characteristics and improved crew rest schedules, dedicated
changes in mood of C-141 aircrew mem- crew rest facilities and sleep hygiene
bers during Operation Desert Storm. In instruction are recommended before
particular, this research assessed the flying long duration missions.
effects of increasing the limit of 30-day
cumulative flight for long duration trans-
port crews from 125 to 150 hours. 1 INTRODUCTION
POMS data were collected at the begin-
ning of the legal for alert (LFA) and crew Increased efficiency in aircraft design and
rest (CR) intervals. Correlational analy- inflight refueling have resulted in unprece-
ses were used to compare POMS dimen- dented flight endurance characteristics
sions (anger, depression, confusion, for modern aircraft. Human factors is-
fatigue, vigor, tension) with 13 flight and sues related to these developments have
sleep schedule variables. During both not progressed as quickly, particularly for
LFA and CR intervals, 30-day cumulative long range transport aircraft (1). As
flight hours were not related to subjective assigned mission lengths increase, crew
mood dimensions. However, when 30- fatigue issues become more important.
day cumulative flight hours exceeded 125 However, fatigue management tech-
hours, POMS vigor was decreased by niques and resources are not typically
recent (1-2 days) flight and sleep hours. provided to crews. Only very recently
Therefore, attending to recent sleep and have US commercial crews been allowed
flight history may predict decrements in naps during long flights, although aircraft
vigor when operational pressures require sleep facilities remain less than optimal
exceeding the normal cumulative flight (2). Little is known about the factors
hours per month. A first attempt to which most influence fatigue in long
construct a crew rest equation is pro- duration aircrew. The Gulf war with Iraq

Presented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft: MaY 1993.
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orovided an opportunity to investigate interval. When cumulative flight time
these factors. reached the limit of 125 hours, crewmem-

bers were occasionally not allowed to fly
The greatest military airlift in history was until their cumulative flight time de-
initiated during the Gulf war by the USAF creased. For example, if a crewmember
Military Airlift Command (MAC), now had 122 hours in a 30-day interval, they
reorganized into Air Materiels Command would not be able to fly on a mission
(AMC). This effort tested the endurance over 3 hours until their 30 day interval
of both the airframes and transport advanced. The effectiveness of this
crews. Furthermore, the effort required system in attenuating fatigue has not
extending the maximum crew flight limits been evaluated. Fur;;,r.r, it occasionally
of 125 cumulative flight hours to 150 prevented well-rested crews fro friving.
cumulative flight hours per 30-days. This study documented fatigue in long
MAC was concerned with the impact of duration aircrew flying more than 125
continuous, long duration missions on hours per 30 days, investigated factors
flight safety. There were multiple stress- which may be most responsible for fa-
ors associated with the accelerated pace tigue and explored an alternative system
of MAC flights during Desert Storm. of managing flight hours.
Previous research has suggested that
irregular rest and actMty cycles
associated with long duration missions 2 METHODS
can lead to deteriorated performance in
aircrew members (3,4). As well, continu- Five C-141B crews were selected by
ous, long endurance flights are known to MAC to participate in the study during
have severe physiological consequences the final week of Desert Storm and three
(5,6). Finally, eastward flight, which MAC weeks beyond (16 March-i14 April, 1991).
crews routinely flew, disrupts mission The crews were selected from the 437th
sleep more than westward trips (7). The Military Airlift Wing, Charleston AFB, SC
Sustained Operations Branch of Armstr- and were authorized for extended cumu-
ong Laboratory (CFTO) has experience lative flight of 150 hours per 30-day peri-
in evaluating mission-induced fatigue. od and minimum allowable crew rest
Accordingly, MAC headquarters request- periods of 12 hours per day for the dura-
ed that investigators from CFTO evaluate tion of the 30-day exercise. One investi-
the effects of 150 flight hours in a 30-day gator from the Sustained Operations
period coupled with minimum allowable Branch of Armstrong Laboratory accom-
crew rest (12 hours) during the final days panied each of the crews throughout the
of Operation Desert Storm. The data data collection period. Crewmembers
obtained from this study were used to completed an activity log of events se-
determine the factors which have the lected from a list of pertinent actMties
greatest impact on air transport crew (landings, sleep, meals, etc) as well as
fatigue. oral temperature and fatigue ratings,

location, and quality of sleep. These
MAC used a system to limit excessive procedures are described more thorougly
cumulative flight hours during Desert in other papers presented at a recent
Storm that depended on the number of AGARD symposium attend to the impact
flight hours in the most recent 30-day of fatigue on performance, sleep and
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nutrition (8,9,10). This report describes final four variables were the number of
the Profile Of Mood States (POMS) re- times each subject went to sleep in one,
suits that were used to evaluate aircrew two, three and five days of the study.
subjective states during the 30- day field Data analyses focused on pilots only
study. POMS were completed each time (aircraft commander and co-pilot) since
the crews became Legal For Alert (LFA) they slept less during flight than other
(i.e., at the end of their crew rest) and crewmembers. Other crewmembers
before Crew Rest (CR) (i.e., at the end of were able to either sleep in shifts (engi-
their duty day). The LFA interval began neers) or sleep throughout most of the
as soon as the CR interval ended and flight (loadmasters).
extended until either four hours had
passed or a mission had been assigned, After each flight in the study, the Digital
whichever occurred first. The majority of Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) information
the missions were assigned within the 4- was obtaired on magnetic recording tape
hour window. However, at the end of the for later playback and analysis. This
4-hour window, the CR interval was usu- technique was designed to provide an
ally started again, objective measure of piloting perfor-

mance that might be linked to subjective
POMS is a convenient method of identify- state and with cumulative flight hours
ing and assessing mood state changes (8,13).
(11). It measures six mood dimensions:
tension-anxiety, depression-dejection,
anger-hostility, vigor-actMty, fatigue-iner- 3 RESULTS
tia, and confusion-bewilderment (11).
POMS consists of 65 adjectives which Cumulative flight hours in a 30-day period
are rated on a 5-point scale that ranges were organized into blocks: 0-75 hrs, 76-
from 'not at all' to 'extremely'. The raw 100 hrs, 101-125 hrs and 126-150 hrs.
POMS data were normalized using col- Analysis of variance (ANOVA) compari-
lege student samples, as is the typical sons revealed cumulative 30-day flight
procedure for non-psychiatric popula- hour blocks had no significant effect on
tions. subjective mood at LFA or CR. In gener-

al, POMS scores at LFA were improved
The activity log and POMS data were (p < 0.01) over those obtained at CR for

entered into a large data base that resid- fatigue, vigor and confusion but not for
ed on a VAX 11-780 computer and were anger, tension or depression. The larg-
amenable to statistical manipulation. est improvements were in fatigue and
Thirteen sleep and flight schedule vari- vigor scores. Vigor and fatigue scores
ables were derived from the activity logs. obtained at CR and LFA are shown in
Cumulative 30-day flight time was total Figures 1 and 2, respectively. These
monthly accumulated flight time for each figures also show that vigor and fatigue
day in the 30-day exercise. Four other scores were better at the beginning of
flight schedule variables were cumulative the study (less than 75 hours) and tend-
flight hours in one, two, three and five ed to decline as cumulative 30-day flight
days. An additional four variables were hours increase.
cumulative hours of sleep in one, two,
three and five consecutive days. The The six POMS dimensions were signifi-
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Figure 1. POMS Vigor Scores when Legal for Alert (LFA)
and during Crew Rest (CR). Average scores and Standard
Error of the Means (SEM) are shown.
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Figure 2. POMS Fatigue Scores when LFA and during CR.
Average Scores and SEM are shown.
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Tbl 1 Correlation coefficients for POMS dimensions for LFA (SHADED) and for CR over the
30 day study.

ANGER FATIGUE VIGOR TENSION DEPRESSION CONFUSION

ANGER - .0 -0.2. 0.40 D.1% 02.

FATIGUE 0.31 - A.57' 0B B.0.34 ... ...0.9

VIGOR -029 -0.68 - .0,18 _0V

TENSION 0.73 0.32 -0.30 - IM 0.40

DEPRESSION 0.81 0.36 -0.36 0.64 --

CONFUSION 0.60 0.63 0.57 0.59 0.66

Tabl 2. Of the six POMS dimensions, those shown were affected by cumulative flight hours on-
ly if recent flight and sleep hours were considered. The Vigor dimension is the most sensitive
to cumulative flight hours in a 30 day period and flight or sleep within the prior 24-48 hours.

CUMULATIVE FLIGHT HOURS IN A 30 DAY INTERVAL

< 75 hours 100-125 hours > 125 hours
Leaal For Alert

Flight in 4C hours l-epresei'_n Tens;-_
Sleep in 48 hours - - Vigor

Crew Res
Flight in 24 hours - - Vigor
Sleep in 48 hours - - Vigor

cantly (p < 0.05) intercorrelated as shown effects of these variables on three of the
in Table 1. The shaded area in Table 1 POMS dimensir,"s within cumulative 30-
shows the inter-correlations for POMS day flight hou, alocks (see Table 2).
scores during the LFA interval. The non- Specifically, during LFA, increases in
shaded area shows the scores during the depression and tension were related to
CR interval. These data suggest that increases in 48-hour flight when cumula-
subjective mood dimensions tended to tive 30-day flight hours were less than
be similarly affected by the demands of 75 hours and 100-125 hours, respec-
long duration missions. tively. As well, during LFA, when cumula-

tive flight hours exceeded 125 hours,
Evaluation of the POMS data next cen- decreases in vigor dimension were relat-
tered on recent flight and sleep history ed to decreases in the amount of sleep
variables. ANOVA comparisons revealed in the past 48 hours for the LFA and the
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CR intervals. During CR, decreases in Analyses of digital flight data revealed
vigor also were related to increases in that during Instrument Landing System
24-hour flight times, as shown in Table 2. (ILS) approaches, increases in airspeed

and heading deviations tended to corre-
Averages of flight and activity log vari- spond to increases in subjective fatigue.
ables associated with the maximum The maximum deviations in airspeed and
POMS fatigue scores are shown in Table heading shown in Figure 4 did not
3. Scores for the average maximum achieve statistical significance when
fatigue value found during the LFA and compared across cumulative 30-day flight
the CR are shown in Column 1 and 2 of hours.
Table 3 (labelled Average (LFA) and
Average (CR), respectively). The average Finally, a stepwise linear regression pro-
maximum POMS fatigue score across the cedure was used to investigate which
entire 30-day exercise (both LFA and CR) variables could predict subjective vigor
and the associated flight and activity log and fatigue values. All 13 variables used
variables are in the Average (Overall) col- in the procedure are listed in Table 4 but
umn. For example, the average time of only those which significantly improved
day (ZULU) in which the greatest POMS the predictions were paired with equation
scores were recorded occurred at about estimates in Table 4.
11:00 zulu time. This would correspond
to about 05:00 local time at Charleston The prediction data shown in Table 4
Air Force Base, the home base for these for fatigue are used in an example in
crews. Finding a maximum in subjective Table 5. The information presents a
fatigue at this time in the morning may be means to determine how fatigued a crew-
due to circadian rhythmicity of the nor- member is and a means for determining
mally diurnally active pilots. In addition, who is in need of a longer crew rest.
the maximum POMS fatigue scores oc- The scores are anchored in subjective
curred early in the 30-day study, prior to fatigue and vigor scores. Conceivably,
the pilot's accumulating more than 94.1 the length of sleep necessary to reduce
cumulative 30-day flight h-ours. Table 3 the scores to accroDtable levels can also
also shows the number of flight and be determined empirically.
sleep hours the crews experienced in the
24 and 48 hours immediately prior to
recording their maximum POMS fatigue 4 DISCUSSION
scores.

As greater distance capabilities are de-
Figure 3 demonstrates changes in cumu- signed into aircraft the issue of crew
lative 48 hours of sleep across 30-day fatigue becomes more important. Com-
flight time blocks. This figure shows that fortable crew rest and hygiene facilities
crewmembers slept the least before they should be an integral part of long endur-
had accrued 75 cumulative 30-day flight ance aircraft design. Long duration
hours. This figure also shows that the missions require careful management of
amount of sleep obtained was highest in the crew rest periods on the ground as
the 125-150 cumulative 30-day flight hour well as in the air.
range.

The study found that pilots can safely fly
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Tabl 3. The average variables corresponding to maximum fatigue scores for each subject
during the Legal For Alert (LFA) and Crew Rest (CR) and combined intervals (Overall) are
shown.

AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE
(LFA) (CR) (Overall)

Temopeature 97.5 97.6 97.7

Time (Zulu) 10:15 10:50 11:36

Fliaht In 48 hr 11.2 14.7 12.5

Fliaht in 24 hr 5.2 8.4 8.1

Sleep In 48 hr 12.3 11.7 14.0

Sleep in 24 hr 6.4 6.8 7.8

Cumulative 30-day
Hours of flight 62.9 88.9 94.

POMS Fatigue score 57.0 61.3 45.3

N = 11 pilots

Amounl of S1 sep based on

Cumulative Fl i ght Hour a
165

isi
14

13:=

0.?S 15. ¶00 100 ¶25 ¶25. ISA

34 Day FIfflit HMori

Figure 3. Sleep in past 48 hours across cumulative 30-
day flight hour blocks. Mean + SEM are shown.
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Tabl 4. Stepwise linear regression estimates of POMS vigor and fatigue. Degrees of Freedom
(Total OF), the probability associated with the F ratio (Prob>F), and the overall R2 are shown
for vigor and fatigue. The variables which contributed significantly (p<0.15) to model the partial
C2 value (R**2) for each variable, and the associated probability for each (Prob>F) are also
shown.

Total DF Prob>F Overall R**2
VIGOR 267 0.0001 0.081

SEstimate R**2 Prob>F
Intercept 49.96 0.0001
Flight in 48 hrs -0.43 0.072 0.0001
Sleep in 24 hrs 0.262 0.081 0.1286

Total DF Prob>F Overall R**2
FATIGUE 267 0.0001 0.147

Variable Estimate R**2 Prob>F
Intercept 53.2 0.0001
Flight in 48 hrs 0.38 0.07 0.0001
Cumulative 30 day hrs -0.04 0.12 0.036
Sleep in 24 hrs -0.57 0.14 0.008

Other variables considered for the model:
Flight hours in 5 days; 3 days; 2 days; 1 day
Sleep hours in 5 days; 3 days; 2 days; 1 day
Sleep attempts in 5 days; 3 days; 2 days 1 day
Cumulative flight hours in 30 days

Tabl 5. An example of the application of the crew rest interval equation in determining which
of 2 crews needs the longer crew rest interval. For illustrative purposes, crew Vigor should be
over a value of 45 to be considered mission safe.

Pilot A has 12.5 hours of flight in the last 48 hours and 8 hours of sleep in the past 24 hours.
Vigor = (49.95) + 10.43 * 12.5 hrs) + (0.26 * 8.0 hrs) = 46.65

Pilot B has 15.5 hours of flight in the last 48 hours and 10 hours of sleep in the past 24 hours.
Vigor = (49.95) + (0.43 * 15.5 hrs) + (0.26 * 10 hrs) = 45.88

Pilot B: gets the longer crew rest because she/he has less vigor. (if a cut-off score of 45 is
used to minimize fatigue, then both pilots would be safe to fly.)
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Figure 4. Average deviations in heading and airspeed as
a function of POMS fatigue. Mean and SEM are shown.

long duration missions in excess of 150 The finding that the maximum fatigue
cumulative 30-day flight hours with no gr- levels occurred early in the study as
eater increase in fatigue than for fewer shown in Table 3, suggests that the
cumulative flight hours. The differences crews were adjusting to the demands of
between LFA and CR intervals in particu- the missions. This suggestion may be
lar for fatigue and vigor, indicated that supported by data presented in Figure 3
crew rest was restorative. Cumulative which indicate that crews were getting
flight hour blocks alone do not account more sleep as cumulative flight hours
for significant effects on mood. However, increased across missions. There were
combining cumulative flight hours per no serious accidents for transport aircrew
month with decreasing hours of recent that could be related to fatigue during
sleep decreased the POMS vigor dimen- Operation Desert Storm. Still, it was
sion during LFA and CR intervals only possible to demonstrate that subjective
when cumulative flight hours exceeded fatigue can be associated with impaired
125 hours per 30-day period. Vigor was performance as shown in Fijure 4. The
the most sensitive of the POMS dimen- data in Figure 4 suggests a range of
sions to cumulative flight hours in excess fatigue scores that might be acceptable
of 125 hours per month when recent for mission standards. A goal of the
sleep (past 24 hours) is considered. paper was to determine which of the
Vigor was also affected when flight hours variables under consideration were best
in the past 24 hours are considered with correlated with mission-induced fatigue
cumulative 30-day flight time. and to construct an empirical formula for
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quantifying fatigue. The formula is a first ucts. Naps onboard the airct aft should
attempt to quantify fatigue for use in the be encouraged. Gyms should be left
field and needs to be empirically verified, open 24 hours a day for crews expe-
Considering recent crew history in deter- riencing long duration missions. Consid-
mining how much crew rest to assign eration also should be given to sleep
crews may provide an advantage to promoting compounds to increase the
managers because more crews should restfulness of naps, particularly during
be available than by using the current 30- unusual crew rest times. Lastly, consid-
day cumulative flight hour restriction. It is eration should be given to stimulants to
not difficult for crews to keep track of be used in emergencies during critical
recent sleep and flight hours since they periods of flight. These recommenda-
currently do this for cumulative flight tions should extend to ground personnel
hours. Presumably, the actual amount of who support the crews in the air as well.
sleep necessary to reduce fatigue to Long duration missions depend on the
acceptable limits could be determined community that support it and includes
from the further refinement of the equa- the mechanics as well as Air Traffic Con-
tion. trollers.

A fatigue management system is needed Since the vast majority of flights crossed
to plan for long duration missions. The multiple time zones travelling in either an
system should include circadian issues, eastward or westward direction, ,no at-
sleep hygiene issues, crew rest sched- tempt was made to control for direction
ules, flight schedules, nutrition, exercise, of flight. It was hoped that these ;nflu-
dedicated crew rest facilities, onboard ences would not contribute undue vari-
napping facilities and schedules. Physi- ability to the results since there were just
cal accommodations could be improved as many eastward as westward flights
onboard the aircraft. For example, the An evaluation of subjective data collect c(I
radio aid known as cell call for military from long duration transport crews durinn.
aircraft would prevent the fatigue associ- the Gulf war found tnat recent sleep anc,
ated with monitoring long hours of radio flight hours were better predictors of
static over the ocean. The seats on- fatigue than was cumulative 30-day flight
board could be more comfortable and time. Linear regression procedures were
more attunrd to back support for long used to construct a formula that objec-
duration missions. Humidity control, tively predicts fatigue and vigor scores.
workable sinks and toilets, better bunk Crew rest onboard the aircraft is currently
facilities are all means to help reduce the left to the aircraft commander. The for-
stress and improve the endurance of the mula described here represents a rational
crew. Morale of crews would be im- means to determine who gets sleep on
proved if workable ovens to heat foods the aircraft in flight. Alternative strategies
were made available. Healthier f-,,xd3 for crew rest inflight would be to have
could be made available at flight kitchens rotating crews whose biological rhythms
and vending machines. Extending the are 12 hours out of phase. One crew
hours at other food facilities for long would be rested and ready for flight at
duration aircraft is highly recommended, take-off while a second team would be
Crewmembers should be encouraged to ready for rest during the flight and fresh
avoid saturated fats and high sugar prod- at landing. (14). Attending to recent
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sleep and flight histories as well as cu- Part 4. Sleep and Wakefulness in Inter-
mulative flight history may improve vigor national Aircrews. Graeber, RC (Ed),
and mood when operational pressures National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
require exceeding 125 flight hours per istration, Ames Research Center. Report
month. No.: NAS 1.15:88231: A-86182: NASA-

TM-88231, Feb, 1986.
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QUELQUES SOLUTIONS POUR REDUIRE LES EFFETS SUR L'HOMME
DES OPERATIONS DE LONGUE DUREE

(Some solutions to reduce the human effects of extended operation times)

D. LAGARDE
D. BATEJAT

Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Mdlecine A6rospatiale (C.E.R.M.A.) du Service de SantW des Arm6es.
BP 73 - 91223 BRETIGNY SUR ORGE CEDEX - FRANCE

SUMMARY

Mostly, in aeronautical environment, the appearance, on account of their great efficiency and their

extended operation times assume the continued whole inocuity, should con1tiLuW , major element in

operations aspect with long duration flights, sometimes biological rhythms resynchronisation in the future.

transmeridian. In this operations setting, the fast and
repeated passing of several time zones is attended with
the classical symptomatology of "Jet-lag", intensified by RESUME
the own conditions of the mission. The appearance and
the extent of "Jet-lag" are variable according to the flight Les op6rations soutenues rev~tent le plus
and the involved subject characteristics ; nevertheless, the souvent en milieu a6ronautique laspect d'op6rations
psychomotor performances decrease is a constant factor continues comportant des vols de longue dur6e, parfois
of these disorders. In order to investigate with a greater transmdridiens. Dans le cadre de ces op6rations, le
accuracy this aspect in laboratory, the authors present a franchissement rapide et r6pWt6 de plusicurs fuseaux
study model represented by the STRES battery, an horaires s'accompagne de la symptomatologie classique
ensemble of seven psychomotor tests, recommended by du "jet-lag" aggravde par les conditions propres ý la
the working group n' 12 of the AGARD/NATO, that mission. L'apparition et l'importance du "jet-lag" sont
allows the evaluation of the whole psychomotor register variables en fonction de la nature du vol et du sujet qui
of a subject situated in stress environmental conditions, in I'accomplit, cependant un facteur constant de ces
a broad meaning. Two applying examples of these tests to perturbations est la diminution des performances
sleep deprivation states are introduced so as to illustrate psychomotrices. Afin d'approcher plus prdcisemment cet
the sensibility and the interest of implementing this tests aspect en laboratoire, les auteurs pr6sentent un module
battery. In view of the disorders penalizing effect, several repr6sentd par la STRES battery, ensemble de sept tests
authors have postulated for solutions in order to suppress psychomoteurs recommandd par le groupe de travail n'
or at least to reduce the duration and importance of such 12 de lAGARD/NATO, qui permet d'dvaluer l'ensemble
symptoms. Thus, some accurate instructions have been du registre psychomoteur d'un sujet placd dans un
recommended relating to the maximum workload environnement stressant, au sens large du terme. Deux
condition that can not be exceeded and to the dual exemples d'application de ces tests at des situations de
aircrew. Others have enjoined to be synchronise with the privations de sommeil sont donnds afin d'illuster la
new time table before departure or to strengthen the sensibilitd et l'intdr~t de la mise en oeuvre de cette
social "zeitgeber" at arrival. Phototherapy, naps, dietetic batterie de tests. Devant leffet p6nd1isant de ces
measures and physical exercice are also a part of the perturbations de nombreux auteurs ont propos6 des
suggested steps. The pharmacological approach with the solutions pour sinon supprimer du moins reduire la dur6e
use of caffeine, hypnotics and more recently of et l'importance de ces sympt6mes. C'est ainsi que des
melatonin, have a new lease of interest especially with consignes prdcises ont Wt6 prdconis6es concernant la
the appearance of new awakening drugs, as powerful as charge maximale de travail i ne pas d6passer et le
amphetamines but without their secondary effects. Thus, fonctionnement en dquipage double. D'autres ont
after the justification of the stimulating drugs use in the recommand6 de se synchroniser au nouvel horaire avant
setting of wake sleep rhythms desynchronisation, the le d6part ou de renforcer les synchroniseurs sociaux une
authors present concisely the modafinil, main fois arrivd. La phototh6rapie, les petits sommes (ou naps),
representative of this new molecule category. Then, from des mesures didtdtiques ct l'exercice physique font aussi
examples of the laboratory, on occasion of psychomotor partie de la panoplic des mesures proposces. L'approche
performance evaluation with the STRES battery on pharmacologique avec l'utilisation de la cafdine, des
subjects under sleep deprivation, or on field, they present hypnotiques et plus r6cemment de la mdlatoninc, connait
some results obtained after dispensation of this drug. At un regain d'intdr&t notamment avec I'apparition de
the end of this review and of the experimental results, it nouvelles moldcules 6veillantes aussi puissantes que les
appears that the extended operation times induce wake- amphetamines mais sans leurs effets secondaires. C'est
sleep rhythm and psychomotor performances disorders. ainsi qu'apris avoir justifid l'utilisation de substances
Numerous possibilities, complementary, exist in order to stimulantes dans le cadre d'une ddsynchronisation des
reduce the observed disorders ; none of them appears rythmes veille-sommeil, les auteurs pr~sentent
alone sufficient. Nevertheless, the new awakening drugs succintement le modafinil, principal repr(sentant de cette

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft, May 1993.
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nouvelle classe de moldcules. Puis A partir d'exemples 11 est illusoire de vouloir r~pertorier l'ensemble
pris en laboratoire, A l'occasion de I'dvaluation dc la des sympt6mes ou effets dfis aux perturbations dui rythme
performance psychomotrice avec la STRES Battery chez veille-sommeil, tant ceux-ci szont variables dans leur
des sujets soumis A des privations de sommeil, ou sur le intensitd et divers dans leur expression. En effet,
terrain, uls donnent quelques exemplos do rdsultats plusieurs paramritres intervionnent dans ta variation des
obtenus apr~s administration de cette substance. A l'issue effets observds et devront 8tre pris en compte dans
de cette revue et des rdsultats exp~rimentaux obtonus, ii l'appr~ciation g~ndrale du phdnom~ne. Par ailleurs,
apparalt que los opdrations de longue durde provoquent I'tiologie de ces ph6nom~nes est encore peu ou mal
des perturbations du rythmo veillo-sommeil et des connue.
performances psychomotrices. De nombreuses
possibilit~s, compldmentaires, existent pour tenter de 1) PRINCIPALES ALTERATIONS DUJ RYTHME
r~duire les degradations observdes, aucune no semble 6tre VEILLE - SOMMEIL LORS DES VOLS DE
suffisante A elle seule, cependant l'apparition do nouvelles LONGJUE DUREE
substances dveillantes, en raison de leur grande officacitd
et de leur totale innocuitd, pourrait constituer dans. 1. 1. Syrithse des effets observds
l'avenir un 6l6ment majeur dans la resynchronisation des
rythmes; biologiques. Le rythme veille-sommeil comme beaucoup

d'autres rythmes biologiques est dit circadien en raison de
sa pdriodicitd voisine de 24 heures (1). Toute interruption

INTRODUCTION ou modification do ce rythme est souvent ý l'origine d'un
ensemble de sympt~mes appelds par los anglo-saxons le

Los opdrations adriennes Ai longue distance et de "jet-.lag".
longue durde no sont pas sans poser do nombreux Cependant pour apparaitre, cetto
probkmes dans le domaine dit dui facteur humain. Parini symptomatologie n~cessite, en ce qui concerne Ie pilote
los problmes rencontrds, celui do la perturbation dii d'adroncf ou des troupes adroportees, le franchissemnent
rythme veille-sommeil ost essenticl. En effet, los vols rapide de quatre A cinq fuseaux horaires et persiste quatre
transm6ridiens, en raison dui franchissemont rapide et a cinq jours avant qu'un 6quilibre soit retrouvd ;Il sujet
rdpot6 de plusiours fuseaux horaires, vont modifier los repronant un rythme physiologique do base (2). En
rythmes circadiens do l'organisme, dont le rythme veille- rdalitd, ii a W montrd quo, si apparemment l'ensomblo
sommeil. Do plus, en milieu militairo, pour des raisons do des ddsordres fonctionnels rontrait dans l'ordre, cortains
discrdtion et des raisons opdrationnelles, los d6collages rythmes fondamentaux comme celui do la tempdraturo ou
s effoctuent la nuit apr~s touto une joum6e do preparation do certaines sdcrdtions hormonales no so remottaient en
do la mission n'ayant pas pormis dans la plupart des cas, phase avec le nouveau rythme imposd quo beaucoup plus
Ia prise d'un repos compensatour. C'est ainsi qu'A l'effet lontement (deux A trois mois scion le cas) (3).
propro du d6calage horaire, appel6 "jot-lag" vont s'ajouter Los principaux troubles observ6s sont ceux
d'une part une privation plus ou moins importante do affectant le sommoil et l'appareil digestif. Los troubles dii
sommeil et d'autre part in d~passement de Ia charge do sommoil consdcutifs au d~calage existent dans 78 % des
travail, habituelle, dans in contexto op~rationel et pOut- cas (2). 11 s'agit do difficultds A lendormissoment,
6tre do conflit. Los cons~quences d'une tello perturbation d'insomnie nocturne, do r6veils prdcoces et do
sont multiples, mais liune d ontre elles pout 6tre somnolence diuure. Los troubles digestifs observds,
particuli~rement p~nalisante pour Ia conduite do Ia parfois aggravi~s par le changemont do rdgime
mission ;il s'agit do Ia dagradation des performances alimentaire, sont essentiollemement diis aux variations
psychomotricos. Do nombroux chorcheurs so sont incessantos do l'horaire des repas. Mais cetto
penchds sur ce probk~mo et un nombro assoz dlevd do symptomnatologie nest pas la soule manifestation d'une
solutions ant W propos6es pour tenter do r~duiro los altdration dui rythme veille-sommeil.
effets observds. Afin de faire le point sur Ia question, Los perturbations des autres rythmos biologiques
nous commoncerons ce travail en rappelant bri~vement comine celiii do Ia tempdrature ou des sdcrdtions
los principalos altdrations dii rythmo veilic-sommeil lors hormonales concomitants physiologiques dui rythme
des vols transmdridiens, puis nous donnerons un exemplo veil le-somnmeil, sont pcut-8tre A l'origine d'altdrations plus
d'dtude do Ia performance psychomotrico on laboratoire & ou momns profondes du fonctionnement g~ndral do notre
partir de la miso on oeuvre do la STRES Battery organisme ot do son mdtabolisme do base. Une 6quipe do
(Standardized Tests for Research in an Environmental cherchours militaires des Pays-Bas a ainsi distingud des
Stressors). Dans une troisi~me partie nous donnerons unfl offets algus apparaissant rapidoment lors do
liste, non exhaustive, des solutions habituellement franchissement Iimitds dans lo temps des fuseaux horairos;
prdconisdes pour litter contro los effets dii "jot-lag". et des effets chroniques observds surtout choz le
Seront aussi envisag6es des solutions orgonomiquos, personnel navigant et d~is A des modifications r-Ap06e~s dui
physiologiques et pharmacologiques. Enfin, dans Ia rythmc veille-sommeil (4) (cf Tableau n'1).
dernibre partie, nous aborderons Ia possibilitd do L'ensemblo do cette symptomatologie, qu'il
prolonger 1'6veil A partir d'uno moldcule dveillanto s'agisse d'effets aigus ou d'effets chroniques, est retrouvde
originale en donnant quciques r6sultats oxpdrimontaux do faqon syst~matique et A des degrds divers dans los
obtenus lors d'expdrimentafions do privations do sommeil travaux dvaluant [a quantitdeot Ia qualit6 du sommeil du

personnel navigant (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). 11 est A
remarquer quo dans Ia listo des effets observ6s, cehui do la
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d~gradlation des performances, tient une place majcurc En rdsum6, les perturbations du rythme veille-
(13, 14, 12). sommeil, et notamment le franchissement rapide de

plusieurs fuseaux horaires, provoquent des altdrations
physiologiques et subjectives du sommeil se traduisant

1. 2. Facteurs de variaon par une baisse des performances et une momns bonne
efficaeitd opd-rationnelle. (cf Tableau n' 2)

Les facteurs de variation des effets des privations
de sommeil sont essentiellement au nombre de quatre:
les facteurs individuels, les facteurs d'environnement, le 1. 3. Etiologic du "Jet-Lag"
sens du d6placement pour le 'jet-lag" et l'association
dventuelle avec les facteurs propres ýt la mission. La connaissance exacte de l'tiologie du "Jet-

En dehors des dtats pathologiques, l'Age du sujet lag" est encore imparfaite, cependant if est possible de
semble jouer un r6Ie relativement mineur dans le cadre distinguer trois facteurs essentiels qui semblent 8tre A
des facteurs individuels. Cependlant dans certains travaux lorigine de cette symptomatologie.
(15) les sujets inclus dans la fourchette d'Age 40-60 ans - La fatigue Wiee au voyage. Elie nest pas propre au
semblent plus vulndrables aux privations dle sommeil que franchissement des fuseaux horaires puiqu'on la rencontre
les sujets plus jeunes. En raison de l'apparition tardive des aussi lors des vols Nord-Sud. Elie pcut avoir de
maxima et des minima du cycle circadien, le d~calage du nombreuses origines comme les pr~paratifs du voyage ou
rythme "vers la droite" (ndcessaire apr~s un vol vers de la mission, le maintien prolongd d'une position (m~me
l'ouest) est plus facile pour la "personne du soir" que pour assise), les vibrations mndcaniques dries au moyen de
]a "personne du matin". transport, lambiance sonore inhabituelle, ]a fatigue

Les facteurs d'environnement semblent joucr un psychiquc d~ie At lexcitation circonstancielle, etc ... (19).
r6le beaucoup plus important. En effet, !i c6td du - La privation de vommeil. Elie nest pas non plus
franchissement des fuseaux horaires et du travail postd, spdcifique aux vols transmdridiens. Cependant, elle est
facteurs tr~s influents de l'environnement sur Ie somnmeil, souvent prdsente avant m~me le depart, en raison du
le bruit, la temperature, l'altitude, le confort intcrviennent temps passd Ai Ia preparation de la mission. Les
pour une bonne part dlans la qualitd et la quantitd de perturbations du rythme veille-sommeil daes aux
sommeil. En ce qui concerne le bruit, il apparait quc ce modifications des rythmes biologiques, au confinement,
qui importe au niveau dle la perturbation du sommeil est aux activit~s n~cessaires lors des escales techniques, etc
Ia diffdrence entre le fond sonore habituel avec lequel vit ... (24) s'accompagnent de faqon presque systdmatique
et dort le sujet et le niveau maximum de bruit observe d'une dette plus ou moins importante de sommeil.
plus grande sera la diffdrence, plus grande sera Ia - La lenteur et 1'irrigulariti de I'ajustement des rythmes
modification du sommeil. Cependant, les changements endogenes au nouveau fuseau horaire. En effet, mn~me si,
obtenus dans la qualitd du sommeil peuvent dliminuer lors en labsence de toute information externe, lors des
d'expositions r~pdtdes aux bruits inais Ie mdcanisine experiences d'isolation "hors du temps", les rythmes
physiologique reste inconnu (14, 16). Les relations biologiques persistent avec une pdriode ldg~rement
sommeil et ambiance thermique ont surtout W dtudides diffdrente de 24 heures, Ia lumi~re et les facteurs socjaux
par Muzet (17) A Strasbourg et par Buguet (18) ý Lyon ;il sont les synchroniseurs les plus importants. Cependant,
semble qu'un sommeil normal soit compatible avec des tous les rythmes ne s'adaptent pas avec: Ia m~me vitesse
tempdratures comprises entre 22 et 25'0 au-delA mais au nouvel horaire. Et si subjectivement quatre A cinq
surtout en deqA la privation de sommeil en rdsultant est jours suffisent pour "rWcupdrer" une activitd normale, le
lide Ai une diminution dle Ia qualitd des performances rythme dle la tempdrature peut rester perturb6 plusieurs
mentales. Les quelques eludes r~alis~es en altitude semaines. (7, 3)
indliquent un accroissement de ]a latence
d'endormissement mais une augmentation de la durde
totale du sommeil (19). Enfin, le confort au sens large du 2) UN EXENIPLE WETUJDE DE LA
terme est soulignd par tous les sujets. La qualitd du PERFORMANCE PSYCH-ONIOTRICE AU
couchage et de l'environnement psychosocial influent sur LABORATOIRE
Ia motivation ; 'expdrience de la situation vdcue par le
sujet ou par son entourage semble jour un r6le important 2. 1. Pr6sentation de la STRES Battery
sur la qualitd subjective du somineil.

Concemnant le transport adroport6 des troupes, Ic La batterie dle tests S.T.R.E.S. (Standardised
sens dans lequel secffectue la rotation jouc un r~le certain. Tests for Research with Environmental Stressors) a di
Les vols vers I'Ouest paraissent micux supportds que les dlaborde par le groupe de travail n0 12 de [a Commission
vols vers l'Est (20, 21, 22, 23). Enfin lassociation de M~decine Adrospatiale de YAGARD (25) pour
dventuelle de tous ces facteurs avec ceux inh6rents 5 Ia permettre la standardisation de I'6valuation des effets de
mission confide :difficultd particulire ou dangerositd tout facteur de stress sur Ia performance. Cette batterie est
dievde dle Ia mission, ddpart en mission de nuit, ou plus itgd esml e oesddauto el

prosa~~~~quement ~ ~ codtosm*&oogqe ~aoals vigilance chez I'homme utilisd dans notre laboratoire, etproblmcs personnels, dloignemnent de Ia famile comprenant dgalement des mesures.
reprdsentent tout un contexte susceptible de perturber le dIectrophysiologiques, une surveillance mddicale et
rythme veille-sommeil d'un combattant engagd dans un biologique et Ic recueil de questionnaires (26). Elie est
conflit.
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implant~e sur micro-ordinateurs compatibles IBM PC et Un indice de deviation du curseur par rapport au centre
comprend sept tests : de la cible est calculd (ii s'agit de la racine carr~e de la
-une tiche de temps de reaction qui permet l'valuation moyenne des dcarts mesurds toute les secondes) et le

des cinq ttapes de traitement suivantes : traitement de la nombre de perte de contr6le est comptabilisd.
stimulation~ ou codage, choix de la rdponse, - une tache de raisonnement grammatical qui mesure
programmation ac. la rdponse motrice, activation motrice l'abilet6 ý manipuler des informations grammaticales en
et enfin execution de la reponse. Les chiffres "2 - 3 - 4 - utilisant la m~moire de travail. Trois phrases superposdes
5' sont utilisds comme stimulations, le sujet est invitd A sont affichdes au centre de Fk~ran. Les deux premieres
r~pondre le plus rapidement possible sans faire d'erreurs. phrases d~crivent chacune I'ordre de deux symboles. L'un
La rdponse ý6pcnd de la nature at de la position sur de ces symboles est commun aux deux expressions alors
l'&cran, droite ou gauche, du chiffre prdsentd. Suivant les que les deux autres symboles sont diff6rerrts d'une phrase
conditions expdrimentales les chiffres apparaissent sous A lautre. Le sujet doit vdrifier la vdracitd de ces deux
une forme normale ou d~gradde, lintervalle inter- phrases par rapport A l'ordre dans lequel ces trois
stimulus est variable, ou bien la rdponse est inversde ou symboles sont prdsentds sur la troisi~me ligne. Deux
consiste & appuyer sur trois touches successivement au rdponses sont attendues : soit les deux phrases so'nt
lieu d'une. Le temps de r~ponse est pris en compte ainsi identiques, vraies ou fausses toutes les deux, soit elles
que-le nombre d'efreurs. En cas d'absence de r~ponse sont diffdrentes, lune vraie lautre fausse. Le temps de
dans un ddlai de 2 sec., la stimulation suivante apparait rdponse et le nombre d'erreurs sont pris en compte. En
apr~s un "bip" sonore ,les non-rdponscs sont dgalement cas dabsence de r6ponse dans un d~lai de 15 sec., la
comptabilis~es. stimulation suivante apparait apr~s un "bip" sonore ;les
- une tAche de traitement mathdmatique qui permet non-rdponses sont dgalement comptabilisdes.
l'valuation des ressources des processus centraux - une double-tAche, combinant 1'ex~cUtion stimultandc de
primaires associds A la mdmoire de travail. Le sujet doit la tAche de poursurte -f de la tAche de recherchc' ýn
indiquer si le rdsultat total d'une sdrie de trois opdrations mdmoire, qui permet la mesure des capacitds d'attention
A un seul chiffre (addition et/ou soustraction), prdsentdes divisdes. Les donndes recueillies sont l'indice de
sur N'cran, est supdrieur ou inf~rieur b 5, en appuyant le d&~viation du curseur par rapport au centre de la cible et le
plus rapidement possible sans faire d'erreurs, sur une nombre de perte de contr6le pour la poursuite, le temps
touche "rdponse". Le temps de rdponse et le nombre de rdponse, le nombre d'erreurs et de non-r~ponses pour
d'erreurs sont pris en compte. En cas d'absence de la tache de recherche en mdmoire.
r~ponse dans un ddlai de 15 sec., la stimulation suivante
apparait apr~s un "bip" sonore ;les non-rdponses sont L'utilisation de la "STRES battery' ne pose pas
dgalement comptabilisdes. de probkmes majeurs. Elle comporte ndanmoins un
- une tAche de recherche en mdmoire qui comprend les certain nombre de contraintes lides ý la ndcessit6 de
dtapes suivants : detection et reconnaissance du stimulus standard isation. Le matdriel utilisd doit rdpondre A des
cible, recherche en mdmoire et comparaison. selection de spdcifications techniques prdcises concernant N'cran
la r~ponse. Basd sur le paradigme d~crit par Sternberg (ddfinition de l'image), Ie clavier (position des touches
(27), ce test consiste A mdmoriser deux ou quatre Icttres, rdponse) et Ie joy-stick (taille d~termindc). Le
puis A dire si chaque lettre cible apparaissant au centre de ddroulement des tests doit se faire dans des conditions
1'6cran fait partie de celles qui ont W mdmorisdcs, en bien d~finies ;distance et hauteur du sujet par rapport ai
appuyant le plus rapidement possible et sans faire l'cran, position des doigts sur les touches, et surtout dans
d'erreurs sur la touche "rdponse" correspondante. Le on environnement stable et conti-6l6, du point de vue de
temps de r6ponse et le nombre d'erreurs sont pris en lambiance lumineuse et sonore. Le temps de passage de
compte. En cas d'absence de rdponse dans un ddlai de 5 l'ensemble des sept tests est de l'ordine de 50 minutes, et
sec., la stimulation suivante apparait apr~s un "bip" dans Ia mcsure obi du mat~riel identique est disponible. et
sonore ; les non-rdponses sont dgalement coinptabilisdes. obi les locaux le permettent, plusieors sojets peuvent &tre

-une tAche de traitement spatial qui correspond 5i une testes dans one m~mc sdance. Enfin, tout enregistrement
mesure des capacitds de Ia mdmoire visuelle 5i court expdrimental doit Utre prdc~dd d'une phase de
terme. A chaque essai, le sujet doit comparer un demonStration et d'apprentissage indispensable pour
histogramme 'rdfdrence" de qoatre barres (appeld 1), obtenir on niveau de performance stable.
prdsentd horizon talemen t, et on histogramme "test"
(appeld 2), ayant subi one rotation de 90 ou 270 degrds
apparaissant successivement au centre de N'cran et dire 2.2. Application A deux protocoles exoprimentaux de
s'ils sont identiques ou non, sans tenir compte de privation de sommeil
l'orientation. Le temps de rdponse et le nombre d'erreurs
sont pris en compte. En cas d'absence de rdponsc dans un La "STRES Battery" a ainsi W mise en oeovre
d~lais de 15 secondes, la stimulation suivante apparait notamment dans deux dtudes destindes A dvaloer les effeis
apr~s un "bip" sonore ;les non-rdponses sont dgalement de perturbations du rythme veille-sommeil sur la
comptabilisdes. performance.
- une thche de poursuite destinde A mesurer les ressources
utilisdes dans l'exdcution d'une tLche de contrble manuel 2.2. 1. Privation de sommeil dc 60) heores
confinu. Le sujet doit A I'aide d'un "joy-stick" maintenir Cette 6tode a W rdalisde pour 6tudicr les effets
un curseur au centre d'une cible fixe et dvitcr autant quc d'une privation de sommeil de longue durde sor le niveau
possible que le curseur d6passe Ics limites, gauche et de performance. Huit sujets volontaires, de sexe
droite, de la cible ce qul est qualifid de perte de contr6le.



masculin, Agds de 22 ýi 31 ans, ont particip6 allongement rdgulier des teMps de fe~ponse saris
l'expdrience. Tous ont W soumnis Ai un examnen clinique augmentation du nombre d'en-curs.
complet avant d~trc sdlcctionnds. Ils onL donnd lour La recherche en m~nrnoire est 6galcmcnt affcctdc
consentement dc]aird scion ]a convention d'Hclsinki. par une privation de sommeil de 26 heures,
Le protocole expdrimental est le suivant : particuli~rement dans le cas de la m~morisation deC quatre
Apr~s l'apprentissage des tests, les sujeLS ont cffectud une leLures (figure 3), ccci se traduit surtout par une
sdrie d'enregistrements t~moins A 3 heures, 9 hcures et 17 augmentation importante du nombre d'errcurs.
heures sans privation de sommeil.

Les sujets sont pris en charge le lundi en fin de 2.2.2. Perturbations du rythine veille-sornmeil avec
journ~c. La privation dc sommeil commence lc mardi privation limitde de sommeil (2 fois 27 heures), intirft de
matim apr~s une nuit normale (lever ý 7 heures). Pendant la prise d'un "NAP"
toute la durde de la privation de sommeil les sujets sont Lcs rdsultats obtenus dans lexp~iiemenation
soumnis pdriodiquement ý 1lensemble des mesures (MSLT, pr~sent~e pr~c6dcmment ont mis en 6vidence ICS efet'CS
questionnaires, examens cliniqucs et tests n~ffastes d'une privation de sommeil de longue dur&e sur
psychomoteurs). Entre temps uls sont maintenus dveillds la performance psychornotrice. Mais ces conditions
par les expdrimentateurs et occup~s 5 des aCtivitdS reprdscntent un cas extremne que I'on ne rencontre que de
diverses. La premi~re session d'enregistrement des tests fai~on exceptionnelle en adronautique. L'exp~rimentation
psychomoteurs A lien le mardi ý 17 heures, Cest-ý-dire suivante a done Wt rdalisde, dans le cadre d'une
la fin d'une journde normale d6veil. Les enregistrements coop6ration Franco- Am6ricaine, pour 6tudier levolution
des tests ont ensuite lieu selon le calendrier suivant: de la performance psychomnotrice dans des conditions

dur6c de privation de somineil simulant une situation opdrationneie comportant la prise
mercredi 3 heures 20 heures d'un "nap" diurne.

9 heures 26 heures La situation choisie correspond ý la preparation
17 heures 34 heures dc missions adriennes classiques d'attaque b longue

jeudi 3 heures 44 heures distance. Cc protocole a &t6 mis au point par le
9 heures 50 heures laboratoire de l'US Navy (NAMRL de Pensacola) pour
17 heures 58 heures 6valuer les moyens 5 mettre enl oeuvre pour maintenir les

vendredi 17 heures apr~s une nuit de r~cupdration pilotes dans un dtat de performance optimum.
L'expdrimentation se ddroule sur trois jours et deux nuits.

Tous les rdsultats ont Wt traitds par analyse de Elle consiste en deux pdriodes de 27 heures de privation
variance avec mesures rdpdtdcs (ANOVA). de sommeil s6pardes par une phase de sommeil diurne de

Globalement, on observe une degradation de Ia 6 heures. Durant les phases 'op~rationnelles' de 27
performance en fonction de Ia dur~e de la privation de heures Ics sujets sont maintenus 6veilIs ct soumnis ý
sommeil. Cependant cette dvolution nest pas Ia mi~mc diff~rents examens :cliniqucs, dlectrophysiologiques et
pour toutes les t~chcs. La d6gradation pout Wte plus ou questionnaires.
momns importante et apparaihre plus ou momns t~t au cours Huit sujets volontaires sains ont participe a
de l'expdrience (28). La- taich de temps de reaction est 1fexp~rimentation. Ils sont ýg~s de 28 ýi 47 ans. Tous ont
peu sensible alors que Ics O~ches (IC poursuite, (IC & sounnis ý1 un examen clinique complet avant d'ýtrc
traitement mathdmatiquc ct spatial, et de raisonnement sdcectionn'~s et ont donný leur consentement 'Mcairý scion
grammatical sont Lr~s perturbdes par Ia privation do Ia convention d'Helsinki.
sommeil. Dans le raisonnement grammatical, H"volution
de la degradation est rdgu~irc au cours de Ia privation de Le protocole est le suivant:
sommeil d&s la premi~re nuit sans sommeil. Alors que Apr~s Ia phase d'apprentissage, l'enregistrement des tests
dans le traitemnent spatial cette degradation n'apparait scQst d~rciuI6 de la fa~on suivante
qu'A partir de 26 heures de privation de somineil ct se
traduit pi'r un allongement des temps de rdponse combine - nuit normale tdmoin (de lundi soir ý miardi matin 6
ý une augmentation des taux decrreurs et prdsente (Ie plus heures)
une dvolution cycliquc (13). Enfin, dans Ia doUble-tLhe, -preparauion du plan de vol ný I :duree 9 heures
poursuite ct recherche en mdmoire sont 6galernent * mardi 8 heures :tests psychomoteurs
perturbes d&s Ia premi~re session de 03 heures. *mardi 13 heures :tests; psychomnoteurs

-repos sans sommeil de 15 heures ýi 19 heures (activit~s
Les t~ches dc poursuile, traitement diverses)

mathdmatique cc recherche en mdmoire (quatre lettres) -rdalisation de Ia l~re mission :durde 14 heures
reprdsentent des exemples caractdristiques de I'dvolution * mardi 21 heures :tests psychomnoteurs
des performances observ&e durant les soixante heures de sommeil de 9 heures ý 15 heures
privation de sommeil. Dauis Ie test de poursuite, Ia -pw~paration du plan de vol n'2 :durdc 9 heures
performance se ddgradc d6s Ia premiee sdance de 03 * mercredi 17 heures: tests psychomoteurs
heures (figure 1), H'cart A la cible augmente rapidement * niereredi 22 heures: tests psychomoteurs
ct s'accompagne dun nombre important de pertes de -repos sans sommeil de 24 heures Ai 4 heures du matin
contr6le, indices dc l'apparition dc "micro-sommeils" (activitds diverses)
(29), apr~s 44 heures de privation de sommeil. - r~alisation de la 2Rme mission :durdc 14 heures

La d~gradation apparait un peu plus card, soit * jeudi 6 heures :tests psychomnoteurs
apr~s 26 heures de privation de sommcil pour Ia L~che de * jeudi 12 heures :tests psychomnoteurs
traitement maffimatique (figure 2) qui pr6scnte un
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- nuit de rdcu~ration (de jcudi 19 heures ii vendredi 6 3) SOLUTIOI)NS HABITUIJELEIa.'
heures) PRFCONISEES POUR REDIJIRE US EFFETS DlU

* vendredi 8 heures : tests psychomoteurs Ju:TLAGL

Les rdsultats ont di traitds par analyse dc De normbreuses recominandations concernant it
variance avec mesures rdp~tdes (ANOVA). la fois les aspects ergonomniques, physiologiqlues ou

Cette expdrimentation a permis d'i.&aluer les pharinacologiques ont dt formul6es, voici une listc non
effets dune privation de sommeil limit~c sur la cxhaustive de certaines d'entre cules parmi les plus
performance psychomotrice. Lcs tests ne sont pas tous souvent retrouvdes dans la litudraturc.
aussi sensibles A ces conditions. Les rdsultats obtenus
pendant les premni~es 27 heures d'dveil sont comparables 3. 1. Ddfinition d'une charize de travail maximale
A ceux de l'expdrimentation prdcddente pour les m~rris
durdes de privation. Par contre, pendant la deuxi~me Plusieurs travaux, notamnment ceux de
phase de I'expdrimentation, c'est-A-dire apr~s la pdriode NICHOLSON (11) ont prdconisd la d6termination d'une
de sommeil diume, l'dvolution de la performance na plus charge de travail' compatiblIe avec: un rythme de somrncil
du tout la m~me allure. Ceci est surtout visible pour les acceptable au cours d'opdrations adriennes ýi long terme.
t~ches les plus sensibles A la privation de summeid telles C'est ainsi que les temps de service compatibles avec un
qlue le traitement mathdmatique, la poursuite instable, le inod~e de sommeil acceptable devraicnt etre lies de
traiternent In recherche en indrnoire et Ia dlouble fa~on logarithm ique avec le nombre de jours de travail (clf
t~che. Pour la poursuite par exemple (figure 4) on figure 5).
observe une augmentation importante de l'indice de Dans cc in~nie travail. Il est pr~cisý quc la
deviation aux sdances de mnercredi 4 heures et jeudi 12 oendutmsesme pr2 ue orls
heures qui se situent A la fin des deux pdriodes dl'.veiI de trois jours prdc~dant un vol ne doit p)as &tre inl*ricure ai 6
27 heures. Cette ddtdrioration du niveau de lajusteinent hecures 15 minutes pour lc premier pilote et 5 heures 53
visuo-moteur s'accompagne dgaleincnt d'une minutes pour le second.
augmentation du nombre moyen de pertes de contr~le. En rdalit6, lors de confluts r~cls, cceu charge de
Apr~s Ia pdriode de sommeil diurne, la performance travail est toujours d~pass~e et Ie nomnbre d'heures de
retrouve un niveau proche de celui du ddbut de sominiil jamais atteint (exeniple Lie la Guerre de
I'exp-drimentation avec, en particulier, la disparition des l'Atlantique Sud en avril 1992) (30).).
pertes de contr6le. Cette ameilioration apr~s la p~rioxl de
sommeil est identique pour l'enseinble des tfiches 3. 2. Le double 6quipaigc
perturb~es par la privation de sommeil.

Ainsi, en ddpit de la place d~lavorablc qu'il
occupe dans le nycthdm~re l'int~r& du "NAP' cst loin Lors de vols dc longue dur~c, la misc en plac:e
d'8tre negligeable puisqu'il permet la r6cupdration des d'un 6quipage doubl6, en permettant des p&iodes de
performances d~graddes. sonmneil suffisantes en vol, autorise Ia r~alisation de

missions de deux jours dans (Ies conditions optirnalcv
2.3 Enrs~m (31).

L'utilisation de la batterie de tests STRES 3. 3. Synchronisation avant Ic vol
s'inscrit dans une d~marche destinde ii caract~riser de
faqon plus prdcise les effets de diffdrents facicurs de Une modification progressive (les heures dle
stress sur la performance. En effet. l'analyse de sommeil dans les jours prdcddant Ia mission est
nombreuses 6tudes a mnontrd clue la prise en comptc (lone recommandde par certains auteurs (32). lis proposent dc
seule tfiche, malgrd les diffdrents mesurcs cl'lcctu~cs changer Ihoraire habituel d'une heure par jour en
(temps de rdponse, nombre d'errcurs. non-reponses), avan~ant I'heure du coucher ct du lever si Ic voyage (bit
comistitue une approche hinitde ne permecttant Xas (Ie se faire vers lEst, ou ein retardant ces horaires si le
ddcrire Ie fonctionnement du syst~ne de traitemient de voyage pr6vu se fait vers I'Ouest. Mais cette strategic
['information humaine dans les diffdrentes conditions pr~sente deux inconvenients inajeurs. D'une part, dell
testdes. La prise en compte de plusicurs t~ches n~cessite autant de jours clue (cl fuseaux traversds, donc
standardisdes fournit par contre un ensemble d'indicateurs de commencer plusicurs jours avant Ic d&part. cc qui est
qut relkitent de fai~on plus pr~cise Ia nature dcs g~ndralemcnt incompatible avec la vie sociale et
changements survenus dans le syst~mc et facilite Ics professionnelle du sujet. D'autre part elle risque d'induire
comparaisons. Ic "jet-lag" avant m~ne Ie d~but dlu voyage. cc qui n'est

Les rdsultats obtenus au laboratoire clans [a l)as Ic but rechcrchd.
simulation de diffdrents conteXteS opdrationncls
confirment sa fiabilitd et sa validitd ainsi clue la sensihilit6 3. 4. Renlorcement (Igs synchroniseurs sociaux
spdcifique de chacun des tests qui Ia composent. De plus
sa souplesse d'utilisation fait de cette baticric un A c~td de Ia synchronisation des diffdrents
instrument performant d'dvaluation dies modlifications de rythmes cndog~nes, de l'organismne par les synchroniseurs
l'dtat mental du sujet, dont Ics rdsultats pourront bient~t externes, commne lalternance lumni~c-obscurild, Ics
&tre consultds par plusicurs laboratoires gr~icc ii Ia facteurs sociaux joucraient 6galemncnt tin r6lc tr~s
constitution d'une banquc de donnidcs. important. Cecst An partir dc cette constatation qlue certains

auteurs (33) ont prdconisd de mettre rapidement %a



montre Ai I'hceure d'arrl'v6c afin de se synichroniser le plus 3. 8. L'exercice p2hysiqug.
vite possible apr-6 le decollage. La perode des repas et
cello du sommcil devant 61re calqude sur celle du lieu de Quclqucs dtudes r~alis~cs d'ahord chez 'animal
destination. (42) puis chcz Ihomme (43) arncnaicnt Li penser que tIes

Par aillcurs, KLEIN ct WEG MAN (34) ayant cxcrciccs physiqucs de type a~robic faciliteralent la
constate quo les sujcts qui restent confines dails lcurs resynchronisation des rythnmes biologiques,
h~tels s'adapient plus lcntcmcnt quc ceux qui s'avcenturent Ccpendant FinllriCation de plusiCUrs paramnetrcs
a 'u dehors, ces auteurs cncouragcnt les voyageurs a comme 1'exposition Li la lumi&c. I'heure ii laquelle est
sexposer Ai lenvironneinent social et aul cycle jour/nuit de r~alis6 eel exercice et l'eninousiasme SUSCitý pour ccett
leur lieu de destination &~s leur arrivdC. m~thode, font qu'il est difficile de connaitre leffet r6cl de

3. 5 La hoto~rape lexercice physique sur Ics effeas do "jet-lag".

3. 9. Divers
Les relations existant d'une part entre certaines

pathologies psychiatriques, coifelefCI syndlromec maniaco- A titre anecdotiquc, one technique de
ddpressif, et fa privation de sommeil ou l'&U~rcrncnt manipulation aes rythmcs circadiens, difficilcernen
contr616, et d'autre part entre pdriodes d'dclairernent et applicable tant pour le touriste quo pour le militaire enl
sdcrdtion de m6latonine (voir plus loin) ont conduit ai opdration, mais intdrcssant sur le plan de la recherche,
s'int~rcsser 5i la photothrapie pour r6duifc les elfets do consiste ai provequer un changeinent de priode endIovgen
jet-lag. 1I apparait ainsi quc lecxposition relativement do rythine circadien de la tenp~raturc corporelle de rats
prolong&e (5 heures) ai une lumi~rc vive (> 20()0 lux) enl laisant varier le [acteur gravilt& Celle variation esi.
peut aitler a resynchroniser les rythines biologiqucs, obtenue par des acc6k~rations quotidiennels dFune heure,
tempdrature et rythme veille-soinmeil notamment (35, des rats, en cetifugeu Se (44).
36).

3. 6. "a prise do letits sommes (ou napLsi .1.Awcc1hraooiu acfn

Enl raison de sa consommation tr~s importante
Si les circonsiances (op~rationncllcs OU autres) Ie dans Ic monde, le caft', habitude alimnentaire, peut aussi

permettent, Ia prise d'un petit somine d'une LIU& ýtrc adniinistrý conmie stimulant de la vigilance et ý cc
minimum dc 10 ý 20 minutes peut rcpr~senicr une tire avoir on r6le dans Ia lutte contre Ic jet-lag. Enl effet, ii
strat~gie prdcieuse pour r~cup~rer ct anii~iorer son nivcao CCU~ tes possibles effets de tolerance dus i tine prise
de vigilance pour un temps donik5 (21, 34. 37). chronlique de cal'd, la caf.¾nle augmente Ia vigilance
GRAEBER et al. (ref. 38) recommande la prise d~e atiditiVe et viSUClle et lpeo permeitre lors dune
sommes Li bord, enl montrant que des somincs repeles de admiiinistration tardive dc retarder l'endormissemnent, mais
20 minutes favorisent li recuperation des periorinances ci son effet sor ]a resyncbronisation des rytibmes reste
le comportement psychologique. limit6. (45, 46, 47).

En revanche, il faut 6galenicnt ::avoir qu il 2x iste Par ai leurs, il fint garder Li It'sprit quafi '~to ties
bi lissue de ]a phase de petit somme une periode dite el Ifets principaux de la prise de caf~rin que sont la
inertielle post-sommeil d'une dur~c approxiinativc tic (ix stimulation de la vigilance, Ia r~iuction de la sensation de
minutes, pendant laquelle les performances sont fatigue ct limpression de favoriser les activit~s
ddgraddes. (39). De plus, les soninies r~ilis~es &~S cognitives, il existe de nomnbreux effets secondaires dont
I'arrivde peuvent, notainment s'ils sont trOP long9s, l'intensitd est fonction de la dose ing~r&c et du sujet qui Ia
conduire A une exagdration tdes d i fi c u 1tts re~oit. 11 s'agit d'arythmies cardiaques. d'une
d'endormissement le soir et peuvent intcrf&cr avec la augmentation de Ia diur~se, de lapparition de
continuitd du sommeil. (32). treniblemnirts, d'hypercsthtsics, tie troubles de Ia

perception, de naos~es, dic voinissements ei de troubles
3.7. La di~ttique con1vulIsi "Is (loses tOXiqUeS.

Certains programmes dc "lutte conire le jet-lag"
comptenit dc multiples factcurs tdc synchronisation tlont Ia 3.11. Anorochec pharnlacolognu :u Ics Benzodiaz61mcns
dii~tdtiquc. La composante principa~e de cette str'at~gie
consisie Li programmer des journ~cs altcrn~cs avec r~giinc Les hypnoiiqucs et plus particulicrement les
riche puis pauvre en calories, les petits-d&jceiulrs et beiiiodiait~pines tiennent une place importantet
dd~jc~nrs dtant riches en prot~ines et Ics repas dou soir esscnticllcmcnt pour deux raisons. D'une part. ils
riches enl hydrates do carbone. Les repas riches ell prsenient un nombre de sp&ialit&s pharinaccutiqucs
prot~ines, dtant sensds augmnenter la vigilance cii &.lvý ci sont, du momns enl France, les m~dicarncnts Ics

stimlan Icssys~ne adrnerique etIcsrepa rihes plus con~somnines. D'autre part, ils sont Ics premiers ,'I faire
en hydrates de carbonc (levant au contraire faciliter le pante dec li strat~gie pharmnacologique tiinduction de
sommeil. (40). son mci I enl situation operationnel Ic. L'utiIi sation

Les rdsultat~s nWont cependant pas~ etc retrouves (I'llypnotiq tcs (IC type benzodia/iýpine pour faci liter Ie
lors d'expdrimentauions r~alis~es au lahoratoire pl~' soniiiil lors de p6riodcs die repos choisies a trouv6 tine
d'autres dqitpes. (4 1). application lors do confl it de l'Atlantiqtie Sod enl avril

1982 (30) pendant lequel ties pilotes tI'liercule prenaient
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20 mg de Tdmazdpam (NORMISONR) pour provoqoer passives ý des stimuli externes comme l'alternance
un sommeil ýi loccasion dcs pdriodcs dc repos de 8 heures lumi~rc-obscuritd.
s6parant deux missions dc vols de longuc dur~e (25 L'horloge interne de Ihomme a une pdriodicitd
heures). En d~pit de quciques rdsultats intdrcssants, les habituellement supdricure ý 24 heures, mais restant de
benzodiazdpines induisent le soinmeil mais ne l'ordre circadien. L'horloge interne peut s'ajuster chaque
resynchronisent pas forcdment les rythmes circadicns. jour, en fonction de stimuli venant dc l'environnement,
(48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54). mais seulement dans certaines limites. De plus, cette

11 est donc possible d'utiliser lcs benzodliazdpines adaptation est asymdtrique. 11 est en effet plus facile de
lors de situations opdrationnellcs mais le sommeil induit retarder le cycle veille-sommeil, en restant dveilld plus
prdsente un aecroissement du sommeil lent Idgcr (S I et longtemps et en dormant plus Lard (comme lors dun
S2) ainsi qo'une rdduction du soinmeil lent profoiid (S3 et voyage vers l'ooest), que (eIC avancer, comme lors dun
S4) et du sommeil paradoxal. Par ailleurs, Ia presence voyage vcrs l'Est. Cette asymndtie est probablement dije ý
toujours possible d'effets secondaires commne ['apparition la lenteur relative de Ihorloge interne, dont Ia pNriodicitd
de lassitude, une augmentation du temps dc reaction, uric est kdg~ement suprieure A 24 heores. (33. 21). JusquII
incoordination motrice, on dtat de confusion ou prdsent le maintien d'un dveil de bonne qualitd n'thant
d'excitation paradoxale, des cdphaldcs, des vertiges, des possible qu'en utilisant des substances amphdtaminiques
nausdcs et d'une amndsie antdrogradc, p6naliscnt aux effets secondaires tr~s pdnalisants.
lourdeinent une administration de type chronique. En effet si les amphdtamines accroissent Ic tonus
L'apparition sur Ie marchd de nouvelles miolecules g~ndral de Ia vigilance et les performances
hypnotiques non benzodiazi.piniqucs, pourrait psychomotrices, avec un 6tat d'euphorie (61), dlles
avantageosement remplacer Ics bcnzodiaz'5pines. (52). pcuvcnt dgalement provoquer dc [anxid&6 une tendance A

l'isolement social, uric exacerbation des signes
3. 12. Anproche 12harmnacoloLgique :Ia m~latonine paranoides, des condoites Stereotypees, des troubles de la

perception visuelle, uric anorexie, on c6rdhismne cardiaque
La tentation d'utiliser cette substance indo01LILue, et I'apparition dun ph~noin~ne de tolerance. (62).

d&rivd m~thoxyld et N-ac~tyI6 dc Ia s~rotoninc, si~rc~tk L'utilisation d'un autre type de stimulants aussi
par Ia glande pindale en lonction de lalternance lumii~c puissant quc les amph~tarincs mnais, dpourvu d'effets
obscurit6, est grande en raison de son intrication dans la secondaires s'av~rt! done indispensable si on veut utiliser
rythmicitd circadienne. (55). cette hypoih~se pour s'adapter plus vite au nouvel horaire.

Au niveau des probkines de chronobiologic en
milieu adronautique, ladministration de m~latonine a det 4. 2. Pourqoui le modafinil ?
tentde dans Ie but de rdduire ou supprimner leS effeis de Ia
ddsynchronisation engendr6s par lc franchissenient rapide Devant les efIfets pm~nalisants des substances
et r6Vt6 de plusicurs fuseaux horaires, II est ainsi apparu amnphdtaminiques, il fallait trouver one autre mofecule
que la md~atonine acc~fre le r~ajustcmcent dc Ihorloge pr~scntant uric totale inocuitd mais ayant uric puissance
biologique (56, 57, 58). Les sympt6nies ,I,! "jet-lag" daction comparable aux amph~tamines. Le modafinil (ou
seniblent subjectivement miciux suppxrtds lors de la prise MODIODALR ) semble pr~sentcr ce profil. En effet,
de 5 mg de mdlatoninc au coucher. Cependant. en d&pit molecule de synth~se, le modafinil pr~sente one activit6
(dC ces rdsultats intdressants, Woit enI situation rel~e de 6veillante assez rgnlens en dvidence d'abord chez
vols transmdridiens ii partir de questionnaires, soit en l'animal, puis cofrignae, mich onesi tl ue
caonvatinq oantd ciultonsmqelqeffe r'uLL on pathologiquc atteint d'hypersominie idiopathique ou deconvinqantsubsistent, cmeIllctplacebo aussi snrm cGlna.(3 A 5 6.L daimefficace que Ic traitement dans 40 % des cas (59) ou chz sydratomencde G~inea (63, (d4 65,66. e subsanc isme
I sujet sur 8 l'obtention par lc traitement d'un effet d'actoion ecoe inco: prin, g ICr dctte rsubstane dite
opposd, c'est-Li-dire un ralentissement de Ia vitesse (IC ereorique (ddeu bon, grgoran auil priscnt uric-
resynchronisation des parain~res ninsur~s (tcinp4.aturc, compsneareegqeagsata nva ot
secretions hormonales, ...) (60). synaptique central des r~cepteurs alpha I adrdnergiques

Cette approche pharmiaco log ique reste cependlant (67, 62, 65). D-s 6toules se poursoivcnt actuellement tant
intdressante et de nombreuses ctudles sont poursuivies tan en France qu'ý N'tranger pour approfondir nos
au niveau des doses dc mn~atoninc administres que du connaissances sur les propri~tds pharmacologiqlucs de
moment de l'ingestion. cette substance et sur Ics (liffdrcnts composants do

m~canisme daction. Dans ic cadre a~ronaotique on
4) LINE AUTRE HYPOTIIESE AVEC UNE certain noinbre de travaux ont ddjý 616 mends, il s'agit de

NOUVLLE UBSTNCFquelqoes exemples de rdsultat-s obtenus lors des deux
NOIJELLEsUI~'r4NI~'protocoles expdrimentaux de privation de sommeil

4. 1. Approche o2harmacolojgiqute: I Ihvyth~se prdsentds pr~c~demnment.

En I' absence de toute information externe, lors 4. 3. Exemples d'application
(Ies expdriences d'isolernent temporels, Ics rythmnes
biologiques persistent avec one p~riode lig&rcinnt L'administration de modafinil au coors des deux
diffdrente de 24 heures. On a ainsi ddmontr6 lexistence protocoles de privation de somineil d~crits plus haot a
doun systtme actif de sync hron isation interne, qui exclut permis Ic maintien des pecrformances psychomotrices des
que les rythmes biologiqoes ne soicrit qoe (les r~ponscs
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sujets A un niveau tr~s constant, proche dc celui obtenu absolue, il est possible d'antagoniser les elf-cis de cc
sans privation de sommeil. produit par ['administration dc chlor-promazine. Les effets

Dans le cas dc la privation de sommeil de des eugrdgoriques sont puissants mais modulables en
soixante heures les niveaux de performance, comparables fonction de la dose. Enfin, il nexiste pas d'effets
en d6but d'expdrimentation avec ou sans inodalinil, quelle secondlaires pdnalisants aux doses actives.
que soit la tache considdirde, se diffdrencient plus oti
moins rapidlement, et plus ou moins largement, mais die CONCLUSION
fal~on significative, au cours de la privation de sommeil.
D'autre part, l'dvoiution cyclique de la performance Les perturbations do rythnie veilie-somimeil
renforcde par la privation de sommeil, persiste lors de la reprdsentent donc uin effet p~nalisant dans la conduite
prise de modafinil. La t~che de poursuite et la t~iche de d'une mission, en raison essentiellement des
recherche en mdmoire quatre lettres (figure 6, 7) sont d&synchronisations des rythmes circadiens dont Ic ryibmie
prdsent6es pour illustrer ces r~sultats. 11 faut noter en veille-sommeil, dont la symptoniatologie (ou jet-lag)
particulier la disparition presque totale des pertes de basde stir les troubles du sommeil et les troubles digestil's
contr6ie dlans la tAche de potirsuite avec la prise de s'accompagne dgaiernent d'une dkgradation des
modafinil. performances psychomotrices. Ces dernWres peuivent &cte

Les effets d'une privation de soninicil modd6c~ t6valudes au laboratoire il partir d'un ensemble de sept
(27 heures) sur la performance sont momns inarquds, tests psychomoteurs rdunis au scmn de la STRES battery.
nt~anmoins la prise de modafinil amcliorc la performance recommnandee par uin goupe de travail die l'OTAN. 11 sKaiit
dans tous les cas; obi celle-ci est d6grad~ce. D'auirc part, on d'un test de temps die reaction, de iraitemient
observe un effet bt~ndfique de ['action combin&' 'nap" + nmah~inatique, de raisonnement grammatical. de
modafinil. Ces r~sultats apparaissent ..ýs clitirementi dans recherche enl m~moire, die reconnaissance ,patialc, de
levolution de la performiance clans Ia tfiche die poursuitc poursuite Visulle11 et tine double týIChe coulplani recherebei
(figure 8). elo memroirce t poursuite visuelle. La mnisc enl ocuvre (Ie

11 ressort des nombreuses (nudes nicnt~s sur les cetuc batter-ic de tests, ýi [occasion die dctix pi'otocoles"
effets de la privation de somiieil que le stockage en experimntcaux de privatiOns de sonimecil. a pernits de
memoire A court terme comme Facc~s aux inforin at ions mettre e iivsidence Ia scnsibilittY Ia fiabiliti et la
acquises r&emment ne'essitent tine quantit6 de sommeiil rcprodutietiilitcý de ces tests. La recherche de solutions
1.suffisante' pour &nre rc~alisi~s clans tie boone11s conditiomi1s. permiettanL die rmduire C CleseietS (IL "jet-lag' a cionn11 lieu a
Dans les tiches composant la STRES battery certains tin ensemble de tras aux ay ant aboutit ai de noinbrel.'ses
processus mis en jeti font intervenir lIa m~nloire de travail recoinmandatcins et c0ns1gines. parlois peti eflicaces.
ou mdmoire it court terine. C'est Ie cas en partictier diu L'approehe pharm~acologiqu Le apparait eni revanche p~lus
module d'inversion clans la taiche de temps tie r~aCtion o06 ricguureuse et relativement proneictcuse notammeitin lors
Ia compatibihitd stimulus-ri~ponsc est in~suff'isanliltnent de lutilisation de,, hypnotiqucs et surtout Lie Ia
mdmorisdc, doe Ia tache de traitement niath~5matiqtmc. tic la intlatonine. De plus l'apparition rocente dYune now. l Ic
tkhch de traitemnent spatial et 6videmiment eLie [a che tie lamille Lie substance,, &6c~cil donit le ciel d tifile est leý
recherche en m~moire. Ces Liches sont clifccivemniit inodalinil. aussi puissanits tiul les aniphdminins oiais
d~graddes par Ia privation de sonmmnil. Le,, r~~suluits sans eflet secondaire, peri-net de reconsiderer cette
obtenus avec: Ic modafinil permiettent de peosCr iluc son apprc'he ci dens isager chaquc lois Llue cela sera possible
action sc situcrait sur dleux plans, il permect effeccivemient tin prolongemnent die Idaut deveil qui dcvrait ýtre tin týseil
le maintien d'un niveati d'activation gc)tnral dui sy'st&nme efficient. Les premiers rt~sultits obtenus lors die situation
nerveux correspondant 5i tn &nat dVveil ellicient mais i tie privation Lie somineil Lint d&jý ionotre l'int&nit tic cc
semble 6galement agir plus particuli~crnient stir Ics type dci substance pour inainienir tin hault niv"eati Lie
m~canismes neurophysinlogiques qui sotis-tenideni Ia perlorniance pendant 48 hetires. 11 COW, W11ntLie l)Oir-Stii\ re
mn~moire ýi court terme. les recherches dans cette voic afin tiex\plorer Ia eapacitc

L.ensemble de ces rt~sultats notis concluisenit t6ventuelle Lie xcsynchron isit ion dies lrý thmcs biologitlues,
donc ii envisager tine application opi~ationnlllCI LIMuidu iodiafini I, ciont IL's mtianlisineCs LI'action.
p()urrai t a insi & re orie nt&~ en a~5 onautit LItic cdaw li~Ia \raise iniblab Icnmient mui Itiplle s et Ila otaIi te tics propriL'tt's
reduction des effets d~s au 'jet-lag". 1,barinlact utL(ties lie stnt pa" C lILtlc Colil) plc tenlc int

I tic ic s Le s cl l~ets suir I 'lion iiiic Lie. opL' atiiion s at' ncnines
tIc lon1gue Liur&e. essentielicine lit cc ti pericirbant Ie

4. 4. Avantalays de lutilisation ties cugregorwtuvs ell rytlinic vei lle-soiniceil loot ainsi l'oblct tie nomibrCeciss
situation op~rationnelle dutdes. Poucr linstant atictin ',solution miracle" nexiste.

mais Ic cdt~cloppeimtitiletIportant tics rechecrches
L'u LiIisat ion d u monola in oti ii'utne ti bstanccLe tc otaitnininmn stir Ic plan pha ni aC tItg l(LJ tie tvra it perninet re

type eugrdgorique pr~scnte tIc nombreux avamilages de disposer clans les procharnes anni~es dtjni ensemble tde
extr~memcnt prdcieux en situation ai~omiautiqlue possibilitc~s efficaces -'I utiliser enl lonction de lit situation
op~rationnelle. ci des conditions environnemnentale~s.

En cffet, la prise du prutluit est facile par voic
orale. Les cffcts ont tine dur6c liinitt~e mais Ic sominmil
est possible avant Ia fin tie la iur&e d]action, si
l'environnement est favorable. 11 s'agit dimec substance
dveillante mais non ainti-sominmeil. En caN tie iiccssite
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Table 1

MAIN JET - LAG SYMPTOMS

Acute effects Chronic effects

- Sleep disorders:

Sleepiness difficulties, insomnia, - gastric ulcers
untimely waking up interrupted sleep
rhythm, sleep duration and quality - intestinal disorders
decrease in a subjective way

- Performances decrease - chronic tiredness and
insomnia

- Attention decrease

- Disorder of digestive functions - prostation

- global sensation of discomfort - intolerance

- Irritability

Table 2

VARIATION FACTORS

Individual factors Environmental factors

- age - direction time zones passing

"- "big" and "small" sleeper - sonorous and thermic level

- morningness, and vespertiness - conflict intensity

- deprivation sensibility - bedding

- environment perception - psychosocial environment
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Figure 3
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FLIGHT TEST CERTIFICATION OF A 480 GALLON COMPOSITE FUEL TANK ON CF-18
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Medley, Alberta, TOA 2M0, Canada Medley, Alberta, T0A 2M0, Canada

ABSTRACT Hence, AETE was tasked by the National Defence Head
Quarters (NDHQ) to support McAir and Canadian

The Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment (AETE), industry in the flight test certification of the 480 gallon
as the Canadian Forces (CF) flight test authority, has EFT on the CF-18 aircraft.
recently completed flight tests and analysis of a major
store certification program to establish an operational Ob.ectives The 480 gallon EFT certification program
flight envelope for the carriage and jettison of a newly was divided into two distinct phases. Phase I consisted
designed 480 gallon external fuel tank (EFT) for the CF- of conducting a proof of concept demonstration so that a
18 aircraft. The certification process involved a war time clearance could be issued for the carriage of the
progressive series of analysis, wind tunnel tests, 480 gallon EFT on the CF-18 aircraft. This category I
qualification tests, ground tests and flight test activities, flight testing was conducted in concert with the designer,
Most of the pre-flight activities were performed by the McAir, who was responsible for the qualification tests,
designer, McDonnell Aircraft Company (McAir), while pre-flight analyses, proposed test matrix, and post-flight
all flight testing was the responsibility of AETE with data analyses. This phase included fight test activities
engineering support from McAir. The progression of such as flutter, carriage and stores ejection loads, S&C,
events from the qualification testing to the final fight tank separation/jettison (Sep/Jett), performance and
testing recommendations are summarized herein. The limited electromagnetic interference/compatibility
primary focus of this paper is on the flying activities such (EMI/EMC) ground tests. In addition, a Royal Australian
as flutter, loads, stability and control, separation/jettison Air Force (RAAF) requirement to certify the 480 gallon
and performance. Special instrumentation, flight test EFT for carriage on the centreline station was originally
techniques and test concept philosophy are also discussed, incorporated into this test program. However, the
This paper highlights various technical problems withdrawal of the RAAF from the joint venture resulted
encountered, such as the near flutter onset condition in the cancellation of any further centreline carriage test
observed with tanks 50 percent full, the premature failure effort. Phase H testing, currently under completion will
of the inboard wing spar pylon receptacle discovered after establish a full clearance envelope for the employment of
the last manoeuvring loads flight and the localized pitch- various weapons in the presence of the 480 gallon EFT.
up phenomena observed during stability and control This category II testing will involve engineering support
(S&C) testing. A glance at the increased range and from Canadair Incorporated.
payload capabilities is also included. Overall, the 480
gallon EFT was determined to be a viable option for the Test Item Description. The 480 gallon EFT is a
CF-18 aircraft, lightweight, survivable structure fabricated from two

graphite filament wound shells with a foam filled
INTRODUCTION honeycomb core between them. Glass cloth laminate

core inserts are used to provide frames for attaching a
Backyround. To increase the war stock of external fuel graphite strongback box, three large access doors and all
tanks for the CF-18 aircraft, the Government of Canada the required aircraft interface hardware. The tank does
established a follow-on fuel tank acquisition program. not contain baffles, and has been optimized for low
The options considered included buying more of the manufacturing cost and ease of maintenance. Figure 1
currently used 330 US gallon EFTs or supporting the depicts the physical characteristics of the 480 gallon EFT
C' .velopment of a new composite material 480 EFT on and compares them with the 330 gallon EFT. The
te CF-18 aircraft. This option was selected because of extended length of the 480 gallon EFT does not permit
the technological benefits which could be accrued from jettisoning the tank with the trailing edge flaps (TEF)
transferring filament wound composite technology to fully deflected without collision between the tank and the
Canadian industry and for the potential of providing TEF. Also, centreline carriage requires a five inch
i.-reased z.age performance and payload capacity. extension/adapter (figure 2) between the 480 gallon EFTs

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft ý Wav 1993.
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and the aircraft to allow for landing gear extension environmental and explosion containment. The
without interference. The ado.pter is fastened to the tank qualification tests identified several shortcomings with the
through extended suspension lugs and remains with the 480 gallon EFT. The most significant was the inability
tank during jettison. The production 480 gallon EFT are of the tank to withstand a lightning strike without internal
fitted with a more reliable modular fuel valve assembly arcing. The original tank design resulted in internal arcs
and, as a result of shortcomings identified during this test on five different locations within the tank. Fixing this
program, a low pass filter and a metal based wrap layer shortcoming would have required several months. To
for better EMI protection. remain within the planned test program schedule, it was

decided to complete the flight testing using tanks that
were not shielded for lightning and EMI protection. A

PRE-FLIGHT TEST ACTIVITIES flight test restriction prohibiting flight through
precipitation static conditions was imposed for all sortieg.

Stores Clearance Process. AETE was assigned the Also an EMI Safety of Flight Test (SOFT) was required
overall responsibility of recommending a clearance prior to the start of flight testing. In this case, the
envelope for the 480 gallon EFT on the CF-18 aircraft to flexibility given to the program office and the early
the NDHQ stores clearance office. McAir was also involvement of the flight test agency, AETE, allowed for
contracted by NDHQ to provide engineering support to a compromise which helped expedite the completion of
AETE. Thus, the stores clearance plan used for this test this certification program.
program was very similar to that used for the F-15 and
F/A-18 full scale development programs. The plan Similarly, delays in the design and production of the
consisted of a logical progression of qualification tests, modular fuel valve assembly required the initial flight
laboratory tests, engineering analysis, ground tests and testing to be carried out using the existing 330 gallon
flight tests. A block diagram of the 480 gallon EFT store EFT fuel valve system. The flight test certification of the
clearance process is shown in Figure 3. As the primary modular fuel valve assembly was the subject of a separate
contractor, McAir carried out, under NDHQ contract, test program which identified only one problem area
several engineering analyses and laboratory tests, involving the valve manual precheck assembly which will
Throughout the early phases of this process, the CF, be rectified on the production 480 gallon EFT.
including AETE personnel, continuously reviewed McAir
progression to ensure that CF vested interests in the Wind Tunnel Tests. A series of wind tunnel tests were
program were met. AETE active participation in this conducted by McAir, under NDHQ contract to gather
store clearance process started with an EMI/EMC safety aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives required for the
of flight test (SOFT). All flight test activities were subsequent engineering analysis. The wind tunnel tests
carried out at Cold Lake using AETE's instrumented CF- were grouped into five different sessions using various
18 and personnel. The flight test matrices were facilities. The Calspan eight foot wind tunnel was used
recommended by McAir and approved by AETE. The to obtain S&C data as well as transonic performance data
test team consisted of an AETE Project Officer (PO) who on a six percent scale model. The McAir Low Speed
was essentially the team leader, AETE test pilots and Wind Tunnel (LSWT) provided S&C characteristics for
several engineers from McAir and AETE. McAir was low speed and power approach with and without flap
responsible for all data analysis which was subsequently configurations using a 12 percent scale model. The same
reviewed by AETE's engineers. Again, the decision to McAir LSWT was used to gather flutter data using a 17.5
proceed to the next test point was made by an AETE test percent scale flutter model. Trials conducted on a six
controller (often the PO himself) based on concurrent percent scale model in the McAir Polysonic Wind Tunnel
recommendations from McAir and AETE engineers. The in 1984 provided the necessary information to derive the
procedure used in this test program was safe, efficient aerodynamic loads predictions. Last but not least, the
and worked well either in the Flight Test Control Room Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC)
(FTCR) or in the briefing room preparing for the wind tunnel was used to investigate the Separation and
following mission. AETE is most likely to use a similar Jettison (Sep/Jett) characteristics of the 480 gallon EFT
procedure for the Category II flight trials. and of various other stores in the presence of the tank.

The data obtained during these wind tunnel tests were
Qualification Tests. A series of laboratory tests were used in various engineering analyses to determine the
carried out by the supplier, Brunswick Corporation of most critical configurations for flight testing and to
Lincoln. Nebraska, to ensure that the 480 gallon EFT met establish the initial flight test envelopes. A list of flight
the procurement specifications established by McAir. test configurations is reproduced in figure 4.
The qualification test program consisted of several tests
including maintainability, lightning, slosh and vibration, Ground Fit and Fumstion Tests. Several ground tests
ejection, fragment impact, flame engulfment, were required prior to the start of the flight test program.
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The ground fit and function test, carried out on a on both sides of the aircraft during dwell excitation.

production aircraft off the McAir assembly line in St. Where required, adjustments were made to obtain
Louis, showed that the 480 gallon EFT was compatible acceptable dynamic symmetry. Symmetric and
with the CF-18 and successful fuel transfer was antisymmetric frequency response surveys were
denmonstrated. This test also revealed that clearances conducted to obtain transfer function plots using a sine

from the centreline 480 gallon EFT to the nose wheel sweep excitation at constant force provided by two

hold back bar and to the launch bar actuator were less electrodynamic exciters. Modal frequencies were
than minimum distances specified in MIL-STD-1289A obtained from these plots while damping coefficients
(Referenced 1). Similarly, ground clearance for the were derived using the log-decrement method on single
centreline 480 gallon EFT was only 2.8 inches with soft mode decay time histories. The mode shapes were then
tires and deserviced struts. This is less than the mapped using the multi-node sinusoidal excitation
minimum requirements listed in reference 1. Because technique.
these deviations were only observed with either
deserviced struts or the nose wheel rotated 30 degrees, The vibration data obtained from this test were used to
and because no physical contact was observed, it was verify the McAir analytical aircraft/480 gallon EFT
agreed to proceed with the test program as is. Again, dynamic model used to perform flutter analysis. The
AETE participation in this ground fit and function test GVT data also served as a baseline for comparison with
helped in reaching a quick compromie with the vibration mode frequencies and damping coefficients
contractor, McAir. measured during flutter flight testing. Overall, the

frequency and mode shape results showed good
Ground Vibration Tests. Four different ground vibration correlation between the analysis, the full aircraft GVT
tests (GVTs) were carried out in support of this and the rigging check GVT. Figure 5 tabulates the
certification program. The cantilevered pylon GVT, the results for one of the configurations tested.
full aircraft GVT and the structural mode interaction
(SMI) GVT were performed at McAir, with CF The Structural Mode Interaction (SMI) GVT check was
participation, using a production aircraft. A rigging required to verify that low frequency tank modes do not
check GVT was carried out at AETE, with McAir couple with the aircraft FCS to produce an unacceptable
involvement, for each configuration to be flutter tested, dynamic response. The two configurations tested are also
using the test aircraft. The cantilevered pylon GVT was depicted in figure 4. These tests were performed during
performed to determine the liquid fuel correction factors the full aircraft GVT using exciters attached at the stick
as a function of the tank fuel level. The test set-up position and the FCS feedback accelerometer package.
consisted of a 480 gallon EFT loaded on a CF-18 wing The tests consisted of a series of sinusoidal sweeps
pylon attached to a rigid test fixture. Five fuel levels through the tank mode frequency ranges using maximum
were tested from empty to full. A dynamic model of the force lateral excitation on the tanks, followed by a dwell

480 gallon EFT and wing pylon was developed based on at the antisymmetric roll frequency. The SMI was
the correction factors. This model was then used to help investigated with the control stick in each of the four
identify three critical configurations to be tested in the stick position quadrants and for all flap deflections. The
full aircraft GVT. Subsequently, this dynamic model was results of this GVT showed no instabilities, sustained
modified to improve its correlation with the full aircraft oscillations, or unacceptable dynamic responses of the
GVT results. This refined model was then used for all FCS.
flutter prediction analysis.

Prior to commencing flutter testing, a rigging check GVT
As previously mentioned, three configurations were tested was carried out on the two most critical flutter
during the full aircraft GVT (Figure 4). The aircraft, a configurations to ensure proper installation of stores on
production single-seat CF-18, was supported by soft jacks the test aircraft. Freeplay was minimized to achieve
designed to dynamically uncouple the aircraft from the dynamic similarity on both sides of the test aircraft
ground which allowed the measurement of aircraft rigid Although the test procedure was similar to that used for
body modes at frequencies less than two Hz. The tests the full aircraft GVT, this rigging check GVT was
were performed with the landing gear retracted, canoo.y performed with the landing gear extended using the soft
closed and all access panels secured. Selecting the "RIG" tire suspension technique. Transfer function plots were
mode on the flight control system (FCS) ensured that all gathered at selected locations on the test aircraft. The
control surfaces were in the neutral position. The pylons modes of interest were partially mapped by manually
and stores were rigged to minimize freeplay such that recording response amplitude and phase relative to a
maximum mechanical energy was transmitted through all reference location on the structure. The results correlated
interfaces. The dynamic symmetry of the store rigging relati-,;!y well with the modal frequencies obtained
was verified by coriparing the store resonant frequencies during the full aircraft GVT (Figure 5). One discrepancy
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was found during one rigging check GVT which overview of the aircraft instrumentation and AETE
identified an antisymmetric mode at 7.46 Hz. This mode, installations used in support of this certification program.
which resembled the wing first antisymmetric bending Then each of the flight test activities such as flutter,
mode but with reverse relative phasing between tank manoeuvring loads, store ejection dynamic loads, stability
pitch and fuselage lateral motion, was not found by the and control, separation/jettison and performance will be
analysis nor during the full aircraft GVT. This discussed.
phenomena was believed to be the result of modal
interferences of the aircraft structure elastic modes with Aircraft Instrumentation. Both of AETE's instrumented
the soft tire suspension system. CF-18 aircraft, used throughout this certification program,

have identical data acquisition systems capable of
Electromagnetic Compatibility Ground Tests. The selecting data from the avionics multiplex (mux) buses
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of the 480 gallon and from various other sources. The current system
EFT with the CF-18 avionic/electrical systems was provides a 64 channel analogue data acquisition
partially evaluated through several contractor ground capability. Data from the analogue signal conditioners
tests. Owing to the lack of an EMC control plan, AETE along with selected data from direct analogue and digital
was required to conduct an extensive analysis of potential inputs, mux buses, time code generator and the Flutter
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and EMC concerns Exciter Control Unit (FECU) are encoded into a pulse
based on contractor lightning and fuel probe radio code modulation (PCM) format and stored on the onboard
frequency (RF) susceptibility test results. With composite MARS-2000 tapc recorder. Pilot voice and selected
walls, RF radiation is capable of passing through the 480 direct analogue signals can also be recorded on dedicated
gallon EFT with more ease than a conventional metal FM channels. All PCM data are telemetered to the Flight
tank. Such radiations could be coupled to the internal Test Control Room (FTCR) for real time monitoring.
aircraft electrical/avionic system degrading its Wing strain gauges were also installed during production
performance. Also, a potential exists for ignition of fuel assembly as part of the basic instrumentation package.
vapour by RF radiation, Static charge build-up, because These gauges, located at three different spanwise
of friction, can occur from fuel flowing within the tank locations, are sensitive to either bending or torsion and
plumbing, from fuel sloshing within the tank, or from allow identification of the wing overall motion during
flying through moisture or dust (precipitation static). flutter testing. The additional instrumentation required
Static build-up may also affect the aircraft electric/avionic for specific flight activities are discussed later in each of
systems as well as ignite fuel vapour. This analysis the flight test sub-sections.
categorized the EMI problems as either flight or mission
critical. Those which were flight critical were addressed For reasons of flight sofety, the FTCR wpý used fc- ,,,
and ground tested, if proper resources were available at flight test missions. This facility permits real-time
AETE, prior to flight testing. The EMI/EMC tests monitoring of selected parameters from the telemetered
carried out at AETE prior to flight testing included a PCM data. Several monitoring devices are available,
thorough inspection for design specification compliance; from simple strip chart recorders to large television
measurement of bonding, limited conducted emissions, screens, which can be used to display either raw
and static potential build-ups; and CF-I8 critical system telemetered data or near real-tune processed data in
functional checks with limited potential source engineering units. The FTCR is also equipped with a
interference for a Safety of Flight Test (SOFT). Several flutter analysis workstation comprising a fast Fourier
observations that indicated deficiencies with the tank analyzer for near real-time spectral analysis, four lissajous
design were made throughout the EMI/EMC ground scopes, and a display for monitoring the test aircraft
testing. However, none of these were severe enough to FECU parameters. The FTCR set-up can be adapted to
halt flight testing with the 480 gallon EFT. As a the user requirements. The communication system in the
precautionary measure, a restriction not to fly through FTCR provides each operator with the capability to
visible moisture or any precipitation static potential transmit/receive through UHF radio. During this test
environment was imposed on the pre-production 480 program, while everyone could receive pilot transmission.
gallon EFT until a conductive coating/wrapping is applied only the test controller (an AETE personnel) and in an
to the tank. Similarly, flight in high electromagnetic abort situation, the lead engineer (normally a McAir
environment areas was not recommended for the 480 personnel) were allowed to transmit to the test aircraft.
gallon EFT without fuel probe line EMI protection (low Later in the test program, a hot mike capability was
pass filter). installed in one of the test aircraft which allowed all

intercoms within the test vehicle to be telemetered to the
FLIGHT TESTING FTCR. This feature enhanced 'he safety of flight and

reduced pilot workload.
This section of the paper will provide the reader with an
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All test sorties were flown over Cold Lake Air Weaporn- FECU control display is also reproduced via telemetry on

Range (CLAWR) which also includes the AETE's a monitor in the FTCR.

Primrose Lake Evaluation Range (PLER). PLER is
located on the southern boundary of CLAWR and approx Flutter flight testing consisted of sinusoidal sweeps and

25 miles north of the airfield. This range is exclusively single frequency dwells conducted over a range of

used by AETE for test and evaluation purpose. PLER altitudes and airspeeds. The test points were divided into

facilities used in support to this test program included distinct dynamic pressure groups with each group

telemetry rebroadcast and tracking radars for all sorties representing a higher dynamic pressure zone. The FECU

while phototheodolites and meteorological data were was the primary mode of inputting in-flight aileron

required only for the Sep/Jett trials, excitation while stick raps had to be used when testing
was carried out beyond the normal acceleration limits of

Structural Mode Interaction (SMI) Testing. SMI testing the FECU. Functional check of the FECU. including the
consisting of two high speed taxi runs and several flight built-in safety features, was carried out by the pilot on
test points integrated within the flutter flight test matrix, each flight prior to commencing flutter testing. Upon
Since configuration I (Figure 4) was identified as the clearance from the flight test controller in the FTCR, the
most critical SMI configuration, it was decided to fly this pilot proceeded with the mission. Symmetric or
configuration first during the flutter flight testing. The antisymmetric excitations were used at different fuel
first taxi run was carried out on a smooth runway while states and aircraft attitudes to excite the mode of interest
the second run used a rougher runway in an attempt to which was a function of the configuration and the flutter
induce structural mode coupling with the FCS. Both tests mechanism involved. Sweeps were used to determine
were performed with full 480 gallon EFTs and half flap resonant frequencies while dwells provided the damping
selected. During these taxi runs the control stick was characteristics at and near these frequencies. Engineers
firmly held in the aft right and forward left quadrants for in the FTCR constantly monitored key parameters using
about 10 seconds to see if an oscillation build-up would strip chart recorders and lissajous displays. Review of
result. The SMI flight testing consisted of exciting the near real-time transmissibility plots (T-plots) was
aircraft structure with lateral and longitudinal stick raps performed as sine sweeps were completed and review of
while monitoring the aircraft FCS response. This decay trace was carried out during dwell excitations. The
exercise was performed at various flight regimes flutter speed was determined through extrapolation of the
including take-off and climb-out. The SMI taxi and flight est data using the Zimmerman flutter margin
flight testing confirmed the expectation, based on method and through correlation with the various flutter
previous flight test experience with a similar store analyses. When it became too difficult to follow both
configuration, that no FCS coupling with aircraft damping modes with the Zimmerman method, ".ig
vibration modes will occur for the CF-18 while carrying continued by tracking only the lesser damped mode.
the 480 gallon EFT. Both McAir and AETE flutter engineers analyzed and

reviewed the processed data after each flight and test

Flutter Flight Testing. These tests were carried out to points from the subsequent higher dynamic pressure zone
verify that the allowable carriage envelope of the CF-18 were selected for the next test sortie. The last test points
configured with 480 gallon EFT is flutter free up to 1.15 consisted of a series of dives performed at maximum
times limit speed. The testing consisted of monitoring velocities from 30.000 to 5,000 feet mean sea level
modal damping trends and frequency coalescence of the (MSL) with one second dwell excitations at selected
different modes involved in the flutter mechanism, altitudes. This was performed to demonstrated flutter
previously identified during the pre-flight flutter analysis free operations of the configuration tested.
and supported by the full aircraft GVT results. The left
digital display indicator, on test aircraft CF-188907, was The pre-flight flutter analysis predicted that the full 480
replaced by a flutter exciter control unit (FECU), shown gallon EFT was the critical tank fuel level for flutter
in figure 6. which provides aileron displacement signals testing regardless of the configuration flown. Flutter
to the FCS. Three modes of aileron excitation are testing of configuration 1 confirmed this prediction. The
available through the FECU; sinusoidal sweep (from one flight test projected antisymmetric flutter speed for
frequency to another), dwell (at one frequency for a given configuration 1 correlated well with the analytical
time) and random (random noise within a selected prediction, and allowed flight to the full CF-18 tank
frequency band). The FECU has built-in safety features envelope. The stability of configuration I was also
which automatically shut down aileron excitation verified by low level flight to maximum velocity and
whenever roll rate or normal acceleration exceed a certain demonstration dives out to the allowable flight limits,
value or whenever the pilot depress the paddle switch. with acceptable modal damping being exhibited in all

The FECU can hold up to 15 pre-programmed set ups cases. However, flutter testing of configuration 2(Figure
which can be activated at the touch of one button. The 4) showed that the half full 480 gallon EFT has the
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lowest projected flutter speed. A near flutter onset seat lateral accelerations were monitored by engineers in
condition was observed during a dwell excitation at the FTCR using strip charts recorders. A soft limit of
maximum velocity and low altitude. Real-time 0.15g lateral acceleration was defined as the abort
monitoring of wing gauge outputs (Figure 7) indicated a criteria. Simulated weapon delivery manoeuvres using 20
significant reduction in damping resulting in the test point to 35 degree dive angle and maximum velocity dives
being aborted. Previous testing with full 480 gallon were performed to demonstrate the AOC system
EFTs was successfully completed at similar test effectiveness. For most flights the AOC system was
conditions. The flutter mechanism involved wing first effective in reducing the 5.6 Hz LCo to within acceptable
bending and fuselage first lateral bending modes, as levels (Figure 8). However, relatively high 5.6 Hz
predicted by analysis. This lower flight est projected oscillation levels remained with half full 480 gallon EFT
flutter speed will result in a carriage speed restriction for at high speed and low altitude. Flight restrictions will be
that particular configuration. The demonstration dives for required to maintain the oscillation levels within
configuration 2, carried out at various fuel states, were acceptable limits.
successfully completed to expand the higher altitude
envelope out to the specified Mach number. The Manoeuvring Loads Testing. Extensive loads testing was
remaining flutter flight testing proceeded quickly and required to demonstrate the safe manoeuvring envelope of
without incident. The use of aerial refuelling helped the 480 gallon EFT since it is heavier and larger than any
expedite the flutter test program specially for the test other stores flown on the CF-18. The manoeuvring loads
points involving high drag configurations where a testing was divided into two separate parts. The
minimum of 50001b internal fuel was required. centreline carriage loads testing was carried out on

aircraft CF-188701 while the wing carriage loads testing
Active Oscillation Control (AOC) Testing. When was done using aircraft CF-188907. Each aircraft had
configured with heavy stores on the outboard pylon and different specific instrumentation added to its basic
wing tip missiles on, the CF-18 encounters a 5.6 Hz limit systems to support these tests. For flight safety reasons
cycle oscillation (LCO). Unlike flutter, LCO is not centreline loads testing was combined with stability and
divergent in nature but creates unacceptable lateral control (S&C) testing to form a carriage test matrix. This
oscillation levels in the cockpit which affect pilot was necessary as some of the loads test points required
performance. This phenomena, characterized by wing aircraft attitudes and flight regimes which were
first bending and torsional motion which couples with the considered critical for aircraft departure and similarly
fuselage to produce lateral fuselage bending, is caused by some S&C test points were loads critical. Hence, it was
a structural/aerodynamic interaction which excites die common to have loads and S&C test point intermixed in
antisymmetric outboard store pitch mode. This one test card. However, the S&C issues will be reported
oscillation is suppressed by the AOC system which is in a separate section of this paper. The configurations
implemented in the CF-18 FCS. The AOC system is selected for centreline and wing carriage loads testing are
automatically activated when the aircraft is flying below depicted in figure 4. 'The testing consisted of a build-up
9,000 ft MSL or above 0.82 Mach and for heavy approach based on both progression in dynamic pressure
outboard stores configuration with wing tip missiles on. and criticality of the manoeuvre performed including the
The AOC system is essentially a feedback loop integrated amplitude of the control input. Once stabilized at a flight
into the FCS which senses the forward lateral condition, the pilot performed certain manoeuvres known,
accelerations, passes the signal through a passive from previous flight test programs, to induce large
bandpass filter, then through a phase shifter and output to loading at the pylon/aircraft interface. These included
the aileron to suppress the oscillation. The oscillation is steady state pull-ups, wind-up turns (WUT), steady state
aggravated slightly by an inboard fuel tank and since it is push downs, 1 g 360 degree rolls, -1 g 180 degree rolls,
not predicted analytically, the certification of a 480 gallon rudder kicks, and rolling pull-outs (RPO). After a test
EFT required flight testing to verify that the current AOC point, the data was reviewed by McAir and AETE
system adequately controls the oscillation with the larger engineers in the FTCR and the test controller cleared the
fuel tanks installed. The configuration used for AOC pilot to the next test point.
testing is depicted in figure 4. Flight testing was also
conducted with the AOC system deactivated under similar Centreline Carriage Loads. Aircraft CF-188701 was
flight regimes so that a system effectiveness assessment specially instrumented with an aircraft centre of gravity
could be made. A slight modification to the flight accelerometer and approximately 30 strain gauges for in-
control computer wiring was required to disable the AOC flight strain monitoring at designated critical locations in
system in-flight. The test approach consisted of flying the centreline pylon, pylon adapter and at the aft
symmetric manoeuvres under increasing normal attachment fuse. The gauges in the centreline pylon
acceleration and Mach number while simultaneously adapter were installed in an attempt to provide real-time
exciting the structure with lateral stick raps. The pilot measurements of load data through gauge calibrations.
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This method of measuring centreline loads had the curvature (three-dimensional). Also it is quite possible

advantage of being quick and allowing for immediate that the centreline loads model is erroneous by itself.

clearance to the next test point. However, the confidence Nevertheless, previous flight testing conducted at AETE

in using this method was relatively low because of the has revealed that this problem was not unique to the 480

limited instrumentation used in the calibration process. gallon EFT but also applied to the 330 gallon EFT

The second method used to obtain centreline loads values currently used by the CF. A structural loads monitoring

was the trajectory analysis. This method uses measured program has been established and the impact of these

aircraft flight path with previously derived wind tunnel high strain manoeuvres on the fatigue life of the CF-18 is

data to compute inertial and aerodynamic forces, and being investigated.

ultimately to calculate the pylon/aircraft interface loads.
This technique requires a considerable amount of post- Wing Carriage Loads. In support of these trials, test

flight data because of the large number of time slices aircraft CF-188907 was configured with two specially

within one manoeuvre. All centreline loads testing was instrumented wing pylons. Each pylon was modified

carried out using a three fuel tanks configuration with the with several strain gauges at McAir. These calibrated

centreline fuel quantity ranging from full to empty while gauges enabled real-time measurement in the FTCR of

the wing tanks remained empty. load data at the pylon hook, pylon post roll moment,
pylon post pre-load, aft attachment vertical and side

A total of nine test sorties were required to complete the loads, and aft tie fuse load. Later in the test program,

centreline loads test matrix. The first flight indicated that aircraft CF-188907 was also fitted with five strain gauges

the centreline adapter strain outputs were only producing in the critical radius of the wing pylon receptacle to

10 percent of their expected values. Owing to time verify that pylon measured loads were within the

constraints it was then decided to proceed with the testing maximum permissible strains of the wing pylon

using the trajectory analysis method to derive the loads receptacle. As per the centreline loads testing, symmetric

data. In the mean time, AETE found that the strain value and unsymmetric manoeuvres that were not considered to

range supplied by McAir were erroneous by a factor of be departure critical were carried out first while the

10. Corrections were made to the instrumentation gains remaining test points were performed after the S&C flight
but these gauges still only provided limited data because testing was successfully completed for that

they were installed in an area too far away from the main configuration/manoeuvre. The wing carriage loads test

load path. Hence, the trajectory analysis was the only matrix and manoeuvres performed were similar to those

reliable method to obtain centreline loads values, of the centreline testing. Because real time monitoring of
the pylon/wing interface loads was available and the

The first two flights were carried out with the centreline confidence level of the instrumentation used was much

tank filled up with 2600 lb of fuel (400 US gallons). higher than that of the centreline pylon, a more practical

Post-flight data analysis revealed that the centreline pylon build-up approach was used to expand the 480 gallon

aft attachment bolt had reached 108 percent its design EFT wing carriage envelope during flight testing. Upon

load limit during a 360 degree, full aileron roll. On the review of the data by both AETE and McAir engineers in

same manoeuvre, the centerline pylon strain gauges, the FTCR, the test controller cleared the pilot to proceed
located at a critical fillet radii, was estimated to be over with a more critical test point. Generally. envelope

twice the maximum strain value predicted by McAir pre- expansion was carried out in build-up increments of 0.5g

flight analysis. Some of the strains recorded were well for symmetric manoeuvres keeping the entry conditions

beyond the yield point of the material. The pylon was constant. Unsymmetric manoeuvres used similar build-up

removed and inspected using non-destructive techniques increments but also performed the manoeuvres using half

(NDT) and no defect was found. However, in view of control inputs first followed by full control inputs. This

the inconsistency between the predicted attachment strain was continued until either a limit value was exceeded or

values and those measured in flight testing, the centreline if the next test point was likely to have overshot any

loads test matrix was completed with an empty centreline limits.
tank. A usable flight envelope was determined using the
trajectory analysis method and analytically included fuel The wing carriage loads testing was uneventful until a

to predict attachment loads for a full 480 gallon EFT. It premature failure in the port inboard wing pylon

should be pointed out that even with an empty 480 gallon receptacle was discovered after the test aircraft had safely

EFT, the centreline pylon strains at the critical fillet radii landed from its last manoeuvring loads mission. This

were near the maximum allowable level predicted by failure was transparent to the engineers manning the

McAir. One of the reasons for poor correlation between FTCR as well as to the test pilot. The crack was

predicted and flight test strain values is the lower two- discovered during the novt-flight routine check as fuel

dimensional stress concentration factor used by McAir in was found leaking from the pylon receptacle area. Since
their analysis applied to a critical region featuring double the cracked receptacle (Figure 9) is an integral part of the
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number three wing spar, the entire inner wing had to be CF-18 inboard pylon receptacles, with the wear plate

removed and shipped to McAir for repair. A new port installed correctly, was determined to be well beyond the

inner wing was installed and testing was resumed after a life expectancy of the aircraft.
three month delay. Part of this delay was due to the
installation of strain gauges on the inboard starboard wing Store Ejection Dynamic Loads. Previous testing and

pylon receptacle to monitor and correlate receptacle strain analysis indicated the need for store election dynamic

levels with pylon hook loads. Also the replacement inner loads flight testing because of the load increment caused
wing was a production non-instrumented item which had by the dynamic response of the structure during store
no provision for installation of test instrumentation, ejection. Hence, these tests were carried out to obtain
However, the existing instrumentation in the starboard flight test data to establish release load factor limits of
wring was similar to that in the original port wing and, selected CF-18 outboard wing pylon stores while
after a re-calibration of the instrumented pylon on the retaining 480 gallon EFTs on the inboard wing pylon.
starboard side, testing was resumed using the starboard Although the tests were performed using full 480 gallon
wing vice the port wing to collect flight test data. A EFTs, allowable limits were analytically derived for full,

pylon receptacle strain survey was carried out using full partially full and empty 480 gallon EFTs. These tests
330 gallon EFT. Symmetric WUTs and unsymmetric were carried out on CF-188907 after the wing pylon
RPOs were performed at various load factors and the receptacle failure. Therefore, not only pylon hook load.
receptacle strains were plotted as a function of pylon were monitored but also the receptacle strain levels. In
loads (Figure 10). This survey provided data which addition, accelerometers were installed on the starboard
permitted to be correlation, by extrapolation of pylon wing tip, wing fold, outboard pylon, and on the nose of
loads flight test data from previously flown missions to the starboard 480 gallon EFT. The FTCR was used to
receptaL.le strain levels. This exercise showed that even monitor all store ejection dynamic loads sorties with the
the maximum pylon hook load values previously recorded critical parameters being pylon hook load, pylon aft
were well within the allowable yield strain level of the attachment vertical and side loads, and pylon receptacle
receptacle and that it should have not failed from the 480 strains.
gallon EFT loads alone.

The ejection of a store produces a transient response on
McAir conducted an extensive investigation as to the the aircraft structure and retained stores/pylons which can
cause of this premature failur. (Reference 2). Several be separated into steady-state and dynamic components.
failure causes were investigated including stress corrosion The steady state component consists of inertia and
cracking, low cycle fatigue and static overstress, although aerodynamic loads occurring just before the store ielease.
the design loads for the wing spar receptacle had never The dynamic component results from the ejector piston
been exceeded during any part of this test program. force, the sudden weight released from the wing, and the
During disassembly of the wing pylon receptacle, the application of the unbalanced airloads as lift exceeds the
beryllium - copper wear plate that attaches to the lower inertia load immediately after the stores are released. As
flange (the sill which the pylon hook bears on) was a result it was necessary to use a build-up approach
installed incorrectly. The wear plate is installed correctly increasing normal acceleration at release. Two critical
when its thin edge is located inboard as shown in figure configurations (Figure 4) were identified for testing; the

11 (the wear plate angle is exaggerated for better release of two MK-84s in salvo and the ripple salvo
visualization). The localized wear surfaces and crack release of four MK-83s with a 200 millisecond release
observed on the wear plates is reproduced in figure 12. interval. Pre-flight analysis indicated that the release
Further investigation by the CF revealed that other CF-18 interval was an important factor in the severity of the
aircraft also had incorrectly installed wear plates. Upon resulting dynamic loads. The analysis dictated that 200
further review of historical data by McAir it was millisecond was the most critical release interval for that
discovered that a USN F/A-18 had suftered a port wing particular MK-83 configuration, even more so than the
failure in virtually the same location as CF-188907. MK-84 salvo release at the same load factor. All releases
Fractographic inspection of the failure indicated that both wete carried out at the same flight conditions except for
failures were identical; however, it could not be load factor which was progressively increased based on
ascertained if the wear plate on the USN aircraft was the results of the previous drop. The store ejection
installed incorrectly. The findings of the McAir dynamic loads testing was completed quickly without
investigation concluded that no material discrepancies major unserviceabilities. The flight test data showed, as
were found and that there was no evidence of stress expected, that the pylon hook loads and aft attach vertical

corrosion cracking or fatigue. The investigation report loads were the most critical components. The maximum
conclusion states that the pylon receptacle failure on CF- inboard pylon hook loads measured in flight were
188907 was owing to static overload and was precipitated considerably less than predicted values and entrary to
by a reversed wear plate. The expected fatigue life of the the pre-flight analvws the salvo release of two MK-84s
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bombs was indeed more s-vere than the ripple salvo benchmark for the qualitative evaluation of aircraft flying

release of four MK-83 bombs with the most critical qualities with 480 gallon EFT. Because of the reduced

release interval setting as shown by figure 13. The directional stability of the dual-seat aircraft, and
inboard pylon vertical aft attach limit load was exceeded unavailability of wind tunnel data for the three tank
by four percent during the last MK-84 release sortie. configuration, two flights were flown with only two 480

This limit was driven by the pylon structure and not the gallon EFTs on the wing stations as a build-up for
wing interface, both inboard pylons were checked and no departure resistance. All end points of the test matrix
irregularities were found. The final normal accelerations were flown with 3000 lb total fuel or less to verify the
recommended for store release in the presence of the 480 departure free envelope at the aft CG conditions. The
gallon EFTs are limited by the pylon aft attachment interdiction S&C configuration, which includes three 480
which is definitely not in the pylon primary load path. gallon EFTs and four MK-83 bombs (Figure 4),
This stresses the importance of harmonized aircraft design represented the worst case for longitudinal stability at low
in that a secondary structure should not restrict the fuel state (alt CG) and was only tested on the dual-seat
employment of the primary structure to its full potential. CF-188907.

Stability and Control Testing. The larger size and fuel The S&C testing was completed without aircraft
weight of tae 480 gallon EFT dictated that the effects of departures and a departure free envelope for the CF-18
this new tank on CF-18 stability and control (S&C) configured with 480 gallon EFT was determined. Overall
characteristics be evaluated. As previously mentioned, the flying qualities of the CF-18 configured with 480
S&C testing was integrated into the manoeuvring loads gallon EFTs were similar to that of comparable 330
tests to form a safe carriage test matrix. The specific gallon EFT configurations. Apparent lateral directional
objectives of these flight trials were to determine and stability was positive on both the single and dual aircraft
demonstrate a departure free envelope f')r the CF-18 at all AOA and for all configurations tested. Regions of
loaded with 480 gallon EFT configurations as well as to negative airframe lateral-directional stability were
evaluate CF-18 flying qualities with such configurations. observed in mid to high AOA because of the large
Both CF-188701 and CF-188907 were used for these adverse yawing moment of the aircraft rolling surfaces.
trials. Special instrumentation included a flight test nose In all occurrences the FCS was succe•,,ful in tuining
boom with pitot head, total temperature probe, AOA and these instability regions transparent to the pilot. One
angle of sideslip vanes. Testing consisted of evaluating coordinated input 360 degree roll performed in the high
the flying qualities and departure resistance of the subsonic, mid AOA region resulted in 1 30
selected 480 gallon EFT configurations using a build-up degrees/second yaw rate build-up. Post-ilight data
approach in a series of standard test manoeuvres. These analysis revealed that the very large proverse contribution
manoeuvres included level accelerations/decelerations, of the rudder, commanded by the full rudder pedal input,
control doublets ,:nady heading sideslips, WUT, rudder was fundamentally responsible for the overall nigh level
rolls, lateral sti(,. rolls, coordinated rolls, cross control of yawing moment and yaw rate observed. Although the
and several operational mission tasks. All these were aircraft remair ed quite controllable throughout this
performed at various flight regimes and flap/gear manoeuvre, it was decided nevertheless to include a note
configurations. The production aircraft yaw rate tone in the AOI advising the pilot of these potentially high
threshold was used as a soft flight test limit for yaw rate. yaw rate flight regimes and manoeuvres.
After review of preliminary flight test results, the ;ideslip
angle test limit, initially defined, was slowly increased by Pitch response and damping were satisfactory on the
50 percent using one de-ree increment- because the single and dual aircraft for all 480 gallon EFT
original limit was reached with less thmai Iu: rudder pedal configurations at most flight conditions tested. Pitch
deflection early in the S&C testing. response became quite sensitive above 0.8 Mach and high

AOA with AOA soft limits often overshot. However, the
The three empty 480 gallon EFTs S&C configuration aircraft never departed ind the pilot always regained
(Figure 4) was determined to be the worst case for precise pitch control. Review of the flight test data
lateral-directional stability and henceforth was flight revealed several regions of negative airframe stability
tested on both single-seat and dual-seat aircraft. mostly above 20 degrees AOA and high subsonic Mach
Provision was made to replace the centreline 480 gallon number. One of the most intewsting phenomena
EFT with a 330 gallon EFT if a loads or S&C limit was observed during this test program was a longitudinal stick
encountered, since the centreline 480 gallon EFT was a reversal experienced by CF-188701 with three 480 gallon
RAAF configuration only. When the RAAF withdrew EFT during a WUT at 0.8 Mach/35,000 ft. Post-flight
from this program, all subsequent testing was carried out data analysis ;onfir-,;. this negative apparent
with a 330 gallon EFT on the centreline Baseline flights longitudinal stability (Figure 14). Further review of the
with three 330 gallon EFTs were performed as a data indicated that this pitch up phenomena was partially

j
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caused by the quickness of the manoeuvre relative to the result of the RAAF withdrawal from this program. All
large time constant of the filtered AOA to the trailing Sep/Jett testing was carried on 2F-188701 equipped
edge flap (TEF) controller. Review of the TEF position with a flight test nose boom. In addition, three
relative to the AOA showed deflections much greater photosonic IPL high speed cine cameras were installed
than the scheduled position as the manoeuvre progress on the starboard wing tip missile launcher while a fourth
(Figure 15) which significantly increased the nose up camera was located at the keel position. The tip cameras
pitch moment. The control laws of the CF-18 are based were calibrated so that their film could be used to provide
on a commanded load factor system which in theory SDF trajectories through photometric data reduction.
should provide the precise load factor at all times such Each of the 480 gallon EFTs dropped during these trials
that stick reversal should not happen. However, as the were prepared with numbered decals to aid in the
aircraft enters the region of airframe instability, the trim photometric data reduction. All jettisons were done with
stabilator requirement changes from trailing edge up to empty and purged tanks since this was the predicted
trailing edge down. This momentary imbalance, worst case fuel level. The FTCR was used to monitor
aggravated by the previously mentioned TEF lag, results the trials.
in a pitch-up, although the pilot holds a nearly constant
longitudinal stick input. The natural reaction of the pilot The overall test approach used a build-up procedure
is then to introduce forward stick to augment the control increasing Mach and airspeed independently by varying
laws. McAir is confident that, given enough time and the release altitude and finishing with an end point
oscillations, the control laws should eventually seek out demonstration. A total of four ejected and one auxiliary
the commanded load factor. Although the pilots have release (non-ejected) of 480 gallon EFT were successfully
found these localized pitch-up phenomena bothersome, demonstrated during this test program. The auxiliary
they were not considered hazardous. An AOI note jettison of an empty 480 gallon EFT from the CF-18
advising the pilot about the pitch-up tendency of the CF- wing station was carried out once good correlation was
18 configured with 480 gallon EFT in certain flight established between flight test data and McAir's SDF
regimes will be recommended. Basically the departure computer program predicted separation trajectories. The
free envelope for the CF-18 with 480 gallon EFR is last jettison trial was conducted with two MK-83 low
practically identical to that of the CF-18 with 330 gallon drag bombs on a vertical ejector rack (VER) mounted on
EFR. the outboard wing station adjacent to the jettisoned 480

gallon EFR. To distribute the aerodynamic asymmetry
Lift-off speeds using military power and maximum power between take-off and landing, an empty 330 gallon EFT
were recorded for several aircraft configurations was loaded on the port inboard wing station of the test
throughout this test program. In general, carriage of full aircraft and retained throughout the flight. All releases
480 gallon EFT resulted in normalized take-off speeds were carried out with flaps and landing gear up. At the
comparable to that of the 330 gallon EFT. A consistent highest dynamic pressure release, the tank aft end
trend depicted in the analysis of the take-off data projected several inches above the plane of the wing
indicates that the aircraft operating instructions (AOI) are pylon lower surface. Although this area is used by the
in average 6 knots lower than the normalized flight test TEF when fully deflected, at such high dynamic pressure
data. It is recognized that take off testing intrinsically the TEF are not deflected enough to be in the area of
produces large variances; however, three test pilots were concem. However, the jettison of the 480 gallon EFT
involved in this testing and all were briefed to use 12 with the TEF fully deflected may be hazardous and an
degree nose-up stabilator initial trim with full aft stick AOI warning to that effect is warranted. Overall, the 480
deflection during take off roll, yet hardly none of the test gallon EFR separation photometric data adequately
points recorded had a take-off speed less than that matched the separation trajectories predicted by McAir's
published in the AOI. Further testing to spot check the SDF computer program with some variations in pitch rate
validity of AOI take-off data will be recommended. and yawing tendency of the 480 gallon EFr. The larger

predicted angular motion may be attributed to the tank
Separation/Jettison Testing. The separation/jettison deforming under the ejector area thereby absorbing some
(Sep/Jett) testing was performed to demonstrate safe of the ejection force. But most probably, the variance in
jettison of the 480 gallon EFR from the CF-18 aircraft angular motion may be from the different magnitude of
and to compare the tank flight separation results with the full scale aerodynamic characteristics from the
those predicted using the wind tunnel database and predicted values since wind tunnel data was only
McAir's six degrees of freedom (SDF) computer code. available up to 35 degree pitch attitude. Nevertheless,
The pre-flight analysis conducted by McAir identified a the ejected and auxiliary jettison envelopes of the 480
total of seven jettison trials for flight testing; five from gallon EFR on the CF-18 were successfully demonstrated
the wing stations and two from the centreline station, to the desired limits.
The later were deleted from the Sep/Jett text matrix as a

iaa il,-i•llI ilI m~
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Performance Testing. Limited performance testing was of freeing up one additional weapon station for an
conducted to verify the wind tunnel predicted drag increased payload capability. Overall, the limited
indices for various 480 gallon EFT configurations. At a performance data gathered during this test program have
typical cruise condition, the predicted drag increment for indicated that the carriage of 480 gallon EFT instead of
the 480 gallon EFT from wind tunnel testing was 330 gallon EFT substantially increases the range and
reported (Reference 3) to be three counts higher for endurance of the CF-18 aircraft.
centreline carriage and 13 counts more for two wing
carriage than a similar configuration using 330 gallon
EFT. All performance sorties were flown on CF-188701 SUMMARY
configured with a flight test noseboom. Apart from this
flight test noseboom, which had a drag index (DI) of 1.3, This flight test program was successful in demonstrating
the test aircraft was representative of a fleet aircraft, safe carriage and jettison of a composite 480 gallon EFT
Performance data was gathered during five flights using for the CF-IS aircraft. A recommendation will be
level accelerated flight and stabilized level flight using forwarded to NDHQ so that a certification clearance can
the constant weight to pressure ratio (W/ ) technique. be issued. A total of 98 test sorties were flown on CF-
Owing to the limited number of flights available; the 188701 and CF-188907 in support of these trials, 34 for
several configurations to be tested; measuring devices on flutter, AOC and SMI, 28 for S&C, 18 for manoeuvring
AETE's instrumentated aircraft; and the non-residency of loads, six for dynamic loads, five for Sep/Jett, five for
a CF-18 trust deck at AETE; data reduction was rather performance, and two for the wing receptacle strain
archaic. It consisted of extrapolating drag indices from survey. Except for performance testing, most of these
the AOI based on a measured Mach number and flights required a safety/photo chase aircraft.
calculated fuel flown from fuel quantity variations over a
two minute time period. A sensitivity analysis was The minor deficiencies identified tnroughout this test
performed and the flight test derived drag indices were program on the prototype 480 gallon EFT have been
estimated to be within seven counts of the true value at corrected on the production model. The EMI/EMC
0.8 Mach. concerns with this composite material tank were

addressed by incorporating an EMI low pass filter on the
The clean aircraft, configured with only wing tip missiles, fuel quantity probe and including a metal based wrapping
was fsrSt tested to verify the baseline drag index. The near the tank surface. Most EMI/EMC testing was
result showed that the baseline aircraft had an average DI repeated with this improved design with the final test
of 25. This was approximately 15 drag indices higher currently being carried out at AETE.
than the expected value, accounting for aircraft
modifications, fuseland launchers and flight test Data gathered from all analysis, ground and flight tests
noseboom. The difference in the DI was attributed to have indicated that the 480 gallon EFT is a viable option
normal inservice degradation of the aircraft performance. for the CF-18 aircraft. As predicted analytically, no SMI
Similar results were obtained during a subsequent will occur from the carriage of this tank. Minor speed
performance test program carried out to evaluate the CF- limitations will be required for certain configurations
18 performance at low altitudes for various configurations based on the flutter and AOC test results. The higher
including the 480 gallon EFT. Thus, a basic aircraft DI than predicted strain values from the centreline loads
was recommended for insertion in the performance part testing may result in additional flight restrictions if
of the AOI. Contrary to the AOI which considers the DI centreline carriage is reconsidered, but as previously
to be independent of Mach number, the test results mentioned centreline carriage was not a Canadian driven
showed that the variation of actual DI with Mach will requirement. The wing inboard pylon receptacle failure
affect some of the range and combat radius predictions will not restrict the wing carriage of the 480 gallon EFT
from these AOI. However, test data indicate that this since this failure was attributed to an incorrectly installed
assumption may be considered valid for the flight regime wear plate. Based on the dynamic loads flight test
anywhere between 0.7 and 0.92 Mach. Essentially the results, the wing pylon aft attachment load limits will
flight test data showed that, allowing for the baseline somewhat restrict the permissible normal acceleration for
offset and at a typical cruise condition, the actual DI for outboard store releases in the presence of a 480 gallon
the 480 gallon EFT configurations closely matches the EFTs. Safe separation and jettison of the tank was
McAir predicted values. The flight test performance demonstrated to the desired limits and performance
results also confirmed the predictions that a CF-18 testing has shown that the use of 480 gallon EFT
configured with two 480 gallon EFTs was essentially the increases the range and capability of the CF-18 aircraft.
same DI as a three 330 gallon EFT configuration. Since The follow-on test program, currently under planning,
these two configurations carry similar amounts of fuel, will establish a full clearance for employment of various
the utilization of two 480 gallon EFTs has the advantage stores adjacent to the 480 gallon EFr. Overall, this test
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program provided AETE personnel with valuable
experience which will most likely be reflected in future
store certification programs.

REFERENCES

(1) MIL-STD-1289A, Military Standard Ground Fit and
Compatibility Tests of Airborne Stores, 11 November
1976

(2) McAir Letter M47-330-19537, Results of Canadian
Aircraft CFB7 Inboard Pylon Receptacle Failure
Investigation, 11 August 1989

(3) McAir Report MDC B0024, Stability and
Control/Drag test on a Six-percent Scale F/A-18 Model
With External 480 Gallon Fuel Tank in the Calspan
Eight-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, 15 March 1987
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PHYSICAL COMPARISONS EFT'S
330 VS 480
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FLIGHT
TEST

ACTIVITY
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FLUTTER -- -
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DYNAMIC 2 r4 4
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4
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-480 FUEL TA4W I 83

3-Aul-5L/M ISSILE MK8

E - EXTERNAL CAMERAS 0 - DUAL SEAT AC 907
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FIGURE 4 - CONFIGURATIONS FLIGH4T ThSTE
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TIP MISSILES OFF. 2 MN-12 OUTBOARD. 100% 480 EFT INBOARD

ANALYTIC MODE SYMMETRIC ANTI-SYMMETRIC
DESCRIPTION

ANALYSIS GVT RIG ANALYSIS GYT RIG
NZ HZ NZ HZ HZ HZ

TANK ROLL 2.45 23.1 NM 3.0 $.14 NMTANK PITCH 6.00 6.17 6.19 S.S i.s 5.9
TANK YAW 5.32 6.04 NM 5.93 6.42 NM

OUTBOARD STORE ROLL 4.05 4.41 4.45 4.3 4.13 4.45
OUTBOARD STORE PITCH 7.33 8.14 8.43 1.60 8.30 8.17
OUTBOARD STORE YAW 12.49 13.49 12.19 12.5s 1.s56 3IST

WING IST BENDING SS S.91 S.i7 3il 3,08 8.12
WING IST TORSION I.SO 17.86 16A2 ITAT 17.19 is6.5
WING 2ND BENDING 11.50 12.0 NM 14.18 NM NM

FUSELAGE IST BENDING 1.42 10.3s NM 380 9.74 9.31

"*NM - NOT MEASURED

FIGURE 5 - SUMMARY OF TYPICAL 480 GALLON EFT GVT RESULTS

Pon i $A I ,lt al 0ll16 lSTOl M

F; ATY Lml sm" T -0c" S2O u WE"

oat*01 onY 0 1

wwwiF FX

FIGURE 6 - FLUT1E EXCITER CONTROL UNIT
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PROBLEMJ
CF188907 FOUND WITH A CRACKED
PYLON RECEPTACLE ON THE LH WINGAT 688 FLIGHT HOURS

RECEPTACLE
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PYLON RECFPTACLESETOAA

FIGURE 9 - INBOARD WING PYLON RECEPTACLE CRACK
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FIGURE 12 - WING PYLON REFpACLE WEAR PLATES FROM C'F- 188907
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TOTAL INBOARD PYLON HOOK LOAD VS LOAD FACTOR
MK-84 ANO MK-83 EJECTED FROM OUfBOARD PYLON

(100% FULL 480 EFT. 0'70 MACH/5000 FEET)

a
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TEST Nz

FI-URE 13 - PYLON HOOK LOADS FROM STORE EJECTION DYNAMIC LOADS TESTING
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RMVITAILLEMENT EN VOL
L'EXPERIENCE DE DASSAULT-AVIATION APPLIQUEE AU RAFALE

par

Charles Defreville
Dassault-Aviation

Direction G~nerale Technique
78 quai Marcel Dassault

92214 Saint-Cloud
France

0 RESUME Finalement, et a force drallonger l'autonomic en vol,
on peut imaginer qu'un jour, sa limite ne sera pas

Le Rafale, demnier avtcnn de combat de Dassault imposwde comine souvent par la consomination en
Aviation, est pow-vu dun circuit de ravitaillement en carburant, mais pourquoi pas pour la consoinmuation
vol A base d'une perche fixe. Le but de l'article est de en huule des r~acteurs!
retracer lea prmncipaux faits marquants qui ont jalonnd
sa conception et qui t~inoignent de la vari~t6 des 1.2 Experience des avions de combat de
disciplines sollicit~es :structure, a4rodynamique, Dassault-Aviation
systdmes, etc..

Les performances demandees pour le ravitaillement
Dans tin deuxkmne kItnps sont d~crits les essais sont devenues de plus en plus pr~cises et exigeantes
rdalisds tant ati sol qufen vol, qui ont permis de au cours du temps. Cette 6volution se retrouve au
vbrifier lea perfonnances du syst~me et les qualitds de travers des g~ndrations successives des avions de
mlI de IPappareil. combat multimissions de Dassault.

* Le Mirage Il, avion des ann~es 60, ne comporte
I INTRODUCTION pas de systme de ravitaillement dans sa version

de base. Lors des rmiovations des Mirage Ill
export, r~alis~es par natre socidtd ou des

1.1 Rappel de P importance du sujet concurrentes, le r~tof it de ce circuit eat souvent
proposd.

Le nombre davions dans les Forces Franqaises pour
assurer ]a defense du temrtoire diminue au fil du * Le Mirage FlI, avion des ann~es 70, n'tait pas
temps, allant de pair avec l'accroissement de leur dot6 d'un circuit de ravitaillement dana sea
patentiel. La dur~e mayenne des missons, leur sp~ifications techniques initiales. Le premier
domaine de surveillance et dfintervention ant avion de skrie en dtait certes dquip-6, mais le
sensiblement augmentd. circuit a &6 momns optimisd en terme de

performances, vuz son introduction tardive en
Parallklement,et sans; parler de contexte g~opolitique, &ebut de raise en s~rie.
lea 6v~nenients de ces derni&res ann~es ont prouv6
que lea interventions militaires sont diss~min~es en . be Mirage 2000, avion des ann~es 80-90, a W
de nombreux endroits du globe. Ces interventions con'u &es le depart avec un circuit de
requi~rent souvent l'utilisation des forces ak-riennes, ravitaillement comportant une perche tixe
et fr~quernuent des avions de combat :ils doivent amovible. Cette perche eat montdc en
dfadord se rendre stir le lieu, et ils se voient ensuite permanence, pour ]a plupart des versions.
confier des missions vari~es de type surveillance avec
tenmps dattente ou raid loin de Ia base. Un bon nombre davions Dassault ant aussi W4 conqus

pour des profils de mission plus sp~cifiques. Ils
Ces missions des temps actuels requidrent pour lea comportent de base un circuit de ravitaillement en
avions de combat une capacitd dfautanomie en vol ou vol : Mirage IV, Jaguar, Etendard et Super-Etendard,
daction 6 langue distance tr~s importante. entre autres. Ce demnier eat mimic avion ravitailleur,

grfice A l'emploi dun pod sp~cifique mont6 sous
11 y a plusieurs r~ponses possibles pour rdpondre Aices; fuselage ; certaines versions de Mirage FlI export ant
besoins: capacit interne de carburant, utilisation de aussi cette capacit6.
riservoirs externes, diminution de Is consommation
sp~cifique des moteurs, etc .. Sur le Raf'ale, ftitur avion de combat polyvalent de

Dassault, le niveati de performances du circuit de
Le bon compramis fait la rdussite d'un ban avion, stir ravitaillement a 6td fixt trds haut, en regard de sea
ce aujet, comme stir les nombreux autres. diffiretes versions ainsi que des missions varides

qu'il aura A effectuer.
Le ravitaillement en vol a l'avantage d'apporter peti de
contrainte dana I& definition de l'a~ion. Cette fonction L'objet de cet article est de montrer, au travers du
niceasite cel -ndant des mayens logistiques assez cheminement qui a ament sur cet avion A la solution
lotirds, les avians ravitailleurs. Mais l'avantage reteflue pour le circuit, quels sont les aspects lea plus
opirationnel eat tel, qu'au cours des anndes, dc plus marquants, en particulier ceux dont le savoir-faire de
en plus de pays ant decide de slen doter. lavionneur eat interventi dana lea choix effectuds.

['resented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft. May 1993.
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2. LE PROGRAMME RAFALE * Le defi financier :En ces temps
6conomiquement perturbas, le respect des

2.1 Grandes lignes du programme co~ts est le garant de la poursuite du

En France, A 1Vhorizon 2000 et an-delA, les besoins de porme

renouvellement des flottes recouvrent des avions de La phase dundustrialisation du programme a dt6
combat tr~s difftents et aux missions tr~s vari~es: lanc&e en janvier 1993, le premier vol du premier

avion de scrie est prevu en octobre 1996.

" dan I~rde e I~r fan~ase:2.2 Ravitaillement en vol: objectifs, missions
"* MIRAGE MfE et Jaguar (attaque au sol) envisagies
"* mirage F IC (defense a~zienne)

L'Ann& de 1'Air a demandd que 1'avion soit mumi d'un
"* dans l'Mronautique Navale Frangaise: systmxe de ravitaillement en vol comportaut un

"* Crusader (defense de la flotte) perche fixe aniovible.
"* Etendard INP (reconnaissance) Cette sp~cification est conforine au concept dun avion

Les versions export de ces avions ainsi que leur polyvalent, cule permet dfadapter l'avion au profil de
cocretont Wpieencmt asIaly sa mission, qui ne requiert pas syst~matiquement le

cronpcurrent. pie ncmt aslnls besoin de ravitaillement en vol.

L'Etat Franoas a d6cid6 de lancer un avion polyvalent Elie permet aussi de ddfinir tine perche simple.
capable de subvenir A ces diffdrents besoins :Il
Rafale. Les principales caract~ristiques Les profils type de missions type exprim6es par V'
opdrationnelles de cet avion birdacteur de Ia classe Etat-Major ont pour la plupart une caract~ristique
des 9 tonnes; (masse & vide) sont: commune :un rayon d'action t:T~s important pour les

missions air-sot, des temps dfattente tr~s importants
0 3 vesospicplsaatu atdgdpour les missions air-air. Les sp~cifications des

versions prncald esst ayant ue halut e :er missions de convoyage sont devenues plus
dilae airnunau plade sy meet, de plcelue forinalis~es qu'atparavant, suite A 1l6volution du
bipr. imoolc er oolc contexte international.

0 une manoeuvrabilit6 et un rayon d'action Une demonstration de vol de convoyage de France
tr~s importants jusquA Kouroti (Guyane Frangaise) a &6 r~ceinment

effectu&e par 3 MIRAGE 2000 accompagn~s par un

* un radar aux fonctions air/air et air/sol ainrvtilu C15

rs inutandg unssre 'uoroeto Pour l'Mronavale, Ia systme de ravitaillement est
~ in~grAindissociable d'un avion embarqud. Pour des raisons

de sdcurit6, les cycles de pont~e et de recueil sont
0 des armements de la derni~e g~n~ration: toujours rdalisdes en presence dun avion ravitailleur,

le Mfica (air/air) et lApache (Air/so!), pour parer toute 6ventualitd.

4 avions ont &de commandks en 1998 au titre du 2.3 Avlons ravitailleurs en service dons les
d&veloppement Armkes fron~aises

"* le monoplace air CO1 affecad au Le principal avion ravitailleur d'avions de combat en
developpement des syst~mes de base et dui service dans IAAF est le Boeing KC 135-FR. 11 est
moteur ;il totalise actuellement plus deC 6quipt A l'intrados dui fuselage d'un ki' de
200 vols. ravitaillement, deriv6 du systfme de base de type

r~ceptacle (boom receptacle) mont6 sur les KC 135
"* le nionoplace mer M01 charg6 des essais am4ricains. Cc kit permet le ravitaillement des avions

de compatibilite sur porte-avions. munis d'une perche 6quip~e en extrtmit46 du materiel
au standard US/MS 24356-I type MA-2, conforme au

"* Ic biplace 801 et monoplace mer M02, STANAG 3447 anneIxe B (drogue/probe).
outre leur sp~cificitd perrnettront dasurer
Ia misc au point en vol du systi~me L'adaptation consiste en la maise en place A lextr~mitt
d'armnes. de Ia partie r~tractable d'une tuyauterie souple

relativement courte mimic dun coupling (type
3 defis caract~risent cc programme: MS2435 51), partie fernelle dec 1extr&nit6 dec perche.

Ce coupling est entour6 dune partie conique dont les
" Le diitecniqu 3 ersonsdeiix bases forn~s dune armature en aluminiun sont

* La dltim technqu :ytn 3 vrersos reli~es par des bandes de caoutchouc:le panier. Cc

entitrement nouveau. ytnpem :

"* Le dAfi calendaire -les beon de de stabiliser Ia tuyauteric souple et It
l'A~ronvale sont inconi wurables porIa coupling pendant It vol

sucsindes Crusader.
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* de faciliter l'approche et le contact lors du de justifier les solutions qu` il a prises devant ses
ravitaillement. Cette approche est sp~cificateurs.
essentiellemnent contr6l~e par le pilate du
ravitaill~d. La conception du systrme de ravitaillement eni vol

sur RAFALE a respect6 cette d~niarche que les
La tuyauterie sauple absorbe les mouvements relatifs exemples qui suivent vont essayer d'illustrer.
entre Ic ravitailleur et le ravitaill6 accouplE. A ce
moment, la Pointe de l'avion ravitaillE est A environ 3.2 Perche de ravitaillement: critires
20 m~tres de l'articulation du mit du ravitailleur. d'implantation

Le KC 135 F est thoriquement capable de d~biter 3.2.1 De quel c6ti ?
2260 litres de carburant sous une pression de 3,5 bars
conform~ment A la nonme US MIL-F-38363-B. Sur les avions de combat franqais, le ravitaillenient

A partir de 1993, certains KC-135FR vont 8treenvlstfecua my dn prhexre.

r~trofitd~s de pods Flight Refuielling MK 32B, installks
en extr~nit6 de chaque voilure, rendant ainsi ces L'unplantation de cette derni~re v~nifie les contraintes
avions capables de ravitailler 3 avions A la foi oudcdencombrement du panier de ravitaillement
pouvoir ravitailler les bocings AWACS en r66quipant sp~cifl~es dans le STANAG 3447.
le dispositif sous fuselage du syst~rme standard
(boom). Sur Ie d~monstrateur Rafale A, lexp~nience a montr6

que lea d~rogations n~taient pas admises: une sonde
Ce pod ddroule environ 15 m~tres de tuyauterie de pression d'essais a dtd arrach~e 2 fois Ions de la
souple pour ravitaillen. Las performances attendues premiure canipagne en vol, car son installation ne
sont de londre de 750 I/mn sous 3,5 bars de pression. respectait pas le gabarit recommandd.

Las Super-Etendards ravitailleurs de l'A~ronavale La choix du cotd de Ia perche ne fait par contre lobjet
sont 6quip~s d'une nacelle de ravitaillement en vol de d~aucune contrainte incontournable. Las avions
type Douglas D827-B, fabriqu~e sous licence par la Dassault, prototypes ou de sdrie, ant la perche
socidtA Intertechnique. Ils effectuent l'ensemble des implantde A droite, gauche, parfois m~me au centre,
missions de ravitaillenient sun les porte-avions cc qui simplifie Ie d~bat'
actuels. La nacelle est pourvue dune tuyauterie
souple dinoulable d'environ 15 ni~tres de long. Las La Rafale etait mnitialemnent dotE d~une perche a
caract~ristiques des couplings en extreinit6 sont aussi gauche, tradition propre A un bir~acteur selon
conformes au STANAG 3447 annexe B, ce qui Dassault. En effet, une explication possible s'appuie
prdserve une interop~rabilit6 entre les Arni~es. sur le I.2it que l'approche, puis la tenue de la position

de l'avion ravitaill est contr6l~e en vitesse par le
Las performances en d~bit sont de I'ordre de 750/nm r~gime moteur ; le pilote maitrise plus facilemnent
sous une pression moyenne de 3,5 bars. l'avion avec la manette des gaz du moteur droit plus

accessible ; Ie moteur gauche A une position de
r~gime interm~diaire fixe est mains susceptible A une

La domaine de ravitaillement du KC 135 FR s~tend ingestion accidentelle de carburant lors des phases de
de 200 kt A 325 kt A des hautes altitudes; celui du connexion/d~connexion.
Super-Etendard est limitd A 280 kt maxi (par Ia
nacelle) mais na pas de contrainte en altitude. Pour une perche fixe, Ia position droite est pr~f&6e;

elle permet de d~gager Ia visibilitd dui pilate en
CONCEPTION DE LA PLATE..FORME approche terrain Ions du dernier virage qui a lieu le

plus souvent sur la gauche.
3.1 Ginkraltits

Sur Rafale, la manette des gaz est unique pour les 2
Une conception rkussie dun circuit de ce type repose moteurs ;d~autre part, le temps de rkponse et Ia
aujourd' hui sur deux facteurs: fourchette de variation de pouss~e de ces derniers

sont tels que Ies principes de pilotage anciens sont A
"* Ia rigueur de d~finition, I' examen des rdviser.

rtglementations franqaises, STANAG, ou
am~ficaines; en I' occurence,Ia standardisation Par contre, les pilotes de I'AAF, entraints A former "la
des matkriels utilis~s pour Ie ravitaillement est bouche A droite" derri~re Ie Boeing KC135 sun lea
bas~e suir lea nannies amrniicaines. avions en service tels que les Mirage Fl ou Mirage

2000 ant deniandE A revenir A une perche implant~e A
"* le retour d' expdrience, qufon peut aussi nammer droite sur Rafale, une des premi~res modifications

savoir-faire, on comment appr~cier ]a limitation adopt~es Ions du d~veloppernent du programme.
des n~gles. Avec I' Evolution des technologies, Ia
sophistication des mayens de calcul, et 3.2.2 Perche fix. ou Mrstactble ?
cofftlativement les demandes de performances
de plus en plus exigeantes, Ies r~gles sont Sur RWale C, la perche est fixe et amovible ; dell
souvent pouss~es A leur limite-, edles sont peut etre install~c suivant mission, au m~ni titre que
drailleurs les premi~res A le recannaitre, leur pyl6nes ou emports.
dernitne Edition ressemble plutdt A des
recommandations. 11 imparte alors au concepteur
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Pour la version Rafale K, le besoin est diff~et: la En effet, lors du ravitaillenient den~idre KC1 35,
perche est un 46l6ment indispensable pour toutes les l'Opdrateur Ravitailleur en Vol, qui se trouve clans le
missions de l'avion dvoluant A partir du Porte-avions. ravitailleur, a tin r6le primordial car il contr6le la

manoeuvre drapprocte et la skcuritd dui transfert. De
Confornndment A ce besoin diffdret, et sans pdnaiiser nuut, cette opdration cut rendue encore plus delicate et
a priori l'avion vis A vis drautres crit~res, la perche du' il l1w faut la mneilleure visibilitd possible sans ftre
Rafale M Atait initialemnent ittractable et unln~ pour autant aveugld.
clans la partie avant droite du baquet pilote,
conimuxinent appel6e *bajoue. La riEtraction 6tait De son c~td, Ie pilote doit pouvoir observer le panier
commandie par un vWrin hydraulique relid A lun des 2 6clair6 pendant la phase drapproche terminale ainsi
circuits hydrauliques de IRavion. La sortie pouvait 6tre que l'ext-&nit6 de Ia perche, sans subir aucun
effectu~e en secours sur le Urme circuit ddsagri~ment provenant ifun reflet de Iuminie parasite

en cabmne ou dfun 6clairage indiscret.
A Ia suite des premiers maquettages ayant pour but de
prdsenter larchitecture interne des avions aux Suir Rafale, le phare de ravitaillement cut install6 en
Services Officiels, tine analyse de la valeur a dt,& bajoue" droite au nive-o du pilote; il est retratable
lanc~e A la demande de l'A~onavale clans tin souci de sous l'action drun vi~in dlectrique. Son allumage est
rapprocher la definition des cellules et par IA dc commandd par le pilote au moyen dfune coinmande
r~luire les coaits. Cette analyse a permtis I' adoption siftide stir Ia manette des gaz.
de Ia perche fixe stir Rafasle M, qui a mane dtd
insta~ll& en rattrapage sur le premier avion de 3. Technologie, structure
developpemnent, Rafale MOI, en cours de fabrication A
lroque. 3.3.1 Dimenslonnement de la perche

Le couple if-valuiation cofit/performance a Wt admao-e~ eI ecefx td o
determinant; les pararnttres les plus importants ont atae diestir lern fueae lt dot chiiui ar 2eprdcipati

6d:masse, aradnagentent, traifn~e, fiabilit etatah ulefmg s deri pr2rncax
maintenance, s~curitiE, utilisation opi~rationnelle, rt.e
discretion.

0 La tenue A lenveloppe des efforts Iors dui
Ces aspects de definition qui n'avaient pas dt ravitaillement.
abordies finement clans la phase initiale de
developpement ont dtd examin~s et optimisds clans le 0 La tenue A lengagement clans la barri~re crarret
car de cette 6tde detresse.

3.2.3 Critires de positlonnenient de In perche I/ La determination des efforts engenclrds par le
panier lors du' ravitaillement repose stir les %aleurs

Outre Ic cWt, lc crit~re de positionnemnent do la preconis~cs pour lixtilisation demriire Boeing KC 135.
perche et de son extr&nitd cut tin sotici qwi intervient
clans Ia definition initiale de la cabine. n fait Las valetirs ont nilanmoins &6 pdriodiquemnent
beaticoup appel A lexp~rience des utilisateurs et du r66valties A chaque g~ndration nouvelle dfavion suite
constructeur. A des cainpagnes clessais en vol et A des relevi~s et

expertises clincidents recucillis chcz les utilisateurs.
Lea positionnemnent do lextr~mit6 de perche est

prmodal stirtout clans le cas d'tine perche fixe, il Les 2 cas majorants en effort sont rencontrts:
oit satisfaire 2 exigences apparemment

contradictoires * A l'accrochage du' panier, correspondant A tin
choc longitudinal pur.

"* We bien visible lors de Ia phase do
ravitaillement, * ati ddcotiplage en fin do transfert, oti Ileffort

longitudinal plus faible cut combiztA A tin choc
"* se faire "oublier" pendant lea atitres phases du radial provoqud par la deconnexion.

vol. ii eut prdfarable que, vu dti pilote, le gland
soit sitti6 sous lhtonzon pendant lea vols La diinensionnement du' fusible, situd A la liaison
stabilisis, entre le gland en extremitd et Ia perche cut le point

sensible, car le dimensionnement du reste de Ia
Sur Rafale, Ia perche et son mfit ont dtd placds de struicture du mAt et du' fuiselage slen deduit par
telle fai~on qu~ils se retrouvent masquds par le l'empilage des coefficients de marge adeqtiats.
montant du' viseur W~e haute. Cette position permet
cfdviter un trouble binoculaire en bordure dc Is gace 2/ Par rapport ila forme eten fonction dela
du, viseur holographique oO sont present~cs des pro~minence de Ia perche, le nombre de brins
symbologies collimat6es a l1infini. ramassls par celle-ci lors drun arret detress et Ia

decl1ration attendue permettent de detrminer quelle
On ne petit dlfinir Ia position de Ir exutmite de ia doit trel1effort que doit endtrier le pied de perche..
pache sans vlrfier qu! ele catm~mpetible de l'emploi
du pixare de ravitaillement interne, dont r' installation
cat trta contraignante.
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3.3.2 Mattira Dans sa defiition actuelle, Ia perche eat monobloc et
compos~e de 3 6&ments, 6bauiches coulees et creuses,

la perche du Rafale 6tait conque initialement en acier rdusinds localement avant d'Otre soud~s entre eux
1 SCDV6, comme celles des avions Dassault (proc6&l TIG :Tungsten Inert Gas).
pr~c~dents. Plusieurs raisons ont dtd determtinantes
pour retenir finalement le titane TA6V pour le Rafale: L'apport de CATIA, logiciel de CFAO utilisd chez

Dassault Aviation, a 6th determinant pour la
"* rexpdrience sur lea avions pi,*ýdents a montr6 rdalisation des 46bauiches oouIles. Le proc~dd de cire

que lea tubes de perche ont rencontr6 des perdue utilisd a pernis, en exploitant directement las
probleies de fatigue dus A des utilisations plus modeles pour la commande nuintrique, de respecter
fr~quentes qufestiin~es initialement, fatigue des toldrances de g~orritiie et d'interchangeabilitd
caus~e par lea chocs rdpdtds du panier. janiais obtenues auparavant pour une telle pi~ce.
L'utilisation systdmatique de la perche Sur la
version Marine a conduit ii remettre en cause Pour l'exeniple, lea effets de retrait psvisibles en
racier coinme matdriau de base initial, fabrication, dfis aux deformations theriniques subies

par le matiriau lora de la coul6e (effet dlhomotls~tie),
"* lea progr~s techniques des fondeurs qui ont ont dt corrigds des I'usinage des moules, A partir du

pennis d! obtenir des 6bauches couldes en modele de conception initiale.
TA6V avec des caractiuistiques mi~aniques trds
bonnes et bomog~nes; outre lea contraintes 3.4 Aerodynaniique
adinissibles maintenant comnparables entre acier
et titane, le titane pr~sente une r~silience aux 3.4.1 Hypothese de travail
basses tempdratures meilleure que racier, c'est A
dire une caractdristique de comportement. auLefomsdlaprhdcavtiecn tW
choc plus dlev&e. Ce gain de sat Lea famies d ise da p nerphae de ravitiement out at
m-6tallurgique permnettra de r~soudre une borme deemi e s A uv ise des uoynehse ( de fnti~on qus at
partie des phidnom~nes de fatigue thennique mis ien oeuvrxe. oesd~td l~nusa
rencontr~s avec le inatdriati pr~chdent. prneta.

"* La gain de masse eat de I'ordre de 30% sur la Cette approche mixte eat assez repr6sentative de la
masse totale de la perche , bien que plus ch~er fa~on de Dassault-Aviation d' aborder ces problnmes
en fabrication, la perche en technologie TA6V a typiques de conception.
beaucoup dravantages: Ie surcoOit eat compens6
par Ia r~luction tri~s importante de cycle en Dana Ie cadre de contraintes g~omdtriques
fabrication, Mie au proc6&l utilis6. nombreuses :

La seule incertitude qui restait A v~tifier en vol 0 position et formie du gland d'extraniitel
concernait Is souplease plus grande attendue de cette
parche, dfie Ai lallongement relatif plus fort do titane * gabarit d' encombrenient du paniem
sous tine ni~ne contrainte; des calculs de
comportement adrodlastique ont Wt effectuds ao . point d' ancraga sur Ia struicture
inoyen d' ELFINIL logiciel de calcul structure
ddveloppd par Dassault, afin de inettre en 6vidence 0 scinmnml uift(pu iie e
cd'ventuelles interactions entre lea modes propres de erction mcniarge dorsd mtr( pour lmte
Ia perche et ceux du fuiselage ( flutter) . Aucunpeesehrlostanfr)
ph~noin~ne r~dhibitoire ea itdcl.lea dtudes a~rodynamniquea avaient pour objectif de

Loins des essais en vol, un buffeting transversal de la r~duire lea perturbations de r' 6coulement d&air
perche a &td observd pour des viteases tranissoniques, introduites par la perche A un niveau acceptable tout
basse altitude et fort factetir de charge. Suite A cet en gardant une g~omritrie simple pour la fabrication.
-constatation, des acc6ldrorn6tres ont &td implant~s le
long du mAt de perche pour rechercher ces modes de Les perturbations adrodynarniques principalement
couplage et lea comparer A ceux issus du calcol. 6tudi6es concemnent Ia trin&c suppl~mentaire dife A

la perche et lea interactions avec r 6coulement A r
Aprts d6pouillement des essais, lea conditions d' entr~ec d air moteur.
ancrage en partie infrineur ont &t6 icrimin~es. Les
renforceinents locaux c~ti structure appliquds sur lea L' expdrience de Dassault de ce type de perche, ainsi
avions soivants devraient rdsoudre le probitme ; le que des essais en soufilemie pr~liininaires, ont montrd
phdrnomnab n'otfe pas de risque de divergence de qua lea limites de fonctionnement de Ir entr~e d' air en
type explosif, inais il eat jug6 g~nat, car vmaiment superSofiqluc (liznites dOes au phenomina de "bu~zz)
trop visible par Ie pilote Isent sensibles A l'installation d' tine perche de

ravitaillamient. Dans Ie cas d'einport d' un rdservoir
3.3.3 Dsrpin- fbiaonventral, des interactions n~fastes entre perche at

Descripton fabrcation degradaient ces limites.

La perche est tine pi~ce monobloc compos~e de Ia
partie externe, mAt et pi~ce d'accrochage du gland en
extremiti, at dkine partic interne qui a' atcastrc dans
la atnicture du fluselage au oyenio dlwu chape et dion
doigt de caraenb , cc principe dfaccrochage simple eat
conqu pour Iliciliter lea op~rations de pose-d~pose.
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3.4.2 DWroulensent des itudes * reste de g~omdtrie simple (section de profil
biconvexe, wrillage de mit lindaire)

Compte tenu des contraintes g6omintrques impos~es
pour le mit de perche, lea paramitres disponibles: Aujourd! hui, le comportement constatt en vol stir
pour rialiser le bon compromis sont la loi de vrillage Rafale if' a pas remis en cause le choix effectud
et le profil.

3.5 Discretion
LeAs outils numdriques ont permis d! dtablir lea lois de
vrijlage adapt~ea aux conditions de vol critiques pour La forme de la perche fixe saillante petit contraster
r entr~ec d air. Ces outils thoriques out 6galement avec lea formies relativement adoucies dui Rafale qui
permis (r 6valuer I& train& des diffdrentes formnes de font partie des mesures irmm~iiatemnent visibles
perc~he definies en associant lea lois de vrillage et lea r6alis6es pour limiter la signature dlectromagnidtique
difftentes formes de profil. de l'avion.

Lea principaux codes utilis~s, developp~s par la Sur ce point, il eat n~cessaire de mentionner l'objectif
Direction des Etudes Avanc6es, ont WtA dui Rafale en vuln&abilitd : dans un souci de

coherence lit A la polyvalence de sea missions
"* le code AURORE en supersonique, utilisant la futures, le Ralale eat un avion de combat discret mais

mithode des singularit~s; ii a servi en debut d' non flu-tiC.
6tude A r' identification des principaux effets,
puis ult~rieurement A des balayages des 1: influence de la perche sur la signature de l'avion a
solutions potentielles stir diffdrent cas de vol Wt analys6e et trait&e comme r'est, par exemple, celle
(Mach, incidence, ddrapage) des points d'emports. Apr~s traitement, le niveau

relatif de Ia perche stir le bilan total a &6 mesur6 et
"* Ie code EULER , qtii s'appuie sur la rdsolution jug,4 acceptable par rapport aux objectifs globaux.

des 6quaticns tridimensionnelle 4T Euler en
fluide parfait; il a permis de mener lea analyses Pour I'anecdote, lrextr~mitd m~tallique du gland de
fines. perche eat de forme hemispherique; elle peut

constituer tine bonne rdf6rence pour l'6talonnage des
Las easais d' entr6e d! air en soufflerie ont utilisd tine moyens de mesure de signature!
maquette A I' 6chelle 1/4 , 6quip~e de prises de
preasion instationnaires ; ils se sent derouIds dana 1 4. CONCEPTION DU CIRCUIT CARBURANT
seuflerie de S2 Modane de I' ONERA.

4.1 Architecture des reservoirs
Cas essais ont donaid lea linutes de *buzz" et lea
crit~es de comnpatibilitd entrdc d! air / moteur pour I' L~a capacit6 interne du Rafale liii conl~re dejA tine
ensemble du domaine de vol supersonique. Lea uooi rpr motne
difftretea configurations d' emports externes ont W uooi rpr motne
6tudies :

Les r6servoirs intemes du Rafale sont subdivisks en 2
e perche + r~servoir sous fuselage sous-ensembles gauche et droit, de capacit6

sensiblement identique et affectds respectivemnent aux
0 perhe +NUCA etc.. iacteura gauche et droit.

Las r~sultats d' easais ont permis de tirer lea lois de On distingue pour chaque sotis-ensemble:
vrillage et lea formes de profil lea plus efficaces via A nrsroraatcnr 'vn ufieae
via de ces crit~res I a forme de perche retenue rejette* ti sevraancetdAlvntufslg,
lea limites de *buzz *hors du domaine de vol,
objectif pour toutes des configurations envisag~es en * tin rdservoir structural de voilure constitud par
aupersonique. le caisson central,

3.4.3 311am * tin r~servoir "nourrice" en futselage, situ6 en
amont de la tuyauterie d'alimentation M~acteur.

Las 6tudes sarodynarniques utilisant lea outils
tltioriques et les essais en soufflerie ontpermis de Le caisson de d~rive forme aussi tin rdservoir de
d6finir tine forme de perche de ravitaillement qui: carburant ; il se deverse simultaitiment dana lea 2

notirrices.
"* respecte lea contraintes g~oendtriques inipos~ea

per Ir architecture avion et le tranisfert de La qtiantitt de carburant interne eat supdrieure A
carburant, 6000 1. L'avion eat capable de 5 r~servoira extemnes

largables:
"* repr~senite tin suppldment de traln~c qui a Atd

jug~c acceptable ( 1.5 % de la traln~c avion * tn r~servoir sous fuiselage de 2000 1 de
lisse en palier supersonique ) capacitt,

" nW introduit pas de limitation du domaine de vol * deux rdservoirs par demi-voilure, de 20001 de
per rapport A celuideI' avion sans pcrche capacith au point I d'emport de charge, de

1250 1 au point 2.
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IA capacit6 niaximale dremnports en carburant du Lxea performances en temps de remplissage sont
Rafale eat sup~rieure A 14500 1, ce qui est tributaires des perte de charges dans les lignes;
relativement important pour un avion de cette classe. ces pertes de charge partielles doivent

6videmment etre les plus faibles, mais elles
4.2 Circuit de transfert-remplissage doivent aussi etre cohdrentes entre elles, afin que

lea fins de remplissage interm6diaires ne g&n~rent
4.2.1 Description risumie pas de ds&.Auilibre.

Le transfert des rkservoirs est effectial pnincipalement 4.3 Conimandes et contrfiles pilote
par pression d'air gdn~r6 par un circuit situd en
derivation du circuit de conditionnement d'air. La mise en configuration des reservoirs pour le

remplissage en vol, quand le pilote bascule

Le remplissage au sol s'effectue par un coupleur l'interrupteur de commande situik en banquette, se
unique confonne au STANAG 3105, situdA& gauche limite A louverture des vannies de remplissage des

de l'vion.groupes. Pendant le remplissage, seul le transfert desde raion.rdservoirs extemes sur la ligne commune est arret6,

En aval, lea tuyauteriea du circuit de remplissage vont i fs a eub eslsnurcs ilsmtus

distribuer toua lea r~servoirs de l'avion. Pour lea Lors du basculement de l'internipteur ravitaillement
r~servoirs externes, de voilure et de derive, ces srmnhl F riep~et uontqenn
tuyauteries sont parfois communes avec celles de sur page, laRBVATL riep: et uoaiumn
tranasfert, dana; un souci de simplification et de gain de l aeCRUAT

masse.Celle-ci prdsente les informations:

La tuyauterie de ravitaillement en vol en aval de la
perche vient se brancher sur la ligne principale du * du miveau des r~servoirs internes ou externie
circuit de reniplissage aol. .Iaug~s,

La dimenajonnement du circuit en pression eat 0 de la quantitd de carburant ddlivrde, dont la
conforme aux normes US en vigueur, avec quelques croissance pendant Ie plecm peut etre surveill~e.
adaptations pour Wte compatible des normes de
dimenajonnemnent franqaises; appliqiales sun l'avion. Le bon deroulement du ravitaillement cat vdri&i par

les informations de jaugeage. En fmn de
La circuit de remplissage en vol eat dimensionn6 pour ravitaillement, le pilote met A jour )a quantite
une pression nominale de 3.5 ba. carburant restante, soit en la recalant sur la quantit6

jaug~e, soit en renseignant et validant Ia quantitd

Las phtnomn~nes de surpression sont trait6s avec soin: diweird, information transmise par le ravitailleur.
ils peuvent depasse de plusicurs fois la pression
nominale, cas qui engagent Ia s~curitd de l'avion; uls 4.4 Performances :objectils, essais realliss
se produisent en panticulier lora de la fermeture et
l'ouverture du circuit, op~ration parfois normale ou Las essais de performances de transfert en vol ont W
d'autres fois alaatoires comme un decrochage r~alis6s derriere Boeing KCl35FR, Rafale en
accidentell diu panier lons du transfert. configuration lisse umiquement.

Les marges de dimensionnemient sont respect~es et Pendant cea essais, Ia pression de ravitaillement
lea essais d'ancrage des tuyauteries sont r~alis~s avec foumnie par le KC 135 avec 2 ou 4 pompes eat rest&e
rigueur inf~rieure A la pression nominale de 3,5 bar. Au fur et

A mesure de I& diminution de la perm6abilit6 du
4.2.2 Crittres importants circuit (fermeture successive des diverses vannes), la

preasion de ravitaillement augmente. A la fin du
La foniction ravitaillement en vol doit satisfaire en remplissage, pour un debit nul, la pression maxi a
prionith: atteint environ 6 bar. M&ne aptrts recalage des

preasions initiales, lea valeurs restent inf~rieures A la

- La s~curit,6: pression do~reuve de 12,5 bar.

Apr~s correction des pressions initiales, lea valeurs dea
Le transfert et le rempliasage ne n~cessitent debit moyen sont largement au-deasua des exigences
aucune intervention d'un calculateur ni du pilote. de la norne NMIF-38363B. En partant de 10% de
En particulier, le centrage eat peu sensible A ces carburant intenne restant, et pour des conditions
opdrations. nominales, I& durde de remplissage en vol de lI avion

en configuration lisse eat infitrieure A 4 minutes.
La s~curisation des fonctiona eat d'un ordre
sup~nieur A 2 pour lea pennes dites
catastrohiques pour lravion.

- Les performances :

La remplissage du carbunant s'effectue
simultankment dana lea diff~tsnt r~servoirs.
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5. ESSAIS EN VOL Dans de nombreux domaines, le Rafale a franchi des
dtapes technologiques importantes par rapport au

5.1 Systkime de commandes de vol Mirage 2000, dernier avion de combat en utilisation
op~rationnelle de Dassault; dans celui des

Le ravitaillement en vol est tin rendez-vous essentiel commandes de vol et du pilotage en particulier,
des Essais en Vol car ii permet de constater la certains concepts, tout en s' inscrivant dans la
pilotabilit6 de I'appareil et ]a validit46 des prmier continuith qui font la reputation de Dassault, sont tr~s
r~gages de commandes de vol. Le systrme de novateurs.
Commandes de Vol est tin syst~me complexe dont la
r6ussite conditionne souvent celle de tout le Le concept des conimandes de vol numnriques
programme de I' avion. dejA 6voquA a pour bat d'assurer tin niveati de

s~curitd en vol dlev6. 11 fallait v~rifier, dans
Le Rafale est, dans la ligride progressive des toutes les reconfigurations possibles des
Dassault, tin avion Delta-canard dont rapport romavitilement. atiued Iaina
potissde/poids de l'ordre de 1,2 A la masse de combat, aiile nt
lui con~f~e tine tr~s grade manoeuvrabilitd, tin des
6l6ments clks des fiches programme des Etats-majors. V an~mobaroclinonittrie est tin captetir essentiel

pour les commandes de vol; celui-ci repose stir
Son quiibr estassit u moen e II goveresRafale stir tin systame A base de 4 sondes

Sont lepilotage est assecur pau moen dem e de go vemes multifonctions implant~es dans Ia partie
dnt Ic ilotage Ceratn modestu tiarliea t connes de volur inIfrieure du fuiselage avant. Leur sensibilit6
ntim&-qe. 2 Coertans splmoes tairsen led~cer ventuelle aux effets de turbulence, de sillage

comm 2 guvenes upplmenaire. Aait tin point majeur A v~rifier en vol.

L'architecture du syst~ine de Commandes de Vol du * Le pilotage nuzndriqtie des motetirs (calculateurs
Rafile st bs~csurFADEC), est radicalement nouveau; coupld A un
* ti moe pincial ssue pr 3 alclaturstemps de r~ponse extrememnent rapide , ces deux" un ode rinipalassr6 pr 3 alclaterseffets devaient etre dvalu~s dens ce cas de

num~riques agissant stir l'ensemble des pilotage fin, deinandant sotivent de jouer stir les
gouvernes de l'avion, gz

" tin modle SeCC(rE analogique qwi agit sur les * Le concept de pilotage par manche et manette
gouvemnes principales de l'avion (61evons et imnplantes lat~ralemnent apporte tin confort
drapeati). tinaninement appr~cid par lea pilotes. Le

debatteinent du manche de faible amplitude 6tait
Comine tout systdeme complexe, if se reconfigure tin point important A valider.
autoinatiquement, apres apparition de panne double
dana divers modes d~grades. Le mode secours 5.3 Realisation des essais
analogique, peut se ddclencher atitomatiqueinent
dans lea cas critiques, oti par selection du pilote. 5.3.1 DWroulement des essais

Les modes d~gradds interessant la pilotabilitd en Les premiers essais de ravitaillerient ont eu lieu &es
ravitailleinent correspondent A: le debut du programme. En effet, cette vdrification du

comportement. de l'avion est tin des rendez-vous
"* la double panne dranenometrie dtablie (gains niajeurs clans Ia mise ati point de la plate forme. II a

forfaitaires) dt6 tin des sujets principaux de la premiere campagne
d~valuation otlicielle du Rafale CO I.

"* la double panne de mnumrique (pilotage en
secours analogique) Le Rafale COI a effectud son premier vol Ic 19 mai

1991 A la base d' essais d Istres; son role clans Ie
Pour assurer Ia foniction ravitaillement avec tin bon developpement du programme eat:
taux de r~usite, ii importe de r6aliser des essais en
vol avec des proc~lures specifiques arm deo: 0 dfidentifier en vol Ia plateforme ;, aerodynamique,

"* r~glcr et mettre au point lea lois de pilotagepefracs ult dvo

clans Ia configuration nominale, et ses diftrents 0 de inettre aui point lea syst~mes de base : moteur,
dtats possibles, systeines de servitude, I' ergonomic du poste de

"* vAkrifier et r~ger lea modes degades en lea ioae

forant pendant lcses Csais. Les commentaires stir l'Avaltiation sont issus
prmncipalement de cette campagne effectu~e par de

Cette breve description de I'architecturc des CDVE du nonibreux pilotes , dont les op~rationnels.
Rafaic montre qu'il faut 6tudier et potivoir dvaluer en
vol tin nomnbrc important de configurations afin de
valider toute fonction l'impliquant fortement.

5.2 Concepts nouveaux sur Ratai
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Hls incorporent aussi quciques analyses effectu~cs lars petite tol6rance avec mouvements relatifs. La phase
d'une campagne dresssais similaire r~alis~e en 1989 de ravitaillement proprement dite n~cessite donc tin
suir le demonstrateur Rafale A. Cet. avion pilotage plus fin derriAre tin KC 135 que derriu~e tin
d~monstratetir a permis, en avance stir le programme Super-Etendard ; contrairement A la mise en contact,
Rafale, de valider certains concepts nouveaux relatifs qui est facilit&e par tin dispositif rigide moins
au pilotage et cd~velopp~s depuis le Mirage 2000, sensible au champ uarodynaxnique.
dernier avion de combat en utilisation op~rationnelle.

Cette tol~rance de mouvemient relative est asses
1Y autres essais en vol ponctuels ant lieu par la suite, linut~e et les zones conseill~es ant Wt d~finies et par
permettant de valider les ant~liorations successives. le constructeur de la nacelle du KC135 et par les

utilisateurs suite A leur exp~rience stir les avions
5.3.2 Diverges configurations testees pr~c~dents.

Dans le mode principal, divers r~glages des lois d! 5.3.4 Resultats - techniques de pilotage
ordre de pilotage fonction du ddbattenient du manche utilisees
ont 6t6 test~s , en profondetir et en gauchissement.
Tautefois, c' est surtout en profondetir, sensible pour 9 pilates ont effectud des essais de ravitaillement en
la pr6cision de I'approche qu` ant 6t test~es diverses vol stir Rafale A ou stir Rafale COI au cours des
lois adoucissant les effets atitour de la position neutre campagnes.
du manche ( dites lois d' amod6e ).

Suivant leur origine, Ann&e de lAir ou AMronavale,
Ces r~glages ant subi un passage prndlable stir le les techniques utilis~es par les pilotes ant 6t parfois
Banc de Simulation Globale, simulateur de pilotage tres diff~rentes, ce qui ddmontre que le type d' avion
temps r~eI, mais letir mise au point ne pouvait etre ravitailleur est pr~ponderant. Les enseignements les
test&e que stir avion , pour uvrifier ce type de plus caracteristiques sont resumes ci-apr~s:
comportesuent en vol relatif entre 2 avians ayant des
caract~ristiques dynamiques en vol tr~s diff~rentes. * en approche, la technique qui consiste A piloter

l'avion par rapport au panier et non par rapport a
Stir avion, les lois de pilotage sont modifiables en vol tine rdf~rence prise stir lavion ravitailleur re est
grfice A tin dispositif d' installation d' essais pas la plus appropri~e. En phase finale, le pilate
commaniable en rabinc, cc qui a parmis de comparer devient souvent trap f~brile stir le manche.
differents types dc reglage pour des conditions de vol
identiques et avec le meine pilate. . tne approche au panier A vitesse relative trop

faible n'est pas bonne, car elle laisse au panier le
Bien entendu, les modes degrades ant Wt testes, afmn temps de tourner (surtout derri~re le Super-
de v~rifier leur pilotabilit6 et df y effectuer les Etendard),
r~glages de mise au point pour la fonction
ravitaillement. * en approche, il faut rechercher le contact dans la

partie infLýrieure du panier car le chac d~stabilise
5.3.3 Influence du type des avions mains a~rodynamiqtieient lensenible flexible +

ravitailleurs panier.

Les principes drapprache et de tenue de l'avion sant * le palannier a Wt tr~s pen utilisd par les pilotes,
tr~s diff~rents suivant les types davion ravitailleurs. et s'il la Wt, son apport n'a pas Wt tri~s

significatif.
Le Super-Etendard dispose d'un dispositif de
ravitaillement avec nacelle Douglas compos~c dun * Las excellents temps de rdponse moteur ant
long ttiyau deroulable et J'un panier souple. surpris plus dun pilate dans les premirers temps;
Lensemble est tr&s sensible ati champ apr~s tine rapide acclimatation, uls furent tin
a~rodynamique de l'avion ravitaillA en rapprochement, ataut essentiel dans les phases crengagement,
cc qui pravoque des mouvements nuisibles du panier. permettant de doser pr~cis~ment lMcartement par

rapport au ravitailleur. Las rdserves initiales
En plus de son effet stir Ie panier, le souffle dui quant A Ia maitrise correcte et simultan~c de Ia
moteur du Super-Etendard peut aussi perturber pouss~e des 2 mateurs ant Wt lev~s grAce A Ia
dissym~triquement le ravitailld en apprache finale. facilitd de contr6le de la pouss~e par la manette.

Sur les avians de la g~n~ratian pr~c&Iente, les
Par contre, tine fais le contact rdalisd, le pilate na pas pilotes adoptaient tine conduite des moteurs

A teir a plce vec me rane prcison, e tyaubeaucoup plus pr~lictive. Sur Rafale, les pilotes
A tenrsacal plae avectintuegrtaind prusian, rle tuya envisagent de se sevir syst~matiquenient des
rntractales permetavint is eti.ouei eai motetirs pour Ia tenue de vitesse et pour Ia phase

entr leadeti avins.de s~paratian dux panier, de prdf~rence A Ia

La KC-I 35, au contraire est muni J'un mfit rigide oito doiis

raccordA A tin petit tuyati souplc aui bout duquel Ic 5.. Bia des essals rialisis
pamer n'a pas tine grande libertk de mouvement.

La mise en contact sen trotive facilit~c mais cc La confort d'utilisatian a Wt appr~cid et le
dispsitf n to~e ps d vaiatons r~crteentravitaillement en mode normal des commandes de vol

entre les deux avions. La technique qni consiste A a W jugd tr~s sain.
faire d&-rire tine boucle an ttiyau sauple permet, tine
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Suite aux balayages des difftrents r~glages, I'
optiinisation de celiw de la loi d' ordre manche a Pu
etre effectu~e; elle sera intdgr6e compI~tement lors;
des futures 6tapes de ddveloppement du syst~me de
commandes de vol.

Cot,6 capteurs, le fonctionnement de I'andmom~tie n'a
caus6 aucun souci. Les mouvements du panier A
l'approche perturbent bri~vcment le fonctionnement
de quelques sondes, inais sans consequence durable.
Aucun effet de sillage dfi au ravitailleur n'a dt
ressenti durablement.

Le ravitaillement dens l'cnscmblc des modes degrades
testes a dt jug6 faisable, plus fatigant derriere
KCI3S. En particulier, le pilotage en secours
analogique s'est avdrd correct, un peu plus fatigant
derrire KC 135.

En r~surni, pour tous les pilotes et en y incluant leur
phase d' apprentissage du pilotage sur Rafale ainsi
quc tons les r~glages qui ont. pu 6tre tests, les taux
de rdussite 6 1' engagement et A la tenue du
ravitaillement ont ddpassd largement 80 % dans le
mode normal et ses sous configurations.Dans les
modes degrades, ce taux de rdussite est quasiment
aussi dlevd.

Au stade initial du developpement, ces rdsultats ont
dtd jug~s excellents, une telle probabilit6 de succes n'
ayant jamais dt atteinte anssi t6t sur les programmes
pr&6cdents.

6. CONCLUSION

Les essais de ravitaillement sur Rafale COI qui out ou
lieu en configuration lisse ont permis de vdrifier la
conformitd de l'appareil A ses specifications :pilotage,
fonctions, syst~mcs, performances, et d'identifier les
points perfectibles.

Outre le parcours d! optimisation pr~vu, pour Ic
ravitaillement en vol, ii reste encore diverses
configurations A verifier en essais sur avions, au sol et
en vol .

Les dtapes suivantes sont pr~vues dans le calendrier
gmra&W des essais:

"* ravitaillcment en vol avion avoc rtservoirs
externes

"* ravitaillement de nuit

La version Rafale M est capable de la fonction
ravitailleur. Cette fonction W' est pas pr~vue dans le
prem~ier standard op~rationnel Iivr6 A I'Atronavale en
1997 stir les porte-avions actuels. Hle sera intdgr&e
ap"~ la misc en service dui Porte-Avions Charles de
Gaulle, pr~vue pour 1998.
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FUTURE TANKER CONSIDERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

by

Lavon Jordan
Frontier Technology, Inc.

4141 Colonel Glenn Highway, Suite 140
Beavercreek, Ohio 45431 USA

Michael Krimmer, Major U.S. Air Force
ASC/SDCA Building 16

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6503 USA

involves a more in-depth, overall assessment of
BACKGROUND operational needs, concepts of operation and

alternative wing pods. It emphasizes
Starting seven years ago, the USAF compatibility with Allied and U.S. Navy
Aeronautical Systems Center began analyzing aircraft receivers.
future tanker system requirements and
developing plans for satisfying these Frontier Technology is presenting two related
requirements. As shown in Figure 1, Frontier papers at this AGARD symposium (see Figure
Technology, Inc. (FTI) supported the USAF 2). This paper (#21) covers the rationale and
in four of the efforts. Boeing and Douglas did requirements for multi-point refueling. It
the other two studies. The first FTI contract covers trends and future employment of aerial
identified future requirements, developed and refueling tankers, as well as the increasing
evaluated solutions and wrote a strawman importance of interoperability.
master plan for USAF review. The second
study evaluated five commercial derivative In Frontier's second paper (#24), Mr.
tanker concepts and modifications to the KC- 10 Copeland provides more details on KC- 135
and KC-135 in six mission areas. multi-point refucling, emphasizing performance

and effectiveness improvements when refueling
Allied and USN aircraft. This analysis focused
on individual strike packages of varying size
and overall theater results.

USAF AERIAL REFUELING MASTER PLAN (FRONTIE4 198"W

USAF AERIAL REFUEUNG SYSTEM 0EV. PLAN (FRONITEI Is"9 21. FUTURE TANKER CONSIDERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

USAF MULT•I.PONT AIR REFUELING ANALYSIS (FRONTER) 1s041 (1) DISCUSS TRENDS RELATED TO FUTURE USES OF TANKERS

(2) EXPLAIN IMPORTANCE OF INTEROPERABILITY
USAF KC-10 LOW ALTITUDE OPERATION (DOUGLAS) 19"41

USAF TANKER SURVIVAILUTY EVALUATION (BOEING) 111142 24. BOOM-RECEPTACLE VERSUS HOSE-DROGUE METHODS

USAFKC1311RRS ALTERNATIVES (RONTM 13 (1) PRESENT ANALYSIS OF MULTI-POINT REFUEUNG

. INDIVIDUAL STRIKE PACKAGES

FIGURE 1. AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS CENTER . OVEALTHEATER RESULTS

SPONSORED AERIAL REFUELING ANALYSES (2) DISCUSS METHOOOLOGY AND MEASURES OF MERIT

FIGURE 2. OVERVIEW
FRONTIER'S PRESENTATIONS IN SESSION IV

Frontier has completed one KC- 135 multi-point
analysis and is currently doing a second one. Throughout this paper, the term "multi-point
The completed effort determined: (1) the pros roughout is use rFthe tes "mulepoint
and cons of hose-drogue refueling and (2) the refueling" is used. Figure 3 defines tinglepoint
best fuel pumping rate for the KC-135 using and multi-point refueling. Currently the KC-
two, wing air refueling pods. The current job 135 is configured as a single point tanker.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation ofAirrMfi Maav /993.
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Either the boom or boom-drogue adapter
(BDA) kit is used. In the basic boom
configuration, the KC-135 can refuel all USAF ,MATINS ,,___OF,,
aircraft, a small fraction of international aircraft • _,__,-.

and no USN/USMC aircraft. Most allied and - N"F
most USN/USMC aircraft are probe-equipped, "_W

and therefore are incompatible with the KC-135 , ...... ,
boom. KC-135 tankers can be made -"'•"'"C
compatible with probe-equipped aircraft by the N LL& ING KC1STWP

installation of the boom-drogue adapter (BDA)
kit on the tankers. BDA kits, however, have .- CI.,.KC

operational and safety concerns. . I^ In ,3611) K ,,**. A

•_LAa (MI I91-) TANKS.TO-TM ICR UWU

SINGLE-POINT REFUEUNG • tumo "L (oo

TANKER WITH A SINGLE BOOM

RECONFIGURATION ON THE FIGURE 4. FRONTIER HAS EVALUATED A

GROUND WITH A SHORT HOSE AND DROGUE, CALLED A BROAD RANGE OF OPTIONS

"BOOM DROGUE ADAPTER- (BOA) KIT

• MU.LTI-POINT REFUELING
TANKER WITH A SINGLE BOOM Figure 5 presents the geographic layout of the

primary elements in the Desert Storm scenario.
+ Shown here are those elements relevant to the

2 WING MOUNTED HOSE-DROGUE PODS analysis of air refueling operations. These
include air bases for the tactical aircraft and

+ tanker aircraft, USN aircraft carrier locations in
REFUELING RECEPTACLE ON RECEIVER both the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and

FIGURE 3. DEFINITIONS OF KEY typical refueling tracks and orbits employed in
TERMS FOR KCO135K Desert Storm. Also shown are representative

target areas throughout Iraq and Kuwait.Actual deployments were somewhat different.

Multi-point refueling does not use the BDA kit. - ---- "- Y , -
It is compatible with both probe-equipped and
receptacle-equipped receivers. This is -
accomplished by adding two hose-drogue pods ]'" . " M
to either wing. The boom still can be used to
refuel Allied and USAF aircraft as is currently
done. •I RCR&W7

TANKER USE IN DESERT SHIELD ,,.\ \, fIIII.
AND DESERT STORM .

Fig-ure 4 depicts the scope of tanker work ~ 'AL DHfR

performed by Frontier in air refueling. S.. ý•TAJF ,EFE'N
However, This paper focuses on only the areas TRACXS A

enclosed in boxes. We emphasize KC-135 ORBITS

tanker use in Desert Shield/Desert Sorm, I,
reviewing lessons learned and pointing out .,- ,
limitations for future consideration.

FIGURE 5. REGIONAL MAP
FOR ANALYTICAL PURPOSES ONLYI_
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As seen in Figure 6, airlift and tanker aircraft NO. OF REFURUNS RECOVERS

and crews were busy in Desert Shield/Desert .,,C.: 1,23

Storm. If the U.S. had more airlift capability it ALLIED:,100

would have been used. The Civil Reserve Air
Fleet was activated for the first time. It played
a crucial role. Gen. Fogelman, Chief of the Air
Mobility Command, feels we will have even
more dependency on CRAF in the future and is
planning for it. TOTAL: M380W0 TOTAL.: W8J.0

FIGURE 7. USAF REFUELING IN DESERT STORM
* EPLoYMENT (ICC-Io & IcC-I 3

16,000 AIRLIFT MISSIONS
S0,000 METRIC TONS OF CAGO Note the comparatively low level of support
S5.000 PASSENGERS provided to the USN/USMC and Allied air

SEMPLOYMENT (MOSTLY IC-135) forces. Most USN/USMC and Allied aircraft
are probe equipped, and therefore incompatible

38,ooo• RMELINGS with KC-135 boom tankers. The USMC was
270,000 METRIC TONS OF FUEL OFF LOADED very reluctant to use BDA equipped tankers,

resulting in only 123 total refuelings provided
FIGURE 6. TANKER SUPPORT IN DESERT SHIELD/ to the USMC by the USAF. Many of the USN

DESERT STORM refuelings shown here were transfers of fuel
from USAF tankers to USN KA-6 aircraft,

In :tie deployment phase, primarily KC-lus which then transferred the fuel to USN strike
refueled the airlifters. KC-135s refueled KC- aircraft. Allied and USMC aircraft were mostly
10s. As we'll see on the next figure, KC-135s supported with drogue equipped Allied tankers.
did 85% of the refuelings during the It is unclear if additional Allied and/or
employment phase. USN/USMC strike sorties would have been

flown had the USAF had more drogue
Figure 7 provides a breakout of the USAF's air equipped tankers.
refueling operations in support of Desert Storm
(17 Jan to 28 Feb 1991). Also included are REFUELING OBSERVATIONS
over 6,000 refuelings performed by KC-135E
model tankers operated by the Air Force The next three figures illustrate important
Reserve and Air National Guard. The pie chart factors which have been analyzed thoroughly
on the left shows the distribution of refueling and were substantiated by Desert Storm
transactions by tanker type. The chart on the experience. Figure 8 shows that refueling
right shows the distribution of refuelings by requirements varies dramatically with time.
receiver type. As can be seen, almeot three During the employment phase, attacks are
quarters of the refuelings were in suppc )f the usually planned to occur in waves. Just prior
Tactical Air Command, divided almost cvenly to an attack, multiple strike packages require
among F-15, F- 16, and other aircraft. The refueling to maximize their range and payload
majority of the SAC refuelings were to support capabilities. By "topping-off' their fuel tanks,
B-52 aircraft. their flight profile can be planned to maximize

weapon effectiveness and survivability (e.g.,
low altitude penetration). Timing is critical to
ensure simultaneous penetration. This effect
causes the highest peaks on the graph. As
receivers return they sometimes need fuel to
safely reach their bases. This effect causes the
lower peaks.
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WAVE ATTACKS ARE PREFEPRED BY PLANNERS

SATURATES OEFE'4SES

* WAVE ATTACKS STRESS AERIAL REFUELING

MANY RF.FUEUNGS, SMALL AMOUNT OF FUEL
A-ýKýA" SHORT TIME SPAN

*STRICT AIRSPACE CONTROL

TWENTY FOUR HOUR PERIOD -f TANKER EFFICIENCY DEPENDS ON:
FIGURE 8. RECEIVER REFUFLING ACTIVITY COMPATIBILITY WITH RECEIVERS

VARIES GREATLY WITH TIME REFUELING (RATE QUEING TIMES & TRANSFER

TIMES/# RECEIVERS)

-NOT ON TOTAL FUEL CAPACITY OF TANKER

Offensive planners preferring to mass strike -N
aircraft into large attack waves increases strike FIGURE 9. TANKER EFFICIENCY DRIVES
aircraft survivability by saturating the enemy air ATTACK EFFECTIVENESS
defenses (Fig 9). It albo allows strike aircraft
to provide mutual support to each other, such In order for tanker operations to be efficient,
as fighter escort, electronic countermeasures, tankers have to be compatible with al! types of
anci defense suppression. Supporting large receivers. This avoids the need to dedicate a
attack waves, however, stresses the air portion of the tanker fleet :o :;ertain receivers,
refueling capability. Wave attacks require and improves utilization of tankers in the air.
numerous refuelings over a relatively short Ad, itionally, f.",iciency can be improved by
period of time. Since fighter aircraft require increasing the refueling rate. The refueling rate
relativlv small quantities of fuel per refueling, for a group of receivers is the sum of the
the problem confronting air refuelers is queuing times and the fuel transfer timcs,
generally not in providing a sufficient quantity divided by the number of receivers. Queuing
of fuel, but in providing suffiLient offload time is defined as te-. time between when one
points to allow all refuelings to be completed receiver disconr.ects from the tanke: until the
within the time constraints. Addiionally, the next receiver begins to receive fuel. Fuel
large numbers of aircraft involved can present transfer time depends' on the transfer rate, and
an airspace deconfliction problem. Even when the qLantity of fuel being transfered. Transfer
enough tanker aircraft are available, it is often rate is limited by either the rate at which the
difficult to "hedule them in the available tanker can offload fuel, or the rate at which the
aiispace. receivers can accept fuel, whichever is lower.

For fighter operations, queuing time is often as
Therefore, we see that supporting wave attacks significant as transfer time. Improving either
requires highly efficient tanker operations. In of these times will increase tanker efficiency.
this case efficiency can be defined as "how Increasing the total fuel ýapacity of the tanker
many receivers ea-h tanker can support in a will not, in general, increase the efficiency of
given length of time." Increar'.,g efficiency will tanker operations in support of wave attacks.
allow more strike aircraft to be supported by
the tanker force, within the available airspace. Several lessons were learned in Desert Storm.

For example, tankers are valuable assets. For
striking deep targets, they are essential. For
continuous air patrol they are a force multiplier.
While tankers contributed heavily to the
success of the Allied air campaign, together we
faced the challenge of future joint operations.

In the Mid-East war, the enemy waited five
months, allowing the ' ,,od guys" to transport
the ne,.ded personnel and cargo. This may not
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always be the case. Gen. Colin Powell
believes we should plan for simultaneous Figure 12 shows the aircraft that can be
conflicts which would strain our airlift and refueled using the KC-135's boom-drogue
tanker assets even more (Figure 10). adapter kit. The gray area outside the circle

shows the large number of aircraft that cannot
be refueled while the boom-drogue adapter kit•MULTIPLE, SIMULTANEOUS CONFLICTS

LONG RANGE, LONG ENDURANCE OPERATIONS is installed on the tankers boom.
* JOINT OPERATION WITH ALLIES, USN AND USMC
* FEWER USAF TANKERS

* LESS INFRASTRUCTURE THAN DESERT STORM

* INTEROPERABILITY
* RELIABLE. SAFE REFUELING WITH MTERNATIONAL CREWS USN
. TANKERS WHICH ARE COMPATIBLE WITH ALL TYPES OF

RECEIVERS

* THESE TRENDS POINT TOWARUi:
* MULTIPLE FUEL OFFLOAD POINTS ON EACH TANKER BODA EQUIPPED

KC-135R

FIGURE 10. MAJOR TRENDS AFFECTING
AERIAL REFUEUNG

To provide the interoperability for large, multi- -
national and joint campaigns, USAF tankers FIGURE 12. BDA INTEROPERABILITY
must (1) be compatible with all types of LIMITATIONS
receivers and (2) provide multiple fuel offload
points.

Figure 13 indicates that in addition to requiring
INTEROPERABILITY that a fraction of the KC-135 tanker force be
CONSIDERATIONS pre-dedicated to refueling either receptacle or

probe equipped aircraft, there are other
Of the 1000 total tankers in the Free World, concerns related to BDA kits. Operational
three-quarters are boom-equipped. Of the flexibility is obviously reduced. Scheduling is
14,500 receivers less than 50% are compatible more difficult. The number of sorties
with booms. Figure 11 illustrates the problem supported is less. The USN and USMC pilots
in conducting combined operations using have indicated safety, reliability and other
boom-equipped KC-135s. None of the USN major concerns with BDA use. Additionally,
aircraft can be supported, while only 14% of the kits cause an increase in drag since the
NATO aircraft and 29% of the international hose- drogue is deployed at all times.
aircraft can be supported.

CAN REFUEL ONLY PROBE

EGIPPED AICRAFT

.REDUCES rLEIMLITY-
USAF .CHEDULING A INAIR

(83C) *i:stc OPERATIONSQ: - •CAUSES SAFETY CONCERNS

BOOM ONLY
XC-136 LOWERS RELJANIUTY

FIGURE 11. BOOM TANKER FIGURE 13. LMITATIONS WITH BOA
INTEROPERABIUTY UMITATIONS
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As discussed earlier, it is imperative in future Figure 15 illustrates Multi-Point operations. In
conflicts to maximize the compatibility of KC- addition to being very cost-effective, there are
135 tankers with the 7000 Allied and USN several operational advantages.
receivers that are not boom-compatible. The
Multi-Point Refueling System (MPRS) for the (1) Interoperability. The USN,
KC-135R is a significant step in this direction. USMC, and most potential Allied aircraft
(See Figure 14). employ probe/drogue refueling. Multi-

Point KC-135Rs allow the USAF to
support the air refueling needs of joint
service/Allied operations.

USAF (2) High tempo operations. Multi-
Point provides a significant improvement
in the performance of a tanker fleet when

MPRS air refueling operation are time
KC-13sR constrained.

(3) Force multiplier. The benefit is
derived primarily from the versatility of aSmodified KC- 135 R.

FIGURE 14. KC-135R MULTI-POINT (4) Operability flexibility. The
INTEROPERABILITY LIMITATIONS inclusion of refueling pods receptacle on

KC-135's increases the potential range of
operations, and the number of acceptable

SUMMARY basing sites.

Frontier's analysis indicates that modifying a Figure 16 contrasts the efficiency of multi-point
fraction of the KC-135R tankers to include the and single point refueling using a fixed number
wing pods is the best way for the USAF to of tanker aircraft. This is a notional chart based
improve compatibility with Allied and US on the relationships we have seen in on our
Navy aircraft. It is affordable, effective, theater analyses. The left axis represents the
reliable, safe and versatile. The problems with number of receiver aircraft refuelings. The
BDA kits were discussed earlier. New USAF horizontal axis is the percent of receivers
tankers are not realistic for the near term. equipped with probes, that is, the number of

aircraft which can refuel from the multi-point
refueling pods. The multi-point work Frontier

COSTEFFECTIVE AM has done shows that as the percent of probe
AFFORoABLE equipped receivers increase there is an increase
9IO"N.IIICALY in number of receivers that can be refueled by
:I-ARoyV the fixed size tanker fleet (Top Curve). The
t ITERPEoAUTYm size of this increase (a) varies from scenario to

I- - .•SPEEDSREFUEUINIOIN scenario, and is dependent on several factors
OMPETEMO including the percentage of strike sortiesI i OPERKTHONS

involved in wave attacks, the time allowed for
BE•COMES A FORCE refueling each attack wave, and the missionMULTIPUER distances the aircraft have to fly. Our

I experience indicates that this increase in
efficiency typically ranges from 25% to 50 %

FIGURE 15. BENEFITS OF ADDING for the multi-point tanker fleet. Note that when
MULTI-POINT RFUELING all receivers are receptacle equipped (0%

equipped with drogues) multi-point tankers are
slightly less efficient than single point tankers.
This is because the maximum fuel load that a
multipoint tanker can carry must be reduced
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due to the additional weight of the pods, plus
the additional drag due to the pods. Tankers will be used as airlifters, when

available, to offset the deficiency we have in
airlift capacity. For example between 100 and
200 KC-135s may be modified to make

,ULTIPIT loading/unloading of cargo more straight-
forward. This is done by installing rollers.
Our analysis indicates that there is a payoff for
KC-135 tanker-to-tanker refueling as well. It

•,WA not only supports long range operations, but it
permits the returning, lighter tanker to land at

SPImost modem airfields.

0% ,ca •' &OMU OG •ot 00• INTEROPERABI.flY
SAFELY REFUEL ALLIED, USN & USAF RECEIVERS

A: KC-135 AIRCRAFT CANNOT REFUEL BOTH TYPES
OF RECEIVERS. VALUE IS SCENARIO DEPENDENT - REFUEL RECEPTACLE AND DROGUE RECEIVERS

a : MJLTIPOINT TYPICALLY 25.0 % GREATER. DEPENDING
ON SCENARIO FACTORS SUCH AS WAVE ME DURATIONS REDUNDANT DEOVERY DEVICES

FIGURE 16. MULTIPOINT REFUEUNG MORE IMPROVED REFUELNG EFFICIENCY-SHOWIER CYCLES
EFFICIENT FOR THEATER OPERATIONS

DUAL USE -HAUL FUEL OR CARGO(PASSENGERS

The numbers of receivers that the single point •TANKER*TOTANKER REFUELIG-SUPPORT LONG RANGEOPERATIONS AND GREATLY INCREASE THE NUMBER OF

KC-135 tanker fleet can refuel typically ACCEPTABLE BASES

decreases when the receiver fleet is a mix of
receptacle and probe equipped aircraft. This is FIGURE 17. FUTURE TANKER SYSTEM
because dedicated tankers are needed for each REQUIREMENTS
type receiver, and frequently a duplication of I
tanker assets in the air is required to support
both types of receivers. Again, the size of this
reduction in performance is scenario
dependent. This reduction in performance will
not show up for single point tanker aircraft
which do not need to land to service the two
types of receivers. An example is the KC-10A
which has a single refueling hose-drogue and a
single boom which are both mounted near the
centerline of the aircraft. This tanker can use
only the boom or the hose-drogue at one time,
not both sinmwltancously.

Figure 17 summarizes the major requirements
for tankers which must support all types of
receiver aircraft in future conflicts where the
infrastructure varies widely. The need for
interoperability will probably increase; not
decrease. Shorter refueling cycles are needed
to improve refueling effieciency and
subsequently strike effectiveness. Multi-point
refueling helps satisfy the interoperability and
efficiency requirements by (1) refueling both
receptacle- and probe-equipped receivers and
(2) simultaneously refueling two receivers.
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AERIAV. RF14 EIJNC INTIROPFERABILITY
FROM A RECEIVER FLYING QUALITIES PERSPECIIE

D.J. Ludwig
FW331, Flight Test and Engineering Group
Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division

Patuxent River, Maryland 20670, USA

SUMMARY universal air refueling receptacle installation (UARRSI). In
Over the past decade, there has been increased emphasis on the mid 1960s, a boom drogue adapter (BDA) was
inter-service and international operability with respect to developed as an interim measure to allow the boom system
aerial refueling (AR). One area concerning interoperability to refuel probe equipped receiver airplanes. The BDA is a 9
that needs to be considered in light of the increased trend ft hose section with paradrogue which attaches to the end
towards large multi-point tankers is receiver flying of the boom. The BDA system has disadvantages in that it
qualities during AR. This paper stresses the importance of is difficult to refuel from, it limits the KC-135 to
conducting receiver proximity trials to optimize refueling probe/drogue refueling, only, when installed, and can
position behind the tanker and providing the pilot with the refuel only one receiver at a time. Following the KC-10
best receiver flying qualities for AR that can be attained, wing pod program, the Air Force has embarked on a wing
Receiver flying qualities behind the tanker can be seriously AR pod program for the KC-135 as well.
degraded if proper steps to optimize receiver refueling
positions are not taken prior to final design. Poor receiver The Navy is looking at the P-3 anti-submarine warfare
flying qualities in the refueling positions can reduce airplane to fulfill a roll as a medium land based tanker to
engagement success rate, increase the amount of training support carrier battle group operations as well as filling an
required, increase mishaps, increase refueling cycle time international role. This is partially due to the current
and seriously degrade mission effectiveness of the tanker, reduced submarine threat and the presence of increasing
There are, of course, many other considerations regarding numbers of surplus P-3 airframes. The P-3 tanker includes
tanker/receiver compatibility such as airspeed/altitule wing pod mounted hose/reel AR systems and is in the
compatibility, fuel system compatibility, conceptual stage at this time.
communications, night lighting, etc. But this paper
primarily addresses receiver flying qualities and the The Marine Corps KC-130 tankers provide refueling
importance of refueling position behind the tanker as it support for fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft. The
pertains to flying qualities. Specific programs discussed conversion of the tanker from fixed wing to rotary wing
are Navy trials with the Air Force KC-10 and KC-135 tanking speeds is accomplished by changing paradrogues
tankers and Navy programs to bring a wing pod tanker to provide a constant range of drogue drag to the hose take-
capability to the P-3 airplane. Additionally, efforts up response mechanism. This drogue conversion,
underway to enhance tanker mission effectiveness of the however, limits the efficiency of the tanker in that the.
KC-130 with a variable geometry drogue are discussed and wing pod can only refuel one type of receiver without a
their ramifications explored. paradrogue change on the ground. The Marine Corps is

investigating a variable geometry drogue that maintains
INTRODUCTION constant drag over the wide range of airspeeds necessary to
The U.S. Navy has e-ibarked on several joint aerial support both fixed and rotary wing aircraft. The variable
refueling (AR) programs designed to improve geometry drogue offers benefits to other aspects of AR, as
interoperability between the Navy and Air Force, improve well, including potential for providing constant drogue
the AR efficiency of land based tankers and improve the trail position regardless of airspeed and better
selection of tanker assets available to the military optimization of hose take-up response mechanisms.
planners. Currently, the primary Navy tankers operate
from aircraft carriers and include the A-6 and S-3 configured The trend toward wing pod tankers raises challenges to the
with self contained AR stores (buddy stores). The Marine designers, evaluators and operators. Wing pod tankers can
Corps uses land based KC-130 tankers. By memorandum of be inherently more difficult to refuel from due to
understanding, the Air Force provides large land based asymmetric air flow fields behind the wing pods and
tanker support to the Navy. This support is provided by tanker/receiver proximity limitations. Receiver refueling
KC-10 and KC-135 tankers. position behind wing pod tankers can be much more

critical in terms of receiver flying qualities than fuselage
The KC-10 was developed with a probe/drogue refueling mounted tanker systems.
system in the fuselage in addition to the boom/receptacle
system to provide true interoperability between Air Force KC-10 WING AERIAL REFUELING PODS
tankers and Navy receivers. The efficiency, however, of The Navy has completed receiver qualification tests of the
that tanker is limited by the fact that only one receiver can Air Force KC-10 tanker configured with wing pods. Navy
be refueled at a time. A program was started to retrofit wing involvement began in 1989 with initial trials using S-3
AR pods on the KC-10 to provide a multiplane refueling and F/A-18 receivers and a 50 ft (15 m) hose version of the
capability, wing pods. The S-3 was chosen because of its non-fly-by-

wire irreversible flight control system, large wing span
The KC-135 tanker is primarily a boom/receptacle type and tall vertical stabilizer, with good basic flying qualities
tanker for refueling Air Force airplanes incorporating a characteristics. The F/A-18 airplane was used because it
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represents a modem tactical fighter type airplane with as the airflow rolled up and around the wing tip vortex
digital fly-by-wire flight control system. Severe problems core. With 10 ft (3 m) of step-down, the S-3 receiver
with poor receiver flying qualities in the refueling vertical tail was mostly under the influence of the flow
positions required a closer look at the effects of the tanker field below the plane of the wing which caused the airplane
flow field on the receiver airplane. Wind tunnel tests to to fly misaligned with the tanker as shown in figure 1.
investigate problems with hose extension/retraction
characteristics shed light on the nature of the flow field
behind the tanker leading to a series of proximity
evaluations using S-3, A-7 and F-14 airplanes. The results
of these proximity tests eventually led to the installation
of longer 74 ft (23 m) refueling hoses to improve basic
receiver flying qualities in the refueling positions.

Short Hose Receiver Flying Qualities
Receiver pilots tested the flying qualities aspects of
refueling, from the tanker by first stabilizing at the
approach position defined as 20 ft (6 m) behind the
paradrogue in trail and flying the airplane vertically and Precontact Position
horizontally, 10 ft (3 m) from the centered position to get

a feel for the aft flow field. The pilot then flew his airplane
to the precontact position defined as 5 ft (2 m) behind the
paradroguz in traii and maneuvered vertically and
horizontally, 5 ft from the centered position. Following
precontact maneuvering, the receiver cleared from behind Inner Limit
the paradrogue which then was retracted and the receiver
airplane was maneuvered into the simulated refueling
positions. These preliminary tests were then followed by Figure 1
refueling engagements using various closure rates up to 10 Receiver Misalignment with the Tanker
ft per second (3 m/sec).

The effect of the flow field beneath the pod caused a higher
Control Force Requirements angle of attack on the receiver's outboard wing than on the
At the precontact position the receiver had approximately inboard wing which created a roll moment towards the
7 ft (2 m) of step down from the pod when a 2.5 q drogue tanker extended centerline. Countering with aileron
was used at 250 KEAS. The S-3 pilot felt moderate increased the yaw moment towards the tanker (adverse yaw)
turbulence on the vertical tail. There was an inboard requiring outboard rudder to counter the induced sideslip.
rolling moment which required 5-7 lbs (22-31 N) of Above the wing pod, the dominant flow pattern contained
outboard countering lateral stick force and an inboard a strong inboard vector component. When the receiver
yawing moment which required 25-30 lbs (111-133 N) of moved upward, the vertical stabilizer became increasingly
outboard rudder pedal force to counter. During contact with under the influence of the inboard flow pattern which
the drogue and moving into the refueling range, the rolling caused an abrupt outboard yaw moment that had to be
moment increased in the same sense requiring 15-20 lbs countered with inboard rudder. Figure 2 illustrates this
(67-89 N) outboard lateral stick force. Yaw moment point.
abruptly reversed in sense requiring 50-60 Is (222-267 N)
of inboard rudder to counter. Maintaining receiver PREJlNTACT
alignment with the tanker resulted in a steady heading POSITION
sideslip with 5-8 degrees of outboard-wing-down roll
attitude. During contacts, as the receiver moved into the
refueling range, varying control forces with increasing
cross-controls were difficult to anticipate. During contacts
if the receiver flew 5 ft (1-2 m) high in relation to the free RjjtING
trail hose position, the S-3 experienced a pitch-up moment POSITION
that needed to be countered with 4-5 lbs (18-22 N) of
forward stick force. These control force requirements to fly
the airplane into the refueling range of the short hose pods
caused us to have concern about the flow field behind the Figure 2
wing pods. Results of wind tunnel tests conducted by Flow Field Influence on Receiver Vertical Stabilizer
Douglas Aircraft Company collaborated with S-3 control
force requirements test results. The pilot's workload flying The total effect was described by pilots as "like balancing
at the refueling positions were greatly influenced by the on top of a ball" or "the airplane doesn't fly like an
nature of the flow field behind the tanker and is discussed airplane there". All of these effects were increased in
in the following paragraphs. intensity at slower speeds and heavier tanker gross

weights (higher angle of attack) although at lower speeds
Flow Visualization the drogue trails lower which increased the vertical
Review of wind tunnel tests performed by Douglas Aircraft distance between the receiver vertical stabilizer and the
Company showed how the receiver airplane was influenced influence of the inboard flow vector. The obvious solution
by the flow field behind the tanker. The dominant flow to the problems described above was to lower the receiver
pattern below the level of the pod contained a strong position by trailing a longer length of hose which not
outboard vector component which caused the hose and only lowered the receiver position, but increased
drogue to trail outboard 4-6 degrees. Outboard of the wing tanker/receiver separation which is enhancing from a
pod, the flow field vector component was shifted upwards safety aspect.

;1m'mllIlIl •••alll l II l
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tolerances are somewhat looser than the precontact
Need for Pilot RatinglWorkload Assesment position since the receiver can maneuver around
As a way to quantify the effects of tanker flow field on horizontally and vertically without detriment. The
receiver flying qualities, flying qualities were assessed at tolerance chosen was ± 2 ft (< I m) for desired performance
stabilized positions around the natural trail position of the and ± 3 ft (I m) for adequate performance.
hose/drogue using the Cooper-Harper handling qualities
rating (HQR) scale as described in reference a. Numerical Results of Pilot Workload
ratings were grouped into three levels as shown in the Initial aerial refueling tests with the 50 ft (15 in) trail
figure 3 simplified HQR scale. length pods revealed high pilot workload while refueling,

particularly when the receiver was moving from the
contact position into the refueling range towards the inner

LEVEL I limit. To better quantify flying qualities in the refueling

r No womn u -a mi mapi - positions, proximity tests were performed using an S-3A
Smse¶.muoo wOnd for deured and TA-7C. Results of the flying qualities tests as a

ys function of receiver position behind the tanker are shown
LEVEL 11 in figure 4.
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Figure 4
Because the handling qualities ratings are dependent on Receiver Flying Qualities as a Function of Position

proper task selection and their usefulness dependent on
proper mission relation, the selected task was a function of The S-3 experienced ordcr/ine level //( flying qualities 11
the receivers position behind the tanker. For example, the the precontact position. lying qualities improved as the
approach position ie defined as 20 ft (6 m) behind the receiver moved down or outboard from the tanker fuselage.
paradrogue and is primarily an observation position that Movement inboard reduced flying qualities apparently due
the receiver establishes himself in prior to approaches to to the effects of increased engine buffet on the S-3 wing

the drogue. Accurate position keeping is not so critical and and increased roll moment towards the tanker. Moving to a
additionally, there is no immediate reference to the actual 5 ft (<2 m) high position resulted in significant
receivers position other than the tanker. Therefore, the degradation in flying qualities with an abrupt outboard
task was to maintain a stable position within a rather yawing moment and increased inboard rolling moment.
loose + 2 ft (< i m) for desired perfornance and + 3 ft (e to) The combined effect resulted in near level Ill flying
for adequate performance. The precontact position is qualities at the high position. Following receiver contact
defined as 5 ft (1-2 m) behind the paradrogue and is the with the drogue, the receiver experienced constantly
position where approaches to drogue contact are initiated, changing control forces required to maintain the proper
Tolerances are much tighter since ideally the receiver vertical and horizontal position behind the refueling pod.
stabilizes behind the drogue within the extended outer Flying qualities proximity tests revealed level II flying
perimeter of the paradrogue such that with application of qualities at the inner limit of the refueling range defined as
power, the receiver will have a reasonable chance of 28 ft (8-9 mr)behind the pod, which abruptly degraded to
bitting within the inner cone of the drogue. The tolerance level g flying qualities as the receiver moved 2-3 ft (p m)
was therefore m1/4 drogue width (0.2 h) for desired higher than the normal trail position of the hose. TA-fC
performance and -1/2 drogue width (0.4 n) for adequate test results were similart tsthe S-3. The level 11 flying
performance. The receiver also stabilized at displaced qualities in the refueling range and abrupt degradation in
positions away from the centered position typically e-10 ft flying qualities if the receiver drifted high in relation to

(3 in) from the approach position and ±5 ft (1-2 in) from the normal hose trail position were considered
the precontact position using the same lateral and vertical unsatisfactory and warranted improvement. Further
tolerances. This provides data for mapping of the aft flow proximity tests were recommended to evaluate receiver
field behind the tanker which allows assessment of flying qualities at positions behind the tanker simulating
receiver flying qualities at various simulated drogue wing pods with 74 ft (23 m) hoses.
positions and for operational considerations where the
pilots will routinely deviate from the nominal positions. Long Hose Receiver Flying Qualities
The inner limit position is defined as the position within Proximity Tests
the refueling range of the hose reel system where fuel Follow-on receiver proximity tests were conducted using
transfer is automatically secured and the AR system an S-3A and an F-14D. The TA-7C was not used due to
provides a warning to the receiver that he is close enough unavailability. Results of the long hose proximity flying
(typically a flashing amber light). The position keeping qualities tests are shown in figure 5.

Li
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Test Position"T' ." 1.: ' . 2 ._.' " ". . .......

Level LXI

35 ft 3011 75 ftgof

S-3 Iiuff lml1 (60 ft) P-14 Inr Limit (60 If)

Figure 5 Figure 6
Receiver Flying Qualities as a Function of Position Receiver Proximity Test Positions

There was significant improvement in S-3 flying qualities At each trail position the receiver maneuvered from the
at the test positions. Particularly, there were level I flying initial centered position vertically and horizontally to a
qualities at the nominal vertical/horizontal refueling displaced position dependent on trail position. At the 50
position all the way to the inner limit. There was still a and 75 ft positions (15 and 23 in), the receiver stabilized at
degradation in flying qualities to level HI as the S-3 moved displaced positions 10 ft (3 m) from the centered position
to a high refueling position, but the transition from level I using pilot's line-of-sight and at 5 ft (2 m) from the
to level U1 flying qualities was adequate warning and the centered position at the 35 ft (11 Im) trail position. The 75
degradation was not as abrupt as experienced with the short and 50 ft positions simulated the initial contact position
hose positions. F-14 flying qualities at the simulated where receiver flying qualities have a profound effect on
refueling positions were very good with level I flying the pilot's ability to position the probe horizontally and
qualities at all test positions except at the 5 ft (1-2 m) high vertically within the confines of the paradrogue. As with
position where flying qualities degraded slightly to level the KC-10 wing pod tests, the receiver pilot's task was to
II. position the airplane horizontally and vertically with a

tolerance of ±1/2 drogue width (0.4 in) for adequate
Receiver Qualification performance. This simulated a 30 in (0.8 m) diameter
Receiver qualification tests were conducted to qualify the drogue. The 95 ft position simulated an approach or
A-6E, AV-gB, EA-6B, F-14D, F/A-18 and S-3 for refueling observation position behind a simulated 75 ft hose. The
operations from the KC-10 wing pods. All receiver pilots 35 ft position simulated the inner limit position while
reported level I flying qualities at the nominal refueling refueling from tanker system with a 50 ft hose. Receiver
positions. centered and 10 ft displaced positions are illustrated in

figure 7.
KC-13S WING AERIAL REFUELING PODS
General
The Air Force and Navy have completed receiver proximity
tests of the Air Force KC-135R tanker simulating a wing
pod tanker configuration. The KC-135R is a low wing
military tanker/cargo airplane using four CFM-56 engines.
Navy involvement consisted of proximity evaluations
using S-31 and F-14D airplanes. The purpose of this
evaluation was to identify optimum receiver aerial F 4
refueling positions behind a wing pod configured tanker. Io 0
As with the KC-10 proximity tests, receiver flight V I(I
controls inputs were used to map the flow field behind the I

tanker. Flow field was mapped by having the receiver pilot L-- -I
stabilize at specific positions behind the tanker and note 2 -- J
longitudinal, lateral and directional trim and/or stick and
pedal force requirements. Thus airframe moments Figure 7
generated by varying tanker flow fields could be better Receiver Test Positions
understood, their impact on airplane flying qualities
assessed with the intention of identifying optimum drogue Flow Field Mapping
trail positions for aerial refueling. Control Force Requirements

At the 75 ft (23 in) centered position (position 1), the S-3
The proximity positions were chosen to simulate hose required 5 lbs (22 N) of outboard stick force to counter a
terity postionsw wereen 50(15)and75fto si3mulat heeive roll moment inboard towards the tanker extended
trail lengths between 50 (15 ,n) and 75 ft (23 in). Receiver centerline. Maintaining a horizontal/vertical position
pilots stabilized t 95, 75. 50 and 35 flt (29, 23, 15 and in within the defined tolerance required very small. <1/2 in
f) behind the simulated wing pod location as illustrated in (<1 cm) and continuous lateral and longitudinal control
figure 6. stick movements with no apparent flow field induced yaw

moment. Position 2 required 4 lbs (18 N) outboard stick
force and position 3 required a slightly less outboard
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control stick force of 3 lbs (13 N) to counter less flow field
induced inboard roll moment. The pilot felt moderate chop
on the vertical tail of the airplane when he flew to a
j,'sition 5 ft (<2 m) above the neutral position without
any significant effects on the airplane's yaw axis.

At the 50 ft (15 m) position, the S-3 lateral control force
requirements slightly higher than the 75 ft (23 m) position
requiring 5-6 lbs (22-27 N) of outboard stick force to
stabilize at position 1. Stabilizing at position 3 required 3
lbs (13 N) of outboard lateral stick force to counter the •eomndu

inboard roll moment. It was more difficult to stabilize at 3 ft..'.

the high position (position 4) within ±112 drogue width Level I v Level m
(0.4 m) due to increase in buffet on the vertical tail and

required 6-7 lbs (27-31 N) of outboard control stick force Figure 8
and continuous, 3/4-1,in (2.5 cm) lateral control Receiver Flying Qualities and Sight Picture
movements and a continuously varying forward control
stick pressure of 5 to 10 lbs (27-44 N). At the 35 ft P-3 WING POD TANKER
position (simulated inner limit), the pilot experienced General
continuous light chop at position 1. Maintaining a stable The P-3 Orion is a four-engine, low-wing, land-based
position within + 1/2 drogue width (0.4 m) required 6-7 lbs airplane designed for antisubmarine warfare and maritime
(27-31 N) of outboard control stick force and 15 - 20 lbs patrol. The P-3 airframe has good potential as a medium
(67-89 N) of outboard rudder pedal force to counter an give tanker. An aerial refueling configuration that includes
apparent inboard yaw moment. Continuous, 1/2 in (1 cm) a give and receive capability has been studied. As a
lateral and longitudinal stick movements were required to receiver, the P-3 fuel system needs to receive fuel at a high
stabilized within the desired tolerances. Stabilizing at the rate to minimize the amount of time the pilot has to fly the
outboard position 3 required approximately 4 lbs (18 N) of airplane in close formation. T,,is is born from the fact that
outboard lateral stick force to counter the reduced inboard the P-3's flying qualities are not optimized for precise
roll moment. When moving high to position 4 at 3-5 ft (I - formation flying and high pilot workload is a limiting
2 m) above the neutral position, there was sufficient factor. Several feasibility test programs have investigated
difference in the flow field as the S-3 vertical stabilizer was the P-3 flying qualities in the receiver roll using the Air
positioned above the tanker wing to cause an abrupt Force Universal Aerial Refueling Receptacle Installation
outboard yaw moment at a rate of approximately 5 (UARRSI) and the Navy's probe/drogue refueling system.
degrees/sec and an increase inboard roll moment. Several tanker configurations have also been studied which
Additionally, there was a tendency for the airplane to draft include a fuselage installed hose reel system and wing pod
towards the tanker wing pod position. Forward control mounted hose reel systems for probe/drogue refueling. The
stick pressure was required to counter an apparent increased inherent advantages of the wing pod mounted hose reel
pitch-up moment. systems includes increased reliability of the tanker system

because of redundancy and reduced refueling time for a
In general, flying qualities in most areas, except position group of tactical aircraft because of the potential for two
4, behind the KC-135 wing were satisfactory for AR. The airplanes to refuel at once. Thus, discussion will be limited
best receiver flying qualities for the S-3 and F-14 were to a test program that investigated the feasibility of the P-
consistently experienced at position 2 providing level I 3 as a wing pod tanker.
flying qualities. Flying qualities degraded to borderline
level I/Vl at positions 1, 3 and 5. As the receiver moved up Feasibility Evaluation
to position 4, abrupt changes in the induced moments A feasibility evaluation of the P-3 as a wing pod tanker
about the airplane's pitch and yaw axis required well-timed was conducted to verify that adequate receiver airplane
control inputs by the pilot to compensate. Both the S-3 flying qualities existed in refueling positions behind the
and F-14 experienced borderline level i1/I1 flying qualities P-3. The evaluation was performed using an S-3 receiver
at position 4 with the worst flying qualities experienced at with positioning based upon a simulated wing aerial
the 35 ft (10 m) trail position where the S-3 approached refueling pod located midway between the outboard engine
the limits of controllability. The overriding factor in the and wing tip on both wings (existing stations II and 16).
reduced flying qualities at position 4 was not the absolute The simulated pod's hose was 82 ft (25 m) from the pod to
magnitude of control inputs required, but the rate at which the drogue. The pod was estimated to hang below the wing
the required inputs changed with small position to the approximate level of the tanker fuselage, with hose
deviations. For optimum refueling conditions, the receiver drop dependent on airspeed but assumed to be
requires an volume of space around the trail position of the approximately 15 ft (5 m) at the full trail position and 10
bose where small variations in receiver position of :± 5 ft ft (3 m) at the inner limit of the refueling range. Testing
(2 m) do not require abrupt, well-timed control inputs to was conducted at a range of airspeeds from 200 to 275
compensate for flow field variations. Additionally, the KIAS. An illustration of the tanker configuration with F-
receiver position must be high enough in relation to the 14 airplanes engaged is shown in figure 9.
tanker to provide adequate visual tanker references for AR.
The optimum refueling position for receiver flying
qualities is illustrated in figure 8. Visual cues for AR
however were degraded at positions 2 inside of 50 ft (15 m)
of trail.
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of the lower refueling speeds for helicopters which range
from 100 to 120 KCAS, the KC-130 is configured with a

Inne high drag drogue which maintains sufficient tension on the
hose for the operating range of the hose take-up response
mechanism. Fixed wing refueling typically is conducted
between 200 and 265 KCAS so the tanker must be
configured with a lower drag drogue to maintain hose load
within the operating range of the hose take-up response
mechanism. The requirement to change drogues before
refueling fixed or rotary wing aircraft severely limits the
flexibility of the tanker. The tanker must land and have the

Initial Contact drogue changed before providing refueling support for the
- other type aircraft. A variable geometry drogue with

sufficient drag range to accommodate both helicopters and
fixed wing airplanes is much needed to improve
operational flexibility.

Standard Drogue Position
Changes in free trail drogue position can make a

Figure 9 significant difference in the way the receiver airplane flies
P-3 Wing Pod Tanker with F-1 4's Engaged during aerial refueling. Typically the changes in receiver

airplane position because of the trail position of the
Approach Position drogue helps define the optimum refueling speeds. Behind
At the approach position 100 ft (30 m) behind the large tankers, the high relative trail position of the drogue
simulated drogue position, stabilizing the S-3 airplane places the receiver increasingly into increased buffet
required 4 lbs (18 N) of lateral control stick force away and/or dramatic changes in air flow patterns behind the
from the tanker and 10 to 15 lbs (44-67 N) of rudder pedal wing which can severely degrade airplane handling
force away from the tanker to counter the apparent adverse qualities. At slow speeds, the drogue trails lower to a point
yaw. Maintaining the approach position within ±3 ft (I m) where the receiver pilot's visual references are reduced
was very easy for the pilot, requiring small 1/4 in (0.6 cm) which can be especially disconcerting to the pilot at
lateral and longitudinal inputs every 2-3 seconds which night. Different trail positions of the drogue due to
resulted in level I flying qualities. Moving 10 ft (3 m) changes in airspeed require the receiver pilot to adjust his
above the stabilized position resulted in greater induced piloting technique to accommodate the changes in airflow
roll and yaw moments towards the tanker extended field effects and to adjusts his visual references so that
centerline. These moments were easily countered with an proper lineup and closure rate control is maintained. A
additional 10 lbs (44 N) outboard lateral stick force and 15- variable geometry drogue will trail at a relatively standard
20 Ibs (67-89 N) of outboard rudder pedal force. The high position so that receiver pilots are not required to make
position was preceded by a high frequency airframe buffet. adjustments due to changes in airflow field effects and
The position inboard 10 ft from the centered position sight picture. The ultimate goal is to make aerial refueling
resulted in higher inboard roll and yaw tendency than the as routine as possible.
centered position but less than the 10 ft high position .
When flying to the 10 ft outboard position, there was a Hose Response
less inboard roll tendency than the centered position with Current hose take-up response mechanisms and their
no apparent effects from wing tip vortices. The 10 ft low operating capabilities are limited by the large changes in
position was similar to the outboard position. Overall, the drag with airspeed which is inherent in fixed geometry
changing flow field induced airplane moments were gradual drogues. Two schools of thought for providing hose take-
as the receiver moved within 10 ft of the centered position up response during contacts are as follows:
and lateral/directional control force requirements were in
the same sense (not cross controlled). Both characteristics a. Limited airspeed envelope, fixed response rate.
made flying qualities at the approach position level 1. b. Wide airspeed envelope, variable response rate.

Contact and Inner Limit Positions Benefits to the two types of response systems are
Flying qualities at the contact position 82 ft (25 m) behind discussed in the following paragraphs.
the simulated pod. were similar to the approach position
and were generally level I at all of the positions within 10 Fixed Response Systems
ft (3 m) of the centered position. Flying qualities at the The fixed response rate systems are simple, reliable and
inner limit degraded slightly to level U at the centered, work quite well at optimum speeds. However, as you
high and inboard positions primarily due to the presence deviate from optimum speeds, the characteristics of the
of moderate buffet which required continuous 1/4 in (0.6 system become degraded in different ways depending on
cm) lateral and longitudinal inputs to stabilize within ±3 ft whether you are slow or fast in airspeed. As speed is
(I m). The airplane handling qualities at the approximate decreased, drogue drag becomes less able to overcome the
refueling positions behind the P-3 are more than adequate constant tendency for hose to reel in. A speed somewhat
for aerial refueling and superior to other wing pod tankers higher than the point were drogue drag equals take-up hose
recently tested. tension sets the lower speed limit because the ability of

the receiver airplane prob to latch into the reception
coupling is degraded without some amount of static load.

VARIABLE GEOMETRY DROGUE Also, drogue drag needs to be higher than take-up tension
Fixed and Rotary Wing Aerial Refueling to overcome breakout plus friction in the reel. Otherwise,
The US Marine Corps uses KC-130 tankers in a dual role in range disconnects can occur, which result in the drogue
refueling both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft. Because remaining in a position not fully extended. The upper
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speed limit of the fixed response/fixed drag system is set FUTURE PROJECTS
by receiver probe strength. For example, assuming a hose Future projects will include receiver compatibility testing
take-up tension of 300 lbs (1.33 kN), a 4.0 q drogue at 325 with the KC-135 configured with wing aerial refueling
KEAS would result in a static load on the receivers probe of pods. We are also in the planning stages of a feasibility
1,135 lbs (5.05 kN). Coupled with increased load due to program to conduct receiver engagements with a dry hose
impact, refueling probe limit loads can be exceeded. The P-3 wing pod tanker to be followed by prototype
answer to these limitations is to optimize the static load development if the feasibility program is successful. Work
on the probe for best latching characteristics while is underway to get preliminary drag data for a variable
providing adequate probe strength margin. A variable geometry drogue concept for application on the U.S.
geometry drogue would allow optimizing the static load on Marine Corps KC-130 tanker. And to improve tanker
the probe while expanding the usable airspeed envelope accessibility to military planners during joint exercises
without potential for exceeding probe strength. between participating nations, we are pursuing a

qualification program to verify and/or improve
Variable Response Systems interoperability between tankers and receivers from
The variable response rate systems work well over a wide various nations.
range of speeds but tend to be mechanically limited in
speed range and produce varying response characteristics REFERENCES
with respect to hose 4ake-up response because of the
different hose trail angle characteristics of fixed geometry 1. Cooper, G. and Harper, R., The use of Pilot
drogue systems. These systems set hose take-up response Rating in the Evaluation of Aircraft Handling Qualities.
as a function of airspeed typically by setting a reference NASA TN D-5153, April 1969.
hydraulic pressure based on hose tension. As the receiver
makes contact with the drogue, this causes an imbalance in
the hydraulic servo valve which then causes the reel motor
to reel in the hose until the reel is again supporting the
drag of the drogue and balance in the servo valve is
achieved. The airspeed range, however, is limited by the
mechanical range of the reference boost cylinder which
theoretically could be designed to accommodate the much
lower speeds of helicopter refueling using the same drogue.
The problem is the low trail position of the drogue would
require extensive modifications of the drogue level wind
mechanism and exit chute area to accommodate the wide
range of hose trail angles illustrated in figure 10.

AWO•'M al~e trail angle ••

for CdS - 2.0 wbea: 31 deg
CdS - dope dras/dylmc pr-ew. -

1 I20 KEAS

Figure 10
Hose Trail Angle as a Function of Airspeed

A variable geometry drogue designed to provide constant
drag over a wide range of airspeeds would result in a
constant optimum trail angle for hose carriage
mechanisms, pod exit chutes and receiver visual tanker
references. Additionally, the complicated variable
response mechanism could be discarded altogether reducing
the complexity of the hose response system.

CONCLUSIONS
Receiver flying qualities behind large wing pod tankers

we extremely dependent on the receivers position in space
while refueling. Large wing pod AR tanker designs require
receiver proximity testing before freezing the design to
optimize receiver refueling position behind the tanker and
give the receiver pilot the best flying conditions possible.
The concept of a variable geometry drogue that maintains a
relatively constant position in space regardless of airspeed
has potential to provide tanker designers flexibility in
tailoring the refueling package to provide a drogue
position optimized for receiver flying qualities and sight
picture.
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TANKER SYSTEM AND TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION:
A TANKER TECHNOLOGY ROAD MAP
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SUMMARY This approach starts with the using service (i.e., a
NATO Nation Air Force) utilizing their mission

This paper presents a process that leads from -cenarios to define major mission needs, including
comprehensive tanker system requirements analysis to projected enroute threat definitions. System
the development of a technology "road map." This road requirements are generated during this phase. Next,
map is a matrix listing key technology requirements for candidate airframes available for modification to
future air refueling tanker aircraft capabilities, and the tankers need to be identified. Once this is done,
current status of research and development activities in then the ability of these candidates to perform the
these key areas. Generalized examples from material tanker missions can be evaluated. If there are
prepared under a U.S. Air Force Contracted Research significant performance or survivability shortfalls, an
and Development (CRAD) study are utilized (1) Enhancement Analysis can be conducted. Finally, a

candidate aircraft can be recommended. Or, if there
Multi-mission capabilities (i.e., tanker, and cargo and is no totally satisfactory solution, concepts can be
passenger transport) are often preferred for these new re-evaluated by going through Tasks 3, 4, and 5
aircraft This allows the flexibility of use for many again, possibly with new candidate airframes from
purposes besides that of just air refueling: military Task 2.
cargo and passenger deployments, humanitarian relief,
medical air evacuation, executive transport, etc. For this Each of these five tasks are described in the
reason these tankers are often referred to as "tanker/ following sections, in varying levels of detail. The
transports" to emphasize these capabilities. In this emphasis in this paper is on the first task:
paper, the term "tanker" is used to describe what, in all Generating a comprehensive needs statement and
likelihood will be a tanker/transport, defining the various measures of effectiveness that

can be used to discriminate among candidate
1. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION airframe solutions.

In order to validate the need for any new air refueling 1.1 Mission Needs Statement.
(AR) tanker system and its performance requirements, a
thorough systematic requirements analysis needs to be Based on user-provided scenarios, analyses are
performed. The intent of this paper is to offer one conducted to generate a Mission Needs Statement.
methodical approach that could be used in developing This identifies desired aerial refueling mission
the design, technology, and operational support capabilities and system needs. Other roles and
requirements for a tanker fleet procurement. missions (e.g., cargo, passenger, aero-medical

evacuation) desired for the aircraft must also be
This paper presents a structured sequence of five considered at this point. Measures of effectiveness
primary tasks (Figure 1) that can be used to define the to be used in later analyses, are defined during this
functional and performance requirements for any new or first step in the process.
derivative tanker aircraft.

A functional analysis is also performed as an
element of this task. This analysis identifies.
through an iterative process, tanker functions

( Contract No. F33657-90-D-0029, Task Order 0008 required to implement the mission. This leads to
"ranker Technology Trade Studies: Low Altitude the identification of tanker systems and the
Aerial Refueling (LAAR) Operations." Final Report allocation of requirements to those systems.
MDC K5550, dated 15 March 1991, prepared for
USAF/AFSC Aeronautical Systems Division, 1.1.1 Scenario Definition
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433.

A comprehensive set of scenarios that delineate the

Pre'ented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in l.ong Range and 1(nIg Fndura,0ce O(peration ot A ir(raftr May IW3.
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potential range of tanker missions needs to be defined 2. EMPLOYMENTS (AIR FORCE IN-THEATER)
by the using National Air Force. If applicable,
emphasis may be placed on multi-role Tanker/Transport A. Tasking:
utilization. o Refuel Fighter/Attack (including Naval

Force) Aircraft
The mission scenarios, if definitive, can also be used to o Refuel Airborne Warning and Control
size the force of tankers required and comparatively System (AWACS) Platforms
evaluate candidate tanker force cost effectiveness. B. Mission Elements:

o Units: Types, Quantities (Sortie Force
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the scenarios Structure)
generated by the using service must be comprehensive, o Fighzer/Attack Aircraft External Store
with regard to expected usage of the tanker aircraft, and Configurations
demanding yet realistic in their expectations of its o Timing
capabilities. Otherwise, the value of the total o Routes and/or Radii of Action, Basing
requirements development and selection process can be Structure
seriously degraded. o Tactical Requirements

o Threat Environment
Tanker missions can be broken down into the following
types, assuming multi-role tasking; primary elements that 3. SPECIAL OPERATIONS
should be considered in a comprehensive !u.nior.
definition are also listed: A. Tasking:

"o Refuel Special Mission Aircraft, Including
MISSIONS Helicopters

"o Transport Cargo and Personnel
1. DEPLOYMENTS (LONG RANGE) B. Mission Elements:

o Unique System Requirements
A. Air Force Deployments o Unique Operational Requirements

(1) Tasking: o Unique Tactical Requirements
"o Refuel Fighters and Other Transport o Threat Environment

Aircraft
"o Provide Control and Escort In each of these missions there may be specific air

Communication and Navigation Functions, refueling tasks to be accomplished either as an
if Required element of the primary mission or by separate

"o Transport Cargo and Personnel supporting mission tasking. As an example of air
(2) Mission Elements: refueling as an element of the primary mission task,

"o Units: Types, Quantities, Support using Mission I.A., Air Force Deployments: The
Equipment and personnel tanker is tasked to air refuel deploying fighters,

"o Timing while on this same mission it is also tasked to carry
"o Routes, Bases, Geopolitical Factors supporting cargo and passengers (a "mission tanker/
"o Threat Environment transport" role).

B. Ground Force Deployments In a supporting role, the tanker may be based
(1) Tasking: somewhere along the deployment route, and tasked

"o Refuel Other Transport Aircraft to air refuel the mission tanker and/or its
"o Transport Cargo and Personnel accompanying fighters enroute. If the supporting

(2) Mission Elements: tanker is at the departure base, it can be tasked to
"o Units: Types & Quantity of Equipment "top off' the mission tanker and/or fighters so they
"o Timing can fly further on the initial mission leg.
"o Routes, Bases, Geopolitical Factors
"o Threat Environment In a similar case, if the tanker is only tasked to

carry cargo and/or passengers in Mission I.B. it
C. Humanitarian may be necessary to have supporting tankers air

(1) Tasking: refuel the mission aircraft or other cargo transports
"o Transport Cargo and Personnel enroute.
"o Refuel other Transport Aircraft

(2) Mission Elements: 1.1.2 Measures of Effe,'tiveness
"o Cargo, Passengers
"o Aeromedical Evacuation Measures of effectiveness related to the performance

of tanker and tanker/cargo aircraft missions can be
D. Special Air Missions selectively used to measure the capability of

(Government Executive Transport) competing airframe candidates.
Tasking: Transport Personnel and Cargo

Generally, these measures of effectiveness can be
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categorized into basic tanker airframe performance B. GROUND FORCE DEPLOYMENTS
capabilities, performance related to the missions (With Specific Routes, Route Winds, Bases
supporting specific receiver aircraft, scenario-specific Available)
missions, tanker force sizes to support specific scenarios, (1) Cargo and/or Passenger Capabilities
and the life cycle cost of those forces. (Single Transport Measures of

Effectiveness)
When determining force sizes and costs, the total system a. Number of Pallet Loads
must be considered: The aircraft, its supporting logistics b. Types of Vehicles Loadable
system, and flight crew manning. The logistics systems c. Number of Passengers
spare parts inventory, maintenance equipment and d. Load Flexibility (Mix of Cargo and
personnel availability, and flight crew manning levels Passengers)
determine airframe availability in terms of flying hours e. Ground Handling & Cargo Loading
per day, and can impact ground turn-around service Equipment Required
times. In USAF usage, the term "weapon system" is f. On-Board Loader (OBL) Availability
used even for transport airciaft systems to emphasize g. Built-in Cargo Loading Ramp
this total system capability. (Note that if a military cargo aircraft,

such as the C-130 or C-17, is chosen
Potentially useful measures of effectiveness are tabulated for modification into a tanker role, the
below, and some graphical examples are given in the need for an OBL or high-lift loading
accompanying illustrations: equipment is eliminated.)

(2) Force Capability (Multiple Transport
MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS Measures of Effectiveness)

a. Unit Closure
1. BASIC CAPABILITIES b. Through-Put (e.g.; Ton-Miles per Day)

A. OFFLOAD Vs. RADIUS-OF-ACTION C. FIGHTER/ATrACK AIRCRAFT` COMBAT
(See Figure 2) AIR PATROL OR STRIKES

B. TIME-ON-STATION (ToS) Vs. RADIUS-OF- (1) Radius of Action (Single Tanker Measure
ACTION (RoA) of Effectiveness)
(See Figure 3) (2) Tanker Force Required (Multiple Tanker

C. OFFLOAD Vs. TIME-ON-STATION Vs. Measure of Effectiveness)
RADIUS-OF-ACtION
(See Figure 4) 4. FORCE SIZE

D. PAYLOAD Vs. RANGE
(See Figure 5) A. PARAMETRIC MODELING

E. TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT Vs. FIELD Force Size as a Function of Multiple Generic
LENGTH Variables:
Also a Function of Altitude, Temperature, (1) Operational Variables (Radius to the air
Runway Condition refueling track, 24-Hour-a-Day or Periodic

F. GROSS WEIGHT Vs. LOAD Daily Operations, Scheduled or
CLASSIFICATION NUMBER (LCN) Continuous Operations)

(2) Tanker Capability (Performance, Weights,
2. RECEIVER SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES Utilization Rates (flight hours per day),

Sorties per Day, Ground Turn Around
A. No. RECEIVERS SUPPORTED Vs. TIME-ON- Time)

STATION Vs. RADIUS-OF-ACTION (3) Receiver Demands (No. of Receivers in a
(See Figure 6) "Cell," Fuel Onloads per Receiver, Time

B. No. RECEIVERS SUPPORTED Vs. PAYLOAD between Cell Arrivals, Fuel Transfer Rate,
Vs. RANGE (See Figure 7) Receiver Hookup Time)

3. SCENARIO SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES

A. FIGHTER DEPLOYMENTS * Note: This example uses a "real world" training
(With Specific Routes, Route Winds, Abort and deployment case developed early in the Royal
Support Bases Available, etc.) Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) KDC-10 Program.
(1) Number of Fighters Deployed plus Support Extremely conservative assumptions were used for a

Cargo and Personnel Carried (Single Tanker very demanding mission in order to determine
Measure of Effectiveness). whether there would be any need to consider
(See Figure 8 and 9 *) supplemental lower fuselage fuel tanks. As can be

(2) Tanker Force Required for Unit Closure seen from the resulting mission capability of the
(Multiple Tanker Measure of Effectiveness) KDC-10 with only existing wing fuel tanks,

supplemental fuel was not required.
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B. SCENARIO-DRIVEN MODELS & B. Hose/Drogue (for Probe-Equipped Receivers)
SIMULATIONS (1) Installation Location
Force Size or Force Effectiveness in support of a. Fuselage (Interior, Exterior)
specific scenarios, such as those listed under b. Wing-Mounted
category 3, above. (2) Control Panel Location

C. Supporting Fuel Systems
5. FORCE LIFE CYCLE COSTS D. Supporting Communications, Lighting, and

Total wearon system (aircraft system, logistics Navigation (Including Rendezvous) Equipment
system, training system) and its operations and E. Supplemental Fuel Tanks
support costs: F. Air Refuelable Tanker Capabilities

(Receptacle, Probe, Boom or Probe Reverse
A. ACQUISITION Air Refueling)

Includes re. arch, development, test, and
engineering (RDT&E), production/modification, 2. CARGO HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
flight test, and support investment.

A. Bulk Cargo (Palletized or lontainers)
B. OPERATION & SUPPORT B. Vehicles or Other Rolling Stock

Operations and support (O&S) costs include unit C. Self-Loading (OBL)
mission personnel, unit consumption, organic, D. Cargo-Loading Door or Ramp
intermediate and depot level maintenance,
sustaining investment, installation support 3 PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS
personnel, indirect personnel support, and
personnel acquisition and training. A. Standard Passengers

(1) Permanent
O&S costs will be very dependent on the type (2) Optional/Re.iovable
of maintenance system chosen, whether a ttLtlv B. Aeromedical Evacuation
using-service-provided organization (USAF C. Special Air Mission
standard for large fleets of same-type aircraft
operating out of many bases), or a Contractor 4. AIRFIELD OPERATION. L RESTRICTIONS/
Logistics Support (CLS) organization (the USAF CAPABILITIES
uses a CLS approach for its moderate sized fleet
of about 60 KC-10 operating out of three main A. Short Field Takeoff or Landing
operating bases), or some combination of the B. Austere/Unimproved Field Operations
two. For small quantities of unique aircraft, a C. LCN Limitations
CLS approach may be the most practical. D. Self-Support Capabilities

E. Bulk Fuel Offload
1.1.3 Functional Analysis

1.2 Candidate Airframes
Functional analysis provides a structured way of
accounting for all the tanker aircraft's mission-driven In-service airframes which could be candidates for
system requirements. This will include requirements for modification to the tanker role, and their relevant
all elements of its air refueling-specific systems and performance and mission capabilities, are defined.
functionally related supporting systems (communication, Once in-service airframes are evaluated (and
navigation, lighting). Requirements for ancillary mission possibly eliminated as candidates), other military and
equipment, such as cargo or passenger provisions, or commercial transports can be identified. The last
special equipments to support unique missions such as optior is that of designing and developing a new
aeromedical evacuation or executive transport should tanker aircraft.
also be considered in this task. Some major elements of
a tanker/transport functional analysis are giver below. For modified airframes, if the primary receivers are

all probe-equipped, then the addition of wing-
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS ELEMENTS mounted air refueling hose/drogue pods or a

centerline fuselage installation to the tanker is
I AIR REFUELING REQUIREMENTS usually less of a problem, than if the receivers have

air refueling receptacles. Then the tankers have to
A Boom (for Receptacle-Equipped Receivers) be equipped with the boom system and the

(I) Boom Mounting Location associated operator control station installations
(2) Control Station Location

a. Direct-view in lower fuselage 11.21 In-Scrvice 7ransport (Conversion
Lompartment

b. Remote-view on iie.n deck Cargo or passenger transport, or large bomber
(Remote Air Refueling Operator (RARO) airframes that are already in the National Air Force
Station) inventory are probably easiest for that service to use

for conversion to tankers. Besides size and
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appropriate propulsion system, issues generally focus on 1.3 Capabilities Analysis
current need in their primary role, airframe condition
and remaining useful life, and ease and cost of This analysis determines functional and performance
conversion to the tanker role in the required strengths and shortfalls of the candidate airframes
configuration. and interfacing systems relative to the required air

refueling capabilities spece_!!1z "n tc ,1izaio~i "....
1.2.2 Other Military Transport Conversion Statement.

Either new or used transports, if available from another 1.3.1 Candidate Airframe Functional Capabilities
National Air Force, could be candidates for tanker
modifications. Many nations have converted new or In this task the suitability of the candidate airframe
used C-130 cargo aircraft to tankers by adding wing to accept tanker mission-specific modifications are
pods, or, in a few cases, a cargo-ramp mounted evaluated. Again, the extent of these modifications
hose/drogue reel. Many also add suppler ital fuel are dependent on the receivers to be refueled (probe
tanks, either wing-mounted pods or main uargo deck and/or receptacle equipped), and the need to
installations. augment basic performance (such as supplemental

fuel tanks, or new, higher performance engines).
Another example of military sales was the French Air
Force acquiring new KC-135A directly off the Boeing 1.3.2 Candidate Airframe Performance Comparison
production line through US Government Foreign Military
Sales (FMS). These were later re-engined with CFM- Once candidate airframes have been sufficiently
56 plus other modifications. defined, then their performance can be assessed

against those Measures of Effectiveness that have
When the C-17 enters operational service in the USAF been selected as most appropriate in Task 1 (Section
it should also be available for FMS acquisitions. This 1.1.2).
large, capable cargo airplane could be modified into a
"Cargo/Tanker" with significant air refueling capabilities. 1.3.3 Candidate Airframe Survvability
Studies have already been done for some interested
NATO countries (Canada for one) to develop If threat environments are a serious concern, then
configuration and performance alternatives. If only the capability of the candidate aircraft to survive
probe-equipped receivers have to be refueled, that environment, using either built-in hardening,
preliminary evaluations have concluded that adding the counter measure suites, or tactics, is evaluated
KC-10A's FRL Mk. 32B wing pods to existing C-17 against the threats defined in Task I (Section 1.1.1)
wing hard points would be a relatively straight forward
installation. Another modification that may be Unlike commercial transports, some military aircraft,
worthwhile considering is activating the dry center wing such as the new USAF C-17 have been designed
bay as a 10,000 U.S. gallon (37,850 liters) fuel tank, from inception to "go in harm's way." The C-17
which significantly improves tanker offload and range design incorporated survivability features, including
performance. fuel tank inerting (the Onboard Inert Gas Generator

System) and component separation, which help
1.2.3 Other Civilian Transport Conversion harden the aircraft against conventional weapons

such as armor piercing and high explosive
An almost traditional route to acquiring tankers has been projectiles. In addition, structural design for low
the modification of commercial passenger jet transports, altitude penetration capability reduces aircraft
either first generation narrow-bodied aircraft (e.g., detectability and exposure to hostile fire.
Boeing 707, Douglas DC-8) or second generation wide-
bodies (e.g., L- heed L-1011, Douglas DC-10). Also, 1.4 Enhancements Analysis
all the survivt . major airframe producers (including
those in the former Soviet Union) would be happy to The Enhancements Analysis addresses significant
sell any of their new jets to governments interested in shortfalls, if any, identified in Task 3, and defines
modifying them into tankers. those modifications to the candidate airframes

deemed necessary to complete the specific tanker
1.2.4 New Tanker/Transport Aircraft Development mission flight profiles and operational functions.

This includes enhancing tanker survivability.
The last option, because it would be the most expensive,
is to design, develop, and produce a wholly new tanker 1.4.1 Modifications Required
aircraft. If a new cargo transport is to be developed.
such as the current European Future Large Aircraft It may be determined that surviving candidate
(FLA) program, then air refueling features are included airframes may need further modifications in one of
because of the necessity of making any new military the following areas to meet mandated design goals:
airframe capable of mul~i-role utilization.
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I. Function Enhancements At this point the responsible design office may

Examples of functional enhancements (see Section chose to re-evaluate surviving candidate systems by
1.1.3 and 1.3.1) are improvement in fuel transfer iterating through Tasks 3, 4, and 5. Maybe even
rate, adding multi-point air refueling capability, revisiting Ta& 2 t: find more capable (or lest
adding cargo handling equipment (e.g., rollers on costly) alternatives.
the main deck floor or a large cargo door), or
provisions for medical evacuation. 2. TANKER TECHNOLOGY PLANS

DEFINITION
2. Performance Enhancements

Technology requirements considerations for future
Examples of these enhancements are anything that tanker capabilities are shown on Figures 10 and 11.
improves the candidate airframe's performance when Requirements (the Work Breakdown Structure
measured against the selected measures of (WBS) elements) have been collected from U.S. Air
effectiveness of Task 1 (see Section 1.1.2 and 1.3.2) Force and DoD agencies, and from discussions at

various Aerial Refueling Systems Advisory Group
3. Survivability Enhancements meetings. (ARSAG is a Congressionalhy chartered

organization chaired by Headquarters AMC (Air
Given inputs from scenarios, mission profiles, Mobility Command) to deal with Air Force, DoD
projected threat environment, ,id the initial inter-service and international aerial refueling
susceptibility and vulnerability analyses, it may be technical and operational issues.)
necessary to consider further survivability features.
One example is the addition of special counter- Programs listed in the next column are
measure pods or installations. representative of those that either have, or will

require, that particular technology. The programs
1.4.2 Modified Aircraft Capabilities listed are not complete nor comprehensive, simply

best guesses at representative ones.
If the candidate airframe has been niodified, it then must
be re-evaluated in each affected area: The 'Technology Status' entries are estimates of

whether efforts have been, or are being conducted in
1. Functional Capabilities one of the four USAF AFMC (Air Force Material
2. Performance Capabilities Command) budget categories:
3. Survivability

1. Research
1.5 Solution Concepts 2. Exploratory Development

3. Advanced Development
Candidate aircraft that meet, or can be modified to meet, 4. Engineering and Manufacturing Develomnent
the tanker system requirements are proposed.
Performance improvement trade-offs, technical risk, life In this example, entries in category 4 may also be
cycle cost, and effectiveness analyses on those systems for advanced technology elements that are out of
and/or design changes are also evaluated during this development and either in production or operational,
study phase. but may not be generally available.

1.5.1 Candidate Tanker/Transport Systems At this point in time, the status of technology
activities, indicated by a 'X' in one or more of the

In this step in the process, candidate aircraft should be four categories, are best estimates by a McDonnell
evaluated in the following major areas to determine the Douglas study team in the course of performing the
program finalist(s): study of Reference I. These need to be reviewed

and updated by the tanker community, or by a
i. Performance Capabilities Comparisons tanker program office, if and when a new program
2. Technical Risk Comparisons is initiated.
3. Life Cycle Cost Comparisons

The 'Priority' entry field is blank in this example,
1.5.2 Recommended System but could be a numeric rating (for example, from I

to 10, 1 being highest priority). This could be used
Finally, if the design office has a clearly superior by the responsible program office to set overall
candidate, it will probably have to produce reports for research and development activity priorities as they
higher levels recommending the candidate airframe and apply to the needs of a specific tanker program.
the program for its acquisition and introduction to
operational service. Treated as "living documents," these charts can

[or] provide a long range planning tool for defining.
setting priorities, funding, contracting and controlling

1.5.3 Re-Evaluate Candidates future tanker research and development activities.

I
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Needs
Statement

S2. Candidate

Airframes

3.
Capabilities

Analysis

Enhancements
Analysis

5.
Solution

Concepts

Figure 1. Tanker System Requirements Development Task Flow
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Tanker Noter:

A o Instantaneous Offload

o Reserves:

1/2-Hour Hold at Sea Level. Plus
5% Fuel Flow Conservatism

o Tanker Configuration

as

01

0~

%. 
%

Radius of Action (N Mi or Kin)

Figure 2. Offload vs. Radius-of-Action Example

Tanker Notes:
B 4 o Hold on Station at 30,000 ft

o Reserves:
A -. N 1/2-Hour Hold at Sea Level, Plus

I. N 5% Fuel Flow Conservatism

• N ao Tanker Configuration

c
C" C

o

4)

%, I

S.¾ N

Radius-of-Action (N MI or Kin) . ..

Figure 3. Time-on-Station vs Radius-of-Action Example
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Notes:
"o Hold On-Station at 30,000 It

(Before Offload)
"o Instantaneous Offload
"o Reserves:

1/2-Hour Hold at Sea Level, Plus
5% Fuel FRow Conservatism

o Tanker Configuration
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Number of Notes:

Fighters
Supported: 0 o Tanker and Fighters Buddy Cruise to Station

o Tanker and Fighters Hold On-Station at 30,000 ft
o Tanker Reserves:

1/2-Hour Hold at Sea Level, Plus
5% Fuel Flow Conservatism

Radusof-toTnke ConfiguraKm)ion

0
X
C 2
.0

C4
9

E6

Figure 6. No. of Receivers Supported vs. ToS vs. RoA Example

Notes:
o Tanker and Fighters Buddy Cruise to Destination
o Tanker Reserves:1/2-Hour Hold at Sea Level,s

- 5% Fuel Fow Conservatism

i \\ \o Tanker/Cargo Configuration

Suprtd 8• 6 \

Figure .No. f Rcivhers Supre vs Pala s\ag xml

Suportd: 6 4\ 2\

'S.-S
- - 5-'S

Radis-f-cto (N Mi or Km )

Figure 6. No. of Reeivers Supported vs. TayoSd vs. Roang Example
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TANKER/TRANSPORT FIGHTER
KDC-10-3OCF F-16A

CONFIGURATION CENTERLINE BOOM (2) AIM-9
CARGO & PASSENGER PROVISIONS (2) 370 U.S. GAL. FUEL TANKS

NO SUPPLEMENTAL FUEL

WEIGHTS (LB)
TAKE OFF GROSS WEIGHT 565,000 30,200
OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT 250,000 18,400
MAX ALLOWABLE CARGO 151,000
MAX FUEL LOAD 240,000 11,800

MISSION PLANNING MISSION RULES:
RESERVES (LB) 20,000 LB RESERVES 2,400

5% FUEL FLOW CONSERVATISM 0%

ENROUTE WINDS 90% WORST ANNUAL

CRUISE/REFUELING FLIGHT CONDITIONS
ALTITUDE (F') 28,000
AIRSPEED MACH 0.82 (487 KTAS)
FUEL TRANSFER RATE (LB/MIN) 3,000
FORMATION TIME (MIN/FIGHTER) 2

Figure 8. Fighter Deployment Mission Ground Rules and Assumptions Example

RNLAF F-16 DEPLOYMENT TWENTHE AB TO GOOSE BAY, CANADA

SSONORESTROM

,Q KEFLAVIK

S.... ~ NARSSARSSUAQ ........... .... -.

A AIR REFUELING TRACK

* ORIGDWOESTINATION BASES

D ABORT BASES
go% WORST ANNUAL WINDS (2,600 AIR N MI)
MISSION RULES:
o 20.000 LB RESERVES
o 5% FUEL FLOW CONSERVATISM
I KDC-10-3OCF MISSION TANKER SUPPORTING:

12 F-.IA (100,300 LB TOTAL ONLOAD)

65 PASSENGERS PLUS BAGGAGE, AT 250 LB PER PERSON

PLUS 46.000 LB CARGO

Figure 9. Fighter Deployment Mission Example
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Work Breakdown Technology Status

Structure (WBS) Programs Research Exploratory Advanced Engineering & proiy
Element Development Development DevelopMnentn

1000 Advanced Boom Systems
1100 Boom

1110 High Transfer Rates KC-10 X
1120 Fly"-Wire Control KC-10 X

1200 Boom Control Station
1210 Direct View

1211 Operator Prone KC-135 X
1212 Operator Seated KC-10 X

1220 Remote view
(Remote Air Refueling
Operator (RARO) Station) KDC-10 X

1300 Refueling Envelope
___ __ __ __ KC-10 X

1400 Automatic Hookup X
2000 Adv. Hose/Drogue Systems

2100 Installetion/Location
2110 Fuselage-Mounted

2111 Interior RAF L-1011 X
2112 Exterior Pods CIS Tanker X _

2120 WiMg-Mounted Pods KC-1O X
2200 Control Displays RAF L-1011 X
2300 High Transfer Rates RAF L-1011 X
2400 Variable Speed Basket KC-130 X
2500 Self-Stabilizing Basket X
2600 Automatic Hookup

(Homing Basket) X

Note: Entries in this column may also be operational.

Figure 10. Tanker Technology Requirements Example (1 of 2)

Work Breakdown Technology Status

Structure (WBS) Programs Engineering & prioity
Research Explory Advanced Manufacturing

Development Development Development'

3000 Multi-Point Refueling
3100 Boom System X
3200 Hose/Drogue Systems KC-130 X
3300 BoS st

(Inflight Selectable) KC-10 X
4000 Supplernentall Fuel Tanks

4100 LowerFuelale KC-10 X
4200 Min Dec KC-130 X
4300 Wing Pods KC-130 x _

4400 Automatic Fuel Transfer
With CG Control C-17 X

5000 Air Refuelable Tanker
5100 Receptacle System KC-10 X

5200 Probe Sysem RAF L-1011 x
5300AOM______FLAX

5400 Reverse Air Refueling

5410 BonX/Receptacl KC-1O
6420 Ho2I!ýouePro~be X

8000 Automatic Rendezvous
6100 Invera TACAN KC-l0 X
MWO Radlo Emission Cotole

(EMON) Operation X

7100 Fuel Tank InetIng C-17 X
7200 Aircraft Hardening C-17 X
7300 MUr, me 5S~ USM KC-1301 I X

NOte: &*e in this olumn may also be operational.

Figure 11. Tanker Technology Requirements Example (2 of 2)



the receiver airplane prob. to latch into the reception
coupling is degraded without some amount of static load.

VARIABLE GEOMETRY DROGUE Also, drogue drag needs to be higher than take-up tension
Flied and Rotary Wing Aerlai Refueling to overcome breakout plus friction in the reel. Otherwise,
The US Marine Corps uses KC-130 tankers in a dual role in range disconnects can occur, which result in the drogue
refueling both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft. Because remaining in a position not fully extended. The upper
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HOSE- DROGUE VS BOOM RECEPTACLE AIR REFUELING
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530 E. Montecito Street, Suite 105
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135, identify the best aircraft alternative(s) to
BACKGROUND replace the KC-135, and examine several

technology options for future tankers. This
The basis of this paper is analyses performed analysis was done across the six mission areas
by Frontier Technology, Inc. for the USAF. listed above. The analysis focus was towards
Frontier has performed evaluations of multiple cost effectiveness. Costs were broken into ac-
tanker candidates to supplement and to even- quisition, operations, and support costs. Five
tually replace the KC- 135 tanker fleet. The new candidate tanker aircraft were evaluated
analyses included tanker refueling support for in this effort. They consisted of derivatives of
six mission areas; (1) theater employment of commercial aircraft. The commercial aircraft
combat fighter aircraft, (2) intercontinental considered were: Boeing's 757-200, 767-200,
fighter deployments, (3) extended offshore 747-400, a highly modified 767-200 called the
range of naval carrier operations, (4) inter- 767-200LR, and Douglas' MD- 11. Sensitivity
continental airlift, (5) North American air de- analysis was performed to examine the cost
fense, and (6) long range nuclear warfare. benefits of adding hose-drogue pods to the

candidate tankers. This addition became
The characteristic airborne refueling needs of known as the "Multipoint" refueling system.
the six missions are somewhat different. The
first mission listed, theater employment of "Air Refueling Multipoint Analysis"
combat fighter aircraft, is characteristically
different from the other areas in that it stresses This work involved performing a cost effec-
the need to refuel more aircraft over shorter tiveness evaluation of various air refueling
periods of time than the other five mission pod configurations, which have different
demands except for some situations in air de- pumping rate capabilities. The analysis in-
fense support. In theater employment opera- eluded modeling wartime scenarios account-
tions the demands of the larger tanker aircraft ing for realistic aircraft timin -, receiver air-
are stressed the most when waves of aircraft craft fuel system back pressure, aircraft fuel
attack during short periods of time in the at- burn rates for all phases of flight, tanker mod-
tempt to overwhelm enemy defenses. This ification costs, refueling pod acquisition costs,
tanker demand is in contrast to that of the nu- and operations and support costs. The span of
clear warfare mission which requires large refueling pod pumping capabilities evaluated
amounts of fuel for a single receiver (bomber) ranged from 1,500 to 3,000 liters per trlnute
aircraft on a lengthy mission where the precise (400 to 800 gallons per minute),
refueling time is not critical.

"Tanker Alternatives for Royal Saudi
SELECTED PAST WORK Arabian Air Force"

"Air Refueling Systems Development Plan" Frontier performed this work to evaluate the
(ARSDP) most cost effective tanker for the Royal Saudi

Arabian Air Force (RSAF). Considered were
Frontier performed this extensive analysis ef- existing tanker aircraft, receiver aircraft inven-
fort for the USAF to examine future tanker re- tory and planned receiver aircraft buys, local
quirements, options to supplement the KC-

l're ,eted at at A(;/1RD Meeting an "Re,',,t Ad,'a,,,-ei a, Lang Range'1 lad Long i'rh e €/wmutnan oa.lircf4tr Mia /W,3
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geography, unique RSAF cost issues, and
other RSAF unique concerns. The boom can be fitted with a short hose

drogue while the aircraft is on the ground. In
Hose-Drogue versus Boom Receptacle Air this case the aircraft cannot refuel receiver air-
Refueling craft which are equipped with a receptacle (for

the boom), Figure 3.
Among other issues presented by Mr. Lavon
Jordan of Frontier Technology, Inc. this morn-
ing was the hose-drogue and boom receptacle , MULTIPOINT: TANKERS WITH 2 WING MOUNTED HOSE-

compatibility issues of receiver aircraft and DUITOG SYSTEMS + BOOM
tankers. Mr. Jordan presented the advantages SINGLEPOINT: TANKER WITH A SINGLE BOOM WHICH
of a single tanker being able to refuel both N Rr eMNFIGURED ON THE GROUND WITH A SHORT

HOSE AND DROGUE, CALLED A "BOOM DROGUE
types of receiver aircraft on a single refueling ADAPTER" (BDA) KIT PLUS A RECEPTACLE FOR TANKER
mission. Figure 1, "Multipoint KC- 1 35R is TO TANKER REFUELING
Compatible with Allied & USN Receivers"
shows that the multipoint tanker has no inter- __....... ..... .
operability limitations for refueling probe
equipped receivers of NATO, USN, Freeworld FIGURE 3. DEFINITIONS USED
International aircraft and receptacle equipped
US Air Force aircraft. These two configurations are applicable to the

US Air Force's KC- 135 tanker fleet. KC- 135
aircraft are currently equipped with a single
refueling boom which can be fitted with a
short hose-drogue kit. The US Air Force is
considering retrofitting a fraction of the air-
craft with wing mounted refueling pods. This
paper will contrast multipoint vs single point
at two levels, Figure 4.

. INTEROPERABILITY -PREVIOUS PAPER BY L. JORDAN
- SHORTER REFUELING CYCLES

CAN BE CRITICAL FOR RETURNING AIRCRAFT

J_ MORE EFFICIENTLY SUPPORTS ATTACK WAVES

INCREASES RANGE OF INDIVIDUAL STRIKE
FIGURE 1. MULTIPOINT KC-135R IS COMPATIBLE PACKAGES

WITH ALLIED & USN RECEIVERS MORE RECEIVER SORTIES SERVICED BY EACH TANKER
(IN HIGH TEMPO OPERATIONS)

, CAN REDUCE AIRSPACE REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of this presentation is to contrast -------- -...... .. .._--

the operational performance of tanker aircraft FIGURE 4. BENEFITS OF MULTIPOINT
having two wing mounted hose-drogue pod
systems in addition to a refueling boom versus
tanker aircraft which are equipped with only a The first is for a single strike package of air-
single boom system, Figure 2. craft. The second is an overall theater com-

parison. Shorter or quicker refueling cycles

PREVIOUS PRESENTATION ESTABLISHED: are a main advantage of multipoint. The re-
MULTIPOINT PROVIDES IMPORTANT INTEROPERABIDI:Y duced time to refuel multiple aircraft is de-

rived from refueling two aircraft at a time.
QUANTIFICATION OF MULTIPOINT BENEFITS WILL NOW BE The increased speed at which refueling can be
PRESENTED done is especially important to receiver air-

EFFICIENCY FOR REFUELING INDIVIDUAL STRIKE craft returning from action low on fuel. These
PACKAGES aircraft in flights of multiple aircraft com-
EFFICIENCY IN OVERALL THEATER OPERATIONS monly need fuel in a short period of time to

prevent diverting to an unplanned air base. A
diversion would lengthen the time until the
next sortie could be flown by that particular

FIGURE 2. PURPOSE aircraft.
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Comparisons Based on Refueling a Single
Strike Package OUEUING TIME BETWEEN RECEIVER AIRCRAFT

1.5 MIN 3.0 MIN
SIZE OF

Figure 5 contrasts time to refuel strike pack- STRIKE

ages of the three sizes in',cated. The basis of PACKAGE

the calculations include; a queuing time of two _ 4ACFT

minutes between aircraft contacts, a pumping 40

rate of 450 gallons per minutes (1700 liters per i
minute) for single point and 400 gallons per 20
minute (1500 liters per minute) for each of the wU
multipoint refueling pods, and a fuel transfer p P
of 8,350 lb. (3,788 kilograms). The figure SP MP SP MP

shows that the multipoint tanker can refuel the MULTIPOINT MORE EFFICIENT THAN SINGLE POINT IF QUEUE TIME

strike packages in about one half the time of IS 2 TIMES THAT OF SINGLE POINT REFUEUNG

the single point tanker.
FIGURE 6. MULTIPOINT IMPROVES STRIKE

PACKAGE REFUELUNG TtME
60 12 • NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT

IN PACKAGE
Fighter strike package range is affected by the
period of time used waiting for the entire

iJj840 8strike package to be refueled. The first air-
W 1craft to be refueled has the least quantity of

4 sfuel at the end of the refueling process. The
20 , entire package is limited in range by the air-

craft with the least fuel. The more aircraft in
the strike package, the longer the wait and the

SINGLE POINT mulWo NT greater quantity of fuel burned by the first air-
craft prior to departing the refueling area.

MULTIPOINT REDUCES REFUELING TIME BY ABOUT 1/2 Figure 7 shows the relationship of mission
radius, which is on the left, to single and mul-
tipoint refueling based on the number of air-

FIGURE 5. MULTIPOINT IMPROVES STRIKE craft in the strike package. This figure also
PACKAGE REFUELING TIME shows that multipoint provides a significant

decrease in range penalty over that of single
There has been considerable discussion in the point refueling times.
US over whether the multipoint queuing pro-
cess is faster or slower than the single point
boom operation. Factors such as pilot profi- 600
ciency for the technique used and receiver
rendezvous techniques are a part of this ques-
tion. Figure 6 shows that multipoint is less MSoo ULTIPOINT

sensitive to queuing time variances than single
point. This figure shows results similar to the
previous figure using queuing times of 1.5
minutes and 3 minutes. A significant point to SINGLE POINT
be made is that receivers are refueled faster Z

using multipoint than single point, even when 300
a multipoint queuing time is double that of 2 4 6 8 a 012
single point (3 minutes vs 1.5 minutes for sin- NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN STRIKE PACKAGE

gle point). This is because the fuel pumping MULTIPOTr PROVIDES A SIGNIRCANT INCREASEIN RANGE
rate for multipoint is nearly double that of the .
single point rate. FIGURE 7. FIGHTER RANGE REDUCTION

DUE TO REFUELING TIME

Commonly when strike packages are refueled,
the first aircraft to be refueled is refueled
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again, that is after the last aircraft in the pack- ing include takeoff fuel, tanker burn rates, of-
age queue. This does provide some increase fload pumping rates, refueling equipment reli-
in range for the entire package. In fact all the ability, and aircraft ground servicing times.
aircraft could be refueled again. This could be The TacRefueler model is used to determine
repeated again. However additional refueling number of tankers needed by tanker configu-
continues to delay the implementation of the ration, fuel required by time, tanker sorties re-
offensive portion of the mission. Figure 8 quired by time, and sorties per day flown by
shows the benefit of refueling the first aircraft each tanker.
a second time. The benefit is greatest for the
12 aircraft strike package size. The major DEVELOP FUEL DMAND TAKER CHARACTERSTIS
point to be made is that the benefit of a second O EL EERCORACE
refueling of the first aircraft is insignificant •MNG EOUa, REUIBLT

compared to the range benefit of using multi-. MAIRCRAFTIPERFOMANCE
point.

6000

z RANGE
IUILTIPOINT IMPROVEMENT

BY REFUELING BE OFGUANSFIRST 
FIGHTER

- 0 O I NDT IME FUEL REAIRRED - FBY TI E AII * TANKERS REQUIRED - BY TIME
cc SORTIES i DAY

2 100 SINGLE POINT

FIGURE 10. APPROACH FOR THEATER
EMPLOYMENT OPERATIONS

300 - --. . . - - - -

2 4 6 8 10 12
NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN STRIKE PACKAGE

RANGE IMPROVEMENT FOR SECOND REFUELING OF The scenario development, Figure 11, includes
LEAD AIRCRAFT IS INSIGNIFICANT COMPARED TO
MULTIPOINT ADVANTAGE items such as force level composition, types

-- _ -- -------------------------------- of sorties and the proportion of each type of
FIGURE 8. FIGHTER RANGE REDUCTION sortie assigned to each aircraft type. Types of

DUE TO REFUELING TIME sorties include Interdiction, Close Air Support,
Offensive Counter Air, and Defensive Counter

Overall Theater Comparisons Air. Sorties are also allocated for day time
and night time because of timing consideration

This portion of the presentation discusses the differences.
overall differences in capabilities of multi-
point and single point refueling operations in a DE FRCE LEVELCOMPOSIDN
theater scenario, Figure 9. • OF AIRAFT Y TYE

SBASING BY AJRCRAFT TYPE

DETERMINE No OF SORTIES FOR EACH A(C TYPE TO BE FLOWN BY:
: SON TYPE (OCA, DCA. CAP, KIT, CAS, SEAD, SUPPORT)INTEROPERABIUTY. PREVIOUS PAPER BY L JORDAN SERVICE OR COUNTRY (USAF, USK, USUC, ALUES)

SHORTER REFUEUNO CYCLES DEFINE REPRESENTA11VE MISSIONS FOR EACH AC TYPE:

CAN BE CRITICAL FOR RETURNING AIRCRAFT • RAN FROM BASE TO AIR REFUELING AREA TO TARGET AREA
.FRGHT PRORLESMORE EFFICIENTLY SUPPORTS ATEACIK WAVES

DETEIWHNE FUEL REOUIREMENTS FOR EACH REPRESENTATIVE NISSION
INCREASES RANGE OF INDIVIDUAL STRIKE CHECK FOR RANGE FEASBILUTY
PACKAGES CHECK FOR POST STRIKE REFUELING NEED

"MORE RECEIVER SORTIES SERVICED BY EACH TANKER ALLOCATE bORTIES BY AC TYPE TO REPRESENTATIVE MSSIONS

(IN HIGH TEMPO OPERATIONS) SCHEDULE SORTIES BY:
CAN REDUCE AIRSPACE REOUIREMENTS • % FLOWN IN DAY VS. MONHT

%. FLOWN IN WAVES VS. CONTINUOUS OPERATION BY INDIVIDUAL STRIKE
PACKAGE$

FIGURE 9. BENEFITS OF MULTIPOINT MGURE 11. SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

We generate the fuel demand based on a rep-

resentative theater combat situation, Figure
10. This is based on scenario development Individual sortie timing is generated as shown
and receiver aircraft characteristics. Tanker in Figure 12. The tall spikes show the narrow
performance characteristics used in the model- timing window in which refueling is con-
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ducted in support of attack waves. The to base; and reserve fuel required. The fuel
smaller spikes represent r,.fuelings for the re- demand by time and location is inputted into
turning aircraft. The lowest levels of refueling the TacRefueler model along with the tanker
at both ends of the chart show a lower concen- characteristics to Cetermine number of tankers
tration of activity at night for this particular needed to meet the fixed job. Other outputs
scenario, include fuel required by time, tanker sorties

flown by time, tankers in the air at any given
time, sorties flown by tanker, and others.

,ATTACK Figure 14 shows an overview of the
ISTA7TACX .,WAVE TacRefueler Model Version 2.0. This version

WAVAEK adds the capability to randomize variations in
receiver queuing times, aircraft equipment
failures, and aborts. It also models the re-

" AM FOREACHsponse to these unplanned events based on
ATTC WAactual theater situations, such as time to

launch a replacement tanker and its time to
reach the refueling location. Version 2.0 has
provisions to evaluate various tanker and re-

-TWENTY FOUR HOUR PERIOD ceiver utilization concepts such as refueling
FIGURE 12. RECEIVER REFUELING ACTIVITY using only tracks, only anchors and orbits, or a

VARIES GREATLY WITH TIME mix of the two.

Figure 13 is a typical regional map -howing
representative locations of major elements of a Q"IERAT

scenario such as air bases, refueling locations,
and target areas. Mission distances from take-
off base are estimated by using target area lo-
cation and aircraft basing from a map gener-
ated for analytical purposes only. A routing C* E , C

factor is added to the straight line mission CIuD

distances for threat avoidance.

-ATE

>I Kuw.I'• FIGURE 14. FRONTIER's TACREFUELER 2.0
,°TAB LEFFECTIVENESS MODEL

K K,.8 -. Figure 15 shows the percentage improvement
AL KHARI in tanker efficiency in terms of additional

"-TAJF RKEFUEU,/ strike sorties supported relative to the single
I ". AB "S point baseline. The improvements shown are

-. ,* -for the representative scenario and for attack
.. waves using both one half hour timing and one

FIGURE 13. REGIONAL MAP hour timing. This chart shows that multipoint
FOR ANALYTICAL PURPOSES ONLY is more efficient that single point for both at-

tack timings.

The receiver's fuel burn performance is used
for the different phases of flight. These in-
clude start engines, takeoff, and climb; high
altitude cruise; low altitude ingress; target at-
tack; low altitude egress; high altitude return
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For the KC-135 equipped with tb.- BDA
HOU ATTACK WAVES (single point) the numbers of receivers that

A 112 HOUR DURATION I HOUR DURATION can be refueled typically decreases when the
22BASE. 1% 12receiver fleet is composed of a mix of recep-
2.0 LIE- tacle and probe equipped aircraft. This is be-
1 P n, M% cause dedicated tankers are needed for each
g. 1,6 I4% ! type receiver. This reduction in pcrformance
t JAis not expected for single point tankers which

.2 do not need to land to service the two types of
1.o receivers. An example is the KC-ICA which

MAX. PUMPING RATE (LPM) has a single refueling hose-drogue and a single
boom which are both mounted near the cen-•M ULTiPOINT CONSISTENTLY PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT ol

INCREASE IN REFUELING EFFICIENCY terline of the aircraft. This tanker can use only

FIGURE.15... SORTIES.RE ..UELEDthe boom or the hose-drogue at one time, notFIGURE 15. SORTIES REFUELED both simultaneously.
IMPROVEMENT USING MULTIPOINT

In summary, Figure 17 shows the benefits that
Figure 16 contrasts the efficiency of multi- multipoint provides. These include interoper-
point and singlepoint for a fixed number of ability benefits, shorter refueling cycle times,
tanker aircraft. This is a notional chart which and more receiver sorties serviced by each
was generated to show the relationships we tanker in high tempo theater operations.
have seen based on our theater analyses. The Airspace requirements were not explicitly dis-
left axis represents the number of receiver air- cussed in this presentation, but by virtue of
craft refuc~ed. The horizontal axis shows the multipoint's efficiency, airspace can be saved
percent ot'xeceivers equipped with probes rel- using multipoint because refueling is per-
ative to total receivers. The work Frontier has formed in a more timely manner and larger
done, shows that as the percent of probe numbers of receivers can be refueled by the
equipped receivers increases, there is an in- typical tanker using the multipoint concept.
crease in number of receivers that can be re-
fueled by the fixed tanker fleet size. This in-
crease is dependent on the distances the air- . INTEROPERABILITY. PREVIOUS PAPER BY L. JORDAN
crafit iave to fly and therefore the individual , SHORTER REFUELING CYCLES
receivers fuel demand and the fuel the tanker
bums. Frontier's experience indicates that this CAN BE CRTCAL FOR RETURNING AIRCRAFT
increase in efficiency typically ranges from 25 . MORE EFFICIENTLY SUPPORTS ATTACK WAVES
to 50% greater for the multipoint compared to . INCREASES RANGE OF INDIVIDUAL STRIKE
single point, depending on scenario condi- PACKAGES
tions. • MORE RECEIVER SORTIES SERVICED BY EACH TANKER

(IN HIGH TEMPO OPERATIONS)

, CAN REDUCE AIRSPACE REQUIREMENTS

_ ___E FIGURE 17. BENEFITS OF MULTIPOINT

0% PoemIN acavans Sanwa~ VN DR0oGS~ 100%

A : KC.135 ARCRAFT CANNOT REFUEL BOTH TYPES
OF RECEIVERS, VALUE IS SCENARIO DEPENDENT

a: MULTIPO1NT TYPICALLY 2.50% GREATER DEPENDING1 , .ENARIO •ACTOAS ASW TiM nuRATiOnS

FIGURE 16. MULTIPOINT REFUEUNG MORE
EFFICIENT FOR THEATEf; s.,PERATIONS
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THE KDC-10 PROGRAMME OF THE ROYAL NETHERLANDS AIR FORCE
by

Col. Paul R. Brinkgreve
Training and Transport Aircraft and Helicopter Division

Directorate of Materiel, Royal Netherlands Air Force
P.O. Box 20703
NL-2500 ES

Den Haag
The Netherlands

Summary List of abbreviations

Replacement of the RNLAF F-27 transport fleet, ACMI - Air Combat Manoeuvring and

first mooted in 1984, became a serious option a Instrumentation (Range)

few years later because of a growing need for ARO - Aerial Refuelling Operator (Station)

AAR capacity. Years of discussion and market AWACS - Airborne Warning and

research resulted in a requirement for (among Communication System
others) two DC-10 aircraft to be modified into DAC - Douglas Aircraft Company
tanker/transport aircnrft. The budget was not FAA - Federal Airworthiness Agency

sufficient to develop new KMD-l 1 tanker FMS - Foreign Military Sales
aircraft, nor did it allow buying existing tanker FLA - Future Large Aircraft
aircraft. On the basis of earlier programmes from GPS - Global Positioning System
other countries, involving different aircraft, IFF - Identification Friend or Foe

RNLAF decided that it should be possible to KLM - Koninklijke Luchtvaart
modify two DC-10 aircraft into so-called KDC-10 Maatschappij (Royal Dutch Air-
aircraft. With assistance from McDonnell lines)
Douglas Aircraft (MDA), four aircraft were KSSU - (Consortium of) KLM, Swissair,
selected on the basis of a number of criteria. SAS and UTA
These aircraft were studied thoroughly. On the LOA - Letter of Agreement
basis of condition and price two Martinair DC- MDA - McDonnell Do-iglas Aircraft
10-30 CF aircraft were purchased on 30 June NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
1992. These will be modified into KDC-1O NLR - Nao;onaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaart-
tanker/transport aircraft. laboratorium (Netherlands Aero-

space Laboratory)
The RNLAF contracted MDA to study feasibility, OR - Operations Research
timetable and cost of modifying two (Martinair) RARO - Remote Aerial Refuelling Operator
DC-10-30 CF aircraft into tanker/transport (Station)
aircraft. The study concluded that the programme RNLAF - Royal Netherlands Air Force
was feasible within the proposed time frame, TACAN - Tactical Air Navigation
given that USAF would cooperate. Also the total UHF - Ultra High Frequency
cost estimate could be kept within budget. It was UN - United Nations
not possible to keep the KC-10 Aerial Refuelling USAF - United States Air Force
Operator (ARO) station, so a new Remote Aerial VTOL - Vertical Take-off and Landing
Refuelling Operator (RARO) station will have to WEU - Western European Union
be developed. The design, however, is not
completely new as it has been implemented on Historical Overview

other aircraft.
1. The RNLAF transport aircraft fleet consists of

The RNLAF expects the first KDC-10 aircraft to 12 F-27 Friendship aircraft, i.e. 3 passenger

be in service by January 1995, the second to aircraft and 9 troopships, suitable for para drops

follow approximately three months later. Based and/or air transport. The aircraft have been

on this, the modification of the first aircraft is purchased in 1960 as the successor of the famous

scheduled to start on 1 July 1994 and of the DC-3 Dakota. Serious discussion on replacement

second in December 1994. Development of the of the F-27 started in 1984 with the

modification programme has already begun. announcement thereof in the Defense white

USAk' has been requested to assist RNLAF in paper. A working group was tounded to establish

programme management, contracting and the requirements for the new transport aircraft.

purchasing of certain parts. Among the first candidates taken into
consideration were Hercules C-130, Transall

Presentedar an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and long Endurance Operatmo of Aircraft', fay 1J3.
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C-160, Fokker F-50, Fokker F-100, Sherpa, 3. In a NATO briefing in September 1987 on the
Alenia G222 and Casa CN235. These aircraft, mission need for air refuelling capability, the
with a wide range in payload capacity, could "used aircraft" option was mentioned as one of
fulfil the transport requirements for fixed wing the possibilities for NATO members to fulfil the
aircraft. In addition transport helicopters and air refuelling requirement. And although the
other VTOL aircraft like the V22 'Osprey' were tanker capacity required at the time could still be
considered to fulfil the short-range VTOL contracted with the USAF, the expected reduction
requirements. However, at that time there was no of US Forces in Europe increased the demand for
defined requirement for air refuelling yet. In the an 'own' tanker capability. However, buying
discussions establishing the transport used aircraft was a completely new idea for the
requirements, the air refuelling requirement grew Royal Netherlands Air Force, as it probably is
gradually, although nobody could really believe for most air forces. Also the size of the tanker
the reality of fulfilling this requirement. aircraft is also much greater than we were used

to in our air force.
2. The ongoing demand for a reduction of
aircraft noise around air bases dictated fewer but 4. The Mission Need Document of the RNLAF
longer F-16 sorties. As a side effect, this could on transport aircraft was accepted by the Ministry
result in a possibly more cost-effective use of the of Defense in October 1989 with the
new Air Combat Manoeuvring and authorization to perform a pre-feasibility study
Inbtrumentation Range (ACMI) to be established based on the transport and air refuelling need of
over the North Sea. Exporting low-flying the Netherlands Armed Forces. Primarily this
activities to less densely populated areas led to an need was based on the deployment of the ACE
increase in long-distance ferry flights. In addition Mobile Force F-16 Squadron, which resulted in
the United Nations were making more demands requirements for range and air refuelling.
on the forces to stage peacekeeping operations. Additional requirements were included for
Together these factors emphasize the need for training operations, i.e. low flying in Goose Bay
more transportation and air refuelling capability, (Canada), air-to-air operations in the ACMI range
for which an OR study was considered necessary. above the North Sea and, last but not least, for
The OR study, carried out in cooperation with transport of personnel and equipment for (out-of-
the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR), area) operations under NATO, WEU or UN
analyzed the requirements mentioned above. As a auspices. In all, the yet-to-be-purchased aircraft
result of the OR study, four aircraft categories are already destined for many missions.
were defined:

a. Category A. Heavy transport aircraft with Pre-Feasibility Study
air refuelling capability and a range of
about 4500 km; 5. The initial study on the availability of proper

aircraft for tanker operations resulted in the
b. Category B. Medium-size transport following short list:

aircraft suitable for operations from
improvised airfields and with a range of a. Boeing KC-135. The KC-135 is in use
about 1200 km; with the USAF and other Air Forces but

is not in production any more. There
c. Category C. Transport helicopters with a were no acceptable KC-135 aircraft

range of about 300 kin, and available on the market.

d. Category D. Aircraft suitable for b. The KC-10A is also in use with the
transport of light cargo and/or a small USAF but is also out of production and
number of passengers, preferably with a not available on the used aircraft market.
transatlantic capacity. To obtain these aircraft the production

line would have to be reopened.
This presentation will concentrate on the category
A heavy transport aircraft with air-refuelling c. Boeing 707, a rather old aircraft that did
capacity. ,,,t comply with modern noise and

environmental requirements. It was to be
expected that modification of, this aircraft
into an acceptable tanker might become
very costly.
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d. Future Large Aircraft (FLA), a NATO aircraft. This meant that, if a passenger
project for replacement of C-130 aircraft should be selected, the aircraft
Hercules, C-160 Transall and P3 Orion. would first have to be modified into the
The availability and cost of the FLA is convertible configuration.
yet unknown.

b. Identify the required changes to modify
e. Airbus A300B4 and A310, which could the baseline aircraft into a tanker aircraft.

be modified for tanker operations. To a receiving aircraft, the tanker should
However, the modification would have to look like a KC-10A, while leaving as
be developed from scratch. This was much as possible of the existing aircraft.
expected to be a time-consuming and
costly affair. c. Conduct a preliminary design of the

identified changes, making maximum use
f. Boeing KE-3, a tanker derivative of the of existing KC-10A design.

NATO E-3 AWACS, developed and
produced for the Saudi Air Force. To d. Identify and contact the possible
obtain these aircraft the production line modification centres. The modification
would have to be reopened. centre has to be FAA-certified and

approved by MDA.
g. KMD-11, the tanker derivativ. of the

MD-i1, was considered to be too e. Estimate the time schedule.
expensive for the RNLAF.

f. Estimate the modification costs.
h. DC-10-30, either as a combi-freighter

aircraft (CF) or a passenger aircraft, the The primary mission of the aircraft should be the
latter to be modified into a CF. The DC- aerial refuelling of F-16 and other aircraft with a
10-30CF aircraft could be modified into a boom receptacle. Secondary missions will be air
tanker by using part of the existing design transport of cargo and/or passengers.
for the KC-10.

7. The study concluded that:
A combination of Fokker F-100 and C-130
Hercules aircraft was also considered but, owing a. the programme was feasible;
to F-16 air refuelling system and speed
requirements, the tanker requirement could not be b. the estimated cost could be kept within
fulfilled with the proposed combination. In the given budget;
addition the range requirement could not be met
with the Fokker F-100. c. the desired delivery schedule could be

achieved under the following conditions:
The pre-feasibility study indicated that used DC-
10-30 aircraft, providing they were in excellent (1) Engineering and procurement should
technical condition, would be the most cost- start no later than July 1992;
effective option for the RNLAF.

(2) Approval to proceed should come no
later than October 1992;

Feasibility Study
(3) The first DC-10-30CF should be at

6. The RNLAF contracted McDonnell Douglas the modification centre by May 1994;
Aircraft (MDA) to perform a feasibility study on
the modification of two DC-10-30CF aircraft into (4) The booms must I,, rvaiildbl-.
tanker aircraft. The study directive was to
provide sufficient information on feasibility, 8. The KC-10A has an Aerial Refuelling
schedule and cost to the RNLAF f,'- parliament Operator (ARO) Statiorn in me speciatly
4pproval of the programme. redesigned tail section of the aircraft. The study
The approach followed was: found that the construction of such a station in

the existing DC-10 would be very costly.
a. Select the baseline aircraft. For study Therefore it was proposed to develop a remote

purposes a DC-10-30CF (convertible) station near the flight deck.
aircraft was chosen as the baseline
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The feasibility study was approved by parliament 11. Seven companies offered thirteen DC-10
on 28 February 1992, after which the aircraft in passenger or convertible
procurement phase began. configurations. On the basis of the above criteria,

four aircraft from two companies were selected.
From the selected aircraft two were in a

Aircraft Selection passenger and two in a convertible configuration.
Another two passenger aircraft were chosen as

9. Selection of appropriate aircraft was carried back-up in case the selected aircraft had to be
out in two stages. The first stage consisted of a rejected.
market search on the available DC-10-30 aircraft
in passenger, convertible or freight configuration 12. The four selected aircraft were inspected by
and a first selection based upon given selection MDA. Also the records and modification
criteria. In this stage assistance was sought from standards were thoroughly verified. The
experienced agencies like Airclaims and the Used inspection showed that all four aircraft were in
Aircraft Division of Douglas Aircraft Company excellent technical condition and suitable for
(DAC). The latter was contracted for abiestance modification into the desired tanker aircraft
in the selection of the aircraft, configuration. The two convertible DC-10 aircraft
The second stage dealt with a thorough technical were from Martinair. The other two aircraft,
evaluation of the selected aircraft and a from British Airways, were in a passenger
comparison of the main criteria and the price. configuration, which had the disadvantage that
Also in this stage contract negotiations were they first had to be modified into convertible
started with the selected aircraft companies. Due aircraft. Although this modification is simple it
to the inexperience of the RNLAF in buying used has a vrice tag, which has to be added to the cost
aircraft, a specialised lawyer was contracted for of the basic aircraft. For the RNLAF it was
assistance in the contract negotiations. The advice important to purchase the aircraft on short notice
to contracting a specialised lawyer was given by because of the modification preparations which
different sources and, although it did not seem had to be carried out in advance. Both companies
obvious that - rather expensive - expertise should agreed in the buy-and-lease-back agreement
be hired, it was decided to follow this advice, requested for this reason. The lease ends when
How important this was we have learned in the the aircraft are sent to the modification centre.
meantime, unfortunately. The price of the British Airways aircraft was

extremely attractive. However, together with the
10. On the basis of the advice of DAC's Used necessary extra modification it came out higher
Aircraft Division a number of general first than the Martinair aircraft. For this reason the
selection criteria were produced. These selection Martinair aircraft were chosen. As a bonus,
criteria were: existing maintenance could possibly be continued.

On 30 June 1992 the purchase contract and lease
a. The aircraft should preferably have no agreement with Martinair were signed by the

more than 60,000 flying hours and State Secretary of Defense of the Netherlands.
20,000 cycles and definitely no more than The aircraft type was labelled 'KDC-10' as a
75,000 flying hours and 25,000 cycles; combination of KC-10 and DC-10 or Dutch KC-

10.
b. The aircraft should be in excellent

technical condition and be maintained (Note: As is well known, one aircraft was lost in
according to the latest modification a tragic accident at Faro, Portugal, in December
standards. Also the aircraft should have last year. This aircraft has been replaced by
undergone the prescribed aging and anti- another Martinair DC-10 aircraft, as agreed in
corrosion programmes; the contract. Although the replacement aircraft is

about one year younger than the lost aircraft, the
c. The ongineq should meet the Stage 3 configuration is identical, so the loss will have

noise requirements to comply with Dutch minimal implications on the programme.)
noise regulations.

d. The two aircraft offered should be so-
called sister ships, i.e. they had to be in
an almost identical configuration and
preferably be of a comparable age.
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Aircraft Modification tank, owing to the difference in rmuelling
operations between RNLAF and USAF.

13. With the convertible (CF) configuration as
the base line, the aircraft have to be modified to 15. For the Aerial Refuelling Operator (ARO)
make them suitable for military cargo transport station there was a choice between two options:
and air refuelling operations, with the exception either constructing the station in accordance with
that the KDC-10 can not be refuelled. the existing station of the KC-10A in the tail, or
Modification will be tailor-made, which means it building a completely new system with remote
has to be designed separately for each aircraft. video control in the front section near the flight
The RNLAF contracted the USAF under the deck. The latter option was chosen because of the
FMS agreement to manage the modification and high cost involved in modifying the aircraft
to provide a number of long-lead items, i.e. the structure, especially the pressure bulkheads in the
boom system. MDA, as prime contractor, is rear section. The concept of a Remote Aerial
responsible for the design and delivery of the Refuelling Operator (RARO) Station is an
modification package and for the selection of the existing one; it was implemented earlier on a B-
modification centre that will carry out the 707 but needs to be updated. The integration of
modification. The centre has to be recognised by the RARO and boom system into a DC-10 is new
MDA and certified by the FAA. and has to be developed. The development of the

RARO consists of:
14. The major modifications required to convert
the DC-10-30CF aircraft into the KDC-10 a. A two-man console on a pallet located on
tanker/transport aircraft are: the main deck just aft of the flight deck;

a. Installation of a KC-10A centerline boom, b. Replicates of the vision and controls and
hoist, latch and shock absorber; displays of the KC-10 Aerial Refuelling

Operator station;
b. Installation of aerial refuelling pumps on

the centre wing tanks and installation of c. Four 19" monitors; three for the operator
the fuel manifold from the pumps to the and one for the instructor. An observer
boom; position is not foreseen in the RARO

station;
c. Installation of full provisions for wing

hose/drogue pods in conformance with a d. A number of video cameras; i.e. a stereo
proposed KC-10A modification; pair for 3-D viewing of the refuelling

scene and surveillance cameras for a
d. Installation of KC-10A rendezvous, wing-to-wing panoramic view;

director, formation and flood lights;
e. The following baseline features:

e. Installation of a palletised remote aerial
refuelling operator (RARO) station; (1) Any monitor can be switched to any

camera;
f. Installation of video cameras for the

RARO; (2) 3-D viewing is possible on any
monitor;

g. Installation of military avionics and
updating the INS with GPS capability; (3) Graphics presentation of boom

envelope and other boom information can
h. Installation of interior accommodations be done on 3-D view.

for all cargo or 240, 170 or 110
passengers with cargo. The video configuration is still subject to

discussion and may therefore still change.
These modifications are the minimum required to
make the aircraft suitable for the required 16. The air refuelling boom system is identical to
military operations. The goal is to maintain as the KC-10A system, however, the boom is not in
much as possible from the original Martinair DC- production any more. To prevent a delay in the
10 but to give the receiver aircraft the impression programme, the RNLAF will buy the KC-10A
of a KC-10A. Contrary to the KC-10A the boom systems and a few other long-lead items
RNLAF aircraft will not have an additional fuel from the USAF; these will be replaced afterwards
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by new boom systems from the production line to design is in progress. The modification centre is
be reopened. expected be selected within a few months, after

which the contract between this centre and MDA
17. To make the aircraft suitable for military use, can be signed. A contract for maintenance of the

the aircraft instrumentation and the freight cabin aircraft is under negotiation with KLM. A LOA
will be brought up to military standards. on follow-on support from the USAF was signed
Therefore it is necessary to install UHF radios on 31 March 1993. In this contract the
and an extended intercom, IFF, TACAN and maintenance of the refuelling system and the
provision for GPS. The cabin height will be configuration management will be established.
brought up to the height of the freight door, Negotiations on flight crew and maintenance crew
which is i02". This ;s th. zamc as the cabin training are under way. Delivery of the first
height of the KC-IOA. aircraft to the modifica.:,n centre is expected in

July 1994, the second aircraft following in
It is expected that the modification centre will be December 1994, based on in-operation dates of
selected in the course of this year. January 1995 for the first aircraft and March

1995 for the second. So far we are still on
schedule.

Maintenance

18. The aircraft are at present maintained by
KLM in the KSSU organisation. The RNLAF has
the intention to perform only a restricted level-A
maintenance on the aircraft. Logistic support and
the remaining aircraft and engine maintenance
and repair will possibly be contracted to KLM.
Configuration management and maintenance of
the refuelling system will be contracted via the
USAF.

Certification

19. The KDC-1O will be certified by the FAA as
a so-called amended type design of the KC-10A.
To this end all modifications will be analyzed
with respect to safety and they will be tested
when required. The structural integrity will also
be analyzed and tested if necessary. MDA is
responsible for the acquisition of the type
certificate. Certification will be limited to design
and modification. Military operations as such are
not certified.

Time schedule

20. After parliamentary approval of the feasibility
qtudy on 28 February 1992, the contract for
purchase of the two Martinair aircraft was signed
by the State Secretary of Defense on 30 June
1992. The aircraft was transferred to the RNLAF
on 3 August 1993. The LOA between USAF and
RNLAF on the modification and delivery of lone-
lead items was signed on 31 August 1992. The
letter contract between USAF and MDA on the
design of the modification was signed on 9
February 1993. The definition of the aircraft
specification and the attendant modification
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CC-130H(T) TACTICAL AERIAL REFUELLING TANKER

DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMME

Captain Andrew Reif, Flight Dynamics
Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
CFB Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada, T0A 2M0

Major Marc Tremblay, Flight Dynamics
National Defence Headquarters

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, KIA 0K2

m configurations but utilizes the Flight
Refuelling Limited (FRL) of Great Britain, Mk

This paper describes the development flight 32B-751 refuelling pods. The internal
test programme for the CC-130H(T) Tactical modifications were installed by North West
Aerial Refuelling Tanker. The Canadian Industries (NWI) in Edmonton Alberta and were
operational requirement is first described, based on previous LASC experience. The joint
followed by a detailed discussion of the test effort represents the first time that the
item, receiver aircraft, and the Mk-32B-751 system has been certified for
ground/flight test method and preliminary operation on a Hercules aircraft. This paper
results. The development is significant describes the method and preliminary results
since it represents the first certification of the development test programme.
of the Flight Refuelling Limited Mk 32B
refuelling pods on a Hercu)es aircraft. M4k 32B-751
Further flight testing to be conducted in the
near future are also mentioned. The Mk 32B-751 aerial refuellinr pod system

was developed by FRL of Great Britain based
Abbreviations on FRL Mk32/2800 AAR wing pod.(!) The system

utilizes the probe and drogue aerial
AAR Air-to-Air Refuelling refuelling concept. The system provides the
AETE Aerospace Engineering Tes. Canadian Forces with commonality ot equipment

Establishment with the Royal Air Force, the Royal
.%GL Above Ground hevel Australian Air Force, and United States Air
CF Canadian Forces Force.
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility
FRL Flight Refuelling Limited The Mk 32B-751 is a state-of-the-atr, self
FTZ Fuel Transfer Zone contained system whiji includes built-in tst
HQR Handling Qualities Rating equipment and can be repaired while installed
LASC Lockheed Aerospace Systems on the wing. The system uses the xistinir

Corporation internal wing fuel manifold eliminating an
LIFT Lead-in Fighter Trainer additional fuel line in the wing. Te.- hose
KEAS Knots Equivalent Airspeed reel systam uses a fueldraulic/tensator hose
KIAS Knots Indicated Airspeed drogue auto-response system which slmlnats
MTE Mission Task Element high pressure hydraulics fed frimi -ho h-st
NFTZ Non Fuel Transfer Zone aircraft. The pod has a uniaue 'Tm aI-
NWI North West Industries turbine that drives a pump for ro rrin fuel
PA Pressure Altitude transfer pressure and drives the fueldraulis
RAT Ram Air Turbine system. Each hose is caable of leliverrnr
wS Wing Station 300 gallons per minute at a 51 psi delivery

pressure. The hoses are 74 ft long and
Background connect to a soft basket with a Mk d drogue

coupling. The system is controlled b'" a
The Canadian Forces operate a fleet of rI30 software driven electLonic control land]
Hercules aircraft to perform military mounted overhead at the flight ,rngineer
transport, search and rescue, open-skies station.
verification, support to peacekeeping, and
disaster relief missions. The Canadian CC-130H(T)
Forces has recently acquired five C130 H
model aircraft which are being configured as The Hercules is an all met al, hih-1wirg,
tactical air-to-air refuelling (AAR) tankers, long-range monoplane with a fust !ace divided
The tankers will be used to provide airborne into a cargo compartment and flight deck.
refuelling in support of CF-198 Hornet and The aircraft has 4 Allison TS6 turbopirp
CF-116 Freedom Fighter operations primarily constant-speed engines. The aileron, rudder,
for support to long range North America and elevator systems are controlled by
Region Aerospace Defence (NORAD) patrols in mechanical systems with hydraulic hoo~t
the far North. The current Canadian Forces Trim tabs are controlled by electrical
airborne refuelling capability is provided by control systems. The auto-pilot, when
modified Boeing 707 aircraft, engaged, controls the main flight o-ntrol

surfaces and elevator trim tabs. The maximum
The tactical tanker aircraft has been gross weight is 155,000 lbs. Aerodynamic
designated as the CC-130H(T). The aircraft performance will be discussed in detail later
were modified to accommodate a cargo fuel in the paper.
tank, two wing-mounted fuel dispensing pods,
and associated fuel lines. The aircraft were The modification components include: two Mk-
produced by Lockheed Aerospace System 32B-751 pods and two wing ittachment pylons
Corporation (LASC). The refuelling system is at Wing Station (WS) 330, a 3600 gallon
based on the proven KC 130/HC-130 tanker fuselage fuel tank (or roughly 24,000 lbs of

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Recent Advances in Long Range and Long Endurance Operation of Aircraft May 19Q3.
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fuel), cockpit control panel, internal fuel provided in the pitch and yaw axes. The
line plumbing from the fuselage tank to the moderately swept back wings incorporate both
wing, external lightihg, and an aftcabin door leading and troiling edg- fl-ps for increasea
intercom panels. A side-view of the lift and improved slow-airspeed handling
aircraft with hoses extended, hose chaiacteristics. The refuelling probe is
dimensions, and comparison with the Sargeant removable but fixed in the extended positic-,
Fletcher system are shown in Figure 1. when AAR is to be performed.
The Pod and pylon is shown in Figure 2. The
RAT is mounted on the nose of the pod. Test Responsibilities
The fuselage tank and fuel lines are
illustrated in Figure 3. The tank fills The test programme was a joint effort between
roughly half of the cargo zompartment LASC and the Canadian Forces. As the prime
centered at the wing attachment point. Fuel contractor, LASC had total responsibility for
may also be transferred from the aircraft management, production, fitment of the unique
tanks to the refuelling pods. In addition, systems, and delivery of the tanker aircraft.
the Canadian Forces operate the Hercules with In addition, LASC was responsible to qualify
external wing tanks and after body ventral the airworthiness of all tanker
strakes. configurations and demonstrate the compliance

with relevant specifications. Th.Ž primary
The Hercules fleet is heavily tasked so that specification for compliance was Mil-A-19736A
it was imperative to have the five designated (3) with exceptions for the unique
tanker aircraft available for both transport capabilities of the Hercules.
and tanker duties with minimal change-over
time. To accomplish this, the design The category flight test approach is used by
incorporated three possible configurations: the Canadian Forces. This approach is
tanker, transport, and convertible. The divided into three categories which reflect
tanker configuration is comprised of all the the phases of test and evaluation. Category
modification components. The convertible I includes all developmental tests and is
configuration has the fuselage tank removed, generally the responsibility of the prime
The transport configuration has the fuselage contractor. Canadian Forces personnel may be
tank, pods, and pylons removed. Both the involved depending on the resources of the
convertible and transport configurations are contractor. Following Catecory I testing,
capable of carrying cargo. the prototype aircraft is accepted by the

Canadian Forces and Category 1 testing is
The desired AAR envelope detined 'q, Canadian performed by the Aerospace Engineering Test
Forces operational requirements was: 175 KEAS Establishment (AETE) located at Canadian
to 250 KEAS from 500 ft AGL to 35,000 ft MSL. Forces Base Cold Lake in Alberta. The
Further refinement of the AAR envelope was Category II testing includes independent
necessary to accommodate the limitations of proof of specification compliance and further
the CC-130H(T( and the specific receiver refinement of the safe operc.ing envelope.
aircraft. These compatibility issues will be Category III testing is ccmprised of
discussed throughout this paper. operational tests and in the Canadian Forces

this responsibility is generally dele-gaed t
Receiver Aircraft the operational group within Air ciomand, in

this case Air Transport Group.
The Canadian Forces operate two fighter type
aircraft which are capable of probe and Category I Test Programme
drcgue aerial refuelling: CF-188 Hornet and
CF-116 Freedom Fighter. The Category I test programme inclh:ed ground

tests of the CC-l30HcT), flight tests for
The CF-188 is the primary fighter for the airworthiness of the CC--llO9(T)
Canadian Forces and has two variants capable modifications, and -ecemer compat ibilily
of AAR: the CF-188A (single seatr and CF-188B testing. The specific test s pit -,rmed were
'dual s•-at). The aircraft were manufactured as follows:
by McDonnell Douglas. 'GrIe roles of the CF-
188 are air superiority, interdiction, and a. Ground Tests:
ground attack. The aircraft possess a full- (1) structural static !,ha,is
authority control augmentation system. (2) ground vibratricn
Primary flight controls are the ailerons, (3) fuel transfq-r functionals
twin rudders, differential leading and (4) electrmagnetic compatibility
trailing edge flaps, and differential n. Airworthiness Flight Tests:
stabilators. Hydraulic actuators position (1) FMC siety of flight
the control surfaces with sticik and rudder (2) flutter
feel provided by spring cartridges. The (1) safe carriage
refuelling probe on the Hornet is (4) perlormance
retractable. (5) handling qualities

(6) hose extersion/retraction
The CF-116 is the other fighter aircraft (7) hose jettison
operated by the Canadian Forces and has two c. Receiver Compatibility Tests:
variants capable of AAR: the CF-I16A (single (1) tanker wake investigation
seat) and the CF-II6A/R (reconnaissance (2) hose stability
single seat). The aircraft were manufactured (3) CF-lR8 handling qualities
by Canadair Limited on license from Northrop (4) CF-Il] handling qualities
Corporation. The CF-116D (dual seat) (5) night compatilility
aircraft are not capable of AAR. The CF-116A
is used as a 'lead-in fighter/tralner" (LIFT) LASC planned and conducted the ground and
for the CF-188 Hornet with a secondary role flight testing of the CC 13OH(T;. Canadian
in reconnaissance. The flight controls are Forces participation during this testing
hydraulically actuated by two independent included test observation, some ground tests
systems and have artificial feel to assist and the receiver -ompatibility trials. The
the pilot. Stability augmPntation is Canadian Forces provided the receiver
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aircraft and test pilots who performed the jointly conducted by LASO and AETE personnel
qualitative evaluations of the receiver A pie-test frecpjcncy 7oincidence analysis was
handling qualities during AAR. This paper performed by AETE in efforts to predict
discusses the results of the Category I likely RF interference. Testing inc-luded
testing emphasizing the compatibility issues bonding, electrical power characteristics,
that have placed restrictions on the A!IR conducted/ radiated emissions, and
envelope. The flight test programme was source/victim interaction. Only solve minor
completed with 19 tanker flights for a total interferences were observed. One recognized
of 100 flying hours. A CT-133 Silverstar was difl culty with EM' ,rsting with the Hercules
used for photo-safety chase for a total of 21 aircraft has been the applicability of the
flights or 40 flying hours. A total of 10 results for the entire fleet because of
CF-116 flights for 20 flying hours and 20 CF- differences between avionics configurations.
188 flights for 60 flying hours were also
required to support the programme. Category CC-130H(T) Flight Tests
II and III testing is ongoing at this time.

Flight testing of the CC-130H(T) for
CC-130H(T) Ground Tests airworthiness were conducted from Edeionton

International Airport by a LASC flight test
Ground testing of the CC-130H(T) was crew. Tests conducted included: EMC: safety
conducted at Northwest Industries (NWI) of flight test; flutter; sife carriage;
Edmonton. Tests conducted included: proof performance; handlinig qualities; hcse
static loads; ground vibration; fuel extension/retraction; and ho'e jettison
transfer; and electromagne-ic tests. f2)
compatibility. (2)

An EMC Safety of Flight Test (S: FT, w s
The structural proof load test was performed conducted on the first flight t,-, orrDh-iite
to verify the integrity of the pylon the ground test results. N' Ic
installation by applying limit loads and were observed and the wir.f ý a oa:ed
mcments at the wing/pylon interface. A dummy for IFR flight fo, the lest. "rc':
ref-elling pod was attached to the pylon and
served as the means through which the proof A flutter test was pert'.,rA t ' .t'at.
loads were applied via five actuator freedom from any aercelasric instability
assemblies. Test loads were derived froe, the througlout the aircraft flight envelope.
aerodynamic, inertia, and hose loads fc Stick raps and rudder sinrgets were perfo7rm,-d
various aircraft configurations and flight in each direction to excite the structure at

--nditicns. These loads were combined to each test condltion. R.al-t'me onbcar!
provide five critical limit load conditions, analysis of accelercometer mi ,rel-nts was
Strain gauges were used to verify the strain perform i to evaluate the a rcraft response.
linearity and that the intensity was within The test proved that the aircrart is ftree
limits. Visual inspection of the pylon from any aeroelastic insrabiity throughout
installation and aircraft wing in the the flight envelope and that thez damping
vicinity of the pylon attachment fitting tre-nd in the lowest dampcd mode snou,' an
revealed no damage to any structure, increase with airspeed.

,round vibration testing was performed to Since the wing pods are cart ied i tal v,
determine the aircraft/pylon/pod modal limited stores safe carriage flight thst'
oharacteristics. Landing gear struts were were conducted. A 10 minute ap-ed soak at
deflated and tire pressures reduced to fifty maximum level flight airspeo.io were conducted
percent of the standard pressure to lower the at 500 f- AoL or 2,400 ft MSL. A post-f ight
rigid body modes below the major struc-ural inspection dio not reveal any deficiencies.
:odes. All flight control surfaces were All other safe carriage test reqeiitements
adjusted and blocked for zero deflecti n. were satisfied by the existing tests.
Shakers were attached vertically and
laterally to the pod nose. Symmetrical and The dr, - index of 'he wing p-ods and pylons
anti symmetrical sine sweeps and modal were measured firsr with the hoses retracted
! Jrveys were performed. The experimental then both extended. Standard weight to

mode shapes and fr quencies were compared to pressure ratio test techniques were used.
analytrially derived and measured data for Baselih~e flight tests were performed before
,lean and similar configurations. They the modiflcation using the same aiicraft to
comparý-d well and the refuelling pod had make the comparison. Test airspeed- with the
minimal effoect on the basic aircraft modal hoses retracted ranged from 1.2 Vs to 270
-haracteristics. KIAS at 10,000 ft PA and 1.2 Vs to 2130 KIAS

at 25,000 ft PA. Test airspeeds with the
Sreadyf-state and surge fuel transfer hoses extended ranged from 160 to 250 KIAS at
pressures were weasured on the ground with 10,000 ft PA. Test dita so,,ws the ircreased
several flowrates, dual/single tanker pump drag to be a constant increment throughout
operation, and several receiver tank the flight envelope. The contractor
configurations. The tests were performed determined that the drag index was +19 DI for
first with a simulated receiver followed by the pods/pylons and +62 DI with the hoses
the CF-116 then the CF-18P aircraft. Tests extended. The after body ventral strakes
with the simulated recefiver demonstrated a, redu7e the drag by -10 DI therefore
.average pod discharge pressure of 107 psig minimizing the impact of the AAR installation
(120 nsig limit). The peak pod discharge ,'n Hercules performance.
surge pressure was 255 psig (310 pslg limit)
at maximum fuel flow. Operating pressures The effects of the modifications on ,he
ranged from 38 to 53 psig with surges not handling qualities of the H,-culeu was
exceeding 50 psig (IO +/- 5 psig limit), qualitatively assessed using standard flight
Tests with the receiver aircraft demonstrated test techniques. Weight and center of
similar pressures. gravity limits were established for the

fuselage fuel tank and mid to aft center of
Electromagnetic compatibility testing was gravity conditions were selected for the

_ ____ ___
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tests. Tests conducted by the LAsc test crow tasks, the ability to maintain sal,- -,prat
were static longitudinal and lateral- position with respect to the 17(- 1' WV
directional stability, dynamic lateral- task perf-,--ance criteria are also e howr, r.
directio~ai stability, roll performance, Figure 4 for the AAR MTEs. Whin pc sibl-e,
heading ..hange characteristics, trim, and the MTEs were also evaluated rnIurbulent:
stall characteristics. No degradation or conditions rated as either rui light,
changes were o.)served due to the installation moderate, or severe turbulencc. Al1 harndii:ng
of the AAR system. qualities testing was performed irý daylil-ht

conditions.
A series of hose extension and retraction
tests were performed throughout 'h-e planned in addition to test pilot obs' vat or~i
operating envelope to observe the hose operational p'lots flew a numerD t.ri-z
motions and determine the rate at which the to provide opinions early in, deocýIopme~nr
liose could be trailed arC, rewound. The left Lost flight, the operational pilctcý were
hose tended to rotate ail whip during the asked toý complete the following
first 10-20 ft when nea. the maximum level questionnaire:
flight airspeed above 20,000 ft. Further
investigation will be undertaken. The rate (1) At what airspeed or ran.ge ofj! see:
for trailing and rewinding the hoses ranged did you feel comfortable making cortacr:'
from 17-2' seconds throughout the envelope. what altitude were you flying,

(2) At any time did you havE ditfficulty
A hese jet~tison test was conducted to verify controlling the aircraft?
the functional operation of the safety f3) Was the aircraft responsto: ýý 's,
feature. The right hose was jettisoned over comfortable, or tuosnice n
th, Primrose Lake Evaluation Range at 500 ft differences due to r s,
Act, and 250 KIAS. The hose was cut (4) Did you experien ,:- any FC n
successfully and separated cleanly from the roll, or yaw? What w-is y-i- r- %
aircraft, action?

(S) Did your aircraf' -xhiLý in..
AAR Terminology that your did not oxp:t-. A. ýal 1ý

(6) Were you trimmeui n i~r- j,
Prior no discussing the recoiver position,
compatibiliry phase of the testing it is t7) Did you )_o -' Is_ 1'1- j1: 4: to

necessary to define some of the AAR contact, in thec fuel I:anse ýr ufc
terminology. The complete task of AAR was disconnect? it s- wýýa i:n ,

broken into six mission task elements (MTES) . Which hose7
There- fATEs were associated with position or () Di gros", A'i a' w:i.:
procedure. They were: pce-contact, contact, iir.speeds and at w~ha' 4Z W.. i A
fuel transfer zone (FTZ), non FTZ, normal tag onr o
disconnect, and emergency disconnect. A s id 'I j WhaL f lap set n i Wi
view of the refuellin-I positionis are ~ 't Udci ý ep, 7

illustrated! in Figur.< 4. The n.0 rmal 10) Did YOU Us.,r
dijs~cnnect procedure r-ouiiied the receiver (1 W,3' P..weri.p.
3ircra ft to slow down aid disconnect whet: rt1e 1. D,-,' t i-
It-ose was at full extension. The emergenc-y cont ct
disconnect procedure was performed by rapidly 1? De "'qribo t.h. f it
P-owerii~g back to idle and :le;cconding tra~ighf -1 Irveo., on'"v
ahead whetn disc-onnected. wo r klos I- -1or ma k inrsj

conc it ion
Receiver Compatibility (14, Des" nibe , - h-)s -1.i 4.t

'light and in t hec i -w wa3.,- ii .,
R-eever compatibility t est in q w as regne D -- id it afflect c
to define th. ~eul1i. rvlysfor rt1; .1 lhI Hro much did h- i . wv
'F-188 and c~lI Detinit :-ri Af t-h- I ly~nny itn tunbIlý'-'.
enve I _pe depended ri air c ri aft 'eni - m anI - 1 ' A':' lt t r-," 1c't ie.
l imitat ions, drogue srtabulIit y in L. wake - 1'F?
theý rec:eiver aircraft, no aivei handling 17 u S'- -I I I 1 m .ý
qualities at the alt!utude and airspeed udt :fLt in h, ,:ýIi
conditions, hose Ft 3hi lit~y andl easý of (1ý' H',w w-lA it ix, t-1 ari;
formation with the tank-r. Thce followin,4t r- mae-ntiact
-sts wer! condo_-red- tanker wake survey; Pj)An cth J -: m -
hose staf'ility test; indilual reo aivot
aircii-ft handling qualities -valuat'-cn o! Th., 'eu'- i ''
each of the AAP fATE d's-sr 11-ed previously itn Ili- lev-lprr-nt ri .... q:7T 14: )
0
ýaylight conditions; niight compat-ibility li 11icully wh> a:: iii~ '-
_er-ts; and operational pi l-t assessments. I igher" pilor wo-ilid I-g Ie v

r-i fnming AAR~ wit! th. 1*.:)i Ti
Qualitative- receiver rest pilot. observatio.n::
were gathered t~o evaluateý t-he workluad andi Performance Limitations
compensation requireýd to perform the AAR.
MTEs. Multiple pilots flow the te::t pair:! The tir ~t Ili t1 .

although it was riot possible to repeat eac.h \AR _ nv-lop,' wast h,-' peil i f ima'- I i'mi-t f<-:.I

specific test point numerous time!,. The- i sposed by the - i Io n'iir,'i ,an31 Fi coil-os
Cojoper-Haýrper Handling r-ilities Rating (ION:) Fi ghter t)Using atuiirVpiop tanker to',
system described in refk.enice 4 was used to tlrbr~jet ligltoreni ohvi tIIdIy tetuiced the
assist in substantiating the q.ualitative -:vai lble efelIin airspeed and airi ude
observations. The HQR procedure detailed in tIngf tho that ty'/;- lo I lot A turhufaci oi
Figure 5 was used to make the assessment of tuib-siet tankeri
the compensation to perform each task, Task
performance for the fATEs wore Ibased on t ime 'The Hercules max irtim ('<vol f 1 gist. ailispeed
to perform r.hp contact. task or for all ther li mb ed the" piIc'ia matimiurim eluellIing



airspeed to roughly 150 KIAS. This was risk.ý were present for night rrofuellinq.
further reduced above 25,000 ft. as gross
weight limited the maximum achievable The tanker wake was observed by fai.g beri''-m
airspeed. Furthermore, an operationally it in the -ore-contact and coýntact posiren
representative tanker fuel load lower~ci tta with the ho-se., retracted. 9"--h the CF 11
maximum achievable ceiling. Therefore, and CF-186 pertoraaamed the reto.- Thr- receive-r
refuelling ciuld only be practLically rear p-lots investigated rhe indta -,"
ptzrformed belaw roughly 28,000 ft to 30,000 nominal hose hang positiorns. The ac -eptabloý
ft PA. Addition of the after-body strakes FTZ waq determined to be the envelcpe
reduced overall aircraft drag by several iilustrated in Figure 10. In. this .. P

percent making operation at 250 KIAS s'.ighclv several tanker wake e~ffectL wetre obser'el.
more efficient. Under these constraints the The wing tip .'o~rrioos san- 'po r wash w.'ro,
contractor selected a drogue with drag weak as was the wing wacok i' tV., ai-",%ý
characterislics optimized for AAR in the repositioned directly behird and level w'!h
airspeed range of 275 to 250 KIA51. Testing ihe wing. The fuselage vor'a 0'-L w 1l h~e-
to determine the minimum hose stability found to be very strcrng dunii aag , ýf
revealed that the hose began tc rewind at 136 between wing srations in the pa o7rir act_
KIAS at both 10,000 ft and 20,00ud ft which position. These vertices- rned rd rll 4
was acceptable for the intanded receiver receiver into the ranker. As long cis the.
aircraft. 2) Testing to determine rhe fuselage wake was avoa.3do

5  
the lanact wake

minimum airspeed for hose deployment revealed was acceptable for AAR.
that at 10,300 ft the minimum was 185 KIAS
and 190 K~ijS at 30,000 ft. (2) The latter 'The stability of the hoses it free-flochL
characteristics do not limit the lower were then ohserved to dot air-.i. the ex,-t
airspeed range for actually conducting aerial ease for mat ag contact "'. r Te rcl, r'.
refuelling as it is possible to trail rho free-trail tiight in calm, and allb
hose above these airspeeds and if necessary and dynamic behaviour dur'" -r

reduce speed. As will be discuss. _A shortly, douiblet s- The contol ohýo r, pf Pi". "
the contrrollability of the receiver aircraft roll resulted in lioehtly Aa'~vrtr cal
hampered slow speed AAR near rhir minimum oscillat ions exhibit ing s---, per' i.~c
tra.il airspeed. In some cases, re -sci 1 r-qai''

secoonds to dissipa, a at r_ - ,rC
The CF-1l88 by virtue of it, design for air- r eiea sed. Thfr hosesr t I I trOe !ý
to-air combat and carrier 1-nding morion during t!. to ii aýt.-i ,iýý
capabilities ham very good Flow sp,,ed doaght rla'-k~t and w-'.t!,.-
pý - formance. Th- CF- 188 could matc'- tie nacrbable -au- ,, r a, ýT T r -
..e-cules and drogue airspeed and altitude tf1agh, and calI'a .ýý- ý .- ý'
envelope. The only limit was -maximum angle " - r.aIl,'atl
of attack of 12 degrees fcor visibility over secr nd peor aol. IT!I"''. .,; _ý1 j
the nose. If reached in -ruise flight flap 3. ee d ~ ro~ 1 nr lýý-
selection could reduce tle angle :t attack. clt'n-

t ende
1
d toc exh ii' a

.he CF-lI! _ncorpotares trailing and ý,adirrg wh- ay -1
ed,4e f, aps for low Speed I lia!V . the a' ra t'''a I is I1,h1 -- ".
!Iafrrfcrtuately, the aircraft posescs severt 1 r~ht!y darl7 a ii'',31 -- z
eng ine throt tle contriol r estrict' ',, ;- ar: s1low tuir, 1cr a h,- h
speed and high alt~. Ldes. Ti.e Freod. -m in'-iea-ed diam'aai I 1aI '
Fighter antake system has causod an exr-rt v tn -ve '1eda
history ,f compressor stallc. The flg Io igh f' Tr ,r. : -ei ,r!-,gt
manual caution areas that are obse .'ad by rhe 'h~e u'-sii ati P C-1
C-an-adi... Forces in operating the ar craft are _i- rý-asanq atr '.CI% "

shown in Figure 6. This in conjunction with fo-rlaa"apar~o Wr
*..1e 2Sf. KIAS maximum tanker airspeed recoiver iiiti' r Ia11ý tn
Effectively limits hf '--' 116 to AAR t-. 1,ow I ýllt r t'incu wat- r",r,
.20,000 ft. Heavy gross weight perfcrmaaaa,:-c pia1 t a"j fr I e t kei h a,. -

the 17F-116 can limit the mraximuam altirude' a! 'abi .'nker arid wai t t
flurther to as low as a maximum of 15.ý aY ft
7:nttrollabiliry is also of concern but this .nvelope Expansion
will be mentioned in the handl'ng qualitios
djs-issbon. F~ay a'' mr a'h ala la'' i t t i .Q I plarnes

a 1), 0100 f! PA it,]h
The per formatnce const ra ints t 'o -,f Ohe t hre'IFl, 10,0C Itr F A ui 'a ft PA 1-t
aircraft cIar be samrl if ic anad pres-rrated at C o'F-l ul an a CMar"on 1ýl . . il .1
an airspeed '.ertnb u I altiurie show-a i, aasgec t 50,) it Ar-.z for I W l-c.. a ''n~i a'-a

Figurre 7. The, ma>.imaam al atilab apnd airs7[eed clud Irracs. Tie, medaai il~a 
t  

aif w,
limits qhown may vary lirght 1/ daue r 'g as ; inrostigated farst I r at . ty v a v a' ca r,-t,

weight -ind 'xternal 'onf aaara'aion. L, any potent ia'l ohiob - I" ha 41 )aI w
a I t i t odes.

Tan.ker Wake and none Stability Tests
The airspeed eravelop. Ior t ti i~at~

Prior to. engaging the dr,,pa'. the haose altitudes werin siatt., lI ~r in41
stability ind tanker wakc were evaluatledri 10 35 KIAS then salowing d..wn rc.. a-.y lamatr Ar
ensure that no unacceptaf ac racsks to the controllabi lIty prol 1cmF. Weat ah er
rec-eivers were presenat. The horse lengLt~h constraints, diffi, ltios witha the o-F-l8~l
placed the droquae 16 ft closer r to ho b"'w-wave at 250 KIAS, and roceaver ai..cralt
Pi cubes than theý a-arbarali Flec' her :yý-tra em art e generat ionta equi red sormle minior

rused on the KC- l
3
0/,_'Fr 130 tanlkers. The( mo-d if i ca t ( s , bult over~ a1, t hai t a pprtoa ch

impact of thin, sirra, ainn c*an be ! - ni in worked very well.
Figure b for the cF 188 and Figur, 9 for the
aCF 116. Although no proLlerrs were The CF-188 test poirnts investiataed are, shc
encountered uuring Jay rime operations added in Figure 11. 'The m~aximt~m alt itaade explored
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was 34,000 ft PA and minimum 500 ft AGL. The CF-116 Compatibility
CF-116 test points investigated are shown in
Figure 12. To avoid the engine compressor As for the CF-188, the contact task was the
stall region, the maximum test altitude was critical case for receiver pilot workload.
20,000 ft PA. No testing in the standard day The drogue only suffered from minor flow
caution region was attempted. influences by the CF-116. At most the drogue

was displaced by one drogue diameter and
Night compatibility testing was only could be easily compensated for during
conducted at medium altitudes. This approach contact. The optimum airspeed for making
was to avoid airspeeds where handling quality contact was found to be 250 KIAO with
problems were discovered in day light degrading handling qualities as airspeed was
conditions, reduced to 220 KIAS due to worsening control

response sluggishness. The test pilot
CF-188 Compatibility assigned a HQR of 3 at 250 KIAS and a 4 •t

220 KIAS. With all wing stations loaded and
During the first several approaches to increasing gross weight also made the contcro.
contact, it was apparent that the bow-wave of response more sluggish but was not
the CF-188 seriously affected the drogue. objectionable. As with the CF-188 the right
For this reason, the precision contact task hose was slightly harder to make contact.
became the critical task for workload
assessment by the receiver pilot. The right By far the dominant factor affecting the
hose tended to be slightly harder to make workload to make contact using the CF-iIh was
contact due to the propeller wash and wing the turbulence intensity. Again as for the
Lip vortex interactions but was not CF-188, an intensity of molerate or worse
objectionable. HQRs for the contact task on made the task of making contact extiemeiy
the right hose were 6 at 250 KIAS, 3 at 225 difficult.
KIAS, and S at 1"S KIAS. HQRs wete less for
contacting the left hose. The test pilot The handling qualities in the FTZ and NFTZ
reported that the drogue could be easily were found to be acceptable in both straight
perturbed and was very unpredictable in the and level as well as maneovering flight up tc
bow-wave of the CF-188. This motion could a 30 degree bank turn. On the right hose,
exceed 10 ft at 250 KIAS. The affects could the test pilot assigned 3n HQR of 5 for
be minimized in the airspeed range 200-240 making contact at 30 deqree of bank. No
KIAS. A moderate closure rate was found to deficiencies were found durin7 normal cr
be optimum although some pilots preferred a emergency disconnects.
high closure rate to catch the drogue prior
to any large unpredictable displacements. The AAR envelope was defined for the CF-116
Different external configurations and gross to be 220 to 250 KIAS frim 500 ft AiL to
weight had no effect on the handling 20,000 ft PA.
cqualities at contact. Contacts were made as
slow as 175 KIAS which also did not reveal Operational Pilot Observations
any problems if the Auto Flips mode was _ed.

Overall, the CF 11> was observe , to 1- an
The previous results were for nil turbulence easier aircraft to refuel trom the OO',.h'T,
conditions. When contacts were attempted in than the CF-199. This provided a suitable
turbulence, the workload incr ased learning progression for student pilots.
dramatically. If the turbulence intensity This claim could only .e iade rth.ugh r, calo
was moderate or worse, the rime to make air. As the turbulonce ;ntenst worsened,
contact could be as long as 9 minutes. This The CF-116 was far more difficult c make
resulted in one trst pilot assigning an HQR contact. One pilot remarked that 3 student
of 7 at 22n KIAS in moderate turbulence, fighter pilot with very' litt],? exp.2rience

would not possess the neo,:ssary skill to make
Handling qualities while performing the pro- -7ntact. Another pilot remarked that
contact, FTZ, and NFTZ MTEs were acceptable. having made contacts on 6 other types cf
The test pilots assigned HQRs as 2 or 3 in tankers including the KC-30, r - 0T
the pre-ontact position and FTZ. Some hose required all his skill anrJ evp ,
whipping oc-urfrd when in rho, NFTZ after lhe contact in light to moderare tuebo en e
nose tensal,,r limit was reached, but a Further complications are expected from

warning light on the p-! bells-orb fatigue, however, regular traininr will be
illuminates when the region is reached which used to minimice the etffects this problem.
provides ample protection. Contacts were The soft- drogue was founl vwry appoaling to
made in maneuvering flight up to, a maximum of most pilots as the potential tor receiver
30 degrees of hank. The Lest pilots reported iitcraft damage was low. This resulted in
HQRs of 5 at '110 KIAS o-,n the right hose which reduced tension in the cockpit.
was sli hrly harder Than the left hose as in
level flight. Format in t light at 30 degrpes The tanker wake caused the hoses to, fly
.,f bank in the FTZ were also performed which outboard of the pods requiting different
were assignod HQP of - . Nfirmal and emerge, ncy references for making th, precision appi a-h
-isconne-ts we,, perf,orme, th7 r ughout the ,o ",.e drogue. One pilot rertar ked that there
envelope and no prohlems wore ident if led. was a tendency for his attent in t0 be Arawn". ne propeller arc as the sepiiati in

Altitude did riot have any si 3rif leant ef fort ,r stance between the rereiver and the tanker
on the handling qualirion;. The higher was small. Finally, this closo dirtance
turbulence inrensities wercý generally prompted the remark that there was alot of
observed 1-low 10,000() ft PA blt if calm AAR "metal* in the receiver pilt I s field o,f
as low as ',uii ft AlI, was a-'-ptr.i le. view.

The AAR env-lope ftr rhe cF 10 was definid Night Compatibility
as 170 to 240 KIA ; with Ant'.,flaps r4.quired
below 200 KIAS. The altitude range was 5,00 The initial night lighting system
ft AGL to 35,000 ft PA. consisted of a strip light on the horizontal
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stabilizer, pod beilmouth light, drogue self- Fiotcher syste-m resultied irn several
luminescent emitters, arnd wing tip ,yg..ts. surprises. The shorter hose lengt-h and the
In addition the receiver aircraft have probe strong CF-18B bow-wave co~upled with rthe light-
lights. Sufficient attitude cues were drogue where two examples. it a receiver
available for flying in trail, making station aircraft baa not ""set. tridled wito, a
changes, and in the pre-conract position, particular tan':er, a limited cosipatibility
moving into the contact position, the evaluation should be undertaker, to avoid
horizontal stabilizer strip light provided surprises in operation. This is especially
satisfactory longitudinal cues. once moved the caso for wartime multi-national
forward into t~he FTZ, though, the strip light operations when fatigue may b-e high.
was in the peripheral vision and insufficient
cues wore available. The hose markings could it was very difficult 1ýiudg' 3i ýal
not be seen so thatt longitudinal position was formation pcsit inning 'l: uan' ifi -n:
very difficult to maintain. In maneuvering refuellintg poqr 1rn .Tis~ wa~s
flight minimal att-itude cues were available, variations in ocs"- trngle u ,
The scanner in the cargo compartment also had tripped fuel effectc. Rv, uh:i -r
difficulty seeing the receiver aircraft and magnitude comlrparisons w~r p-ssit

1
'ý w l

hose. The tight hose positions placed the simple scale drawings. o ir,,,tr- i r i i's~
receiver 2-3 ft closer to the tail of the techniques need to L b J-vl"elcpe"'' I erat ' ,-al
aircraft. An improved lighting system is pilots are famri'liar wi-''"l " w':,4 PI)! al--i
uinder investigation at this time, receiver canion,' iee"r~r,

separation disan"-s'
AAR Lesson. Learned

The imrortrance cI th'- eff'--' : t
This test programme war conducted safely and during AARi w~a's '-i-"
resulted in the successful certif [cat ion of i1rnt rtut-taliv a-',,:do ,In!:
the tanke, lot flight, and providing an rem~i
initial refuelling eý-nvellope for both the CF- Ti3, !r, 1 ul-r-i1.
,S ae -nd C-l. in spire of several r-fuel I ig , 11'a :
"un-expected hoDse mc'ticns! no,- damage was 'opeiatr ilt "-w In iu'

sust~ained to any aircraft. The loint c-ndir ion must t- aý-s~ý r,
contractor-customer trest team was "I fi'i."nil saf.-ty Df the receivel -

an~d eliminated the require-mnrt lor extensive desi-gr may also, f- i,-rrt; n-ii
Z-anadian Fcrces follow-on flicbS test ing. The reduce pilot :-mpensiý 1ý i
following are a number of lessons leiarnedlt I:' 'god.
woýrth not ing for fulture tarmk-r compat ibil1i ty
r ria ls. Future Activity

Taniker/receiver 7omca ibiiry -ria"los arý ~ A '~ r i

difficult to: per-form r~i~yas they it- 1-y
n-ature qualitative. This fa,- lead 'i

d i s agr e -n -n dut Y - interrpretatiii -ft I)
c"-'~mmntras An -ýr unity To- ja,-T is'''. r 1,4Ii ,

a n 1 'in gq ~"a'r'- tIK i :;cm' skss e L"'se nt i5 a. 1 Vi i 1
4ar[-"'-ing pilot ratings. Tb 3 may rc,u 3,; a' !

3~~~~~~~ r.a ,. 'oshl 'ohr refut! ings'.tyt 'w-'j

a tfhe .- '- aui r'iiiconclusions and RecoDrinnendat ions
r1 s f, I 11" wa -,l t Ii,

-XF t 1 1r i q a l I . -y, f, I '

41 h r "a s' I ii-' AAFt

''-Jr T',rf *'r mr It' :!. Irlaar
31 vro- -ty I, ''r 1',--- im. rin r,' !~ i'>nI 11[1[art WI

rr f-I fr-w' 3 1- .-' f'4 it- to- ir- ' -li l frK''iltl Itt t ' ,.' i'*

'1 irtt ~ - to-A! ''ho' fuueAPpd..tr o'.pt
''ii" ' 4 *ra t Iil~ t imrjv-:n wo.1. 2''J

* ~ ~ I f.' '-i '!i'h I. -;It r.'ri ats''rply m1r 1 huh

Ii ri I 1 ',! i 1 41 , o1. a, r I h '' liy r I' wit: , ,it-]i t t ors ind 1, ' I w 1 v
n- Y r.pr'', 17+ t li r --q nsre wi; 1 wi I r''' wv-! It r-iI~ I!,

-1, -- q1,--t ''n's at; 11,-y Ir( E''4no rally
l1t 31 4ý It 'xI' r IM, W t 1 411 r-ot ins-. Acknowledgements
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0 MK 3213-71 HSARGEANT FLETCHER

10,

44 7 4' "4-*16*40

(STRAIGHT)

HOSE TRAIL CHARACTERISTICS

2' ORANGE BANDS

1' WHITE BANDS

POD

11.5' 18' 10' 10' 10' 10'

HOSE MARKINGS

Figure 1. Sidevlew of the CC-130H(T) Hercules Tanker.
(Hose Length Comparison - Mk-32/Sargeant Fletcher)

(Mk-32 Hose Markings - below)
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JJ

FRL MK 3213-751 Pod

View Looking Inbd
at WS 330

Figure 2. Mk-32B-751 Pod and Pylon.(1)&(2)

Weight 1300 lbs (with pylon)
Length 170 inches
Diameter 34 inches

Regulator..-•• BValv Fus Mta 517.00

Reguj~ -Fr~ Beam

Center Wing Dry Bay FusSta

- '617.00

7A ____....-....Cargo.... Floor

Figure 3. Fuselage Fuel Tank and Attachment Lines.

Weight 2600 lbs (empty)
Length 231 inches
Diameter 73 Inches
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1-2 AIRCRAFT LENGTHS
BEHIND THE DROGUE

PRE-CONTACT POSITION

DROGUE 74 FT BEHIND
POD (FULL EXTENSION)

CONTACT POSITION

FTZ 50 TO 68 FT

BEHIND THE POD

FUEL TRANSFER ZONE

NFTZ CLOSER THAN
50 FT TO THE POD

NO-FUEL TRANSFER ZONE

AIR TO AIR REFUELING POSITIONS

Pre-Contact Task: Contact Task: FTZ and NFTZ Formation Tasks:

DOesired: one aircraft length Desired: contact within 3 Desired: within +/- 5 ft
behind the hose within half minutes. laterally and vertically
wing span of the drogue Adequate: contact within 9 of nominal hose hang position.
laterally and vertically. minutes. Adequate: within +/- 10 itAdequate: one aircraft length laterally and vertically
behind the hose within one of nominal hose hang position.
wing span of the drogue
laterally and vertically.

Figure 4. AAR Mission Task Element,% and the Handling
Qualities Rating Performance Criteria.
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A E J Cv IFOA SEL(CTE TA ISK O R~ D EM AN DS ON THE P ILO T Pip LO

ADOCI FRSEEC f'qTId AIRCRA.FT CHARACTERISTICS &'N SELECTED TASK OR REOUIRED OPE(RATION' A~t

HighlyI C0es-qflI.CIO ae01e 0 IOCI0ho I

PUOI d0fllptl$0I-0s desre 0 IOCI0 Ia' c

sal'sloct"~ Ih No o,"C4' Moderately ob~Clt~e Adequat~e Perfo~rmance reQu'@I 5

Figur 5. Co pe- arper Handiengie Qualtie Ropnationg Scl. 4

odevo A~q prfrmnc nt #1MOII,5it

Moo eiinis munm0~bepltcmesto

cofoltIl 4o5n q~lto

0.,fo~~~~~~~morce~~~IV CODfce ce o siea l io o p n DItion i q ie

01 it a otatte equreMajr efiiecie E
00 aftoo, m~oemrhl orconr-

PI ofiifn -oploignisrs

12D L..

30

COMPRSSORHTALLNSENSIIVPAEA

AraA TrtIsmvmn nooroto Bo rpdtrtl

Area A Throttle movement intot orecommended. raidthotl

Figure 6. CF-1 16 J85-CAN-1 5 Engine Compressor Stall
Caution Area.



an almost identical configuration and
preferably be of a comparable age.
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4 00

100,00 LB

w .. 55,00 LB

2 5000-

Ul

i. 10000- 10 000 LBS- ~-

M 5000-

0

1000- 15 - 00 20-0

AIRSPEED (KIAS)

Figure 7. Performance Constrained Refuelling Envelope.
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40`1111- CONTACT POSITON

t56'

0HOSE LENGTH 74'

40' --

41326'

FUEL TRANSFER ZONE

FTZ 1 8

HOSE LENGTH SO' TO 68'

CF-188 AND CC-130H(T) SEPARATION

TOP VIEW

Figure 8. Proximity of CF-188 to the CC-130H(T)
In the Contact and Fuel Transfer Zone Positions.
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26.7' CONTACT POSITION

10,

HOSE LENGTH 74'

, 132.6' *-

FUEL TRANSFER ZONE

FTZ 18'

HOSE LENGTH 50' TO 68'

CF-1 16 AND CC-1 30H(T) SEPARATION

TOP VIEW

Figure 9. Proximity of the CF-116 to the CC-130H(T)
In the Contact and Fuel Transfer Zone Positions.
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czJ

40 26.4'

66.3' 3-5'

10-15' 1FTZI
1-- 18' -

S- 50'

EVEN WITHTOP OF WING

SAG POSITION WITH RESPECT TO WING
WILL VARY BETWEEN 10' TO 25' OVER
AIRSPEED RANGE 240 TO 180 KEAS WITH
HOSES EITHER EMPTY OR FULL.

Figure 10. The CC-130H(T) Fuel Transfer Zone Envelope.
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40000 --- r

30000 -

I-L

-'20000

w

10000

04

100 150 200 250 300

AIRSPEIED (KtAS)

Figure 11. CF-188 AAR Envelope Explored.

40000 - -~ IlIW i
I.14- DROGUE ENVELOPE f

30 0 - ~ i --- --- ----- ----------
3000 7>443'JULIO ALEA

w~c - LIVIT

2 0 0 - -. -

U).

F Li

00

S 1000 15 00 20 0

AISEE KIS

Figue 1. C-1 6 AR Evelpe xplred
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Over the past few years, the use of aircraft in long range and/or long endurance operations has
proved to be a successful use of military resources. Tactical strikes mounted from bases thousands
of miles away, or the use of long endurance patrol aircraft over either the battlefield or maritime
environment demonstrate the ability now contained in the NATO operational forces. The use of
military airlift to position forces where they are most needed clearly is another operation where
the range and endurance of the aircraft are pivotal to the success of the operation.

Technologies which improve the range and endurance of aircraft have seen considerable advances
over the past ten years. Aircraft design for these features has matured considerably while the
procedure of air-to-air refuelling has made global deployment and 24+ hour operations a reality.

This Symposium attempted to summarize the latest technological advances in the various fields
which in a combined manner define the range and endurance of airborne vehicles, i.e.: airframe
design technologies, including aerodynamics and structures; propulsion technology; the human
factors problems associated with these types of missions; and air-to-air refuelling technologies and
procedures.

The Symposium was opened by two Keynote Addresses, the first covering a military perspective
on long range and long endurance operations, and the second describing the variety of
technological and human challenges involved in the record breaking non-stop flight around the
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